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SCREENLAND
CTliey 11 Make Your
Heart Beat Faster

iH

with Life, Laughter,
Love, Tears

and Thrills
Jetta

Goudnl

"The

in

Forbidden

Woman"; Remember "White Gold"?
Here's a picture even more sensational, blazing with the fire of the
most exotic personality of the
screen- Directed by Paul Stein.

Rod La Rocque

in

"The

Vera

Fighting Eagle"; a Donald
Crisp
production.
Conan
Doyle's immortal "BrigaGerard"

dier
life

in

brought

to

in

''On

thrills

directed

A

Leatriee Joy in "The Angel
Broadway"; directed by
Lois Weber. The real New
York, but a side that does
not show on the surface.
of

William Boyd in "Dress Parade'';
a Donald Crisp production. A West
Point story, made in West Point, at
last! A story by a West Pointer, a
brilliant colorful picture, made at
West Point, with the cooperation of
the U. S. Military Academy, the first
feature so made. All the romance of
the most romantic spot in America.

Even the
Take

are alluring!

titles

the tropic fire of Jetta Goudal
the romantic
personality of Rod La Rocque; the magnetic modernism
of Marie Prevost; the lovely lure of Leatrice Joy; the
masculine strength and charm of William Boyd and the
dainty winscmeness of Vera Reynolds
;

Add the amazing power of a staff of directors, whieh
includes James Cruze, Lois Weber, Donald Crisp, Wm.
de Mille, William K. Howard, Frank Urson, Paul Sloane,
Paul Stein, Rupert Julian, Elmer Clifton, Erie Kenton
^nd E. Mason Hopper

the supervision of Cecil B. De Mille, the man whohas personally directed fifty great pictures', without one

With

failure

—

And you know

that these pictures
not just "to be
produced," but actually made right now, and tested
are the very cream of your motion picture entertainment
for this season!

And these are only a few of the fine pictures
are being made in the De Mille Studios!

•

See them and be convinced. Watch for the Pathe Rooster

PATHEWestEXCHANGE,
New York

INC.

35

De

"The

in

to

by James
very
modern
question
handled
in
a
masterly and very modern
manner. A laughable satire
on legal polygamy.
Reno'*;
Cruze.

in
love,

laughs
a story of
flying fists and throbbing
hearts.
Directed by AVilliam K. Howard.

tears and laughter.

Marie Provost

Reynolds

Stain Event";

and

Mille Studio Pictures

Member Motion

—

45th Street,
Pathe News Pathe Westerns — Patheserials — Pathecomedies

—

——

Picture Producers and Distributors of America Will H. Hays, President.
Foreign Distributors: Producers International Corporation Wm. M. Vogel, President,

that
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Title
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new idea
in pictures
There was a time when all anyone asked
of a motion picture was that

it

provide a

reasonable amount of entertainment for

an odd hour or two. And in

this, as

most

of you know, Paramount Pictures have

always excelled.

C|

Now we

live in a

'<

new

world, a world of breathless happenings,
intense excitement, overnight changes.
Life takes

on a new

aspect, a speedier

tempo.

Entertainment alone

enough.

A

is

not

new, eager public cries out yt

for the daring, the different

— for

new-

»«7

ideas, colorful themes, fast moving stories.

<J

Paramount

in

A

wry*.

is

ready, with the

motion pictures.

from the crucible of
age that knows no
color,

drama.

<J

With
Zi/e,

stories

If it's a

show

idea

drawn

inspired by an

equal for beauty,

See them you must

you would keep pace with
"

new

life.

Paramount Picture

it's

<J

€jj

C[J

the best

in town."

ffiarammmt m
{Pictures
Paramount Famous Laeky Corp., Adolph Zukor
Paramount tildg., i\ew York City

,

Pres.,

V

-

SCREENLAND
An Answer

Page of

Information,

Address: Miss

Vee Dee

Screen land Magazine
49 West 45th Street
New York City

(CTfielrna Todd,
the beautiful

next

enigma

Gay

The

in

Defender.

Take Off
Some Fat
Reduce your overweight.
Don't do it by abnormal exercise or
Such results are hard, dangerous
diet.
and transient. Do it in the easy, pleasant way.

That way is Marmola Prescription
Tablets. They are based on many years
of scientific research, and they act to
correct the cause.
Marmola is the modern, scientific
It has been used for 20 years.
help.
Countless users have told others about
peoits results and its benefits.
ple are using, as a result, a very large

Now

amount.
In every circle you can see what Marmola is now doing. Slender figures are

now common,

obesity

is

rare

If exercise and diet seem oppressive,
try the Marmola way which millions
now employ. Watch the results. Watch
the weight come down, the vitality inYou will be amazed and decrease.
lighted at the results Marmola brings.
Then tell others that is all we ask.
Ask now for a box of Marmola.
Marmola prescription tablets are

—

sold by
If

all druggists at $1 per box.
your druggist is out, he will get
at once from his jobber.

A.

B.

Cleveland.

Jr.

We

Ken Maynard

of
will

tional

MA1RMOLA

First

at

Na-

Studios, Burbank. Cal.

Universal

what can be
done about that dog.
Dog of the sheriff blood-hound
dog Tom Mix, what did you
do with that dog? The last we
saw of him was in The Last
Trail.
So if you want a picnot Tom's but the
ture of him

Marion

Nixon,

Studios,

Universal City. Cal.

dog, try writing to Publicity
Fox Studios,
William
Dept..
Hollywood, Cal., asking if they
can supply you with a still of
Good old dawg!
the dog.

—

see

—

—

Shearer,

Mayer

Culver City,

A

Reader.
There
are
others who miss Gaston Glass
no. he has not dropped out
but I can't give
of sight
you his working address for
He
he is free-lancing now.

You

Clara
say
All the
8, 1905.
Bow
Many thanks
Clara fans, please take note.
for the information.

Constant Reader.
was born on August

Studios,

Cal.

—

A

and
Norma
Metro-Gold wyn-

Chaney

Lon

—

uses his real name.
educated in France.

Gaston was born and
He has dark hair and

brown

feet

eyes.

Is

5

lO'/z

inches

tall

and weighs 160 pounds.

Iowa Movie Fan. As one fan to another,
Paging I'm always glad to oblige sure, I'm a fan.
Fla.
Globe-Trotter
from
Dolores Costello! Is she real, or is she an Search the world over, you'll never find
truer a more devoted one.
Ed (Hoot) Gibson
angel? You are sure she is both.
word was never spoken by the world's was born in Tekamah. Nebr., in 1892. He
most lonely man. "Alone and dreaming of has light hair and blue eyes, measures 5
her of dreams that can never come true." feet 10 inches and weighs 160 pounds.
And with a few more goblets of champagne Tim McCoy was born in Saginaw, Mich.,
put away
you want me to agree with you. and is the son of an army officer. He has
fair hair and blue eyes.
He is just under
I believe everything
I mean,
That's easy
He is
She is 6 feet and weighs 170 pounds.
you say about the lovely Dolores.
in the very early twenties, has blonde hair married and has three interesting children.
Her latest film is The
and blue eyes.
Shawnee, 0\la. Yes, a five
Clifton,
College Widow.

—

A

them

p.

M

RS.

A

prescription tablets

Jhe "Pleasant Way toTfeduce

—

WARRANTED ADVERTISING
Every advertisement
publication in
subject

to

SCREENLAND

submitted

SCREENLAND

investigation.
in

\eeping

its

is

for

To

advertising
to

inform the Advertising Department of

of

an

any instance that im-

of

plies a lac\ of

good faith on the part

advertiser.

Write the Words for a Song
WE COMPOSE MUSIC

Our Composer Wrote
Song

West 55th Street

Dept.

178

Many

Hits

MONARCH MUSIC COMPANY
236

Here
Portland, Ore.
is my hand and consider yours well shaken.
haven't recovered from a shock I had,
I
on reading a request for one hundred and
thirty-nine addresses, and then, bless your
heart, here comes your modest request for
Tours

assist

NEW YORK

please me a lot,
of course: but to be able to
all the requests for your answers
well, that
to appear in the next issue
would please me more than anything I
know of unless it would be two, five
pound boxes of the afore-said sweet.

pound box of candy would

accepted

columns clean, readers are invited

SCREENLAND

——

Truly

of

to look
reply to

at.

—

—

John Barrymore can be reached Write to Alice Terry, William Haines and
United Artists Studios, Hollywood, Cal. Ramon Novarro at the Metro-GoldwynBillie
Clara Bow, Paramount Studios, Hollywood, Mayer Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Cal. Dolores Costello, Warner Bros., 5842 Dove is at First National Studios. Burbank.
William Powell, Paramount Studios,
Cal.
Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California.
Hollywood, Cal.
So you
Just Warren, from Michigan.
A Ronald Cohnan Admirer. You have
will be "on deck" with more questions, will
you?
Look out! don't "hit the deck," a way with you, haven't you? You ask me,
that's not what the deck is for. You pre- then along comes the answer from your
pare me for the worst and then don't want most charming self. Well, I'll put in my
me to laugh why, that is what I get paid oar with a few answers Splash-splash!
for,
ha-ha!
You can write to Douglas Ronald Colman was born in Richmond,
He is 5 feet
Fairbanks at United Artists Studio, Holly- Surrey, England, in 1891.
(Continued on page 102)
wood, Cal. Billie Dove, Edna Murphy and

just three!
at

—

—

SCREENLANJ)

©WILLIAM

K)Xprcxnts*

PAJAMAS
BORDEN
„,//,

OLIVE

LAWRENCE GRAY
PAJAMAS

^

JERRY MILEY^
and at
MoraineLake inthe Canadian

the intimate story
who was never
of a modern
tamed until love burned into
a scintillating
her heart
comedy-drama with the ravishing Olive Borden in the featured role. From the home of a
member of a millionaire colony
on Long Island to the wilds
of Canada is a long jump, but

jacent to Lake Louise

Olive Borden and Lawrence

natural beauty.

is

girl

—

Gray make it via aeroplane,
finishing their thrilling journey
with a parachute drop into the
tops of the trees. Miss Borden,
best remembered for her exceptional work in "3 Bad Men"

and "The Joy Girl," gives the
most convincing performance
of her career in this picture.

Dramatic sequences were photographed in the country ad-

Rockies near the Sovereign of
the Selkirks, Sir Donald, a
Cyclopean pyramid of rock
and ice nearly eleven thousand
feet high. Glaciers, towering
peaks and entrancing valleys
provide a setting of unequalled

PAJAMAS was directed

by J.G.

Blystone, the comedy genius
responsible for "Ankles Preferred" and "The Family UpIt is based upon the
stairs."
story by William Conselman,
noted cartoonist, and is a
worthy picture to follow such
recent William Fox sensational
successes as "What Price
Glory" and "7th Heaven."

SCREENLAND
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VALENTINO
KNEW HIM

AS

I

by S.

George Ullman

[Anne

Cornwall,

of the Christie
Comedies, comes
down the chimney.

sfzw York

has been showing her most radiant face

•xv

^Sk

Lloyd and
for Harold
n
company. Never has
there been such perfect weather for

-A_

with an introduction

O. O. Mclntyre

by

film

New

Macy-Masius: Puilithen

purposes

—

hardly

well,

issued a statement
newspapers.
the

thanks,

via

"Wherever

we

of

worked we met with
consideration,"

THIS

human document by

the

is

being

by

offered

Screen land, probably

the

for

last time.

Eminent

book
of

critics

speak of this

as "almost a divine portrayal

one

the

of

greatest

adven'

they

well

This

book

said

and

life,

has

great

been

written primarily for the purpose
of setting at rest those rumors.

Screenland

at

$2.00 prepaid to any address in
the United States and Canada.

49 West 45th

Book Department, Desk 5
Street,

New York

City.

For the enclosed $2.00 please send me a
copy of "Valentino as I

Name

Address

Knew Him".

now. playing
Donald Reed
the same handsome young man you

Well, Margaret

And maybe

She's as un-

great big
its
brought out the
sign
usual crowds of the fans and the famous
Major Bowes, manager of Metro-Goldwyn s
Capitol Theatre, was present with his wife,

The Student Prince and
electric

Illington, formerly well-known on
Harry Reichenbach escorted the
the stage.
blonde Justine Johnstone: and there were
the genial Holbrook Blinn, Harry Hirshof Abie the
field, the cartoonist, creator
Agent. and«the usual delegation of news-

Margaret

is

in the east

in a serial for Pathe. opposite

—

veSj

saw with Colleen Moore
y^i ce
A good team,

in

T^aughty

but

.

*

outing

turned her pretty little head.
spoiled as her dad.

*

*

Natacha Rambova, the former Mrs. Valen ti n0 is among those present in the cast
,

Broadway play

Natacalled Creoles.
beauty is seen to greater
advantage behind the footlights than on the
screen
she admits that she likes the stage
better because she doesn't screen so well!
Helen Chandler is the heroine of the same
play, and why some smart movie producer
doesn't star Helen is more than we can see.
f

a

brunette

c ha's

—

*

Ben Lyon
he made a

*

*

back from Germany, where
picture which First National

is

While Ben was in
rumors flew thick and fast that he
and Marilynn Miller, sojourning in Paris
the while, weren't going to get engaged
after
all.
After all what?
After Miss
Miller's divorce from Jack Pickford.
But
then Ben came back, and Miss Miller
will

release over here.

Berlin,

returned later. And just before Ben left
George O'Brien to put off for Hollywood to make pictures there, we
his return from Europe long enough to heard that the engagement was on again,
miss the Broadway premier of Sunrise, in Legally, Marilynn is still Mrs. Pickford,
which he co-stars with Janet Gaynor. however. What to do, what to do!
*
*
*
George is a modest violet among male
stars.
He simply won't let himself be lionHal Roach, daddy of Our Gang, came
ized.
Says there's no truth to the rumor to town. He's the young producer of the
that he's leaving the management of Mr. famous kid comedies, who started Harold
Fox, for whom he has been playing so Lloyd on the road to fame.
Herbert
long.
Brenon paid us a visit, too.
His first
There were some celebrities in the audi- independent production, Sorrell and Son,
ence at the Sunrise opening, however. Wil- is ready for release.
Mr. Brenon may be
liam Fox himself greeted his friends, and borrowed from United Artists by Metrowe spotted Fannie Brice, the famous musi- Goldwyn to direct Lon Chaney in Laugh,
cal
comedy star, Vivien Segal, Hugo Cloum, Laugh.
*
*
Riesenfeld, and Peggy Kelly.
*
*
*
*
That little Jewel, Betty, sailed for EngRemember Margaret Morris, pretty little land to play the lead in one picture for
leading lady in several Paramount westerns?
(Continued on page 99)
Just

SCREENLAND

is

'

paper and magazine writers.

Offered by

„.om

The Lloyds have taken a huge apartment
on upper Fifth Avenue, in the eighties, so
that baby Mildred Gloria can have her

beautiful

injustice.

"The
said Harold.
to appreciate the

across the street in Central
she doesn't attract atten'There's Harold Lloyd's little girl!
tion!
is the whisper; and pretty soon Gloria and
her nurse are completely surrounded by
admiring fans. All the adulation hasn't

and written about Valentino in

him

greatest

a great place!"

Park.

There were many things

after his death, that did

the

could help me by
within the camera
'lines,' and not once did they let
the proceedings
interest in
their
In fact, when
handicap my work.
we were shooting in the Grand
Central Station, all the onlookers
aided by holding off the unsuspecting bystanders who might have
ruined a scene by inadvertently
New York
stepping before the camera.
that

remaining

daily

turests of the screen."

the last few years of his

seemed

crowds
fact

intimate friend of the lovable

Valentino

ever.

Harold has been so royally
treated by New Yorkers that he has

And

York

like

—

SCREENLAND
Win

$50.00
to pay those

Christmas
bills!

answer

Just

GRETA GARBO'S
"T

five questions
AM always amazed to find how
much

the public

knows about

pictures and picture people.
times it seems that the public

Some-

knows

more about what is going on in the
studios than those of us who work
here in the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios every day.
"If you are one of those with sharp
eyes and retentive memories, try
your hand at these five questions.
To the writer of the best set of
answers from a woman, I will send
a check for $50.00 and a fan I carry
in my forthcoming production "The
Divine Woman". The writer of the
best set of answers from a man will
receive a check for $50.00 and the
cane used by Lars Hansen in the
same picture. For the fifty next best
answers, I have autographed copies
of my favorite photograph.

Cordially yours,

Greta Garbo

a
Of which

"He

s

M-G-M

rides like the

star

is it

said

wind and ropes

like a fool?"

2

What do you think of M-G-M*s
News reel? Name three points of

superiority (in not over 100 words).

3
its

From what sign of the Zodiac
M-G-M's trade mark derive

does

name?

A Name

five

mechanical tricks

making

picture

— for

in,

instance

"The Close-Up'

THE GARDEN OF ALiJm
FAMOUS

novel first appeared,
daring love story is

NOW on

the screen, filmed

THE master

by

director Rex Ingram:
IN the dreamlands of the East.
IT comes to you direct from its
SENSATIONAL Broadway run at
THE Embassy Theatre, New York.

is M-G-M's "Screen Forecast"? (Your local Theatre manager can help you answer this.)

Write your answers on one side of a
single sheet of paper and mail to
Competition Editor, 3rd Floor,

THE world gasped when Robert Hichens'
THIS

< What

New

REX INGRAM'S
Production, with

ALICE TERRY and
IVAN PETROVICH
by

Robert Hichens
Scenario by
Willis

Goldbeck

Directed by

BEX INGRAM

1540 Broadway,
York. All
answers must be received by Decernber 15th. Winners' names will be
published in a later issue of this
magazine.
Note:
friends

you do not attend pictures
you may question your
or consult motion picture

If

yourself

magazines. In event of ties, each
tying contestant will be awarded a
prize identical in character with
that tied for.

Winner

of Slogan Contest
for September

PAUL PACKARD
The

Press

Cleveland, Ohio
Autographed pictures hare been

jo prize

winners.

sent to the next

]

SCREENLAND
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secret worth thousands of dollars to every woman
"Allura." Gives the delicate natural
color of healthful youth without showing the slight,
Almost unbelievable in its
est trace of the artificial.
marvelous effect. Not a beauty treatment, cream, loNothing to
tion, soap, powder, compress or mask.
wear or take. Used by many of the most prominent
stage and screen stars. The most marvelous discovery of recent years.
Doraldina, opens the door for you to beauty of skin.
This should not be confused with ordinary cosmetics.
Here is something new and different. Fill in and mail
coupon for her booklet which gives complete details.
Then be prepared for the most surprising information
you have ever read on how to attain beauty.

a

—Doraldina's

1

Attractive Standard Boudoir Jar $5.

Doraldina
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
Doraldina, 5623 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood. Calif.:
Please send me, without cost, your booklet, which
fully explains your secret of a beautiful complexion.
If demonstration jar is wanted, enclose

C3

$1.00.

Name

.

fl[

Address

Town

City or

_State_

Check coupon above indicating cotnp

GRAY HAIR
IS

You

^he

NOT NECESSARY

By Mabel

Wm. J. Brandt's
LIQUID

"Y O story could have

rover hair in 10 to 30 minutes so th.Tt you
would not know it ever was gray.
It
is
liquid.
One application with a toothbrush does it all. No
pack.
No mess.
You get the natural color. No one will suspect
your hair has been dyed. Leaves it soft and lustrous no dead color no streaks
no spots just a
will

—

—

IT

ON

not rub off.
It stays on several months.
sea bathing, sun, permanent waving,
curling nothing takes it off.
You can cover any gray no matter how stubborn
or how caused.
You
It also takes at the roots.
don't have to fuss around for a week.
You get
the color right away.
will

the public library. Tourists
the places in sunny California which
claim any sort of historical reminiscence of
the charming heroine of the old Mission
days in the Southwest.
Camulos Ranch is
the most noted landmark.
It is situated in
the beautiful Santa Clara valley, about fortyfive miles from
Los Angeles. The ranch
house, which is undoubtedly the finest specimen of old Spanish times of California, is
almost entirely hidden in a mass of shrubbery, orange and almond trees. The house
ular classics in

Shampooing,

—

visit all

Up

Wonderful For Touching
You can

put it on just where needed.
Can be
other dyes or where powdered hennas
Does
been used.
Does not break the hair.
not interfere with permanent waving.
Order through your
Full directions enclosed.
dealer or from us.
State color desired: Black, Dark
Brown, Medium Brown. Light Brown, Drab, Blond,

used
have

over

Auburn.

Cash with order,

$2.50.

C.O.D.

$2.77.

HAIR SPECIALTY CO.
Dept.

665-S

East

112

23rd

New York

St.,

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS

INSTANTLY,make3them appear
naturally dark, long and luxuriant. Adda wonderful charm, beauty

and expression to any face. Pertectly
harmless. Used by millions of lovely
women. Solid form or water-proof liq-

BROWN
MAYBELUNE CO., CHICAGO

75c at yout
BLACK or
dealer's or direct postpaid.
uid.

Learn

Take

the
Off

secret

of

how

to

excess

weight in a natural way. Reducing
chart with full instructions specially
priced for short time.
CUENDET, Dept. 2, Box 737, Vernon,

25c
Calif.

low with

wide veranda on three sides
of the inner court and a still broader one
across the entire front which looks towards
the South.
Close by is the quaint little
chapel where those who could not find room
inside knelt outside the door and in the
garden walks to pray.
is

REDUCE

familiar

which Dolores Del Rio will be starred.
Ramona has been translated into nearly
every civilised language.
It was published
in 1884 and is still one of the most pop-

—

color.

ANYONE CAN PUT
It

more

or a more romantic appeal
for the American people than
'Ramona," the famous and beoved novel by Helen Hunt Jackson, which
will be produced for the screen by Inspiration Pictures and Edwin Carewe and in

EAU DE HENNA

—

a

name

Hair Color Restorer

a

As is generally understood, practically
every incident in the story has fact for its
foundation and the minutest detail of the
home of the Morenos is described with great
beauty and accuracy. Yet Helen Hunt Jackson only spent two short hours at Camulos.
Her memory was remarkable and the descriptive powers which she displayed in
Ramona have seldom been surpassed.
The Atlantic Monthly says of the author
that she is "a Murillo in literature" and
that the story of Ramona is one of- the
most

artistic

creations

c

E^mona

°3^ome of

are only as old as
you look!

uniform

Dolores Del Rio as Ramoyia, the
beautiful heroine of Old California's most stirring romance.

of

American

litera-

Livingstone
We

are indebted to Mrs. Jackson for
deeper and better understanding of the
Mission Indians, whose quiet, peace-loving

ture.

a

ways she so sympathetically and dramatically
portrayed.
The Californians

honor the name of
Helen Hunt Jackson and every year a great

Ramona

festival

is

staged, reviving the old

memories of the romantic history and development of the State.
Edwin Carewe whose rare insight and
understanding were responsible for the masResurrection,
the second
of the Inspiration-Carewe productions, and
neither time, trouble nor expense will be
spared to make the photoplay version of
Ramona a faithful representation of the
Tolstoy's

Ramona, which

direct

will

of

direction

terful

is

original story.
"I did not write 'Ramona,' " Helen Hunt
Jackson once said. "It was written through

My

me.

went into it."
summer of 1884, while

liieblood

in her
Colorado home. Mrs. Jackson's leg was fracHer health was rapidly
tured by a fall.
failing when she returned to San Francisco
the following year. Emily Dickinson with
whom an ardent friendship persisted ever
since, as little girls, they played "beneath
the syringas," wrote asking anxiously in

In

the

reference to the

fall:

"Dear friend:

Can

walk?"
The simple and significant
reply was: "Dear friend: I can fly."
Helen Hunt Jackson died August 12,
1885. The last poem she wrote was left
unfinished and yet nothing could more fit-

you

tingly

express

conquerable

"Ah,

well!

her

noble

nature,

her

un-

spirit

friend Death,

good friend thou

art!
I

shall

be free

when thou

art thru

Take all there is, take hand, take heart,
There must be somewhere work to do!"

SCREENLAND

When IRose to my Feet
I Turned to Stone
-But Now I Can Hold an Audience
of Thousands Spell- Bound!!!
HAT

do you think about it, War- your own voice. Two months ago, I was even
worse than you.
I couldn't even carry' on a
ren?"
I rose to my feet and civil conversation with one person, let alone
turned to stone. You could hear stand up in front of a lot of people. How did
Then he told me his secret
a pin drop. Everyone's eyes were glued I change ?"
And to-day I laugh at the memory of that
on me. I stood there in dumb agony. I awful experience.
could utter only a few
In 20 Minutes a Day
rambling words. Finally
I learned how to think on
my feet and how to express
20 Minutes a
I slumped into my seat.
my
thoughts clearly, logically
Yet I had prepared for
r

.

.

.

Day

opportunity for -weeks.
I had some valuable suggestions to make that meant
considerable money saved for
the firm. This was my BIG-

Shows You

this

chance to show them that I
had brains, ability and was
important to them in a higher
my present
capacity than
position.
ably.

I

had

failed miser-

of these harried reflections, I realized
that Dickens was talking.
Gradually I found myself in-

In the midst

what he was saying.
talked clearly, with poise
He
firmness.
direct
knew what he wanted to say
and said it in a way that
tent on

He

and

How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How

How

with compelling, direct force.
I can sway an audience of one
or thousands.
I am no longer self-conscious.
I have learned how to fofget
my audience completely and
concentrate on what I am saying. I can make others think
as I do and carry out my
suggestions.
I have a new
inner power and self confidence. I have talked before
the same men who witnessed

NOW

to talk before

your club or lodge
to propose and respond to toasts
to address board meetings
to

make

to

tell

to

make after-dinner speeches

a political speech

entertaining stories

to converse

interestingly

to write splendid letters
to sell

more goods

to train your

my

timid stage fright at that
conference, many times since
then. I have held them spell-

memory

to enlarge your vocabulary
to develop
poise

self

confidence

to acquire a magnetic,

bound

winning

personality-

magic power of forceful
win you salary increases, ad-

It is this

will

vancements in business and
and popularity.

social

recognition

Send For This Unique Book
This entirely new method of training is fully
described in a very interesting,
informative
booklet, Boa- to JVorl; Wonders With Words.
It is now FREE/
It tells you how to overcome
your handicaps and develop and bring out your
priceless, natural gift, in only 20 minutes a day,
at home.
This amazing booklet shows you how
thousands have jumped from obscure, underpaid
jobs into high-paying positions and social prom-

inence

—making
—
—

their lives a brilliant success.

It shows how you, too, can gain the things
you crave salary raises, success popularity
leadership
through the magic power of masterful speech.
Absolutely FREE._ Tear out coupon
and mail todav.

—

—

—

in fact, my suggestions were of a good
But when he
deal more actual value than his.
sat down, flushed and satisfied, a thunder clap
room.
the
of heartv applause filled
few days later I saw Dickens come out of
There
the boss' office, grinning from ear to ear.
was only one way to interpret that grin. It
meant a" substantial promotion. My heart sank.
He had
I had been with the firm a long while.
I saw him pass
just entered a short time ago.
next
the
and
seconds
few
hesitate
a
my office
thing I "knew he had a chair hunched close to
excited
low,
in
a
mine and was talking to me
say,

A

_

—

voice.

"Warren, I know what's the matter with you.
You had more to say at the conference the
than I did.

self a leader.

speech that

breathless.
They
have showered me with applause and compliments on
my eloquence. I have received rapid, worthwhile promotions more than I dared
hope for. Not only that, but

and

there.
everyone
impressed
He had nothing startling to

other day,

—

prevent you from using this hidden power. You,
too,
easily learn how to put yourself across
decisive, definite, magnetic and make your-

—be can

But you're scared

of

be a hopeless bore.
Now
I am a leader in my lodge and realize that my
company is sought after and enjoyed by both
men and women, wherever I meet them. Before
I was always on the side-lines.
Now I find
myself the center of things.
But the best part of it all was the amazinglv
easy, simple way I accomplished all this by
merely giving 20 minutes a day in the privacy
of my own home, to this most fascinating subject.
socially,

I

used

to

*

*

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
I

Chicago,

III.

Michigan

Please send

Ave.,

Dept.

6329. Chicago.

Illinois.

me my copv of vour inspiring
Hon to Work Wonders With

|

FREE

I

Words, and complete information regarding
your Course in Effective Speaking. No obli-

*

There is no "special ability" or gift needed
to become a fluent, forceful speaker.
Everyone
is
born with the power of convincing speech.
You, too, can overcome self-consciousness, timidity,
stage-fright, shyness
any handicaps that

6329

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE.
3601

I

Dept.

Michigan Ave.

3601

'

gation.

Same
I

...

Address
City

booklet

'
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DO YOU KNOW

D

WHAT'S

WHY

SCREEN STARS
APPEAR BEAUTIFUL?

THEY KNOW

HOW
TO MAKE UP

DOING
IN

'fry.

»l/cE FLEW"**

"

Ml

TIMES
SQUARE
By
(T

Bessie

Love

visits 'Hew

Helen

or\ and shous

Broadw ay her
new airplane

\.udlam

dance with Joseph Stri\er.

New York's changing skyline, is very nice, too, because every review-er
nothing ever remains the same in must have a pencil and it's very smart to
Times Square.
Innovations con- have a pure gold one.
Now if the other
stantly are crowding in on the companies would think up other necessities
street that in the old days was lovingly and have them made into passes the rereferred to by the Thespians as 'The Rialto.' viewers' world would hold a little more of
The latest innovation was possibly a result heaven.
the
bitter
complaints
launched
of
by
The season is getting to be fast and
wretched dramatic critics who willy nilly furious what with an important opening
must see every picture, or a part of it. every week and some of the long looked for
every week, and as one reviewer put it he program pictures innundating Broadway.

I
THIS BOOK
CONTAINS
50 Descriptive Illustrations

and
Complete Make-up Instructions

MOVING PICTURES
STREET
STAGE

PHOTOGRAPH
you

one of these
send $1.00
with your name and address to
If

desire

fascinating

books,

Alice Fleming Dramatic School
Suite S-l

1819

Make-up Dept.

Broadway

New York

IKE

'had to carry a brief case to accomodate the
of passes necessary to get into all
the gosh darn theatres.' The above mentioned innovation is a golden key sent out
by Glen Allvine. Director of Publicity of
the Colony Theatre which Universal has
just taken over, renovated and made a
generally cheering place to be. The history
of the key is this. The reviewer is given

number

key which he takes to Tiffany and
along with his own door key.
deposit box
key.
automobile, or safety
Tiffany models the pure gold key into the
On one
shape desired by the reviewer.
side is engraved the name of the reviewer,
on the other the words, 'Pass key to Colony
Theatre.' Thus the reviewer has only to
show his own door key, which he must
carry anyway, and is therefore free of excess baggage. A very kindly and thoughtful
a blank

Company

Al Jolson. the one and only, made his bow
on the screen in The Jazz Singer at the
Warner Theatre this week and it took the
combined forces of a baker's dozen of
policemen to get Al and other celebrities
It was finally maninto the theatre at all.
aged between cheers, curses and cameras.
The over-worked press agent and photographer found it almost impossible to get
Every time they got
a shot at Lew Cody.
him placed some admirer would break
through the ranks and run directly up to
One
him in order to get a good look.
enterprising

youngster

sang

out

'That

s

and fortwith ran underneath a burly policeman's arm outstretched

Cody

all

to stop

right.'

her.

The opening

of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's

Student Prince at the Astor Theatre was
shorn of the usual number of celebrities
idea we say. Roxy did a similar thing at owing to the Big Fight in Chicago which
But the enorthe opening of his theatre.
His 'open happened the night before.
played
three of 'em
sesame' was a golden pencil with the name mous sunlight arcs
(Continued on page 98)
of the reviewer engraved upon it. Which

—

—

SCREENLAND

FREE
Send for the
current issue

\Yhat's the"book~of-the~montli
this month and

why?

—

—

Let us send you free the current Issue
of the Book-of-the-Month Club News
publication, part of the service given
a fascinating
THIS
subscribers. Send for the
by the Book-of-the-Month Club to
little

is

its

what book the judges of the Book-of-theMonth Club selected, this month, as the "book-of-the-month." It is a
very remarkable work, and is described at length, giving the interestRead also the extremely
ing reasons why the judges chose it. «%
illuminating reports upon other new and important books, just out.
Over forty thousand of the most notable people in the
country, judicious and perspicacious readers like yourself, now use
the service of the Book-of-the-Month Club to make sure they will
"keep up with the best new books." It absolutely prevents you from
missing the new books you are anxious to read. You can't overlook or
forget them, as you now do so frequently. And you have a guarantee
current issue. Learn

^

Yet this

of satisfaction with every book you take.

service,

unique and convenient though it is, does not cost you one cent. You
pay only for the books you take, and the same price as if you got them
from the publisher himself by mail. You owe it to yourself at least
to find out what this unique service does for you. Mail the coupon
below. The current issue of the News will be sent to you, absolutely
without any obligation, and also complete information as to the
many conveniences you receive without any cost to you.

—

BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB, Inc.
21S West 40th Street, New York, N.Y.

71 -M

Please send me without cost, the curtent issue of
the Book-of-the-Month Club News, and also
tell me how your service operates. This request
involves me in no obligation to subscribe.

Name
Dorothy Canfield

Christopher RIorley

William Allen White

The Selecting Committee of The Book-of-the-Month Club

Address
City

State

OCT

29

«27
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Dic\

and

1927

his

daughter, Mary
Hay Barthelmess,
in

%i chard

Hollywood.

^Barthelmess, Toet

H you boy with
grow up. You

the cleft chin and the dark eyes or mystery, who never can
are our poet, our day-dreaming, charming, irresponsible boy.
pictures have been terrible but did you lose one single friend? No!

Your
The Patent Leather Kid found them

all

back again.

Best Christmas wishes to you and the charming fiancee.
And when, Dick, you
look into the eyes of the wise little daughter remember there are ten million fans who
will back her love for you.

L1UU1

CHRISTMAS
PICTURES
PIRIT in
^An

Editorial by Sliot Keen

Underworld, that excellent picture, we found great pleasure. It is
and thought giving. Bancroft won you and hasn't Clive
Brook been fine lately?
This drama of crooks and gangsters, of dives and down'and-outs was
contrived by a clever writer, Ben Hecht, with Von Sternberg directing.
In order that you should like 'Bull, the thief, played by Bancroft, he was
endowed with the priceless gift of unselfish generosity. 'Nobody helps me,'
he says, 'I help other people.
His moral sense may have been as crooked as his own fifty cent
pieces but he walked the straight way to your affection and ours, a path'

IN

thrilling, real

1

1

way

14

1

as old as Christmas.

'I

help other people.

OME GOOD "Sits
THAT YOU MUSTN'T

MISS

PICTURE is only as good as its
bits and sometimes an ex'
cellent bit will put a pic'
ture over. For example the
unforgettable tango dance of Rudolph
Valentino in The Four Horsemen.
There are some good bits in the
current pictures.
After the name of the director has
been forgotten, after the title has
slipped from memory still there will

glow warmly in your heart some
minor scene, which was minted from
true genius.

In

C[

What

Price Glory Victor

McLaglen

and Dolores Del
Rio discuss muscular develop'
ment. You'll never forget it.

((In

A

Gentleman From

Paris Adolphe iSAenjou
and J^icholas Soussanin
touch a note of sincerity
rarely equaled.

(\In Sunrise "Murnau has a hit where
George O'Brien wal\s alone through
a long sequence which is remar\able
photographically
and
which
also
lends an appreciable sincerity to the
spirit

of the

rendezvous.

<j[

Claire
Windsor is
crazy about under'
clothes
and ma\es

her own but that's
hardly an eccentricity.

is anybody who can get away
with
anything any time, anywhere,
anyhow
without being
pinched.
Genius can stay out

genius

—
—

A

late,

faces

scatter
at

the parlor rug, make
mother-in-law, be rude to his

ashes on

his

wear white

spats, and everybody
he cute?"
But just let John Smith try it, and see
what happens. People will say, "Oh, John's
just a darned fool!" and they will be right.
A Genius can have several wives, including
his own, and fight it out in the papers without losing prestige.
But when John makes
a little slip such as buying his new stenographer a double chocolate, folks raise
their eyebrows and say that John is old
enough to know better. What passes as
the eccentricities of Genius on Broadway
or Hollywood Boulevard may be regarded as just plain cuckoo on Main
Street.
Everybody can't be a Genius,
which is just as well.
Genius is the infinite capacity for giving
me a pain but there's something exciting
You never know which way a
about it.
Genius is going to jump. Once upon a time
you could tell a Genius by looking at him.
In the good old days, a genius wore lavender
shirts, or lead a leopard on a leash, or smoked
perfumed cigarettes, or had a diamond in his

children,

exclaims:

"Isn't

—

At the very least, a genius used
known by his long hair and flowing

front tooth.
to
C[

The Circus which
someday. His generosities have been misinterpreted, his
angers magnified until he stands our

Charlie Chaplin in

we

will all see

only

100%

genius.

be

But
everybody

now

geniuses dress just about like
only maybe a little more so.
They lead normal lives, have their hair cut
regularly, and six days out of seven behave
ties.

else,

Srurr
Idiosyncrasies

f
ENIUS
Delight Evans

fry

Once on

a time a turbulent tern-

advertise her talents, but
days are gone forever.

do the most good.

1.1

1

human

•

They are
geniuses on the side, so to speak.
They save their idiosyncrasies
for occasions where they will
Just another case of what the movies are doing

perament dallied with leopards

llke

to

i

beings.

those

for humanity.

The

films are full of geniuses.

Every other director has a touch
Every comedian or two has the mark of genius in his
The studios are swarming with it. Even Rin Tin Tin has
the bark of genius in his work.
I
never saw anything like it. And not
a flowing tie or open collar in the lot.
Genius can do as he pleases.
Take Harold Lloyd, for instance.
Harold has a Great Dane dog probably the greatest Dane of them all.
The kind of dog that belongs in the
great open spaces which are none too

of genius.
acting.

A

—

big

for

Now
<C

Eleanor

man

Board'

as a genius

does the unusual
on the set and
lets it

go at

that.

either.

it,

Harold

likes

nothing better than
to

let

into
(Cont.

his

the

on

dog race
drawing'
page

84)

C[

The movies

inherited

John Barrymore from
the legit and got the
mon\ey thrown in.
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By

George
Mitchell

OWN

the

in

Q It's the reason why

South Seas,

\

if you
consults

you

which,
will

groups

of

islands lying lazily

on

little

all

believe worlds

lagooning
over the neighboring antipodes,

their

that's

backs,

what you

Jack

London and Aloma and the make

your blood pressure lies
in 50 Lassitude and 50
Lounge' a -tude, there
are

like

of

the screen.
if

call 'em.

Any

Islandographer of your ac'
quaintance will, when questioned, tell

you that on

these islands there is
pulchritude, there is also a turpitude.
But
let us not get too far above our heads.
This is not
to be a sex story.
Let us begin all over again and see if we can't
keep women out of it.

Down
mean

tut-tut
13

in the

islands,
.

.

.

South Seas, there

where languor and

On

these islands,

is

I

volup
there are to be found

Any Wire-Doctor knows that your entire inner
works are all tingled over with countless wires. As

a group of girls

lassitude hold constant
I

am

told,

Bow

Clara

the most seductively beautiful girls
There I go again. Let's gird our loins
and crush out this sex complex.
Speaking of complexes, do you know that
four out of every five of us in addition
to having to buy lots and lots of Listerine, get our
wires all crossed up every four or five times a day?

much

Arnold Kent

The

Hula.
s\irt

bloom.

.

.

.

.

grass
burst into

;
.

.

.

the Bottle Imp, or better still
like a hook worm and sug'

understand it, our whole
man or auditorium as you

I

gest all kind of radical ideas

inner

may

call

it,

these countless wires gets crossed with
called a crossed wire or complex

it"s

into

some of its mates,
and one of these

complexes, in fact the major jpicadillo as it is called, is
the South Sea Island Complex.
As it was explained to me, this wire crosses you somewhere in the Equine or Horse Sense belt, midway between
the Nomad and the Arab zodiacs.
Of course, this is all too scientific for you to fathom.
But I'll try to tell you in plain words, because it's a very
important and a very serious matter. You could get all
sorts of things from ignorance of this vital complex, but

why

you

get this complex,

I understand it plays the
something like the Bottle Imp
in Stevenson's story of that name.
Maybe you remember

very devil with you.

how

ear.

"Life," for instance

you, '"Life

tell

is

it

will

made

for

song and laughter. You'll be
a long time dead, old Cherry
Stone. Don't be a worm,"
and such alluring advice as
(Continued on page 74)

It's

little imp would ooze
of the bottle in clouds
of blue vapor and scare you

the

up out

a cocked—eye? Well as
nearly as I can make it out this
zodiac or equinoctial or whatever it is, will squirm up like
into

your

that.

frighten you?

When

you. When it gets you
that lazy, indolent or
adolescent state of being in
which you don't care half a
whoop, it will whisper the
most seductive things into
to

looks like a piano.

Well, when one or more of

C Rain

becomes Sadie

Thompson and
is

letting

Gloria

herself go
lazy palm

where
bend over
of romance.
to

trees

atolls
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DO NOT
v/ywood
Q Extras
in,

have been breaking

stories

stars

have been

have been turned

millionaires

ever

sold,

into

since

can remember.

wo men stood on
busy
V ^corner
in Hollywood

T
)

a

(

wildly and

gesticulating

pointing

the various
high buildings around them.
"Oscar," I said to Patsy Ruth
to

father who was walking
with me, "111 bet those fellows are
Miller's

had-a-chancers."

As we

them one was saying:
ago I had a chance
"

corner for

Hollywood

is

full

passed

"Ten years
to

buy that

won

the bet.
of had-a-chanc

I

Ten

years hence they will be
the same old hoke, for
there are as many chances today
ers.

pulling

Cf. Dorothy
Arzner once
was unimportant, now
true of motion pic
she's a great director.
tures
Their growth has been
quite
if not more
phenomenal than Los Angeles real
estate, but the chances of success are not all gone by any
means. Standing on the sidelines, as I have, from the very
birth of this despised 'game' to its growth into the greatest
of the world's arts, I have seen its countless failures and

as ever.

The same

is

.

—

—

noted its outstanding triumphs, and it has been my obser
vation that none of its artistic successes have been acci20

Work

dental.

and
spirit

a

fine

have

pushed them up.
Work and a fine spirit are pushing
up and will continue to do so in the future.
I well recall a little black-eyed girl on the Sennett lot
by the name of Swanson. She wasn't sensationally beauothers

.

I

CHANGE
by

Rob^gner
fl[

Esther Ralston s wor\ in
Fashions For Women
helped Dorothy Arzner
a lot, but her years in
the cutting room
insured her success.

(I

Old Father Time

'

is

the best elevator

boy in Holly
wood. He ta\es
them up and he
brings them down
and Rob Wagner
manyseen
has
players ma\e the
trip.

tiful either in face

or figure. In fact
she wasn't con-

sidered

enough
'bathie^

good'
for

a

But she

had a fine spirit
and was willing
to work and so
after years of
water'Stuff, paste,

and hard bumps,
she landed

among

the stars.

Yesterday on the Metro

lot I saw a little extra girl, amazingly
Gloria in looks, who, while the other girls sat around and
chewed gum, and told how they'd never had a chance, got permission to sneak away from the set so that she could watch Greta Garbo
enacting a very difficult emotional scene. The assistant director told
me that she never missed an opportunity to study the technic of
Of course she'll be heard from. She'll know
successful actresses.
her ladder when she begins climbing.
were putting on some plays at the Writers' Club and needed
two girls to stand at the side of the stage and shift the cards for
the various acts. Not much of a iob, I'll admit. [Cont. on page 101)

like

C[

Louise's Long s
typewriter b elongs to another

beginner now.

We
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IF

you have misplaced a friend in Darkest
Africa or lost contact with a few dozen
fighting men in many climes how can you

renew

the

ties
of
never-to-be-forgotten
reach friends who are the nomads of earth,
happy-go-lucky, here today and gone tomorrow?
"Easy," Victor McLaglen would tell you, "go into the
movies.
The omnipresent screen will track them down each one,
and out of their many far hiding places will come their

friendship,

1

how

''

greetings of remembrance.

Rarely indeed does it happen that the player in real life
has lived the life of the character he is called upon to
portray on the screen. Yet this is true of Victor McLaglen,
the Captain Flagg of the screen version of W/idt Price
Glory.
He is the man Maxwell Anderson and Lawrence
Stallings created for their world
captain of marines who wages

war

play, the hard-boiled
(Cont. on page 88)

The

^Brilliant

Winners

Contest

The Halperin-Kane Mentality Contest Winner

is

Miss Anna Blake Mezquida
You

never

your

luck.

know
Try

969 Pine

St.,

San Francisco, California

The Edna Marion Radio

everything.

set

was won by

Mr. C. H. Baker
59
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Pay
find
good sport
collecting scalps,

'totht

a n-

ANNA- SLACK MEZQUIDA

swered in the
Mentality Contest.

We

'

'

SSi

t

500 00

Preyr

^iqVAL

PICTUiES. IMC

first

question and the
winning answer sent
in by Miss Mezquida.
There were two

([Photograph of the

Hundred

questions asked in the

Marion Con'
test and the winning
answer to the first

A

A

it

graciously.

If

you are going

to

do a generous thing, do

not

hopeless from the girl's
every instant to her

generously.

But even with
standpoint.

No

this,
girl

is

the

case

expected

is

to

cling

If courtesy demands that she show him attention, it also
exacts from her a certain detachment which permits her escort
the freedom of seeking the society of other women for a time.
The girl may then seek her opportunity with the other man.
She may have but a single dance with him perhaps, or a few
But if she is
moments conversation following the introduction.
a true daughter of Eve she ought to be able to arouse his interest sufficiently in that brief time to make him want to see
If she has made so little impression that he is
more of her.
utterly indifferent to her, she has small hope of winning anything
from him later that would be worth while.
One other element enters into the situation: the exact status
If he is simply a
of the girl's relationship with the first man.
friend, or her companion of the evening, and she has not encouraged him in serious intentions towards her, she is free, apart
from the courtesy she owes him as her escort, to accept and
But if she is
attract other attention when opportunity offers.
engaged to the first man, or if there is an understanding between
them, or if she herself has deliberately led him on, then she
should forget the other man, or be honest with the first one and
It is
tell him frankly that there is another who interests her.
certain type of girl may
then his place to hold her if he can.

escort.

A
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for Five

dolla rs

question also follows.
Question: If a girl goes to a party with a young man and meets
another more appealing to her, should she stick to the first or
should she try to attract the second?
Answer: What an unfortunate situation for our heroine! However, there is only one possible answer.
The
girl owes a duty to her escort which she cannot escape.
young man who takes her to a party is in a way of speaking her
host, and she is his guest, and every law of good breeding demands that she show him the courtesy of a guest to a host.
She has no right to make him feel that she has accepted his
services merely for convenience and that at the first opportunity
No selfish interest in
she is eager to leave him for another.
someone else can excuse such rudeness.
girl's first obligation is to the man who has accompanied
her, and that also obligates her not to act as though she were
accepting his attentions grudgingly, with eyes and thought all for
Out and out neglect would be more pardonable
the other man.
If you are going to do a gracious act,
than a martyred civility.

do

cJiecJ^

($500) sent to
Miss Mezquida. She chose the cash
rather than to ta\e a chance on
a movie part.

Edna

it

City

'"

mi
'

York

INC.

-rtAST N.tTlOHAL flKST-

'

1

West 46th

in

but

tomahawk, like
the
the boomerang, somestrikes
home,
times
and the girl may find
that her many conquests have cost her
the one real love that
would bring a lasting
happiness.

Mr.
ning

Baker's

answer

win-

the
question in the
Radio Contest, What kind of comedy do you like best? Why?
Answering Question 1 Ever since the first days of Chaplin and
the Sid Drews I have liked those comedies which deal with the
everyday average problems of life courtship, marriage, marital
troubles and lovers' quarrels, all the mixture of joy and sorrow
and humor which makes life worth bothering about anyway. But
in such comedies I much prefer those of character acting ability
to those of situation only.
Let me try to explain: Harold Lloyd
in his best comedies usually depends entirely on extravagant ideas
and trick practical types of humor to get his laughs. He and his
directors are a marvel at it
but to me it merely involves time to
think out sequences of crazy happenings, and little credit for
acting given to any member of his casts.
Chaplin in the old days did not have all the huge equipments
and studio staffs at his disposal, yet his business had a combination of laughs and tears that had made him the comedy idol of
millions the world over.
He, of course, depended a great deal
upon the practical sort of humor but also was second to none in
wringing your heart by his acting in the same second that he
was making your sides ache from laughing. To illustrate briefly;
a man who puts the loose egg in the unsuspecting father-in-law's
hat makes an audience laugh when the unsuspecting old devil
claps it down on his head
practical humor, but not anything
involving acting ability.
Give Harry Langdon the same idea and
not only does the audience laugh at the father-in-law being messed
up but Harry tears out your heart by his expressions during the
moment when the hat is being raised to be put on. His expression is half pity, half joy, half a wild looking around for an
avenue of escape when the storm breaks. I firmly believe that if
motion picture producers would realize this one fact there would
be less horrors released under the name of comedies; the best form
of humor, the funniest, the most lasting and the most appealing,
is that which while funny also has a hint of tears.
Charlie Chaplin's much over-rated Kid shows this point.
There is always the
audience in certain sections that will practically laugh itself to
death at seeing someone sit on a tack or fall downstairs, but the
average American audience is now so picture-wise, and so critical;
the reviewers so much more able to judge than years back
that it
takes a good comedy to make a hit nowadays, and the ones that
do have most of the things I like and mention here.
The Halperin-Kane contest aroused more interest than any
contest ever held in Screenland.
The answers were all intelligent and for the most part well thought out.
The Edna Marion
contest also attracted worth while comments.
to

first

:

—

—

—

—

The

MILTON

^Most

beautiful

SILLS

in

The Valley of

the

Giants

Still

of the

JMonth

And

u,Ken tke sun begins to /img
His flaring beams, me. goddess, bring
To arched ivali^s oj tuuligfu groves.
And shadows brou'n. that Sylvan loves.

John Milton

LOVE

and Greta Garbo!

It isn't

by

wait?

that the languorous siren brings a

new kind of
much of the
Photograph

Can you

loving,

it's

just that she has so

original brand.

Ruth Harriet Louise

mm

f
PICKFORD, though
MARY queen
moving
only

enslaves the rest
Girl comes soon.

of the

the one

and

picture world,

of us by her beauty.

My

Best

RENEE

ADOREE

happily back again with

John Gilbert making The Cossacks and
doing for Russia what she did for France.
Photograph by

Ruth.

Harriet

Loim«

ISCREENUHOS

SAVDUST
QRenee Adoree has brought
the

loyal

Circus

to

spirit

of the

the screen.

By
YLatherine
OXDER

Albert

if

would be

it

possible to write a story

about Renee Adoree
without mentioning the
her father was a famous

clown in France, that she was
born of the circus, and that
she was dancing on a stage in Brussels
hen news of the German invasion
came which forced her to escape
on a freight train into England.
circus

literally

You

see

it

isn't

possible.

These things are woven into the
pattern of Renee's life and you
simply must tell about them.
Well, it's off my chest now in
the first paragraph and we can
get on to the real
Renee.
I've

(TRenee Adoree'
joyous smile re
veals the warm,
understanding
heart th at
prompts

never read

a story about la
Adoree that satisfied

Fm

me.

not

sure that

can

it.

I

knock

out one myself.

C Renee s
'

Melisande in
Big Parade' will
never be forgotten.

The

You

see Renee
defies the
(Cont. on
page 82)

OURAGE

is a requisite to screen stardom that you
hear much about.
Not that plenty of
the big strong men of the cinema, and the frail
little starlets haven't exhibited plenty of that highly
praised ingredient of character, for they have. But the boy
of boys in all Hollywood who deserves the red badge of
courage, in the opinion of his numerous friends, is Richard

don't

Aden.
The bald

facts about Mr. Arlen at the present time are
After playing one of the principal roles in Wings,
Paramount^ big aviation spectacle, Arlen played, leads in
Rolled Stoc\ings, Figures Don't Lie and other films.
Not
so long ago Jesse L. Lasky is reported to
have informed Arlen publicly that his
C[ The dramatic sefuture holds as much promise 'as that of
quence in Wings
where the any man in pictures. Paramount is groomwounded aviator
ing Arlen for stardom. And he has won
finds himself in'
the girl of his dreams, Jobyna Ralston.
side
the
enemy
lines.
Events seem to be shaping themselves

these:

30

Qf Richard Arlen has written his

name

across

movies,

the sky

of the

and

indelibly

unforgetably.

By
Blake

McVeigh
Richard Arlen

is

Ralston s
husband but that
doesn t prevent
his being our most
idolized he-man.

Joby'na

very well indeed for him.
But how he did it makes another story. It is a narrative replete
with incidents of struggle, risks, disappointment, and poverty.
Chances are that not even in Hollywood, that community of
envious souls, would many begrudge Arlen his richly earned fame.
Briefly, courage played its mighty factor in the young man's rise
when, as one of the heroic American aces in Wings he was in
the air for 150 hours.
This would be a long time even for
straight flying, but Arlen spent those 150 interminable hours in
stunt flying such as only the most daredevil aviators would
undertake.
Arlen has been in pictures five years. When he reached Los
Angeles he had only twenty-two dollars, a limited wardrobe and
his determination.
The 'I knew him whens' will have plenty of tales to tell about
Arlen back in those gloomy days when he was just a young
man trying to get along in the studios, but probably no
story can equal the account he himself relates of subsisting
{Com. on page 76)
for three weeks on fourteen cents a day

CCA
in

real aviator
the real war,

Arlen

Richard
gives

his

role

in

screen

Wings

the reality of
performance that

can

from

come
searing

only

memories.

OUKOv
'At Westbury the
nabobs of the
horsey
ered,

to

set

see

gaththe

—

blue bloods:
both ponies and
riders.

hen
l

the
0'

4

puts
d o

comes

w

from

ashore

the palatial yacht
is

11

cup and

tea

its

it

for Society's only

—

game

A

Polo.

transforma-

strange

tion

takes

when

its

stride

a

place
be-

scions

pony

polo

and you have only
to see Watson

Webb

'riding off"

Englishman

to

an

real-

ize that blue blood
can develop brutality today as well as
in the days of Bun-

ker Hill.
In this grand old

country
tunity

an

of

why

aristocrat
c

han

shouldn't

hand?

have

Why

(

we
give

pictures

oppor-

shouldn't

Let's

C[

Mix, million'

also, would
give
a good account of himself
cameras or not.
aire

of the
the high-hats a
popularize their

croquet game for them. If

Tom

Tom

Ken Maynard, Fred
Thompson and Bill Hart will

Mix,

organize and play a chukkcr or two just to get the spirit
of the sequence they have our backing against the civilized
or uncivilized world of India and Maharajahville included.
And would they draw a crowd! Tex Rickard better start
on the stadium right away.
It would probably be necessary to have each hero in a
close-up to keep the temperament soothed and possibly

at each goal our trusty cinema gallopers would have to
be humored a little, say, letting the guy who whanged

the
32

little

while ball through, ride hell-bent for the errand

Buc\ ]ones
forget

and

his

pull

a

six shooters.

might
mallet

coupla

tand, seire a sub-deb Vanderbilt or a Whitney of the Younger
Set and ride over and jump into Long Island Sound.
All these little touches would however only add -est and
pep to a game which, while standing well in Bombay, is
looked upon without enthusiasm by the baseball rooters of

the Bronx.
Do not gather from these remarks that our American Polo
Team is not worthy of our loyal affection and
In fact if ommy Hitchcock will sign to
pride.
do a series of two reel "Easterns' with the same
rippy-rip-riding, hell-hooting ponies that he tore
up the Westbury Polo field with, we'll guarantee

T

to produce

some pictures that

will prove to be

whams and Berukas.
Tim

McCoy would

put a graceful
ture or

chu\\er.

(T

Gary Cooper might
carry

Betty

Jewel

him just to
ma\e it more even.
with

ges-

two into each

ua- snaaows

<C Laz-

over

the foot'
the wagon
train creeps forward

slip

hills

to

as

put

mfifr''.-

that town!

HjBr'^j

seeing Lander.

Wyoming on

.

V

the map.

I

believe in the movies after

Although they're boarded up, the saloons
still there.
The little shacks that hug
tne g roun d are old and western.
There
are

'

w^Wr'-v

are but two new buildings in the town,
the Nobel Hotel, where we stopped and

where they show western
Outside of this modernity has kept
its hand off Lander.
Don't make any mistakes, Dorothy and
I were not in Lander on pleasure
but it
turned out to be a pleasure trip almost.
Dorothy was sent up to play the lead in
the movie palace,
films.

—
—

Tim McCoy's new

picture 'Wyoming.

I

tagged along on the location to tell SCREENLAND readers all about it. There were
about 40 of us all together. Tim McCoy
'

had gone on ahead for a rest at his ranch.
came up with Van Dyke, the director
and the rest of the crew.
It has been McCoy's dream to film his
pictures in Wyoming.
Knowing and loving the Indians as he does, he has felt
cramped in working with them at the
studios.
For the old Indians, those who
speak no English, will not leave the reservations and it is with these that McCoy
is so much at home.
It is these red men
he wants to bring to the screen.
It is twenty-seven miles from Lander to

We

Dorothy Sebastian and

Tim McCoy supply

a

interest triumphant in color 'midst the
desert's arid wastes.

love

"hen we stepped
off

the

Lander,

train

at

Wyo-

tning, DorothySebastian thought it was the
set.
So did I, but it devel'
oped that it wasn't a set at
all, it was the town itself.

[

There are two thousand
Dorothy Sebastian as the
settler and disturber.
people in Lander.
I fancy
they live in houses like other people but during the day
they inhabit the main street to spin yarns and whittle and
spit
say, Karl Dane could take lessons from
the men in

—

34

the Indian reservation.
The company
worked there every day. Dorothy and I
know what an alarm clock sounds like at

I

c

larming

five

that

is

A. M.

the hour at which

Believe

we

it or not, gentle reader,
arose every day for three

weeks!

The

first

day's

work was

a revelation to me.

I

remember

MAKING

YOMim
McCoy makes a
Western and Dorothy

(\Tim

-C*—

Sebastian

makes a

hit.

KJtty Hubert

a poem. He
grace personified.

it's

is

The women
seemed more morose than the men,

creeping out
their

watch

to

of

houses
us fur-

little

tively.

They

worked
and

all

in the picture

McCoy
himself

proved
genius

a

with them.

Dorothy found

another

affinity

with the Indians.
She was born and
reared in Birmingham, Alabama, as
you know and her
lackadaisical

man-

ner caused no end
of amusement. Immediately that a
scene was finished

we

that back in Hollywood Tim McCoyhad told me that Indians had a sense
of humor and I, naturally, put this

down

to Tim's

teresting thing.
I first

saw

ability

to

—when we got

Tim McCoy and Chief
Goes-ln-the-Lodge who
adds a picturesque bit
of frontier atmosphere
to the picture.

say the in-

—Tim

to the reservation

work
stand-

ing talking sign language to Goes-in-the-Lodge, a chief
of some hundred winters. When Tim talks sign language

love
I

discovered that

the Indians lost no
time in squatting

Even if they had only a few min'Here's right where
utes to rest they took it big.
'Why aren't there more
I belong,' Dorothy said.
Indians at the studio so that we wouldn't have to
so hard? They know how to relax and I certainly
on the ground.

that.''

—

While the company worked and how they worked!
(Cont. on page 100)
wandered around that fascinating

oseph

Kennedy

P.

and

Moynihan of Tulsa, Oklahoma won
offered by Mr. Kennedy in the F B

(\John F.
the job

Publicity Department and has come to

New York.

nce upon

— why
ago—there

a time

must have been over

it

two
was

centuries

a famine in the
brave old country of Erin.
All
summer long there had been no
food no potatoes at all. Staunch
hearts and strong backs could bear
the hunger and pain during the
warm, heat- laden days. But when
the autumn came, and the winter,
with long dripping nights and
short dripping days
and when
even the night before Christmas
came and in the leaky, thatched
roof cottage there wasn't a single
shilling to buy a stick of brightstriped candy or a bright yellow
orange for a single one of his nine
children, the father, Padraig, was

—

—

—

beside himself.

"Wisha,

thin,

the troubled

man

what
cried

shall I

do?"

and wrung

work-worn hands.
then in walked his
Maureen. She had been over

his knotted,

And
wife,

just

church the whole afternoon.
Helping to fix the Manger and
the Shepherds and the Animals for
to the

the

little

tableaux

of

the

Christ

Child which was always placed before the altar on Chirstmas Day.

"Be lookin' now," said she, "at
what I found right here at the
dure near the small,
Christmas roses."

little

bush of

She held a half-penny in her
"The roses are after bloomin' even with the bit of frost that
struck them yesterday mornin\ So
sure, it must be the good sign,
hand.

P. Kennedy,
Pictures, and John F.

Joseph

President

of

Moynihan who

B. O.
has gone

F.

wor\ at the job offered through Screenland.
The young man ta\es the first step
up quite seriously and Mr. Kennedy seems to
to

then."

enjoy the experience of giving a helping hand.

up

"Shall I be taking the copper
to the village," the father asked

Christmas Guest

His

about having the

(\The great thing
Christmas Spirit

and

every

day

is

to

applying

everyday

it

today

life.

By
Rosa
Reilly
"and buying the bit of
sup for the childer?"
Maureen shook her head. "Go
eagerly,

over to the church, instid, and get
a blessed Christmas candle to set
in the

window

this night."

—

"But the childer they have the
great hunger on them."
"Never you mind them," replied she, "do as I say, and all
will be well this blessed night."

"Whirra! ye'd better have let
the Master take the childer along
to the Big House that time whin
he wanted to," said the father, for
the moment thinking only of the
hungry little stomachs he could
not feed.

"Arrah Padraig. Ye don't mean
Tis only the fear in ye
The Blessed Lord
that's talkin'.
sent us our childer and with us
they will stay. Go ye now, darlin',
and get the candles as I said. Ye

it

surely.

will see, all will be well."

Uncertainly the father went up
the slippery road to the thin-spired

Candles were candles.
And his
But food was food.
wrecked stomach had known no
church.

touch of bread
two days past.

nor broth

these

Down in the cottage, the mother
gathered her children around her.
"We'll be sayin' the Rosary
now," said she. "We'll be saying
the Rosary

(Cont. on page 80)

C[

smiling and proud Mrs. John F. Moynihan
and little Pat all the way from. Tulsa as Mr.
Kennedy's guests, just because he would not
!N{ot a bad
have the little family bro\en up.
\ind of a man to wor\ for.

The

Bj jeannette Sauer
was preordained that Lois Moran should act. When a little girl reaches
her fifth birthday and mimics everyone about her when she shows a
preference for balancing on one toe to pampering her dolls,
then, the
chances are that she will eventually substitute the three R's of art Rhythm,
Rhapsody and Rhetoric for the three R's of or'nary learning.
Lois, however, acquired both.
Her education was developed along slightly
different lines to other young girls.
She went to boarding school when she was
six, because her mother believed that mingling freely with other youngsters
would develop poise. And at ten, when most young girls are preparing for
higher education away from the maternal hearth, Lois was brought home. From
then on, her studies in art, music and dancing received the whole-hearted attention of a wise little mother.
<(Lois in the eve'
There is an unmistakable stamp of refinement about Lois
she
ntng
wrap
Moran, due, no doubt, to her gentle
rearing.
At the .same
to
=>
sent to Screentune she ls as spirited and enthusiastic as any college freshland to be given
man. She is a frank contradiction. Her film roles in the
away.

—
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two years have led people to
regard her as "the sweet girl of
When Samuel Goldthe movies.
Lois
to play the child
wyn selected
Lausel in Stella Dallas the whole
movie colony was astounded. Here
past

Ever since Stella

1

was

a

'unknown

little

1

'Dallas you have

wanted to

receiving

one of the movie 'plums' of the

Mr. Goldwyn had met Miss Moran, quite
by accident, while touring France
and had chosen her for the part

The

Moran

Lois

to

year.

write

story spread that

and

chance.

of .Laurel because she typified all
that was wholesome, sweet and

The word

unsophisticated.

your

here's

"un-

and Lois Moran
became synonymous. As a matter
of fact Lois had already appeared
in two French movies and the one
Samuel Goldwyn had viewed in a
tiny French cinema house, was a
1

sophisticated

(\The
iv ill

make-up, the producer sensed the
extreme youth and appeal of the

According

made

1

"unsophisticated
Lois
worldliness.

means
at

and
lack

fifteen

the beauti-

most entertaining
most sincere ex-

of your

pression

of
(her

own

she affixed her signature
to the Stella Dallas contract) was,
During the
naturally, unworldly.

age

win

a

Noah Webster,

to

Moran

ful evening wrap.
Best letter means the

young mother. Beneath the
curly black wig and trying French

rassed

player and subsequently
search for her.

letter

about hois

film featuring Lois as a har-

war

best

when

past three years, as a movie star,

Lois

she has rubbed shoulders with the
great, and near great, and yet it

thoughts.

Moran

many

in

has played

pictures

among
The

hasn't robbed her of her most exan indefinable,
quisite possession,

them
\K[hirlwind of Youth,

naive charm that attracts everyone

and The

to her.

Lover.

Stella

—

Lois has portrayed so many demure, sweet girls on the screen,
that even those about her have

attraction

motion picture

dubbed

1

"it.

director,

who

Address— LOIS
49

ad-

all

"nos" of Lois' appeal.

will

When

the score-card

MORAN

West 45th

New York

St.

City.

Contest closes December 15,

C The

gift

wrap

1927

of

heavy white crepe
embossed with silver
is

important asset for financial success on
That Lois has prospered in her
the screen.
And
brief movie career, no one can deny.
take a canvass of your gentlemen friends some
day making a mental note of the 'ayes' and

an

just fin-

Screenland Contest Dept.

One

mires her acting ability immensely
and foresees a great future for her
in pictures, recently declared that
Lois definitely lacked "sex appeal.'
Sex-appeal, according to the knowing ones,

Irresistible

She has

ished Publicity Madness
at the Fox Studio.

overlooked the fact that she possesses something more vital and
compelling than the obvious, physical

Dallas,

trimmed
thread
is
with ostrich feathers
and would be just
the thing for a
Senior Hop.

is tallied,

tured

all

Possibly

the masculine votes!
it is her fresh charm, her unassuming,

manner, or the understanding light in
her sea-blue eyes that attracts men and women
There
alike to this eighteen year old child.
must be something just as intangible and inthat make her the
terestmg as that overworked word 'it
reticent

—

you

undoubtedly find that demure Miss Moran has cap-

toast of several universities

.

.

1

—

.
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(jlda Cray, dancer
and PROUD of IT
QSo

she offers this contest, the winner of which will receive

Wayburn Dance Scholarship 'with fares and living

a Ned

expenses.

C[

Drawn

from the
wonderful set used

in

cer

The Devil Dandesigned by

Willy Pogany.

If )(^\ HE

roa<^

you dare
face

the

t0

fame

it?

If

days

an<^

you

of

fortune,

feel

will

willing to

work and

stout'

heartedly withstand disappointment
and weariness, there is no better way than to

go dancing forward to your goal.
Gilda Gray offers a scholarship in Ned
Wayburn's wonderful dancing school, where
there are over a thousand girls studying and
rehearsing.
Board and room for the winner will be secured through the Y. W.
C. A. if desired.
This Gilda Gray scholarship will be

C In The
*

Devil Dancer Gilda Gray reveals the estatic joy
she feels for rvthmtc motion.

awarded to the girl whose
l etter
shows her to be
most eligible, and whose
photograph ta\en in a
*
bathing suit shows great-

i

est

•

dance

•

possibilities.

Another of the

(fl[

Buddha-li\e positions of the
dance in The
Devil Dancer.

State your age,

weight and experience

if

any.

Write your
name and address on the back
of each picture.
If you want the picture returned you must send a stamped
and addressed envelope.

The winner
will

of

this

contest

be given a part after she

Ned Wayburn
the
finishes
course of training if she makes
good, and from then on she will
be self-supporting. Should she
for any reason not qualify her
fare home will be furnished.

—

Address GILD A GRAY
Screenland Contest Department
49 West 45th Street
New York City
Contest closes December 15, 1927
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e/^ELIGHT
(\ Delight

Evans has so

wisely distributed laurel ivreaths
of
praise and hurled javelins of criticism in her
revieivs
that we are printing her picture— we are so proud
her.

of

What

Price Censors?

CARMEN
T

new
Carmen

^sjHE

Take

C[

is

display.

Step

up and take

several looks.

Carmen

model of
now on

fall

right

a

look.

This

new

Don Alvarado and

the snappiest so far.
She makes all those other
Carmens of opera and screen
look like so many Elsie Dins-

Dolores Del Rio

mores.
this

there's

The

no bull about th at,

is

She's the Tobasco Kid,

Spanish sweetie, and

either.

Carmen

original story of

is around somewhere; but
and his talented troupe have
it some place to go.
The Loves
a modern version, with humorous touches

Director Raoul Walsh
dressed it up and given

of Carmen is
oh, there are all sorts of touches in this picture.
€[

The

"ROSE of the
Young men

At

times

you suspect

that Mr. Walsh and his actors are
kiddin*
the old girl; but Carmen can stand it;
she's stood a lot
aiready; and shell probably thank Mr. Walsh
for the nice
street-car ride.
For after all, it's been a long time since
she was such a red-hot number. Dolores Del
Rio plays the
great big little cigarette and castenet girl
of old Spain.

She makes ciggies and matches—especially matches
Don
Jose— played by another Don, Alvarado— is crazy for

Carmen but

softer side of Spanish

—

won't need to be urged

in the days

when

General Romero, played by Montagu Love, so that California may be
free of
foreign supervision— but intrigue and
politics
are only the background for a
delightful
young-love

best

damn' caballero in all the sun-kissed state.
in case some of Rosita's and Juan's
descendants may be romping around out there,
the Chamber of Commerce had better prepare

Mary

Just

for

a

bumper crop

of tourists this winter.

Rose of the Golden West

is

the best

little

Gilbert
Roland
and Mary Astor

(C

advertisement

California ever had.

George Fitzmaurice has made a beautiful picture. It's
not pretentious; just charming. It shows the softer side of
Spanish romance, in contrast to the peppery Carmen; and
a much more restful way to spend an evening.
All
about a plot to do away with the ingratiating Spanish
it's
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romance

overlord,

the Spanish had

Roland plays the

—

GOLDEN WEST

Neither will young women.
Mary
Astor plays a California maid of

long ago

Instead, she sets her heart

—

to go west after seeing this picture.

missions; while Gilbert

she can't see him.

on a hard-boiled toreador, Escamillo in private life Captain Flagg— no, no-Victor McLaglen.
Vic wears a
different uniform but he'll always be just
Capt. Flagg to
me. He and Miss Del Rio make a great team.
Dolores
just lets herself go as Carmen.
Her Charmaine was a
country girl compared to this fiery daughter of Castile.
And speaking of soap some of the love scenes are far
from being ninety-nine per cent pure. What Price censors?

affair

between Mary and Gilbert.

never looked so beautiful— and never

was

so seductive.

her

as

ever

In fact,

being

I

can't

seductive

remember
But

before.

thanks to the Fitzmaurice direction, she
blos-

soms into an early- American beauty. Roland,
all boyish bravado and naive
swagger, will
amuse you; at the same time you'll like him better
than
ever.
Montagu Love has a real part, and about time, too.
As the dictator who is so bored with politics that he' welcomes a change in administration with open arms,
even
turning his daughter over to his would-be
assassin, Mr.
Love shows that all he needs to prove his worth as a fine
actor is a chance. Gustav von Seyffertitz and Flora
Finch

add to the

Rose of the Golden West

interest.

than any of those postcards that enthusiastic

is

prettier

send

visitors

C[A nightmare

that

back from the Golden State, and you won't have to read
any of those messages wishing that you were there.

becomes a radiant picture

SUNRISE
sf

ET up and see this Sun-

own

a

—

comes a radiant picture.
It's Sudermann's Song of Two Humans sung in a minor
key by Murnau. That is, Murnau starts to wail a mournful melody; but American strains creep in; and pretty
soon he is crooning what sounds suspiciously like a
Rhapsody in Boo-hoo. The result is an artistic mixture
which will probably please almost everybody, except those
sad birds who think that Art must have an unhappy endSunrise is not the perfect picture that the same
ing.
director's Last Laugh was; but Mr. Murnau can still be
Because he has
the last one to guffaw if he wants to.
more imagination than any other director; he is a master
of lights and shadows. Wake up, you sleepy-heads; here's

Rub those eyes and take a
school of direction.
at some of the scenes in Sunrise, especially those
mist effects. You'll see lots of 'em this winter.
Sunrise is an account of what might happen to anyone
new

good look

Well, I should hope not! It
mav be a lesson to young wives never to go out in a rowto the caption.

G[

You'll

unless they

husbands,

want another Ameri'

can Tragedy. Janet

life,

It's that F. W.
don't miss this.
Murnau picture you have been
<ZJane
hearing so much about the director's first with the "Made in America' label.
It's a
weird and fascinating picture.
If you're all for sweetness and light you may think you are having a nightmare
instead of seeing the sun rise.
The first of it, particuBut then a human
larly, rather resembles a bad dream.
note is sounded, and Sunrise changes its tempo and be-

—according

their

one before in your

Its

a

with

boat

you lazy things.
Even if you never saw

Gay nor plays
peasant wife, George O'Brien
the husband who has fallen for
a fast dame from the city
C[

George O'Brien

(Margaret Livingstone.)
Margaret has been putting bad thoughts in George's head, and
finally has the bright idea that a good way out of all
their difficulties would be for George to take Janet out
for a boat ride and then rock the boat.
Yes, I know it
sounds funny.
That's the trouble with Sunrise.
You
don't believe it could really happen to anyone you know.
And it's supposed to be about you and me and our
next-door neighbors.
Maybe we don't know our own
strength.
Anyway, it doesn't seem real to me just a
bad dream that Mr. Murnau had one night and decided
to turn into a picture.
Janet and George are so lovable,

—

so

human

—
—

show up their surroundings. And it
two youngsters don't do good work. They
Some of you may think that Miss Gaynor may not
that they

isn't that the

do.

—

be equal to the role of the peasant wife.
Others like
me may think that the role isn't equal to Janet. She
looks the sweet, placid wife with a deep-rooted love and
loyalty for her erring husband; but neither Murnau's direction nor the demands of the role call forth the intense
emotions of Diane.
O'Brien fares better.
It's his first

—

He can't depend upon bulging biceps
or bouyant smile; he must act his way through.
And he
does.
What other popular young actor Irish, too could
have buried his own personality as George does in Sunrise?
really serious part.

—

He's

remember Sue Carol

my

—

favorite actor this month.

in her

harem

suit

SOFT CUSHIONS
the

It's
instance,

little

that

things

that

count.

little

thing,

Sue

For

Doug's Thief of Bagdad.
It
should have
been awfully funny, but something slipped up
somewhere perhaps on one of those soft
cushions.
Doug grins his way through the

Carol.

—

Soft Cushions be without
Sue carolling around. You may find a
few genuinely amusing moments in Douglas
MacLean's latest comedy, but you'll carry
away memories of Miss Carol in her harem
There isn't much of it, but what there
suit.
The same can be said of Sue.
is is good.

What would

Doug
give

discovered this

him

for this

split- pint

soubrette, so

oriental

travesty7

flash of real

who wins
C[

we

Douglas

can

for-

somewhat tedious burlesque of the other

McL

,

occasionally

comedy.
the

from the Sultan

exhibiting

a

He's an engaging thief

beautiful

dancing-girl

away

—no small achievement—even

stopping to pull the Sultan's sacred beard.
Well, there's something about Douglas you'll like. And
it's Sue Carol this time.
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df

Lubitsch has outdone himself in this beautiful picture.

CT7he student
Real Beer
H

Heidelberg, oh,
sons
will
ne'er
daughters, either.

Heidelberg
forget

Not

—or

as

— thy

Prince
two

thy

could

play

him.

Novarro

right mixture of boyish eagerness

is

just

the

and pathos.

And you know how few of our boys can be
boyish without an effort.
Norma Shearer is
a quaint Kathi, who wins the prince's heart
and not just because she serves such excellent

long as

Ramon Novarro

plays that darling
all
those handsome

Stew-dent Prince, and
boys of the Corps Saxonia pound their steins
on the table. I'm just being flippant to hide
beer, either. Jean Hersholt almost steals the
my tears, folks. I loved The Student Prince,
picture as Karl Heinrich's tutor, the genial,
and so will you, though you may not be a
Dr. Juttner.
But then Jean's gentlemanly
jHl
fool and admit it.
I know it's sentimental,
larceny is an old story. Every Hersholt characand faded, and flowery; but as Ernest Lubitsch
terization is perfect; that's all there is to it.
CT Ramon T^ovarro and
has directed it, and Ramon, Norma, and Jean
And of course Dr. Juttner is the sort of thing
l^lorma Shearer.
Hersholt and the rest have acted it, the picHersholt does better than anybody else. His
ture will linger long in your memory. And oh, that beer!
scenes with Novarro are just as lovely as those between
So near, and yet so far.
the hero and the heroine
just as touching, just as tender.
Just when you think that mythical kingdom princes are
Altogether, Lubitsch has outdone himself in The Student
absolutely out-of-date, and you couldn't face another one
Prince. Lubitsch
the gay, the sophisticated
hasn't grown
to save your life, or his, so help you, along comes Novarro
old.
He is so young that he can take his tongue out of
and to think I never really liked him before! As Karl
his cheek and give us pure, unadulterated Romance
as
Heinrich he is simply beautiful, that's all. The appealing
delicate, as fragile, as beautiful as the screen has ever seen.
prince who finds freedom for a few brief months before
He hasn't forgotten the comedy, either; he's put in several
he is called to the service of his country is one of the most
sly digs at his own German customs.
He and von Stroheim
charming characters in screen fiction. Wally Reid played
never make mistakes.
What is it about these Germans?
him years ago. Ramon plays him now and only these
"With a stein on the table, and a good song ringing clear !'
*

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Another Cinderella Story

American J^eauty

K

OSES are red, violets arc blue;
sugar is sweet, and so is Billic
Dove.
But Billie's brand of
sweetness is bearable. Even in
a part like The American Beauty, you
By any other
can't help liking the girl.
name this would be as sweet. It might

the gents in the audience try to catch
their breaths.
Billie is a vision, as she
races through Grand Central Station;

dashes through the gates and her
falls off.
Oh, porter ice-water,
please! Five men have fainted.
It's
another Cinderella story, with
Billie playing a food-checker with high
ambitions to crash the gates of society.
she

—

shawl

have been called 'How She Caught the
There's a chase
Train and How.'
which will doubtless go down in screen
~m Jt
Walter McGrail accepts her at her face
history as the most exciting ever staged
value, and Bfllie is getting away with
in the opinion of the male portion of
her role of society debuntante in great
It's a race bethe audience, anyway.
shape, I'll say so, when Margaret Livingtween Time and Billie Dove, object,
stone reveals her as an imposter. Hisses
Gi Lloyd Hughes
nd
Billie Dove.
matrimony with Lloyd Hughes. Billie
for Margaret; she's causing too much
wins but not before she has us gasping.
trouble this month.
swell actress,
though.
She has left a party in a Spanish shawl that's all, just a
Billie decides to end her masquerade; she loved
shawl to catch a train which will take her, and Lloyd, to
poor Lloyd Hughes all the time a way First National
Paradise. She catches the train, and probably a c old; while
heroines have. And who can blame them?

—

i

—

—
—

A

—

—

<3[

Did

in College at last

THE DROP KICK
'^HERE'LL be few
latest

—except

kicks

coming on Dick Barthelmess'

that drop kick that wins the

game

Alma Mater, or whatever her name is. It's
Almost every
about time Dick went to college.
And of course
star of consequence has graduated lately.
it's no surprise to see that Richard is the idol of his class,
for
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a wow with the sorority sisters.
good part for Dick and he makes the most of it.
There are as many girls as in the average musical comedy, which won't make anybody mad.
There's Alberta
Vaughn, and Barbara Kent, and Dorothy Revier, and
Hedda Hopper.
Beg pardon Hedda plays Richard's
the

champ dropkicker and

It's a

—

But she's the prettiest girl in the cast all the
mother.
same.
She's too young to play anybody's mother, really,
except her own small son's; and you can't help thinking
what a lovely leading lady she would have made. Still,
she upsets all the traditions of movie motherhood by being
good scout. She's young, spirited, handsome, and wears
No cane and a cap for Hedda. She's
smart clothes.
sympathetic and snatches her son right out of the jaws
a

C[

Ronnie

Dorothy Revier is the vamp, and maybe
wasn't her fault but she out-bares Theda, and gives the
proceedings a touch of uncalled-for comedy.
The Drop
Kic\ might have been a very good picture. As it is, what
with the girls, and Richard, and all, it's entertaining
enough, especially in these days of racoon coats and chrysanof the vamp.

it

themums.

declare

I

dual role and Vilma in a bac\less

in a

if

The Drop Kic\

make me

doesn't

almost collegiate myself!

feel

gown

(PJhe magic flame

T

"s^he Magic Flame won't burn anybody up. There's
nothing very fiery about it. Maybe I expect too

much when

Ronald and Vilma billed toWell, I didn't get it, anyway.
gether.
To begin with, casting Ronald Colman as a clown isn't
I

see

my

There's nothing clownish about Ronald.
idea of fun.
belongs in shaggy tweeds, you know, with a pipe, and
the moors, or whatever it is that
dogs, striding over the
Englishmen stride over. .Colman is England at least the
England of story-books; he's stern, shy, quixotic. In other
words, he's just swell. Of course, he's such a good actor
that he is perfectly capable in this dual role business of
a clown and a dastardly count; but no wonder he seemed
It bored me
to walk through it, looking- awfully bored.

He

—

—

Clara

just

is

Ronnie.

too,

I

wish Mr. Goldwyn would discover some

and hire him to make love to
Miss Banky, and give Colman a chance to do a little serious
acting.
The Magic Flame is a lucky break for the beautiful Banky.
It shows her in a circus girl's ballet skirts,
and a long, slinky, backless gown. It is filled with gorgeous
nice fresh rosy-cheeked boy

And while I like to look at Vilma as
anybody except, perhaps, Rod La Rocque
hate to see Ronald just standing around waiting to be
called on to do his stuff and seize the girl and give her
a good smack.
That's all he has to do in this, it seemed
to me
darn it! Always a best man! But better luck next
close-ups of her.

much

—

as

—

—

time,

Ronald.

the cut-up every tourist longs to

meet

HULA

fi[

only
Gray
GILDA
wicked wiggle—
and

girl with a grass skirt
not by a couple of blades.
Look at Clara Bow. Oh, go on look at Clara.
It won't hurt you, and that's what she's here
Paramount put her in Hula just to soothe your eyes.
for.
You're supposed to look at her; she'll be hurt if you don't.
Cupid's Bow does it again in Hula, as a little cutie down
Clara practiin Honolulu where the ukeleles come from.
She's just the cut-up that every
cally goes native as Hula.
tourist hopes to run across in Hawaii where every girl is
supposed to look so sweet, dressed up in her shreddedShe can, and she does.
wheat. Well, leave it to Clara.
isn't

the

a

—

Victor Fleming has made lively, almost exciting entertainment out of a story as light as a hula-dancer's costume.
Clara falls in love with Clive Brook, an interesting engineer who, however, happens to have a wife already. It";
up to Clara to win him for herself, and this little feminine

southwest mountie shows you how she always gets her
man. Clara is wild and untamed as you like her. No,

—

have to do any acting to speak

she doesn't
it's

a shame, too,

when you

stop to think of

And

of.
it,

because

Miss Bow is a real, live actress when she gets started.
But who wants to stop to think when Clara does her hula?

Filled with the elixir of love

CRYSTAL //up

C&he
j/-|/\| HE Crystal Cup,

T

novel.

—

.

is

just filled

in case

Atherton says so,
Mulhall bear her out in

My, what

you don't know

—

I

didn't

Gertrude
and Dorothy Mackaill and Jack

with the

elixir of

this film

a liquid diet we're on!

love.

version of the
Beer, love, and

man-hating maiden who
kisses.
turns into a man-eater before your very eyes. Dorothy, as
Gita Carteret, is prejudiced against the stronger sex but
they, as you might guess, are prejudiced in her favor. So
although she wears a boyish hair-cut and a dinner jacket

Here Dorothy plays

she

can't

scare

'em

off

—

a

especially

Jack

and Rockcliffe

She marries one of them

Fellowes.

she makes

up her mind

—

at a

time.

Before

to drink, drink out of that crystal

cup, she shares sometimes interesting adventures with you:
but mostly Gita's film existence is pretty dull.
Dorothy
does all she can to put it over, and she's so lovely she

almost succeeds.

—and

he

Jack,

pretty Jane

Mr. Fellowes

Winton

—good

are able aids.

over you'll want something stronger in the
freshment than The Crystal Cup affords.
(Continued on page 9S)

all

actor,

isn't

But after

way

it's

of re-

(\The beach shack parties
at Santa Monica set a
water

high

gaiety,

only

mark for
it

isn't

water.

Bjy

Grace YLingsley

es

Beach
utdoor

parties at the beach

and on the ranches belonging to the stars are going
be the fashion all the
year round," prophesied Patsy, as we
sped down to Bebe Daniels' house with
Syl Stokes, the young New York millionaire who is just going into pictures.
to

GT

Edouard Raq
the Spanish dancer
in The Girl from

Cf

Bebe Daniels has

Rio, he is winning
a place through
his personal charm.

a beach house that
is the rendezvous
of the athletic set.

hop from Bebe's

live in a big,

on the beach
Santa Monica, and Bebe was to give
You can almost
a big party that day.
at

Ym
46

Bebe and her mother
beautiful Spanish house

sure Charlie

Moorish veranda right into the ocean.
Paddock could do it in a couple of leaps.

little

What

ho!

Horma

Shearer, Virginia

VaUi and

Athol

T^orma's
The Pacific

Shearer,
sister.
is

loo\ing

since

an

Cortez

better

too\

eyeful.

Charles Farrell
enjoys the quiet
of the beach but
more he enjoys
C[

\nowing that
Seventh Heav
one of the

is

most

tal\ed
of pictures

We

found

Charlie Paddock there when we arrived, in fact. He wasn't in a bathing suit right then, but was playing ping-pong down in
the basement with Matt Moore.

Bebe dashed out to greet us, and then dragged us into
where the ping-pong was going on, with
Pauline Starke, Micky Neilan, Jack White and Blanche
Sweet, looking on. Bebe was clad in her sensible one-piece
bathing suit, with a gorgeously colored beach cape around
the basement

.

her shoulders, and she looked lovely, with her sparkling
brown eyes and her red cheeks. Bebe's feet are so pretty,
as Patsy remarked, that somebody really ought to sculp
them.
Patsy put on a bathing suit and splashed into the water
with Kathryn Perry, Patricia Carron, and Owen Moore,
who is Kathryn's husband, you know.
Pauline Starke and Jack White
(Com. on page 94)
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(§The

of movie

stars

heaven step before the

camera for Screenland
in

their

Jack Frost

protectors.

LMOST everybody can
thrill

for

scare

Christmas

—

it

up

a

means

snappy, healthy weather, furs,
perfumes, violets, theatres and
candle light. There is something bewitching about the late fall and Christmas atmosphere and every woman plans her

wardrobe for this delightful season. The
movie stars have a pretty complete fashion
salon in Hollywood
they get the Paris

—

New

York does, but
fashions as soon as
just the same the girls can't resist jumping
on the California Limited for a day of
shopping in New York.
much of an exaggeration

C[

June Marlowe,

all set

for her location, trip
for The Grip of the
Yukon in a stunning
coat of natural pony

and Alaskan

48

seal.

And

that isn't

either.

Louise

'(£

Seductive

—

that's

Mary

what

Philbin
is in her blac\ \ara\ul fur coat with
white fox collar and
cuffs that she flashed
in her new picture
Surrender.

Brooks arrived Friday morning

and

left

Estelle

the following

Monday.

Taylor was here a week

instead of the

two

originally

planned.
In that short space
of time both girls started a
string of errand boys running
Hotel Ambassador,
to
the
where they stopped, with hats,
gowns, wraps, and lingerie.
Something very fetching
about the fashions this year
and I like the sudden dip of
the bouffant skirt from the
knee in front to the floor in
back.
At the opening of The
Jazz-Singer Carmel Myers ap'
peared in a shimmery, opalescent satin that barely cleared

the floor in back

—

just

enough

gold heels
of her French slippers. Louise
Brooks made everyone gasp in
to reveal the

little

a Jacqueminot rose chiffon
velvet with a tight bodice
and very full skirt. Clusters

of tiny pin tucks in sunburst effect appeared on
either side of the waist.
Her only ornament was a
graceful corsage of rhinestones with spirals of the
stones

glittering

to

repre-

sent the tendrils of flowers

from it. Rhineby the way, are replacing pearls as an accessory in the wardrobe of the
dangling
stones,

smart

woman

this

season.

Another innovation is that
the ornaments on necklaces
are

worn

in

the back in-

stead of in front. That is
to say the chain hangs down
one's back.

<C

Peppy little Barbara Kent sport'
ing her
looking
of blac\
\ara\ul
lar

and

youthful'
fur coat
and white
with colcuffs

of

white fox.
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CREENPLAYS
REVIEWED BY

^Rosa ^Reilly
Big hearted Ralph
Ince and Patsy
Ruth Miller in
Shanghaied.
fl[

Rich
and Buster

Irene

Collier in

The

Desired
Woman.

THE WINNING OAR
would be com'
George Walsh
went intercollegiate and
scored the winning touch'
down, knocked a Frank Merriwcll last'
"S7"0 film season
plete unless

home

inning

run, or stroked the victorious

crew for dear old Rutgers.
George's campus contribution

And

so

this season

The Winning Oar.

is

A

untimely, you might say,
that the eight-oared shells
have been put away in mothballs and
that the boys who die for dear old Rutgers are doing it now on the football
little

considering

field.

But the boat race

Oar

is

in

only half the story.

you would
boat race wins the girl.
you

The Winning
Knowing your

celluloid spools

hand, that the hero of the
Now wouldn't you? Well, George
wins the race but not the girl. This time the girl throws
down the handsome lad who can hold hands for the ugly
duckling who holds the mortgage on the family homestead.
Yes sir, she marries Shylock, to save home and father.
George hangs up his oar, studies law and later hangs up
One day a husband is shot.
his shingle as District Attorney.
Nothing unusual in that; they're even teaching college girls
as

do,

shoot these days.

to

Shylock

himself.

say, off

But

And

this

particular

George's

former

husband

is

sweetheart

old
is

accused.

The
to

now

adjourn with

me

to the

courtroom

we'll take

place

is

trifling

50

class will

up the story there. But I've promised not
tell what happened when the case was tried.
Old Shylock, by the way, believed that the husband's

and

in the

A

home. He neglected to say whose home.
But that's about all he did overlook.

oversight.

You'll

know what I mean when you
away from home.

Lothario

—

see

him play the gay

CLANCY S KOSHER WEDDING
In Arabian lights the Sultan Schahriar, convinced of
the faithlessness of women, had sworn to put to death
each of his wives, after the first night. But the beautiful
Sultana Scheherazade saved her white throat by diverting

him with a story which she told him during a thousand
and one nights. The story was about the locusts which
came to the granary. 'And then,' Scheherazade went on,
'another locust came and took another grain of corn. And
then another locust, and still another locust'
and so
on far, far into the endless nights.
A thousand and one years ago, or was it only fifty
months ago, Anne Nichols produced Abie's Irish Rose.
And so, we hear on all sides, 'it seems there was an
Irishman and a Jew.'
.

.

.

Which

perfect so far as
low comedy are

is

the cob and

And

am concerned. Corn on
two things I've never had
Rose did not begin to ex-

I

Abie's Irish
And dozens
haust" the mother lode of Irish-Jewish lore.
of Abie's little sisters and brothers sprang up on the screen.
But Clancy's Kosher WedAnd that is also perfect
dressed in short pants
brothers
kid
Abie's
of
one
ding is
In fact, they have
But the pants have no seat.
They are just a strip or two of ragged,
nothing at all.

enough

of.

.

.

a life-sized canvas of tragedy, superbly interpreted.
is not a Sahara sister of Desire
The Desired

Woman

Under

the Elms, but nevertheless

handled by a

fine

— unworthy

covering

for

Jew and

Hidden Aces sounds
the Heathen Chinee.
unless

The

Hot

its

Bret Harte and his boy friend,
has nothing to do with poker,
the vaudeville monologist, that

like

But

it

you believe, with
but a game of cards.
aces that are concealed

WOMAN

in

this

case

lie

up the

scenarist's sleeve, clever situations in a clever crook yarn.

And

unlike Captain Applejack's cards the scenarist's deck
In
not 'Aces, all aces', but is half filled with jokers.
fact, 'Hidden Jokers' might well be the title of the picture.
is

sands!

Give me a picture about a military garrison in the
and I'm satisfied if the rest of the movie program
an educational epic of how the wack-vvack bird treats

desert,
is

theme strongly

1

'life is

THE DESIRED

a big

is

HIDDEN ACES

.

.

poorly-spun material,
Irishman alike.

it

cast.

mother-in-law.

Anything can happen

in

a

military

garrison

in

the

Hearts ache. Men can be brutes, or gallant lovers.
And never-failingly, there is a
Arabs always menace.
These sunthe sandy palms.
under
flaming
love
fierce
stricken outposts are breeding spots for drama and all her

desert.

tragic brood.

when an emerald

tiara or a pearl dog collar is
moves with all the heavy suspense
of a Shubert musical comedy. But this time the 'jools' are
handled by some very lightfingered comedy gentry.
And who do you think is the star in this right little,
tight little movie play? None other than our old serial

Usually

in the plot, the story

Yep, 'strue. Charles used to
from the clinging I mean swinging vine,
hurdle railroad trains on his motorcycle, and vault over
anything from a pinto to a pyramid. In Hidden Aces he leaps just as nimbly as ever, but
over and through well timed melodramatic
In an automobile
and comedy sequences.
chase at the finish Charles gets in some of his
friend, Charles Hutchison.

rescue

—

gals

—

hair raising stunt performances.

Alice Calhoun and Barbara Tennent bring
the pulchritude for papa.
Hidden Aces has nothing to conceal. It's
a fine picture very much according to Hoyle

home

of

Hollywood.
(Continued on page 100)

C[

Irene

Charles Hutchison
and Alice Calhoun
in Hidden Aces.

Rich in The Desired

Woman did not let me down
in my fondness for desert stuff.
Irene Rich is always lovely,
most times pathetic one of our

—

rare

picture

patricians.

Here

she is the harassed wife of the
cruel commander, William Russell.
And she is beloved by the
boy, Buster Collier.

The

outpost is Heartbreak
Age has a cruel memYouth has none. There
ory.
is suffering; a court martial; a
man goes mad. The fatal scene
between the crazed officer, John
Miljan, and Buster Collier, is

House.

C[

To?n

and

Santschi,

Donald Keith

Francis
Ford in
Cruise of the Hellion.

The
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By

WHAT

early

Corinne Arkins

could be more restful than tea served in this

American drawing room?

A

room

that

breathes the very air of our fore-fathers! It was
over the teacups that it had its resurrection.
Sitting in a tea-room, on a rather uncomfortable 'Grand
Rapids' chair interviewing Miss Wilson, I asked her in just

what atmosphere she enjoyed her

tea

hour

best.

Tilting back

her pretty head she answered reflectively, as though she had
actually transported herself back a century or two.
"Early American and it rests one so. There is so much romance woven 'round this period so much to dream about.
Let me tell you about the living room in my house.
"Why I can just see the pretty 'Dames' with powdered wigs
spreading their graceful crinolines over the lovely Sheraton
How I
sofas and coquetting with gallant satin-kneed suitors.
"
(Cont. on page 78)
wish you could see it! The spinet

—

—
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ALLENE RAY

has many adventures and as
many people worry over the weekly install-

ments of them

Next

in

The

as there are shivers in Alaska.

Terrible People.

Photograph by Melbourne Spurr

a

LUCILLA MENDEZ
Midnight.
doubtless

wood

Chicago After
The machine-gun bandits will
is

surrender to her

has.

Photograph by' Irving Cludnofi
KnHfiuiDg

in

beauty as Holly-

What happened

to part

them

is

say that during the intervening

Howard Hawkes,

Suffice to

unrecorded history.
years,

rumor has had Pauline

then a scenarist,

now

4

a director,
editor of

engaged
and °not so long ago to Donald Freeman, managing
Vanity Fair.
T
1
j
and
first to

/

n
v
1 auline

To say that Hollywood was surprised when Jack
put it mildly.
took out a marriage license at San Francisco is to
gossip-loving, matchthe
that
surprise
of
kind
the
was
But it
wed a few
making film colony likes. By the time the pair were
dug up
been
had
engagement
early
their
of
story
the
days later,
can come back.
and passed around. Yes, says Hollywood, Cupid
Two years ago, it seems to
to the HollyHospital to see Cullen
Landis, who was recuperat-

me,

I

went up

wood

ing from an operation, and
found there a red-haired girl,
who lived up to the best

what

traditions of
color

that

of

a girl

hair

is

V

with
sup-

A

posed to look like. She was
Loca Hearne, and forthwith
out of them the
were engaged.
they
fact that
Unlike most long engagements, however, it resulted
For contrast
in a wedding.
I

to

wormed

leisurely

their

(C

Dolores Costello and little
1927 who started out so
bravely and now
ting very sleepy.

is

get-

courtship,

Cullen and Loca scorned to
the

give

three

days'

and they will be married within the week.
Helene will remain on the screen and her
young husband will find himself a niche in
He comes of an
these new surroundings.

notice

required under the new law.
Instead they motored to Tia
Juana, Mexico, where the
"ceremony was performed
with dispatch. They have a
nice house now in Beverly

army

Hills.

And two more

couples, as

be wed by the
time you read this. They are
I

said,

family, his father being a colonel in

Washington, D. C.
Helene allows herself the luxury
of one regret at this exciting time.
She wanted a honeymoon voyage
to

will

(I cross myself to
think of what seasickness of either party

Honolulu.

Helene Costello and John
Regan and Florence Ryerson
and Colin Clements.
If ever a young man came
a wooing, it was this same

to a honey-

would do

But young

moon.)

broken
bad
features of being married to an actress under

Regan

in

to be

is

early

to

Helene has to

contract.
start

the

new

a

picture

week or so
after her marriage.
They'll get away somewithin

-

a

where though.
C[

Corinne
he

so

Griffith

impatient.

picture

is

swimmingly

John Regan.

was

To

He had known

starting.

Helene when

are planning to spring

Lest you don't

two

scenarists at

upon

their friends in

know them

I

Hollywood.

will say that they are

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Let respect-

becoming a

ful silence reign because the scenarist

with sister, Dolores.
She returned to California,
She
he came to California.
said yes, the engagement was
announced not a month back

person of importance these days in Hollywood.
And unlike some scenarists, Florence and Colin
gag' before it is copyare willing to spring one
They are going to turn an ostensible houserighted.
week ago they got the
warming into a marriage.
Tomorrow night a hundred guests are invited
license.
to a housewarming at Florence's new Beverly Hills
home. As soon as they arrive, Florence will slip away

East
Jean HersKolt nut nnly
acts but ma\es everyone
It
vAth him act too.
must be contagious.

along

she

was a little girl back in
Long Island. That was ten
They met again
years ago.
when her mother took her

GT

The new

coming

.'

be sure he

a little late in

Since it will all be
over by the time you
read this, I will let
you in on the surprise
which Florence Ryerson and Colin Clements

says 'Don't

is

l

A
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and change into a
gown.
The
minister will be

I

bridal

The

spirited in.

first

Then

the

will

take

ceremony

At

place.

how

is

Earnest

I

hope

it

Only

people,

including

know

myself,

haps here

five times
twenty-five
and five times twen-

Oh

is

ty-five

one hun-

is

dred

and

five.

It

Anna
wants

is

not

of

yet.

Q.

says

she

be

to

sure

of
Per-

is

yes.

swimmer

((Richard Dix
up for The
Defender.

fresh water or

in

salt.

Thereupon hangs a tale.
Lena and Melbourne, who

twentyought not
spread any further than that in twenty-four

to

date

thought

a patient for Judge Lindsey.
Lena Malena, of Berlin, and Melbourne
Spur, of Hollywood, admit without
a great deal of
urging that they are engaged. Lena is
a comely player
under contract to Cecil B. De Mille. She was
a dancer
and actress in Europe. And she's a fine

of the

Let's see;

five

Hills.

herself this time.

day and
intervene.

night

even

Colleen Moore who can
loo\ the prettiest and
the homeliest.

five

A

plan.

engage-

Krause of
Their

J.

wedding
(I

planned.

the

Beverly

is

works.

stressing

ment of Anna Q. Nibson and her millionaire
investment broker.

least that

the coup

be

overlook

which the
guests will have will
be the wedding
inkling

march.

may

romance too much, but
it would hardly' do to

takes beautiful pictures, but

hours.

who cannot

swim,

when Louise Fazenda and
publicity man at Warner Brothers

were rowing one
day in the Catalina

the date for their wedding.
Hal, like
Helene Costello's young man, is suffering from
being engaged to an actress under contract.
He and Louise will be married as soon as she
can escape from the camera.
At present she is working with Will Rogers
in The Texas Steer.
Allowing just about time
for a marriage ceremony, she will then
start
on Tillies Punctured Romance for Laskys.
Being in the game himself, Hal knows how it
is.
Still he and Louise do deserve
a better
break than to be married one day and go to

made famous by Mr. Wrigley's swimming
marathon. Mel-

It

will be a relief

Hal Wallis,
set

work the

next.

channel,

bourne

lost

an oar.

Lena plunged
after

in

She missed.

it.

There was a strong

The

current.
nel

is

beyond
C[ Billy

Dooley

is

it

and

the ocean

a lot bigger.
So
Lena put over her

tries

is

out some Christmas
carols. Vera Stead-

man

chan-

a big place

shoulder a rope at
the other end of
which was the boat
.
.
,
with her fiance in it. Then
she started
swimming for shallow water several
miles
away
boat saved them but not
until
the plucky swimmer had
been in the
water tor almost an hour.
Can you

says the static

terrible.

.

A

m

r

the <url^

aSpiring t0

'

marry

Just one more word about
the flurry
caused in Hollywood by the
reported engagement of F. Richard Jones,
Dou^
bairbank s director, and Lupe
Velez, the
irrepressible

young Mexican

making her

first

Doug

posite

in

girl

who

is

screen appearance op-

The Caucho.

Lupe denied

it and Jones denied
it.
but for twenty-four hours it
was a sensation.
Some are not sure yet they will
not marry.

Despite the reticence of her family,
it

is

known

in

Hollywood that Mrs'
Charlotte

<C

La

Verne
Re ginald

Jane

and
Denny
to

planning
stri\e
Uncle

Carl Laemmle
ice

fo:

cream cones.

Mar}-,

Jack and Lottie is in
a very serious con
dition at her Beverly
Hills home.
In fact

Mary
68

Pickford,

mother of

is

so worried

her makeup on, nevertheless, and was going out to work when the
Los Angeles doctor happened to be introduced to her at the lodge

where the company was

He

staying.

ordered her to bed and began to take heroic measures to ward
pneumonia, which almost surely
off
would have been fatal in that altitude.
By the time that Oscar Miller, Pat's
father,
arrived, the crisis had been
passed and as soon as she was able to
be moved in a closed car, Pat was rushed
to the railroad a hundred miles away

md

brought home.

company

F. B. O., the
•

for which she

was making
the

picture,
likes her so
well, that they
are usinsr a

that she and
Douglas Fair

have

banks

CT

moved from

Lena JAalena a talented
dancer from Germany
and now a member of
the De Mtlle Stoc\
company.

their home to that of her mothers where Mary spends
day and night with Mrs. Pickford.
This was the reason Doug didn't go to the fight.
At one time he and Joseph Schenck talked of chartering a car. This
fell through when Doug declined to go if Maty couldn't go with him.
Instead he went right to work on his new story, a sequel to The Three
Mus\eteers. It is the subsequent work of Dumas, Twenty Years After.

It was sad for us all to learn this
month that Diana Miller (Mrs. George

Melford)

lies

critically

ill

in a

nearby

sanitarium where she has been for more
than two months.
Physicians are not
sure that she will ever be able to return
It is too bad for
to the screen.
she was one of the most beautiful girls who ever came to

Hollywood.

Before her marriage
George Melford, the

to
<C

director,

cute

she appeared in several of his
pictures which were made for
Paramount.
At present Mel-

ford

is

Mary Astor and her
little

wire haired

terrier.

double on the long shots at Done
Pine and will match up the shots
with close-ups of Pat taken at

with Universal.

Lake Arrowhead where the scen-

No

ery

one would think of con-

necting the facts that Patsy
Ruth Miller started on a mountain location trip on the same
day that a Dos Angeles doctor decided to
take a three weeks' vacation with his fishing

was taken
ment she

with a severe bronchitis the moShe had
arrived at Lone Pine.

ill

very similar.

What more incongruous than the
eminently proper Conrad Nagel cast
in the role of a crook. Yet this is the
case in a new Warner Brothers film
and they like him.
The
chances are Nagel was never

rod.

And yet, if the doctor had not decided to
take his vacation on that day, it is probable
For she
that ~ Pat would have lost her life.

is

Madge Bellamy
in a tableau en-

'Shoes
Flowers.'

titled

and

so

pleased

as

to

get

away

from the heroic type of pure
young men whom he has
played so long.
69

MARION

of

HOLLYWOOD
/
Austin

C[ William

has made a
fortune being a
bally ass. "Hot so

who

young Rob Wagner.

dsinine.

wicked

'red-faced

I

gone, the
fight is

is

big

and

over,

I

other,

or

land's

movie

And

before

I

Monte Ban\s and
Toshiye
giving

up this beastly argument about our mu-

to

70

too\

apple the

'Leatrice you are
a Joy forever.'

go

boyfriend,

Eve

sna\e is reported
to have said,

like to try to settle

tual

When
the

when

would

were Rob,

I'd absolutely leave that

erly
OT

<3[

I

it

is

my

town

house'

their jobs. Even Will
Rogers knows that Bev'

The
was here.
he
movies aren't out of
anything for very long!
Why, even this fellow
O. O. Mclntyre, who
only left our happy
camping grounds a few short days ago,
can thank the movies for at least another
Maybe you've heard
constant reader.
of a youth called Richard Dix? Well,
Richard has been getting mail from
some young lady who writes a very
In one of her notes
beautiful letter.
she asks if Richard reads the words of
friend O. O., and then she proceeds to
say that O. O.'s stuff is very good and
Now, every day, I
should be read.
read his wit, glance at his 'photograph'
and announce to him that if it weren't
for this good old movie game he would
have at least one less booster to his name.

any further,

Especially

hold goods across the line to Hollywood,
where men are men and mayors don't lose

of screenstars

stiff.'

of Beverly, and straightway take

though, I muse a bit
at the ghost of a chance
that Hollywood has of
ever keeping out of
anything which matters
much. First thing Jack
Dempsey thinks of is
'getting back to Hollywood,'' and even Lindy
was the guest of about

twehundred

a 'red-faced

when you understand about Rob's nice
wife and two fine boys, who never will
be able to live it down or shake it off. If
so

to business again.

Somehow

if

called

now

we can settle
back to normal and get
down

stiff,'

he objects to names like that? Neither
am I upholding Rob for gently -like imply
ing that Hobart Bosworth and Peter B.
Kyne are not exactly Apollos, but you really
cannot blame a man if he gets pretty much
excited and forgets himself when he is
lad

INDY
mi

Maybe you read the
Rob is just a
and who can blame the

line insinuating that

Ichio\a
expression

thoughts

gladness.

of

is

just a sixth-rate

and cer'
chap like
whose kids

place, at best,

tainly

K.

C.

if

B.,

a

are always losing tooth-paste covers, can get away with calling a soft-skinned,
like Rob a 'big red-faced stiff,' all movie-land should up in
it right by Little Nell "ere roseate dawn slips quietly over the

handsome guy
arms and make

asphalt Boulevard.

*

*

*

Arguments, arguments! It's all we're having out this way right now.
you remember, Al Rogell pulled in a great three-hundred pound fish;
then up came Richard
Dix and made us believe that he hooked
one even larger, and
.

First,

next arrives that irreChester Conk-

sistible
lin,

saying that he has

caught

much

huge

a

larger

other two.

I

affair

than the
wouldn't

even dare mention who
I think the champion
fish-catcher is, and as
the best

for

teller

—

fish-story

well, I fear I'd

say a word if
was any chance
of making a decision!

never

there

%

%

5&

"Just a minute, Mr.

De Mille,

(f

please. I-I-I'd

like to say a word or
two to you if you can spare the time."
Mr. De Mille paused as he went to

Marion

Davies shows Colonel
Charles A. Lindbergh the studio.
]ust a few
months ago he
couldn't have crashed the gate
unless he used his parachute.
7^,ow it's an honor to be near him.

One of the
into his roadster.
gardeners of his estate had stopped him.
'"Certainly.
Can I do anything for
you?" was the answer of the man who
spends a million just like falling off a

step

log.

"I-I-ITd

like

have you read a
and see if you can
for a motion picture
to

story I have written

possibly

use

it

theme."
of

The rest is
The King

film history.

The maker

of Kings read the story
OTvfeil showing
the family resemblance
to Molly O'Day her

CC Sal]}'

sister.

within a few days, and right this minute
preparations are being made to produce
the picture written by one of the men
who cuts the film king's lawns.
So once again just let me say that life
is pretty darn nice even if it's hard and

4[Fran\ie Darro the youthful
marvel at F. B. O.

rough in

Mary Jo at last is
You remember Mary

spots!

and Pinto sure has played in happy luck!
know, even though she's growing up to be a
Her Daddy's name is big Bill Desmond, and he has

satisfied,

Jo,

I

great big girl of six.
settled the momentous question of taking Mar)- Jo over to see Bill Hart's
pinto pony.
Yessir, he is going to build their house right side of Ponto's
so that now Mary Jo can take her sugar to him every day.
Not so bad to
have a little girl climb up the fence every day, and with a
tiny hand feed you nice sweet sugar, is it?
C[

Johnny Hines.
carefree

gay,

and

wishes

you the same.

Bill

Powell

is

a nervy, villing villain, all right!

He

takes

and should be thoroughly chastized. When
Dick Barthelmess announced his engagement and coming

the wicked prize,

71

game wasn't anywhere near worth the candle, but
hand it to him now because he stuck and then stuck
some more until now the clouds have passed away and

wedding, the first
thing he did was to
wire his pal Bill
from New York and
ask him to be best

man

the

at

mony.

the

sun is shining so hard he's getting a good oldLife is such a great game after all!
fashioned sunburn.

the

cere-

Anyway,

fooling

Bill,

thusly

his tailor's

the

name

after

to

get

missive

who
know

there's this about these folks

—they

come to us from foreign lands:
what they want when they want

wired back
and signed

as usual,

it,

and then

the best part of it is that they
This time I'm thinking about Maria

that,

it!

With Helen of
Troy one-third finished,
Maria hasn't been able
Corda.

"William

Powell

has ordered cutaway
for your wedding.
Says he is to be

man.

best

Cannot

go ahead until you
forward down pay
ment on suit as fear
Powell slippery villain."

Now

what do you

think of that? Dick
says he knew immediately

who was

at

bottom of the
whole thing, but Bill
says that he thinks
Dick wasn't so sure,
because the next day
the

someone

(F Eulalie

to

New

as a

isn't as

handsome hero

be a great walking ad for the

bad

as the movies

in a

new cutaway,

make
he'd

tailor!
5^

5fc

Another

next in
Cabin.
candle

her.

in
wired the tailor that Bill really

York
him look, and anyway,

Jensen

Uncle Tom's
Few can hold a

—

thing this month
little Bennie Markson, as we
teasingly call him, pulled right out of the ranks of publicity men,
settled down in a beautiful office with his name in gold letters on
the door, and writing an original story for Adolphe Menjou's next
nice

starring picture!

bad,

is it,

Not

so

and doesn't

it

pays to keep
on plugging and plugging even if things do
look slow in coming? I
have met Ben many a
time when he was discouraged and
down - hearted
look as

if it

and

felt

that

Taylor
played only one
role the last year
but it has \ept
Mrs. Dempsey
C[ Estelle

jl«

on

the

front

pages.

(C

to find

Lawrence Gray the always demanded lead.
At wor\ on The Patsy
with Marion Davies.

any musicians who can play the tunes she'd

to hear while

she is going through her scenes.
think she tears her hair, flies into passions
and makes everyone around quite miserable? I'll say
that's farthest from her mind.
After trying and trying to get an orchestra that knew ^er-lromt-Iand songs,
one morning a limousine rolled in through the studio
gates onto her set, and out came a Victrola with
like

Do you
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enough records

to keep music going on the set to Maria's
year or so! Not such a bad idea, was it
And pretty quick all Hollywood will know the folk-lore
tunes of Maria's own home-land.

for a

liking

sis

It's really

sfc

mess has

the sting;

felt

Kathryn McQuire and George

Landy

are on their honeymoon; Pauline Starke has taken
the fatal step; Anna Q. Nilsson has filed intentions and
before long it looks as if there won't be

sis

many

of us single spinsters
*
*

an imposition to he paging Bill Tilden every
month, but this time
if he takes a trip to

If
Mr. and Mrs. King
Vidor, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Thomson and Mr. and Mr<.

Hollywood I don't
think he'll find his
task so very, very
irksome.

who's

left!

3)5

Edwin Carewe

are watchin"

Guess

getting

most excellent in
the

of

art

run-

round the
court?
tennis
ning

None

other than
Gloria Swanson! I
informed by very good authority
that it won't be long before our
the

fair

expert Ronald Colman will lose
the moving picture tennis championship
do you think Bill
to our Gloria.
Tilden will object to being paged again
by us out here?

Now
Hs

month

This

mance takes us

another
to

the

beautiful roparson's study.

It

my

romance-loving heart another thrill!
By the time this is in print, Norma Shearer
will be Mrs. Irving Thalberg, and old cupid
gives

C[

June Marlowe put some
fur on her bathing suit
and is all set for the
winter.

around for Mr. Oldman Stork to
picking up for

him

over their domains, business certainly

fly

met him on the Boulevard the other day
and he complained that things were awful slow. I reminded him of the
heavy run he had some time back with young Mr. Sills, Mr. Hughes,
Jr. and
the like, but he said office rent in Hollywood is something fierce and if it hadn't
is

this fall.

I

been for this fall business picking up.
he'd have had to move right out of
Hollywood. So you see, maybe it's not
such a bad thing that cupid's on the
job so thoroughly this month!
sis

sis

Which reminds me

H[

Harry Langdon trying to
remember where he left his
memory. T^ope Gone.

up another

regular

priuc^'U

victory for his bow
It certainly keeps

=q

and arrow

gu^-^rVV

us
the next

wiU

Hgnt.

wherg
Barthel-

Joy

You

and
hear

so

many

things

around Hollywood, and perhaps there's
nothing in the gossip that John Gilbert
is
spending a tremendous amount of
time visiting Leatrice and their little
Leatrice, but wouldn't it be the swellest

—

chalks

Leatrice
second.

of John Gilbert,
little
Leatrice the

CC

Snoo\ums and
the
will

his

doll

that

pay for
1928 lolly-

pops.

thing

if it

were

so

and

they should start right
over
from the first
again?

That babv

al-

|
•7**
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Then along came
Of course,
down as gospel, but

brakes are burning up!"

Doug and

did his best to help.

I'm not putting this
folks do say as how a woman from a house
near-by came out with a pitcher of water,
took one look at Sam's bright shirt and
tricky vest and rushed back in the house
again! It's hard on Sam to know the truth,
but he's a wonder when you see him all
dressed up in pinks and greens and spats

and

I

and patent-leather shoes.

stripes

Monty Banks has a lot
new fangled cane on

suppose

flashing
friends.

his

of fun
all

his

have to admit, too, that it is
a beauty and causes many admiring glances
on the Boulevard. It looks like any other
cane, except that all of a sudden, while
I

you're looking at it, a light flashes out of
middle.
Monty explained to me that
its
he got it from Europe, that it is hollow,

and in this hollow carries the battery
makes the spot-light.

He

that

simply press a butcatches hold, and
presto, it's as if he had a regular flash-light
in his hand. Some time he says I'm going
to get to carry it down the Boulevard

ton

can be carrying

it,

thumb

where the

my

self!

ways had
you feel

something in her eyes that makes
from you loads and
loads of things she'll never tell.
a

she's keeping

Granted that Sam Hardy is a peach of
actor, nevertheless someone really ought
to turn good Samaritan and come to Holly-

Personally, I don't know now why Doug
didn't slip him into his own car
and show the fellow how to come down
Cahuenga Pass without burning up the
Poor Sam! Picture him with his
brakes.

Junior

bright pink shirt,

down

his loud

and louder

tie

thick

an

suit,

wood

cloud of smoke behind him and everyone
pointing to his back with a "Say, your

to

'learn

him'

how

to

drive

a

car!

trailing

the

Pass with

—

That South Sea Complex
Then, when

it
has you literally pinned
the carpet, all but out, it croons
to you, lilts to you, it purrs to you a
maddening refrain that goes something like

down on

this

"Come

And

me to the Southern Seas
on a golden beach

with

loll

the moon rides high
In a limpid sky
Like a full-blown Edam cheese.
Pack up a pair of mauve pyjamas
Come while the coming's good
Come old Prune
To a pink lagoon
And a beach full of red-hot mamas."
And this, as you may say is something
of an invitation, isn't it? When you think
of any such picture as this and compare
it to the office, no matter how much you
may be in love with your work, it's a
temptation.
Of course you'd like to go,
but there's the little woman to think of
You
and perhaps a child or children.
don't have to be a deep-minded fellow to
realize that you couldn't take them on any
such party. And you realize just as smartly
that taking them with you wouldn't get
you anywhere but into what is known as
hot water.
Here you are
Life is like that a lot.
with a perfectly normal inclination to quit
work and go to the South Sea Islands

Where

where there is no work to be done but no
Think of a
visible means to get there.
group of islands where there isn't any work
and no one to do it. Perfect!

a

Maybe Tom Geraghty's chest didn't stick
out when he unconcernedly announced to
me that his gal Carmelita is so popular that
she's playing in two pictures at once out
Tom announced it very casually, of
here!
course, but you can't keep a good thing
down, and I don't blame him the tiniest
bit for being so proud of his black-eyed
Carmelita has been playing a
Carmelita.
nice part with curly-locks Mary Pickford,
and at the same time played a lead in a
two-reel Sennett comedy. Tom's a pretty
lucky fellow, what with two nice girls, the
same charming wife of years gone by, and
a fine young son just shipped away to
college.

Continued from page 19
nearly

But the South Sea Islands are far away.
The reddest apples
Life is like that a lot.
up on the top of wabbly,
are usually
Everything worth
treacherous branches.
I often think
having is just out of reach.
Life is made difficult just so a lot of epigramists can stick their hands into their
vests, strike a pose and get off a lot of
recitation stuff like: "Anything worth having is worth working for," or "May the
Best Man Win."
"Well," you'll ask me, "what are we to
do about this South Sea Island Complex?"

"But that's pretty
said the Doctor.

Must we submit to being juggled between
Is
the Bottle Imp and the South Seas?
there nothing we can do about it?

day or the next."
"I know, I know,"

I

wish there was something

I

could

tell

I can only tell
But I don't know.
you what my Wire Doctor told me when
I wired for him.
"You've got to get this thing out of
your system," said he as if it had been
water in my carburetor or sand in my piston.
"Get it out of your system once and

you.

said

for all,"

All

I

he.

could say in answer to him was,

"Yes."

"How long have you felt like this?" he
asked me.
"Ever since I read Stevenson, Maugham,
Conrad," I answered.
"You feel it worst in the Springs," he
"No, in the pit of
him, "and particularly
office,

all

my

stomach," I told
just before going to

day long and

..."

said.

a bad case," said the Wire
Doctor and he thought for a long time.
"I tried to shake it off one night," I
is

suggested.

"Yes?"
"Yes. I went
"The play?"

"Yes

much

.

It

to

but

.

.

good.

me and

Rain."

didn't seem to do
in spots all over
make the office next
it

came out

couldn't

I

see

said

the

Doctor

brokenly.
suddenly hunched,
I
doctor,"
"Say,
"don't you think you could prescribe a long
south sea voyage for me, you see what I

mean?"
"Yes,"

said

the

Doctor,

"I

see,

but

it

you so much money you won t have
enough left over to pay me my fee."
At this I broke down and began to cry.
Suddenly the Doctor clicked his heels
together and uttered a long drawn warwhoop:
I
"I have it," he cried, "I have it.
have a clue," or whatever it is Wire Doc-

will cost

tors

At

have.
this I

began to

"Did you ever
me.

said.

the

"Yes," I
"Your's

the time,"

all

Learned

_=- c

^

g™*\^% r

-Znzc
£ cinema?" he asked

people, you will notice althe Movies: Cinemas.
"Yes," said I. "I've been to the Movies "
"Do you remember a picture called,

ways

call
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A-B
Any

Easy as

You Can Play
In a Few Months

Instrument

This Delightful
New Easy Way
Quickest because natural and
Grateful students say they learn
tion of the time old, dull methods
You play direct from the notes.
cost averages only a few cents a

LEARNING

music

is no longer a difIf you can read the alphabet, you can now quickly learn
That's
to play your favorite instrument!
delightful new method has
actually true.
made it positively easy to become a capable performer within
just a few months. And
the cost is only a fraction
of what people
used to spend on the
old, slow methods!

ficult task.

in a frac-

required

And

the

lesson!

your

please

you

pleasant

like,

friends, amuse yourself, and, if
make money (musicians are highly paid

for their pleasant work).

The

Way

Surest

A

a

Do you

sit

"on the sidelines" at a party? Are
you out of it because you
play ?
Many, many
people are! It's the musician who claims attention.
If you play, you are always
in demand.
Many invitations come to you.
Amateur orchestras offer you
wonderful afternoons and
evenings.
And you meet
the kind of people you have
can't

always wanted to know.
Never before have you
had such a chance as this
to become a musician
really good player on your
chosen instrument
without
the deadly drudging and
expense that
were such
drawbacks before. At last,
you can start right in and

—

—

and enjoy every minute

Have

Good Time

You don't need a private
teacher, this new way. You
study entirely at home, in
the privacy of your own
room, with no one to interrupt or embarrass you.
Practice a lot or a little,
according to
as you like
your desire to get. ahead

—

of

For, strange as it may
seem, the new method, is
agreeable as well as rapid!

it!

get sopteichere quickly,

a Thing About Music
Take This Pleasant, Rapid Course
to
Even if you don't know one note from another now, you can easily grasp each clear,

You Needn't Know

How You

about

ing

when

started

be Popular and

to

more

cheaply, thoroughly.

Learn Any Instrument So

Easily This Way
The amazing success of students who take

The
the U. S. School course is largely -due to a
inspiring lesson of this surprising course.
newly perfected method that makes "reading and
things you must know are presented in such a
playing music almost as simple as reading aloud
can
child
a
even
that
way,
graphic
concise,
from a book.
You simply can't go wrong.
understand them yet not a minute is lost on
First, you are told how a thing is done, then
the
"get"
instantly
You
unnecessary details.
a picture shous you how, then you do it yourreal meaning of musical notation, time, autoself and
hear it.
The lessons
No private teacher could
matic finger control and harmony.
The admirable lessons
You like them. You make it any clearer.
are delightfully human.
come
to
you by mail at regular intervals. They
get ahead fast because everything you have to
consist
of
scale
complete
Even
printed
instructions, diapleasant.
and
so
reasonable
do is so
grams, all the music you need, and music paper
practice, the old bugaboo, is reduced to a minifor
writing
before
out
test
exercises.
almost
And if anything
And
and made interesting!
comes up which is not entirely
you realize your progress you
plain,
you
can
write
to your inbegin playing real tunes and
structor and get a full, prompt,
melodies instead of just scales.
personal reply.
Thus the course interests you all
encourinspires you
the time
Whether you take up piano,
"I am making excellent progages you.
it
owe
and
ress on the 'cello
violin, 'cello, organ, saxophone,

—

play-

Learn

they

the

S.

TJ.

than you
now.
(Note
do
that
if
you do
k n o w something
about music now
the TJ. S. School
of
Music grades
course

Now

Play by Note
'Cello

Harmony and
Composition
Sight Singing
Ukulele
Guitar

Violin

Drums and
Traps
Banjo (Tenor
5-String

Hawaiian

or

Plectrum)

you and instructs
you accordingly.)

Send

to

Piano
Organ

Steel

Guitar

Mandolin

Harp

Clarinet
Flute

Cornet
Piccolo

Trombone

Saxophone
Voice and
Automatic

Speech
Finger

Culture
Control

Piano Accordion

for

Free Book
and Demonstration Lesson

the

The whole interesting story about the TJ. S.
School course can not be told on this page.
So a booklet has been printed "Music Lessons in Your Own Home."
You can have
a copy absolutely free for the trouble of filling
out the coupon below
and in the booklet you
will find an offer that makes the TJ. S. course
available to you at a very low price.
With
it
will be sent a Demonstration Lesson which
explains better than words how delightfully
quick and easy this wonderful new method is.
There is a good reason for this big reduction,
as you will see on reading the booklet, but

—

—

our offer makes the cost of the lessons
average only a pew cents each, we want only
since

who

people

are

seriously

interested

to

take

advantage of it.
If you are really anxious
become a good player on your favorite instrument, mail the coupon now
today.
Instruments supplied when needed, cash or credit.
U. S. School of Music, 32212 Brunswick Bide.,
to

—

N. Y. C.
Please write
there
will
be

name and address plainly so that
no difficulty in booklet reaching

you.

mum

U.

PROOF!

—

all

No

Tricks

Learn

or

Stunts—You

From "Regular"
Music
new way

teaches you
Yes, the
to play from notes, just like the
There are
best musicians do.
trick "numbers", no "memWhen you finish
ory stunts."
the TJ. S. School of Music course
you can pick up any piece of

no

regular printed -music and understand it!
Think what that
means! You'll be able to read
music, popular and classic, and
You'll
play it from the notes.
acquire a life-long ability to

to

vour

easy

lessons."

George C. Lauer, Belfast, Maine.
"I am now on my 12tli lesson and can already play simknew nothing
I
pieces.
ple
about music when I started."
Ethel

Harnishfeger.

Fort

Wayne,
"I have completed only 20
and can play almost
any Mnd of music I wish. My
Ind.

lessons

I now
friends are astonished.
plav at church and Sunday
Blake.
B.
Turner
School."
Harrisburg, III.
"Tour lessons are the easiest
way I know of learning to play.
am delighted with them."
I
Mary P. Williams. Gest, Texas.

or any other instrument you
find that every single thing you

need

to

detail.

know is explained
And the explanation

—

study

methods

old-time

—plodding

I

New

York

City

in

Frank

send

Crane,

of your
course

Have

you

Demonstration
.

I

am

and particular;

Lesson

interested

in

above

the

instrument?

Name

„
(Please write plainly)

Read

some of the
this
page and see
They don't guarfor yourself.
antee that everyone can become
a good player in three or four
letters

Building,

mc your free book, "Music Lessons
Your Own Home," with introduction by Dr.

Please

is

That's
why students of this
course get ahead twice as fast
three times as fast
as those

who

Brunswick

in

always practical.
Little theory
(plenty of accomplishment.

—

SCHOOL OF MUSIC,

S.

32212

on

months; but they are written
by people who didn't know any

Address

City

State.

following

SCREENLAND
Where
I

Pavement

the

He

Ends?

"Yes, and I can go back to Ebb Tide,"
came back at him.

His eyes dilated, his lips dilated, his ears
dilated in his enthusiasm.
"And if I don't miss my onions," said
Doctor, "you saw a picture called,
Soul Fire."
This was beginning to look like mindreading, not wire-tapping.
"Yes', I saw Soul Fire," said I and to
see if I could shake him off my trail I
lied, "I liked Norma Talmadge in it very

the

'

<Tfie

muc'h
"Norma Talmadge," he

ydmbassadoi^
/
L/OS

.

.

'Plan to
enjoy Southern California's glorious climate this year at this
hotel.

CARL
van VECHTEN
Famous author, writing
VANITY FAIR, says:
"The Ambassador is,

in

is

in the world.

The service

superlative, the food divine,

the courtesy of

and

management

employees unfailing."

In the wide range of its attractions, the Ambassador
likewise excels. Superb 27acre park, with miniature

golf course and open-air
plunge. Riding, hunting
and all sports, including
privileges of Rancho Golf
Club.
ter

Motion picture theaand 25 smart shops

|^

within the hotel.
Dancing nightly
to the music of the

yf

famous Cocoanut

Grove

orchestra.

Write for Chefs
'Booklet of

California Recipes

and
Information.

BEN.

L.

a

I opened his vest and applied an lmprovised tourniquet just above the wound,
between the wound and the heart to stop
Next I placed
the circulation of blood.

bim on

his

stomach or abdomen, removed

mouth

from

his

false

teeth,

foreign bodies, such as
and gum, pulled and
forward and rubbed the

all

tobacco

the tongue
parts of the body most liable to be affected
such as the eyes, nose, ears, fingers and
toes till the danger was well past.
"Where am I?" he asked,

kept

.

—

correct him.

He
|

»*

ignored

Haines"

"Aloma

me:

"And

what'shisname

here he snapped his fingers,
with Gilda Gray and Warner
" he paused for breath and as

.

.

.

Away!"

'Atta boy,' said

I,

"I've got a pass for

the

Doc, and we went

Roxy's."

"Hurray,"

said

off hand in hand.
So another South Sea
Baxter
he stopped, I shot in my one drive, "Hula Complex was satisfied.
Moral:
grass skirt covers a multitude
with Clara Bow and Clive Brook."
°f cinemas, or Keep those School Girl
"Yes " he panted.
"Let me see your tongue." I asked him. complexes.
.

.

.

A

I should

think, one of the very best hotels

like

I saw that if he was
something must be done and

out and

it

"I told him."
maniac, "Bessie Love you mean."
"I'm sorry," he lisped, "I had an idea
I was beginning to become alarmed for
his eyes were no longer or a dream or an hallucination that I had
the Doctor
dilating, they were hanging out in his ex- gone to the South Seas."
"We were only talking about it," I said
citement.
And now, as he warmed to his subject he soothing him, "You look to me as if
shot his words at me like so much machine you had a pretty bad case of the South
Seas Complex yourself," I suggested.
gun fire:
"I've had it ever since I was a boy,"
"What about Paradise with Betty BronWherever
"Everybody has it.
son and Milton Sills, Hever the Twain said he.
Shall Meet, with Anita Stewart and Bert you see five men together, all five of them
They'd give thier
Lytell, Tell It to the Marines, with Lon have the blue lagoons.
shirts to go to the South Seas."
Chaney and Caramel Myers."
"Oh!" he moaned, "to get away out of
"Not Caramel, Carmel," I interrupted to

Ang-eles

world-famous

shrieked

put

to be saved
quickly.

FRANK

^Manager

A flcU

Continued from page 31

leading man by any important director or
studio official until he suffered a broken leg.
Being a healthy young man Arlen had
accepted, temporarily, a job in a film laborJames and Mary van Mattimore. When atory, and not in front of a camera. He was
he was a young boy his family moved to delivering some negative on a motorcycle
It happened
accident occurred.
St. Paul, Minnesota, and he was educated when the
At. St. Thomas prep school he right in front of the casting office of the
there.
achieved local fame as a football and hockey Paramount studio and the victim was carHe entered the University of Penn- ried in there. The casting director (who
player.
sylvania and made the freshman football probably had seen him casually scores of
times before) took a good look at him and
team, as well as the hockey team.
The United States entered the war and was impressed by his manly appearance. It
He was too young, was a face fairly alive with character. The
Arlen tried to enlist.
He did what many other adventurous casting director gave him his first encourageAmericans did at the time joined the ment since he had come to the movie city
Arlen enlisted in the Royal by promising him work as extra when his
British Army.
He trained in England and ] eg had healed.
Flying Corps.
Arlen was given, at last, that eagerly
won a lieutenant's commission. He served
as a pilot in taking new planes to the SO ught document, a long term contract with
The comfront.
a big producing organization.
After the war he returned to St. Paul pany was Paramount, and, unknown to

while he was making the rounds of all the
cinema plants in search of work.
Arlen was born about twenty-seven years
ago in Charlottesville, Virginia, the son of

—

and planned to resume his college career Arlen, none other than Jesse L. Lasky himat the University of Minnesota but changed self was taking an interest in his develophis mind and entered a brokerage office in ment. He was cast in a bit in, In the ?{ame
He also played on the hockey of Love and what little he had to do. he
St. Paul.
So he was placed in juvenile
team of the St. Paul Athletic Club, one of did well.
Seemingly, leads in Behind the Front, The Enchanted
the great sevens of the country.
market quotations didn't satisfy his longing Hill and Padloc\ed. His stock took a slump
for action, for soon he quit his job and when he was little more than an extra in
went to Duluth where, for a spell he Old Ironsides.
Along with nearly every other juvenile
worked as a sports writer on the Newsin Hollywood Arlen was given a test by
Tribune.
of
About this time much was being written Director William Wellman for the role
Wings. Fame recogabout the vast wealth in the Oklahoma oil David Armstrong in
Aden thought that he might as nized fortitude and he was chosen
fields.
For six months, together with Charles
well get in on some of it but after spendof brave United
ing five or six months in the rough and Rogers, and the hundreds
the
ready environs of Breckenridge, Texas, he States Army pilots who cooperated
scenes
decided that there was nothing in it for making of the wonderful aviation
And
him and continued his odyssey to southern in Wings, Arlen risked hk nte daily.
he turned in a fine acting performance
California.
Arlen worked as extra in scores of pic- which made him one of the most eagerly
that is. sought after actors on the Paramount lot,
tures but he never got a break
he never was recognized as a prospective when directors were casting their films.

m

^

—
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Ago All I" Got
Was Sympathy

Six Months
The

personal story of a woman who was never really sick, yet always
always too tired to enjoy life and how she made herself into a

ailing,

being of super 'health and strength.

virile, vital

rHY

Ruth, what

in

the

world

has happened to you?"
I

knew what Frances Knight
She hadn't seen me for

meant.

We

were chums until she
over a year.
married and moved away. The last time she
saw me I was on the verge of a breakdown,

Now

she found me the picture of health.
year ago, yes, even six months ago, I
was an. object of pity. All my friends felt
I was always tired, always
sorry for me.
nerves
weary, always despondent.
head
were worn to a ragged edge.
ached, my back ached, every bone in my
body seemed to ache. All I got was sym-

A

My
My

pathy— and
Naturally

advice.
I tried

everything that sounded

I took tonics, pills and powders
Still I
was a walking drug store.
had every ache and pain one could suffer
I had
with
I
kept on growing weaker.
no energy to dance, or join in the sports

of

I

my

friends.

My

entire physical condition

became that of an aging woman. Though
I was seldom really sick enough to call a
physician, yet I was always so tired, so
x it.
n
worn out
I had to give up nearly all my
social activities
because I was too weary
.

i

My

poor physical condition was reflected
appearance.
My face was drawn
and haggard.
My eyes became dull and
T,-r,l<»vion was
sickly-looking.
pasty
and colorless.
Then one day I heard someone refer to
me as having "one foot in the grave!"

my

I felt!

just looking

My

me.

at

simply that of Annette
Kellermann's methods! I read, in a magasine,
of Annette Kellermann's life— how
she, who is called the world's most perfectly formed woman, was once practically
a cripple; puny, ailing, always sickly.
secret

The

is

how

f

y

mjse
the lovcf
f

and

d

she

actuall

5b d

m a de

be autiful

health

hersdf
of

her

.

woman

and new falth
h
"The Body
j wrote to her f or her book(
Beautiful" which describes her methods.

she

me new

5

can truthfully say,
wonderful health and exuberI
ance ° { s P int tha ' ls m ™ e toda y°P ened
V e V es t0 the fact that lC 15 totalI >'
ff
as they
unnecessary for women to suffer
Iearned that ever7 woman— unless
do
derangement
she has a serious organic
S
that
°we .the

little

book.

-

I

.

m

J

^

Today

and

^

8

r

am

I

—

never

practically

never

tired.

I

nervous

my body

dance again

as

is

I

I

am

gloriously

happy

I

know

that

there

are

™™

.

make

„

new woman

, ,

f

of yourself, as
over thirty thousand women have done,
Send for Mlss Kellermann's book at once
—now, while your determination to do
something about yourself is strong.
Just
address Annette Kellermann, Inc.. Suite
24n
Wesf 39th g
New York
a

m— — —

_

ANNETT£

— Q—

———

.

Inc ., Suite 2412

J? h

St->

New York Gty

Dear

My

clear,

to.

thousands of women who are now living
as I did, because I know every one of them
can actually be a new woman, with health
and beauty such as they never knew existed,
1
am glad to tell them about this simple
way out 01 their^troubles.
Miss Kellermann is now anxious to give
every woman the benefit of her simple, 15minute-a-day system and invites you to
write a letter or mail the coupon below for
her new book, "The Body Beautiful."
There is no charge or obligation. No saleswill bother you.
The book will be
sent free, if you will only write for it And
y ou can J'jd 8« at y° ur lelsure whether or
not y° u can afford t0 mis s thl s °PP ortumt >'

^ ^w

never
I
or irritable.
have any of the petty ailments from which
step is springy,
so many women suffer.
my eyes are bright, my skin is firm and

am

again as I used
used to be.
And because

as I

to

_

T°

to exert myselt.
in

shock

a

angry

self

reasonable.
until

How
it was to hear that!
But my anger soon gave place
to a feeling of shame that I should become
an object of pity.
I decided then and there to find
"the
wa y out." How well I did can be seen by
What

I
slender and graceful.
I play tennis
used to.

Miss Kellermann:
Kindly send me, entirely without

book,

"The

Body

^ted .n^^

Beautiful."

I

cost,

am

^

^

Name
Address
City

.

_

your new
particularly

State

SCREENLAND
Fad

Lois Wilson's

BwjGIFTS
modern wag

-the

WHAT YOU DOsend ONE DOLLAR

with youi
address, the number ol
the article you wish to examine and
a brief note telling us something
about yourself.
Simply state: (1) How long at present address, (2) Age. (3) Married or
single, (4) Name of employer, (51
Nature of work and (6) How long

name and

in

employ

This information willbe held strictconfidential— no direct inquiries
sent to employer
ly

WHAT WE DOarrival of your order, we will
open a Ten Month Charge Account
and send your selection for approval
and J6 day trial. If satisfied you pay
balance in 10 equal monthly payments. Otherwise return and full
amount paid will be refunded
No articles sold to persons under.
HO years of age.

Upon

{Continued from page 52)

and she paused.

Of course seeing it was out of the
question.
But she described her treasures
of antiquity and I was delighed with the
mental picture; so much so that it occurred
to me, mayhap, her fan friends would like
also to know the charm that scintillates from
Just as of old, when
ovely furniture.
Alladin rubbed his Lamp, and presto! the
Lord 6? Taylors per'
wish was a reality

—

formed the miracle and almost to a letter
reproduced the lovely fantasy. "Why on
earth don't they show us a picture of Lois's
own room instead of this," I might hear you
exclaim. Well the reason will be obvious to
any house-wife when she hears that Lois's
lovely room and Lois's lovely house in
sunny California is going through a period
of renovation and it would be several weeks
before it was in a condition to be photographed, and, as Screenland was going to

as

we thought up
much pleasure

immediately,

almost

press

this idea

which gave Lois

as

did me.

it

seems is a most entranc
has a distinct "Georgian" air.
The walls are panelled and painted a. chalk
blue. The cheerie fireplace has an "Adamesque" appearance, being quite plain and
dignified, lacking a shelf piece and having
for its chief adornment a very fine Adam

The room

ing one.

itself, it

It

mirror.

Under the mirror hand are some interest'
the one on the left being
ing silhouettes
Uncle Miles himself! How intimate! The
Chippendale chair at the left seems to spread

—

a

It is covered in rose-color
damask, the arms being covered in a

warm welcome.

silk

design.

fret-work

Near
had

is

it

its

a

The legs are Gabriel.
mahogany table that

tilt-top

birth in Virginia about
dream a minute.

1790.

Who

us stop to

Let

knows

what famous Revolutionary General may
have picked up his teacup from this very
table. The unusual spinet comes from Lan-

The reed legs are very beautiful, the
Over this
piano itself is most graceful.
hangs a Moorland Print, an original and
very choice.
flood of sunlight comes thru the small
windows, that make such lovely frames for
the apple blossoms peeping thru. They are
dressed in perfect harmony with the buds,
a blush-rose-colored brocade edged with blue
caster.

A

and caught back with original gilt tie-backs
An
in the oak leaf and acorn design.
American Heppelwhite card table is at the
left wall; one of the most beautifully grained
pieces of red mahogany I have ever seen.

The top is finished in satinwood.
The group at the lower right is distinctly
Chippendale. The mirror is a very fine
example of early American

style,

having

its

It is mahogany
Massachusetts.
with gilt-edge and gold Eagle Pediment.
The drop leaf table is simple but a lovely
piece, very good legs with ball and claw

origin

in

feet.

I

There are innumerable other things that
would like to describe for you if space

permitted, such as the Staffordshire figures,
china, etc., but I must save enough space
to tell you that I believe Miss Wilson should
be complimented for her exquisite taste in
creating the lovely vision for us.
is it not easy to see the joy one
.

Now

The
get from these associations?
It has been said that
lore is bewitching.
;
ich grows on
"collecting" is a d
Well, it is a pleasant one, and an
one.
imaginative mind can have a lot of fun
would

'

dreaming

in

a

room

like this.
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Speak French, German, Spanish
or Italian in a Short Time
1EARNING

to speak,

jvead and write

within

foreign language may
seem the most difficult
of tasks.
feel that it is
impossible for you to learn

(Signed)

Spanish, German
in
but that you can

Italian,

MAIL—

YOUR OWN HOME,
learn

it

by

very

quickly.

The trouble with every other method of
foreign languages is that your
mind is cluttered up with a mass of translations, rules, exceptions to rules, grammar, and dozens of other intricate details.

teaching

The Pelman method

much

CAL

is

so different, so

simpler, so much more PRACTIthat there is no basis of comparison.

Striking New Idea
the revolutionary new principle
of the Pebnan Method in a few words:
In English, French, German, Spanish and
Italian there is a great body of words
(reaching up into the thousands) which
are practically identical in all these tongues.

A

Here

B.

C.

McCulloch,

President. The Pelman Language Institute,

Yet here is an agreement
that, not only can you learn
French.

ied

is

If you were asked to read a French,
German, Spanish or Italian newspaper,
you would probably give up without mak-

ing the attempt. Yet, as a matter of fact,
you already know a very large number
of the words you would meet with. You
would recognize most of them "at sight."
Others you would be able to guess correctly
from the way they fit in with the words

you know.
Really, instead of being totally ignorant
of these four languages, you already have

New

Learn as Children Do
Just like a child learning to speak, you
do not bother at first about grammar. Instead, you learn from the very first lesson how to use the language itself. When
you can speak, read and understand others
readily, then
and then only you get the
knowledge of grammar you need in a new,
simple way.

—

Suppose, for example, that you have der
(The Pelman
cided to learn French.
method works just as simply with other
languages.)
When you open the first lesson of the Pelman method you will be
surprised to see not a single word of explanation in English. But you soon realize
You find
that no English is necessary.
that you already know enough French

—

and you can
meaning of the unfamiliar
French words by the way they "fit in"
with the ones you recognize at sight.
By means of this revolutionary system,
words

to

cover

the

start

easily

to
twelve
find your-

for years in the
first"

toil-

way.

This is no exaggeration.
In England, where this
wonderful new method was

originated, tens of thousands of people have found
that it makes foreign languages astonishingly easy
to learn.
In America this
success was at once duplicated. This is byfar the most practical and sensible way to
learn French, Spanish, German and Itaiian.

Tori- Ci'y

an excellent start toward learning one or
all of them!
It is this remarkable fact that lies at
the basis of the wonderful success that has
come to the Pelman Language Courses,
wherever they have been tried.

—

it

some "grammar

Every Pelman Language Course is taught under the absolute
agreement that if, after completing it you' are not entirely
satisfied
with your ability to read, speak and understand the
language your tuition will be refunded instantly upon demand.

except after years of hard
study, which you do not
care to undertake.

will

self able to speak a foreign
language more fluently
than those who have stud-

K$xmnmt

You may

or

eight

weeks you

a

dis-

Send for Free Book

A

free book, yours for the asking, shows vou
what a real cultural benefit, what "a wonderful
means for pleasure, it is to hare another lan-

guage at your command.
This book actuallv
shows you that you can read, at sight, a pa;e
of the language you decide to learn.
It shows
why it is possible to make the agreement that
you will learn either French. Spanish, German
or Italian within a short time, to your satisfaction, or it will cost you nothing.
To send for
this book places you under no^oblieatiou.
No
salesman will call on you.
Hail the coupon
'

once.

at

The Pelman Language

Institute

Approved as a correspondence school under
the laws of the State of Neil- lork
Suite L-1612, 71 West 45th St., New York City
|

1
|

I
j
I

The Pelman Language Institute
Suite L-1612, 71 West 45th St., New York City
Please send me full information about the
Pelman System of Language Instruction.

-

*—

—

-

Address
Ci(y_

I

I

^[

_

}

French

[ }

—

1
g
J

|

Stale

am interested in
Spanish £ } German [ } Itaiian

|
I
j
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The Christmas GueSt -Continued from
now

those souls out on the road
with not a bit of peat to warm
their cowld bones."
"But we're hungry," spoke up Terence
and then Shamus, the lanky, pale-faced
for

all

this night

twins.

"Yerra' now, no more out of ye. Just
be thinkin' of our Lord carryin' the cross to
Calvary. Just be thinkin' if your two hands
and two feet were gripped in the cowld,
hard nails that were rustin' with yere blood;

be thinkin' of

just

own

yere

was done and

that

all

and

for ye

suffered

be aisy to bear

ull

it

hunger."

little

her oldest she called: "Catherine,
kneel there by the fire before the sugan
chair and hold Joseph Patrick in your arms.
He's ould enough now to be joinin' in with
And you Michael, and you
us

Shamus. and you Terence and Mary there,
none of your tricks now."
two pitiCatherine knelt before the fire
ful bits of clammy turf mouldering on the
damp earth and the oth'er children followed. "And now well begin." said the
here
comes your
mother.
"But wait

—

New PHONIC
makes an up-to-the-minute
Phonograph out of your old one

$T85

for

MM

7

only

Direct

riXry

New Tone and Volume
Latest New Phonographs

Gives the
of

—

—

father."

Took the
Padraig walked wearily in.
blessed candle from his wet pocket. Lighted
it.
And placed it in the window— just as
the deep-toned voice of his wife began her
plea to the Lady of Sorrows Whose Aid is

Reproducer

Never Sought in Vain.
lollow
the
But the father couldn't
Rosary. Between the gaps of his beads, his
tortured mind dwelt on the morrow— with
no Christmas for his well-loved family. Forgetting everything else, the man made one
last heart-wrung plea: "Send me food this
night: food and a little somcthin' for the
childer, and so long as I live, and so long
as they live, and so long as their childer

at last you can say goodbye to tlio squeaky,
nasal, rasping, metallic tone of \< ur phonograph.
Now
you can have the beautiful, natural, full-rounded tone
of the expensive new machines which are startling the
world.
Yet you need not buy a new phonograph if
von have an old one.
The reproducer is the 1 10 ART
of any phonograph
and the New l'l IONIC reproducer
makes your old phonograph like an entirely new one.
Itased on tho new PHONIC principle.
Makes you
think the orchestra or artist is in the same room.
1

Never Before Such Tone
Tones

never

before

heard

clearly

are

absence

of

tone of the violin and the piano, and the
music.
You will be amazed.

Yet there is no disthat of tho ordinary reproducer.
Tlie new principle enables you to
tortion of sound.
use even the very loudest tone needles without the earreproducers.
The New
the
old
splitting
etfeets
of
PHONIC is always mellow and natural.

Days'

Trial

—Send

No Money

realize how wonderful the New rilONIC
you hear it. That is why we want to send it
Send no money now— just
you on 111 days' trial.
Pay the postman only S3.S5 plus a few
the coupon.

You cannot
until

is

to

pennies

postage

when

the

New PHONIC

arrives.

Then

within 10 days
it back
The low price is
he refunded.
made possible by dealing direct with phonograph owners.
If sold in stores the price would be at least $7.50.
Over 350. mm people have dealt
Our price only $3.85.
You take no risk. Mail coupon
with us by mail.
now Tor 10 days' trial. BE SURE TO STATE
if

you are not delighted, send

and your money

will

THE

NAME OF PHONOGRAPH YOU OWN.
NATIONAL MUSIC LOVERS,
837

We«t 36th

Please

send

reproducer

for

,

...

Address
City

.

.

8. A. $4.10, c«s/i with order.)

Name

state

.

.

of

Amen."
wind swept through

A
soggy room.
through the half door:

head

the

"God
in

rest

here.

all

The

and there's wurrk for us

stuck

fishing
all!

itself

fleet

Come

is

ye

to the shore Padraig, for there's all
mighty to do. God rest all here!" he said
stamping off into the dripping
heartily,
night.

—

moved
the whole family Kennedy
sudden burst of praise, crossed themselves quickly and shouted gaily after him:
The
"God rest you kindly, too"
whole family all but the mother. She had
fallen on her knees before the sugan chair:
"Glory be to You, My God, and peace
on airth to min of good will." Long hidden tears were streaming down her cheeks:
"We praise Thee. We bless Thee. We glo-

And

by

a

.

—

Thee

.

.

.

O

Thierna,

O

Thierna,

—

many, many of you

sat

down and

wrote to Mr. Kennedy, telling him you were
just the right person for that job?
Those letters were read —every one of
them. And Mr. Kennedy read many of the
It was hard
best ones three or four times.
to decide as there were thirty excellent ones.
But finally the winner was selected, because
he wrote a letter full of humor, of intelligence, and of sparkling imagination that
was just half a step ahead of all the others.
Now don't be unhappy. The winner
wasn't you. But you still have your chance
as Screenland is running more of these
contests and who knows but you will be
the lucky one and win the grand New
Year's gift for yourself.

The young
but
minutes.
.

.

who won

lad

shift

let's

.

the contest

is

our story for a few

Editor of a famous Tulsa
financial editor on the
you, John Moynihan, you're

The Managing
newspaper had
"I

carpet:
a

his

tell

fool."

John Moynihan. twenty four years old,
red-haired and stubborn-looknig, rubbed a
stocky foot against his chief's desk:
"Maybe I am. But I'm going."
fool
"Well, you're a plain fool.
To give up your home and your
that's all.
job on this paper where you earn twice

A

what they offer you to go to New York on
How
some harum-scarum movie contest.
do you know they won't kick you out
after the first eight weeks. And then where
will you be?"
"They're not going to kick me out after
eight weeks. I've heard of this man Kennedy
He's a square shooter. And I'm
before.
going to deliver the goods."

"Ye-ah? I know all about that. A movie
magnate has as much heart as a goat. You're
a blamed fool I tell you. To take a thirty
dollar a

week job

in a publicity department.
about publicity.

Now

What do you know

Stick to
reason.
what you've got. And don't be a sucker!
But John Moynihan scarcely heard his
He was thinking that that's just
editor.

be

sensible.

Listen

to

what folks told Herbert Hoover when he
was waiting on table to earn his way through
college. That's what they told Charles Evans
Hughes, when he was teaching in a little
country school hoping for the day when
That's what they
he'd be a great lawyer.
told the famous singer Chaliapin, too, when
he was a poor, peasant boy, trying to wrest
a living out of the frozen steppes of Russia
without a pair of shoes to cover his feet.

Fools,

Thierna!"

And

all

of them.

Well, maybe.

But divine

that,

my

friends,

—aged

is

how

little

Pat-

"Now

listen

here,

Moynihan.

If

you

little

red hair and two straggling teeth
Patrick Moynihan, of Tulsa, Oklahoma,
is spending the Christmas holidays of 1927
as the guest of Mr. Joseph Patrick Kennedy, President and owner of Film Booking

won't think of yourself, think of your wife
and kid. What are you going to do with
them? Leave them behind? What'll they
If you take them with you, it'll
live on?
couple of hundred dollars and
a
cost
I've yet to see the newspaper man who

Office, 1560 Broadway, New York City,
who, legend says, is descended from the
courageous and loyal Maureen Kennedy.

saves a nickle."
great pang shot through Moynihan's
heart.
He hadn't thought of that. To leave

rick

I will pay the postman $3.S5
name of Phonograph) plus few cents postage. If I
not satisfied after trial, I will return your reproducer within 10 days and you guarantee to refund ray
77.

.

breath

with all expenses paid to New York? The
job was guaranteed for eight weeks, and
longer
if the lad made good.
You remember, don't you, how with high

fools.

(give,

(Outside

evil

cold

312

am

money.

from

A

rify

Dept.

.

And forgive us our trespasses as
bread.
we forgive them as trespass against us. And
But deliver
lead us not into temptation.

O
Inc.,

Street, New York.
me a New PHONIC

.

.

down

Distortion

Tho New PHONIC reproducer is ideal for dancing or
Its volume is almost double
for homo entertainments.

10

rich tones of the mother went steadily
"Give us this day our daily

full

on

us

"tinny"

Volume Without

be forgettin' the stranger

stands at our gate."
Joseph Patrick let out a thin, hungry wail.
The father groaned in misery. But the

distinguished

Test it
when tho New PHONIC reproducer is used.
Listen
on an old record. Hear the difference yourself.
to the deep low notes and the delicate high notes.
Note
Hear how plainly and clearly the voice sounds.
the natural

will ne'er

who

Now

—

we

live,

"And what would Joseph P. Kennedy be
wanting with a six-months old child as a
Christmas Guest," you'd be asking, "when
he has seven children of his own at home?"
Well, thereby hangs a story.
You remember, don't you, a couple of
months ago when Joseph P. Kennedy,
through Screen land, offered a young man
a job in his office, at thirty dollars a week,

hearts

To

page 37

Moynihan

six

months, with blue

eyes,

A
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Coupon

This

American Business Builders,

Inc.,

Authorized Capital $600,000

Dept. 4-AA, 18 East 18

St.,

New York.

—without

Send me

—

cost or obligation your free
illustrated book, " How to Become a Real Estate
Specialist."

Name
Address

J.^.^JX^.^r
„Jt<l££ <5t&rf^

CHARLES

F.

WORTHEN

And Made
Worthen deserves

C. F.

<4H<**L4,

$8,500 in 17 Weeks!
gross business of over $100,000 his first

success.

year in real estate.

When

he read our ad in the American
Magazine, he was wise enough to answer

But we have no more room here to tell
you about the many remarkable stories
of amazing business success that are coming to us from readers of our free book.
So, send for a copy of it today.
Don't
Don't say "It's too good
be skeptical.

it.

clipped the coupon.
He got our
He followed its instructions.
Now he is out of the rut of routine work
and poor pay. Now he has a splendid
Now he is making
business of his own.
more money than he ever thought pos-

He

free book.

to be

to

learn

the

truth.

It

So

mail the coupon now!

sible.

do what Worthen did,
send for this remarkable book of business
Learn the secret of his success.
success.
Begin
Use our money-making system.
No
In your spare time.
at home.
capital
no experience no special abilFree book tells
Start now.
ity needed.
how.
If

Don't cheat yourself.

true."'

nothing

costs

you want

to

—

—

Success Without Capital,
Experience or Education
C. F. Worthen is not the only one we
have put on the high road to real estate
success.

Our Book Costs You
Nothing
Own a new business of your own. Be a Real
Begin now in your spare
Estate Specialist.
time. Our new book, giving full information and
positive proof of amazing success, mailed free.
cago school-teacher, with three children
made $5,500 her first deal,
using our amazingly successful real estate
sales system.
to support,

"Bill" Dakin, of Buffalo, N. Y., worked
in a steel mill before he got his copy
he is a sucof this free book.

Now

Hundreds of ambitious men and women young and old have followed our
instructions and are now reaping rich

—

—

—

rewards in business for themselves
dependent prosperous happy.

—

—

—

in-

Mrs. Evalynn Balster, a widowed Chi-

Owns his
own business. Has a new automobile.
Making more money than he ever dreamed
cessful Real Estate Specialist.

he could.
E. G.

Baum,

ill

and discouraged, past

Sent for
50, lost his job as a bookkeeper.
Made $8,000 his first
our free book.
year in real estate.

H. D. Van Houten, Passaic. N. J.,
formerly a grocery clerk, got our free
book, followed our advice, and did a

If

you had

to

for this book, and
to read it, it would

pay S10

take a whole day

off

pay ycu to do so. But you don't have to
do that. You get the book for nothing if
you mail the coupon promptly. And you

And we guarit in thirty minutes.
antee that you will find it the most fascinating book of business opportunity and business
success you ever read.
can read

Get

book

this

at once.

Learn what

it

has done for others. Learn what it can do
for you in the way of business success
independence—big earnings cash profits.
Others who have sent for this book hava
revolutionized their business lives climbed
out of the rut of obscurity built substanmade more
tial businesses of their own
money in a week or a month than they for
merly made in a whole year of hard work.

—

—

Perhaps
It costs

—

—

this book will do as much
you nothing to find out

for you.

American Business Buixders, Inc.
Dept. 29-NN, 18 East 18 St., New York.

Mail This for Free Book!
American Business Builders,
(Authorized Capital,
Dept. 29-NN, 18

Inc.

$500,000.00)

East

18

St.,

New

York.

me—without cost or obligation— a copy of your book
which shows me how to get into real estate, without capital or experience, and make more money than I ever made before.
Please send

Name.
Real Estate

is

the

biggest thing

on earth.

More than half the nation's wealth is invested in
Ten million properties are now for sale, rent
it.
or exchange.

Address.

(Get this Free Book Blame Yourself if You Don't !)
!
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Pat behind, and pretty slim, blackhaired Margaret Ann.
they couldn't
be separated. They never had. That just
couldn't happen.
"I'm going out home now to see Margaret

ing.

age in the world."

Moynihan."
"Read it

Why

DIAMONDS
WATCHES JEWELRY
&
Months To Pay

12

.

*

Ann.

I'll

Out Cheyenne

Street, he tore, clutching
pocket the simple telegram from the

in his

»7J

ABSOLUTELY PERFECT
S3 down— $1.40 weekly
The blazing, genuine blue- white diamond
guaranteed absolutely perfect in every respect. It is attractively set off^
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Prices Reduced

For Xmas

makes the best

Jewelry

Xmas

be back in an hour," Moynihan

said gruffly.

J>ay Next Year,

»

gift because

it

lasts,

useful and is most appreciated. Everyarticlepictured here has been carefully selected for bothbeauty and quality. Prices have
been reduced for Xmas so
as to offer the biggest value
forthe least money. Everyis

has been done to
make it as easy as possible
to purchase your Xmas
thing

editor

middleman's
save
profits because we have
mportere
been diamond
since 1879—48 years. We sell
only blue-xohxU diamonds
— nooff colorgrades. Everything guaranteed as repre-

You

i

sented. Our money-harkif'not-satisfied guarantee
protects vour order. Anold
conce~n means safety.

Send Your Order —
10 days Free Trial
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"You

read:

It

have won the Joseph P. Kennedy Contest.
Telegraph when you can report and money
will be sent for your expenses."
John Moynihan and his wife, Margaret
Ann, had in the few years of their married
life established a nice home.
Five comfortable rooms in a beautiful apartment house,
with a shiny white tiled bath, where little
Pat every night splashed around in his tub
with the two china tiny ducks to keep him
company.
"Ssh," said Margaret Ann, as John
rushed in like a fire engine. "Pat's taking
his nap."
"I've won the contest
contest," John bellowed,
telegram.

"Well,
Margaret

not to

that's

Ann

—

the

Screenland

waving the yellow

wondered
brown eyes

be

replied, her

at,"
shin-

"You wrote a wonderful letter. And
you have more sense than any man your

—
"I'm

"Ah

presents.

Buy From
Diamond Importers

And

married you?

can't I go back
nurse up at the
hospital
I heard only the other day.
And
I can get a room across the street for Pat
and me. I can do night duty and I'll share
my room with some nice trust-worthy girl
who'll be glad to look after Pat to have her
rent free. And once or twice each night I
can slip out to see if everything is all right."
John Moynihan swallowed hard: "I won't
hear of any such arrangement you working night and day."
"But it doesn't matter about me. It's your
career.
Your very life, maybe and Pat's
too.
For your sake, for Pat's sake, you're
got to go.'" She was crying now outright.
He leaned over and took her in his arms,
pressing his head against her shoulder so
that she couldn't see how misted his own
eyes were. "I'm happy here with you. And
I'll stay with you always,"
he said. And
then he kissed her.
How long they stayed like that, neither
one knew. But after while Margaret Ann
raised her head: "The telephone's ringing.
I think
it's been
ringing for some time."
John broke away and jerked the receiver
off the hook.
"Well?"
It was the telephone girl from the Tulsa
Tribune: "Another telegram for you, Mr.

little

before
to

it

I

now? They need

—

—

—

me, please."
York. It says: 'Hope
little Pat will like New York.
telegraphing an extra hundred dollars

true.

It's

Or.

at

to

from
your wife and
"It's

quit teasing."
not teasing.

Am

New

what Pat and I think. When
do you leave?" Margaret Ann's eyes were

for their expenses.

wet.

'Joseph P.

least,

that's

—

a

Best wishes."

Kennedy.'

"

It's

signed

"God I don't know. The contest only
promised fare for one. And I can't leave
you here alone with Pat. And I can't take
you with me. It would take our last dime.
I'll just have to turn it down."
"You're crazy. Wasn't I as good a trained

The heart of the long dead Maureen
spoke again through the lips of the kindly
Joseph P. Kennedy, when, thinking of his
own beloved family, he said to his secretary,
Send money
"They shan't be separated.

nurse as there was in the State of Kentucky

enough

for the wife

and kiddie's fare."

Just send $1.00 deposit or
the full first payment. Pay
postman ondelivery the additional amount, if any, to

A

cover down payment. Pay
balance in equal weekly,
semi-monthly or monthly
payment beginning February. You have 10 days to
decide. If not satisfied, return and we will refund
every cent you paid.

Open Confidential
Credit Account

To open a ch&Tge account
without delay, just give a
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little
yourself and a few business references. Everything

down — 50c wk.
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will know what or from
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Daughter of the Sawdust
Continued from page 29

keys.
have interviewed her
I
three times.
Upon each occasion the interIf you want
view has ended
in hysterics.
to write a story about Rcnee Adoree give
up the question and answer interview idea
at once.
Renee
let me tell you a secret.
Adoree is timid. No. I didn't expect you
Right, it is a rare quality
to believe me.
And when she is
in the genus actorine.
being interviewed she suddenly becomes
afflicted with that feeling you and I used
to have when the school teacher said, 'We'll
have an examination in the second book of

typewriter

—

Now

algebra tomorrow.'
I shall never forget a day
Louise,
Harriet
Ruth

when

watched
Metro-GoldwynI

woman

Mayer's
portraits

of

photographer, take dramatic
Renee.
The little actress

is no woman in pictures who has
struck
claim to the title actress
The camera
expressions worthy of a Duse.

and there
a

—

better

opened and

the kodak' and
giggles.

The

shut.

'Isn't

impression was

'in

Renee burst

into a peal of

too

She was

it

all

silly?"

so;

we might

take her
seriously, that we might think her posing
or trying to impress us with her art.
The sitting ended like all of my interafraid,

you

see,

that

—

—

in hysterics, with Renee
views had done
doing the most droll French pantomimes and
humming little snatches of Parisian songs

and imitating pompous actors.
Du Maurier said it about Trilby he
might well have said it about Renee Adoree.
She is 'bonne comrade et bonne fille.'

—

have another more recent impression
Renee.
After what the society editors
call a whirlwind courtship the clerk issued
a marriage license to one William Gill and
Renee Adoree. Her friends were not surprised
they seldom are at anything that
I

of

—

Renee

does.
is a big Irishman who towers above
Renee introduces him
the petite Renee.
with a shy pride.
And when he has left
she says, eagerly, 'Do you like him?"
he was out of earshot she began
to giggle, "Wait until I tell you what he
"I was talkdid the other day," she said.
Gill

When

ing over the telephone to some of my French
Billy, of course, couldn't underfriends.
stand a word and that bothered him.
He
left the house and returned in about an
hour with an arm load of 'Easy lessons in
French," 'How to speak French in fifteen
minutes a day' and a dozen or so French

grammars.
"I didn't say a word but in a minute I
heard him mumbling to himself, 'La plume
de ma mere,' 'la plume de ma mere' and
then he added in his best Irish, 'There I've
got that right' and he went on to the next
easy lesson.
If I ever say anything about
my mother's pen he's sure to know what
I'm talking about."

There is so much tenderness in those
great eyes, so much of sweetness and beauty
in that piquant face, when I see her on
the screen I am simply unable to analyse
her. I cannot tell when she gives a good
performance or when she gives a bad. Her
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PELMANISM

is a big, vital, significant contribution to the mental life
I have the deep conof America.
viction that it is going to strike at the
very roots of individual failure, for I
see in it a new power, a great driving

by a work sheet that is really a progress
sheet.
The student goes forward under
a teacher in the sense that he is followed
through from first to last, helped, guided
and encouraged at every turn by conscientious experts.

force.

Pelmanism is no miracle. It calls for
application.
But I know of nothing that
pays larger returns on an investment of
one's spare time from day to day.

heard of Pelmanism while in
England on war work. Sooner or later
almost every conversation touched on it,
for the movement seemed to have the
Men
sweep of a religious conviction.
and women of every class and circumstance were acclaiming it as a new departure in mental training that gave
promise of ending that preventable inefficiency which acts as a brake on human progress. Even in France I did not
escape the word, for thousands of officers
and men were Pelmanizing in order to fit
I

first

themselves for return to

(Signed)

Note As Judge Lindsey has pointed
Pelmanism is neither an experiment
nor a theory. For almost a quarter of a
century it has been showing men and
women how to lead happy successful
:

out,

JUDGE BEN

:

Ben B. Lindsey is
known throughout the whole
civilized world for his work

Judge

in

the

Denver.

He

tions.

power,

is a sad word in any language,
peculiarly tragic here in America,
where' institutions and resources join to
put success within the reach of every
individual.
In the twenty years that I
have sat on the bench of the Juvenile
Court of Denver, almost every variety of
human failure has passed before me- in
By failure I do
melancholy procession.
not mean the merely criminal mistakes of
the individual but the faults of training

Failure
it is

.

that keep a life from full
and complete expression.
It is

that

to

these

Pelmanism

The "twelve

little

development

needs and these lacks
comes as an answer.
gray books" are a re-

Not only do they
contain the discoveries that science knows
about the mind and its workings, but
the treatment is so simple that the truths
may be grasped by anyone of average
education.

markable achievement.

In plain words, what Pelmanism has
done is to take psychology out of the
college and~put it into harness for the
It lifts great, helpful truths
day's work.
out of the back water and plants them
in the living stream.

of fact, Pelmanism ought
to be the beginning of education instead
of a remedy for its faults. First of all,
it teaches the science of self-realization;
it makes -the student discover himself, it
acquaints him with his sleeping powers
and shows him how to develop them
The method is exercise, not of the haphazard sort, but a steady, increasing kind

As a matter

"The human mind
care

of

says,

automatic device.
'take

Court

Juvenile

find out if Pelmanism was the thing
that I could recommend to the hundreds
who continually ask my advice in relation to their lives, problems and ambito

but

well-rounded lives. 650,000 Pelmanists in
every country on the globe are the guarantee of what Pelman training can do
for you.

LINDSEY

B.

civil life.

"When I learned that Pelmanism had
been brought to America, by Americans
for Americans, I was among the first to
enroll.
My reasons were two first because I have always felt that every mind
needed regular, systematic and scientific
exercise, and secondly, because I wanted

Ben Lixdsey.

of

not an
not

is

It will

itself.'

originality,

Will

decision,

resourcefulness, imagination,
initiative,
courage
these
things are not gifts but results.
Every one of these

—

be developed
by effort, just as muscles can
be developed by exercise."
qualities

can

that brings each hidden power to
strength without strain or break.

The human mind

is

full

not an automatic

It will not "take care of itself."
Will power, originality, decision, resourcefulness, imagination, initiative, courage
these things are not gifts, but results.
Every one of these qualities can be developed by effort just as muscles can be
developed by exercise. I do not mean by
this that the individual can add to the
brains that God gave him, but he can learn
to make use of the brains that he has
instead of letting them fall into flabbiness
through disuse.
device.

No

matter what your own particular
are
poor memory, mind wandering, indecision, timidity, nervousness or

—

lack of personality
Pelmanism will show
to correct and overcome them.
And on the positive side it will uncover
and develop qualities which you never
dreamed existed in you.
It will be of
direct, tangible value to you in your business and social life.
In the files at the
Pelman Institute of America are hundreds
of letters from successful Pelmanists telling how they doubled, trebled and even
quadrupled their salaries, thanks to Pelman training.

you the way

Mind Training" is the name
absorbingly interesting booklet
which tells about Pelmanism in detail.
It is fascinating in itself with its wealth
of original thought and clear observation.
"Scientific Mind Training" makes an interesting adition to your library.
"Scientific

of

of some single sense. What Pelmanism
does is to consider the mind as a whole
and treat it as a whole. It goes in for
mental team play, training the mind as
a unity.

THE COUPON

NOW.
The Pelman
Suite 1612

Institute

71 West 45th

St.,

America
New York City

of

Approved as a correspondence school under
the laics of the State of New Tork

THE PELMAN INSTITUTE OF AMERICA,
Suite

|

'

|

|

I

1612,

71

West 45th

St.,

New York

I want you to show me what Pelmanism has
done for over 650,000 people. Please send me
your free book, "Scientific Mind Training".
This places me under no obligation whatever.

Name

....

I

|

Its big value, however, is
tional note.
Each lesson is

the

Your copy is waiting for you. It is
absolutely free. Simply fill out the coupon
and mail it today. It costs you nothing.
It obligates you to nothing, but it is
absolutely sure to show you the way to
success and happiness.
Don't put it off
and then forget about it. Don't miss a
big opportunity.
MAIL

I

Other methods, and systems that I have
examined, while realizing the value of mental exercise, have made the mistake of
limiting their efforts to the development

—

difficulties

Address

the instruc-

accompanied
\

City

State...
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personality is such that
the force of her charm

MUSICS
EVERY /
HOME/

she was serious for a moment and I men'
tioned 'The Big Parade' and the scene that
impressed me so tremendously, where she
and Gilbert are searching for each other and
where they find each other only to part.
"That was theatricalism." she said, "my
favorite scene in the picture was the one on
the barrel in the old court yard, where the
girl discovers that the boy has a sweetheart

•value**

Genuine
mahogany finish

VICTROLA

in

in rich mahogany finish, plays all
of records with marvelous tone quality.
Our special price only $9.85. Regularly sold for
amazing value that you can't beat
$18.00.
anywhere. The Rialto guarantee of satisfaction

Comes

makes

An

Send only $1.00 with
given with every order.
your order and when the Victrola arrives pay the
plus
a few cents postage.
only
$8.95
postman
Order yours now, as these machines are going
fast.

Our new 24-page instrument

catalog

with great bargains will be sent
together with our latest Rainbow Record Catalog
listing all the latest Victor, Columbia, Vocahon,
fiUe(1

Paramount and OKeh

records.

RIALTO MUSIC HOUSE
MAIL ORDER DEPT.

real."

only comment ! have
It
ever heard her make about her work.
must be very close to her and very dear
too near and too
this art of hers
to her
dear to mention.
There is another picture of Renee. vivid
She, of course, attended the
in my mind.
The role of
formal opening of 'Mr. Wu.'
the Chinese girl was one that she particularly wanted to play and she had had a
struggle to get it, because the great ones
at the studio were afraid that she could
So the picture
not look Oriental enough.
meant something to her, as anything that is
However, she
gotten after a struggle does.
dreaded the opening night and the personal
that

the

is

—

—

_

I watched
appearance that it necessitated.
her sitting in the theatre nervously pressing
She felt
her right hand against her left.

S

S. State St., Chicago,

330

That was

America.

And

No need to be without music now. Here is the
most compact little genuine Victrola ever made,
3
6>/2 inches high, 12'/2 inches wide, 13 /4 inches

rprr

let

She won't talk about her art. Only
once do I remember hearing her say anyBy a strange fluke
thing about her work.

•

T I\.CiE4

and

that.

'remendous

deep.

respond to
it
go at

just

I

III.

some comment was necessary. "I don't
know why I'm so nervous," she whispered.

that

THE
4-M

the players were introduced Renee
got up and made two quick, little bows
and flashed her sweet smile over the audididn't

won

that

You

don't need

give

at

this

me

is

that."

you

in

Renee.

And

—

I've never seen her
Renee, I must say is not the
sort of girl who can wear anything and
In an exotic evening
get away with it.

test

HAMILTON HOTEL
K
MARTINQUE
THE
M
TILDEN HALL

for 'Rose Marie.'

look lovelier.

Fourteenth Street at

You know

the

story,

of

course,

the

little

waif who is adopted by these big Canadian
he-men, and becomes a perfect hoyden in
their midst.

Renee looked a perfect darling in that
trim uniform and the high boots and military belt, and when I told her that I had
given up the interview idea, she glowed
in her own shy way over the prospects of
I believe she's more enthusiasthe picture.
tic over it than anything she's done since
'The Big Parade.'
Renee will tell you that she wants to
do comedy, that of course she's nothing but
a comedienne at heart, because, like so many
people who really feel deeply, she's afraid
that you might get a peek into that heart
of hers, which is all tenderness and love
But the fact is that she
and sweetness.
loves those dramatic scenes, and those tender scenes better than the comedy which
she tells you she yearns to do, but because
she loves them so much she can't talk about
them.
She's afraid of being thought 'silly'
or sentimental and of course she is the most
sentimental person in the world.
When anyone is in trouble it's Renee
who is called upon. She doesn't sympathize
She's afraid of letting herself
with words.
go and getting 'silly.' so she makes a face at
the troubled one and tells her that she's
just a goof and immediately sets out to
rectify the trouble.
Her whole attitude is the reverse English
on the poor clown who wants to do great
Renee does them and indramatic things.
sists upon being a clown, but this is merely
a gesture on her part to keep you from
taking her seriously and maybe laughing at
her and also to keep you from thinking that
she is as sweet and tender and foolishly,
delightfully soft hearted as she really is.
Renee has faults, I suppose, although I'm
loath to admit them, but she has no faults
in her heart and in her soul, of that you

may

rest assured.

And

is the result of three interviews
And when
miserably as such.
Renee reads this she will say I'm just a
'goof and must be getting weak minded, for
which she wouldn't blame me much having
had three interviews with her.
But here it is for what it is worth, just
a little peep into the most tender, most loving heart in Hollywood.

that

here

failed

at

Old Stuff — Continued

APARTMENT HOTEL
Avenue

at

Tilden

room when

Grow

the theatre.

Taller

Science lias found the way to
add inches to your height. No
need to envv and look up to
No need to
the bis fellows.
have the disadvantages of the
This course makes
little man.
for you to be on a
t possible
with your fellow men.
level
is easy, inexpensive and
( ourse
;

Mail coupon
results sure.
free information today]

for

GLOVER

Dept. A-47. 70 Bulkley Ave.
Sausalito, Calif.
Without any obligation to

me, send me full information on how to grow taller.

Name
Street
City ..

smartest, mos 'interesting-, entertaining and
instructive Magazinein Americal 10 weeks for
only 20c. Speciali ntroductory offer. No magazine like it. Full oi important facts, pictures and
the best, most popular fiction for all members of
the family. Send name, address and lOc today.
The Pathfinder. Dept. P-85 Washington, D. C.

The

to

looks

"But

—

Streets

L.

she

says,

what can you do with a girl like that?
The third and last interview I had with
the one I gave up with, swearing that
her
I'd never interview her again, that from
then on it would be two girl friends havshe was making a wardrobe
ing a chat

APARTMENT HOTEL

Connecticut

things

these

amazement and

Sixteenth

Street

that she

them.

about

15th Streets

Massachusetts Avenue at 21st

Sixteenth

and
had

immediately

—know

charm.

ARLINGTON HOTEL
K and
CAIRO HOTEL
Q
COLONIAL HOTEL
and M
Corner
THE FAIRFAX
15th

bless her heart

one of the secrets of her
is
She doesn't know that she simply
and
tenderness
and
sweetness
radiates
warmth. And when you tell her something

Maddux, Marshall, Moss &
Mallory, Inc.

at

all

—

And

Operated by

Street

and won them

ence

Washington, D. C.

at

it?"

isn't

When

HOTELS

Vermont Avenue

me,

of

"Silly

gown with the ubiquitous peacock motif
and the long slinky train she is all wrong
and she would tell you that she just looked
silly.
But in 'Rose Marie' she wears the
uniform of the North West Mounted Police.

he, Harold

is all

The dog shows

dressed up for
his appreciation

by jumping all over his master and mussing
him all up. Then Harold has to change his
Just try that over
clothes or go as he is.
with your own dog in your own house and

how far you'll get especially with the
Woman. Mildred Davis doesn't mind.
Maybe she's a little genius herself. Inci-

see

Little

dentally,

Harold has

a

mild mania for wear-

ing white shirts, black ties and black patent
If that is genius, make the
leather shoes.
It sounds like common sense
most of it.
to

me.

Barrymore is America's greatest
legitimate actor, they say; so he's probably a
When he plays Hamlet, the snobs
genius.
and the mobs turn out to applaud him.
He's always in demand socially and proAnd yet
He's a lion, is John.
fessionally.
John

monkey,
is said to be devoted to a pet
which has a special room to itself in John's
Now just suppose the man next
home.
he

from page 17

door to you kept a monkey! Wouldn't the
but
It talks anyway:
talk, though?
that would give it something to talk about.
You
Genius isn't what it used to be.
can hardly tell a genius from a human
being these days. John Gilbert is supposed
And temperamental
to be a genius.
He talks back to his bosses and pans his
own pictures in public. He hates to have

town

—

portrait taken and often flatly refuses
He says to the police of Beverly
to pose.
"Come on and arrest me!" (P. S.
Hills:
They did.) John has all the ear-marks of
out-and-out genius. But it's too bad. John's
a little too regular to be a real genius. He
his

remembers the very

—
some
got

first fan letter he ever
years ago, too
and can even quote
of it.
I know, because I wrote it.

—

Along about the time Lillian Gish was
being hailed as the Duse of the screen after
her wonderful acting in the D. W. Griffith
pictures. I spent a week-end at her home.
Not only was her acting attracting atten-
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FREE TRIAL
GROWS
HAIR
Amazing

New

Electrical

Discovery!
Now

at last

— through the electric magic
— Science has found

of Infra-red Rays

a startling
quickly.

way

own

baldness.
Today his hair is unusually thick and luxuriant.

grow new hair

to

Called

No

matter how fast your hair is _f ailing
out. No matter how much of it is gone
This amazing
this is our guarantee
new electrical discovery will end your
dandruff stop falling hair and grow

—

:

—

—

new hair in 4 weeks
or you pay nothing! You risk nothing.
You are the judge your own mirror
will furnish the astounding evidence.
thick, luxuriant

—

Because of his

and

scientific conservatism,
his standing in his profession, the

discoverer of

hospital,

his

ing, Infra-red Rays vitalize your scalp
while yqu_rest or read a few minutes
each day is all the time required.

hundreds of

discovery grows hair

Rays

Simply this: heat rays of a certain kind
stimulate

Two

and

vitalize

the

years ago a noted surgeon, seeking

—

a remarkable discovery.

a scientific
standing has ever entered

the first time

It

is

man

of his
this field of

helpfulness.

He discovered^ a simple way in which
to use life-giving, invisible heat rays
known to all scientists to restore health
and normal conditions to the scalp tis-

—

RESTORE HAIR

and so
jut certain rare instances.

sues,

It

hair,

when nothing

ends

the
is

—

dandruff,

CASES.

else
in

Now

amazing power of Infra-red

known

to the entire scientific

world
and DERMO-RAY has been
proved to be one of the most startling
scientific

discoveries of recent years

now, for the first time, has he permitted
public announcement of his discovery to
,be made.

hair-

tissue.

to bring back his own hair
applying all
his scientific knowledge to the problem

—made

new

scientifically, conclusively, that this

that

All observant men have noticed that
their beard grows faster in hot weather
than in cold. What causes that?

growing

own case-records — with
men and women—proved
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tion,

but she was- doubling as a director for
Dorothy. Yes, it looked as if the
was a genius, all right.
And then

Maybe

answer.
But she seemed
it.
Dollars to dough'
girl
nuts she's a genius in disguise.
Lillian, all gentle charm and graciousness,
Of course, if we're going in for food,
came into the guest room to bid me good- two-thirds of the people in the world are
night.
And she wore a nice, old-fashioned downright geniuses. Take Irving Thalberg,
flannel night-gown! The tragedy queen in •often called the boy wonder because of his
flannels was still the tragedy queen, however.
rare executive ability.
Irving is a bear-cat
Once a genius, always a genius.
for candy.
He eats it up. There's Norma
When King Vidor burst upon the world Talmadge. Mrs. Joe Schenck, who has
as the precocious boy director of The Big
money enough to corner the caviar market.
Parade people began to twitter about genius Norma is said to be the only person who
and inspiration and everything, with never ever ordered a ham sandwich at the Ritz.
a word about the nine-tenths perspiration.
And I'm sure you know Connie TalYoung Mr. Vidor made good in a big way, madge's eccentricity. It's husbands. Connie
and he lived up to his reputation.
collects husbands as casually as other girls
all
heard how he directs by thought transmis- collect compliments.
If Connie has only
sion or something.
He's quiet and forceful. had two husbands it's because she has had
At that, you might have had your doubts to make pictures once in a while and so has
about his being a genius, he's such a nice- only been able to devote her spare time to
looking young man.
Give her a chance.
And give Buster
But there's his com- it.
Collier another chance, too, while you're
plex, which honestly proved that Vidor is
at it.
a real, live genius.
It's no laughing matter
with him.
It's just this: he can't bear to
When George O'Brien entered a fashgo up in tall buildings. If he's in a hotel, ionable hotel dining-room without a hair-cut
his rooms must be on the ground floor or
and almost without a shave, the feminine
the second.
It is no pose, but a serious
diners nudged one another and whispered:
fact in his life.
He's been psycho-analyzed "There's that adorable George O'Brien!"
and all that sort of thing, and it didn't do It was a Saturday night when all New York
a bit of good.
In spite of this, or maybe was all dressed up and out with its best
because of it. The Crowd is bound to be a girl.
George had his trainer with him:
great picture.
and, of course, I knew that the long hair
was required for the picture George was
Mrs. Vidor
Eleanor Boardman
is a perBut the femmes didn't know it,
fectly delicious young woman.
She has real making.
brains and uses 'em.
And the kind of a. and it was all right with them how he
looked.
Just let their own boy-friends try
sense of humor that can poke fun at itself.
That doesn't sound much like genius, does it. though.
it? Genius and a sense of humor don't alBecause Greta Garbo doesn't taik much
ways go together. But Miss Boardman has English, confining her remarks to a simple:
some of the eccentricities of genius, just "I go now," she has a reputation as a
the same.
She's original.
Just as an examThe
genius second to none in Hollywood.
ple, take the subject of food.
When she's girl whom Jack Gilbert is said to love so
at home, she hasn't much time to experidesperately that he will rush her to the
ment.
She's too busy rushing off to the altar any time she makes up her mind to
studio.
She eats what's set before her and add "Yes" to her scanty vocabulary, has
doesn't complain.
Her housekeeper orders half-closed dreamy eyes, long lashes, and
the meals and Eleanor is satisfied. But when
slow gestures; and sometimes that's all
she is in New York, for instance, she just Hollywood needs to make a genius.
Well.
lets herself go.
Give Eleanor a restaurant Garbo may not be a genius but apparently
menu, and her head, and you'd be sur- she is good company. And any girl who
prised at the things that Santa Claus
can bring 'em to the box-office as fast as
mean the waiter will bring.
At lunch Greta does, can be just as much of a genius
she's very apt to order all the delectable
as she wants to, and nobody will be the
things she hasn't happened to have for a wiser.
long time.
It doesn't matter if it's three
Geniuses are supposed to be born, not
different kinds of soup, or pie, or salad.
Charlie Chaplin was one, right
made.
She's been known to make a meal of along; but it was a long time before we
corn on the cob, and nothing else.
Take found it out.
Charlie had been amusing
a look at her work in The Crowd and see
the small boys of the world for years beif it doesn't check up with the idiosyncrasies
fore a New York newspaper writer and a
that only a genius could have.
famous stage actress declared that he was
her

sister

very

that's the

happy about

We
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All the latest poses. 25 photos,

Although from her work on the screen
you might never suspect it, it's my humble
opinion that if an exciting mind crammed
with original, refreshing ideas means anything, Dorothy Gish comes pretty near bepocket-edition genius.
If
only a
of Dorothy's imagination could be
registered for the screen, she would be a

PIMPLES
II R

—

little

DE FELICE

Myrtle

—

—

ing

J oat send meronr
«d0re»s for FSEB

sa.

Dept.

—

.

But somehow,

it's

all

lost.

And

the fact that she has never quite got over
as a film personality doesn't alter my conviction that in the littlest Gish the movies

have a unique feminine figure.
Figure?
Well, that may have something to do with

Dorothy

it.

youth.
report

And

excels

in

there

may

we hear

portrayals

of eager
be something to a

Dorothy were slimmer she would have bigger and better parts.
Be that as it may her passion for doughnuts
remains the same. I saw her the other day
in

a

pastry

that

shop,

if

not long

that she was not going

after

to plry

I

heard

The Con-

7<[ymph in England after all.
"I'm
buying more double chins," said Dorothy.
stant

an

artiste

—with

an

e:

don't forget that

The papers and magazines began

to

e.

yell

"Genius!" at Charlie; but it was all right
because the small boys never knew the difference: and even if they had. they would
never have held it against Charlie.

Sometimes
between the

it's

hard to

tell

idiosyncrasies

ordinary

the difference

of

genius

and

In either
Louise Brooks
they're interesting.
case,
loves to own jewels but never wears them.
She keeps them locked up. Claire Windsor
earns a tidy sum every week but she makes
all her own silk underwear on a portable
the

foibles

of

folks.

sewing-machine that goes wherever she goes.
Billie Dove owns two ducks and had a
special pool built for them.
Lya de Putti
likes any dish with onions in it.
Tommy
Meighan scorns cigareue cases and carries
his smokes in the original wrapper.
Mary
Pickford has never danced with any man
but Douglas Fairbanks.

Don't you wish you were a genius?
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This
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he?
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had to stand a

doesn't

bullying
from the other
boys in the gang.
of

lot

DAYS
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30

real

Here's

a
Just

look
at the way those
muscles have developed in 30
days of Titus
Training. That's
going some, isn't

man!

it?

DAYS
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60

muscle in
body developed to giant
Every

bis

You'd never
him as
same lad.

size.

recognize
the

Need
rOTJ

I

to

.

urge

mail the

soupon

>"*NE—two—three!

the boy you see
weakling Into a
magic, doesn't It?
But that's just an example of what Titus Training has
done for thousands upon thousands of men.
I've taken fellows of every size and condition and
them almost overnight into perfect
I've transformed
I've been doing it for years.
specimens of manhood!
I've earned my reputation as the father of Physical
Culture by mail on just such results as you see in
"Miracles worked in Muscle" that's
the illustrations.
what people call them.

II

abore

like

Just

changed

physical

GIANT!

that,

puny

from a
Looks
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30 minutes a day.
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And they'll be panther muscles, friendiron bauds.
muscles as live as spring steel with the speed of
Those are
lightning and the power of a battering ram.
the kind of muscles that make champions, the kind of
muscles that will make you laugh at men twice your
size.
Boy, you'll get the thrill of a lifetime!

—
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Continued from page 22
a never-ceasing conflict with his better look'
ing subaltern, Sergeant Quirt, for the favor
of the fair.
Victor McLaglen's career in life has been
as colorful as that of any fictitious marine
or any man who sought oblivion and possible, or rather probable, death in the French
Foreign Legion.
Unlike the latter the
Marines do not harbor murderers, cutthroats, purse-snatchers and other social outcasts, but rather are they gentlemen rankers
all, soldiers of fortune seeking adventure in
the remote corners of the world, indifferent
as to where the fight is staged as long as
they may participate therein.
As such
Victor McLaglen is the ideal marine in the
moving picture as he would be in real life
in the corps headed by Major General John
Lejeune.
His entire life has been of the
stuff of which these soldiers of the sea or
sailors of the land are made. 'Soldier in the
Boer and the World wars, professional
pugilist, fighting Jack Johnson, the champion, in his prime for six gruelling rounds,
silver prospector in Cobalt, Canada, sideshow wrestler with a circus, in a gold rush
to
Kalgoorlie.
Australia, vaudeville
performer, wanderer over the face of the earth
knowing almost every corner of the world
as you and I know our own city, town or
village; these are the things that served as
an apprenticeship for Victor McLaglen's
entry into the moving picture world, that
world of lights and shadows trying to reproduce on the silver screen life in its
various manifestations.
It is hardly to be wondered at that his
portrayal of the hard-boiled sergeant
and
the captain
of marines is realistic and well
able to stand comparison with Louis Wolheim's interpretation ot the same part in

—

—

Arthur Hopkins' stage version. And that
was a moot point when the inevitable picturization was announced.
How would the
performance on the screen of the ex-provost
marshal of Mesopotamia
after the rescue
of bottled up General Townsend at Kut-elAmara compare with that on the speaking
stage of the ex-instructor of mathematics at
Cornell?
McLaglen emerged from the test
certainly without discredit: from the point
of view of many in the high places of
authority as producers and critics and from
those in lowlier places who had seen both
the play and the picture.
Accepting the popular conception. Victor

—

—

McLaglen

is a typical minister's son.
It is
surprising, then, to discover that his
father for many years was a bishop of

not

Cleremont,

England

a

diocese

of

the

Church

of

South Africa. This father had
been born in that country of Dutch and
English parentage and was related to many
prominent families there. He was a cousin
to the famous General DeWitt, of Boer war
fame. The son, Victor, came into the world
in a suburb of London but spent his early
boyhood in South Africa in Cleremont where
his father held the aforementioned bishopin

ric.

TITUS. Dept. V-121
105

His Mail Comes from

The McLaglen family were all potential
grenadier guardsmen: the father was more
than six feet tall, and his wife of more
than average height. The seven children,
six boys and one girl, were all over six feet.
Victor himself towers six feet, three inches.
Veritably a family of giants.

When the Boer war broke the future
moving picture star was living in England.
He was only fourteen .but when his brother

Fred enlisted and started almost immediately
for South Africa the kid begged to be permitted to enter some branch of the service

would make it possible for him to accompany this brother. His father refused,
so young McLaglen ran away from home and
that

London. Despite his youth he
time more than six feet tall. The
recruiting sergeant assigned him to the Life
Guards, one of their requisites being that
all members must be more than six feet tall.
He served in the Guards for three years at
Windsor, the home of the king and queen.

enlisted

was

in

at that

Finally his father purchased his release because he was still under age.
Three years in the army and being kept
in England had increased his desire to travel
as his brothers had done, they by this time
being scattered all over the globe. Alluring,
seductive steamship posters made Victor decide on Canada as the scene for his migra-

into the unknown.
Arrived there
McLaglen worked for a while in the dominion as a farm hand in Ontario. News of
tion

a silver lode discovery in Cobalt determined

him

to

throw up

his

job as a farm hand
the silver mines.

Having no money

ten

dollar a

month

and join the rush to
for transportation

the

emigre did odd jobs in various towns and
thus gradually worked his way toward the
Ultimately he arrived in
promised land.
Cobalt. There he joined a prospecting party
and spent the following spring and summer
searching for silver. When the party finally
struck the precious metal McLaglen discovered that it meant nothing to him because
he had failed to sign a contract for his work
with the outfit and he was deliberately
Because judicial
cheated out of his share.
machinery was lacking there was no chance
of redress on his part so Victor left the
prospectors and returned alone to Cobalt.

Back at the starting point of the expedition the Londoner built himself a log
cabin on the shores of Lake Timiskaming.
There he spent a winter characterized by the
most frugal sort of living, as the exchequer
was low. waiting for the coming of spring.
He was marking time until he could return
to do some silver prospecting on his own.
It was because the funds had reached such
a low point that around Christmas time
Mac decided to try the prize ring as a
medium of raising some much-needed
money. This idea was inspired by his having
done a lot of wrestling and boxing when
a member of the Life Guards at Windsor
,

Castle.

Logically the Mecca for thousands of fortune hunters from all parts of the world
because of the discovery of the silver deposits. Cobalt had become filled with amuse-

ment-hungry men. Among these was a
Frenchman named Paul LeFebre. with some
fame as a wrestler. He and Victor wrestled,
charging two dollars a head for admission
to their match. They collected five hundred
Shortly after this
dollars which they split.
McLaglen met and defeated a German
named Fred Schneider. These two international victories over the French and the

German established the reputation of the
ex-Life Guard and he became the favorite
He then
of the camp's sporting fraternity.
all comers and won all his matches.
end to his wrestling career in Cobalt
He
came when the town burned down.
consequently had to seek other fields where
he could display his prowess.

fought

An
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the ringers. Holds the wave indefinitely.
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NEW YORK'S BEST
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If your
hairdressers for over 25 years.
hairdresser cannot supply you send $1.
direct for large home size jar, or 25c
for generous sample. A real toilet necessity forsniiSt
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Be a Camera Man
Earnupto* 25QaWfeeK
Here's YOTJR chance to get into
Big pay jobs open
the movies
to camera men.
You can Quickly
Fascinating work.
Also
Qualify.
big opportunities in Portrait, Commercial and News Photography.
No Experience Needed
We'll start you in Professional
Photography and give you a real
Professional Motion Picture
Camera or View Camera FltEE.
Famous experts teach you by mail.
I

Or come to our great New York
Studios.
Easy to learn.
Send for FREE BOOK
Big illustrated Booklet and JOB CHART
tell you about wonderful opportunities in all branches
Write TODAY*.
of Photography, everywhere.
New York Institute of Photography
10 West 33rd St.. New York
Dept. 60

No

obligation.
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Secrets!
book. "Safe Counse
just out. tells you the things you w.
to know straight from the- shoulder. Gives
advice to newly married. Explains anatomy of reproductive organs, impotence,
laws of Sex Life, mistakes to avoid, diseases, pregnancy, etc. Contains 9 titartling sections: l-Science <>f KugenicB. 2L>ve, 3-Marriage, \- Childbirth, 6- Family
Life. 6-Sexual Science, 7-Diseases and
Disorder*. 8 Health and Hygiene. 9-Story
of Life. In all. 104 chapters. 77 illustrations, 512 pages.
Examine at our risk.
Mailed in a plain wrapper.

Send No Money
Write for your copy today. Don't send a
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PIMPLES
—

Cleared up often in 24 hours. To prove
you can be rid of pimples, blackheads, acne
eruptions on the face or body, barbers' itch,
eczema, enlarged pores, oily or shiny skin,
me

your name and address today

— no

cost

obligation. CLEAR-TONE tried and tested in over
100.000 eases used like toilet water— is simply magical in
prompt results. You can repay the favor by telling your
friends; if not, the loss is mine.

—no
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WHITE TODAY.

£.S.

G1VENS, 411 Chemical Bldg., Kansas City.Mo.
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side-show wrestler named Duval and win
the twenty-five dollars offered for such an
accomplishment. Victor took his advice and
won the twenty-five. Later he succeeded
Duval when the latter resigned his job and
for a season toured the country wrestling allHe also displayed his muscular
comers.
One
development and physical prowess.
night he wrestled the eleven members of

leave the golconda to others.

From Australia they journeyed to Ceylon,
then Bombay and on to Africa. They had
toured the latter continent and arrived in
Capetown when they got their first news of
the world war. They left immediately for
London to enlist. This was in the latter
Arriving in London
part of August. 1914.
they found the four other brothers also
Leo, an older
there for the same purpose.
brother, had arrived from China where he
was working a gold claim: Lewis and

from South America and Fred from
Canada. Within a few days all of the six
and over brothers had enlisted and
foot
been despatched to different sections of the
All
British front in Flanders and France.
of them returned from the war except Fred
who was killed in East Africa.
a football team in the town where the show
Victor was given a commission as lieuwas appearing and threw the entire outfit tenant because of his previous service in
First he did recruiting in
in the stipulated one hour's time.
the Life Guards.
Next McLaglen joined the J. W. Parker Trafalgar Square. London. He enrolled six
Teaming hundred men in front of Lord Nelson's
carnival and wild animal show.
up with Duval, the wrestler whom he had monument. Then he was sent to Mesoposupplanted the previous season, they put on tamia with the Royal Irish Fusileers. Later
regiment he was in several
a double act. Duval did a physical culture with Cheshire
and weight-lifting act; McLaglen met all- strenuous engagements with the Turks and
Sind.
comers in four-round wrestling matches Arabs at Sheik Saad. Judalia and
with the relief
offering twenty-five dollars to the man who He was for several months
finally successcould stay the limit. This meant wrestling forces during the attempt
to succor and release General Allenby
every night as, lacking local aspirants for ful
Kut-el-Amara.
the money offered by McLaglen, there was and his forces bottled up in
always some member of the carnival crew As a result of his bravery and efficiency as
who was ambitious to win the twenty-five. an officer in these engagements McLaglen
Few, indeed, were the tunes when the prise was promoted to a captaincy. He also was
Clifford

—

—

—

—

money had to be paid out.
With the break-up of the

assistant provost marshal to Sheik
This was virtually becoming chief of
police over between forty and fifty thousand
As one of his numerous duties was
men.
mostly Arabs
ridding the district of spies
many of whom were caught and adjudged
guilty. Captain McLaglen's firing squad was
kept decidedly busy lining the condemned

made

circus at

Col-

Washington, Messrs. McLaglen and
fax,
Duval started a business men's gymnasium
Boxing, wrestling and any
in that town.
other sort of exercise that would keep the
Colfax males in physical condition were
taught by the two ex-troupers. Then when
tired
of that rather eventless tho
profitable existence, the two athletes secured

Speedy, permanent results guaranteed. Doctors praise it. No
CoMMrial metal to harm you. Small cost.
befori -afteh
Write for FREE BOOKLET
Won 1923
ANITA CO.-»' Dept. N-69, Anita Bldg., Newark, N. J.

simply send

At Winnipeg he was joined by his brother
Fred, the one he had tried to trail with
to the Boer war in South Africa. This one
of the fighting McLaglens had also gained
some considerable measure of fame for himself as
a fighter, later enhanced in the
United States, through the bouts he fought
He sugunder the name "Fred McKay."
gested to Vic that he, the kid, unquestionably could stay the stipulated time with a

they

you sleep

nOSE dWUSTER f*f*\
BflniTR
™«
painless, comfortable.
is

His reputation as a wrestler and boxer Islands, Tahiti and Australia. They arrived
had spread by this time throughout Canada on the latter continent just before the gold
What more
Several sec- rush to Kalgoorlie started.
so he found many matches.
tions of Ontario and Quebec saw some of natural than that the McLaglen brothers
the most spectacular 9? these. Ultimately should join the hegira? They did and nearly
he was dubbed Champion of Western died of thirst and starvation in the Austra'
lian desert before they decided to quit and
Canada.

They
the Pantages circuit.
toured for a long time as the Romano
Brothers from Australia, doing a physical

booking over

culture act for the edification of their
patrons.
Finally the partnership was dissolved and McLaglen went back to boxing.
Under the management of Biddy Bishop,
sporting editor of the Tacoma News, the
peripatetic Victor fought many victorious
fights around that section of the north-west.
He
In Vancouver was his greatest feat.
fought a six-round, no-decision bout with
Jack Johnson just after the negro had won

Saad.

—

up outside the

city's walls.

Promotion to be provost marshal of Bagdad followed. Several times he was attacked
and twice knifed by natives sentenced by his
Once he almost
court for breach of peace.
died through poisoned dates given by an
Arab who had served ninety days in the
British prison after conviction in the provost

marshal's court.

In the city of Bagdad he discovered one
of the native boys with a natural talent for
McLaglen trained and developed
boxing.
him and at the conclusion of the war took

to England. This Arab
fought several bouts in England, returned
the championship from Tommy Burns and to Bagdad and then once more to London
He is a member of the
before he displaced Jim Jeffries from the where he now is.
heavy-weight throne. That bout will afford National Sporting club but with no peran excellent idea of how good a pugilist ceptible future as a member of the boxing
the future Captain Flagg of What Price fraternity although Vic thought at one time
He was no he had the makings of a champion.
Glory was in his hey-day.
chocolate soldier fighter in the ring but an
and days
After the Arabian nights
Partly because Victor McLaglen returned to England.
honest-to-glory scrapper.
He
of Vic's success in standing off Johnson for tried the fighting game thinking that possix rounds and not getting knocked out himsibly it was his vocation.
He had been too
self he teamed up with his brother Arthur long away from it, however, and had grown
and once more toured the vaudeville too old. He gave up the idea of the big

him back with him

—

road Special!
SOLID GOLD

effect case guaranteed 25 years. Richly
engraved. Locomotive crown.
Time-keeper dial. Railroad

back. Accuracyguaranteed
by ICOyr.oldMillion Dollar
Factory. Why pay $20 to $31) for
your next watch? Ord D r
Pay BargainSale ffO O"?

NOW.
and

price of only— «J>J.O« postage
on arrival. Waldemar Knife and
Chain to match. FREE.

Send No Money. Send pnstal today.
Wear 10 days at our
Moneyback if not delighted.
Bradley, BX7, Newton, MASS.
FREE TRIAL.

expense.

circuits.

incursion proved to be
Because the money worquite profitable.
ried them both and also because they wished
to see more of the world the two brothers

This vaudeville

cancelled

Hawaii.

future bookings and sailed for
there they went to the Fiji

From

purses which he had visualized. Then dipHe
lomacy as a profession came to him.
knew the colonies, had linguistic ability and
knowledge and had known and dealt with
all types of men in all corners of the world:
all these things were bound to help him and
be of the greatest possible advantage in the
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WHY GO TO

BED WITH YOUR
FACE GREASY WITH CLEANSING CREAM?
WHY APPEAR ON THE STREET
WITH A SHINY NOSE?

EW

and Amazing Cream

EFACE —reaches

all

—

three

skin layers, the foundation of beauty.

month, perhaps, you were excusable, not this month
since "Eface", used by actresses and dancers for beautifyLast

ing their faces and bodies, has become available to the
general public.
"Eface"

is

excellent as a

powder base— ideal

and absolutely eliminates blackheads.
ary

It's

as a

new, revolution-

and wonderful

Sheer,

Low-Necked,

to burst into

— and

You'll find Eface

is

soft,

and

that your

of
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as a cleansing

— and even more wonderful

Hame

new
body
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as a
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MGRICAN ACADGMY
OF DRAMATIC ARTS
Founded 1884 by Franklin H. Sargent
institution for Dramatic and
Expressional Training. The instruction of the
Academy furnishes the essential preparation for
Directing and Teaching as well as for Acting.
The training is educative and practical, de-

The foremost

veloping Poise, Personality and Expressional
Power, of value to those in professional lite
and to the layman.

Midwinter Term Opens Jan. 16th
Extension Dramatic Courses in co-operation with

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Free Catalog describing all Courses from

Room

253-L,

CARNEGIE HALL, New

York
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Goitre

Can Be Cured

the eminent goitre specialist has
treated goitre for nearly a quarter of a century
and within the last year has made a remarkable
Uiscovery which has aroused intense interest.
Ever;' reader of this paper who suffers of goitre
should write at once for his free book in 2 colors
which tells of this new discovery and also how
to treat goitre at home without danger or disDr.
write.
just
Absolutely free
comfort.
Rock. Drawer 300, Box 737, Milwaukee, Wis.

Rock,

Dr.

—

One post in Arabia in
corps.
he had in mind. But fate or destiny or what you will interfered with this

vaudeville stage, gold and silver
of the prize fight and wrestling
rings, companions in arms in the Boer and
world wars; hundreds of these having seen
him on the screen as "Captain Flagg" have
written to him after all these years.
He
logically, because of his own experience,
regards the movies as the greatest possible
means of establishing connections with
friends and acquaintances in whatever corner of the world they may be hiding away.

diplomatic

circus,

particular

rushes,

dream.

One day at the National Sporting club
he was approached by an English motion
picture producer. The latter saw in McLaglen just the type he needed for The Call
of the Road, a picture he was about to put
into production. The soldier of two wars
and many wanderings succumbed to the
Many of them are still pursuing the
offer and thus made his moving picture
debut.
The picture, incidentally, became a nomadic life that was his own before the
great success in England, but not because movies claimed him and limited his periBut
Before grinations to locations for pictures.
of the debutante's histrionic gifts.
he has settled down in Hollywood with
it had been released the new screen actor
met at the Oxford-Cambridge boat race J. a wife and two children, a boy and a girl
He did
Stuart Blackton, the American pioneer pro- aged five and four respectively.
As a result of this meeting Mac go back to London last year when his
ducer.
played the leading male role opposite Lady mother died and the family foregathered
But
Diana Manners in Blackton's production, from various points of the compass.
The Glorious Adventure. The titled English the erstwhile soldier-of-fortune who went
woman is possibly best known in this where his fancy listed does so no more, the
philandering English soldier philanders no
more. The Missus sees to that. Victor's is
a well ordered and orderly life now and his
possible yearning for adventure is limited to
what the scenarist and director provide him
the great fire of London destroys the prison. with for transferral to the celluloid. Wherein his own life as a soldier of fortune
It was a romance of the sixteenth century
and important because it showed that resembles that of the amorous Captain Flagg
McLaglen had the acting possibilities real- of the screen Victor is understandably retiBut inasmuch as travelers and soldiers
cent.
ized and proved later in this country.
During the next four years the soldier of since time immemorial have fascinated and
it is fair to assume that
fortune was starred or featured in a number won the fair sex
of English productions, the most notable Victor McLaglen was not always worsted
being The Romany and The Sailor Tramp. in duels with flesh and blood Corporals or
Then came the not-to-be-ignored call from Sergeant Quirts for the favor of the fair.
Stuart Blackton was
the United States.
And what of the future? He will next
responsible for that because he wanted be seen probably in Mother Machree as a
McLaglen for The Beloved Brute. Followed Giant of Kilkenny. And of greater interest
He than that will be his playing of the toreador
the heavy role in Charles Ray's Percy.
enacted a somewhat similar role later for Escamillio in Carmen.
But it will not be
Fox in The Hunted Woman nearly losing the Carmen we have been accustomed to;
his life in the filming of that picture at the role of the cigarette girl will be subordiYuma dam. He was one of the curious nated to that of the bullfighter. And he
Lon Chaney will be no petted darling of Rondo Madrid
trio in The Unholy Three,
being another of the triumvirate. The Fox or Seville, but a rough-neck, brutal he-man
Heart and Frank
picture The Fighting
toreador, a sort of Spanish Captain Flagg.
His
Lloyd's Winds of Chance followed.
It is a tale re-written to fit the McLaglen
performance in the latter picture won him a personality and thus will possess, at least,
company
that
With
contract.
First National
the merit of originality of a much-done
he played the heavy in Milton Sills' Men theme. Victor's own first glimpse of a bull
The
Isle
of
of Steel and James Hogan's
fight, curious considering his world travels
Retribution.
He really arrived in the Wincame when he went to Mexico City to
field Sheehan-Raoul Walsh directed picture
Rafael Ballejo
screen the ring sequences.
And in that
version of What Price Glory.
was his teacher in the art and he proved to
Anderson-Stallings war play he did arrive
be a most apt pupil.

country for her portrayal of the nun in
Morris Gest's stage spectacle The Miracle.
McLaglen's role in The Glorious Adventure
was that of a convict and murderer married
to the heroine in prison who is released when

—

Wealth,
Happiness,
everyLove,
thing our hearts desire come to us
dreams.
Sorrow,
in
our
pain,
misery, intense suffering are ours
in the dream world. Each dream portrays
Dreams
a hidden secret we should know.
give us a bearing on our present and
and
warn
They guide
us
future lives.
No dream should be alagainst danger.
lowed to pass by without being interpreted.
History tells us that Napoleon, Goethe,
Joseph, Shakespeare, Joan of Arc and
countless others had their dreams
preted to guard against the future.

inter-

WHAT HAS FATE
STORE FOR YOU

IN

Will your dreams bring you happiness, will they
bring you wealth, are you to journey into forWill your dreams protect you from
eign lands?
many dangers that may beset you? Forewarned
If you are prepared you will be
is forearmed.
able to recognize happiness and impending danFreud and Ellis, two
gers when you see them.
great psychologists have made remarkable discoveries connecting dreams and sex.

—

beyond any question.

interesting thing about this performshowing the world-wide influence
and distribution of successful films is afforded by the communications that McLaglen
had received from all over the world. Companions of his world wanderings, of the

One

ance

as

W. Murnau,

the brilliant German diThe Ldst Laugh, Variety and Sunpaid McLaglen the supreme tribute when

F.

rector of
rise

There is the one man I'll take my
hat off to as an actor. Praise, indeed, from
he said:

Sir Hubert.

10,000 DREAMS
INTERPERTED
The above is the name
of S remarkable book of
and

dreams
gives

a

full

and meaning
a

symbols.
It
explanation
for every

person could

for

daily

dream
Every
book

have.

home should have
reference.

this

It

is

so

wonderful that we do not hesito send it on

tate

Just send vour name and address and
the book will be sent you C. O. D.
Keep it for ten days ar,
for $2.48 plus postage.
then if you are not thoroughly satisfied you may
return it and your money will be cheerfully
refunded.
For vour own welfare and so the dreams of the
future will not remain a mystery, send today for
ttie book, Ten Thousand Dreams Interpreted.
OCCULT PUBLISHING CO.. Dept. 101
Mass.
Boston,
108 Dudley St.,

fl[
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—and I astounded
OEGGY
*•

took great delight in jollying me.

One day, when I was

calling on her,

"Comment ca
she greeted me in French.
va?" she said.
"Now, Peg," I warned, with a grin, "no
French. You know I can't understand it."
Peggy chuckled. "Oh, yes, I keep forgetting," she apologized.
It was a habit with Peggy to break freSometimes I half
quently into French.
suspected she did this intentionally, because she knew it embarrassed me.
"You

know,

Bob,"

remarked

Peggy,

after We had chatted awhile, "it's a pity
you didn't take French at school."
"Yes, I
I nodded, feeling rather small.
I didn't
wish I had taken French, Peg.
realize when I was in school the value of
learning a foreign language. I didn't realize how much it would help me
in business
and in social life, I certainly feel like an
outsider nowadays among some of my
friends who do speak French."
There was a pause. "I suppose it's too
late to learn now," I added, looking at her
questioningly.
Peggy shrugged her shoulders. "Yes. I

—

suppose so," she agreed.
We chatted a while longer.

agree with me, Peg?"
"Peggy's face was a blank. "Wh-where
on earth did you learn to speak French?"
she gasped.
"Remember the last time I
I laughed.
Well, after I left I
was here, Peg? .
began thinking. I realized that a foreign
language is part of every cultured person's
education.
I determined I would learn
French. But how, was a problem. I didn't
I couldn't
have time to go to school.
I
afford to engage a private teacher.
didn't know what to do
"But one day I heard a fellow at the
office talking about a marvelous new way
to learn French! I asked him about it.
"He told me that it was a course by
mail a course of lessons that you studied
at home.
"I was disappointed. I laughed at the
idea of learning a language by mail. 'Impossible!' I exclaimed.
"But he protested that it was not at all
.

impossible. He told me
taken the course how

—

smile.

had

his sister

How

I Learned French
Without a Teacher

"Well,

I

sent

for

the

course

.

.

.

Have

you ever heard of the Hugo Language InstiPeg?"
"It's
Peggy nodded.
located in
London,

tute,

isn't

A

Big Surprise

Several months passed before I saw
Peggy again. Once more she greeted me
with her usual, "Comment §a va?"
She
was not prepared for my reply.

"Je

how

she had actually
learned to speak French in a short time.

rose to go.

"Good-bye," I said, as I was leaving.
revoir," replied Peggy, with a faint

.

.

—

Finally I

"Au

.

.

me

porte tres bien," I answered, in
perfect French.

Peggy's eyes opened wide. I rattled on
talked about the weather the
latest shows, anything I could think of.
To Peggy's amazement, I talked only in
French.

in French

—

—

Finally I said in English, "Don't you

reply
my
—
—

her with

Honestly,
easy.
simple
thing was so clear
Peg, the Hugo At-Sight' French Course is a won1"
derful accomplishment in language instruction

This

story'

Try
The

—
——
.

typical.

—

You,

too,

can

Days

thing

FREE

about

is

—
wasted —you
by
At home

wise be
sentence

We

5

and

well.

be glad to send you the complete
5
so that you may
Within the
see it and judge it for yourself.
free examination period you have the privilege
of returning the course, without cost of obligation, or keeping it as your own and sending
only $2 as a first payment, and thereafter $2 a
month until the full price of $12 has been paid.
You are the judge. Simply return the course
within 5 days if you are not fascinated and delighted with it.
If you act promptly, a valuable
course

shall

FREE FOR

DAYS

French-English Dictionary, containing 45,000
words, will be included without additional cost.
We urge you to clip and mail this coupon
today.
Doubleday, Page & Co., Dept. F-8012,
Garden City, New York.

Doubleday, Page

SC Co.,

Dept. F-8012

American Representatives of Hugo's
Language' Institute of London,

New
me

York.

Hugo "French- At-Sight" Course,
24 lessons, for free examination and include the
French-English Dictionary. Within 5 days I will either
return the course and dictionary or send you 52 at
that time and $2 each month thereafter until $12 has
been paid.
Please

send

the

in

Name

.

—

—

I

—

now

this
simplified
that it makes you your own
in minutes that might otherlearn, phrase by phrase,
sentence, to speak the language cor-

Hugo method
teacher.

rectly

It

wonderful

Garden City,

it?"

"Yes," I replied, "it's one of the oldest, most
conservative language institutes in the world.
They recently made a remarkable achievement
in the teaching of languages.
They put their
expert knowledge of language instruction
their
years of experience in teaching French
the
secrets of their quick, accurate method
into a
set of printed lessons
lessons which anyone
can study at home.
"The course is really wonderful, Peg
It's called the
At-Sight' method.
It's utterly
different from the old-fashioned methods.
Just
think
only a short time ago I didn't know a
word of French. Now I can speak French
read French books and magazines
understand
spoken French and use French phrases in conversation
"And I only studied a few minutes a day!
No tiresome exercises to do no boresome classroom drills.
It was real fun learning.
Everv-

is

quickly, easily, pleasantly
learn French at home
just as thousands of others are doing by the
Twentycelebrated Hugo "At-Sight" Method.
four fascinating lessons, carefully planned. The
most ingenious method of learning French ever
Whole generations of languagediscovered.
teaching experience in all the leading European
cities are behind this French course.

—
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5Tr discount for

_
cash

with order.
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been married, after being in love proached the house, despite the tall garden
years, and they seemed ideally wall, we caught glimpses of the gaities
beyond in the wide, paved terrace, which
happy.
"If love is true, it is worth the test of serves as a ping-pong and swimming pool
time," Pauline told Patsy with a quiet, in the daytime, but which at night is
Pauline is one likely to be turned into a dance room.
sweet sort of conviction.
Here, too, are bright colored swingof the sweetest girls in pictures, with a
No wonder she hammocks and comfortable, low wicker
great deal of quiet depth.
chairs,
where those who don't care to
such a good actress!
is
James Kirkwood, clad in his bathing dance can sit and chat in the cheerful light
suit, seemed seized with a sudden yen for of the many colored Chinese lanterns which
a life on the bounding main, even in a serve to dim the bright electrics.
The party was being given for Norma
small way, and, grabbing Bebe's canoe, he
got it through the waves with the help of Shearer and Irving Thalberg, who have
Charlie Paddock, who donned a bathing since been married.
Norma always is exquisite, but now in
suit and left off ping-ponging for the purLila Lee wasn't there, as she was her happiness she is lovelier than ever, with
pose.
entertaining some of her family at the a radiant sort of beauty and sweetness that
home of herself and Jim next door, but are delightful to behold.
" 'A rare and radiant maiden,' " quoted
their small son was there, a lively little
husky of whom his dad is quite inordi' Eduardo, who was thrown into transports
of Latin enthusiasm at Norma's appearance,
nately proud.
"Doesn't Blanche Sweet look just cute and who even went so far as to quote
and young in that blue gingham frock!" English poetry to express it.
Louis B. Mayer and his beautiful wife
exclaimed Patsy. "What a sensible dress
always manage to make everybody happy
for the beach!"
At these peach parties, you dress as you without being in the least bustling about

had

just

for

many

Some

please.

afternoon

of the girls

frocks,

wore

silk

little

but most of them were

And their two pretty daughters, Irene
and Edith, are gracious and full of charm.
When Patsy went off to dance with

it.

some plain, some elaborate.
and I went out onto the ve- Irving, Norma told me that she did believe
She told me in a
randa, where there is a comfy swing ham- in love at first sight.
mock, and discussed the latest books. jokingly sweet sort of way how she first
Blanche is an avid reader, and knows met Irving.
"One day I went into the office at the
every new book that comes out, it seems
studio," explained Norma, "and out of
to me.
As we were chatting. Kirkwood and the door of a private office popped a handCharlie Paddock returned from their sea some, boyish looking young man. I thought
voyage, and Charlie began doing some he was the office boy! Then I found out
handsprings and other of his athletic who he was. He didn't find it out until
Of course two years later, but as a matter of fact
stunts in Bebe's beach yard.
Micky Neilan had to have his joke
fall
in love with him at the very
I did
shouted. moment that he emerged from that door."
he
Charlie!"
there,
"Hey,
"Supposing he had been an office boy."
"More exercise and less liquor!"
Which is very funny to us who know I suggested.
in sport clothes,

Blanche

Charlie well, since ginger ale is the strongest drink his palate knows, and he doesn't
even think well of coffee and tea!
Louise Brooks sat gazing pensively out
to sea from a front window.
"She must be watching for Eddie Sutherland's return!" exclaimed Patsy jekingly.

gone to Europe, you know.
grew really dark, we all
gathered in the house for a buffet supper,
and there was a cosy fire in the big fire-

Eddie has

When

it

well, all great men are office boys
begin with," smiled Norma, "and I
should simply have waited for him."
didn't have a chance to ask Irving
I
his side of the love-at-first-sight idea, but
I'm sure he must have felt the same way
about Norma, if, indeed, he had not
already fallen in love with her on the
screen, which I strongly suspect he had
done before ever meeting her at all.
Harry Rapf and Mrs. Rapf were dancing, and so were King Vidor and Eleanor
Boardman the latter, by the way, wearing
a new and sweeter expression with the
and Mary Astor
hovering of the stork
and Ralph Graves, Patricia Howard and
Syl Stokes and many others, fox-trotted

"Oh,

to

of the hardier spirits took
out to the patio, which is a
charming place with a big fountain, made
cheerful with its yellow paint and blue
stencilling,
and very picturesque, but a
little cool of an evening.
Mrs. Daniels, Bebe's mother, had to rush gaily.
Robert Leonard as usual was playing
off to visit a friend who was ill, but she
left us to the tender mercies of Mr. and cards, but Gertrude danced a little with
Mrs. Billy Sunday, Jr., who acted as Eduardo Raquello—who could refuse him?
The
assistant host and hostess with Bebe.
and when she had finished we had a
Gertrude said that she didn't
Sundays, Jr., proved charming people, with little chat.
absolutely no evangelical tendencies so far like cards because you couldn't exercise
as our party was concerned at least.
your sense of humor!
Presently cards were introduced, and
May McAvoy was there with her blond
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn popped in, wig, dancing with Maurice Clary, to whom
along with Marcel de Sano, to take places she is supposed to be engaged, and who
And there were
at the card tables.
is a very delightful man.
Thalberg. B. P.
all voted Bebe the ideal hostess as
Sylvia Thalberg, Mrs.

Some

place.
their

—

food

—

—

We

raced homeward
Lincoln car.

we

in

Syl's

wonderful

Schulberg.

and

Marjorie

Daw,

Edwin

Earle,

just dozens of others.

We heard somebody playing the piano
out of doors is the newest
remarked Patsy, as we neared beautifully in the drawing room, and
the home of Louis B. Mayer, which is peeped in to see Fritz Feld at the instruFeld has been playing in "The
Bebe Daniels' beach home. ment.
very
near
We had come out with Eduardo Raquello, Miracle," but has given up the stage for
"Dancing

fad,

that

see,"

I

very

arrived

in

handsome
this

young
and

country,

actor
as

lately

we

ap-

pictures.

We

had arrived

late,

so didn't see Mr.
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YOUR

High School
Education/
Let these twelve books

your

fill

spare time with pleasure and entertainment as they prepare you easily
and quickly in your own home for
bigger pay, broader culture, and
both social and business success.
you miss your chance to go
DIDschool?
You need no longer be

to high

most

handi-

tive.

capped!
Xow you can have your high
school education in your spare time at home.
An amazingly easy, new plan has been developed as simple as a-b-c, as fascinating
as a game! Xo tedious study no laborious
lessons!
Just a few minutes of pleasant
reading a day.
Every high school subject
is covered in the most entertaining and effective way
By Questions and Answers.
In little time, with little effort, you can
acquire the equivalent of a FOUR-YEAR
High School Training a training fulfilling
the requirements of the State Board of
Regents and the College Entrance Examination Board.

the

—

—

most

e f f e c-

It

interest-

live s t

way

to
acquire knowledge
With these twelve books in your hands, you
have at your command twelve expert instructors, each one teaching you in your own home
exactly as if you were attending a modern
million-dollar
high school.
Approximately
625 days' attendance, or 3,840 hours, required
for a four-year high school diploma, are condensed into these compact, convenient, comprehensive volumes.
You save time and

—

—

Certificate

A

Greatest

—

—

Send

—

doesn't

Biology
Ancient History
American History
Elementary Algebra
Physics

Modern History
Literature

Economics
French

By what

rule of economics does
Charlie Chaplin earn more
money than President Cool-

idge?

Can you

Power Ever

'

?

Good morning."
"Good night,"

Give me
me death?"

said,

give

"

Which

liberty

freezes quickest,
mercury, alcohol ?
fish sleep ?

Do
What

Who

or

—water,

a pentameter ?
wrote Virginibus

is

isque ?
What nation

Puer-

divided time
into months, weeks, hours,
minutes and seconds.
Where was the Pantheon ?
Why is glass transparent ?
first

No Money

new, easy way. The
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twelve famous Blue" Books
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and enjoy them for 5 davs.

~
,

this

Then

decide.
You take
absolutely no risk; you
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mailing the coupon. You
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portunity
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by
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turn the page.
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say,

Spanish
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Who
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Grammar

good.

feel

Who was Homer?

in

Before you pay a penny, see
for yourself how easy it is to
acquire high school' training

COVERED

Latin
Spanish
English

can a man be elected
President though he receives
a million votes less than his
opponent ?
Why is the sky blue?
Is this sentence correct?
He

FREE EXAMINATION

SUBJECTS

dents the country over recognize
the merit of these practical
books use them in their school
work.
Students preparing for
college entrance find them invaluable.
Each book covers one subject
boiled down, presented in a
delightfully easy series of questions and answers. This is the
oldest teaching method known
and recognized todav as the

How

Never before has there been such a bargain in
education.
Never before has it been possible to obtain a high school education in so easv and rapid
a way, and at so little cost.
The price of these
twelve handy volumes, embracing a complete high
school education, is actually less 'than you probably
fritter away in spending money in "a couple of
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offer, your high school education costs you a
total
of only $15.85, payable on easy monthly* terms.
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Answer

"Who was Marie Antoinette?
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Offered!
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These Questions?

By answering the examination questions
that supplement these books, you can qualify
for a High School Certificate. 'This Certificate
stamps you as an educated man or woman.
It is invaluable to you in applying for a
position or gaining advancement with your
present firm.

chain yourself to a low-pay, blind-alley job,
when a few minutes of pleasant reading a
day will open the door to BIG opportunities?
high school education is the surest way to
increase your earning power.
It gives "you
culture, enables you to meet and know educated, worth-while people.
How often have you said, "I wish I had
gone to high school"? Now your wish is
answered.
Now, with less effort than you
ever thought possible, you can learn every
subject taught in high school learn it just as
it is taught in the classroom
by. the question
and answer method. These twelve handy volumes, the famous "Blue Books," quickly give
you a command of English, History, Literature, French and all the other
subjects every educated person
should know.

High School Teachers
Use These Books
Principals, teachers, and stu-
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money.

The Surest Way to Earn More Money
Without a high school education you cannot
hope to get far in life. The better positions,
the bigger salaries, are barred from you. Why

12,000

is

simplest,

Town.
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famous diving and swimnor Claire Windsor and
Norma in their bathing suits. And as it
was a bit cold for swimming in the even-

Mayer do

A Christmas Suggestion!!!

ming

his

stunts,

nobody went

ing,

in.

the time to be thinking of that old question, "What shall I
Something which is ensuggest books.
give for Christmas?"
have been made into
books
these
of
Many
joyed by everyone.

"I'm glad the Mayers are staying down
at the beach all winter, and I do hope
they won't forget to ask us to their next
party," observed Patsy as under the moonwe sped homeward in Eduardo
light

movies, which gave us some of our greatest

Raquello's

Now

is

We

Weber's?

of Kings

Resurrection

Ben-Hur

hostess

Bardelys the Magnificent

Hawk

Scarlet Letter

LA BOHEME

THE KING OF KINGS

Stella Dallas

appealing story based
on the famous opera

Old

Carries a message of the
highest spiritual appeal

Ironsides

Dick (Sea Beast)

La Boheme

The Covered Wagon

estates

Flirt

Gigolo

SCARLET LETTER

Tolstoy's genius at
best

Hawthorne's Masterpiece

Janice Meredith

Old

New

suffered heavily.

play and school.

Svend Gade, the

The Leather Pushers
Little

served.

Jean Hersholt's young son sat next me,
and was looking forward to riding a horse
and swimming in the pool later in the
He is a fine looking youngster,
afternoon.
and may later adopt the stage or screen,
but just at present he has his mind on

The Fool

its

said.

knew her visit would be saddened to a certain extent by the havoc
wrought by the terrible floods in the south.
Some of her old family friends' fortunes and

Chickie

RESURRECTION

I

said that she

Brewster's Millions

The

a little bit late,"

New

Cobra

COUNT LEO TOLSTOY

are

Leatrice Joy, brown as a berry from
much tennis playing, sat next me, and was
telling me how delighted she is at looking
Orleans, her
forward to her trip to
native city, which she has not visited since
she became a moving picture star. But she

Scaramouche
RESURRECTION

we

if

properly

being

Moby

Lois

of

you!

ask

I

But the affair turned out to be a barbecue, and we found all the guests gathered
together at long tables under the great
Beef had been
trees when we arrived.
but
delicious,
proved
and
barbecued,
there was also turkey and many kinds of
Lois and the Captain didn't depend
salads.
entirely on their servants, but kept circulating to see that all their guests were

Seventh Heaven

An

car.

Lois Weber and her husband, Capt.
Gants, dwell in a beautiful house built in
the Spanish style, on their great ranch,
"El Dorado," an hour's ride from Los
Angeles.
"Is it a sit-down or a grab-it-off luncheon?" I inquired of Patsy.
"Oh, a grab-it-off luncheon, I think,"
responded Patsy.
"Then it won't matter a bit to our

Beau Geste

Sea

comfy

Speaking of outdoor partiesWho would ever miss one

for $1.00 or 6 for $5.00

Order any one

The King

SCREEN SUCCESSES.

talked

York

director,

and

German with Hersholt and

his

wife

his wife,

at one end of the table.
Claire Windsor exhibited her gold-andwhite loveliness in a new sport outfit, and
chatted charmingly with all the men that
gathered about her like bees around a
off
•

Main

Street

Michael Stroghoff

Monsieur Beaucaire

honey-pot. as per usual.

One Minute

tor,

Priscilla

to Play

The Three Musketeers

The Sea Wolf
The

River's

hear

End
BEAU GESTE

The Turmoil

A

remarkable story of the
French Foreign Legion

translated into every

language!

j

that

a

stage
Bill

j
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New York
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Priscilla

is

getting

divorce

actress.

Boyd and

his

wife.

Eleanor Faire,

there,

husband.
Joseph Schildkraut and Elise Bartlett
were there, and later went swimming in

on a
swimmer, and
challenged all the men. Joseph and Elise
had brought their small dogs, which were

swimming

knoll.

Elise

pool, a great reservoir
is

a

fine

so immaculately clean that
Address..

a

and Gretta Tuttle.
Mitchell Lyson brought his lovely wife,
and Lenore Coffey came with her nice

were

the
Nr,mc

current avia-

She had told us
from Wheeler Oakman.
one day
"I'm not going to get a divorce, because
I'm afraid I should be foolish enough to
get married again!" she declared.
We hear that Wheeler is going to marry

The Vanishing American

BEN HUR
The book which was

Dean brought her

and is looking slim and charming these
She is preparing to take a flyer into
days.
We were rather surprised to
vaudeville.

nobody minded

SCREENLAND
going into the swimming pool.
Indoors you played bridge if you liked,
or you listened to Mrs. Joseph Cawthorn,
who used to be Queenie Vassar, sing some
of her charming songs.
Poor Joe was
their

away up

at Lake Arrowhead, she explained,
being dragged around behind a speed boat

in the interests of picture art.
It

tear
set.

was simply impossible for anybody to
himself away until the sun began to

when we

all

said a regretful farewell to

our beloved host and hostess.

"A Corned-beef and Cabbage Party!"
Olmsted called to me over the
telephone. "Will you and Patsy come over
to our house?"
"Will we," demanded Patsy when I told
her.
"Say, I'd rather be dead than not
go!"
Gertrude

Bob Leonard and Gertrude met

us at
the door of their charming house in Hollywood, where we found a very starry party
indeed assembled.
Charlotte Greenwood, the musical com-

edy star, who has lately gone into pictures
and is playing Baby Mine, was there,
and so were Marie Dressier and Polly
Moran, so that one was sure of being
immensely amused. And there were Charlotte's
husband,
Martin
Broones,
who
writes songs, Hedda Hopper, David Mir,
Count de Segurola, and Jack Conway,
with his lovely young wife who is so
pretty it is fun just to sit and watch her,
Dorothy Warner and others.
Marie Dressier recited a funny little poem
of her own about the lone private soldier
in Washington amid a city full of lieutenants, who died for his country wearing
himself

out

saluting his superior officers!
Miss Greenwood sang, but Polly Moran refused to sing because Count De Segurola
wouldn't sing with her! Of course you

know he was

a former

her freedom,

—and I'm

prefer to have

sure she would much
made up with her husband,

freedom seems to have refreshed her
to have done her good."
We had climbed the slope to Winifred's
lovely new home in Hollywood,
where
Winifred was giving a house-warming party.
Our hostess met us at the door, and we
fairly gasped at the appearance she made.
She wore a black velvet and lace gown,
tight-fitting in the bodice, and the costume
set off her blond beauty exquisitely.
She
looked radiantly pretty and sweet,
prettier
indeed than in the old days when she was
Winifred Westover, before sorrow and
motherhood came to her. She is going to
return to pictures you know.
Barton Hepburn, the young New York
millionaire whom D. W. Griffith brought
west to go into pictures, but who has had
some misunderstanding with United Artists,
"just imagine being able to afford to have
a misunderstanding with United Artists!" exclaimed Patsy in an aside to me,
had
brought us, and we found a nice group of
people gathered in the drawing room.
Mrs.' Jack Ford, Pauline Starke and Jack
White were discussing Europe and Pauline
was telling us how surprised she was to find
that though you get no soap in your Paris
hotel, you do find a dressing gown laid out
for you in the bath-room.
She told us how
she liked London better than Paris, and
how she had taken snap-shots of some of
the handsome guards at the Tower of London, and thought they should all be in
pictures.
She didn't tell them so because
her

and

she didn't like to put the notion into their
heads and maybe have them resign their
jobs and come to Hollywood, where, of
course, she would feel awfully responsible
for them.

Of

we

asked about little Bill
was naturally at that hour, asleep;
all

Hart, who
but Winifred told us that he

is

still

faith-

There is a big pipe-organ in the house,
and presently we heard its rich tones.
Dorothy Warner, we were told, was playing
it.
The organ is off in a room by itself.
The corned-beef-and-cabbage supper was
served in honor of Bringing Up Father,
in which Polly, Marie and Gertrude had
worked, with Jack Conway directing.
In front of the dining room door was
a huge sign,
"Bob's Place,
The Biggest
Schooner in Town."
After which we weren't surprised to be

you about a party that ocbefore the death of Carmel
Myers' mother, since which time Carmel
has seen almost no one.
Carmel came with
Eduardo Raquello, and that was the last
time I saw poor Carmel in gay spirits.
Since that time, following the death of her
mother, she seems completely crushed.

refinement to the vulgar Irish corned-beef,"
explained Gertrude drolly.

Whether it was the near-beer or what,
Marie Dressier and the Count decided after
dinner that they were engaged. Marie said
that she thought the title "Countess Marie"
sounded very well, and that she was sure
the dear King of Spain would be glad when
he heard about it.
"Gertrude
is

is

as

clever

and sweet

pretty," declared Patsy as

we

left.

as she

"Bob

itching

ful

I

to

little

nourishment

am

curred

druff

again.

telling

just

A

Hawaiian orchestra played on the landing of the staircase, and speaking of that
reminded a group of us of different sorts
of national music, leading naturally to discussing the many different nationalities represented in the studios.

Mary Ford told us about the Archduke
Leopold, who is working in her husband's
current picture, and whom everbody calls
"Archie," not knowing just how to address him.
Lovely little Ethel Shannon
with her husband, Joe Jackson.

was there

Ethel has
retired from pictures, much preferring to
be a happy wife to a gladiator in the picture business, which everybody has to be
these days in order to get and remain on
assisted

in

entertaining us
we were served

must be very happy."
by her nice mamma, and
And happy Bob surely looked as, putting with a buffet supper, after which everybody
his arm around his lovely wife, he smiled either played bridge or danced.
farewell to us from his hospitable doorway.
"Everybody had a gorgeous time, and
I'm sure Winifred will become one of HollvHy'Winifred Hart seems like a new person wood s most popular hostesses."
declared

hair

days,

"Even

if

doesn't she?" demanded Patsy. Patsy as we left at ever
so
didn't want a divorce and that night.

.she

— and

much

o'clock

result in thin, lifeless

eventual baldness.

through
Professor Maurice Scholder, the internationally

renowned

specialist

on ailments

and

of hair

scalp,

who has heretofore treated patients only at his
Clinic, now offers a course of Home Treatment
to any sufferer who is unable to come to his
Clinic.

System
ciple

Home

Professor Scholder's
based on the prin-

Treatment

is

of

individual analysis,
prescription.

diagnosis and

other words, each
individually treated

case

and
diag-'
nosis and prescription, tois

analyzed.

This

gether with his secret formulas

and individual treatment,

ac-

count for his uniform success
in stopping loss of hair, and
actually growing strong, new
hair, in cases where less gifted
and less experienced practitioners have failed completely.

Professor

Maurice Scholder

The newspapers

in this country and abroad have
proclaimed Professor Scholder as the marvel or
iiis
profession.
Now, in his advancing years,
Professor Scholder is not content to call a halt
to the accomplishments of a long and honorable
career.
He is retiring gradually from treating
patients at his Clinic and is devoting three days

a week to treating patients by his Home Treatment System. His successful cures are numbered
in the thousands and among his grateful patient3
are men and women of highest prominence.

Professor Scholder

will accept
no case that is incurable. To
enable him to determine the condition of vour hair, send a few of
combinsi
l^i/RoosevelT^ 'V"!'111s 311^ ordin
fy with tins
envelope
™°>
One of Prof.
You may also add any
Beholder's many coupon.
Jamous patients details which you think will help
Professor Scholder with your case. He will then
subject your hair to his laboratory tests and send
you a report as soon as the analysis is completed.
There is no charge made for this analysis and re-

*™

port.

FREE ANALYSIS COUPON:
I

I

|
j

PROFESSOR MAURICE SCHOLDER.
10!

D.G.
The Professor Scholder Institute. Inc.
West 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

Sc-12

Professor Scholder:
am enclosing a few specimens of my hair for your
analysis with the understanding that you will toll
me what to do to save my hair and re:;c its growth.
This places me under no obligation whatever.
I

I

I
I

••

—

these

— dan-

falling
If neglected,

these conditions will

top.

Winifred was

scalp

— and

hair.
The Result of Neglect

In

course

take

Gertrude had made herself.
"I wanted to add a little touch of French

der-nourished. In the
case of our hair the
danger signals are

—

singer.

served near-beer with our corned-beef.
The dessert was a French apple pie, which

Nature has ways
of warning us when
certain parts of our
body are sick or un-

—

Thomasina Mix, Tom Mix's
small daughter, even though Thomasina did
lately reproach him for being too fat, whereupon he tearfully went on a hunger strike,
and had to be paddled before he would

—

are Signs of Approaching

—

grand opera star.
"And having a good voice, he thought
he would go into pictures!" remarked Patsy.
The Count in fact wouldn't sing at all,
but did recite an amusing little poem, quite
low-brow for a Count and a grand opera

—
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Name

I

Address

|

J

^ City

-

_

-

State

I
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Rate 20c

Whafs Doing

OPPORTUNITIES
—
—

Word

a

Forms Close

Two Months

10th

Square

Preceding Issue

MISCELLANEOUS

HELP WANTED

LAND FREE
BE A DETECTIVE — Excellent paying work.
bear a full
Write NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS, 169
East 83rd

New

Street,

Bananas
if planted to bananas.
$5.00
crop the second year.
monthly will plant five acres, which should pay
will
Companies
$1,500 profit annually. Reliable
cultivate
and market your bananas for V3.
Bananas ripen every day and you get your check
every 90 days. For particulars address Jantlia
Plantation Co., Empire Building, Block 1002,

York.

MEN WANTING OUTDOOR WORK,

qualify
Start $125 month,
for forest ranger position.
protect
forests,
the
patrol
vacation;
and
cabin
Write
give tourists information.
the game
Colo.
Denver,
Jlokanc, Dept. M-40,
;

Pittsburgh, Pa.

MALE HELP WANTED

TOBACCO OR SNUFF HABIT

trap.

roiest rvanger jou, ^±^.0 <p^w wu.
home furnished permanent, hunt, fish,
For details write Norton 280, Temple

Court,

Denver, Colo.

SECRET SERVICE BADGE,

FEMALE HELP WANTED

satisfied.

MEN,
and

;

—

—

AGENTS WANTED
IN BUSINESS

No

and help you succeed.
Spare

needed.

rience

or

capital
time.

full

or expe-

"SUPERKEEN AMAZING NEW PATENTED
Sharpens All
!

Magnetic Blade Sharpener
Razor Blades Instantly, Magically. By PowerNewl Absolutely different
ful Magnetic Force
Whirlwind Seller!
Sensational Demonstration
Superkeen, Dept.
Sample
I"
Write for Pocket
1

I

1

1

Salisbury,

B-16,

N.

C.

_

BOY & GIRL AGENTS WANTED

MONEY.
BOYS & GIRLS EARN CHRISTMAS Seals
for

\\ RI'I

S1250

IKS

FOR A PHOTOPLAY STORY

by

an

writer and sold thru our Sales Dept.
the
We revise copyright and market. Located
the
heart of Motion Picture Industry, we know
manuscript
Send
demand. Established 1917.
Universal
criticism. Booklet on request.

unknown

m

W

MARIE LOUISE

Teaches Ballroom, Charleston. Tango. Stage, Toe, Classic
Formerly dancing
Strictly l'rivate.
and Technique.
master of Maude Adams and "A Kiss for Cinderella."
Tango same as taught to Rudolph Valentino by DON
LENO, also teacher of Mae Murray. Lillian Lorraine.
Paula Edwards, Norman Trevor, T. Roy Barnes. HerStudents
man Timbers. Jimmy Hussey and others.
Posiprepared for musical comedy, drama, vaudeville.
Booklets on re.iuest.
tions secured for graduates.

WEST

117

and

NEW YORK

Bryant 1194

48th ST.

Mr.

Charles

Mrs.

Sadler's

DANCING ACADEMY
from

—

Circle

Ai

DON LENO

Individual

address Hibbeler,
D14, 210 4 N. Keystone Av., Chicago.
Monarch,
Address,
SONG POEM WRITERS.
2 36 West 55th St., Dept. 102, New York.
PreSONGWRITERS: Submit poems. Expert Dept.
Brennen,
liminary-Publication services.
York.
New
N 1658 Broadway,

Phone
10319

1658 Broadway
New York

—

SONG POEM WRITERS,

DEMUTH

&

SCHOOL OF ACROBATICS

Sets St.

SONG AND POEM WRITERS

if
not
System,

111.

HERMANN

Nicholas Christmas
When sold send us $3.00 and keep
Nicholas
St.
Fun.
Just.
Work
No
$2 00
Seal Co., Dept. 198-S, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Sell 50
10c. each.

Service

Secret

and

DANCING

You can

earn $50-$l00 weekly. Write Madison Products,
564 Broadway, New York.
charges
STRANGE BATTERY COMPOUNDEliminates
instantly.
batteries
discharged
Big Profits.
Gives new life and pep.
rentals.
Mickman Co., St. Paul, Minn.
Gallon free.

trial.

Credentials

Money back

$2.

Continental

Box 81E, Waukegan,

no

or

if

Membership

Year's

pay.
ADDRESSING home, spare time. GoodAdverEnclose stamped addressed envelope.
Francisco.
Calif. St., San
er, 1262G

AGENTS— WE START YOU

cured

Remedy sent on
cured.
Superba Co., N-7, Baltimore, Md.
$1.50

pay.

tret

in

instruction
a.
m. to 8

in
p.

social

m.

BROADWAY

—

modern

and

Classes

(near

107th St.)

evening

NEW YORK

CITY

DANCING TEAMS
Have your Dances routined, improved,

by

perfected

FRED LE QUORNE

Professional Dancer and Creator of new routines. Argentine Tangos. Parislen Apache Adagios. Novelty Waltzes.

Whirlwinds and Tap Dances.

Amateur Teams Developed,
Phone and let us

managed and placed.
talk

it

over.

LE QUORNE STUDIOS

1658

BROADWAY

CIRCLE

Room 603

(Continued from page 10)
on the entrance from across the street just
the same and picked out a few that happened to be in New York and were not
fight enthusiasts. They are mentioned elsewhere in these pages. Screen News from
Broadway, I think, so I won't repeat. But
nobody was sorry they were there and
everyone had a good old cry because the
hero couldn't marry the heroine.
At the Sam Harris, William Fox offered
Sunrise to a large and much impressed audience. The Movie-tone, the best instrument
so far among the talking pictures held
something closely approaching a sensation.
Usually the 'talkies' preceding the feature

become so tedious that the spectator is worn
out before the picture appears. Not so with
Movie-tone. Their programs show an intelligent and well thought out campaign.
The Sunrise program opened with a view
of the Vatican choir whose pure voices
were so well projected that during some
bits one could swear the boys were singing
to you without the medium of a mechanical
instrument.

was

It

absolutely beautiful.
close-up of the
most remarkable face

Then appeared an enormous

A

face of Mussolini.
He gave
and a most remarkable picture.
a short but friendly address, preceded by

Ambassador Fletcher, in both Italian and
somewhat broken English. With that program, when the picture appeared, one was
stimulated and in a mood to appreciate it.
When you come to think of it. Times
Square takes on something of the Fourth

You could go to a picture
night and not cover all the
offerings, and before you finish some have
gone on the road to make room for newer
ones, so you never get to the end of seeing
them and are never satiated and now there
is
a new theatre to help you out when
months afterward you find you have missed
Dimension.

dancing

every

Phone Academy 1581

Booklet on request
2786

in Times

every single

—

a picture
the little

you most wanted to

see.

It

is

Street Cinema and there
you can go in quiet and comfort as I did.
and catch one of your favorite pictures after
hope was gone of ever seeing it.
all

55th

7933

for free

Pa y

,

fnT Weit ern°& s an ta Monica

Bldg^lJ^ood^Calir

WELL-KNOWN AUTHOR

offers Criticism, Sales

(Recom-

Coaching
Collaboration,
Laurence D Orsay,
Editors.)
San Francisco.

Service,

$15.

1

POLICE PUPS
BEAUTIFUL ALL WHITE Mose,
No. Dak.
for

71I

sale.

Arthur Anson,

(Coin)

Co.,

3242

if

Richton.

Suite

500,

Photo

Detroit,

Mich

OZARKS— 10

acres near

Win

e

the

River and pro-

Albert Zim$100, $5 montMy.
merman, 1802 N. 5th, Kansas City, Kansas.

posed lake;

Social evening classes,
Positions procured.
Perincluding Tango; special classes for girls.
sonal artistic instruction.

fected.

Tel.

Susquehanna 7330

B'dway and 77th

St.

Professional Stage Dancing
Shoe,
HOME STUDY COURSES: Buck and Wing, Softstamps,
Waltz Clog. $1 Each. 3 lor $2. Send M. O.,
check,

Buren

..HARVEY THOMAS. 59 E. Van
currency.
Chicago.
Tap dancing 10 lessons $10.
TIPS. Sl.UU PER PAIR.

St..

NEW METAL DANCING

Fits any
ing Attachment.
free.
Circulars
D.
60c prepaid or C. O.
Mo.
LaFlesh Hemstitching Co., De pt. 4o, Sedaha,

PERSONAL
You Need Parisian Beauty
Easily applied.
Paris shop secret.
Masks.
Lawton,
Siegel,
Garley
$1.
treatments
8
Michigan.

WRINKLES?

TO LOVE AND BE LOVED.

Zeta Company, Federal
Los Angeles, Calif.

and photo

Building,

Send for
of author.

Box

-64-,

to

will

you, having provided
to

keep
is

of Allah
Alice Terry
be there to greet
sorts of diversion

Garden!

our

and Ivan Petrovich

all

you entertained.
Maud or not, you

self,

I'm sure.

may,

etc.

Whether your
will

enjoy your-

So gather dates while you

read the book by Robert
In either case,
Hichens, or you may not.
Rex Ingram's picturization will please you,
for it is a thing of real beauty and glamor.
The Garden of Allah means the vast Sahara

You may have

—now

desert stirs

and PicotGUARANTEED HEMSTITCHING
sewing machine.

free description of book

The Garden
Welcome

Desert

INTEREST TO WOMEN

HOW

(Continued from page 4))

best

CHICAGO

25c.
DC BATHING BEAUTIES
dissatisfied.

Sales

with

name

GIRL PICTURES
ART PICTURES AND
—
Money refunded

Evans' Reviews
Delight
o

well known
Tango dancer.

Original
and theatrical circles.
Argentine Tango and Waltz for ballroom and stage.
Spanish. Adagios, Grecian. Russian. Apache, and
Acts staged and produced, routines perOriental.

BULL PUPS
BEAUTIFUL REGISTERED Dallas,
cxas.
Bulldogs,

York's

professional

clubs

society

FOR SALE
501 Rockwood,

New

Connected

Box

mended by
2602-E,

MACHAIRA

That
you know.
up a swell sand-storm

old
for

davil

your

while the particular Sara of
the Sahara, the beautiful Alice Terry, is
put through all her emotional paces, ably
that handsome
aided by Mr. Petrovich

amusement,

Complete course of Hypnotism. Mind Reading and Magnetic Healing 25 fascinating lessons. How to become an
expert, hypnotize at a glance, make others obey your
wishes, overcome bad habits and enemies, gain in power,
wealth, love. Simple, easy system. Equals $20 course; now
only $1.
Send stamps, cash; no more to pay.

SECRETS OF FASCINATION
"Mental Influence" a new easy course of
12 practical lessons, shows how to devel'op the irresistible charm and force, which
'wins friends, popularity, love and success.
Explains Secrets of Fascination. Personal
Influencing
Hypnotism.
« Magnetism.
Others far away, Resisting the influence of others. S1.1JJ
complete. Send stamps, cash or M.O. Guaranteed. Educator Press, Fuller Bldg., Jersey City N. J., Dept. B-4812

—

you will remember from The
Serbian
He's the Boris Androvsky of
Magician.
the Hichens tale; and very, very good he is,
It's a thankless part he has to play
too.
one of those strong, silent men who just
can't

seem

to

make up

his

mind what he

But Ivan the not-so-terrible pulls
wants.
himself through and almost convinces you

SCREENLAND

99

that his character is worth-while. The whole
story is based on the quest for spiritual
satisfaction, and thus leads the audience into
a religious maze of monasteries and Meccas.
Director Ingram knows the way out, how-

ever;

and depsite the

enfoldment

leisurely

succeeds in holding your inWhile The Garden
terest to the very end.
of Allah is not what you'd call an oasis in
the desert of movies, it is nevertheless a
Ingram's pictures
picture,
as
fascinating
always are.
It's a long, long way from Hollywood
The Garden of Allah illusto the Sahara.
No stock
the artistic difference.
trates
the

of

movie

plot,

Just

Mr. Ingram and Mrs.

at their best.

Some, of the desert

sets here.

Nature,

Free Proof That

In theme,
scenes are breathlessly beautiful.
treatment, and acting Ingram's productions
I'm not saying I'd like to
are European.
Too much caviar never
see one very often.
But once in a while
did agree with me.
Oh you desert
there's nothing like it.

WAISTLINE FAT

moon!

Can Be Quickly Reduced

—without

News from

Screen

instead of
of wasting your time
risking your health by weakening diets, ex-

exercises and pill-taking, in an
try
effort to get rid of bulging waistline fat
the popular Weil Reducing- Belt for 10 days
at our expense.

hausting

(Continued from page 6)
be back in
Betty was
reported engaged to Ronnie Colman not so
But there wasn't a word of
long ago.
not a word.
truth in it

a

National.

First

month

Made

She'll

You remember

or so.

—

INSTEAD

Broadway
British

drugs, diets or exercises

—

—

scientifically

of

treated

rubber,

it

a gentle, unnoticed massage action as
comes in contact with flabby flesh.
So that
with every move you make unwanted fat is
and kept away for good
being moulded away
and at a fraction of the price charged by
causes

it

—
expert

Coupon Brings Free Details
Write us at once and you will receive our
10-Day Trial Offer a detailed deSpecial
this
scription
of
most successful reducing
method, the principles of which are highly
endorsed by leading physicians and profesFor the sake of
sional athletes everywhere.
your health and appearance take advantage
Send no money. Write
of this offer at once.
now.
The Weil Company, 3912 Hill Street,
New Haven, Conn.

—

THE WEIL COMPANY,

masseurs.

3912

After

almost

year

a

Johnny Hines came back

in

Hollywood,

for

a

Take

vacation,

Charlie Hines,
director-brother,
and the producer of his pictures, Charles
Johnny journeyed eastward to
C. Burr.
see the new shows, confer on future stories,
and to say hello to all his friends. The

with

Look Thinner

his

after

Instantly

waist measurement before and
Free 10-Day Trial.
Note the dif-

your

this

inches.
Feel the improvement in
According to the
condition.
terms of our absolute guarantee, you must be
thoroughly satisfied with the results secured
or you pay nothing.

ference

your

in

general

—

Hill

Street,

New Haven; Conn.

Gentlemen: Please send me complete description of
the Weil Scientific Reducing Belt and also your Special
10-Day Trial Offer.

Name

_

_

Address

_

_

City

_
'..

State

comedian is enthusiastic over his new find,
a youngster from the extra ranks named
Edna May. He gave her a bit as a comic
telephone operator in his latest, Home'
Made, and Edna put it over so well that
Hines and Burr signed her to a contract,
and the lucky kid will be Johnny's new
leading lady. They say she's a combination
of Bessie Love and Laura La Plante with
a

piquancy

all

her own.

Watch

for her.

Among others in our midst were Dorothy
Devore, the dashing little star of Educational Comedies; and Buck Jones, the big
gun-and-sombrero man from the Fox lot.
To even things up, Ann Christy finished
her work in Harold Lloyd's New York
comedy and left for California, stopping
en route to visit in Logansport, Indiana,
her home town.
That little cut-up, Eddie Cantor, is back
on Broadway in Ziegfeld's new Follies; and
Eddie's movie friends
of course all of
hasten to the New Amsterdam to watch
Eddie has a fast line, includhim work.
ing some cracks at the famous folk of the
but all in fun. He talks about
film world,
'It,'
and among other remarks
Elinor's

—

states

his

Bow— for

feelings

when

camera

purposes.

—

kissed

by

Clara

"And when
you know
boy
Madame Glyn

—

oh,
Clara kisses you
you've been osculated!"
herself was in the audience one night and
smiled good-naturedly at Cantor's references
And by the way
to her famous discovery.

—

new prima donna of the Follies,
named Irene Delroy, is going
girl
make a picture in New York soon, playa

the
lovely
to

ing the part of Betsy Ross.
Irene. You'll like her.

Look out

for

Teach Children
To Use

Cuticura
Soothes and Heals
Rashes and Irritations
Cntlcura Soap Keeps the Skin T^lear

RE
U WEAH ARTIST
CAN TEACH

YOU DRAWING

your own

in

home during your

Thirty-five years of
spare time.
successful teaching proves our ability.
Artists receive large salaries.

Write today for Art Year Book

SCKGDl^APMiED ART
Boom

3

B/ffTU-CHECKMlCR

_

SCREENLAND
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The Shade

Paris
Over!

Raving

is

The reason
Hampton on

you

haven't

LIPSTICK
Mary Philbin says: "The
Lipstick
Phantom
Red

Her

Hope donna.

seen

My

screen lately is
the
Golden Girl, an operetta with Hope as the
star.
Miss Hampton has been studying
voice culture for a long time, and now she
prima
full-fledged
blossoms
forth
as
a

warblings are well worth
her glorious red hair and
exquisite coloring, never completely captured by the movie camera, are having
their fling.
In fact, Hope is a huge sue
cess as a musical comedy queen.

hearing,

while

and

Rouge are the finest
The 'Phanis wonderful!"
Stays on!
Waterproof
ever used.

I

tom Brow'

A

perfeel

Send
for

—

Maklflg Wyoming — Continued

blending
complexion.

color,

any

with

and

adv.

this

Beautiful

sample

LIPSTICK.

MIDGET

reservation, though the grave yards, where
the
the dead are buried in their bed
four posters sticking up through the ground.
The spot where their sun dances are held
is not far away. This is a grove of trees, the
branches meeting in the center, with one
large tree in the very middle of the enclosure, to which they tie themselves with
long ropes and weave in and out in a man-

—

Another 12c. brings generous sample of

PHANTOM BROW

for eye lashes and brow.
Carlyle Laboratories
54 Dey St. (35) N. Y. C.

No Joke

to Be Bald
Grow
Hair
Quick

I

head. If you are under 45 and

did to

was not caused by burns or scars, I'll do the
same thing for you or pay me nothing. No Apparatus.
My home treatment is simple, quick and inexpensive.
loss of hair

_Just your

Send No Money

name and address and

I

being

— if your

e
VREELANDS, m
LATE ST STYLE WRIST WATCH

i^^X

tor as well as star.
Dorothy's role of

manufactured
This fully guaranteed dainty Ladies' Watch cannot bo case and dia
Beautifully engraved
iu America for less than $12.00.
Send No Money. Pay on delivery 53.99 plus postage. • Federal.
City,
York
New
Broadway,
Swiss
Dept. L-34
Agents, S61
u. s.
.

being

NeW

made by men and worn
i

icthcd;

expensive equipment or machinery. System opcrated anywhere, kitchen, shop or factory- Simplified
ttviy ei»ur»e. Learn today, earn tomorrow Wo
Writ* today
supplies; few dollars start you.

|

sh

liberty Candy

& Supply

Co. lqs ahgeles.

1

California^

SupGrfluoujHAIR'allGONE
Method which

kills

Send today 3 red stamps
DVJ.

for

Free Booklet
Teach Beauty Culture

We

MAHLER

IS

MISERY

Multitudes of persons with defective hearing and Head
Noisesenjoy conversation, ro to TheatreandChurch becausethey useLeonard
Invisible Antiseptic Ear Drums. Tiny
Megaphones fitting in the Ear entirely^

outof sight. No wires, batteriesor
head piece. They are Unseen Comforts and inexpensive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of the
inventor who was .himself deaf.
ft.

0.

LEONARD,

Inc.,

Suite 184. 70 5th Ave..

New York

ASHFUy
"Shame oo you!" Are you nervous,
embarrassed in company of the other
ConB ex3 stop being shu of strangers.
your superiors
tiu er Im terrible rVurof
of your
Be cheerful and confident
overcome
easily
hulls
future! Your
fullest.
so you can enjoy life to the

PROSPECfsT

.

G.

P.

0.

Box

72,

Brooklyn,

Desk
N.

characters

some of them

are
friendly,

makes

in her room at
quaint costume of 1880
and when she stood waiting for the car she
blended into the main street of Lander and
seemed to completely fit into her surround-

Dorothy always dressed

the hotel,

the

in

Farrell

is

wanted

like

to see

Wyom-

what

when you

was completed.
There are a lot of things about Wyoming
you wouldn't believe if you saw in a
movie. But you must believe them since
they're so and Tim McCoy's dream is real-

that

Wyoming

has been filmed. The Indians
The color, the
they are.
atmosphere, the sweep of Wyoming forms
the background for a picture that is net
'just another western.'

no are shown

Screenplays

I

didn't have to
get up at five o'clock in the morning, but
one afternoon a telegram arrived calling
Dorothy back to work at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios as soon as the picture

looked

ing

ity.

Samantha

—

as

Continued from page 51

sort.

Lone Wolf

Y.

—

some of our biggest Comedy and Lone Wolf and makes the most of the opUnder portunity. Partly, I suppose, out of sheer
Tragedy Men from Los Angeles.
Ralph Ince's direction (for he directs as gratefulness and partly, I know, because she
out an excellent
well as stars in the picture) she gives the could be herself, she turns
Pass the
best performance of her career.
laurel to Mr. Ince, will you, Teems?
Big hearted, Ralph Ince. In Shanghaied
let Patsy Ruth Miller be the shanghaied
Lor' bless ye, I mind the days when
one.
a woman had no more chance o' gittin' her-

he

girl.

Yes

sir,

60

piece of work.
Bert Lytell continues his Lone Wolf adventures. The international jewel thieves are
at it again and Bert, in the best Louis
Joseph Vance style, matches wits and secret

passageways with them.
You never fully appreciate what jewelry
o' bein' a Mack Sen- has to do with matrimony until you go to
them actor fellers had to the movies. And when I say jewelry I do

shanghaied in one
a one legged man has

self

o'

them movies than

themselves shanghaied or they'd pick up
woman
their make-up boxes and go home.
shanghaied? Lor' bless ye, the fillum companies had waitin' lists o' men beggin' to
play them parts!
It just shows you how times will change.
You can imagine that Shanghaied is none

not mean engagement rings. I mean gleaming ropes of sapphires, bracelets of rubies

of this drawing room two-lumps-and-cream
Ralph Ince's drawing room is
business.
always one of the more open Open Spaces

and protect

A

and
Let the Science of Astrology snide you to Success
Send
Happiness in Money. Love, Business, Health.
large
extent
A
all.
explain
that
details
FREE
for
Mtt'J,
Reading of your character oven absolutely
Send 4c in
Write NOW!
no obligation.
Give BIRTHDATE.
stamps for return postage.

ASTR0L SCIENCE INSTITUTE,

is

from

git

Send 25c. for this amazing boaK,
RICHARD BLACKSTONE
H-H fatiron Bldg. NewVOrft

KNOW YOUR FUTURE

lot of the studio,

ring true.

the past by

net

I

V

it

He is Skipper Haley here, a seagoing strong arm expert. And Patsy Ruth
What I want Santa Claus to bring me Miller is a dancer in a San Francisco waterfront cafe. The skipper, never a man for
is a picture with Ralph Ince playing triplets.
hang up six or seven stockings, one the amenities, shanghaies her for revenge.
I'll
In this case revenge is sweet.
for each reel, and if Santa doesn't bring
(P. S.
Do you like gun metal hose,
me what I want, it won't be because I
Santa? Or shall I hang up something nice
haven't used my sox appeal.
in champagne or peach blow?)
I went to see Shanghaied, hoping to find
Ralph Ince in a triplet role, but, of course,
there was no Santa Claus outside the theAlias the
But
suppose.
I
little too early.
atre.
Wilson
always wanted to play a part
Lois
out of the stockings
get my wish yet
I'll
in which she did not have to wear a sunby Christmas.
She has her chance in Alias the
Patsy Ruth Miller has been directed in bonnet.

A

CO., 232-B Mahler Park, Providence,

DEAFNESS

predominant

her

—

the Mahler
the hair root
without pain or injury to the skin
in the privacy of your own home.

by

removed

Forever

and not on the back

Dorothy and

It

far

Shanghaied

i

npUi

is

weak-kneed, weepy part. We first see her
immigrant caravan
as the leader of an
attempting to cross the plains to the best

make more money
CANDYMAKINGhSme
WORLD'S SPECIALITY CANDIES new

The Indian

as they are,

Dyke.
it

others cruel.
McCoy, a cavalry lieutenant,
stationed at the army post, proves himself
not only a very good actor, but a dashing
romantic figure.
He was so overjoyed to
be working in Wyoming, right among the
Indians, bringing them to the screen as they
really are. He is, as always, technical direc-

-

cuTT <TZiri fh ^^&SSS^82?S<!g2!£V PLATINOID
^^aea^i^*orWhite Gold. Finish.
MOVEMENT

r

hokum.

handled

"Directfroni^^Swit^erland

BIG PROFITS

And

on.

farther

characteristic in the story is defiance. The
story is good to begin with and the local
color, the fact that it was made in Wyoming

We

as directed by W. S. Van
a melodrama, of course, but

will

_
dresses of men and women who
using my treatment. If you ore bald or getting bald
POSTAL WILL DO!
hair is falling out WRITE

hOW-A

—

—

It to You Free
Me Prove
my own

See what

lands

ner reminiscent of maypole dances. Years
ago they lacerated themselves in their religious ecstasy. Now this is taboo
the white ings.
man's law yet they still dance for three
hoped to stay on a few days after
days and nights, stopping only for rest but
the picture finished.
The company was
allowing no food or water to pass their
remaining to do another picture there with
lips.
Marjorie Daw in the feminine lead and
Wyoming, the story was written as well

New

Let

from page 33

12c.

and trinkets

like

that.

Whenever,

in

the

movies, I see a sweet young thing in possession of such precious stones I know the
crooks are going to catch up with her, and
that

a

tection

But

handsome male
her.

is

going to step in

The next

proposal.
I'm all for anything

step after pro-

is

that

leads

to

SCRE.

ENLAND
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Did I say another fight? I
sweet love and rousing adventure. When end again.
you get love and adventure as you do in meant to say a half dozen more fights.
Alias the Lone Wolf they're cheap even An enterprising young hero couldn't go out
at the price of ropes of rubies and sacks of on deck without running into the captain
or the first mate spoiling for combat.
sapphire;.
Even though Tom Santschi did not get
the girl, it's a good picture.
And even
Cruise of the Hellion
though it hurts. I'll admit that Donald Keith
deserved the girl after all the punishment
Little groups of serious thinkers will soon
he took to win her.
be building bigger and better platforms for
More old friends to greet you here, ShelAs for me, my don Lewis and Francis
the presidential campaign.
Ford. They wear
platform will continue to be: Let Tom well in their
parts, these old friends.
I'm going to fight
Santschi Get the Girl!
The Hellion was well named. When they
it
out along that line if it takes all my ran out of places
to fight on board her
typewriter ribbon.
they took to water
In Tlie Cruise of the Hellion Tom puts
up another fight for the girl Edna Murphy
this time
only to come out on the losing

—

—

Times

and under sea

battle

when

the gold was thrown overboard. You
certainly get your money's worth for a
ringside seat at this 'Battle of the Century."

Do Not Change

in

Hollywood

Continued from page 21
was directing Will Rogers on the Roach answered.
so I rounded up about fif"Well, that's oak with me," came back
teen girls and asked for volunteers. When the S. M., 'but you don't draw two salaries
told them what the 'part' was most of for it."
I
them turned up their noses, and then when
And that was 'oak' with the girls. All
I added that the two-night job carried no
they wanted was a chance to learn how pic
salary they gave me the merrie-ha-ha. Two tures were made.
girls, however, came forward and said they
For five years this went on. Then they
would be glad to help out in any way. They went to the bat with their demands and the
were Martha Sleeper and Fay Wray! And studio simply could not refuse them their
look where Martha and Fay have landed. chances.
Five years ago when I was on the Lasky
Dorothy Arzner, choosing a 'man's job,'
lot there were probably fifty stenographers was given a picture to direct
Fashions for
who had started in at $18 a week all with Women, with Esther Ralston and immediidentical chances for advancement.
There ately made good. She is now one of the
were three of them, however, who because only two women directors in motion picof certain qualities were destined to rise to tures
and one of the youngest directors
extraordinary heights. They were Dorothy of either sex.
Arzner, Ethel Doherty and Louise Long.
Ethel and Louise choose the story departAfter carefully studying the ladder they ment where they tackled continuities, the
decided that the first rung up was labeled most highly technical branch of the industry,
Cutting Room, and so within a few months and their records have been marvels of
they had left the luxury of fine offices and achievement.
entered those stuffy boxes where miles
Ethel wrote the scripts for The Vanisupon miles of celluloid ribbons are cut down ing American, Behind the Front. The Runto their required length of some five or ten away and Mantrap. Louise in collaboration
thousand feet. It is the most bewildering with another writer, wrote the original story
job in motion pictures.
and the continuity of The Campus Flirt, and
But these three girls had no intention the two girls, teamed together, have written
of remaining cutters even though they Stranded in Paris, Figures Don't Lie and
achieved the ultimate salary of seventy-five Rough-house Rosie.
dollars a week, so after they had learned
Their salaries? Four or five hundred doltheir stuff they went to the studio manager lars a week
maybe more.
and asked permission to act as script girls
There are at present on the Lasky lot
on the pictures they were to cut.
probably one hundred stenographers and
"But how can you sit on the set all day among them no doubt there are other
checking continuity and then cut the pic- Ethels, Louises and Dorothys.
ture?" asked the studio manager.
No, times have not changed in Holly
'"We'll cut nights and Sundays," they wood.
I

lot at the time,

'

—

Aviation!

T~)0 you love adventure? Do you want to make big
money? Although aviation is still in its infancy
there is a crying demand for men with courage, nerve,
and self-reliance ambitious men who are looking
for a new field. For those who qualify there will be
thousands of highly paid jobs.

—

Amazing Opportunity

in
the Airplane Industry

—

Yes, as yet, aviation

League Club discusses something else except stayed.
It wasn't a thrilling evening, perthe party Vincent Astor threw last night, haps, but it was a sentimental one. And
and the value of the refunded Liberty Loan if you've ever loved Pickwick and Sam Welbonds.
ler. it is just possible that you too may go
What we are trying to say is that circum- and spend- a duty evening looking over the
stances alter cases.
Had we never read old family album. Here they are, old chroCharles Dickens, and we had seen the slow- mos come to not-exactly-life, but done in
moving first act of Pic\wic\, it is probable wax wwks. If, however, Dickens is nothing
that we would have taken our hat in one to you but an old maid's cuss word, stay
hand, our female companion in the other, away. This is only for us old fogies. Flamand walked into a speakeasy to try and for- ing youth will have a better time in the
get it all. The play moves as slowly as the neighborhood movie, where Greta Garbo is
traffic between ~42nd and
59th streets in giving a complete demonstration of it.

New

York.

But we have read Dickens. We have
laughed and cried with the old codger,
almost

forgotten

these

days.

And

so

we

''Burlesque"
Burlesque, on the other hand, is a show
that you don't have to know your Dickens

in its infancy, but now is
the time to get in. In the

automobile industry and
the moving picture
business hundreds of men
got rich by getting in at
the start. They madetheir
success before others
woke up.

in

PICK YOUR
JOB!
Airplane Instructor
Airplane Engineer
Airplane Repairman
Airplane Assembler
Airplane Mechanician

Think how much aviation has progressed in the
last few years. Commercial air lines have already
proved themselves suc-

Airplane Inspector
Airplane Builder
Airplane Salesman

Europe
and America. Great men
cessful both in

predict that in the near
future there will be airfreight lines
organizations as large as our railroads are todav. AVIA-

Exhibition Manager
Airplane Contractor
Airplane Motor Expert

—

The Stage Coach-- - Continued from page 57

is

—

TION

Airplane Designer

NEW.

IS

It

clamors for every young

man.

Be an Aviation Expert
The study of aviation is as fascinating as the actual work.
Only one hour of spare time a day at home and we teach yoa
-tie basic training. You will find every lesson packed full of
interest. Student S. F. McNaughton, Chicago, says. "Your
lessons are like a romance, and what is more, after one
reading the stcdent gets a thorough understanding." Men
who have had actual experience guide yoa carefully through
your training. They select the lessons, lectures, blueprints,
and bulletins. Once you start yoa can't get enough of it.
Here are some real jobs. Which one do vou want'; Aeronautical Instructor. Aeronautical Engineer, Aeronautical
Contractor, Aeroplane Salesman. Aeroplane Repairman.
Aeroplane Mechanician, Aeroplane Inspector, Aeroplane
Assembler, Aeroplane Builder.

Big Aviation

Book FREE
FREE

Send coupon below for our new

book

entitled. Opportunities in the Airplane
Industry. It is interesting and instructive. Get
yours before edition is exhausted.

just out

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
Dept. 6329

3601 Michigan Avenue

Chicago

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
Michigan

1

Dept.

|

Without any obligation

6329,

3601

Ave.,

Chicago

|

send me your free
book Opportunities in the Airplane Jndvstrii.
also information
about your Home Study
Course in Practical Aeronautics.

|

Xante

[

Address

I

City

.

I

.

Arte

__

Stati

-

I

SGREENLAND
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ceased to honor and
It is almost as pungent as Broad- of the first part has
She pushes him up from the
way, and, in fact it is reminiscent of that obey her.
tank-towns to the golden lights of Broadswell show without being an imitation. As
a matter of fact, it combines some of the way.
Inevitably, she loses him as the lights
best features of Broadway and The Spider.
And as those who memorize our every word blind him. Just as inevitably, when the
lights have forgotten him, she comes back
will recall, we gushed over both of those
to help him work out his salvation. Forget
shows.
it's
an old story and
But what's right is right and we might the footlights, and
But Hal Skelly as the boob
a banal one.
as well tell you now that Burlesque doesn't
Miss Stanwyck as the wife give you
quite measure up to the standard of Broad- and
unforgettable moments.
It has its weak moments, whereas
way.
High praise has been lavished on the secthe Jed Harris production looked as imthinking he
pregnable as the Yankees in the World ond act curtain, when Skelly,
has lost his wife forever, goes on a glorious
Series.
bat and does a grand dance, exiting off-stage
It tells the story of life behind the burwithhold our salutations
lesque footlights. The hero is a typical ham, for applause.
tremendously much of a boob, some God- from what seems to us after all only a coldgiven dancing and comic talents keeping blooded working out of an effective moment.
present the salutations to the end of
him from the harm that a functionless brain
to enjoy.

$2.°°

Only

for this

Encyclopedia
of

We

MOTION PICTURE

We

—

FOLKS

the third act, where in a lovely and deliciously underplayed moment, the curtain
comes down with no fanfare. And the old

had in store. And oh, yes, there was The
Wife. The Wife in this instance happened
to be Barbara Stanwyck, whom we fell in
love with when she first met our eye in
The Hoose. The Wife is one of those
and the world apparently is full of
boobs
them who keeps on loviruj when the party

Charles Donald Fox

—

—
—

has compiled

—

or at any rate, those we have
heartstrings
are touched as no noise and tumult could

See Burlesque

touch them.

ever

we

is

what

are trying to say.

Ask j)Ae— Continued from page 4

things you'd like to

cute for words!
10 inches tall and weighs 165 pounds. old they were? That's too
ask
Ronald is now playing in Leatherface Now you can write right back and
for Samuel Goldwyn Productions, Culver them!
Do the stars care anything
Cal.
City.
Now, that's a
Helene of Milwaukee.
Yes in
about the letters they receive?
if I answer just half of your quespromise
yes!
loud
prolonged
one
and
tions, you'll pin your faith on me
just try to get that
men
answer
let
the
home
at
more
were
If there
Fern Ray.
away from me! John Patrick can be
or abroad like you, my job would be an medal
reached at Warner Bros. Studios, Los Aneasy one, and here is my sincere "Thank
The principal characters in
Cal.
you." You want to know if Pola Negri geles,
Lovers are Alice Terry. Ramon Novarro
ever had a part in any comedy? Several
The blonde Gerand Edward Martindel.
of Pola's films had comedy touches, placGeorge
For- man girl in Tin Hats, who was
ing them in the light comedy class.
girl friend, is Eileen Sedgwick.
bidden Paradise was a comedy of this Cooper's
or more of a comedy-drama, perhaps.
type
L. R., Greensboro, H. C. Please kiss and

your

else

—

.

.

always

.

at

your hand the
know about

April

illustrated.

— and

who

11

isn't

a

don't let any one
screen test cannot

photograph

a

—no

foolin'

I

my

don't want

—

friends to think less

about

Paramount Studios, Hollywood,

Cal.

them these days?
Jean
Par\ersburg, W. Va.
Arthur played the leading woman in The
with Jack Mulhall, for First
Poor
opposite
She has appeared
National.
Monty Banks in Horseshoes, co-featured
with William Collier. Jr., in Broken Gates;
K.

S.

S.

XM

out the coupon below and

Fill

MAIL

IT

TODAY!

Charles

with
Hunters.

also

|

Screenlan d Book Dept.
49 West 45th Street

.

New York

'

'

1
I

Desk

I

|

City.

enclose $2.00 in full

payment

FAMOUS FILM

Name.

for

FOLKS.

my

the

—

girl

friend,

Lee.

You

Lars Hanson is a
~N.ew Commandment.
He played in The
rather recent star.
He also
Scarlet Letter with Lillian Gish.
Eddie Polo
played in Captain Saluation.

Husband

in

have
I

heard

that

Bill

is

You

can

reach

at

Cecil

Boyd
City.

going

to

Cal.

take

I

a

vacation from pictures and will appear on
the stage in "Jarnegan" by Jim Tully, a
You are the lucky
story of movie life.
lady, to have both pictures and letters

from

You
busy,
their

Screenland will let you know
now.
when he stars to work again. Oh, Kay?
D.

J.

Texas.

F.,

I

hope

it

isn't

too late

I'm sorry
for the address of Billy Sullivan.
of Billy
I can't help you order the picture
but I can tell you where to write, and
Are you sure
you can ask him yourself.

—

your boy friend won't care or be jealous
his counter-part? Well, I m
game if you are. If I never hear from you
Address
again, I'll know he cared a lot.

when he views

Gerry, Hastings, Mich.
Elinor Faire and William
De Mille Studios, Culver

don't
Address..

Delaney

5

Gentlemen:
copy of

make up with

were both wrong Olive Borden is 5 feet
2 inches tall and weighs 105 pounds. You
saw Blanche Sweet and Ben Lyon in The

well, it's a subject I
me, but more
back now with a circus. Norma Shearer
haven't the face to joke about. You ask for is
Oscar Shaw in Upstage.
and
that
is
and
Clara Bow's age and address
something I can give you and not ruin
Red Grange's
Kay of Dayton, Ohio.
any good photographer's camera. Clara is
for
to Play
film was One Minute
first
22 years old and you can write her at
FBO. He is not making a picture right

of the stars

talking

No,

of

manner, and will improve your
"talking knowledge

from

Well,

Click-click!
You need a camera.
Thanks and many more thanks for the
request to see my picture in Screenland,

written in a brief concise

is

you.

there.

but
It

Fool.

fool

taken

be

Real, romantic and authentic ac-

—

—

—

favorites.

counts of 242 stars

—

Sullivan, Universal Studios, Universal
City, Cal.

Billy

C.

C.

El

Darado.

Madge

Ar\.

You want

a

Bellamy, is that it?
Madge was born in Hillsboro, Texas, June
but 30, 1903.
She is 5 feet 4 inches tall and
Alberta and Adamae Vaughn
Her hair is blonde
break the spell, by wanting too much. weighs 110 pounds.
married?
are right, the dears are busy, very and her eyes, they are brown, and
She is working at the Fox
she is not!
trying to earn the silent applause of
So the Studios. 1401 N. Western Ave., Hollyand their salaries.
public

Vaughn

brief history of

—

—

—

sisters

told

you

to

ask

me how wood,

Cal.

S
Billy L. of

land

Alabama.

gentlemen.

Southern

me

give

or

Spoken like a true
"Give me SCREEN'
Better

death!"

take

After that calm exScree nland, Billy.
plosion you deserve some reward, and how.
You can reach James Murray at MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios, Hollywood, Cal.
He has a fine part in The Crowd with
Josephine Dunn was
Eleanor Boardman.
the pretty blonde

in

girl

Swim

Girl,

Swim

Write
with Bebe Daniels and James Hall.
to Josephine at Paramount Studios, HollyNita Naldi has been absent
wood. Cal.
from Hollywood for some time. When she
comes back from Europe, we may see her
on the screen again.

Somewhere in
Lost!
S. of III.
the Movie Fans Friendship Club.
Any one seen that club? Sorry, but we no
longer have a Fan Club Department.
A. H.

Illinois,

H. B. W.,

Now

Tor\.

that the ice
is broken, step lively, there are others that
may want to fall in. William Haines was
7s[eu;

born Jan. 1, 1900.
He is 6 feet tall and
weighs 172 pounds. His hair and eyes are
West Point is his latest film.
brown.
Richard Dix is about 32 years old and is
not engaged to Lois Wilson.

Now here
Reading, Mass.
come two nice talented, ambitious girls who
Two Chums,

Just try and get a direcdears, there are hundreds of girls
in Hollywood, waiting for a chance just
George O'Brien and
to loo\ at a director.
Virginia Valli are playing in East Side,
West Side. Laura La Plante's latest film

want a
tor!

is

Florence Vidor.
You deserve a noble
decoration, Dickie; your letter is the first
I've had in a long time with only one quesCome again.
tion.
site

Mildred,

Sincerely.

Your

appreciation

means much to this hard working girl
and girls have to stick together, take my
word for it, whether we deal out fan information or turn those pan-cakes in a
famous refreshment palace.
Lya de Putti
has made two recent Universal films
The

Midnight Rose
can

address

and Buc\

her,
Cal.

Privates.

You

Drawer B, Post-office.
Lya went to Germany to

Hollywood,
make one picture there, but she will probably be back in Hollywood by the time
you read this. Hollywood is "Home" to
Lya now.

Free Trial

A Full Year To Pay

Royal's liberal terms make buying easy. Jast send $1
with your order and your selection cornea to you on
10 DAYS FREE TRIAL. Pay postman only $1 more on
delivery. After free trial, pay balance in 12 easy, equal

monthly payments. Satisfaction absolutely guaranteed or your money back.
Written guarantee bond
TO ADULTS with every purchase.
All Dealings Strictly
"BOOK OF Confidential.
Order
GEMS" illustoday with absolute ^
trated catalog.
^-^^"^

FREE!

confidence.

Wear

paying^

le

GUARANTEEDr^^ H^'*

Anna

of K[ewar\, 7\[. J.
Mary Brian
played opposite Bill Haines in Brown of
Harvard and you can address her at Paramount Studios, Hollywood. Cal.
Betty

SAVINGS

Bronson

is
free-lancing now.
Her latest
co-starring with Monte Blue for' Warner
Bros.
William Haines, Metro-Goldwyn-

is

Ma yer,

Culver City, Cal. Lloyd Hughes is
with First National Studios, Burbank. Cal.
Monte Blue, at Warner Bros., 5842 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Harold Lloyd can
be reached at 6640 Santa Monica Blvd..
Hollywood, Cal.

course,

Try that line again, I'll
for it.
Larry Gray played opposite
fall
Bebe Daniels in The Palm Beach Girl.
No one in pictures by the name of Naomi
There used to be Noami
as far as I know.
praise.

Childers, riow retired,

who

married the

di-

AH 3 -Extraordinary valuer AHil— Exquisite new creattractivelyhand engraved ation! A dazzling cluster of
18k solid white gold lady's ring; set with genuine
radiant blue white diamond. Special $22.50.
$1.71

a month.

7

fiery,

genuine blue white

diamonds set to resemble a
5750.00 solitaire; 18k solid
white gold lady's ring.
$49.75. S3.98 a month.

You might write to
of Chicago.
First National Publicity Dept., 383 Madison
Ave., N. Y. C. They may be able to furnish you with a picture of the late Barbara
Alice

La Marr.
Tiestie

History

W., Hempstead,

3s[.

Will the

Y.

now please take their ringNorma Talmadge was born in

class

seats?

1897. her sister Connie in 1900.
Alice
Terry in 1896.
Ronald Colman in 1891.
Tony Moreno in 1888. Dick Barthelmess
was born in 1895. And how old is Mss

Vee Dee?

Yes,

to the

how

old

Screenland

I.

M.

is she or am I?
Circulation Dept.

for old issues of the magazine.

C
AH 7 —

Ultra

fashionable

ring,
18k solid
white gold; finest genuine
blue white diamond in pat-

lady's

of Rochester.

Any

kin to the

and Andy?

Constance Talis
5 feet 5 inches tall and weighs
120 pounds. She is 3 inches taller than her
famous sister Norma. Alice Terry is 5 feet
6 in. tall, and weighs 130 pounds.
Lya
de Putti is not quite 5 feet tall and weighs
108 pounds. Esther Ralston is 5 feet 5 in.
tall
and weighs 125 pounds.
Class in
weights and measures, pass out now! Oh,

madge

Min!

Luther Reed.

rector,

have a bidder.

famous Min

I'll

give you the information, just as I do the
Thanks for the grand
rest of the folks.

words of

Mona B. Do you still want to exchange
pictures of Billie Haines for some of Virginia Lee Corbin? If so, write to me: I
B.

Of

S. Da\ota.

Miss Eunice,

Write

103

director!

My

Than\s for the Buggy Ride.

side

'GREENLAND

Ambitious Dreamer. No, I wouldn't
throw a wet blanket on your burning ambition to be a picture producer or director.
Having given your case care and much
thought, and with that future several cold
million dollars in the offing, which will be
yours some sweet day, I honestly think I'd
try to struggle along on my present fine
salary.
And you have everything in the
wide, wide world to make you happy. Take
a few days off and try to crash the gates
of Hollywood, for the answer to this ageold problem, and may all the good luck in
the world go with you.
Ruth Lee Taylor
has been selected to play Lorelei in Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.

ented octagon top; looks
like %ct.
56.46 a

$78.50.

jfe

1895

RSH&
AHIO— Striking
AH 4 —

Exqottiie. Latest
style lady's dinner ring; 3
genuine blue white dia-

monds; richlyengraved and
pierced 18k solid white
gold mounting. Unusual
$29.75. S2.32 a mo.

I know you'll make
of Fox La\e.
for your best gild-edged stationery
when I tell you how to address Polly Moran.
Yes, Polly is in the movies
very much so.
She was a howling success in The Callahans and Murphys.
Write to her at

Lydia L. of Melrose Par\. Score one for
Jackie Coogan! He is now playing in Buttons for Metrto-Goldwyn-Mayer.
You can
write to him at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Stu-

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

May Flowers, A[. H. Look out, you
dropped one! And you have been knocking
at my office door all this time? A thousand

Dot

—

Studios. Culver City,
Pickford, Gloria Swanson and
Douglas Fairbanks, all at United Artists,
Hollywood, Cal.
John Gilbert can be
reached at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,
Cal.

Mary

Culver City, Cal.

Miss D., Pirn pi, Wis.
At last you are
going to know who the handsome young
man is who played opposite Constance Tal-

madge

in

The Duchess

Tullio
Watch for

dios,

Culver City, Cal.

wood,

Cal.

3

hand pierced 18k solid
white gold lady's mounting.

Specially priced.

$36.75.
52.89

a month.

AH14
Latest style,
lgraved. rectangular shape, lady's
wrist watch, 14k solid white gold case, highest
grade 15 jewel, ruby and sapphire movement; lifetime
guarantee. $22.00. 51.67 a month.

UH15
Unbeatable

4 genuine

blue white diamonds
and 4 blue sapphires adorn
engraved lady's wrist watch 14k solid
white gold case; finest quality 15 jewel movement.
Lifetime guarantee. $39.75. 53.15 a month.
this richly

;

GUARANTEED
I

ME

KEEPERS

—

pardons, Alfred
step
in but make it
snappy, and please don't step on the flowers.
Reed Howes played with Clara Bow in
Rough House Rosie for Paramount. He
is married and is in his early twenties.
You
can reach him at Paramount Studios, Holly-

AH17
?west

Wal-

tham or fclgin
nationally
famous, gentleman's
trap watch. 20 year
guaranteed green gold
filled

case;

radium

dial, de-

pendable time-keeper.
Specially priced

$24.50.

51. >7

a month.

DHVAI DIAMOND
ivUiML
WATCH CO.
BROADWAY.
^ADDRESS
£r

of Buffalo.

Carminati was the lucky feller.
him in "Honeymoon Hate," playing oppo-

value!

fiery genuine blue white diamonds; new style, richly,

value!

a dash

genuine

blue white diamcJnd set in
18k solid white gold lady's mounting of newest
hand pierced basket design,

Feature price $48.50.
53. 87, a month.

month.

„

AH6 — Flashing,

James of Houstan, Tex. You know your
stars, all right, and your choice couldn't be

DEPT. 1.V1S-I70

N.Y.J

SCREENLAND
Breaking Into
the Movies
Edited

by

CHARLES REED JONES

Written by the Stars
Themselves

Here

is

the

first

and only authoritative
book on the opportunities
picture
that await you in the motion
studios.
directors,

The screen's outstanding stars,
cameramen and technical expert^

have cooperated to tell you the
success you may hope for
in Hollywood.

W

hether you aspire
to screen fame and forstar or a scenario

tune as a
writer,

"BREAKING INTO THE

Cox, of Christie Comedies,
showing ifhat the well dressed
Sheba will wear this season.

C Helen

provides exactly the expert advice

MOVIES"
that you need.

Thousands of aspirants to screen fame fail miserably every year because their misguided efforts can
them to nothing but failure.
New workers, however, are needed con-^^B
stantly in every phase of motion picture
production. Splendid opportunities await the few who are
lead

^

^

qualified for success.

But
is futile

to jour-

ney to Hollywood

you lack the
fications.

having these

know

And

it

is

qualities,

book

quite as futile,

you

if

.

.

tell

do not

the ropes.
is

the successful stars and directors

you how to

capitalize

your

L.

the

of the motion picture industry. It out-

lines the qualities that spell success in
.

if

essential quali-

"BREAKING INTO THE MOVIES"
text

it

And you
improved by the galaxy itself.
want to know about Clara Bow. too. She
is 22 years old and was born in Brooklyn.
N. Y. George Loane Tucker directed The
Theodore Roberts has been
Miracle Man.
a very sick man, but is recovering slowly
and hopes to be back on the lot again, with
Screenland will let
the same old cigar.
you know all about it. We have all missed
"the grand old man."

screendom

themselves

A. B. Wilson, Pa.

You

can address
the Metro-

Victor Seastrom, the director at
Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
He directed Lillian Gish in The Scarlet

ability.

—

a beautiful, full-size volume one that you
will be proud to own.
Every writer, the leader of his own field, has
endeavored to show you the short cut to su<
offering in a brief, interesting article the

Letter.

knowledge that has come to him
through long years of

can reach Rod La Rocque
Joseph Schildkraut at Cecil De Mille
Lola Todd at
dios, Culver City, Cal.
versal Studios, Universal City, Cal.
de Putti can be addressed. Drawer B.

It

is

experience.

First

National Studios. Burbank, Cal. Laura

ember

1904,

I,

Friend jrom Cehu, Philippine Isles.
You haven't made any trouble. I am delighted to give you the addresses you asked
for.

You

and

Mo. Nov-

educated

in

Los

Angeles, Cal.

M. H. T. Bellevuc, Pa. Your favorite, Neil
Hamilton, would be glad to know how firm
affections
a place he has in your movie
Why don't you write to
sure, he would!
him and he may send you a picture. He
was born in Lynn, Mass. He is now playUniversal
ing in The Arm of the Law at
He played
Studios. Univers al City, Cal.
opposite Esther Ralston in The Ten Modern Commandments and was one of the
three brothers in Beau Geste.

That's right, old
You can
count on me; I may be a little slow, but
through no fault of my own lack of space

Grace D.

A

in St. Louis,

La Plante was born

faithful;

Detroit.

P.,

watch

just

my

smoke!

—

and countless letters are my alibi. Are you
Stu- sure you have Buck Jones' correct address?
Uni- Write to him at Fox Studio, 1401 N.
Yes,
Lya Western Ave.. Los Angeles. Cal

and

Post

Charles

De Roche

played

in

The

Ten

now in vaudeis
Hollywood, Cal. Natacha Rambova Commandments, but he
was born in France and is about
He
again. ville.
line
us
a
Drop
now.
stage
the
on
own name. He

office,
is

30 years old.

He

uses his

eyes and hair.
Marion S. Los Angeles. Write to Par- has brown
not married.
amount Publicity Dept. Hollywood, Cal, know, he is

describing the particular photograph of Warner Baxter that you want, or better still,
enclose a clipping of it, and perhaps they
copy.
will be able to supply you with a

THE UNICORN PRESS
5 E. 57th Street,
Please send

Movies."

Name
Address

I enclose

Dept. S

New York

me

copies of "Breaking Into the

$

terested

in

Roches,

there

As
If
is

far

as

I

your are inJohn Roche

Uncle Tom's Cabin.
Colleen Moore really has one blue and one
brown eye but she has dark brown hair
and not red hair as someone told you.
Colleen's real name is Kathleen Morrison,
McCormick.
until she married John

who

is

playing

in

Warner's wife is Winifred Bryson, who gave
up a promising screen career when she marYes, Warner's acting is indeed finried.
He
Dot Grand Rapids, Mich. Lon Chaney
ished, if by that you mean polished.
withnow playing in The Coward for F B. appeared in Tell it to the MarinesDelight
is
uniform. Yes,
O. Studios, 780 Gower St., Hollywood. Cal. out makeup, except a
Evans reviewed the film in the March issue
Brown directed
Heavenly Eyes, from Missouri. Look this of Screenland. Clarence
Louise Brooks was
me, Flesh and the Devil.
way, I want to see 'em. You can't fool
your born in Wichita, Kansas, about 20 years
and I have never even passed through
like my ago.
Oh, no, Louise isn't as serious as she
and
friend
my
are
you
But
state.
Her smile
cross- looks in some of her pictures.
get
won't
we
much,
department so
are a sensible girl—conYou
your
dazsling.
is
from
ha-ha's
frequent
eyed over the
go to the movies but not wanting
If you write to Virginia Lee tent to
pointed pen.
into 'em.
jump
at
to
them
address
Corbin and Edna Murphy,

MARCHAND'S Golden Hair Wash will bring back the
golden hue to naturally blonde hair that has become
will also transform black or brown hair to
auburn or chestnut tints, and if lighter or golden

darkened.

It

beautiful

the
shades are desired, applications are repeated until
sult

is

re-

achieved.

of producing these charming colorful tints
Results are secured quickly,
requires no degree of skill.
or shameasily and safely, and are not affected by washing

The method

pooing.

Marchand's Golden Hair

with French hairdressers in

Wash has been

New York

a favorite

for over thirty years.

MARCHAND'S

GOLDEN HAIR

WASH
the Hair", an unusually well
written booklet on the subject, can be secured free. Fill in
coupon and mail to Chas. Marchand Co., Candler Bldg.,

"The Care and Treatment of

New
Name

<3

York

....

Address

City.

c

~hwdcr~cmd soThm
]\[orida, the sensation of yesterday!

Thin Norida

—doubly

The new,

the sensation of today!

—

plus, the
All the wonderful features retained
new, patented bottom that opens at the touch
then snap it shut!
of a tiny spring. Refill it

—

As

precious

as

your

loveliest

jewels

—

this

Thin'as'a'Watch Norida! Securely enclosing
your favorite loose powder yielding the dc
sired amount at the slightest turn of the silvered powder plate always safe from sifting
Truly, the most ingenious and
or spilling.

—

—

useful vanitie in the world.

—

$1.50 to $2.50 Single and Double
Gold and Silver filled with ?\(on'da Fleur
Poudre and Rouge.
Sauvage (Wildflower
Priced,

)

At All Toilet Goods Counters
J^lorida

typifies

beauty

at

its

best

— every

A

wonderful combination
-non' spilling container.
two major
of high quality and moderate prices
factors that have made Js[orida the favorite toiletries

—

on two continents!

At All

Toilet

NORIDA PARFUMERIE

exqui

aid to womanly charm! Fragrant with the par f um
of 'Wildflowers that ma\e l^orida preparations irresistible!
Talc, as soft as a fleecy cloud; face powder
of velvety texture; the thinnest of compacts; flattering rouge; luxurious bath powder in a patented,

Goods Counters

PARIS

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

Hair Wash will bring back the
hair that has become
golden hue to naturally blonde

MARCHAND'S Golden

or brown hair to
will also transform black
golden
tints, and if lighter or
beautiful auburn or chestnut
the reuntil
repeated
are desired, applications are

darkened

It

shades

sult is achieved.

colorful tints
of producing these charming
Results are secured quickly,
requires no degree of skill.
or shamare not affected by washing

The method

and safelv, and
pooing Marchand's Golden Hair

easily

with French hairdressers

in

Wash has been

New York

a favorite

for over thirty years.

MARCHAND'S

GOLDEN HAIR

WASH
cf the Hair", an unusually well
Fill in
free.
written booklet on the subjeet, can be secured
Bldg.,
Candler
Co.,
Marchand
Chas.
to
mail
and
coupon

"The Care and Treatment

New
Name

York

City.

SCREENLAND

Meet
in

the Rising Stars of Filmdom

Fox Pictures

!

Already these brilliant young stars
have won the plaudits of screen
critics all over the world for their
impressive performances in one or
another of the outstanding pictures
"What Price Glory,"
of the year
"Seventh Heaven", "Sunrise", "Loves
of Carmen" or other recent Fox re'

—

leases.

But watch them in their coming pic
Their rise toward the heights
of artistic accomplishment is scarcely
begun! For youth is still theirs
and
all their splendid achievement thus
far is but a brilliant promise of the
finer artistry still to come with the
tures!

—

maturing of their genius.

When

other present-day favorites of
the screen have passed into oblivion,
these youthful Fox stars will be at
the very zenith of their triumphant

Lois

Moran

careers

Olive

Borden
Thus has William Fox not only assured the present preeminence of Fox
Pictures, but also provided for the
future so that Fox Pictures may continue to be outstanding artistic and
dramatic successes.

'Be (§ure and £ee
OLIVE BORDEN and ANTONIO
••Come To

JANET GAYNOR

MORENO

in

House'*

CHARLES FARRELL

and

"7th

My

in

Heaven"

DOLORES DEL RIO and VICTOR McLAGLEN in
"Loves of Carmen"

GEORGE O'BRIEN

and LOIS
"Sharpshooters"

^^DoloresDel

I\io

MADGE BELLAMY

MORAN

in

in

"Silk Legs"

JUNE COLLYER

and

WILLIAM RUSSELL

in

••Woman Wise"

MADGE BELLAMY

and

MARY DUNCAN

In

f'Very Confidential"

William Fox Pictures

NQV2877
1

B758633

Cl

C[

the girl
on the cover, says she
hates the soc\s that ]ac\
darn 'em.
gets

Estelle

Taylor,

Screenland
lished

is

pub-

on the 5th of

the month preceding
date of issue.

—
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SCREENLAND
Gone are the

new world

of a

stars

Gone

days!

heroine ruled the

when the sweet, simpering doll-faced
world of shadows Gone are the days of too-heroic
are the days

!

heroes, of bushy-browed "heavies" and their deep, dark villainies.
a

It's

new world! A new

public, impatient of the old, eager

demanding new screen personalities attuned to these changing times. And Paramount
has them! Here they are, all your favorites
all united in one common cause —
keeping the name Paramount

for the new, is

X MP

supreme

HaroId

^f/ Lloyd's next

^\/y

in

tures as

release for Para-

y+/

mount is "Speedy"
The setting is New York,

motion

it

pic-

has been

for fifteen

In her
next picture,
Clara Bow shows
you how to "Get Your

Adolphe Menjou

Man"'.

years.

where Harold is trying

plays the part of a
struggling violinist in "Sere-

to get along. Prod.

Harold Lloyd
Corp.

nade'

Emil
annings who \»3
is so magnificent
The Way of
All Fie
has the role
ofal
y in his next

mW

wrlW
l>

]

picture,
treet

"The
of

L'J"

a

Wallace Beery and
Raymond Hatton a riot
of fun in "Now We're
« -^v in Dutch" and <Z

\

7

'The
De
)efender"
sho ws Richard Dix

sto
lerw<

"Now We're in

m

the Air".

\*^

romantic
role. Thomas Meighan is

ity

/M

Gone

Wild'

m
'She's a \!

like that

!

In his
next picture,
George Bancroft
a role similar

.

Sheik". Can't^V;
you picture Bebe
Daniels with a role

x

The boys all fall

"Underworld". It thrills
from start to fin-

to his part in

for her! Aristocratic

Florence Vidor in

'Honeymoon
Hate"-

ish

/A

/%t

"The

in

Secret

Hour", a story of
the California orange
groves. Esther Ral-

ston is starring in

"The Spot

Honky

gill

M

/J

:

Pola
Negri is

mm

Kit

Flamin|
pP/'Youths" are theseX^
two boys, W. C. Fields
and Chester Conklin.
You've no idea what a

WBW/

Carson" is
Fred Thomson's ^^j^

if

next, the thrilling

and romantic story ofone
of the most pictur

Paramount

sque characters
in American

Picture it's the
best show in town!"

history

great

comedy team

they

make

to-

lether

Paramount ^Pictures
PARAMOUNT FAMOUS LASKY

T

CORP., Adolpk Zukor, Pres., Paramount Bldg. > Y.
.

SCREENLAND

Keep Thin
To Keep Young
Fight excess

fat,

whatever else you do
Fat is not

for youth, beauty and vitality.
popular today.

Some

by

fat

fight

some by starvation

strenuous exercise,
But the fight is

diet.

hard and never-ending.
Millions have learned to fight

An Answer

Vee Dee

Address: Miss

Prescription Tablets. They corThis is the easy, pleasant

Marmola

Page of

Information,

with

it

Screenland Magazine
49 West 45th Street

rect the cause.

way.

Marmola has been used for 20 years. The
use has grown, through proved results, unamount.
til people are using a very large

New

York City

mon

dition

see

as

it

was.

such results can be accomplished without harm. The evidence is
Countless people know that
everywhere.
Marmola brings benefits other than reducfor
It could not live and prosper
tion.
nearly two decades without that.

Some wonder

if

Watch the
gradual but constant reduction. Watch the
new vitality that comes. Then tell your
friends. Tell them how easy it is to reduce
Go start today.
in the right way.
Learn what Marmola does.

L

addresses

of

y

you all the names and
the actors and actresses
well it takes
that work at all the studios
my breath away gulp gulp. Let's compromise and I'll promise to supply the ad'
dresses, if you will cut down on your request
I

gave
all

about

half.

—

—

—

You

can

write

to

He was starred in several
notable New York stage productions, then
for a time in a Los Angeles stock company.
His first screen role was experimental, for
Thomas H. Ince, playing opposite an old

Boardman, Joan Crawford. Gwen
Ramon Novarro and Karl Dane
Studios. Culver
at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
City, Cal. You can reach Laura La Plante,
Lola Todd and George Lewis at Universal

time favorite, Bessie Barriscale, in Honor's
On the stage again until the outAltar.
He was an. inbreak of the World War.
structor at the Plattsburg training camp
and at the close of the war received his
commission as major in the reserve corps
Since the war.
of the United States Army.
Major Stone has spent most of his time
before the camera. Yes, you saw him in

My

mail comes from
C. H. Rutherford.
over the world, including New Jersey,
or words to that effect. Yes, Marguerite De
She
La Motte is the wife of John Bowers.
was born in Duluth. Minn. I don't know
how old she is, and I hate to ask her go

all

—

WARRANTED ADVERTISIKG

on,

you do

advertisement

publication in
subject

to

submitted

Screenland

is

To

investigation.

Screenland

for

accepted
assist

.

\eeping

advertising

its

columns clean, readers are invited

to

inform the Advertising Department of

Screenland

of any instance that im*

of

good

faith

on the part

Attention,
played Jerry in

and picture from your favorites?
Give them time, you wise ones: why the
rush? That's not so long when you think
of the thousands of letters you fans write
them every month. Write to Vilma Banky
at
Samuel Goldwyn Productions, Culver
City. Cal.

As

Garbo.

Mae Murray,

know

Leatrice Joy,
Greta Nissen,
Billie Dove.
Laura La Plante. Alberta
far as I

Vaughn and Ramon Novarro

an advertiser.

hazel eyes.

Louis.

letter

Greta
plies a lac\ of

St.

Anybody know who
Fans!
Salvation Jane with Viola Dana? I thought
that would cause consternation in the camp.
You say you have waited three months for
a

in

Ajfair of the Follies and Lonesome
He is 5 feet 11 inches tall and
Ladies.
weighs 175 pounds. He has gray hair and

An

it!

Wise-Crackers of

Every

Gang.'

American War.

Eleanor
Lee. Wil-

Studios, Universal City, Cal.

prescription tablets
/he Pleasant Way toVxeduce

'Our

to

think you are queer because you make a
dash for the theatre that shows your favorite? Alice, I'd be afraid to call you names.
Will Rogers is now playing in The Texas
Lewis Stone is in
Steer for First National.
the cast of Helen of Troy, also for First
Mr. Stone was born in WorNational.
He was in the Spanishcester. Mass.

A. of Rochester, X. T.
know
I
Have a heart. Lena!
you mean well, very well, but if
H.

liam Haines.

prescription tablets are
sold by all druggists at $1 per box.
If your druggist is out, he will get
them at once from his jobber.

Marmola

latest ad-

G^'Wheezer' the

the results wherever you look.
can learn them by inquiring of your
Excess fat is riot nearly so comfriends.

You
You

tures to their fan

all

send

pic-

friends.

West Acton. Always
you? Gosh, I didn't mean
I have to
to wake you up. You're lucky
do all my day-dreaming at night. Write
any time you like, always glad to welcome
Dreamy

dreaming,

Dot,

are

—

Betty Jewel played opposite
another Dot.
Jack Holt in The Mysterious Rider. You
can write to Jack Holt and Pola Negri at

Paramount Studios. Hollywood, Cal. Barbed
pictures. Clive
is one of Pola's latest
Brook and the late Einar Hanson were also

Wire
in

the

cast.

A

steady buyer
Miss Mabel of Chicago.
a regular movie fan. That's the idea;
I'm glad you are sold on my few lines?
Here are a few more. The young fellow
who played with Bebe Daniels in The Campus Flirt, was James Hall and you can

and
H. B. W. of S^aneatiles. You can write
Lawrence Gray at the Fox Studio, 1401
N. Western Ave., Los Angeles, Cal. He is
playing with Olive Borden in Pajamas.

to

BLONDE HAIR BEAUTIFUL

OVER NIGHT

Lasting results guaranteed or
Absolutelv harmless.
money refunded. For any shade. Send $1. Learn how
Ogdens No. i Shop. 10 N. Albany, Chicago.
now

That's the

name

reach

of the picture, Helen.

wood.

Out Where

the

West

Begins.

Do

I

him

at

Paramount

Studios,

Cal.

(Continued on page 103)

Holly-

SGREENLAND
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0£ Tl/E

7MY P1AY

ROIES

You Can Make It Yours, Also
To^ou who know
winsomeness

the singularly vivid
of the lovely

e orchid-like Jetta

Rod LaRocque-

Leatrice Joy

Goudal—

brave masculinity of William jBoyd-

The lithe and alluring Vera Reynolds
The blonde beauty of Phvllis Haver
The perfect poise of the ultra-modern Marie Prevost
They, the stars that shine
features, are

PATHE-DeMILLE

the

in

They are your

more than names.

highly

valued friends, bringing the romance of their roles into
your

Laughter and

life.

tears, thrills

and heart throbs.— under

man who has

personally §

one

they

the supervision of Cecil B. DeMille, the

directed

fifty

qreat

without

pictures

been magically invoked

.to

failure,

"You May See Now
LEATRICE JOY
ROD LAROCttUE
in

The Fighting Eagle"

have

make you happier!

JETTA GOUDAL

:

in

"The Forhidden

\ngel of

••The

Woman"

Broadway"

Donald Crisp, Director

Lois Weber, Director

MARIE PREVOST

WILLIAM BOYD

in

in

in

"On To Reno."

"Dress Parade"

"The Main Event"

James Cruze, Director

Donald Cnsp, Director

Paul

Stem,

Director

VERA REYNOLDS
W'm. K

Howard. Director

Watch For
-"Chicago," with Phyllis Haver and Victor Varconi; "William Boyd
in "The Night Flyer"; Leatrice Joy in "The Blue Danube"; Marie
Prevost in "A Blonde For a Night"; and many others you'll want
v.to

see.

PA THE EXCHANGE, Ina
— Pathe

De Mille Studio Pictures
Pa these rials

WILLIAM BOYD

News — Pathe Westerns'

— Pathecomedies

Fo<r(<n t>titilbtltor» Ptottocrrs Intemillorar Corporate*.

WILUAM

1TO

Wett

M. VOCEL.Gtneril Mana £ cr
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'"pHIS human document by the
intimate friend of the lovable

Valentino

is

being

by

offered

Screenland, probably

for

the

speak of

this

last time.

(\

Eminent

critics

book as "almost a divine portrayal
of

one

the

of

greatest

adven'

on

book

has

been

written primarily for the purpose
of setting at rest those rumors.

by Screenland at

$2.00 prepaid to any address in
the United States and Canada.

you some tw\ey.

ever hung around
waiting for Al to come
look at him!
When his first

Now

at

Warners' Thea-

block or two down Broadway, the
whole town turned out to see the star
of the show
Al Jolson who was making
a personal appearance in connection with
tre

a

—

—

Fans crowded around begging
Some were satisfied
just to
Others wrung his
hand and a few tore off the buttons of his
coat.
It was a great night for Jolson
the most exciting that Broadway has ever
given him, probably, since he first began
for

picture.
his

autograph.
look at him.

Mammy

his
songs. Yessir, it takes
the movies to do these things!
The occasion was The Jazz Singer, in
which Al makes his debut with the aid of
Vitaphone.
The audience went wild at
intervals during the picture when Jolson
sang his songs; and, while it was a professional audience with members of the company present, as someone remarked, 'They
can't all be Warner Brothers."
No it was
a real ovation; and when Al left his loge
seat to come down the aisle and face the
audience from the stage, it assumed the
proportions of a small riot.
sat on
the aisle, and we could see the tears running down Al's face as he thanked the
folks for their enthusiasm.
He said he
was happy and somehow we believe it.
Jolson is one of Broadway's favorite playboys.
Born Asa Joelson, in Russia, and
raised on the east side of Manhattan, he
amazed his orthodox family by going on
the stage.
He is as unspoiled today as

—

SCREENLAND
49 West 45th

Book Department, Desk 5
Street,

New York

City.

For the enclosed $2.00 please send
copy of "Valentino as I Knew Him".

me

We

a

—

Nam e

of'

door

motion picture opened

to sing

Offered

fers

when

he

author of

Samson

started.

Raphaelson,

The

Jazz Singer, says that Jolson's
own life supplied him with the theme of
the play.
Al doesn't deny it.

we know, nobody

stage

out.

his

This

wishbones come
— Barbara
Kent

Johnson has been a Broadway
celebrity for years. He has played
season in and season out at the
huge Wintergarden Theatre right
Broadway at Fiftieth Street. And as

far as

the

injustice.

true

l

turests of the screen.'"

There were many things said
and written about Valentino in
the last few years of his life, and
after his death, that did him great

When

If

you've

Myers

Carmel

seen

in

The

Girl from Rio you probably think of her
You should
as a flashing, exotic creature.
have seen her as I saw her during her
It was a far
recent visit to Manhattan.
cry from the alluring Iris of Ben Hur or
this sad, subthe vamp of Sorre] and Son
dued girl who could scarcely stop from

—

Carmel had lost her
bursting into tears.
mother who was her constant companion

—

Her good friends, Mrs. Louis
wife of the Metro-GoldwynMayer
Mayer executive and the two Mayer girls
had hustled her away from California,
hoping that the shops and sights of Manand

pal.

B.

—

—

Carmel

hattan would divert her.

respond

to

their

efforts

to

cheer

And

tried

to

her up.

she was succeeding pretty well when,
day, a reporter from an important
national magazine came to interview her.
The subject he had selected was, the paradox of a Jewish rabbi's daughter playing
Carmel appreciated
vamps on the screen.
the value of such a story and started to
answer his questions. But when he asked
her about her home life
the sheltered
home circle provided by her devoted father
and mother the happy memories conjured
up were too much for the little actress.
For once, she couldn't act.
She burst into
tears.
And the story well, that story will
probably not be written.
She's a game
Incidentally,
little
scout, Carmel Myers.
she's a little tired of playing vamps all the
time, and will welcome a chance to do some
a 'tailored-made
other part for a change
meaning an honest-togirl,'
as she says
(Contintted on page 100)

one

—

—

—

—

—
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THE DIVINE

THE
"Look, See and Remember"
Contest

Win Norma
$50.00 This

IF

Month!

you don't think the

millions of

eyes out there in the darkened house
see things, you ought to read our mail
here in the
Studios. If our
stage director uses a new kind of
telephone cover, appearing for only a
few feet of film, some woman will
write in to find out where she can get
one. If our costume director creates a
new negligee, a dozen women will
write in and ask where it may be obtained. Indeed there are seeing and remembering eyes out there in the seats.

M-G-M

Come now, you

who

see below
the surface, and have a try at answering these questions. To the writer
of the best set of answers from a
folks

woman

I will send a check for J50.00
and the tiara head-dress worn by
Greta Garboin "The Divine Woman."
To the writer of the best set of answers
from a man I will send a check for
$50.00 and the beret cap worn by
Lars Hanson in the same picture.

To

the writers of the fifty next best
answers, whether from men or women,

I

will

my

send an autographed copy of
photograph.

latest

Yours

sincerely,

NORMA SHEARER

rma's rive ^uieslioms

flaming star of the North!

SOON
IN a

Shearer's

WOMAN

1

she will appear

brilliant,

new

Which

do

screen play.

2 Give book

"FLESH

3 What

"THE

and the Devil"
Garbo is indeed

Divine

Woman."

GRETA GARBO

in

LARS HANSON and LOWELL SHERMAN
Adapted by Dorothy Farnum from Gladys
Unger's play, "Starlight"

A VICTOR SEASTROM PRODUCTION
Directed by Victor

Seastrom

METRO
(jolctwyn
MAYER
"More

stars

than there are in Heaven"

Greta

title

and author's name

which furnish the theme for the
forthcoming M-G-M picture, "Love,"
with John Gilbert and Greta Garbo.

member of a famous stage
family appears in M-G-M's "The
Thirteenth Hour"?

4 Name

"The Divine Woman"

consider

M-G-M picture to

date, and why?
(Please answer in not over ISO words.)

MORE exciting than "Ibanez' Torrent."
MORE seductive than "The Temptress."
MORE romantic than even
GRETA

you

Garbo's greatest

M-G-M

stars whose
are commonly associated
"The Smart
these slogans:

the

names
with

Aleck," "The Prince of Romance,"
"The Man of 1000 Faces."

5 Name four pictures in the production of which M-G-M has received
cooperation of the U. S. Government.
Write your answers on one side of a single sheet
of paper and mail to Competition Editor, 3rd
floor, 1540 Broadway, N.Y. All answersmust
be received by January 15th. Winners' names
will be published in later issue of this magazine.

Note:

If you do not attend pictures yourself
you may question your friends or consult
motion picture magazines. In event of ties,
each tying contestant will be awarded a prize
identical in character with that tied for.

Winners of "The Big Parade" Contest
of October

WILLIAM H. DILLARD
U.S. Coast Guard Cutter Tallapoosa
Mobile, Alabama

ELIZABETH COLLIER
Wills Point, Texas
Autographed pictures ha?e been sent
50 prize u ir.ners

to the

next

SCREENLAND
Wanted

Girls

for

—

Big Pay
Stage
Learn Stage Dancing at

Home

Teach You

I

Let Veronine Vestoff, former solo
danseur with Pavlowa, train you
in sour spare time at home for
Classic

in

career

glorious

a

Wouldn't YOU like to
Dancing.
be a star on the stage or in the
movies or earn a handsome income as a teacher
In just a few
ot Dancing?
short weeks you

—

—

Holiday ^jjf
one of

my

sue-

|

I

y

Ballet.
can
InterGreek.
Eccentric.
Classical,
pretative. Oriental and Toe Dancing.
Host delightful way to gain slender,

CIV
e'l

Betty

\

graceful

lea.ru

glowing

lines,

health

ALLEY

and

vitality.

J

Learn

in

Three Weeks With
Picture Method

My Famous

OF THE

Many

leading stage dancers and successful
dancing teachers owe their
success to me. You too, can acquire
professional
my
technique through
system.
You can learn at home in
spare time.
My famous picture method enahles you to

'

«i»

classical dance
in a professional way in three

do a complete

IANTS

Nothing comweeks.
plicated.
Charts and diagrams, along with printed hist run luns show you just what
to do.
Simple as A B C.
alJBp-jk
You just must learn to dance
with my method. No previous
\
M \ experience necessary. I work
with you by mail just as if
„^ jl
*i -^s'
you were dancing, before me
7
I put you through a
in my studio.
/
monthly examination to be sure you
/
My system of
9
are making progress.
My method abdancing never fails.
solutely eliminates guess work.
short

1

'.,

Costs Only

A Few

A

By
Milton

Cents

Sills

Day

Knowing that
girls all
like to

there are hundreds of
over the country who would

master classical dancing for
stage,
movies and to improve
their grace and figures. I have arranged the payments so that they
This enables everyone to
17c a day.
the

fl[

Send for

100 W. 72nd St., New York. N. Y.
Please send me
Dear M. Vestoff:
on Classic and Stage Dancing with
few new students.
offer to a

your reason

indicating

n

for

Studio

FREE

information

details

taking

Town

of

special

my

course.

State

Name
Street

Be a Camera Man
Earnupto* 250.aWeek
YOUR

chance to get into
Big pay jobs open
camera men. You can quickly

Here's
the
to

movies

1

Also
Fascinating work.
opportunities in Portrait. Commercial and News Photography.
No Experience Needed
We'll start you in Professional
Photography and cive you a real
Professional Motion Picture
Camera or View Camera FREE.
Famous experts teach you by mail.
Or come to our great New York
Easy to learn.
Studios.

Photography,

Write TODAY.
Institute of Photography

everywhere.

Dept. 60

10

West 33rd

New York

St..

NAME CARDS

Two sizes. Card case and your
No. 1,
perfect little name cards. 50c.
leather
card case:
with genuine
size
inches,
1x13
tan or green leather.
red.
blue,
choice of black,
No. 2. size 15x25 inches, with black leatherette bookform card case. Price cover name only. Your address
Phone No. 15c extra. Addiprinted also. 20c extra.
tional lines 15c extra. Send stamps, coin
or money order.

The Latest Thing.
50

AGENTS WANTED.
THE DELUXE CO.

W.

for

pure

enjoyment of the tale, in the
background of my mind I am
always watching for picture possibilities.
You see, I have been on the screen for a
number of years now and I have always
taken an active interest in all parts of pic'
ture production, from the selection of the
story to its preparation in continuity form
and finally in direction. One of the most
difficult problems I have always faced is
that of finding suitable dramatic material.

a

locafilm-

One day
Mrs.

Sills

of Peter
asked me

I was talking about stories with
(Doris Kenyon) when the name
She
B. Kyne was mentioned.
if I had read his Valley of the

Giants and

that
arrived

said

I

when

55th

St.,

Dept.

839,

New

York.

I

That
found a
study table and

I had
home,

not.
I

I sensed
a real opportunity for a
character portrayal in the figure of Bryce
Cardigan. When I went to bed that night
my mind was filled with the possibilities of
Kyne's story and already I had started
planning my development of the character

tion.

I

-

wanted to play.
While I do not believe

attempt too

Many

of the scenes were photographed in
the Northern California forests, home of
the Big Redwoods. Humboldt County, California, noted for its giant trees.
All of us
did our best to become imbued with the
atmosphere of the story.

The question is sometimes raised whether
or not the enjoyment of a picture is increased by having read the story in book
form.

The

wise to
it
is
a transfer of a book to
believe that the spirit of

literal

the screen, I do
the original work may be and should be
have tried to do this in
preserved.
our picturization of Valley of the Giants.

We

answer,

it

seems

to

me,

depends

upon the temperament of the
one

copy of the book on my
as I had nothing to do that evening, I
started reading. The more I read the story
It seemed to breathe
the more I liked it.
fresh air and the conflict of strong emotions
in a fine free country, untamed by civiliza-

of

236

is

night,

BOOK
CHART

name on

read a novel, even

trig

Send for FREE
obligation. Big illustrated Booklet and JOB
you about, wonderful opportunities in all branches

TINY

I

qualify.

tell

New York

hen ever

when my reading

131

To develop gracefulness.
For stage career.
rj Because I love dancing.
For Movie career.
To reduce weight.
To become a dancing teacher.

No

in

from the

INFORMATION

Veronine Vestoff Academie de Danse.

X

Sills

ing of Peter B. Kyne's
masterpiece.

Just send coupon or write for details of my home
Right now. a wonderful offer is
course in dancing.
open.
Hush name and address.
V. VESTOFF. Academie de Danse. Studio 131
100 _W. 72nd St.. New York. N. Y.

Mark

Milton

tion shot

amount, to only
It
get the full benefit of my home course in dancing.
enables you to satisfy your ambition to learn how to
give you the same attention by mail that
dance.
I
my students receive here in my New York studio.

is

concerned only with

reader.
the plot

If

and

when there is no uncertainty
the development of the story, I suppose there is more thrill when a picture is
seen without previous knowledge of the
ending.
But I think that most of us can
lose ourselves in a good yarn even when we
know the outcome.

loses

interest

as to

A

faithful picturization of a book should
serve to visualize the characters as they
When
are already known to the reader.
this is done, the picture-goer experiences
an added satisfaction if he has already be
come acquainted with the author's charIf the actors are successful, they
give form and substance to the people already living in the imagination of the spectator, and this surely is a pleasurable experience
something like meeting an old
friend face to face on the street.

acters.

—

I can think of few higher compliments
than to have Peter B. Kyne see our version
of his story and feel that we have given

true expression
imagination.

to

the

creatures

of

his

SCREENLAND

"They Snickered When

Got Up To Speak"

I

'Butfrom the First Word, IHeld Them Spellbound
'T'HE banquet

was crowded.

hall

—Suddenly

I

-«
heard the chairman's voice say "We will
now have a few words from Mr. Byron Munn."
It came like a flash of lightning!
He was unexpectedly calling on me for a speech!
No time

to

—

beg

off
no chance to wriggle out of it!
I started to get up, I heard a titter run

As

around the

own
on

voice."
his feet!"

going to be funnier than
Irish Rose' !"
I knew they were laughing at me and expecting me
to make myself ridiculous,
but I only grinned inside. I
stood squarely on my two

.

What

'Abie's

"But

\^

hen

I

Almost from the

in!

—

first

Dav

—

Show You

How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How
How

Commenced

To Speak

After it was all over. Jack Hartray fell into step
beside me as I left the hall.
"Gee. that was a
he said enthusiastically.
great speech.
You certainly raised yourself about 100<^,
in the eyes of every person in
that place to-night .
.
And
yet
they used to call you 'a
20 Minutes a
human clam' and the quietest
Will
man in the office!"
to talk before your club <
lodge
It was true. too.
All my life
to address board meetings
,

is

and started

I over-

"He's so bashful he's

came another whisper. "This

feet

—

Was Once A "Human Clam"
fool of himself,"

someone whisper,

afraid of his
"He'll die

—

pairs

body

table.

"Watch him make a
heard

wave of applause rolling up from one hundred
of hands spontaneous, excited, thrilling!
Somepushed forward and grabbed my hand.
Others
followed and everybody -started talking all at once.
"Great work. Byron old man! I didn't know vou
had it in you!"
"You sure swept them off their feet! You're a
wonder!"

ening

word,

the smiles of doubt and derision faded from their faces.

They were incredulous
amazed Instantly the aimosphere became so tense that"
you could have heard a pin drop!

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

propose and respond to toasts
make a political speech
tell entertaining stories
make after-dinner speeches
converse interestingly
write letters
sell
more goods
train your

When
.silence

!

with a

retiring

nature.
I was so self-conscious that it almost hurt. With only a limited
education. I never could express
my ideas in a coherent, forceful
result I saw dozens
less ability pass me
by into positions of social and
business prominence siniply because they were good talkers and
knew how to create the right

of

As a

men

with

It

How

social position, power and
wealth to so many. It will
Dpen your eyes to a new

realization
of
in
store

what

holds

life

men

for

who master

the secrets of
Effective Speech.
See for
yourself!
There is no obligation.
You can obtain
your copy
free
by just
sending the coupon.

I finished, there was an instant of dead
And then it came a furious, deaf-

A
At

when

How

Lucky Accident

last
I began to despair of
I accidentally ran across a

to

I

Work Wonders With Words.

And

helped

to

say

right

me change

AMERICAN

Michigan

3601

Ave..

my
i
1

Dept.

me FREE,

|
1
i

without obligation,

copy of your inspiring booklet

Work Wonders

|

Address

,

City

III.

6321,

with

Words and

How

to
inforEffective

I

full

mation regarding your Course in
Speaking.

Name

—

Chicago,

6321.

INSTITUTE.

Illinois.

Please send

I

here that that little book actually
the course of my whole life.
Between its covers I discovered certain facts and
Difficulties
were
secrets
I
had never dreamed of.
swept. away as I
found a simple way to overcome
timidity, stage-fright and self-consciousness and how
to win advancement, popularity and success.
I don't
mean to say that there was any "magic" or "mystery"
about it. because I went at the Uling systematically in
the privacy of my own home, simply applying 20 minutes

want

Dept.

NORTH
Chicago,

anywhere
book entitled

getting
little

I

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
Michigan Ave.

was maddening!
|

No

!

—

and

Send for This Amazing Booklet!
Right now. we offer to send you absolutely free, a
copy of
Words.
to Wort; Wonders With
This remarkable little book will show you how to develop the priceless "hidden knack" of effective speech
that has brought success,

3601

—

—

timid

impression.

snickers
nor sneers now nothing but breathless attention
from every one of those hundred listeners! 5Iy
voice, clear as a bell
strong, forceful, unfaltering rang ouL through the banquet hall as I
hammered home each point of my message with
telling strokes that held them spellbound
I
et myself go
soaring to a smashing finale that
almost brought them to their feet!

—

had been handicapped

way.

memory

enlarge your vocabulary
overcome stage fright
self
confidence
develop
acquire a winning personality
be the master of any situation

!

—

I

shy.

each day.
And the results were certainly worth it
Today I hold the sort of position that I had
always envied.
My salary has been increased! I am
not only in constant demand as a speaker in public
but I am asked to more social affairs than I have
time to attend.
To sum it all up. I am meeting
worth-while people, earning more than I ever dared
expect and enjoying life to the fullest possible degree!
And furthermore, the sheer power of convincing
speech has been the big secret of my success!
The experience of Byron Munn is typical. Xot only
men who have made millions, but thousands of others
have found success after learning the secrets of powerful, effective speech.
Being able to say the right
thing in the right way at the right time has perhaps been responsible for more brilliant success than
any other one thing under the sun! And the secret
behind it all is so simple that it is astonishing!

I
'

|

,

_

_

state

|
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HANDBOOK OF MOTION
PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY
By Herbert

C.

edies,

a true handbook
and daily companion. Not only
does it contain a complete set
of tables, recipes, formulae,
but it describes every
etc.,
phase of both professional and

This book

is

amateur motion picture work.

Made

to

fit

the coat pocket so

it may always be at hand
emergency.
every
for

that

SYNOPSIS OF
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

HANDBOOK

Field of Cinematography
Principles of Cinematography

Camera, Lenses and accessories
Studio cameras
Portable cameras

7.

Sub-standard cameras
Motion camera in use

8.

Titles

9.

Laboratory work

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Editing
Projection
Projectors
Special methods

6.

Practical applications

Bibliography

Copious Appendix

PRICE $3.00

49 West 45th

Book
Street,

Dept.,

Desk

New York

5
City

For the enclosed $3.00 please send me a copy
of "Handbook of Motion Picture Photography."

Nanig

Address

Devore

loo\s

By Helen \.udlam

p

ATHE
eleven

Pathe
feature

WEEK
first

stuff.

films

on Broadway with
run theatres showing
Nine houses showing

and

two

additional

houses showing news reels and fables. Up
to this time the record for one company
was five features during the same week.
This was done by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Some one over at Pathe shows a decided
aptitude for generalship, for whether the
pictures are very good or not does not
matter a great deal. As a matter of fact
most of them were way above the average,
but competition is so keen that for a single
company to monopolize nine first run
houses for feature films is a feat not to
be sneezed at.
This is the lay-out.
The Paramount
Theatre showing The Forbidden Woman
with Jetta Goudal: the Gaiety showing The
King of Kings with an all star cast: B. S.
Moss' Broadway showing
Harp in Hoc\
with Rudolph Schildkraut and Bessie Love;
the Cameo showing The Wise Wife with
Phyllis Haver; Loew's State showing Mack
Sennett's The Girl from Everywhere; the
Strand showing The Dress Parade with
William Boyd and Bessie Love; the Colony
showing The Ange! of Broadway with

A

Trick work

SCREENLAND

of Educational Comout from the Paramount
Building and discovers Forty-Second St.

{[Dorothy

McKay, A.R.P.S.

Leatrice ]oy; the Hippodrome showing The
Girl in the Pullman with Marie Prevost and
the Roxy showing The Main Event with
Vera Reynolds. The Capitol and B. F.
Keith's Palace offered Pathe News reels and
Darn good, darn good.
fables only.
What's left over from the Pathe whirlwind is pretty good too.
For instance
there was the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer opening of Quality Street at Metro's charming
The picture was
little theatre, the Embassy.
adapted from the famous play by Sir James
M. Barrie and the star was Marion Davies.

of opinion was that Barrie's
whimsical, wistful charm is as fascinating
on the screen as on the stage, and that
those who remember Maude Adams in the
play will want to see the picture, too, even
though the screen story does not stick

The consensus

the text.
usual salutation of triple spot-lights
greeted the first nighters and singled out
of the decidedly unmannerly mob who
were not first nighters, Constance, the
beautiful daughter of Richard Bennett and
Adrianne Morrison. This statuesque girl
with her perfect features and vivid blonde
coloring is my idea of what a duchess
should look like but seldom does. Well,
anyway, Constance was there wrapped in a
strictly to

The

royal blue evening cloak that took nothing
the before mentioned loveliness.
Then the lady who made a pronoun
famous glided in escorted by a personable
young man whom the world knew all
about long before Madame Glyn discovered

away from

his

potentialities

for

screen

stardom.

It

was Art Goebel, the handsome young aviator

who braved

the

winds above

the

Pacific

Ocean and won through to Honolulu.
Another opening this month was Universal's long heralded Uncle Tom's Cabin.
There were no spots in front of the CenTheatre, and consequently not too
tral
much of a crowd which allowed the audience to get into the house in some comfort.

And

there were

many

celebrities too

that the spots would have picked up had
there been any. I saw Bessie Love, Willie
Wyler, Universal director; Hope Hampton.

Lee

Shubert.

William

A.

Brady,

Hays and 'Uncle' Carl Laemmle,

Will
smiling

and proud and being congratulated by
swarms of people. Everyone was given a
(Continued on page 101)
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Seefltesejanwus
CliMtwkrs come

toVwidQfy --

10,000,000
who've read

it

will tell

Peop.e

you that

UIHUtfcD HIUJ

The ShephercQ
one of the noblesS
characters ever poN
troyed in fiction.*

^enkcLb^mCUhW A. ROWLAND

one of the greatest American
novels ever written by the most
popular of all American authors
is

IW HLHUK4IT
— and

you cannot afford to
miss the powerful screen version
of this tremendously human, soullifting story just completed by
that

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES
•especially since the cast includes

MOLLY O'DAY
ALEC FRANCIS JOHN BOIXS MATUEVVBET7

under the masterly Direction of
ALBERT ROGELL
with Adaptation and Continuity by
MARION JACKSON
in a superbly beautiful production by

CHARLES

R. ROGERS

Wash
Qibbs
wrongest man
n the hills

iJMary <_Astor
BY REINICKE
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January

^Mary

^Astor the ^Adorable

The Rose

INbegun

in

and for

1928

of the

1906

in

Golden West Mary Astor carried on the career
Quincy, 111. In Don ^ Mary established once
1

all

she just naturally senoritas

candidate this

So now
Screen land's

that her lovely hair photographed 'Spanish.

month

all

for the

over the screen and

much

desired

is

title:

'The Most Beautiful Picture Girl.'

An

Editorial by Eliot Keen

— the January number of

Screenland marking a new year and a
Before we draw up our chairs we will have to put a
leaf in the table, for our family of Screenland readers has grown amaz'
(the cook and editor) are glad you like the fare and feel very pleased

ERE

it is

time of celebration.
ingly.

that

We

you are with us

in spirit.
1

In Spirit.

"The

Spirit of the

for faults, for scandals

and for

Movies'

—

is our secret.
movies we try to

that

failures in the

When
tell

others look

you of the won'

derful spirit of sincerity the players put into their pictures, the spirit of adventure
which infuses their lives and the generous spirit that controls their actions. Such
is

the spirit of

Screenland.

Happy 1928

"We

14

to

send you

you or

many

as a little girl

loves."

wrote on a Christmas card to our wife:

Pictures
only

as

men who

ap'

are

Inventions
great as the

When Vitaply them.
phone arrived they gave it
an idea to start with, the idea
of 'playing the picture' instead
of having a theatre orchestra.
It
was a wonderful idea.
Movietone is another invention
equally marvelous and the Fox

C[

organisation has given it a
great idea to carry it over.
This idea is that events have
interesting sounds.
By means
of this device we have heard
and seen the exploding motors
of departing trans- Atlantic flycheering
football
ers
and

Benito Mussolini spea\s to you through
the marvel of Movietone.

crowds.

The

future

is

bright

for

these devices for everyone likes

While Movietone is
making the news weeklies more
real, Vitaphone has caught the
town with Al Jolson.
Every invention of this nature makes us know our neighbors on this earth better. They
become human beings to us
them.

whom we better understand.
And universal peace will come
when

there is universal understanding and love.

("[President

Coolidge

welcomes

Colonel

Lindbergh.
Colonel Charles A.

Lindbergh whose
modest speech vjas
photo graphed on
the side of the film.

wife but

And

also a devoted father.

is

family and
than all the
of Troy on
who earns

money.

know

home and

considers his

—he

his

more alluring
Cleopatras and Helens
earth.
Here is a man

his dogs

sums

tremendous

And

yet

—

far

so

as

of
I

has been able to keep

himself free from all sorry scan'
dais and sordid entanglements. He
is just a perfectly normal, hard-

It

was a great

working, none-too-handsome comedian.
But he has the country in
And because he is
his pocket.
one of the most popular men in
the world
he can do anything.
only the other day, New York stood still
and permitted Harold Lloyd to take a picture on
one of the busiest streets in the city Park Row.

day

—

when
Charlie
Mother, Father and
the
dog,
'Tipper,'
posed with Harold
Lloyd.

for

Why

—

And nobody was

angry. Millionaires in their foreign made cars halted willingly while the country
comedian shot some scenes for his next picture
the method of transscenes using an old horse car
portation which was quite the mode in the musSilk-legged stenographers, hollowtached nineties.

—

chested clerks and roundshouldered bookkeepers all
crowded back
willingly

from

the

sidewalks,

breathlessly awaiting Harold's appearance.

time

T

No
is no dramatic story in Harold Lloyd.
more than there is in a five year old child. For all
great comedians are children. They never grow up

"nJHERE

like other folk.

And

derment and laughter.
There is absolutely no story

And

they never lose the glistening gifts of wonin

Harold Lloyd

at

all.

Here

is

a

man who

that naturally sounds any male's dramatic knell
Here is a man who not only loves his
so far as story telling purposes go.

loves his wife.

16

realizing

All the
they

that

f[A{OLD

Q Harold

Lloyd, Charles
Hecl{ *wd the prize win-

ning 'Tipper.'
lie's

a

svjeater

little

it's

If Char-

blurred
because his
is

heart was thumping so
vjhen the picture was
being ta\en.

(\He

stops off in

tries to

Chicago

and

square himself with

Charlie Heck.

Bj Rosa

R

would be docked one hour from
day's pay for even a few minutes
ness.

their
late-

And

a big Irish policeman went
with a grin on his face like

around
somebody

had given him a
couple of bottles of potheen.
And the sole reason for the
grin was that he could tell his
children that evening that he
had been looking after Harold
Lloyd.
And the tough east side kids.
What a problem they presented
to Harold's director.
"They'll
cut into our scenes and
ruin everything," he
said.

'"No

they

w^on't,"

the great clown answered.
"Those kids
will be all right.
You
wait and see."
And
they were. Instead of

(Cont. on page 78)
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of the Desert of Ambition where
scoffers leer and Despair pursues, lies the trail of the
would-be Scenario Writer. Some succeed.

Q Across

the hot sands

By G. W.
(Assistant

to

the

Department

Dramatic

Goldwyn-Mayer

u Sf

EAR

v.

life

I

am

enclosing a story entitled Mable's
will be able to
I hope you

use"

^—^JJ
of a

SlR:

Romance which

Y\

But that modest sentence held

all

Every year thousands and thousands of such

company

the hope

time.
letters ac-

the 'brain children' of professional and near
writers sent to the editorial offices of the

professional

The letters differ though.
companies.
Some contain fervent pleas and entreaties while others are
more business-like; simply stating that they are enclosing

moving

picture

their story.

But with each story sent out by these writers an unuttered prayer goes with it, hoping that the return mail
too
Alas! In a very short time
will bring them a check.
the story comes back and the dreams of the
short in fact

—

—

writer are shattered.
In spite of this fact I know that good original stories
I know that there are writers today who are
do sell.
I know there
selling their scripts and getting good money.
is

a

way

to market good stories.

'How? How?

1

You

ask.

Til tell you how
don't crowd and Til tell you.
others have succeeded in corraling honest to goodness moving picture money instead of a printed rejection slip. But
please do now think that this information is some magic,

Now

18

Sayre

Editor

Picture

of

of

the

Metro-

Company.)

some twist of the hand, or a rug like the Thief of Bagdad
used which will suddenly, without any effort on your
Such is not
part, carry you to success as a screen writer.
the case.

—

First of all you must have a good story to sell
piece of merchandise, we will say, which will not only
You wouldn't expect
attract, but will demand attention.
that wasn't
something
buy
company
to
picture
moving
a

good any more than you would pay good money for an
First let
old worn toothbrush with the bristles half out.
your story be good.
Now let us go back. I said that I know good stories
In the past six months I have
I do.
sell to the screen.
come in contact with nine authors who had worthwhile
material and who have sold their stories to picture comof these writers are practically unknown
because the statement is made in the
popular sense that their names have not blared forth in
the white lights of Broadway, and neither have their names
panies.

Some

I say this reservedly

been heralded from the printed page.
In no case, however, were these authors apprentices at
But like you they had failed and tried again.
their trade.
In the end they mastered the difficult art of writing and
consequently reaped the reward a just reward for their

—

perseverance.

(Cont. on page 86)

'The Perfect Sap" with Virginia
Lee Corbin and Ben. Lyon was
sold to First Rational Pictures
Inc., through an agent.

C[

Colleen Moore, shown in this
scene
with Larry
Kent in
'Her Wild Oats." This scenario

was an original, that is. had
never been printed nor played

on the

C[A scene from
What a Nurse'

'Oh!
with
This

stage.

Chaplin.
was the first scenario
of tvjo experienced

Goudal in 'White Gold'
which was a very successful film.
It was a failure as a play.
Sue
cess at the end of a heart break-

writers.

ing road.

Syd

<ljetta
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0NT/1NA
Q Myrna Loy finds

that

to

get the breaks

a different
way— then if you've got the goods—

it

well

is

to

be pretty in

By Eve

Bernstein

-s-r -^"Ou'd expect to see a sinuous sort of person with
Certainly
l° n g heavy ear rings and oriental beads.
you would expect to find her bathed in the most
exotic of perfumes and wearing the most ravishing
of gowns.

But Myrna proves to be a complete surprise. You don't
get the idea that she is a sophisticated woman of the world
There is a spontaneity
or that she is a calculating siren.
about her that you simply cannot associate with her screen
but which rather reminds you of a naughty
She has almond shaped green eyes which make
the best vamping eyes that ever vamped on the screen, but
She has red hair and a
in real life they're just devilish.
I was glad to see that she didn't lounge on
freckled face.
When I saw her
soft couches and wear flowing garments.
she was sitting on a wicker rocking chair with one foot under
She was
her, reading a book and munching chocolates.
wearing a green canton crepe two piece sport frock with
white collar and cuffs gave the dress a
a pleated skirt.
distinctly school girl appearance.
Her hair was a bit awry, and her
face was unpowdered, but she
personality,

school

girl.

A

didn't seem to

mind

a

bit.

she did not even think of

In fact,
it.

So

Myrna

Loy
neither
the glancing
fears

'

Her next
ture

of

nor the

admiring

pic-

glances from

Single.'

the sand shei\s.

'If

a

f*l

different

*J the

had
C[

Her
red,

are

hair

is

her eyes
green

—

something had
to
ter
it
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the

I

is

Were

waves
Pacific

happen
that
did.

af-

and

from

Myrna

I

expected

to see.

She told me her people were Welsh and Scotch,
and that she came from a small town in Montana.
"I cut the funniest figure, with my red hair
and freckled face, dancing ecstatically with a
flowing veil thrown over my skinny arms and
shoulders. When the other girls were mothering
I had
their dolls and playing games, I danced.

C[

Myrna

inspires

stagehand
least,

every

actor,

cameraman and

something touched,
with the gossamer wing of Art.
to

strive for

at
(I

my

heart on going on the stage."
"And how did you get there from that

set

—

Her
part

Girl

town

in

Montana?

know.
"Well, we moved to Los Angeles where I studied dancing
first with a teacher from India and then with Ruth St. Denis.
After that things happened pretty quickly. I worked as a
sculptor's model for a time, and then was given a part in
Syd Granman's ballet for The Thief of Bagdad."
I knew what happened after that.
Somebody introduced
her to Natacha Rambova, who gave her a part in What Pirce

I

wanted

big

first

'The

is

From

Chicago.'

to

her
real

Beauty, and dressed her up in the strangest
fashion' with skin tight gowns and a grotesque
herself not
blonde wig with straggling bangs over her
a movie.
forehead. Then Warner Bros., seeing that she
photographed so excellently, put her under contract.

And

suddenly the Myrna of the freckled face and red
became something she had never even thought about
slant eyed, oriental looking vamp who has it all over the Vaeska Suratt, Theda Bara, and Nita Naldi type. One wonders
if her ancestors were Chinese or Egyptian.
She is submerged in a flood of fan letter asking her for the secret of
hair

—

know

The

origin.

would need
life

fans

to see her in

only

once

to

not
oriental. There is a charming directness about her
speech that immediately
brands her as a practical,
ambitious young girl who
knows what she's talking about and won't stand for any
monkey business from anyone. Contrary to the languorous
atmosphere she creates on the screen, there is not the slightest suggestion of languor about her when you talk to her.
She speaks rather quickly and
(Cont. on page 84)
that

she

is

11

SOCK^/HAM BAM
-

-

Delieht Evans

You may
r_*sj

Ask
little muscle has a meaning of its own.
Gilda Gray; she knows. But on second thought
Because if we once
j you'd better not ask Gilda.
^ "^ *get talking about Gilda we may not be able to stop.
And this is supposed to be about something entirely difjust as good in their
ferent.
different set of muscles
own way, though. Oh, yes. And warranted to give us
girls a thrill.
And I must say it's about time we girls were
having our innings, to say nothing of outings.
VERY

HA
'

A

22

—

think that girls aren't interested in muscles.

You're wrong.

Take the cave-girl for instance. She usually managed
to start a scrap between the rival heavy-weights of the cave'
dwellers athletic association so they would fight it out in
her front-yard, while she stood by and cheered or hissed.

The weapons were clubs and muscles, mostly
how she loved to see 'em ripple. The big

muscles.

And

thrill for her,

however, came not with the final punch that left one less
cave-man in the community, but in winding the champion

BIFfeZUMM!
CAVALIER

CAVEMAN

around her little finger. She promptly
took all the conceit out of the con'
queror by making him run errands for
her.
She kept him in training. And
so

it

goes.

The fighter: strong as Samson, and
you know what happened to him.
Tough as a rhino but muscle-bound
at the slightest personal touch.
The
big sock-and-wallop boys win the ap-

—

—

plause from the little Delilahs
hand where they need it most. Ladies

«C'Is

Zat

went over
George O'Brien

and

Edmund

—

Lowe as come
have always loved fighters but ladies
dians.
have never stood in line to see one
before.
Now meet the champ!
George O'Brien 168 pounds, ringside,
and-emotion man of the movies. Ta-Ta!
I can remember when the only O'Brien we knew
was a dish of potatoes. That was in the days when
movie heroes were sheiks.
They had to have that
something that calls to mind gondolas and garlic, romance and ravioli. If they did any fighting it was with
swords; no fisticuffs dear me, no. Nothing so vulgar.
But they received their body blow, my dears, when
G. O'Brien came into the movies, though they didn't
realize it right away.
It took the movies some time to
become accustomed to the change. But once the girls began appreciating Mr. O'Brien's uncouth, rough ways, they

<C

George

O'Brien

]ust a regular
Francisco boy.

stage.

—
—

San

({In 'East Side, West
Side." George com-

—

bines the actor
the fighter.

—

and

gave in caved in, in fact. And now the screen is just
one big, happy prize-ring. There's a perpetual championship bout being waged, and we're
(Continued on page 102)

Ss telle

Taylor's

WRIST
WATCH

QEstelle Taylor

—^ stelle's

1

holding the

days are spent in the fascinating

study of other people.
When she sees
an arrogant lady she compares her every
^
* posture with her own interpretation of
'The Borgia' in Don Juan; when she sees a girl of
the tenements she thinks of her own part in J^ew
Tor\. Out of her careful observation of human
nature has come her great success.
So with our
crowd psychology all bright and shining we approached her upon the subject of a gift for a con-

HA
'

j

SCREENLAND.
"Anything of yours will be prised
mental reasons," we murmured.

little

spit-fire

of

be

sent

free

most

will

and most

sincere

taining letter.

enter-

Your

sub-

must be Estelle Taylor, and what a subject,
You will soon see Estelle
in 'The Whip Woman.' As the wife
of the World's
Heavyweight Champion she
ject

for

senti'

(£

and hubby

lived through his unhappy days
with him.
brilliant actress,
a loyal wife
can you write
about such a girl?

A

—

"The picture fans know
more than you think," con-

24

expensivest

to the writer of the

It

wife.

tinued Estelle.
So away she went from
the Ambassador to Cartier's and picked out for
Screenland readers the

offers

dearest,

Dempsey looked up amused
his

which she

watches.

-

at

watch

to you.

test in

"Fiddlesticks," said the wise Estelle

heaw

wrist

tiful

Address— ESTELLE

TAYLOR

Screenland Contest Department
G[

This is the prize $175. gold
watch, full size.
Tou can
enter the contest free.

49

West 45th Street
New York City

Contest closes January

15,

1928

The

JOHN

T.

^Most

"Beautiful

Still

of the

JMonth

PRINCE and DOLORES DEL RIO

M

RAAIONA

"She \neh there
off

in

mee\ness, penitent, sighing,

o'er the

tree

tops her heart went a-flying."

— Anonymous

-

WRAY
FAY
ding

has trouped from The WedMarch to a role opposite Jannings and
is now making The Legion
of the Condemned.
Pretty good for one little Wray of sunshine.

^holograph by Eugene Robert Richee

"T/ie torrent stri\es, the combers race

my

But yet serene

The course

heart can trace

that leads to thee."

OVE
Q The

white

hand of Beauty

still

swings

of the good ship Romance.

the tiller

By Kenneth Adams
"hen George Blackthorne

signed a five year
contract with the Imperial Players, Inc., he
wasn't the least bit enthusiastic about it, as

you'd expect him to be.
He had directed
years before that, saved his money and then produced
an independent picture.
It was a fine, entertaining and
intelligent picture, but he was bucking the big companies.
They shut down on him. He peddled his wares from one
distributor to another, but thev were all sewed up and
didn't dare buy it.
Finally Imperial made him an offer.
five

They'd buy
five

his

product outright

at

cost

and give him

a

year contract.

That offer proved that he was good, but it didn't make
him happy. It would mean working according to schedule,
have a continuity put in his hands and then like a school
kid,

follow

to go,

To

it,

—

so

many

scenes each day, so

many

days

and then on to the next one.

prevent getting into the rut of their general routine,
he asked for a stenographer, instead of a script clerk. He
wanted some one who could take notes with accuracy and
speed and learn to work his way.
They gave him Pat.
She was eighteen at the time and fresh from business
school.
The first day he saw her, he called her into his
private office and said, "We're going to work together and
I hope we'll get along amiably.
What is your name?"
He was sitting behind his desk when he spoke and she
was standing. She was a small girl, with chestnut hair,
clear gray-green eyes and a little tip-tilted nose.
Her
mouth was firm and not roughed and the chin below it
made you feel that she could stick it out, and then
well, the devil take you.
But even though she was small,
her wholesomeness seemed to fill the entire room.
"My name is Patricia O'Reilly," she answered him, in
a low round voice, and Blackthorne grinned.
"Sit down Pat, I'm glad to know you," he said, motioning for her to draw up a chair.
"They've told you my
name, I suppose? It's George Blackthorne, in case they've
overlooked it.
I'm going to tell you a tale of woe and
why I've asked for someone without experience on the set."

Pat gave him a sympathetic ear, and as he watched her
face while he explained that together they would try to
work out some of his ideas, he noticed the flashes of fire
that turned her eyes a dark smoky green and saw that
little jaw come out in that 'we shall and the divil take
them' attitude.
When he got through talking, he knew
he would like Pat and that she would be loyal to him to

the last ditch.

They shook hands on

it

and started on

their five year stretch.

Three years went by.

hand

in glove.

A

Pat and

perfect team.

Blackthorne worked

On

the set her stool was
next to his in the angle of the tripod legs. In the projection room she sat in front of him so he could talk into
her ear to overcome the racket of the projector.
After
the day's work, she typed her notes.
Sometimes she left
the studio at six, but more often at eight in the evening.

Every morning from eight-thirty "to nine-thirty she went
over the notes with him and together they planned the
day's work.
The officials were more than satisfied with Blackthorne's
work, in fact, rather proud of it. Every one of his pictures had been a money maker and the censors in the
various states could never find anything to do for their
shears when his name was cn the credit title.
Blackthorne wasn't satisfied though. He never could get
the cast he wanted, and when he and Fred, his camera man,
went on the carpet to fight for just a little time to experi-

ment on some

special effects, the

answer was always the

same.

G.

"We're satisfied with your work, Blackthorne," the
M. would say, "and can't afford to spend money on

experiments."

So there you are. What could he do? Pat would try
and comfort him. She would wrack her brains to help him
think up original ideas to make the old, cut and dried
stuff more interesting and he appreciated that.
"Pat," he'd say, more than once, "you're a game little
scout.
I'm salting it away, and someday we'll show 'em
what a real picture looks like."
29

Blackthorne looked him over carefully, from head to
His heart was singing within himself at the sight
of this boy who was ready to fight for the right of loving
Pat; who wasn't afraid to tell him to go to hell, instead
of crawling and fawning for favors like too many others
Then he grinned and held out his hand to Jack.
did.
They gripped, long and hard, both grinning like kids, but

hard
regarded Pat as a pal. He didn't realize how
anAnd
way.
same
the
worked
he
because
worked,
she
didn't
woman—
a
as
her
He didn't regard
other thing.
love somebody
stop to think that she had a heart and could
of the
with every fibre of her being. Not until the end
stock
Imperial
the
joined
Kennedy
year, when Jack

He

foot.

third

company for juvenile business.
felt like walkJack Kennedy was the sort of a chap you
saying, 'Hello,
and
back
the
on
slapping
to,
right
up
ing
He was of medium
brother, how're they treating you?

not a

slender,

energy.

You

blonde,

couldn't

blue-eyed and full of life and
help liking him, and he worked

dog for his fifty dollars a week.
The first day he walked on the set, when Blackthorne
going to
introduced him to Pat, you just knew what was
pump-handled
and
her
to
out
hand
his
held
He
happen.

like a

her

little

.

arm

in real joy.
we'll be friends,

Pat," he said^ and grinned.
do
grin vanished and he went on, "I want to
do."
I
something here, honestly
wasnt in
Pat had smiled right back into his eyes, and
"I

Then

hope
his

?

All
She said
the least bit of a hurry to free her hand.
if you'll knuckle down
and
friends,
be
we'll
right, Jack,
ahead."
there's no reason why you shouldn't get

and work,

It was the first
Blackthorne heard their conversation.
of reserve,
time Pat had ever let down her usual wall
ri g ht
all
be
must
he
boy,
the
and if she approved of
He wasn't wrong either. Jack had a tough part in that
The heavy slammed him harder than was
production.
because he was the only man who could go right
-

necessary,

You see the
Pat and be welcomed with a smile.
the wrong
was
which
way,
own
his
in
heavy had tried it
way to approach a girl like Pat, so she had frozen him
on the spot. When Jack came on the set and was greeted
warmly for no reason at all, that just riled the heavy and
up

said.

Blackthorne left, he stopped beside Pat's desk and
watched her nimble fingers flash over the keys. She looked
up at him and smiled, and for the first time he noticed
that she was lovely. He patted her on the head as though

1

height,

word was

As

she were a child, called Jack in and asked,
more have you kids got to do here?"

"The

"How much

report in Jack's machine and this one

page of

notes," Pat answered him.
"Well, the eats are on

Blackthorne tossed a

"Good
he

left

Pat

night,

kids,

the office.
fingered the

profile as

"What

me tonight," and saying that,
on Pat's typewriter and with a
you both early in the morning,"

bill

see

bill

thoughtfully and

studied

Jack's

he pecked away at the report.
did Mr. Blackthorne say to you, Jack," she

in-

terrupted him.

For a moment, Jack didn't know how to tell her what
he'd told Blackthorne. He played aimlessly with the keys,
your
for it was one thing to tell a man who doubted
intentions that you loved, but quite another to describe
your feelings to the beloved. He looked at her for encouragement and got it. Her eyes were dark green pools that
just

seemed

to

surround him with

caresses.

There was no

to

made him

nasty.

that was to
Jack learned from Pat the reason the fist
She warned him to
have grazed him had landed solid.
The
watch out. Jack promised he would —and he did.
the
same day after the day's shooting was over, he invited
Pat
compliment.
the
returned
heavy out on the lot and
was waiting for him when he punched the clock to go
home, and when she saw his swollen lip, she asked him

come up to her office.
She bawled him out unmercifully for taking the chance
another
of having his face banged up and made him carry
reports.
the
with
her
help
and
room
typewriter into her
very much
Jack had nothing to say for himself. He was
was eightIt
will.
a
with
ashamed and went to work
he had
thirty when Blackthorne returned for some papers
forgotten and found them both together.

to

A

great

many

things

may

be said about Blackthorne,

the
but above all, he was clean and straight. He expected
same thing from those who worked with him. When he
saw Jack in the office at that hour, where he had no
closed
business, he called him into his private office and

He didn't sit down either nor beat about the
the door.
point blank, "Jack, just what are you
asked
but
bush,
doing up here and what are your intentions toward Pat?"
That from Blackthorne made Jack boil. Only a few
hours ago he had slammed one man with all his might to
teach him to respect Pat, and now his own attitude toward
Pat was being questioned. He looked Blackthorne straight
seemed
in the eyes, in fact he looked beyond them and
Then he answered, and his voice
to search his mind.
trembled with tenseness:
"I love Pat, Mr. Blackthorne.

I

think she's the sweetest,

most wholesome girl God ever made. Now what've you
And as he said that, he stepped
got to say about it?"
back a pace, his feet shifted noiselessly, his shoulders sort
of eased forward and his eyes drilled into Blackthorne.
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holding him now. He blurted out the words, one tumbling
over the other, in his eagerness.
"He asked me what my intentions were towards you,
and I told him that I loved you— I do Pat,—dearly. I
Please
think you're the sweetest girl God ever made.
don't turn your face away, Pat."
In his ardor and sincerity he got

up and

stood over her

with one hand on the back of her chair and the other
covering her fingers on the keyboard. The hand that held
her fingers trembled, and so did his voice.
"Pat dear," he went on, "I haven't anything to offer
I want to do something in this business and if I
you.
can have your love, I'm sure I can do it. Do you know
the kind of parts I want to play?" He kneeled down in
front of her, so that he could see her eyes and folded his
hands in her lap like a kid does when he says his prayers
to his mother.

"I

want

to

play parts like

Wally Reid used

to,

the

(\A

script girl

in love can out-

and

wit Fate
give

Love

the

close-ups.

a

kina that will make people laugh with
a lump in their
throats and make the kids glad too.
I know
only a

ham

now— fifty

supply

my own

huh

?"

A

Fm

a

week

when I have to
Will you wait, will you

doesn't go far

wardrobe.

change had

suddenly come into Pats eyes, that
stopped him. Little spots of fire glowed in the center
of
those dark green pools and she took him by the
ear and
scolded

see to

her boy; clean, sincere and ambitious.
that he got to the top.

She would

it

After a little while,— lets not speak about
the things
they said, or the promises they made each
other but you
can believe me, that people who deal in
emotions every
day to make you laugh and cry, are fust as hungry
for

—

clean love and affection as anyone else;
well, after" awhile
then, they walked hand in hand through
the hu^e
quiet
=

studio.

"Jack Kennedy, don"t you ever dare
again.

He was

The

idea.

call

yourself a

ham

Do you

think Fve been wracking my
brains forjittle bits of business to make you stand*
out,
"
to be told it's for a ham.
I
But she didn't get any further. Jack just gathered her
into his arms

and sealed her

lips.

Pat returned his

kisses.

Only the work lamps, forty feet up and just below the
Wer£ g °ing
Thdr d
li ht
threw fantastic

g n 7'

™

S
u
shadows
over the sets, that during the day hummed with
activity and looked like a million dollars.
But now, they
were like the dead skeletons of old, forgotten romances
There is nothing so dead as a dead
(Co „t. on page 9^)
-
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a^e as ujUc^
(\There

is

always a

satyr- like challenge in

a man's
every

kisses

girl

answers

unconsciously.

'Renee Adoree
and John Gil-

bert in 'The

Big Parade.'
Little

Renee who

every
she plays.
lives

[

creen
ting

The

part

kisses

and

have advanced the

carried

it

upward

art of pet-

so that

now

in-

stead of being a matter of heart speaking
to heart it has reached the neck.
censors have done very well in this matter

They found
of putting sense into sensualities.
of a kiss
longevity
and
duration
time
that the
was the cause of its hellish characteristics and
while this smacks of the old fiery gospel of our
fore-fathers it has nothing to do with the fourLothario
flushers. No siree! No weak, enfeebled
ever braves the jaws of Death nor the lips of the

Time is the essence of the conBe she ever so homely
everytime.
tact
there's no place like the ruby stained lips
of the willing sheba where this matter of
time has so much influence upon the lives
and fortunes of men. Suppose for ex-

lovely.

ample that one were chastely
a cutie during the
gathering dusk. If this salutation be continued until the

saluting

is all gathered and even
are beginning to
milkmen
the
flit about, it will be found on

dusk

examination that the chaste
element has almost if not
quite evaporated or in a manner of speaking, boiled away.
So the censors are right about
32

which

NDIVlbl'Ml'lV
Observe

X5

M

5o1|n Gil 6 erf
timing the osculations and
principles involved

we

if

shall

we

are interested in the scientific

be obliged to carry on the experi-

ments ourselves.
"But what about the individuality of kisses?" asks our pet student
and we can only recommend that you
learn these secrets from the lips of youth
when fauns scamper through your veins
and when by
the shining
stars in the
eyes of your
love you can
set your course
to happiness.

'Bardeleys,'

Eleanor

Boardman

([Joan

Crawford

and beauty

and

unyielding

'Twelve Miles
Out' and sink'

Gilbert

in

C[

Anna May Wong is
the best \nown Chinese

girl in the

world.

r?"OSEYlNG around the De Mille lot,
e tumu l tuous rough-stuff
U P on
r\/ I of Chicago
I wandered back through
\\
V
1
-^the decaying palace of Caiaphas, and
soon found myself in Thibet surrounded by the
shaven priests of that land. Suddenly a Mon~x\

^

with a boyish figure stood
to smile, and through her
smile I seemed to recognize a little
Chinese friend of the long ago.
"I've been thinking about you

dancing
re

^

girl

me and began

—

" But this
lately," she said, "and
gracious beginning was cut short
as she was called to the set.
And so I perched upon a camera

and watched Anna May
do a very dramatic scene
under the patient and genial direcI had never
tion of Fred Niblo.
seen her work before and I marcase

Wong

veled at her artistry.
"She's a great little trouper,
"I
one of his smiling asides.
Fred
could direct her in something worthy of

only wish I
her talents."
As Ljsgi there and watched,
ten yeaTS^— to a time when

my mind went
I

was

living

back

up

in

Arroyo Seco, and two little Chinese girls,
ten and eleven, used to trudge up the hill, leave a
heavy bundle of laundry on the back porch, and
HSfgt come to visit me in my writing shack among
They were Liu Ying
giant eucalyptus trees.
and Anna May, daughters
called her Lulu
of dear old Wong, who for thirty years had added
the

—

cleanliness to his transparent godliness.

At

May

that time Lulu was studying music but Anna
wished to become a writer and so she would

bring her
C[

Anna May. Wong and

her

brother before her father's
laundry.
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little

compositions to

me

for

criticism.

We

became great friends.
The years went by and

as

Chinese crowds were

Safi's

(\Her

oriental soul

tus flower

and

knows

the lo-

temple bells are

within her understanding but

around Hollymuch for Anna

the four-flushers

wood were

May

too

Wong.

constantly in

demand

it

was

inevitable that

Anna May

should participate. Her bright
mind and good English brought her rapidly
to the front in these exciting adventures
and it was not long before the diminutive
child was acting as interpreter and doing
foreground bits.
In the meantime we had moved to Beverly

Hills

and

after that I

saw

little

of

Anna May, though I had occasionally
heard how she had been gradually advanced into small
ered

how

she

parts.

was

I often wonaccepting her

growing honors.
Then on a certain memorable night
of a great Movie Revue at the Auditorium we saw our little friend again,
charmingly dressed in her native cosC[
.

Her next
vAll

picture
be 'The Devil

Dancer*

with

Gilda Gray.

tume, as one of the 'Baby

([

The

spar\

Anna May

\

[

ignited
in j
'The Thief of
Bagdad' still
j
burns dearly. £
'The Chinese
i

Parrot'
latest.

is

her

Stars' in a lively number.
Each of the pretty young things carried a spotlight which
at a given cue was turned upon some 'notablV in the
audience, who would then rise and take his bow.
Leave
it to these wise youngsters
undoubtedly coached by their
still wiser parents— to flatter the big studio
executives.
One after another they turned their smiles and lights
upon those from whom they might expect future favors.
All but Anna May— she preferred to honor her friend!
Nor was her embarrassed friend able to hide behind the
more or less ample skirts of his tall
(Com. on page 82)

—

3J

Grace Kingsley

foes co

Robinhoods, Russian princesses and other picturesque
characters.
G[

Only
It was hot and everybody had unmasked.
Albert Gran protested.
"You shouldn't unmask until twelve o'clock !" he

—

Richard Dix
lie's good on the
screen
party

but at
a la-la!

—

a

exclaimed.
C[

a

fancy

Lovely Lois
Wilson.

party seems to be
just a challenge to all the dead
serious people to put on clown
costumes and all the funnypeople to turn into romantic characters!"
exclaimed Patsy, 2&s we made our way into
Jean Hersholt's drawing room, and met a
bewildering array of Pierrots, Bo-Peeps,
36

dress

"And," confided Patsy with a
possibly miss Albert, whether he

laugh,

had

a

"You

couldn't

mask on or

not,

and so tall!"
Jean Hersholt was a roaring forty-niner, red nose
and all, and it was good to see his beaming face, after
our long drive, as he handed out near-beer to everybody across the long tables in his big party den, where
we all sat down to supper. It is a sound proof den,
and a party can make all the noise it wants to, and
even the people in Jean's drawing room won't be dishe's so fat

Cf

Can you imagine!

When

a

great

character

actor

wants
dresses

fun

up in an-

other
p.

char-

acter.

Ik

<

he

s

1.

A

Jean Hersholt in his
masquerade costume
representing a plas-

C Fascinating

Patsy
Ruth Miller always

tered placer miner,
•and with him his
wife Pierrette.

wrec\s the stag

<t

Mjie.

Johnny ~Mac\ Brown
smiling along.

(^Beautiful
Billie

Dove.
.

Jean Hersholt,
actor,
gentle

man and gc
nial

turbed,

gaucho costume, like the
one which Douglas Fairbanks
wears in his new picture, The Gaucho,
gala

host.

much

less his

neighbors.

Mrs. Hersholt looked radiantly lovely in a Pierrette
costume. Little Jean, their son, was on hand for a little while, but was sent early to bed.
However, I
caught a~glimpse of him, clad in his pajamas, looking
wistfully over the balustrade

below.
Donald Crisp

from upstairs

at the rev-

ellers

men
the

in countries

men

dress

that!" whispered

where
like,

Patsy*

Leah Baird overheard-

was gorgeous

in a South

American

—

wide, red sash, high, flaring boots, wide
hat and all. Donald was quite the beau
of the ball.
'"No wonder women are slaves to the

(Cont. on page 76)

^Charles

°™

Farrell

H

°Jf^''t
woods
most

popular men.
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HAT

LORY
By Martin Martin

a [^w s^ hank

T

.

thee,

new

O

Lord, for Greta

the paen of fikadom's
"the perfect
favorites,

Garbo,

is

thirty-fours."

Greta has done three things:

Made

1.

cutie

types

women

with

and

flapper

passe.

Reinstated

2.

tall

curves.

Compelled leading men to build
up the heels of their shoes and
pad their shoulders.

3.

A

accomplishment, starting a
Greta, of course, is
but she is the
responsible,
not entirely
most picturesque of the new school of

new

sizable

fad in figures.

screen

[Greta Garbo
is

the

rage

and despair

%J:f

of
'

heroines,

and

larized

a sense, poputhe prevailing

mode

of

has,

in

figures

in

Hollywood.
To be a flat-chested

Q Get ) our

tape measures girls.

Here are the measurements of
the beauties who have

changed the movie traditions
of Hollywood.
1

ments, but" she has raised the hue and cry for the
type which has supplanted the flappers 'perfect
thirty, or whatever flapppers were.
In no other instance, here recorded, has any actress admitted to more than 5 feet 6 inches in height.
Greta, as I said, is distinctive. But in other measure
1

ments many of the new
closely the

film favorites

approach very

Garbo model.

Three of the new beauties, one a star, and the
other two supporting players of increasing prominence,

give

their height as
.

5 feet

6 inche«

Th^rt^K
'

That ever

loveli'

ness should be a

matter of inches,
and beauty come
by the yard!

J,

t

I

and curves
in Holly--

woe*

^the

than\

•^son's

lovers

ground
screen

-ibe novelist's

6.

old gag.

.gether."

Because

;metnms

to mould.

To get down, or up, to acutal measurements,
and using Greta Garbo as the model, we find
that the screen heroine of today aspires to the

following specifications:

Height:

5'

8"

Weight:

120 lbs.
341/2"
Waist:
27 2 »
Hips:

Bust:

-

y

3 6"

Ankle:
Wrist:

8"

Shoulder

Shoe

to

waist

size

Like all great beauwith
distinctive
charm, Greta departs
from perfect measureties

(\

Jane Winton,
feet six

five

and 124

pounds, is coming on in good
shape.

These three

Eve Southern.

S

though on the screen foi^ some
prominence until after Garbo flamed

actresses,

not gam their real
time
Esther now is a s ar f
across the screen firmament.
passage
her
seen on four different
was
who
free-lance
Paramount Jane is a
« tc be one of
Southern
Los Angeles this week; and Eve
will bear
which
opus
Fairbanks
new
he two feminine leads in the
The
Over
in
Gaucho
Fairbanks as the
he an^nTbilhng "Douglas
in the
name
Eves
for
room
no
will be
I am afraid there
AndeT
been spelled out.
lights after all that has

saSTS

,

;

electric

The measurements

of these three are as follows:

Esther Ralston

124

128
34

Weight:
Bust:
Hips:

38

Waist:
Shoe size:

26 1/2
5a

people in Hollywood

Winton
5'

5<6"

Height

Many

Jane

34

38
27
6a

who

should

know

think

that Esther Ralston has the most
beautfiul figure
on the screen. It

certainly
a

pleasant

is

sub'

^ vjnCT

ject

to

Jigure.

eats anything.

She

speculate upon, even

if

one

might have preferences elsewhere.
At any rate Esthers figure is being
with her
featured on an equal basis

Paramount productions.
Very much the same policy is being
with
carried out by First National
in

acting
3
has

Gray

la

Eve Southern is a
newcomer, and of
the new and ap-

reference to Billie Dove.
s
But before I get to Billie, there
considered.
be
to
Lilyan Tashman
will tell
Lilyan, as anyone on the in

proved design.

you,

control of
pertndtij

'ect

ons.

'

is

one of the most sought after

free-lances

Ralston

tr
;s

you

t

a

g
>e

it

realize
terrible

would be

blind.

in

the

business.

She's

days would have been looked
tallish, too, and in the old
directors.
at doubtfully by casting
who is exactly 5 teet
She is the only actress of my list
are weight,
measurements
Lilyan s other
V? inches tall
:

5

of determined reducwaist, 26.
and
34'/2;
hips,
33;
bust,
ingreaches another
Comine down a half inch in height, one

115 pounds

(this represents a

lot

of the screen's recent and outstanding successes, Billie Dove.
Where was Billie Dove in the other years? It is a question
which puzzles everybody in Hollywood. Of course, the answer
is she was in the Follies and dubbing around pictures, but until

GT Lily an

T'ashman,
who

free
lance
alvjays busy.

about the time that Garbo brought curves back to the screen,
Billie"s light shone unseen.
Aside from a surpassing facial beauty, Billie is conceded by
all in the film colony to represent perfection in figures, down

'Dolores Del Rio
is
the exception
that proves the
rule.

There is no real cause for discriminating against the rest of Billie.
only suffers by comparison with her other charms.
As I have said, she is 5 feet 5 inches in height. Her weight, apparently undeviating, is 116 pounds.
It is the sensation and the envy of" Hollywood that Billie
could eat potatoes and white bread if she wanted to and still maintain her figure.
Her bosom, the acme of her charm, is 34%; her hips, 37%; her waist, 27; her
wrist, 6; her ankle 7.
And her admirers, if I may digress, number nine-tenths of the population of
the film colony. The other tenth, needless to say, are women.
Similar in height to Billie is Myrna Loy, whose odd-shaped eyes look out from
Warner Brothers pictures. Myrna is not a perfect 34; except in height she is
nearer flapper measurements than any of the other players here included.
But
she is of the new school, and, I feel, should be included.
Myrna"s height is 5 feet 5 inches. Her weight is 120 pounds: her bust, 32; her
hips, 34; her waist, 24; her shoe, 5aa, and, for good measure, her glove size, 5%Two names much on the lips, two figures much in the eye of Hollywood today
are possessed by Maria Corda and Gilda Gray. Opposite
(Continued on page 97)
to the waist.
It

Myrna Loy

one

of the newest of
the new school of

120 pounders.
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a
is

ELIGNT

'Al never gave a better show at the Winter Garden

eJA

inger

Q M-a-m-m-y!
H,

Mammy!

Yes,

and oh Pop, and
Uncle and Auntie,
and all the kids,
You'll all want to see
too.
The Jazz Singer. Did I say
This Al
see? I mean, hear.
Jolson

<(AI Jolson

picture

is

the worst

drama has
Now, now, Al
ever had.
You're a swell movie actor, but
wallop the

silent

keep your burnt cork on.
is it your fault that you're a better singer?
Boy, you're
the greatest coon shouter there is; and it's your shoutin'
that makes The Jazz Singer such grand entertainment.
Considered as a movie, it's just another slice of apple
strudel.
But as a show say, as a show, Al, you never
gave us any better at the Winter Garden.
That's why
folks who have never had a chance to see you will flock to
see your picture. And the old-timers will go crazy when
they hear I mean, see you as Jakie Rabinowitz. The only
trouble is, the spoken parts of The Jazz Singer make the
silent parts seem pretty dumb.
After that scene at the

—

—

C[

piano with your ma, Al,
ing

away

you want

to get the 'feel' of

Side,

West

little

old

New

It's

42

it's

all

a terrible

hold that against it. The story of the Jewish cantor's son
who runs away from home to sing on the stage instead of
in the synagogue is sure-fire.
It follows Jakie while he
becomes Jack Robin, a famous Broadway star, and brings

—

him

to his Big Struggle
the choice of singing in the
church, to comfort his dying father, or keeping his date to
open in a big show.
Hokum but good. And when

—

Jolson intersperses his acting with 'Blue Skies,' 'Kol Nidre,'

and 'Mammy,' The Jazz Singer assumes the proportions of
entertainment.
May McAvoy, Otto Lederer,
Warner Oland, Eugenie Besserer, and Cantor Josef Rosenblatt make up the good cast directed by Alan Crosland.
But it's Jolson who puts it over.
Ask Mammy she
knows!
(She ought to, by this time.)
big-time

—

York,

referred to as 'jaded.
course, you probably suspect by this time that I
working up to George O'Brien.
You're right.
O'Brien's picture. He plays a boy from a river barge,
just

then,

—

kid her along
after beher how cute she is, and
of a sudden, the drama goes
tell

shock.
Everybody wanted
you to go on talking or singing. Movies will have to go
Vitaphone all the way, now, in self-defence.
The Jazz Singer is to blame, but nobody is going to

girl,

Manhattan

with a wallop in both fists. He's a fighter with
a soul
ah, there, you Gene Tunney! George
is just a combination of Gene and Jack, with

—

Side.

1

But of

when you

—and

EST SIDE

—

am

— and
—

silent

Portraying the elusive spirit of that gay old

Director Allan Dwan
his Manhattan.
So does Felix Riesenberg, who
wrote the story. The sights and smells and sounds
are all here
and it's no Movietone, either. For the first
time, I think, a director has really captured the elusive
spirit of that gay old girl, Madame Manhattan.
Most of
the pictures with a metropolitan background have pictured a Father Knickerbocker, whereas N. Y. C. is nothing
but a jade. That's why New Yorkers are so frequently
see

those years

sing to her

back to

EAST SIDE
IFknowsEast

all

an extra muscle.
his east-side

a rich

He

cleans

up

in the prize-ring, thrilling

sweetie, Virginia Valli;

man from

west-side,

and also interesting
Holmes Herbert, and his ward,

June Collyer. And now the fun begins. The west-side
in George isn't satisfied with what the east-side does.
He
wants to be a builder to have a hand in the making of
this mighty Manhattan.
His rich patron makes it possible; and from then on it's west-side against east-side
and may the best girl win. It ends with a glorious drunk
for George.
He paints the town red and wakes up black
and blue next morning. Oh, it's a part he can get his

—

teeth into.

—

It suits his

own

east-side west-side personality

tough and tender.

fighter- dreamer;

That's George.
I
don't know which I'd rather watch
O'Brien the actor or
O'Brien the fighter. Well, in this picture he does both at
once. Actually an expert boxer, George does a bit in the
ring at the beginning of his character's career that would
almost convince you George was green to the gloves, him-

—

({Marian plavs

a

He knows

self.

love scene,

double

—

me

let

up,

live

feminine

Bill

in

—

—

in

in

The

Davies plays Marion Bright, who makes
the basket every time.
She's a sort of
feminine Bill Haines a dainty smart-

—

collegiate

Fair

aleck

Co-Ed

Can you

if

learns

to

practice

college

did in Brovjn of Harvard.
Marion never looked prettier nor acted

bear it? May I drop a
ever see anything half as
blood-curdling.
Good, clean sport that's The Fair
Co-Ed. George Ade would never know
his little girl.
He'd give her a hand
but not where she'd expect.
Marion
stitch

who

spirit as Bill

you'll see a rousing girls' basket-ball

game!

hope they ask us to go alone.

CS-ed

thrill.

races

I

Haines

seen football and baseball games

and crew
pictures.
But now

Town

take a tour of the

—you're
You've

everybody

for a real,

you that Miss Valli never uses a
Next time Mr. Dwan and company

tell

no, never.

FAIR
PERK

the ropes.

Virginia Valli makes the east-side sweetheart picturesque
and appealing. And in case you're interested in the ladder

wittier.
But as usual, she gets little or
no support from her surroundings,
though John Mack Brown does his stalwart best.
There's plenty of college
spirits in T7ie Fair Co-Ed.
But I think
it could stand a little more gin in it.

I

—

C?9
({Marion Davies

({Romance begins

NO
IF

Smoke, flirt, and get cast up on a desert island. Girls,
take a hint from Mary and stage a little transformation
scene all your own.
If it does half as much for you as
it does for Mary, you'll never be sorry.
The emancipation
of the gentle Miss Astor is something to write poems about

—

preferably.
For Mary even does a black
there aii^hing a home girl won't do once she
lets herself go?
Of course, any time Mary wants to go
back to the sweetly simple again, all she has to do is to
free verse,
Is

TO GO

f)LACE

you want to witness the transformation of Mary
Astor, don't miss ~Ns> Place to Go. And when I say
transformation, that's just what I mean.
Mary has
hidden her own abundant tresses under a super-smart,
short, wavy wig; and the result is simply astounding. It
leads Mary on to do all sorts of "things she never did before.

bottom.

home

at

take off the wig.

But

I

hope she won't.

She's a splendid

soubrette.

No
it's

Go was

Place to

directed by Mervyn Le Roy, and
There are scenes that Mr. Le Roy

very young.

all

when he

will blush to look at

They

speaking.

same,

there's

a

are

has grown up, directorial!)'

downright

But

childish.

just

the

refreshing

atmosphere about the whole
thing.
Naive, but nice. Man- is a modern girl with oldfashioned ideas of romance. She wants her cave-man and
she wants him rough and ready. But when she and Lloyd

Hughes

try to live

up

to her

And Mary

dreams on that

desert

isle, it

sisters

have before her, that romance begins

and

find

rains.

little

old

finds out, as all her screen
at

home.

(Try

it.)
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'

The

real laugh has nothing to

FIREMAN

AVE
Q False

do with

fires

MY

Alarm

CHILD
you're fond of running to

IF out

be

to

big

blaz.es

or

fires,
little

whether they turn
Willie's

back-yard

Fireman Save My Child has a message for
Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatton are in
department now, and maybe you'll think they ring

bonfire,

you.
the

fire

the

bell.

calls

Josephine

Dunn

is

the

fire chief's

daughter

who

out the department every time she wants her dress

hooked up, or

She just burns 'em up
until her father issues orders not to answer any more calls
from his home, come what may. And it does. There's a
real fire, and Fire Chief is compelled to cry, 'Firemen'
to put out the cat.

(see title)
The boys
oblige.
The real
laugh of the evening,
especially if you go
in the afternoon, has
nothing to do with
fires.
It concerns the
efforts of the hard.

working

co-stars

carry a piano
It's
the only

'((Wallace Beery

and Raymond Hatton

to

up seven flights of stairs. Laugh that
chance you get.
Otherwise this is

off.

just

another false alarm.

G[Fred Thomson's spectacular stums are

this

picture's feature

ESSE
Thomson

({Fred

graduates into the
big-time

movie

class

of

stars.

AMES
you're magnificent, and

n other

Fred Thomson comes
us that Jesse James was

idol smashed.

along and

tells

good boy

He was

kind to
his mother, and although he did hold up
a stage-coach or rob a bank occasionally, he did
it all for the best.
Just a great, big, honest squareshooter, that's what he was.
And here I always
thought Jesse was a bad man to be proud of
with no nonsense about him. Next thing we know
we'll be hearing that Lucre-ia Borgia was -a nice
little thing with a mothering heart.
(Well, she
was.)
Fred Thomson rides Silver King right into Broadway and Broadway seemed glad to give 'em a
hand.
Jesse James marks Fred's graduation into
the big-time class of movie stars, and it seems too
a

bad that
King,
44

I

at

heart.

his vehicle isn't big-time, too.

don't

mean

you.

No,

Silver

You're a beautiful hoss,

go

you'll

down

history as the

in

first

screen

horse

who

addressed as Tardner.'
Thomson never once breathes
into his noble steed's ear.
isn't

And what a relief that is.
Although this white-washed
Jesse James makes a dull
movie plot, Thomson's superb riding and his spectacular stunts give the picture

some claim to
about

thing

you

don't

there's

interest.

a
like

One

western
the

—

if

story,

always a lovely horse,

fool, and Mother
Nature spreading herself in

a

riding

the background.

<CA

Turkish delight

ARABIAN

Two
"\( "p^ou may go

in a per'

teams Bill Boyd and
Louis Wolheim.
Beauty and
the Beast.
But Louis' face is
perfect

feet little lady or little

1

gentleman,

sthan

come out

a

more

but

likely

rough-neck.

you'll
This

his fortune,

get

one of those genteel little
It's
a good old-fash-

isn't

ioned

rough-house.

you'll

whether you like it or
C Bill Boyd and
not.
It's one of those comedies
that makes an audience just one
big happy, informal family
first names and everything.
After all, if you poke a perfect stranger in the ribs by
way of appreciation of Louis Wolheim's whimsicalities
(polite for L. Wolheim's face) you can't object if he
pokes you back. That starts things; and before you know
it you're old friends.
So it goes all the way through the
hectic adventures of those two doughnuts who turn nights
into dase and otherwise upset Arabia.
Add to your
like

and don't you
is

usual

in

for-

these

the two boys are
friendly foes.
They steal each
other's pants, exchange kicks,

up-

It's

and

As

scrambles,

farces.

roarious and rowdy,

it.

it

—

(CTou

and

and make up.
In
wanderings they meet
Louis WoIJiehr
Mary Astor, and do they fall!
You don't know Mary and
not because she is wearing a veil, either.
She's' a Turkish
delight.
Both boys declare they'll die for her— and they
have a chance to prove it.
Mary's Turkish fiance, Ian
hiss

their

—

Keith,

against them, but the director is for them,
so
the pearl of the Orient— Bill's brideIf certain ladies in the audience looked back
over

is

they ride
to-be.

away with

their

shoulders at Ian Keith in that becoming Turkish
uniform, just whose business is that?

don't have to li\e golf to li\e this [:.cture

SPRING

Fever
On't blame me

if

I

of course.
That's
Haines' fans must

take Spring fever as a matter
all

I

feel

know
like

about
golf

golf.

widows

Billy

after

him in this. He plays a shipping clerk
with a golf bug and big social ideas. He swanks around
But there's
country-clubs, object, money via matrimony.
as you must have suspected after his
real stuff in the boy
and he comes through clean. That's
last three pictures
Besides, he plays a darned good
the sort of a boy he is.
game of golf. Edward Sedgwick directed Spri?ig Fever,
and you don't have to like golf to like the picture; but
The only links I understand are
it's nice if you do.
sausages, so Spring Fever left me pretty much as it found
seeing

—
—

—

me. One thing I could give three cheers about, though
Joan Crawford has stopped looking and acting alternately

<XBi!I

Haines and Joan Craivford

like Gloria Swanson and Pauline Frederick and is beginning to look and act like Joan Crawford.
One of these
days the girl is going to be absolutely herself, and then
watch out! In other words, Fore! (Cont. on page 98)

—
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/jeautifiil

Gonial from
sunny France whence
also came the double

<[ Jetta

white

lilac.

California

might well
be called the Loving
Mother State. Flowers from
all over the world thrive in
riotous profusion upon her hillsides

and beauties from far places grow
rich, famous, and more beautiful beneath her beatific sun.
It is as if
each country sent it's fairest as
tribute to this blessed land where
King Cinema is enthroned.

For California,
46

rich

in

gold

and

<C

Dorothy Mac\aill
is

an English

girl

and the daisy and
the

ivy

British.

are

also

fl[

Dolores Del Rio from
Mexico came to Hollywood and found her

home
chia,

flower, the fusalready settled.
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GMothes!

othes

I

K The garments worn by Miss
Livingston are supplied through
the courtesy of Best 6? Co.,
Fifth Avenue, J\[ew Yor\.

C[

for ScreenLivingston.

posed

Especially

land by Margaret

Murnau, master
wanted someone to

Sunrise

IN

tor,

bolize
1

City.

'The

direc-

Woman From

symthe

Someone whose person-

shimmering lure of
enticement of style.
selected Margaret Livingston and
reflected the

the

He

subtle

performance justifies his choice.
ever changing modes of fashion
in turn glorify many types of figures,
but this year the short skirts and
her

The

the simple lines find their perfect expression

in

the

and graceful
Margaret

slim

figure of poised enigmatical

Livingston.

G[A dinner gown
of blac\ lace
emphasizing

the

uneven hemline.
Floating
panels
and rhinestone

ornament

on

shoulder are. chic
details-
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({This three piece

sports

outfit of
beige jersey has a
cardigan jacket of
brown velvet with

a

belt

brown

match.

to

Reboux

hat of

felt.

LOTHES!

A Woman's Delight
and Distraction
arcjaret
ivinqston

(T

must

Clothes

give expression
to the tempera-

ment

of

the

wearer but not
too much ex'
pression
and
not too many
clothes.

C[

Margaret Livingston and pajamas
of b\ac\ sil\ with
startling
in

design

bright

blue,

green and orange..
What could be\

more

alluring?
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New Screenplays
((

'Wild Beauty' has
your old friend

Rex

in

it.

PUBLICITY MADNESS
the primer of every

Inshould
Now,

young debutante, the

first

chapter

deal with Sex Appeal.

don't get me wrong, sisters.
You don't have to
be in society to be a debutante.
But every young girl
between sixteen and eighteen years old is a debutante.
Debutante of Life. And what she needs more than anything
most fascinating of all things
else in the world
is that

—

—

A

The humans

Harvard and take you over

in 'Wild Beauty'

Marlowe and
handsome Hugh Allen.

are pretty June

Sex Appeal.
You won't get a good job without it.
And you won't get a good husband
without it.
You won't be invited to
the Christmas Ball at the Elks
Nor will Johnny Gates
Club.
come down to New York from
to

the Biltmore to the Christmas

Eve

tea dansant.

Sex Appeal helps a competent
girl to hold down a secretarial
And keeps a five years'
job.
married woman from hunting a
divorce.

Do you

don't you?
intangible

get

me

or

If

you've got that

'It,'

everybody will

C[

Conrad Veidt,
Keith

Man's
with

give

the

right

little

by

our

haven't got

do

to let

is

it,

Bar-

Bedford and

bara
Ian

a

a

girl

in

A

a

film

Past,'

Nell.

the best

you hair grow and take up

tremendous

hand and do
And if you
thing you can
social service

work.
If things aren't going so well for you; if that boy
you met last week called on you once and then didn't
come back go to see Lois Moran in Publicity Madness
and learn about women from her.

—

Lois

Moran

started out as one of the loveliest things
in

nConrad
j

-xr

J\agel7

May McAuoy
'Slightly Used.'
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,a
and
in

life

—

a sweet

young

girl,

with

long wavy hair
innocent face.
pretty,
shadowing
a
•>>
&
And when 1f saw her in Stella

shy

eyes

and

.

Reviewed by 'Rosa Rally
cried so hard I was ashamed for the
go up. I cried because never no matter
how hard I tried would I be eighteen years old
meeting life with that brimming bravery that
Lois Moran brought to it.
But Lois Moran found out just like you and
that this is a different age and we must
I have
change our hair and our hearts to meet the situation.
But as I said before, go see Publicity
Madness and watch Lois Moran. Because she

Dallas

I

lights to

—

—

—

—

-

has emerged into the smartest young thing in
womanhood and yet retained her fragrance of
a difficult thing to do.
sweetness and innocence
But it can be done.
In this same picture you will get a great laugh

—

Edmund Lowe. Because he stole a march
on Wally Beery and Raymond Hatton. He did
a comedy transoceanic flight and Wally and
out of

will probably gnash their teeth when
they see Publicity Madness and note that Edmund Lowe takes off in his plane for Hawaii
without having the runway greased with banana
peels.
But even without the banana peels, Edmund Lowe puts over a real bit of comedy.
Everybody's flying now.
But Edmund Lowe
didn't want to fly.
However, if he didn't the
company for which he was publicity agent would
be out one hundred thousand dollars pri^e money.

Raymond

So he

Go

I've told you too
can onl}7 add that seldom do

find out for yourself.

much

already.

I

you find a picture which gives you your money s
worth in humor and at the same time deals you
a correspondence course in Hovj to be Popular
though Unmarried.

A MAN'S PAST
A

Honest, now, I don't like that title.
Past or
V/ Oman's Past either gives

A

—

Man's

me
how

the

old
Because everybody no matter
nor how young has an incident or so buried
that they would rather not drag up.
But all indiscretions to one side, this picture
Man's Past is a really remarkable picture.
And you must not fail to see it. Because in it
Conrad Veidt the man John Barrymore brought
over from Europe gives a fine performance.
Maybe he's not exactly your ideal because certainly he isn't the usual type of leading man
but nevertheless let's forget about leading men
creeps.

—

A

—

for a day

Veidt

is

The

—

and give a great actor

—

a chance.

For

of that.

all

deals with the case of a French
has been imprisoned for a number of
years in a dreary old French prison on the Island
of St. Moir. The doctor wasn't a criminal. But
the court adjudged him one because he had considered it merciful to end the lives of patients
afflicted with incurable illnesses.
There is a tremendous climax and a terrible
physical pull throughout the film. And after the
usual marshmallow moving picture this tense

do ctor

story

who

—

story of a

man

a decided

fillip

struggling with his past will give
to

your monotony.

WILD BEAUTY
There's just one cure for heartbreak that I
know, the kind of heartbreak (Cont. on page 90)

—

Moran and Edmund
Lowe in 'Publicity Mad-

({Lois

ness."
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elez

Q She

<

made

grade

the

in two months.

'

When

Douglas

Fairbanks needed a woman of
Lupe's opfire,
portunity came.

Cf

This queer ornament,
twelve inches long,
was made by ]eweler

Crouch of Los Angeles and presented to
Miss Velez as a souvenir of The Gaucho.

Vs
J

HE

professional eye of

f

Hollywood

I

toward Lupe

lately

It

This is interesting
more for its association

ing lady for Douglas Fairbanks
as the Gaucho.
Miss Velez, first discovery is
laid to Hal Roach, comedy king,
1

than for

its

value.

will be sent

to

and her second discoverer was
F. Richard Jones, Doug's director.
Barely 18 years of age, Miss Velez; was born in Mexico City and came to
Hollywood with her mother and two sisters. Her first work in the film capital
was as a dancer in a musical revue. Following this, she appeared at a club
benefit, won a silver cup, and also a contract from Hal Roach, thus launching
her film career.

comedienne was short-lived, however, for while appearing in
Doug's director discovered her latent dramatic possibilities
her first
and, through Roach, arranged her try-out for the difficult part of the 'wild
During her camera test with Eve Southern, who plays
girl in The Gaucho.
the contrasting part of the spirituelle girl, Miss Velez, showed so much fire
and pathos that bystanders applauded an almost unheard-of proceeding at
life as a

picture,

1

—

a film test.
Said Lupe, when interviewed later: "Mother, she pray, and I pray, and
pray all the time, and we stay awake all night, and the next day I hear I
I want to stay here all my life!"
I love Hollywood.
the one.
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a replica of the
in the picture.

Vclez,

f^- who arose in two
months from obscurity to a lead-

Her

is

one used

turned

we
am

It

intrinsic

the writer submit'

ting

the

answer

best

to the following ques*
tion:

Do you

li\e

costume

and why? The
sincerest, most interest'
ing letter will win the
Boleadoras. That's
what the ornament is.
pictures

Address

LUPE VELEZ
Screenland Contest Dept.
49 West 45th Street
New York City.
Contest closes January

15,

1928.

THERE are valleys in Virginia, then there

is

Virginia Valli whose eyes are flowers and

whose smiles chase one another
like cloud

shadows.

Photograph by Irving Chidnoff

across her face

won't you please, please
before

Of
U.

S.

I

my

wreck

course there are

A. of

not a very

call

me up and

tell

me what

jovial landlady's perfectly

all

that picture

is

good music box?

kinds of fine places to be living in this old

ours, but Til bet a rusty collar-button that there's

much

finer place

Last Saturday Lizzie and

than Hollywood

—

at least, at times.

were fliwing along Sunset Boulevard, and all of a sudden were almost wrecked by a startling
sign of great dimensions, which read as follows:
'All day
I

Saturday there wall be a free circus with free lunch for
who care to come.' What do you think of
I looked further, and there on the used-to-be
that?

all

children

lot, a great circus tent had been erected, big
power wagons were standing around and all sorts
of weird sounds were coming forth.
Lizzie and I
parked, alighted and investigated. There they were,

vacant

every kid in Hollywood,
lieve

—enjoying

wooliest circus

the

I

be-

wildest,

show and munch-

ing every kind of hot-dog, pop-

corn and peanuts,

all

for noth-

All of a sudden something
grabbed me from behind.
I
ing.

turned,

and

Chester

Conklin,

in

his

best

ing suit,

there

was
dressed

that

up

Sunday-go-to-meet-

without walrus musLina Basquette in
'Serenade'
G[

Harry Langdon and
Gladys
McConnell,
his

leading lady,
Chaser."

vjith

Adolphe Menjou.

in

'The

Eugene Borden and
Ruth Taylor encounter a gentle-

Alice White.

man

vJio

prefers brunette's.
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tache or anything. Nobody knew him. In a
couple of minutes he
told me the gladsome
details.

was Eddie

It

Sutherland

shooting

Punctured Ro'
mance; Louise Fazenda
and he weren't working until afternoon, and
in the meantime he was
having the time of his

Tillies

life

watching

younger

set

and entertain-

free eats

ment.

the
enjoy their

Now

—where

I

ask

but
could

else

Hollywood

you
in
life

be so grand?
%z

And
Louise

({How Dorothy Arzner made
sequence

taxi

'Get

in

with

Clara

the

Bow

Your Man/

sH

about

talking

Fazenda,

re-

minds me that even if
her romance as Tillie is
punctured, I have it direct from Hal Wallis,
her handsome husbandto-be that there are to

a
be no flat tires in their romance, which has been going on now for over
weeks
two
about
in
just
minister
the
before
up
taken
will
be
year and which
from the time I am writing this for you. There's just one big trouble about
get any time for a honeymoon or
it, and that is that this Fazenda girl cant
to remedy out
anything. I can see that that is one thing I t am going to have
,
Art Stone is
as
matri-moonials,
this here way! I believe in honeymoons
honeymoons that last longer than two days. Anyway, very

say— and

like to

You know we're all wishing you that. And
of luck, Louise and Hal.
the other day I forgot to tell you how
excitement
Hal possibly in all the
months I watched her
sweet a girl we know your Tillie is. For three whole
could be the perthis
but
doubt
no
there's
and
with her mother on the set,

be<=t

mother

fect

book—Mother

Mine by Louise Fazenda.
*

funny what

It's

And

teachers.

of

*

*

to be to their
a source of satisfaction our actor-folks seem
to the
listening
tired
be
ever
I'd
only that-I don't think

not

The latest one
same teachers tell of their now-famous pupils
studio the other day, and his
Paramount
the
at
him
met
I
Hatton
is Ray
It was from a
letter he was reading
face was wreathed in smiles over a
She
writin and nthmetic.
readin',
of
days
eld
gocd
.the
in
teacher back

stories these

how
had watched
told about

progress
days of

Woman,
she
for

since

the

Joan
and

how

at

felt

little

bit

_

the

least

a

responsible

some of

his suc-

Til never

cess.

she

his

for-

went on,
"how one day you
recited The *Wrec\
she

get,"

of the Hesperus beYou
fore the class.

your
to
and I said to
you, 'Very good in-

returned
scat,

'

Gertrude
in

the

gives
lars

17,

a

Olmsted,

rose arbor,
the caterpiltreat.

((

Marion Douglas, John Boles and Molly O Day.
They are ma\ing 'The Shepherd of the Hills'
and ]ohn goes right on shepherding after hours.

1

As though
were yesterday, I can see
you rise from your seat,
and with all the force of
your ten years, announce to
the class and me: 'Of course
it was good, Miss Petty. You
know, when I get big Fm
"
going to be an actor."
deed,

Raymond.

it

%

What

*H

do you think of Bill
and getting him-

Fields going

such a terrible acci'
dent that he is going to be

self into

laid

up

in the hospital for at

weeks? That little
mustache of his won't know
how to act when he's up and
around again and starts to
work. Bill says he needed a
least six

and figured he'd get it
if he had to break his
neck.
Between you and me,
rest,

even

Bill is

who

is

having a peach of a time, and the only
one
really taking

police dog.

it

to heart

His master

isn't

is

Bill's

home and
that

beautiful
he's sure

an

awful

tragedy has come
to the house of

And if the truth must
even Bill doesn't realise
what a close, close call he had.
Fields.

(f

%

^

the

won

gem

all

wet'

cried

success.

good old school days

A
is

of the

ocean.

[

friend from the

visiting her,

and

simply having the time of her life. There
do not have to be parties, theatres or dances
to
G[ Julia

Faye

next

in

'Chicago.'

Bang—
Bang.

Marie

entertain

—no

sir.

All

Colleen has to do is
drive her to the studio in

Burbank, open the gates and
say

— "Here

are,

Marie.

you

Wan-

der around the
stages to your

heart's content."

Then

when

it's

time to close up,
Marie, tired to

death, but the
happiest

girl

in

California,

all

drives

home again

with

Irish
ColPretty nice,

leen.
isn't

it,

to

know

you can make an
old pal like that
so

happy?

He

got

the

pait three weeks
ago, after
C[

Sam Wood,

Marion Davies
and Speaker Nicholas Longworth. the
movies'

director,

candidate

for

President.

he had

about decided
to quit the game.
think I never
[

the

Louise Fazenda

^

Colleen Moore tells me that she is right
now experiencing one of the pleasantest,
jnost delightful rewards of having stuck
it out through all the years of hardship
until she

'You're
director.

out,

just

({Vera Reynolds

finishes the
largest covered stage in the

world, over an acre.

is

with Jim. And so again, he's
Hell
enthused, and full of pep and joy.
never 'quit' until he's made the grade, and then I'll
just remind myself that all you have to do to reach
your goal is stick and stick and then stick on some
more.
as if he'll get the part

up on

air,

:js

jfc

been in the picture business for a long, long
time, but this month is the first time I ever knew that
I have known
Percy Marmont had three children.
Percy for a long, long time, too, and that's why the
I've

was so much greater. He arrived this week
from England, and as we were talking I asked him if
it was true that he had recently purchased a beautiful
home over there. "I have," he replied, "and Mrs.
Marmont and the children simply love it." "Children?"
I gasped, "I never knew you grew that sort of thing
around your house." To make a long story short,
surprise

there are three of them, but Percy does not believe in
much about them. The babies are two little
girls of four and six, with red, red hair, and full of

talking

1

As I
the 'very old nick, as admitted by their Dad.
said, Percy does not believe in talking about them
much but I'd just like to say, between us, of course,

—

that Percy doesn't really like to talk about them any
more than a little boy likes to fly a kite or a little girl

Of

the twelve 'Beautiful

all

Stills'

that

likes to

Screenland

play at dolls!
:

4c

cjs

•

published in 1927 this one has been selected
I'm sure we've

as the best of the year.

From 'The Crimson Flash
A Pathe Picture

at

all,

some time or

other,

been in as

much of a predicament as young Tim Holt. I happen
to know about it because the shoemaker who makes

1

Tim's dad's boots, felt talkative the other morning and
me all about it. Tim he's six, of course came into
the store and ordered for himself a nice little pair of
In fact, he even drew them out and fixed it
boots.
week or so
plain exactly what he had in mind.
later, Jack happened in and the shoemaker handed him
the boots. "Who ordered these?" asks Jack. "Your son,"
came the reply. "Well, he's free-lancing now and I suppose he knows how much money he's earning, because he'll
have to pay for them," says Jack. Then he went to the
Jack then
phone, called the house, and asked for Tim.

—

—

told

A

saw anyone so elated in my life. The plans he immediately
made were nothing short of marvelous. I warned him not
gay about his luck, that Hollywood, of all the
He
world, was full of things that meant to be a go.
laughed my fears away why, hadn't he been told that
this great part would last at least twelve weeks, and after
and shown, for him the long, hard road
it was filmed
would be behind? I told him not to hope so high. I told
him to expect the least, and then the most would be extra

to get too

—

such an old, old story here in Hollywood. Well
met him on the Boulevard a week ago, and
when I saw him, simply figured he was having luck
day of rest between two working days. And then I saw
Yes the twelve glorious weeks and marvelous
it in his eyes.
joy.

It's

anyway,

I

—

down and down

part had tapered
figured then that he

would

call

I
to three short days!
square and quit the
it

mind was quit! The
had spoken to Jimmie Cruze about him, and he
was on the way to Culver City then to see about another
He called me up last night, to tell me that it looks
part.
Quit?

game.

The

last

thing in his

director

came back to the shoemaker. "He says of course he's got
the money to pay for them, or he wouldn't have bought
them, but you'll have to hold them until tomorrow because
And if you"
he's sorry he can't get to his bank today."
don't think Jack Holt almost broke the buttons off his vest
to think what a business man his six-year old son was, the
shoemaker says you don't

know much

*

*

K[ews item and note of hope

about folks with kids!

*
to all the

Richard Dix love

fortune teller hath quoth that the said young
remain in good health and without taking unto
shall
apollo
himself a spouse for at least five years. And, without mentioning any names, I wouldn't tell that to at least five
young* ladies here in Hollywood for anything in this wide
lorn:

Ye

world!

The contest for the Pathex Camera offered to a Screenland reader by

WILLIAM HAINES
has been awarded to

Box

316

Mrs. Charles Stevenson
Carson City, Nevada

Mrs. Stevenson's excellent letter shows an understanding of William Haines's cocky personality that
wish to conis sincere as well as intuitive.

We

her upon her easy expression of her
He has a
thoughts and also congratulate her son.
gratulate

74

keeps his ideals brightly shining and
be
her selection of William Haines as a hero to

mother

who

admired for his 'American Grin Spirit'
paid
a compliment as could have been
lent star.

is

as nice

this excel-
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They Thought I Was Bluffing

-When I Told Them ILearned
"Music Without a Teacher
YOU

could have heard a pin drop in
the room! I had just finished playing Rubinstein's "Melody in F."
friends
were actually dumbfounded
they couldn't believe their ears.
At last
I was the center of attraction instead
of a mere onlooker!
It was just like a
dream come true!

My

—

"Why you didn't know a single thing
about music not so long ago, Bob"- "How
in the world did you ever do it?"
A note
of half envy, half admiration, unconsciously crept into their voices after they
had recovered from the unexpected surprise
which I had just furnished. "Yes," said
Jim, "what sort of a trick have you played
on us I thought you weren't musically inclined."
"Oh, he's been taking lessons for
years and has kept it a secret" followed
Betty and Sue in rapid-fire succession.
"You can't fool us though, you never
learned to play that well without a

—

—

—

watching them have all the fun.
Until one
night I was reading a popular magazine and
suddenly an announcement caught my eye. It
told of a new, easy method of quickly learning
music right in your own home and without
a teacher.
At first I laughed, like you folks,
I thought that such a thing was a joke.
Some-

—

—

And—

very beginning I was enthusiastic
wonderful course in music.
Each
new lesson was better and_ easier than the
last.
Everything about them was so simple
that a child of eight could understand it.
It
was great fun
actually
as
fascinating as
learning a new game.
And I always played

If you are in earnest about wanting to play
your favorite instrument
if
you really do
want to gain the proficiency in music that will
add to your happiness, increase your popularity, and open the way to greater income
ask
at once for the Free Booklet and Demonstration
Lesson.
Getting them will cost you nothing
and place you under

From

about

the

my

—

notes
and catchy tunes.
puzzles or makeshifts of any kind.
real

Now
whether

I

can

play

a

ballad,

any

No

tricks,

it's

the
less

piano,

of

an

it

was more or
empty dream.

For I just couldn't stand the
thought

of

learning

music

from a teacher and going
through a lot of monotonous
scales and exercises.
It just
went against my grain.
"So I've just contented mywith sitting around envying others who could play

self

—

—

no obligation.
too

——

late

send

before it's
sign and

the

convenient

coupon.

Instrusupplied

when

cash
U. S.
Music,

ments
or

needed,

credit.

School

3221
Bldg.,

—

although I had always
longed to be able to play

—

Now

piece
of
music,
or classical num-

jazz
ber.
And I never have to refuse when I'm
called
upon to entertain.
No more lonely
nights for me.
Now my life is just a joyous round of gay parties and admiring friends.

of

Brunswick
New York

City.

"Well," you're all wrong every one of
you," I replied, chuckling with glee.
"I'll
admit that a short time ago I didn't know
how to play. And as far as special talent
goes well, I never had any.

And

—

—
interesting

upon request an
Free Booklet and a
valuable Demonstration Lesson that will make
clear the method by which so many thousands
have learned.
The method is the same for all
instruments.

how or other I didn't believe it was possible
to learn music by mail.
But that announcement
set me wondering.
So I decided that the only
sensible thing to do was to investigate.
well, you know the rest."

teacher."

—

Send For Our Free Booklet
and
Demonstration
Lesson
In order to make it clear to you to show
you just how and why it gets results twice as
fast as any old-time method
we will send you

Play

Any Instrument

You, too, can now teach yourself to be an
accomplished musician
right
at home
in
half
the
usual time through this
startling
method, which has already shown
almost half a million people how
to play their favorite instrument
Pick
Forget that old-fashby note.
ioned idea that you need special
Instrument
"talent."
Just read the list of
Piano
Violin
instruments in the panel, decide
Organ
Clarinet
which one vou want to plav
Ukulele
Flute
Cornet
Saxophone
and the U. S. School will do
Trombone
Harp
the rest.
And bear in mind no
Piccolo
Mandolin
matter which instrument you
Guitar
•Cello
choose,
the
cost in each ease
Hawaiian Steel Guitar
will be the same
just a few
Sight Singing
Voice and Speech Culture
cents a day.
Harmony and Composition
Drums and Traps
No matter whether you are
Automatic Finger Control
a mere beginner or already a
Banjo (Tenor, Plectrum
good performer, you will be
or 5-String)
Piano Accordion
interested in learning about this
new and wonderful method.

—

—

Your

—

U.

S.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC,

3221 Brunswick Bldg.,

New

York City.

Please send me your free book, "Music Lessons in Your Own Home." with introduction
by Dr. Frank Crane, Demonstration Lesson

and particulars
in

the

of

your

offer.

am

I

following course:

-

Have you above instrument'
1Same

-*-

<

Address
City

please xvrite Plainly)

_
State

interested
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Jean Hersholfs Party
Continued from page 37
retorted, "men always
are their slaves anyhow!"
Leah was dressed in a silver-cloth gown,
tight-fitting and cut away at one side to
reveal silver-cloth
trousers, also tight-fitting.
She looked very lovely and very
vampirish.

"Oh, well," she

think

y4mbassadoi^
Angeles

r

L/os

SAMUEL UNTERMEYER
one of the most eminent
financiers

from the 'comedy relief in his life! but
he wore a Pierrot costume, pointed hat
and all, and his wife, who isn't in pictures, but who stays at home and takes
care of their son like a good little homekeeper, looked charming as Bo-Peep.

you?" demanded Patsy.
Foxe dressed as Bo-Peep,
when, if ever there was a gadabout, it
was Bo-Peep, losing her sheep and having
to trail them and all!"
Ralph Lewis said he thought he was
disguised enough in his evening clothes,
after wearing all those engineer, mail-carrier, firemen and other sorts of workingmen clothes, so he didn't bother to put
on a fancy costume; and Vera Lewis, who
playing in D. W. Griffith's picture,
is
doing a Spanish part, wore her screen
costume, saying that she was saving money
that way!
"Didn't I
Here's Mrs.

America, writes

in

Arthur Beck, Leah's husband, wore a
handsome long Mandarin coat.
Earle Foxe is out of comedies now
and says he never was so glad to escape

—

"Beyond Criticism"

attorneys and

women

tell

exclaimed

to George O'Hara.
tea with Patsy and me in

Patsy

was having

who
her

garden.
asked George.

lovely rose

"Why?"
"We're

invited

all

which Mai

to

a

Lorelei

party,

giving
for Ruth Taylor, who plays Lorelei in
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, and for Alice
White, who plays the lively Dorothy in
that work of art."
Clair, the director,

St.

When we
White dancing
who was

entered,

taking

"That

we

a tango with
it

found

Alice
Lige Conley,

very seriously.

music always makes
he explained when he

serious,"

is

me

feel

had

fin-

ished.

Alice did an impromptu Spanish dance
very beautifully, and then a lively Black
Bottom.

•

"The Ambassador

one of

is

the most luxurious places in

world in which to live.
The promptness and courtesy
of the management, the beauty
the

and comfort of the appointments, and the efficiency of
the service, are beyond criticism."

Noted men and women from
every part of the world select
Ambassador not only be-

the

cause of the high character of

appointments and service
but also the wide diversity of
its

They

its attractions.

Superb,

include:

park,

27-acre

with

all sports,

includ-

of Rancho Golf

ing privileges

Motion picture theatre
and 25 smart shops within
Club.

the

Dancing

hotel.

music
famous Cocoanut Grove orchestra.
nightly

to

the

of the

Irl

making a picture.
Anders Randolf plucked off a little
comedy relief for himself by wearing a
tramp make-up, very funny, and he turned
out to be the real comedian of the evening.
Mel Brown, the director, wore an
little
with
costume,
leader's
orchestra
goatee, and we hardly knew him even unmasked.
He carried his violin, but said
that he couldn't play for us, because his

was broken!
Dave Upright was a fascinating Robin
Hood, and sang for us in his splendid
voice songs about nut-brown ale, which
may be taboo in fact, but which can still
G-string

miniature golf course and
Riding,
open-air plunge.
hunting and

Louis Moomaw's serious, earnest face
Moolooked out above a clown costume.
maw, by- the- way, has just come from
Alaska, where he has spent many months

seems.
After supper we went into the garden,
which is a most picturesque place, with
nooks, its fountain, roses and
little
its
There is a lovely summer house,
lawn.
with cushions on its seats, the last word
in
Luxury, but it was, as Patsy remarked, just too terribly light with the

be

electrics

'Booklet of

California Recipes

and
Information.

BEN.

L.

FRANK

<JManager

mm*

all

about.

it

brilliant

a

is

little

wise-cracker,

charming, and altogether delightful.
She had come with Victor Fleming, to
whom some people say she is engaged.
asked her. and she admitted that she was
quite crazy about Victor, but that as yet
there was no formal engagement.

We

"I shouldn't be a bit surprised," said
Patsy, "if they would go off and get married without ever having been engaged!
It

would be

Mai

just like

them."

Clair is a great host, and his
wife is a great hostess, and so everybody
enjoyed himself and herself hugely.
Don Alvarado was there with his lovely
Don had just had a big sucwife, Ann.
cess in Carmen, but it doesn't seem to
have gone to his head in the least, nor
to have made him the least little bit less
attentive to Ann, to whom, and to his
St.

.

he

son,

little

is

most devoted.

Micky Neilan's old orchestra was playing.
They have given themselves some
high-sounding name now, but I always remember them as they appeared on Micky's
set,

sweaters or in their shirtold funny looking
discoursing the sweetest music
made a film heroine shed real
old

clad in

sleeves,
hats,

that

and

but
ever

wearing

tears.

While
monkey,

Alice
a

tiny

her
was
dancing,
Marmoset, which she

pet
car-

ries everywhere with her, in her sleeve or
her satin shopping bag, stuck its head out
of the latter, and squeaked, whereupon
Alice picked it up, fed it a nut from the
dining room table, and petted it, after
which it curled up and went to sleep in
the velvet sleeve of her dress.

Madeline Hurlock was there, looking
growing up," suglovely as usual, and there were the Barremedy
probably
gested Patsy, "and will
oness and Baron Pongranz. The Baron is
that."
all
working in Gentlemen Prefer Blondes. We
The big tables being removed from the naturally expected that his wife would not
den, we went back there to find a Hawaito speak a word of English, and
and be able
lustily,
forth
ian orchestra holding
regretting it because she is just too beautieverybody danced, except those who prewhen she spoke up in a perfectly
ful,
ferred card playing. These latter included
an
She is
good middle-west . accent.
Ralph Lewis and Vera, who danced one
American girl, who met the Baron abroad
dance together and then became absorbed
and married him.
in bridge.
Chester Conklin added to the gaiety of
Patsy decided, along about 2 o'clock,
singing a funny song, and
that she needed some beauty sleep, but nations by
Montagu Love sat beside us on the sofa
Jean Hersholt exclaimed
"Why, you're going to stay to break- and related some of his funny experiences,
because, being a picture villain, he simply
fast with us, aren't you?"
moments, he says.
However, we didn't, but trailed home- must have his light
"I do hope," said Patsy, as we drove
ward, leaving the party still going strong.
away, "that that darling Mrs. St. Clair
"Prepare to be vamped and revamped!" has put us on her permanent guest list."

"But

Write for Chef's

musically,

glorified

Alice
pretty,

little

Jean

is

SCR
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Wanted Your — Services
As a Real
Make
did

I

Estate Specialist

Money— I made $100,000 in less than 5 years. Learn how
Use my successful system. Begin at home— in your spare
Make money my way. Start now. Free book tells how.

big
it.

time.

Are you in the same hole I was in?
Are you stuck in the rut of hard worlc
and poor pay?
Are you dissatisfied with your job, your
income or your prospects?
Are you having a struggle to make both
ends meet?
Are you putting up with the crumbs of

from you at once.

I will send you
withcost or obligation
my free book,
which fully explains how you can get
started in your spare time just as I did
in a new kind of real estate business
that is as far ahead of the old, moss-

—

out

—

—

—

life while others are getting all the calce?

Then you are the man I want

Alfred

J.

"I have sold many thousand dollars
worth of Real Estate and have deals pending that will go beyond $300,000 mark.
Owe all my success to your comprehensive

System."

to talk to.

Listen

Bennett, Mich.

"Your system is wonderful. Without giving up my job as stationary engineer I
made $900 in three months in my spare

—Carrie

Marshall,

Miss.

There isn't room her for any more such
letters, but send for my free book, "How
to Become a Real Estate Specialist." It
is filled with stories of success.
And it
makes plain how you too can use my
money-making methods to build a profitable independent business of your own

When I made up my mind to get started
in the real estate business, in my spare
time, I was receiving a salary of $100 a

— —

month.
I was doing work I was not fitted for
and which I thoroughly disliked.
I was living in a gloomy boarding house,

just as others are doing.

wearing cheap clothes, striving to keep out
debt, and getting mighty few of the
good things of life.
In less than two years after I started

Act Promptly

of

Investigate this splendid business opportunity at once. Learn how easy it is to
follow my methods and get big money for
your services as a Real Estate Specialist.
The business needs you. It offers rich
rewards for trained men.
So, mail the coupon now before you lay
and receive, withthis magazine aside
out cost or obligation, a copy of my new
book, "How to Become a Real Estate
Specialist." From it you will learn how
you can use my successful system to make
money my way how you can get started
right at home
within your spare time
out capital or experience
and establish
yourself as a Real Estate Specialist, in a
high grade, money-making business of your

to specialize in real estate, I was making
nearly one thousand dollars a month. And
in less than five years, I cleaned up a net
profit of over one hundred thousand dollars.

my

To get the whole story of
success in
real estate, and how you, too, can succeed,
write at once for
free book "How To
Become a Eeal Estate Specialist." It contains my history and your opportunity.

—

my

Follow

in

My

Footsteps

If you want to learn the secret of my
success if you want to use my moneymaking methods if you want to follow
in my footsteps
this is your chance. And
now is the time to get started.
I have studied real estate conditions in
this country very carefully, and my investigations convince me that the next ten
years are going to be banner years for

—

Put Your Name Before

—
—

real estate.

Furthermore, my experience satisfies me
that there is no better business to get into.
It is more healthful than most indoor jobs
you can start in spare time you can
begin with little or no capital it does not
require years of study like medicine, pharmacy, dentistry, law, engineering, electricity architecture, etc.
the beginner is
paid the same rate of commission as old-

—

——

—

—

timers the business is practically unlimited it is estimated that there are thirty
million properties in the country and that
ten million of them are always on the
market it is a permanent business, not
affected by fads or fashion it is constantly growing as population increases
it puts you in touch with the best people
it is a dignified, pleasant and worthy
occupation with great possibilities for big-

—

—
—

—

—

—

profits.

If you want to make big money as a
Eeal Estate Specialist if you want to use
my amazingly efficient system let me hear

—

—

the

World

covered methods of the average real estate
agent as the automobile is ahead of the
ox cart of our forefathers.

What Others Are Doing
As

positive proof of the success of

my

modern methods, read the following brief
extracts from some of the letters that come
to me from those who are using my scientific

system

—following

making money
"It

my

in

footsteps

my

way:
may astound some

to

know

—

own.

Be prompt ~ Your opportunity is here
and now. "Wise men act while sluggards
sleep." Write your name and address on
the coupon and mail it at once to Ameri!

can Business Builders, Inc., Dept. 29-1,
18 East 18 Street, New York. You will
then have the satisfaction of knowing that
you have opened the way to a profitable
business career for yourself as a Real
Estate Specialist.

American Business

my

husband died, leaving me as the breadwinner for a daughter
and mother. Have paid all my bills and
have supported my family, thanks to your
wonderful instructions which showed' me
the way."— Mrs. C. L. Reeves, Ohio.
"I was a Ford salesman earning $300 a'
month. Your Real Estate System increased
my earning power 200%. I now own a
Chrysler Sedan, up-to-date office equipment
and have increased my bank account."

Builders, Inc.,

Authorised Capital $500,000.00

—

'

—

that I

have made between $8,000 and $10,000
over a three-month period, which may be
directly attributed to your splendid Real
Estate System.*"
A. W. Fosgreen, New
York.

"One year ago

—

Dept. 29-1, 18 East 18

St.,

New York

—

Send me without cost or obligation
your free illustrated book, "How to Become a Real Estate Specialist."

Name
Address

City

State.
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A Christmas Suggestion!!!

Why

Harold

People Like

Lloyd
{Continued from page 17)

the time to be thinking of that old question, "What shall I
Something which is ensuggest books.
give for Christmas?"
joyed by everyone. Many of these books have been made into

Now

is

We

movies, which gave us some of our greatest

SCREEN SUCCESSES.

for $1.00 or 6 for $5.00

Order any one

causing trouble, they organized themselves
quietly and quickly into gangs and policed
the whole street. They were as efficient and
and a hunas orderly as any drilled squad
dred times as thrilled. People just couldn't
seem to do enough for Harold Lloyd.
"Perhaps," says Harold, "people are
kind to me because I am supposed to be

—

The
Undoubtedly that is true.
funny."
world owes Harold Lloyd an immeasurable
gift because he has brought to them the
laughter.
Not
rarest treasure in the world

—

pie
custard
side-splitting,
raucous,
laughter. But laughter that is soft. Laughter
And that
that has tears not far behind it.
just

The King

of Kings

Beau Geste

is

called

is

genius.

and July Screenland ran a
Harold Lloyd needed a dog for
contest.
And he offered three hunhis new comedy.
a hundred dollars a week for
dred dollars
to the boy or girl who would
three weeks
send in the photograph of the best comedy

Ben-Hur

—
—

Bardelys the Magnificent

Seventh Heaven
Sea

what

Last June

Resurrection

dog.

Hawk

came in by thousands.
Photographs
seemed as if every kid in the country
Every boy and
had sent in a snapshot.
It

Scarlet Letter

LA BOHEME
An

THE KING OF KINGS

Stella Dallas

appealing story based
the famous opera

Carries a message of the
highest spiritual appeal

on

Old

Ironsides

Moby Dick

(Sea Beast)

girl was 'just sure' that 'Rover' or
'King' or 'Laddie' was the one dog in all
the world that Harold Lloyd could use.
He
But none of them suited Harold.
needed a dog with a funny face and sad

every

with a sad face and funny eyes.
then one day, just as Harold had
become discouraged thinking he would never
find the dog he needed, he opened a letter
and there stood 'Tipper' an impish wirehaired terrier, belonging to little Charlie

Or

eyes.

Scaramouche

And

Cobra

La Boheme
Brewster's Millions

Heck

Chickie

According to the terms of the contract,
Harold Lloyd sat right down himself and

The Covered Wagon

sent Charlie

The
RESURRECTION

Flirt

And

letter, telling

him

Charlie almost died with joy.

that

And

mother was happy too. And his
who is a famous dental surgeon and
father
who looks like Babe Ruth was as proud
as if it had been his dog that had been,
Gaiety lay over that Chicago
selected.

—

SCARLET LETTER
Hawthorne's Masterpiece

Janice Meredith

The Leather Pushers
Little Old New York

Main

Heck a

his pretty

Gigolo

best

its

Chicago.

Tipper had won the prize and enclosing
three hundred dollars

The Fool
Tolstoy's genius at

of

household

as

softly

rare

as

upon the shoulders of

a

fair

old lace

rests

woman.

But

wasn't felt by Tipper. For suddenly with no reason at all since there
wasn't a full moon or illness in the family
suddenly Tipper raised his short blunt
this gaiety

Street

—

—

Michael Stroghoff

muzzle towards the sky and whimpered a
wail that sounded
long terrible wail.
like a lean, wild wolf on a still, white night.
There is no question about it, Tipper
knew he was about to be separated from his

A

Monsieur Beaucairc

One Minute

—

to Play

.

The Three Musketeers
The Sea Wolf

BENHUR

The

End

River's

The Vanishing American

BEN HUR

BEAU GESTE

The Turmoil

The book which was
translated into every
language!

A

remarkable story of the
French Foreign Legion

beloved little master.
All over the neighborhood, Charlie took
the letter from Harold Lloyd and showed it
And how they envied
to the other boys.
him. Every afternoon when school for the
day was finished, the lads would flock over
to Charlie's big house.
"Who'll feed and water Tipper on the
a boy asked.
first time a worried look chased
For Charlie
the smile off Charlie's face.
always fed and watered Tipper himself.
And he never forgot. Nor had to be reminded. For the first time Charlie actuallyrealized that he was going to be separated
from his little pal. And grief stood in his
But only for a second. For the dog
eyes.
was not going to a stranger but to his
idol, Harold Lloyd.
"I don't know who will look after Tipper," Charlie said slowly, "but he'll be all

train?"

"For the
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1

enclose

West
$

45th Street,
for

(Book Dept.) Desk

New York

which please send

City.

me..

5

—

lame..

Address..
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"Once I Too Was

Weak and Ailing"
The Story

of

Annette Kellermann
As Told By

MANY

child I was so deformed
as to be practically a

can be acquired in only fifteen
minutes a day through the same
methods that I myself use, the
methods which have kept my health

I was so weak, so puny,
was considered an invalid. I
an extreme
bow-legged to

perfect, and my figure at exactly
the same proportions during the
past fifteen years.

people will be surprised to bear that as a

cripple.

that I

was

Herself

I could neither stand nor
degree
walk without iron braces which I
;

wore

My

constantly.

long

skirts

ankles,

to

on
hide

me,

mother put
to

my

legs

and

down

my bow

I invite any woman who is interested to write to me. I will gladly
prove to you in 10 days that you
can learn to acquire the body beautiful

braces.

how

;

one ever dreamed that some

No
day

I

would become famous for the

proportions of my figure.
one ever thought I would become

perfect

No

the champion woman swimmer of
No one ever dared to
the world.
would be some day
I
guess that
starred in great feature films, such
as "A Daughter of the Gods," "Neptune's Daughter." etc. No one ever

dreamed that I would some day
travel the world over, appearing on
the stage, at great universities, on
lecture platforms, explaining my
methods of acquiring and maintaining perfect health and a perfect
Yet that
happened.
figure.

is

exactly what has

relate

these

be discouraged with her figure, her
The
health,
or her complexion.
truth is tens of thousands of tired,
sickly, overweight or underweight
women have already proved that a
perfect

figure

make your complexion
inside,

instead

o£

from the outside how to stand and
walk gracefully; how to add or remove weight at any part of the
body hips, bust, arms, shoulders,
chin, limbs, waist, abdomen; how
to be full of health, strength and
energy so that you can enjoy life
to the utmost how to be free from
;

;

;

colds, headaches, neuralgia,

nervous-

constipation, weak back, and
the many other ailments due to physical inefficiency
in short, how to
acquire perfect womanhood.
ness,

;

Just mail me the coupon below
or write a letter and I will send
interesting, illusyou, at once,
trated new book, "The Body Beautiful." I will also explain about
Just
special Demonstration Offer.
send the coupon or letter now. Do
this at once, before
present supply of free books is exhausted.

my

my

incidents of my
early life, and my present success
simply to show that no woman need
I

to

from the

rosy

and radiant health

'

Annette Kellermann,

[

225 West 39th Street,

I

free of
tiful."

Suite

I

am

particularly

Reducing Weight
|

I

York City

interested

in

Body Building

Name

-

Kindly print name and address

ANNETTE KELLERMANN
Address

Suite 2-tl

225 West 39th Street

241

Dear Miss Kellermann: Please send me, entirely
cost your new book "The Body Beau*

my

Address.

New

{

New York

City

|

City

State.....

—
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DAYS' TRIAL

Harold wouldn't do anything that

right.

SEND NO

right."
Out in Hollywood, Harold Lloyd's com'
edy was developing slowly. Incident after
incident arose to check its tempo.
Finally

isn't all

EViONE

the stage was reached where everything had
And in the midst
to be 'shot through' fast.
of all the worry and detail, nobody had
had time to send for and train Charlie
Heck's dog for his part in the picture.
One day Joe Reddy. Harold's friend and
assistant came into Harold's office and said:
"It just looks like we can't use that conhaven't got time to train it.
test dog.
We'll have to use one of the studio dogs."
"But I can't disappoint that kid, Joe,"
"I- just can't."
Harold, answered.
"I know, boss." And Joe looked thoughtBecause Joe has a son, too. Born on
ful.
And Joe feels kids' disapChristmas day.

We

NO
NEED
FOR A

NEW PHONOGRAPH

pointments

Charlie Heck came home
from school, his mother stood in the door,
waving a letter. But Tipper was nowhere
And Tipper was always the
to be seen.
first one to greet Charlie.
"Is it from Hollywood, Mama?" Charlie
yelled as he ran up the steps.

at last you can say goodbye to the squeaky,
nasal, rasping, metallic tone of your phonograph. Now
you can have the beautiful, natural, full-rounded tone
of the expensive new machines which are startling the
world.
Yet you need not buy a new phonograph if
you have an old one.
The reproducer is the
of any phonograph
and the New PHONIC reproducer
makes your old phonograph like an entirely new one.

HEART

—

on the new PHONIC principle.
Makes you
think the orchestra or artist is in the same room.

Based

never

heard

before

are clearly distinguished
reproducer is used.
Test it

PHONIC

on an old record. Hear the difference yourself. Listen
to the deep low notes and the delicate high notes.
Hear how plainly and clearly the voice sounds. Note
the natural tone of the violin and the piano, and the
absence of "tinny" music.
You will be amazed.

The New PHONIC reproducer is ideal for dancing or
Its volume is almost double
for home entertainments.
Yet there is no disthat of the ordinary reproducer.
The new principle enables you to
tortion of sound.
use even the very loudest tone needles without the eareffects
of
the old reproducers.
The New
splitting
PHONIC is always mellow and natural.
!

realize how wonderful the New PHONIC
That is wiry we want to send it
until vou hear it.
Send no money now just
to vou on 10 days' trial.
Pay the postman only $3.S5 plus a few
the coupon.

You cannot

is

The Mother nodded her head.
"You open it, Mama. I'm sure Harold

NAME OF PHONOGRAPH YOU OWN.

send

me

a

New PHONIC

repioducer

for

pay the postman S3.S5
K I
Plus few cmts P3stn.es
ifr-ive nam: cf rinc.rraih:
will return your reproam not satisfied after trial. I guarantee
to refund my
ducer within 10 days and you

J

m

will

°Xo'utside V. $. A. $4.10, cash

Name

Address
City

—

-

.'.

with order.)

r

-

State......

—

my

dog.
But you open it,
Mama," and Charlie smiled a timid smile.
But his mother held the envelope out to
him.
"You open it. It'll be more fun."
The boy tore open the flap and started
But suddenly, stout fellow that he
to read.
is, his smile faded, and tears fell down his
cheeks:
"A change in plans" he read, "has made
it impossible for me to use Tipper at the

has sent

for

moment but"

.

.

.

But

There was more.

Charlie didn't care.
He let the letter slide
to the floor and put his rough head against
his mother's shoulder.

then something warm muzzled
up against Charlie s knee. And there was
Tipper with his ball in his mouth, pleading
And Tipper
for Charlie to come and play.
was smiling. For Tipper

But

just

KNEW

—

pennies postage when the New PHONIC arrives. Then
da\s
if vou are not delighted, send it back within 10
and vour money will be refunded. The low price is
made possible by dealing direct with phonograph owners.
If sold in stores the price would be at least $7.50.
Over 350.000 people have dealt
Our price only S3.S5.
You take no risk. Mail coupon
with us bv mail.
now for 10 days' trial. BE SURE TO STATE THE

Please

he would do.

One day when

Now

Tones

in Chicago, as the weeks went
call came for Tipper, Charlie

Heck's smile grew dimmer and dimmer. AlBut
ways he had a brave, bright smile.
suddenly he found he couldn't smile any
more. Of course, he had the three hundred
And it had been put in the bank
dollars.
to help pay for his first year in college.
Charlie had always wanted to go first to
But he
Culver and then to West Point.
couldn't smile because Harold Lloyd was his
idol.
And Harold hadn't done what he
said

only

when the New

"I'll

satisfied.

Meantime
by and no

for

do.

all

one of the
you what
studio dogs for this picture and then we
can use Charlie Heck's in the next one
when we're not so darn rushed."
The comedian nodded his head. But he

tell

wasn't

makes an up-to-the-minute
Phonograph out of your old one

real fathers
we'll do.
Let's use

like

Then Harold came

to

New

.

.

.

York and

took a spacious apartment on 5th Ave. so
that his little daughter and his wife might
have plenty of sun and air. And one day

my editor said to me: "You go up to
Harold Lloyd's apartment. And get him to
tell you about the picture he is making."
As I walked down the long hall leading toward the comedian's drawing room
I
could see, through the open doorway,
little Gloria 'going on three' sitting on the
floor.
And Mildred Davis by the window
reading.
It was a lovely room.
"Oh, you're from Screenland, aren't
you?" Harold asked, after he had introduced me to his family and they had left
the room.
"Yes, I am.
And our editor is most
anxious to hear about your next picture.

—

What

it be called?"
not named yet.
Say, I was terribly
sorry about that dog."

will

"It's

"What dog?"
in

"Why the dog that I
my picture Tipper."

—

was going to use

"Yes," said I ingratiatingly, "when will
your new film be released?"
But Harold was silent and then spoke
musingly: "It certainly was too bad about
that dog. I can't get that kid off my mind."
"Well, you sent him the three hundred
dollars."

"I know.
But that
a kid's disappointment.

won't make up for

"Say, you wait here a moment, . I'll be
right back" and out he dashed leaving me
to coddle my thumbs.

A

long ten minutes went by. And then
he came back.
And was most charming
and polite.
"Did you get what you wanted?" genial
Joe Reddy asked as I came out.
"No I didn't. All I heard about was
Charlie Heck and his dog."
"To tell you the truth, Harold has been
worried ever since he had to turn the kid's
dog down."
"But just now he came out and fixed
everything up. With all the worries he has
on his mind
getting this new film finished,
that kid's disappointment seems more important. So he had me telegraph just now
to Charlie Heck that on his way back to
Hollywood, he ll stop off at Chicago and
see Tipper.
And they'll have a party together.
And get some pictures taken. And
then, next year, when his work is not so
rushed, he'll have Charlie and Tipper and
Charlie's mother come out to California.
And Tipper will have a real screen test."
"Yes? But how about my story.
My
editor won't like it at all when I come back

—

without anything."

"Oh

—but

forget

stories

it,

a boy's heartache

"

forever unless

And

come and

—

stories

that might go

go
on

went out and closed the door
For I realized that behind me in
drawing room I had left something
I

softly.

that
priceless

and beautiful
Harold Lloyd stepped off the
Broadway Limited at Chicago that bright
sunshiny morning in October, Charlie Heck
remembered how to smile. And he couldn't
have smiled any wider if it had been King
Arthur himself, with the Knights of the
Round Table all attending him, instead of
Harold Lloyd the Herald of Laughter.
And with Harold came his wife and
his daughter and Joe Reddy and secretaries
and maids and valets. And last but not
Harold's new Great Dane, Illo Von
least
Der Rhone, one of the finest specimens in
.

.

.

When

—

—

—

the world.

And

never was a youngster so thrilled
that boy Charlie Heck, as he stood at
the foot of the steps with his pretty mother
and his big father. But before anyone had
as

chance to say anything, Baby Gloria
walked right up to Charlie and gave him a
Then Harold took them all
big, fat hug.
And then
for a ride through Grant Park.
he and the boy got out of the car and
stood for a while near the Lake and talked.
And what they said, nobody will ever
know. Because even Charlie's mother resa

pected

the

greatest

moment

of her

son's

And left the boy alone with his idol.
And now Charlie has his old brave

life.

The kind of smile that
when a boy's beliefs are unAnd when a boy's heart like

bright smile again.

only comes
tarnished.
the knight

Sir

That's
one
Harold Lloyd.

—

Galahad's
is pure.
reason
why people

—

like
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Have the best new books come
to your home by mail ~
one a month like a magazine/
how

Find out

the Book-of-the-Month Club

you from ever again missing the new books you are anxious to read.
service will prevent

GAIN

and again you miss outstanding new books that you ate
anxious to read. Through oversight, or because you are busy,
you just simply 'never get around
to them." Take the Book-of-theClub service (it does not cost you one
'

Month

cent!) and this will never again happen.

You may

be as busy or forgetful as you like.
Once a month, a good new book will be handed
to you by the postman a book about which you
will have received a report and which you have decided
you do not want to miss. You have a month in
which to enjoy it, and then another outstanding
new book (which again you have decided you
want to read) is handed to ycu. Thus, without
effort

and unfailingly, you at last get and read the

new books you

are anxious to read.

Not only do you always, in this way, keep
abreast of the best books of the day ; you become
actually one of the first readers of the important
new books (instead of missing them altogether,
as you have so often done in the past). They
come to you on, or shortly after, the publication
date of the publisher.
Moreover, in addition to the ones you want
to read, you are kept authoritatively informed
about all the important new books. Instead of
reading the new books at haphazard, or not at

all, you are able to choose your reading
intelligence and discrimination.

with

Another remarkable feature of this service is
whenever you accept a book upon the recommendation of the Book-of-the-Month Club
selecting committee, you are guaranteed against
dissatisfaction. If you do not like it, you may
exchange it for some other book you do prefer.
that,

—

FREE!

the

current issue of the Book-

Finally and this is most surprising of all to
many people this unique and convenient service,
with all its unquestioned benefits, does not cost
you one cent! There are no fees, no dues, no extra
charges of any kind. You pay only for the books you
receive, and for them exactly the same price as if
you got them from the publisher himself by
mail.

—

of-the-Month

Club

News

This fascinating publication tells you
what our Selecting Committee has chosen
as the next "book-of-the-month."
It
gives the judges' reasons for their choice.
It also describes other important new
books jusc out which our Selecting
Committee recommends and from which
subscribers may choose, if they so desire.
These interesting monthly reports cost
subscribers nothing! Send for the current
issue. See how simply this system works,
and how unfailingly it enables you to
keep up with the best new books. Mail

—

In its first year of operation, over forty thousand of the most notable people in the country,
in every line of endeavor, subscribed to this
unique service. Do you not owe it to yourself,
at least to find out whether it will not, in your
case too, insure you against missing the
you are anxious to read?

Send for

—

new books

Send for our booklet, which describes in detail

how simply and

satisfactorily it operates. Your
request will not obligate you to subscribe. Mail
the coupon below for our prospectus, and also for a free copy of
the current issue of the Book-of-the-

—

the coupon now.

Month Club News.

BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB.

Inc.

71-A

218 West 40th Street, New York, N. Y.
Please send me without cost, the current
issue of the Book-of-the-Month Club News,
and also your prospectus. The request involves

me

in

Name

no obligation

to subscribe.
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a Laundry— Continued

Better

Here's the Latest!

Gothic wife.
He was stood up before a
frankly puzzled audience.

Other years went by and as Anna May
grew to success I heard how she had left
the ancient roof-tree and had gone to live
in Hollywood.
According to the publicity
stuff I gathered that the glamor had gone
to her head and she had become just another
flapper.
I regretted this, for it seemed so
out of key with her natural and exotic
charm
"Cut!" called Niblo, as he finished the
scene, and in an instant the little Mongolian

....

dancing

GONE!

morrow

j/ew discovery

Any

Arms, Hands or Body!
astonishing, yet simple
history of beauty culture for

young and

old,

who wish

Here

discovery

the
the

is

in

women and men,

to

rid

get

of

dis-

figuring facial blemishes and have a new soft,
It is
smooth skin and beautiful complexion.
different from anything you have ever tried
All
Harmless, easy and quick
or heard of.
explained in a new FREE treatise on skin
New
"Beautiful
have
imperfections and how to
Learn this secret method
Skin in 3 Days."
Come forth with an amazyourself, at home.
ing new skin, beautiful youth-like complexion
Send no
and astonish and captivate friends.
money just name and address and FREE
mail
return
you
by
treatise will be sent to
postpaid.
Address:
Marvo Lab., Dept. 63-L,
No. 1700 Broadway, New York. N. Y.
1

—

Can Easily be Yours
Model

No.

M.
Dept.

Pioneer

2969

Wah

—

.

Yes, indeed; so long as people
wish fine hand work. Why, many of the
customers have been retained for twenty

laundries?

...

observe that there
but they do not

many

are

—

tolls

Wongs, grown men

'cousins'

—who

much

My Bifr Three Part Treatment is the
ONLY ONE that gives FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing,
exercises, pumps or other dangerous absurdities,
I Bend
you a

GUARANTEED TWO DOLLAR

TREATMENT

FREE

you send a DIME toward expenses.
(A Large Aluminum Box of my WonIf

der Cream included.) Plain wrapper.

IS IT

WORTH

10c

TO YOU?

your dime back by first mail.
Address NOW, witb. ten cents only
Madame K.C. Williams, Buffalo, N.YIf not.

EYES
HAVE BEAUTIFULThompson's

with

At
physicians and thousands of users.
or send 35 cents for 50 treatments.
good druggis-s
Co., 165-H River Street,
John L. Thon.pson Sons
gists,

all

—

&
T
DR. ISAAC THOMPSON'S EYE

Such

a dinner!

Not

a familiar thing!

—

No

no need for
bread, butter, pepper or salt
Strange vegetables, water chestnuts,
them.
mushrooms, bamboo shoots, roast pork, rice,

Mme. Wong
for

candied cumquots.
insisted I be permitted a fork,
was grateful as I should have

delicate

chutney,

which

I

tea,

I
had hard sledding with the chopsticks
wondered while I was eating everything
was so well seasoned and delicious why we
went to the French for so many of our

—

dishes.

Following

dinner

—

.

—

cigarettes,

Chinese

wine and Chinese music on the Victrola.
The latter utterly beyond me greatly to

Eye
over 1J0 years Dr. Isaac
Water has relieved inflamed eyes, pink eye, granuSoothing and
lated lids and other eye troubles.
sparkle
gently stimulating action makes your eyes
unclouded youthful beauty. Endorsed by drugFor

.

.

was the
one for

Americans.

BUST DEVELOPED

have

they are support-

better by living in America.
old, medieval, patriarchal family
They welall and all for one.
comed me with the warmth of heart that
Chinese genuinely feel toward us
the

ing

—

Noseshaping Specialist
Binnhamton, N. Y.

—

whom

wives back in China
It

14-DAY

log

all

called Mary
there was Liu Heung
'Frank,'
brothers,
younger
the
'Roger' and 'Richard.' Yes, and four other

to obtain a perfect looking nose.

TRILETY,

—

and

at your servico.

Write for testimonials and free booklet, which

Wong

Then

I

you how

pungent odors

of the Orient, I was instantly transported
to another world.
What a greeting I received from the patand the dear little other of
riarchal
his six upstanding children! Here was
now James grown to splendid manhood
and attending the University of Southern
He is specializing in 'Business
California.
Administration' so that he can carry on the
honorable enterprise so laboriously built up
by his father during forty hardworking
Compete with the big steam
.
.
years.

bring forth
Lincolns. There are many Chinese laundrymen but they do not all send their children
to college and bring forth Anna Mays.

Model 25 jr. for children.
Awarded Prize Medal by big
Wembley Exposition. London,
England.

you again."

into

mysterious shadows and

its

cabins,

,

is

as

the old Spanish and
Chinese quarter of the town I went, and
as I crossed the threshold of the dimly
lighted but immaculate old building, with

might

25

corrects now all ill-shaped noses
quickly painlessly, permanently,
and comfortably at home. It is
the only noseshnping appliance
of precise adjustment and a safe
and guaranteed patent device
that will actually give you a perfect looking nose. Over 90000
satisfied users. For years recommended by physicians. 16 years
of experience in manufacturing

Nose Shapers

said

As Anna says:
and thirty years
"There are many laundries but the question
Father's, of
are they good laundries.
is,
Parenthetically, one
course, is the best!"

A PERFECT LOOKING NOSE
Trados

she

will love to see

Way down

Part of Face, Neck,

READ FREE OFFER BELOW:

again.

Father often asks after you

night.

and the kids

most

me

home."

back

gone

though reading my thoughts, "and I want
you to come down and dine with us to-

Blemishes

AU

stood before

girl

"I've

WATER

the amusement of

Then

my

to visit with

—

hosts.

Anna May

in

her

little

bungalow behind the laundry. American

in

structure, the only occidental 'props' in it
were a flatteringly inscribed picture of Doug
and Mary, and a piano, which Anna has
had to give up because of her finger nails
long pointed symbols of gentility so

—

necessary in her pictures.

from page 33

"Yes," she said, "I had my fling in
Hollywood. After my first big success as
the Mongolian slave girl in The Thief of
Bagdad I thought living there the thing to
do. The publicity men were doing their best
to Americanize me and I appreciated it, for
I am an American: also I appreciated the
confidence placed in me by my father when
he allowed me to leave home, a very hard
thing for a Chinese father to do.
I
employed a sort of governess who tried to
make an American 'lady" of me but all
the time she was instructing me I could
hardly keep from saying: 'Be yourself,
madam: be yourself!' In fact I grew to
think there was no use in learning to act,
for in Hollywood everybody was acting.
Even the houses seemed artificial and finally
I began to feel that I was dwelling within
a world of 'sets.'
"Then I decided to go back to the
laundry and to my family," she went on
thoughtfully, "where I would hear the
truth!"

"But

the truth sometimes disappointasked.
"Not so it hurts," she answered, a sense
of humor playing in the corners of her
mouth as she shifted her eyes. "I love my
family above all else and they love me.
Father I believe, is worried at times but he
doesn't say anything. He went with me to

ing?"

isn't

I

premier of The Thief of Bagdad
of course I didn't wear many
and his only remark when
clothes in that
we came out of the theatre was: 'My, it's
very cold tonight!' I don't know whether
he meant something or not.
"To tell the truth," she added. "I'm
Chinese by race and I love Chinese people
and things. I love our traditions and even
our ancient religion. I think there is poetry
in our plural gods of the North Wind, the
see

the

—You

know

—

the like. They are beautithe American Indian gods.
only regret is the limitation upon my work,
as I can only play oriental roles, or someHayakawa's stardom
times Indian parts.

West Wind and
ful

My

like

failed

because he was never allowed to

kiss

the heroine. The fans wouldn't have stood
for it."
"But surely no one objects to seeing an
American kiss a pretty little Chinese girl?"

ventured.
"Not if she is impersonated by an American," she answered sadly.
"But some day." she came back brightly,
"some one will write a story demanding a
then perhaps I'll have
real Chinese girl
my chance."
When a girl who has been given only
I

—

the smallest parts
five

many

hundred
of the

stars

forth a fan mail of

calls

letters

a

week

receive

—

—more

it

than

would seem

that there are plenty of people who could
fall deeply in love with a Chinese star

not a flapperized Oriental, but a real
daughter of Far Cathay.
as I passed
I left at nine o'clock, and
out through the laundry to pay my final
respects to Wong pere, there were the four
they
'cousins' industriously ironing away

—

m. with occasional
And there was joy in their indussiestas
try, made more joyous by the strains of
As I drove
those strange music records.

had been

—

at

away Anna

it

since 6

a.

May waved me

goodbye from

the doorway, a doorway in which she fitted
perfectly, for behind it lay a family spirit
that accounts

splendid

race.

for

much

that

is

fine in

her
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Would YtOU
for

Everything
COMPLETE

HENRY

0.

—

SUPPOSE

you were offered O. Henry's Complete Works every one of the superb
wrote, each carrying its human tale of love, irony, sympathy and humor,
each a story that lifts you out of humdrum existence, enlivening your mind and
tugging at your heart all of his 273 short stories for a little more "than one cent
apiece, wouldn't you grasp that opportunity?
tales

into

»£S

—

made
done

lie

i

Henry's masterful pen probes deep into the tangle of life, lays bare its
its nearness, its glory and sordidness.
Chorus girls and clubmen, shopgirls and gamblers, aristocrats and beggars stalk through his pungent pages each
bearing a compelling tale that amazes you with its reality. Tragedy and eomedv;
soul-searing drama and laughter-provoking humor these are the vital chords that
O. Henry struck with every word he wrote.
Truly he was an epicure of authors,
selecting for you a delicious feast of works!
0.

beauty,
toe

—

Now in ONE Volume

it

The opportunity

is

now

here

it

in

pages, completely indexed,
for only $2.98.

sells

you to get O. Henry's Complete Works, all his 273 stories,
together with critical essays and
biography in one single volume

If you wish a copy mail the
coupon below. When the book
arrives pay the postman $2.98

for only $2.98!

plus the small carrying charge.

for

In the past the

complete works

were published
volumes,
$27.00.

of

ume, printed

this

Henry

many as
as much

in as

costing

But

O.

18
as

splendid vol-

in large, clear, easy-

And

then

ACT AT ONCE.

to

Doubleday,

NELSON DOUBLEDAY,
Garden

City,

New

way

re-

it

handsomely bound

cloth, containing over 1395

you are not com-

within ten days and we
will gladly refund your money.
As there are only a limited number of these books we urge you

turn

to-read type on superfine paper,
in the finest

if

pletely satisfied in every

Nelson

Dept. H-1201,
Garden City, N. Y.
Inc.,

Inc.

York, Dept. H-1201.

Please send me the complete works of O. Henry, containing 273 stories, in one
volume.
I will pay the postman $2.9S plus carrying charges.
You are to return
my money at once if I return the book within a week after its receipt.
\ stride.

B M1",

-*°u*
•

of

01>e

dories

w
Name

..

Address
City.

State.
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The Stage Coach — Continued

GRAY HAIR
NOT NECESSARY

IS
You

are only as old as
you look!

Phoebe Foster

adequate as the wife with
Kathlene Macdonell does
as well as you could expect with the Gail
Kane lines that have been thrust upon her.
And
Still, the part remains full of holes.
yet Interference gave us a nice evening.
the

JIU

Wm. J. Brandt's
LIQUID

cover hair in 10 to 30 minutes so that you
would not know it ever was gray.
It is liciuid.
One application with a toothbrush does it all. No
pack.
No mess.
You get the natural color. No one will suspect
your hair has been dyed. Leaves it soft and lustrous no dead color no streaks
no spots just a
will

uniform

—

—

—

color.

ANYONE CAN PUT

ON

IT

not rub off,
It stays on. several months.
Shampooing, sea bathing, sun. permanent waving,
curling nothing takes it off.
You can cover any gray no matter how stubborn
It also takes at the roots.
You
or how caused.
You get
don't have to fuss around for a week.
the color right away.
It

will

—

Wonderful For Touching

Up

where needed. Can be
used over other dyes or where powdered hennas
Does
Does not break the hair.
have been used.
not interfere with permanent waving.
Order through your
Full directions enclosed.
State color desired: Black, Dark
dealer or from us.
Brown, Medium Brown, Light Brown, Drab. Blond,
Auburn.
Cash with order, $2.50. C.O.D. $2.77.

You can put

it

on

just

HAIR SPECIALTY CO.
Dept. 665-A

past.

is

And

"The Taming of the Shrew"
We doubt that the New York police will

EAU DE HENNA
Hair Color Restorer

—

LAND

C R E E N

S

East 23rd

112

St.,

New York

close the comedy at the Garrick, but the
fact remains that it is the most radical,
most inimical to our modern standards, most
dangerous to our American attitude, most
Infascinating play on our boards to-day.
deed, except for the fact that the name

who has done
attached to it, we
was written by some

William Shakespeare, a man

some notable dramas,
should believe that

is

it

sworn foe of Americana

like

H.

L.

Mencken.

Shakespeare flourished circa 1564-1616,
which was sometime before the American
Mercury, or even Smart Set had been established, however, and Mencken has a clean
alibi.
As presented by the Garrick players,
it
is
not what we motion picture fans
The clothes
would call a costume play.
are strictly up-to-date and there is even a
Ford in it.
But there is more in it than that. There
is an evening of perfectly gorgeous entertainment, made even more enjoyable by the
realisation that Shakespeare's comedy is ageand dateless; that it is just as true and

less

funny in 1928 as it was back in the
It might have been written
16th century.
yesterday by Frank Craven, who wrote
The First Tear.
And, while we re about it, let's give some
boosts to the Garrick players, who do so
just as

Only 4 Motions osed

to

playing this fascinating
instrument. Our native

Hawaiian Instructors
teach you to master

them quickly. Pictures
show how. Everything explained clearly.

Play in Half Hour
Easy Lessons
Even if you don't know
After you Ret the four
one note from another,
easy motions you play
harmonious chords with tho 62 printed lessons
very little practice. No and the clear pictures
previousmusical knowlmake it easy to learn
edge necessary.
quickly. Payns youplay.
Free Guitar
Write at Once
_nd Outfit, In Genuine Seal Grain You'li never be lonesome with
ETabrikoidCaseaa soonas you en- this beautiful Hawaiian Guitar,
Write for Special Offer and easy
roll. Nothing to buy— everything
A postcard will do. ACT!
furnished. No delay.
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well by the Bard of Avon.
From Basil
Sydney and Mary Ellis down, they give
their excellent best.
We have gone on

record before as believing that many of
Shakespeare's works are better read than
acted.
The Taming of the Shrew in modern clothes is not one of them.

"Ink"
ln\
paper

is

supposed

We

life.

about news-

among the legion who
newspaper man himself, and
Not that the plot is absurd,

used to be a

we doubt

to be a play

it.

are

but the authors have couched most of it in
language that may very well be spoken
some place on land or sea, but never in
a newspaper

And

frightful
silly

office.

not only that, but
dialogue,

The

automatons.

bunch of hooey

the

as

as a result of the
characters become
publisher is just a

far as

any

likeliness is

concerned.
William Harrigan does very
well in the main role, but the handicap of
the play is a little too much for him. Clara
Bandick, as usual, is superb, in a small but
effective

role.

We

have a suggestion for the movies,
however. Let them buy ln\; the situations
are there for a corking film, and the picture could do away with some of the
In fact, we sugblahness of the dialogue.
gest giving it to one of the German directors who has learned to get along with no
In that case, it might very
dialogue at all.
well turn out to be a sardonic take-off on
For though there is
the newspaper game.
hooey and blah a-plenty in the films, there
the stage.
is even more on

Myrna from Montana

1

Continued from page 20

.

FIRST HAWAIIAN CONSERVATORY of MUSIC, Inc.
New York, N. V.
9th Floor, Woolworth Bldg., Dept.
170
orrr:.p->,,-i,-,,rr School Under
tho Laws
U.
Approved oh a Correspondenceof the State, of Neiu York
i
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Stomach
Trial

Sufferers
FREE
human

Treatment

Ninety-three per cent of
ailments originate
stomach.
the
To neglect your stomach trouble
is
to court danger.
Dr. Marcella's Stomach Treatment overcomes indigestion, dyspepsia, belching pain,
headaches,
heartburn,
bloating,
bad-tasting
breath,

in

gas. loss of appetite, gnawing empty feeling,
lump
in the stomach and other stomach symptoms.
Send
at once for free trial and convince yourself!
Address:

Dr. Marcclla Company, 1115 Green Bay Avenue, Milwaukee. Wisconsin.

HEALS LEGS

Method for Varicose Veins,
Open Sores, Phlebitis, Swollen
Legs, Milk Leg, Poor Circulation,
Viscose

heals by increasing slow circulation.
Stops aches and pains, reduces swelling, positively heals leg sores while you
work. Send now for free book and
mention the ailment.
S. Y. VISCOSE CO.
103S S. Alvarado St., Los Angeles, Calif.

DIRECT FROM THE WORLD'S MOVIE CAPITAL

LOVE LURE
"Perfume

An

exotic

cinate

^ them
mystic
I

and

surrender

charm.

An

old.
to

and
its

fas-

cause
subtle,

enchanting

Her beddid when I saw Myrna herself.
room is furnished simply in early American
furniture with colorful hook rugs. and ruffled
and the
charming water
She has no chaise longue in her
colors.
The same period design is carried
room.
out throughout the house, with the utmost
She has a garden
simplicity and charm.
of asters and tulips, and tiny red roses
tie-back curtains in
walls are decorated

of

allure

young
to

Ecstasy"
designed to

Her almond shaped eyes
very vivaciously.
that are so enigmatic on the screen, sparkle
with delightful ingenuousness.
You would be surprised too, about the
way she dresses her hair. On the screen
she often wears straight blonde wigs with
peculiarly cut bangs over her forehead, but
off the screen her own hair which is naturally wavy is bobbed in a very conservative
fashion, with her ears not showing the least
She doesn't wear ear rings or elaborate
bit.
bracelets or necklaces, as she usually does
in pictures, and she does not like the heavy
exotic perfume that is so reminiscent of her
However. I shall always adas a character.
mire her choice of colors. She wears green
usualy because it matches her eyes and goes
She never
very well with her red hair.
wears other bright colors, but confines herself to pastel shades and black.
She took me through her house, and
again I received the same surprise that I

irre-

sistible aroma.
Our $5.00 size only
$1.00 postpaid ($1.25 C.O.D.) with
instructions
for
use and art of
winning the one you love.
Dept. C. P. O. Box 610, Hollywood, Calif.

Write the Words for a Song
WE COMPOSE MUSIC Our Composer Wrote Many
Song Hits
MONARCH MUSIC COMPANY
Dept. 178
NEW YORK
236 West 55th Street

soft

yellow,

with

climbing up the porch. Myrna is not averse
When her maid is out,
to kitchen work.
she puts on an apron and starts experimentShe likes to
ing with all sorts of recipes.
try difficult ones just to see how they will
Myrna admits to many failures,
turn out.

not ashamed of her pies.
talked to her, the more different she seemed from the Myrna I had
known on the screen. She giggled once in
a while, and always she talked with refreshing enthusiasm.
She told me she loved
sports, and I understand she is an inveterate
but says she

The more

is

I

Can you imagine a vamp
sports?
She confessed to a strong
desire to travel, but that just now is impossible because she is sending a brother to
And, of course, she
school on her salary.
has bought a house out of her earnings.
She served coffee and sandwiches and
rich chocolate cake, late in the afternoon,
horsewoman.

loving

I
for we had made quite a visit of it.
noticed that she ate everything, even the
cake, apparently not thinking of calories.
I asked Myrna how it was that she was
perfectly willing to give up her dancing

which she had really intended to pursue
from childhood.
"Well, you see," she explained, "when
I wanted to dance, I knew nothing of picNow that I have tried them, I find
tures.
them so much to my liking that I am willIn pictures
ing to abandon my dancing.
there is a marvelous opportunity to portray
character roles, and that is the kind of work
I want to make a specialty of."
"And you have given up dancing entirely?" I asked.

"Not
Dancing

at all.
is

my

I

dance every day
recreation

as

at

well

home.
as

my

keeps me fit and gives
me more pleasure than any other kind of
exercise I can think of. I am very fond of
tennis, but it is more strenuous and I can't
daily

exercise.

It

SCREENLAND

Training

^Scientific IS/lind
Will you accept

this

book with our compliments

most eminent people

in the world advise

shown over 600,000 people how

ready

exercises, great

—
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book that some of the

a

you to read
to develop,

—

book

a

that has al-

by means of simple

mental powers which lay dormant or weak within them.

a book
HEREmeasured

the value of which cannot
is
be
in terms of money. The
simple ideas which it outlines have been
endorsed enthusiastically by many of the most
notable individuals in the world statesmen,
royal personages, great military and naval commanders, captains of industry, eminent judges,
famous writers whose names are known everywhere, scientists and publicists of the highest

such people can be metamortraining of their mental
facidties. They think they are "failures;" they
are usually despondent, discouraged, self-conscious. The trouble is simply that one or more
important mental faculties are completely un-

standing.

developed in them.

a book which has changed the current of
life
toward definite success and greater accomplishment of over six hundred thousand individuals in every corner of the civilized world!

are weak, they quickly become, in their
words, "new people."

The

—the

senses,

observation,

attention,

the

—

we

by the extent to which we
don't use

—

of these

Few of us ever realize this fact, and
most

altogether lacking in any power of
sustained concentration. When his mind is not
a complete blank, it flits from one inchoate idea
to another. Finally, he has no Will-Power at all,
for

is

seldom

in his life

has he

tised this

god-given

"Scientific

Mind

—

Send

of us are

He

illustrated here,

copy of this book, if you are inSee what others testify, about this
remarkable system not only people of the
highest distinction and note, but men and
women like you, in your circumstances, with
your problems and difficulties.
Please understand that sending for this book
does not obligate you to take up Pelmanism.
Nor will you be bothered by salesmen. It will be
left to your considered judgment, after reading
the facts and the testimony about Pelmanism,
whether you can afford to lose the benefit of such
an invaluable training. Send for a copy now,
before you forget. Address The Pelman Institute
of America, 71 West 45th St., Suite 161, New
York. Approved as a correspondence school under
the laws of the State of New York.
for a

terested.

—

sieve.

it.

—

as a result,

not even half-alive; we are not
one-tenth alive; the immense powers we possess
lie within us
dormant, unused and atrophied!
The average man doesn't see or hear a fraction
of what goes on around him; his senses are completely dulled, by lack of use; he doesn't know
how to reason properly, because he has never
developed that faculty; his powers of attention
are completely untrained. His memory is like a

as Pelmanism, after
twenty-five years ago, in England,

Training," tells in detail about this remarkable
system, illuminating the scientific theory behind
it, and giving innumerable concrete examples of
the astonishing results that have been obtained
by hundreds of thousands of people through
practising these simple and sensible exercises.

use these

them; if we don't develop in
mental directions these precious
faculties, upon which our whole career depends,
become (like unused muscles) weak, flabby,
powerless, and ineffectual.
If

own

The system is known

man who

The book

faculties.

any

they strengthen themselves where they

originated

to which they are developed in us is determined,
fact,

scientific

scientific

ogists.

memory, imagination, concentration, reasoning,
will-power, and others are susceptible to training, just like any muscle in the body. The degree
in

putty in the hands of

mind training is done through
simple, moderate, fascinating "mental exercises,"
under the direction of a staff of expert, psychol-

This

—

faculties

is

who do know what they

Astonishing Results Obtained
in Life

mind training what is it?
Psychologists have long known that our mental

Scientific

by

When

—

Most Men Fail

he

lives of

phosed,

It is

Why

result,

want.

—

—

As a

faculty.

clear-thinking people

Here

is

a book which has

— the
— ofhundreds offorthou-

influenced the lives
better

sands

of people.

—

Q\

A

Few Out of Hundreds of Prominent

Pelmanists

The Pelman
71

W. 45th
I

America
Ml. New York City

Institute of

St., Suite

want you

to

show me what Pelmanism

has actually done for over 600,000 people.
Please send me your free book, "'Scientific
Mind Training." This places me under no
obligation whatever.

Name
Address
T. P. O'Connor

"Father of tht
House of Commons"

City

State
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play tennis as often as I can dance. Dane
ing is really, I think, the very best form of

ACAD6MY
TONM6RICAN
OF DRAMATIC ARTS

exercise

compared the two to make
decision as to which I should pursue,
I
saw that pictures were something that
would keep me busy, something to study as
long as I am in them.
Each part is like
studying another subject in school, and demands so much work and concentration that
I enjoy it.
One usually enjoys the kind of
work that must be studied, the kind of work
that is a little above one, for that is the
only way to avoid monotony."
"I like to take the roll of a new picture
Then I
I am to do and read it at home.
go over it again in detail, visualizing myself
in the scenes I am reading.
Sometimes I
even act them out at home before going to
the studio. In this way I have quite a complete knowledge of what I am going to do
before the director calls upon me to do it,
and save many rehearsals on the set."
It
was a long time after Myrna Loy
signed her name to a contract with Warner
Bros., that she was given a chance to do
They gave her bits to do in
a real part.
many pictures, the most important of which
was the role of maid to Lucretia Borgia in
Don Juan. Even in the few scenes in which
she appeared, one could see that this girl
could do bigger things than she was doing

institution for Dramatic and
The instruction of the
Academy furnishes the essential preparation for
Directing and Teaching as well as for Acting.
The training is educative and practical, developing Poise, Personality and Expressional
Power, of value to those in professional life
and to the layman.

The foremost

Expressional Training.

Midwinter Term Opens Jan. 16th
Extension Dramatic Courses in co-operation with

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
Free Catalog describing all Courses from

Room 253-A CARNEGIE HALL, New York

Gifts Free

Each

of our thin model beautimovement
Swiss
finished
fully
Watches, as illustrated, are offered to you at
the sensational low price of only

GUARANTEED

This
is
an exceptional
and is offered for a
limited time only to enable us
to make new friends and customers.
No where else can you
get such splendid time pieces at
such an extraordinarily low price.
Let us send you today, your
Ladies'
beautiful
choice
of
a
$10.

bargain

Wrist Watch, Men's Strap Watcli
with plain or radium dial, or
Men's Pocket Watch, octagon or
round, white or green gold filled
case and tell you about the opportunity you have to get your
$10 back and ultimately obtain
Sent postage
your gift FREE.
prepaid on receipt of price or pay

—

postman upon

B.

A

short time ago two young playwrights
decided that they would do some originals

delivery.

New York

1,

I

City.

for the screen.
little

over

three

original

panies.

They

three

set to

months

stories

The names

to

work and

in a

time they sold
the picture com-

of the stories are: S\y

sold to Buster Keaton but never
produced.
Oh, What a l^urse, sold to Syd
Chaplin which was produced under that
title, and Luc\y Lady, sold to Famous Players Lasky.
The first two of these stories

Scraper,

Every
,

7\(pte

a

Tme

Tom with a

were sold more or less to order. By that
mean, these authors visited the editors
of the respective companies and learned
hand that they were in need of a
first
special kind of story. The last named however was written and sold entirely on its
own merit. It was a good story.
Now let us see what sort of a magic
I

Can you whistle a tune? Then you can play a "
Buescher. Easy. Most beautiful of al music. Jazz
or classical. 3 lessonsgiven on request with each
new Sax. teach scales in an hour. Play tunes first
.

1

Many join band or orchestra in 90 days.
Make real money .Travel. Work is all play. 6 days'

week.

Easy terms. Send postal for Beautiful Free
Book. Explains everything. Write Today. (15)

carpet these
they did it.

trial.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
2195 Buescher Block,

Elkhart, Ind.

Free

Book

BROWNIE50 NAME CARDS

Latest

Handy

Perfect

Size.

Name Card* and

Case

50c.

Size lVix2V4, engravotyped in dull
black, gloss black, silver, or gold.

Choice of Old English, Script or plain
types. With novelty case, Price complete 50c.

order.

Send stamps, coinormoney
Satisfaction guaranteed

or

money refunded. Agents Wanted

NAME CARD

SROIWNIE

CO.:

54 Main St.
Coventry, R. I.

Makes

Your choice of the World's best
typewriter— Underwood, Remington,

—

Oliver

full

eize,

late

model, completely rebuilt and
brand new.
Prices
smashed down to half. Act quick.
refinisned

*2 and it's yours
and we
send your name and

Free
Trial

will mail you our
address
Just
I
complete FREE CATALOG prepaid, fully deBCribine and eh""
actual photographa of each beautiful machine in fuH_colora Telia
for
pit
email-payment
every detail of our diract-to-you
Still t
if yo act dow.
ring. No obligation whatever. Stil
tremendo

International Typewriter Exchange
184

W. Lake

St.,

Department l-W,

Chicago,

III.

writers
I

may

used.

Let's

as well tell

see

how

you though,

it was not so easy to accomplish as it
seems to be in the telling. Bertram Bloch,
who since then has become Editor of the
Dramatic Department at Metro-GoldwynMayer Picture Company, and Robert Sherwood, Editor of Life Magazine, had their
Even
difficulties the same as any one else.
though you may write a good story, you
are still a long way from a sale.
But here's what Mr. Bloch and Mr.
First of all they made a
Sherwood did.
careful study of the current pictures of
the various companies. Next their plan of
attack was to go to the editors personally
and get an idea as to the exact kind of
You can do this.
material they wanted.
Any writer who has worth while merchandize to sell will be able to get the informa-

that

at the editorial offices of the picture
companies.
After Mr. Bloch and Mr. Sherwood had
gotten the information as to the type of
material wanted and the star such material
would "be considered for, they set to work
Contrary to the belief which
to write.
many have that the only sure way of selling an original is to get a cash advance
first and then do your writing, Mr. Bloch
and Mr. Sherwood took their places along-

tion

All Standard

even

the

To test her versatility, the producers gave her the featured role opposite
Monte Blue once more in Bitter Apples, in
which she was an American Sicilian girl
with a revengeful nature. Now Myrna is to
play opposite Conrad Nagel in an entirely
different type of picture, called The Girl
from Chicago, a story of the Chicago underworld.
There is no predicting what a girl like
Myrna Loy will do. She may be starting
as a vamp of the new era, but what she has
done so far proves conclusively that she
bilities.

be an outstanding figure

will

She

in

doing char-

too energetic and
ambitious, always to confine herself to the
acter

portrayals.

is

same kind of roles.
So this is the story of Myrna of the red
hair and green eyes
the story of Myrna
of Montana.

—

/ Sold a ScenaTW — Continued

LEON WATCH COMPANY

49 Maiden Lane, Dept.

woman."

a

my

Founded 1884 by Franklin H. Sargent

Get These Beautiful

for

"But when

It was the way she handled
most insignificant character that
made people notice her and made the producers realize there was a quality about her
that was worthy of better opportunities.
Her first featured role was as the half
caste girl in Across the Pacific in which
Monte Blue was starred. As the sensuous,
plotting, native girl she gave such an outstanding performance that she was discussed
as a character actress of tremendous possi-

in the picture.

from page 18

thousands of others who were stormeditorial doors for acceptance of

side

ing

the

their

stories.

But these writers were skilled workers.
They didn't have any baskets of tricks.
They knew their trade and knew how to
assemble and write fresh dramatic stories
which were in line with the particular needs
of the

Let

picture companies.
put in a little

me

word of advice

It is probably this lack on the part
here.
of the writer in not knowing the particular needs of the picture companies, which
keeps more stories from being accepted.

Why

send a Biblical story to a company

which only produces sex melodrama! Writers as a rule do not study the individual
needs of the picture companies and write
of subjects and people which are foreign
When they do this, no
to their policy.
matter how good the story is, it cannot be
used by the company.
know of several instances where a
I
manuscript has been received at the Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer

offices

with a note saying

that the enclosed story would make a wonderful vehicle for Reginald Denny who is
a Universal Star, or suggesting some other

who was not with Metro-GoldwynMayer.
But let us get on with the people who
have sold to the screen. Only last summer
a young writer by the name of F. W. Rath
who is in the advertising business and has
written numerous vaudeville sketches and
also a couple of plays which are going to
be produced soon, submitted an original
story called Young Blood to several of the
good story
It was a
picture companies.
and had a corking original idea.
For quite some time this story kicked
around from one picture company to
Each company the story went to
another.
expressed an interest but they were not inFinally the latter
terested enough to buy.
part of October the story sold to Universal
and will soon be produced with George
Lewis, the young Universal Star, in the
In this case, unlike Mr. Bloch and
lead.
Mr. Sherwood, Mr. Rath did not go
star

-
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Speak French, German, Spanish
1EARNING

Time

or Italian in a Short
to speak,

within

feel that it is
impossible for you to learn

except after years of hard
study, which you do not
care to undertake.

will

twelve
to
find your-

self able to speak a foreign
language more fluently
than those who have stud-

Agreement

of tasks.

You may

eight

weeks you

./read and write a
foreign language may
seem the most difficult

ied

it

for years in the

some "grammar

Every Peiman Language Course is taught under the absolute
agreement that if, after completing it you are not entirely
satisfied with
your ability to read, speak and understand the
language, your tuition wiil be refunded instantly upon demand.

first"

toil-

way.

This is no exaggeration.
In England, where this
wonderful new method was

originated, tens of thousands of people have found
President, The Pelman Language Institute, New York City
Yet here is an agreement
that it makes foreign lanthat, not only can you learn
guages astonishingly easy
French, Spanish, German
to learn.
In America this
HOME, by an excellent start toward learning one or success was at once duplicated. This is by
or Italian, in YOUR
far the most practical and sensible way to
MAIL but that you can learn it very all of them!
learn French, Spanish, German and Italian.
quicJdy.
It is this remarkable fact that lies at
The trouble with every other method of the basis of the wonderful success that has
Send for Free Book
come to the Pelman Language Courses,
teaching foreign languages is that your
A free book, yours for the asking, shows you
mind is cluttered up with a mass of trans- wherever they have been tried.
what a real cultural benefit, what a wonderful
means for pleasure, it is to have another lanlations, rules, exceptions to rules, gramLearn as Children Do
guage at your command.
This book actually
mar, and dozens of other intricate details.

The Pelman method

CAL

is so different, so
simpler, so much more PRACTIthat there is no basis of comparison.

New Idea
revolutionary new principle
of the Pelman Method in a few words:
In English, French, German, Spanish and
Italian there is a great body of words
(reaching up into the thousands) which
are practically identical in all these tongues.
If you were asked to read a French,
A

Here

B.

C.

McCtjlloch,

OWN

—

much

(Signed)

Striking

is the

German, Spanish or Italian newspaper,
you would probably give up without making the attempt. Yet, as a matter of fact,
you already know a very large number

You
of the words you would meet with.
would recognize most of them "at sight."
Others you would be able to guess correctly
from the way they fit in with the words
you know.
Really, instead of being totally ignorant
of these four languages, you already have

Just like a child learning to speak, you
do not bother at first about grammar. Instead, you learn from the very first lesson how to use the language itself. When
you can speak, read and understand others
readily, then
and then only you get the
knowledge of grammar you need in a new,
simple way.

—

—

Suppose, for example, that you have decided to learn French.
(The Pelman
method works just as simply with other
languages.)
When you open the first lesson of the Pelman method you will be
surprised to see not a single word of explanation in English. But you soon realize
that no English is necessary.
You find
that you already know enough French
words to start and you can easily discover the meaning of the unfamiliar
French words by the way they "fit in"
with the ones you recognize at sight.

shows you that you can read,
of the language you decide to

at sight, a page
learn.
It shows
possible to make the agreement that
you will learn either French, Spanish, German
or Italian within a short time, t» vour satisfaction, or it will cost you nothing. ' To send for
this book places you under no obligation.
No

why

of this revolutionary system,

is

salesman

will

call

on you.

Hail

coupon

"the

at once.

The Pelman Language

Institute

Approved as a correspondence school under
the laics of the State of New York
Suite L-161, 71 West 45th St., New York City
|

The Pelman Language Institute
71 West 45th St.,

Suite L-161,

Please send

I
|

Pelman System

me
of

full

New York

City

information about the

Language

j

I

lnstructioj

Name

—

By means

it

Address
City
I

I

£
j

}

French

[

]

State
am interested in
Spanish { } German £

}

Italian
^
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around to the editorial offices personally.
had a reputable agent The American

MONOGRAM

He

and

decks with monogram.
Finest
pold edge enamel finish cards
packed in attractive case. $3.50. Three
stunning designs
each in contrasting
color backs.
Two decks monogram
med
in
beautiful
genuine
ecrase

leather gift case, score pad and pencil,
$6.50. ."Blue, rose or green case. Meninitiul

of

FIFTH

As it often happens in the theatre,
delay after delay held up the stage production for such a length of time that
finally when Mr. Larric received an offer
from Paramount, he accepted it. His play
was made into a picture starring Thomas
Meighan. Shortly after this Mr. Larric was
engaged by Paramount to join their writing
staff.
So without any magic, Mr. Larric
made a connection with a picture company
which served him to very good advantage.

guaranteed.

AVENUE STATIONERS.

Inc.

Ave., Dept. N, New York
Write for illustrated folder of Personal Greeting Cards and gift suggestions.

500

Fifth

M APT ST

RE
UP WE

I

CAN TEACH

YOU DRAWING

in

home during your

your own

Thirty-five years of
time,.
successful teaching proves our ability.
Artists receive large salaries.

spare

Palmer Parsons, another playwright,
J.
had a production of a play he wrote but
it
was not successful and closed after a
But although it was not so
short run.
good as a play it was excellent picture
material.
Shortly afterwards, Mr. Parsons
sold the moving picture rights of this play
to the De Mille Company and it was made
into a picture called White Gold starring
Since then. Mr. Parsons has
Jetta Goudal.
been trying his hand at doing originals he

Write today for Art Year Book

$CHGM?FA]>PliEDAKT
Boom

BWrLECMEKMlCH,

3

Have Good Hair
And Clean Scalp

Cuticura

—

Soap and Ointment

earnestly studying the particular requirements of the picture companies and he will

is

Work Wonders
Try Our New Shaving Stick.

for
$1800
RECENTLY

undoubtedly win through. The sale of Mr.
Parsons was not effected entirely through
the efforts of an agent.
He got busy himself and helped things along.

Story!

a

Here's another case of a sale which is
very interesting.
The writer is Kenyon

was

paid $1.1(10 for a
a
Did you read "For Ansinirle short story.
other's Crime" in True Story's April issue?
Mrs. Simians, a Hoosier student, received 3c a
word for it. Others are continually selling their
-work.
With our UNLIMITED PERSONAL criticism and manuscript sales service, you. too. can
learn to write stories that will sell! Course endorsed hv nianv eminent writers, including the
Over 25.11011 publications buylnn
late Jack London.
writer

stories
Art of
offer.

231.

Nicholson who came to the front as the
author of the successful play The Bar\er
produced in New York last year and still
running.
Early last summer. Mr. Nicholson was approached by Paramount to go
to their studios in Hollywood, study their
productions and write them an original
story on Circus Life, this being the locale
around which he had written his play.
Mr. Nicholson consented to go and upon
arriving at the Coast Studios he was shown
around the place and then given a desk,
typewriter, paper, etc.. and told to write
his tale.
After a reasonable length of time
the story was finished and Mr. Nicholson
Now it
confidently handed in the script.
appears that at the time Mr. Nicholson's

WRITE FOR FREE BOOK "The
and details of our special
HOOSIER INSTITUTE. Short Story Dept.

Ft.

today.

Story Writine."

Wayne.

Ind.

was

reduce with O. B. C. T. astonish their

fat friends ! Get rid of fat ! Be young and gay and
active. O. B. C.T. is positively guaranteed to reduce
you quickly and safely. Made under supervision of
no
licensed practicing physician. No exercise
dieting. Send for Free Book that gives scientific
it.
rid
of
and
how
to
get
for
fat
data on reasons

—

write today for fascinating

FREE

Mr. Nicholson waited and waited. Soon,
impatient, he sat down and wrote

getting

In a little while the time
which his contract called for to write the
first
story was up, and Mr. Nicholson
marched out of the Paramount Studios
with the second story he had written under
the First
his arm and went directly to
He talked with the EdiNational Studios.

nil

another story.

I;

nAAtr
Wvlt

this amazing
O.B. C.T. Laboratory. 4016 Lincoln Ave., Dept.

Book on

fat reducer.

140,

Chicago

there and in practically twenty-four
If you
hours time he had effected a sale.
right, but I call it a
call this magic, all
case of where an author had the rare combination of being a writer and a salesman

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS

tor

INSTANTLY, makesthem appear

naturally dark. long and luxuriant. Adds wonderful charm, beauty
and expression

brnlm.

to

any face. Perteetly

lined by millions of lovely
woou-n. Solid form or water-proof bqyou,
01.1. liLAi'K or liltoWN. }Sc al
dealer's or direct postpaid.

MAYBELLLNE

CO..

virtually

others.

—

Thousands have become thin the
O. B. C. T. way. No obligation

handed

in,
the editorial office
flooded with material which
So the story
also had to be considered.
which was so eagerly waited for at first,
took its place in line with several hunderd

story

was

Women who

the

tion.

surname.

Remit with order, sent postpaid. Satisfaction

for
field

A

quality

tion

—

handle his material
This agent of course knew the
knew the best place to submit

type of story which Mr. Rath wrote. No
magic about this sale.
Still
another instance where a writer
broke into the movie game is that of Jack
Larric, a playwright.
year or so ago,
Mr. Larric wrote a play called Easy M.ar\
which at the time was being considered
by several Broadway Managers for produc-

AN IDEAL GIFT

Two

Company

Play
him.

BRIDGE CARDS

—

Only recently an
Wild Oats written

Young was
for
.

tion.

Colleen

This

original

by

called

Howard

sold to First National

Irving
Pictures

producis now in
another sale which was made

Moore and
is

Her

Company.

Mr.

of the stage play

Herbert which was bought
by First National Pictures
released under the title The Perfect
starring Ben Lyon.
There has been no bag of tricks
called N.ot

time

ago

some
and
Sap

connected with the sale of the stories so far.
In each case a writer who knows how-to
write has sold a story. There doesn't seem
to
be anything particularly exceptional
about that.
But there is still another side
to the scenario game.
Let us take a look
into
the workings of the unrecognized
author the writer who has had a mediocre
success and is still struggling for recognition, writing with the hope that some day,
somehow, he will sell the big story which
This writer is really
will put him over.
serving his apprenticeship the same as
hundreds of others before him have done.
good market for him to try is the smaller

—

A

Independent Companies.
These smaller picture companies spend
anywhere from fifteen to twenty-five thousand dollars for an entire production. It's
called a ^uic^y and is made in from six
ten days. The author of these stories
not paid as much as the larger companies
would pay. but their demands are not
nearly as exacting, and a story is not nearly
to
is

as

hard to

Only

sell.

recently,

Myles Connolly the pro-

editor of the Columbia, the official
organ of the Knights of Columbus sold an

lific

Independent Company which
he called Children of Despair. In this case
original to an

as in some of the others the sale was made
by the American Play Company and the
name of the company which bought it is,

Picture Corporation, located at

The Quality

1540 Broadway, New York City.
A young writer by the name of William
B. Laub has been quite successful in selling
In no case
stories to the Independents.
He
though did Mr. Laub use an agent.
went around himself and sold his stories.
In a short time he wrote and sold five
stories. They were; Out of the Chorus for
Alice Brady. The Fair Cheat for Dorothy
The Broadway Drifter for
Mackaill.
George Walsh. Daughters Who Pay for
Marguerite de la Motte and Cotnbat for
George Walsh.
*
So there we have the story of how origiThe path of the
nals have been sold.
writer

who

writes originals for

the screen

with hardships but they are
not hardships which cannot be overcome.
When one does sell an original for the
screen the rewards are quite worth while.
The prices paid, starting with those sold
beset

still

is

Independent Companies,
smaller
the
range in price from a thousand up to fifteen thousand dollars, but the latter price
the rule.
is much more the exception than
If you were to ask me how to sell an
to

original for the screen I would tell you to
learn the trade, or rather the > profirst
Then if you can't go
fession of writing.
to the picture companies yourself, I would
material
let a reputable agent handle my

There are a lot of agents. The
American Play Company is located at 33
West 42nd Street, New York City. Robert
Thomas Hardy located at 47 West 42nd
New York City, and Hamilton
Street.
Thompson, 551 Fifth Avenue, New York
in
City. Mr. Thompson also has an office
Hollywood located at 1930 Canyon Drive.
for me.

We

as well.

CHICAGO

by The American Play
Young is also the author

always have the ambitious wristriving to break through the
no matter how insurmountable
barriers
they seem, and some day, some one of
the courageous ones, who has learned how
ter

will

who

to write

is

a

good

story,

will

succeed.
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They Winked
when
.

.

.

in Derision

Chaumont greeted me

Mile.

French

in

but a second later they got the shock of their lives!

AS

HER — and

I look back on the strange beginnings of that romantic adventure,
and its amazing outcome
I have

everything

—

to laugh.

picture she made! To describe her
as lovely, charming, bewitching, simply proves
the poverty of the English tongue. Briefly, she
was the kind of girl for whose adorable feet
any modern Raleigh would gladly spread his
dinner coat in the mud.
My appearance was greeted with delighted
shouts of welcome
a sort of prelude to the
evening's "comedy." Then, with a grand display of mock formality, I was led forward to
be presented to Mademoiselle.
As I bowed low
over her hand in approved Continental fashion,
she murmured

—

my

—

ation that brought me happiness.
I caught my first glimpse of Mile. Chaumont at one of our charity bazaars, where
she appeared as a guest of the Eobinsons.
I had arrived late, just as the Robinson
party was leaving. But the vision of that
gorgeous girl, fresh from Paris, hung like
a picture in my memory; and I'm not
ashamed to confess that from that moment there was one perfectly eligible
young bachelor who began to take a new
and excited interest in life.

Friends Plan a Joke on

"Je suis

charmee, Monsieur.".
"Comme vous etes adorable I" I replied.
"Et vous, Monsieur," she exclaimed softly,
"comme vous etes genereux!"
And while my dear, foolish friends stood by,
gasping with amazement at this rapid exchange
of musical French, the first notes of the orchestra announced the opening dance. I bowed to
Mademoiselle.
"Voulez-vous me faire le plaisir de danser
avec moi ?"
She rose gracefully, flashing me a bright
smile.
'"Oui, volon tiers !" she said.
Whereupon she tucked her arm into mine,
and I triumphantly led her off to the dance
floor,
to the consternation and deep chagrin
of every one else.
If I had suspected it before, I became certain during that dance that there was only one
girl in the world for me.
At the end of the dance I led her out
onto the balcony, where we found a comfortable
corner and continued to get acquainted. And
there wr e sat through several dances, exchanging confidences that I sincerely hoped would
eventually lead to wedding bells for me.

Me

In other words, I was "hard hit"; and
like any other romantic young enthusiast,
I went about among my friends askingeager, foolish questions, and singing aloud
the beautiful sentiments I so ardently
felt.
I simply had to meet her
to Tcndw
her.
All of which amused my friends
enormously, and set on foot a conspiracy
to let me make a monkey of myself.
The upshot of their base designs was a
dinner-dance
given
in
Mademoiselle's
honor by the Eobinsons.
I was invited,
of course. The plan was to present me to
Mile. Chaumont who spoke scarcely a word
of English, then leave me stranded and
stuttering in her company while they sat
back to enjoy the fun. It was a tricky
little plot, and so far as my ignorance
of it was concerned perfect. But .
Well, the big night came. When I entered the Robinson home I was as nervous as a bridegroom who has forgotten
the wedding ring. Then through an opening in a little group I caught sight of

—

.

.

from that moment I forgot

else.

What a

It was cleverly contrived
that deeplaid plot of
friends to entangle me
in a web of folly and embarrassment. Today they have to close one eye and cross
the other to see anything funny in a situ-

My
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I Tell
When we

My

Friends the Secret

the house the storm
broke.
From all sides the noisy, excited revelers rushed down upon us, firing a volley of
questions and shafts of reproof.
Some one

pounced

on

me from behind and

in the

ribs,
"You sly

,

whirled

The

"Huso

above,
learning
ated by
perts,

me

Method."

which the writer refers to
most
inaenious
method of
ever been devised.
Originthe House of Hugo, renowned language excombines their broadest knowledge and ripest

is

it

experience

the

perhaps

French

a

in

has

that

series

twenty-four

of

printed

lessons

which anyone can study right at home.
There is nothing difficult about it no laborious
exercises to do— no tiresome rules
no dull classroom
drills.
.You are your own teacher.
you choose
your own time for study a few minutes a dav
accmiring a practical knowledge of a language that
will
be of enormous cultural,
social
and business

—

—

—

value
to
you.
Everything
is
made so clear,
simple, so easy, that you will be astonished at
rapidly
you progress.

Try

Days
—

5

It

FREE

—

glad

sendi you the complete Course for 5 davs'
examination.
It
must prove its worth to
before you invest a penny.
Then, if at the
end of the free examination period vou decide to
e
5011 send only $ 2 - 00 as a fll st pavment. and
£,
SS
5-2. UO
a month thereafter until the
full
price
of
S12.00 has been paid.
Otherwise, return the Course,
and you are out nothing.
If
you act promptly,
a valuable French-English
Dictionary containing J5.0no words, will be included
without additional cost.
So don't put it off
Mail
the coupon today.
Doubledav. Doran
Co
ln<-

FREE

to

you

Dept.

F-Z1S1. Garden City.

Doubleday,

Doran

SC

Co.,

New

Inc.,

&

.

York.

Dept.

F-Z1S1,

American Representatives of Hugo's
Language Institute of London,
Please send
in

New
me

York

Hugo "French-At-Sight" Course,
lessons, for free examination
and include the
Dictionary.
Within 5 davs I will
return the Course and Dictionarv. or send vou
at that time and $2 each month thereafter
uiuil
lias been paid.
the

—

24

French-English
either

>2
.s.12

Another poked me

while an envious voice cried
old beggar, where did you learn

speak French ?"
laughed and kept them guessing. Then,
when I thought I had carried my triumph far
enough, I told them about the famous Hugo
Method which I had taken up some time before as the simplest, quickest way in the world
of learning to speak and read French.
A knowledge of French, I told them, had
seemed to me of genuine value in forming con-

Name

_

to

I

tacts, making friends,
self in a business and

and

in advancing one's
social way.
Anyway, I

so

how

Thousands have learned French by this fascinating
method and so can you without risking a cent.
Simply mail^the coupon below, and we shall be

Garden City,

re-entered

away from my companion.

had heard of the Hugo Method, and had
thought it worth trying.
They had seen the
for themselves.
And without giving
them a chance to ask further questions, off I
went in search of "the only girl."
results

Address

City—

State...

Reference or Occupation..
5 per cent discount for cash with order
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Screenplays—

Continued from page 51

Put your foot down, May, and make the
you have when you find your boy friend
doesn't mean matrimony when he says 'I boys in the back room give you a better
Go to see a good animal pic deal or we'll hire a few of these western
love you.'
ture when that happens to you and youll heroes and have them draw a couple of
feel like that old wiseacre who said, 'The sawed off shot guns on whoever picks out
more I see of men the better I like dogs." your stories.
Only you'll have to substitute horses in-

Ladies At Ease

stead of dogs.

old friend Rex in
and another horse called Valerie who,
it,
by the way, almost steals the picture right
from under Rex's snorting nose.
There's much real beauty in the film
some lovely .shots and some exciting moments when the wild horses stampede.
Good old melodrama it is. And that's
what folks like as the successes on Broad-

Wild Beauty has your

way

We

like
our
demonstrate.
At least I
like it mellow.
When I go out for an evening's
do.
amusement I don't aim to step over to the
graveyard and see my uncle's grave nor sit

clearly

drama and we

down in a picture house and watch an
unhappy matron be 'misunderstood.'

You

remember

the
Cottage.

Trained

Slightly

I

why so many successful men say
training makes success more certain."

is

Now

.

.

Easy To Learn

.

At Home
Now
success
time.

under modern methods you can get this
training right at home, during spare
The man in business who knows law,

like

Because Gertrude Short as the plump
comedienne with sore feet gave me some

Why

great laughs.
that girl is down-right
appealing.
Of Course, Pauline Garon is
the pretty one who gets the sympathy.
But Gertrude Short is the one that gets
the laughs.
And I want to say right here

—what every playwright knows—

it's

harder

make people laugh than it is to make
them cry.
It's
the Will Rogers of this
world and the Ring Lardners and the

—

Sam Hellmans

—

Companionate Marriage to find
to remedy the social system.
Go to see this picture, girls and boys,
give yourself a good laugh and take it
home with you. There are a lot of dreary
winter days ahead with worries about the
price of coal and coats and how to make
one dollar do the work of five. But as long

photography.

legal training equips you to rise quickly
to the very top in the business world.
You
will see the proof in your own community
The leaders of big business are Law trained.

I

best
struggling through one of those comedies that
as an old picture producer once
said
But even
'ain't to be laughed at.'

who

"Law

of

is

the lack of humor can't mar the beauty of
the settings and the excellence of the

A

and
Ease.

who ride in limousines but
the long haired poet who writes about
heartbreak that finally sticks his head in
the oven and turns on the gas.
And that goes for home life too. Keep
the husband or the boy friend laughing
and you won't have to read Judge Lindsey's

That

—
— —

Opportunities

That

May McAvoy

May

Brings Greater

It

Ease.
But I like my beach
my band and I like Ladies at
And do you know why?

at

a picture
Well, it's a
most folks will never forget.
nreat pity somebody can't find another plot
for her as excellent as that one was because she certainly gets a bad break in the
new film Slightly Used.
McAvoy and Conrad Nagel do their

The Enchanted

Be Law

if you are one of those people who
read Swinburne and prefer a melancholy north room with a volume of Nietsche
to a sun-smothered beach with a whitejacketed jazz band, don't go to see Ladies

to

Used

Slightly

Now

like to

Used

tells

the

story

of a

girl

be married to a distant
aviator, so that her two younger sisters may
get engaged.
An irate papa has declared
all bets off on
the younger two until he
gets his oldest off his hands.
This would have made a great hit when
Laura Jean Libby used to make half the
females in America weep over life's cruelty.
pretends

to

Or when that old
Wide World was

sob-getter

considered

The Wide,
a

literary

masterpiece.

it's

book on

out

how

you can keep the family
you've got no need to fear.
as

Russell
writers

—one
—

circle

And

laughing
Bertrand

of the sanest of contemporary
us

tells

that

that

is

what

—

—more

than anything else
poisons the dreams of
our life. Go to see this picture and then

come home and read How to be Free and
Happy by Russell and I prophesy a good
winter for

all.

has facts at his finger tips that make him far

more valuable than
a

Law

That

his associates.

is

why

training often brings bigger opportunities,

more money, and even social prominence.
Incomes of $5,000 to $10,000 a year in business
are only ordinary salaries for law trained men.

More Than

50,000

Have

Chatter from Hollyivood

Enrolled

Continued from page 69

Our course and Service is endorsed by members of
bench and bar.
Founded in 1886.
More than
have enrolled for our training.
Thousands of

the

50.001)

graduates
positions

are
of

successfully

prominence

in

practicing law. or tilling
the business and political

world.

FREE BOOKLET
We shall be pleased to send
free and without obligation
copy of an interesting booklet recently prepared for men who want
to get ahead.
Your name and
coupon below
address
on
the
brings this booklet and full details of our method of law training.
Low tuition Fee and easy
Mail the
terms now in effect.
coupon now.
Dept.

Michigan

Ave.

Chicago.

Dept.

6321,

Without

I

Illinois

Correspondence School of Law,
3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago. 111.
cost or obligation to me. please send
me a copy of the Free Book on Law. also details
of training and low tuition fee offer.

American

I

Name

Douglas

new

Fairbanks' leading
the parents of

Ruth Miller and Betty Blythe have gone

under the surgeon's knife.
Mexican actress were named: Jacobo
Both Adolphe Menjou and Jack Holt
Dillalobos and Josefina Velez de Dillalobos. have been seriously ill, while W. C. Fields
Lupe was christened Maria Guadalupe.
cracked a couple of vertebrae in a fall.
in his

film that

o

Strange Hollywood attracts fakers. This
month a sewing machine agent fooled several of the studios into believing he was
Joe Dundee, ex-welterweight champion of
the world, while a little French dancer,
almost got away with being a sister of Anna
Pavlowa, famous Russian dancer.

His injury held up production of the
Christie 1927 version of Tillies Punctured

Romance.
Sally

at

almost went the way of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer this

month.

not renewed

year at

State..

O'Neil

Lew Cody

The option on Sally's contract was
when the time came and there
fake counts and princes in was much dickering back and forth between
If all the
Hollywood were placed end-on-end they the star and the producers. The final rewould stretch from the Metro-Goldwynsult has not been made public, but I believe
Mayer studio to the Statue of Liberty in
she will remain at M. G. M. for another
New York harbor.

No
Town

Velez,

—

AMERICAN CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF LAW
3601

woman
this

you,

6321,

Lupe

star

is

During the last
tion anecdotes this season.
month, Marie Prevost, Vera Reynolds, Patsy

least.

Sally has the reputation of having a

complete without her operatle

too

much

are made.

advice to offer on

how

lit-

pictures
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Can Your
Complexion

Stand

the

Sunlight?
VY/HEN

you find yourself in a flood
of disillusioning light, are you

conscious and ill at ease? If you
chances to one, there
something the matter with your

self

are, then, ten
is

To appear at your best, you
need a face free from skin blemishes.
skin.

There is an astonishing new cleansing
cream called

"

A CE

EF

",

which will again safely permit you
the prestige of a "place in the Sun."

EFACE contains a wonderful new
ingredient which literary transforms
your

After a short while, you

skin.

will be

amazed

at the

change

in

your

be no blackheads!

No

looks.

There

will

pimples!

Your

skin

become

will

velvety, smooth, and white; with
that vital, youthful look which all

women

covet.

USE THIS COUPON
Petropalm Corp. (Dept. S.),
21 Washington St., New York, N. Y.
Enclosed find $1.00 for a tube of

Name
Address

Cit y

State

EFACE.
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The Love
studio,

unless
of the

dream

you
great

Pilot — Continued from page

are in love
things you

and can
hope to

achieve.

There romance

down

colors every empty set,
to the very last flat, and when you're

31

accomplish."

Wimbleton just took another drink and
smiled that suave, superior smile the women
adored and answered.
"I appreciate your interest in

my

wel-

and have youth and courage, you'll fare, Kennedy but I know you will pardon
thrill to it as Pat and Jack did.
me for saying that I think you are unnecesSo another year went by; they go fast sarily anxious. I am still Clarence Wimblein a busy studio.
Jack worked harder than ton and to the public I have not changed.
ever, asked
for no favors and received Quite frankly, I'm sick of this company and
in love

none.

He

wasn't the bootlicking kind.

He

he had it in him to go to the
top, and who wouldn't with Pat's love urging him on and on, telling him where he
fell short in a way that wouldn't hurt him
believed
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G I VENS, 411 Chemi cal

person

picture, tried to reason with him.

Wimbleton's dressing room
and as kindly and gently as he knew how.
he broached the subject. Wimbleton didn't
He was a gentleman, of
fly off the handle.
good family, but success had come too easy.
He thought nothing could unseat him nowWhen Jack refused a drink and instead,
a friendly arm across Wimbleton's
laid
shoulder and said,
"Clans, can't you let it alone for a
while? You've got years and years before
you yet, and a good reputation to boost
you. Why man, there's nothing you can't

He went

to

The

lovable devil.'
that the kid

The
all

lovable devil was
wrong anyway.

Well, this was too

"Damn
story

that

it.

Pat."

has

T""9

J~\.
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'The horse

stars of

their daily dozen.

ostracized.

much

Hollyvjood doing

Which

is

for Blackthorne.

he growled, "Here's a

possibilities,

Ka nsas C ity.Mo.

State of N. Y. 28G Fifth Av., N: Y.

climax of the story was,

something terribly bad,
money, and the redeeming
like stealing
angel came to the rescue and won the girl.
did

M.
Free Trial Treatment

DR. R.

among them."

He always took the
redeeming angel.
blame on his elegant shoulders. They loved
She couldn't decide which
the same girl.
Her folks said. 'Take the
one to choose.
gentleman.' but her heart said, 'Take the

WRITE TODAY.

Bldg.,

r \

GET RID
OF YOUR

intelligent

"That isn't so. Clans. Eeverybody is tryand always thinking up little bits of business for him in a seemingly unimportant ing to do their best and are pulling with
"
"Why
scene, which would make him stand out, you," Jack urged.
"I thank you again for your interest,"
almost equal with the lead. There is a lot
a little script girl can do for the man she Wimbleton interrupted him, "but please
leave me now.
My secretary has a stack
loves.
Then at the beginning of Blackthorne's of photographs for me to sign and I promfifth year, when he had proven his ability ised I would attend to it today.
And that was the end of that. The
in turning out clean, entertaining pictures
that made money at the box office, the picture turned out 'just another one of
powers that be gave him a hard nut to those affairs' as the critics say.
The new story came through. It was
crack.
They assigned him a star whose success had swollen his head size beyond all the last one Blackthorne's contract called
for and the last one Wimbleton's contract
hope.
Clarence Wimbleton had one more year called for. but there was a difference.
He Blackthorne knew that he could renew his
to go on his contract with Imperial.
knew he was a star, but everyone else on contract which would mean another five
He was a years plodding along in the same old rut,
the lot knew he had been one.
A fine looking rehashing the same old themes, finally leavdark haired chap.
tall,
man when in condition but he had burned ing him branded as a pot boiler. He was
his candle at both ends, and the tallow was intelligent and had imagination and was
chafing at the bit to apply it to some
almost gone.
While Wimbleton
The officials of the company knew it and worthwhile story.
they hoped Blackthorne could do some- couldn't wait to shake the dust of the
The first three pictures Imperial's lot from his boots. Pride in his
thing with him.
turned out to be mediocre affairs. Black- work had given place to arrogance. No
thorne worked like a slave to draw things company, he felt, was good enough for
out of Wimbleton, but the spark was pretty him. he was supreme.
When Blackthorne read the script, he
low.
Only occasionally did it break into a
was called
It
flame and then Wimbleton took good care was thoroughly disgusted.
The same old stuff about
to thoroughly and completely extinguish it Blaci^ Sheep.
two brothers. The younger brother was
before the next day's shooting.
Jack nearly broke his heart and neck the wild one, always in trouble, full of life
trying to bolster up the scenes where and the devil, and didn't care who knew
Wimbleton fell down. He pitied the man, it. He disgraced his family time and again
and once, toward the end of the third and each time the elder brother played the

the favor by telling your

mine.

is

the insulting salary they have me bound to.
The stories they assign me are atrocious
and the directors ignoramuses.
Oh! I'm
sick of the whole thing.
There isn't one

beautiful

pos-

SCREENLAND
and look what they made out of
The
I wish it was over with.
fools! Haven't they any sense at all? Pat,
I'm tempted to ask them to sell that story
sibilities,

Hell,

it.

====
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Never

It'll make
me, but they never would.
for them, and that's all they care
Well, see you in the morning.
about.
Study it over tonight. We'll do the best
we can, anyway. Goodnight," and away he
went.
That was Blackthorne for you, always
willing to give his best, even when you
tied his hands.
And they started in with Wimbleton
as the redeeming angel and Jack as the
But trouble began to brew
black sheep.
Since Jack had
from another quarter.
spoken to Wimbleton, that worthy gentleman got the idea into his head that the
officials had sent Jack to him because they

to

money

out of the real breaks. America's Humor
Asks no quarter.
go further
we give
you a half dollar's worth for your quarter.

be

left

We

—

.

.

.

Give
yourself a chance to read 96 pages of clear cut
stories, jokes and

humor, funny gags, humorous
comic pictures.

call their star on the carIn the past three pictures he had been
manageable, reported on time, appeared on
the set when called from his bungalow
dressing room and took direction after a
fashion.
But now nothing could hold him.
He came when he pleased, refused to take
direction and high hatted everybody left

were afraid to
pet.

and

A.
wise bozo knows that we give you more meat
your quarter than your butcher.

right.

The

electricians,

a

democratic,

for

hail-fel-

low-well-met bunch were tempted to drop
a spot light on his dome, in spite of all
that Blackthorne and Fred the cameraman
could do to pacify them. When the rushes
came through, there would be a high light
and a shadow where it shouldn't be. At

Sucker

moment, when Wimbleton
just the
would try to appear as elegant and refined
as he knew how, and the cameras were
grinding away, an important spot would
dim or sputter, with disastrous results to
the star when the scene appeared on the
to make a
It takes team work
screen.
critical

(Succor)

All this worried Blackthorne because he
realized that it spelt ruin for his picture.
If Wimbleton pulled this sort of stuff at
the beginning of the picture there was no
telling what he might do before it ended.
If bitterness against a fancied wrong was
the cause of his actions he might carry it
to the extent of walking off the set alto-

And then where would Blackthorne
He wanted nothing to defer the date

a

thousand

An

picture.

An'

if you- aren't reading America's
are neglecting your reading.

gether.

be?

your funnyboee with

laughs.

|

Humor you

Even

for the finish of this picture and his
After a particularly discontract either.
agreeable day with the star Blackthorne

a sucker is entitled to his money's worth and
we're giving him a real

set

.

a conference with Pat.
It was six o'clock when he left. By ten
Pat was banging her typewriter sixty miles
an hour. Her eyes were bright, her face

.

.

had

Break
—

flushed, yet her hands were like ice.
At four in the morning, Pat was still
typing. Her eyes were still bright, although
the lids drooped a little. Her face was pale,

So

two bright spots on the cheekexcept
bones, and her hands and feet were numb.
But her heart was warm and happy. Wasn't
she doing it for her boy?
for

take this advice:

Peel a dollar

off your roll and send it for a
five-months' trial subscription, using the coupon

below.

When

Blackthorne came, to the office
morning, he found a little
girl fast asleep with her arms on the typewriter and her head pillowed on them.
at eight in the

AMERICA'S HUMOR,
49 West 45th

He called to her anxiously, 'Pat girl,
what's wrong?' and receiving no reply, he
knelt beside her and lifted the tired head.
That didn't wake Pat either, so he put
her head on his shoulder and chafed her
hands and wrists. Finally she opened her
eyes sleepily and realizing Blackthorne's
presence she grinned and wrinkled her
Before he had a chance to
nose at him.
say. anything, she was up and gathered
She
together a pile of typewritten sheets.
begged him to go into
and read them.

his

private

office

Please cheer
for

which

I

me

enclose

St.,

Dept. S

New York

with a

my

five

City.

months' subscription to America's Humor,

dollar.
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Next morning Pat rehearsed Jack in the
For perhaps three quarters of an hour
Blackthorne read earnestly, eagerly and joy- regular business of the following day's
She made him go over a scene
ously. Then he banged the desk with his shooting.
fist,
stared at the blotter, while his eyes time after time, picking out and telling
snapped and his jaw muscles twitched ner- him to remember certain little bits of
When she had these noted she
vously, and suddenly wheeling around so action.
that he almost scared Pat out of her chair would call Jack over to sit beside her and
she was pretty well on edge after her say,
"Supposing Jack, your part was the lead,
night's work
he said in a tense whisper;
"Pat it's corking, and I'll do it for would you change the business a great
You've bolstered up Wimbleton's deal?" and Jack, his imagination all astir,
you.
part so that if he does stick he will still would go right back on the set and go
be the star, yet Jack's part is so strength' through the same scene he had just retrying
to
what
see
needed
ened that it lifts the whole story from hearsed,
mediocrity and he will be able to land a strengthening and pepping up. That was
dandy contract from this chance. If the what little Pat wanted.
Then her pencil would fly making notes
G. M. kicks when he sees it I'll let him
in
on the anxiety we are now going for a shot here and there, changing an
through with Wimbleton. That will shut entrance or an exit and all the time, buildhim up. On the other hand if Wimbleton ing up with just one thing in view.
The following morning she and Blacklets us down before the end of the picture.
Jack's part, the way you've handled it and thorne would be together, going over her
worked in these cover shots, becomes the notes, long before anybody was on the set.
lead and Wimbleton's the strong support. Before Wimbleton decided to come down,
Gosh, won't everybody be hot? But the several hundred feet were shot of Jack
Company will realize, when they get under the title of 'test shots' and then the
through gasping, that because of our auda- days work would go on.
romped through the story, a
Jack
city their skins are saved and that they
sympathetic,
lovable
young
have a wow instead of an unfinished pic- thoroughly
He went from one situation to the
ture. And they'll think us pretty smart to devil.
have anticipated a hopeless situation. All next, getting himself deeper and deeper
we have to do now is hope, for Jack's sake, into hot water with all the joy and zest of
How are a young pup on a rug and carpet slipper
that Wimbleton lets us down.
we going to manage Jack though with all chewing rampage.
Every night, there was rehearsing, and
He mustn't suspect a
these extra shots?
more rehearsing. Towards the middle of
thing, nor must Wimbleton."
Leave the picture, after a hard day when Wimble"I'll tell
you Mr. Blackthorne.
ton had been very nasty in his fine ironical
I'll take him on the set every
Jack to me.
night after everybody has gone and re- way, and had tried his darnedest to make
Jack appear as cheap and amateurish as
I'll take
hearse him in the revised action.
notes of the cover shots we'll need both possible, Jack asked Pat,
"What are you going to do when Blackfor Jack and Wimbleton and we'll push

—
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Pat called him over to sit beside her
parallel, and replied without looking
at him.
"I think I'll stay with Mr. Blackthorne."
"Do you believe he'll sign up again?" he

on a

a

extra

of

lot

make him

feel

to know eagerly.
"Not under the same

wanted

conditions, Jack.
has been talking about doing an indeHave
pendent again.
do you ask.

He

Why

you heard anything?"
She knew darned well why he
but she was a woman.

"No

gee,

disap-

rides

him,

detailed

eyes,

business

his

for

usual

grin

the new story
take her home

dear,

Jack

If

just

all

for you.

held

her

what

to

thing's

over

all

calling

like

a

me

in

scene,

a

I

show down, but

to

close

him. "I wish I knew
you're around every-

When

do.

sunshine,

just

like

when

the

sun-

but when I think of
being away from you, well, it's all shadows
just like it is now with only those measly
Gee, I'm all
blinking work lights going.
lights

flood

a

set,

blue tonight Pat."

Pat just put out her arms and pulled his
head down on her shoulder. She was fighting hard to keep her secret, so that it made
her cry a little, but she won.

In the cab Pat nestled closely in Jack's
She soon fell
anxious and tender arms.
asleep with his kisses warm on her lips and
dreamed of a little cottage with rambling
He was her boy and
roses round the door.
so

feel

I see you watching me, always smiling
and encouraging me. and I get a warm feeling all over inside and just simply can't
help going on. Sweetheart," and he just

a week.

work

—

then

a cab, there

successful.

a body till you feel like smashing
and if I didn't have you here Pat,
Every
I
I just couldn't stand it.

time he walks

in
would
would be nothing for him to
do at the studio that day either.
"You bet I will," Jack agreed as he got
Pat's hat and coat, "and Pat, tonight, let's
go and see a play. You'll be rested by
then, what say?"
Pat agreed heartily and as Jack lead the
way out of the office she winked at Blackthorne and wrinkled her nose at Jack.
What a surprise she had for him and how
she'd make him work. There'd be no doubt
about his ability after this picture and
there'd be no more of his slaving for fifty

night.

Pat,

it 11

peared and he wanted to know what had
happened. Blackthorne took charge of the
situation and explained Pat had worked on

tired

asked,

haven't heard a thing. But
be lonesome without you. Wimbleton makes it very hard. He just rides and

out in the hall and called Jack.
Jack came, bright and lively, ready for
But when he saw Pat's
a day's work.

she'd

'

5
»

J

thorne's contract expires?"

day's shoot-

thing in the
gets here and

ones for Wimbleton
good."
"All right Pat, now you go home. Wait,
He is to know
I hear Jack in the hall.
nothing about it, remember."
"Not a word, Mr. Blackthorne, a surprise for him."
"God love the two of you Pat. I'll have
Jack take you home in a cab," and Blackthorne raised his voice so it could be heard
then

sleepy,

AMAZING SECRETS

first

morning before Wimbleton
that'll

This power of yours can be exercised like any
muscle.
Secret and unseen as it is. it can
nevertheless be developed by the simple, scientific system
in our famous course on "Personal
Magnetism." It calls for no tiresome study, no
expense, no
irksome practice, no self-denial.
Everything is so simply and clearly explained
that anyone who can read at all can master its
majestic message and rise to the true level of
life now denied you.
Surely you will not deny
your fitness for better things?

the course of the

in

"Don't

you

worry

honey,"

"everything's going to come out

she

said,

for the
best. You're tired and nervous tonight.
won't rehearse any more. Let's go to a
Let's

A

,ike

>

We

I haven't seen one in two weeks.
go and see John Barrymore. You
Come on, chase the
to study him.

hard to make him happy and movie.

That's youth, love and ambition
trio that can't be beat.

all

and she kissed him a dozen times

blues,"

he grinned.

till

Monday.

Only fourteen days

left

—
—

to

on scheduled time every
body on their toes and keyed up to start
the last two weeks with a bang
and the
honorable Mr. Wimbleton walked out on
finish the picture

Imperial

— jumped

his

contract.

The

call

for nine A. M. sharp; by
no Clarence, ten-thirty, no Clarence.
A phone call to his apartment brought
word from his man, that Mr. Clarence
Wimbleton had gone out of town and
would not be back for one month. Hot

Now FREE

The Imperial's legal staff had already
assembled on the battle field.
"Blackthorne, what do you know about
this," the G. M. shot at him as soon as
he entered the room.
"As much as you do," was his reply,
as he placed himself directly in front of
the G. M.'s desk.
"I mean, has Mr. Wimbleton, eh
said
a
or
hinted at anything like this?"
"No, I can't say he has." and everybody

beaeh in a bathand he
to stand a

had

tied up.

and

"Nonsense,
cut
to

him
star

short,

it

won't cost you any more

Blackthorne."

"Wimbleton

The
is

G.

those

veloped in 30
days of Titus

DAYS
LATER

60

fellow.

Mr. Blackthorne," he grinned
back at him. "Imperial is no longer under
any obligation to Mr. Wimbleton."
"Did you hear that?" Blackthorne de"Positively,

of the G. M.
But the G. M. was one of those men
who couldn't trust any one else's judg-

manded

ment, no matter how tried, except his own.
"I don't think we can risk it Blackthorne," he said after a moment's thought.

"Well, what do you intend to do?"
Blackthorne inquired softly, sure of his
ground at last. "Wimbleton has you on
the hip.
His fortune, which is considerable is well invested.
As you know he
has the best film lawyer going. If taken
to court the procedure would be expensive
and the outcome very doubtful. He is disgusted with pictures and wants to travel.
So it won't matter a damn to him how
many studios you block him from. On
the other hand, Imperial will have to
shelve a one hunderd and twenty five
thousand dollar production unless it can
find a way out of the hole it is in.
And
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Reduces Waistline - Quickly
Instantly makes you look inches
thinner and years younger and
actually massages away fat every
second while you wear it!

HERE'S

a new easy way to get rid of that bulky,
useless, disfiguring fat without any effort on your
parti
new kind of belt has been perfected
which actually takes off fat in an easy, gentle way
just like an expert masseur! The moment you put on
this new self-massaging belt your waist is instantly
reduced from 2 to 4 inches. At the same time your
stomach disorders, constipation, backache and short-

A

ness of breath generally disappear as the sagging internal organs are put back in normal place.
You are
with a wonderful new energy, and should look
and feel 10 to 15 years younger!

filled

the

Way

Athletes

Do

The Weil Reducing Belt is made of specially prepared and scientifically fitted rubber.
It is si) constructed that, as you wear it, every breath you take
and every move you make imparts" a constant gentle
automatic massage to every inch of the abdomen. It
works for you every second, day and night, and reduces much more rapidly than ordinary massage.
The Weil Belt is made of the same 'kind of scientifically treated rubber that is used by hundreds
of
professional athletes and jockeys, because it not only
reduces quickly but at the same time preserves their

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER

Write at once for full description and
It is highly endorsed for its healthful prinby physicians everywhere. Satisfaction guaran- details of the Special 10-day Trial Offer
being made, to The Weil Company, 391
teed or your money instantly refunded without question.
Hill Street, New Haven, Conn.
As shoicn beloiv, every move of your body,
walking, climbing stairs
merely breathing as
you sit causes the Weil Belt to massage your
THE WEIL COMPANY,
abdomen. It is working for you, every second.
391 Hill Street. New Haven. Conn.
i
Gentlemen: Please send me without obligastrength.
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NEW Youth-Giving Belt
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contracted

his contract," Blackshot right back at him, "which
means Imperial is no longer under obligations to feature him.
Is that correct, Mr.
Katz?" Blackthorne addressed the younger
Katz, a bright, lively and intelligent young

—

—

Send

it?

and
-Has jumped

—

Training.
That's
going some, isn't

M.

thorne

mm

will marvel at the dozens of photographs
every
one a sensational demonstration of Titus RESULTS.
Stories of champion strong men. stories of invalid,
transformed into marvels of physical perfection, firsthand tips from the JIaster Trainer of them alL
This book is yours, free and clear, for all time.

muscles have de-

a minute," Blackthorne interrupted

way,
"

way

—

You

I

at the

reader of Screenland is familiar with tho
*-* extraordinary muscle-building feats of TITCS
tho
famous pioneer in the field of physical training.
Many photographs have appeared in t!n-~e paxes of
men re-built by TITUS— photographs taken before
and after. These pictures show real miracles worked
in muscle amazing transformations from puny fla>chested weaklings into giants of strength— ail in tU>i
short space of SO days!
How is it possible'; What magic does this
Titus possess? What is his startling secret of building muscle ?
Now it can be told! A wonderful book has been
written a book that reveals the inside secret), of
Titus Training a book crowded from cover to cover
with sensational facts about strength, power and
endurance.

F0R Y ° u R FREE
c Py
The demand will be overwhelming. Don't lo.se a
minute.
You want this book, you must have it.

Here's a real
man Just look

-»

does that mean? More
Let me finish this picture

Screenland

of

RUSH COUPON

DAYS
LATER

30

—

And what

my own

bullying

the
other
boys in the gang.

"In the first place, Wimbleton doesn't
have to work. He's independently wealthy,
and secondly, why make matters worse.
You have tied up here in this picture, with
only two week's shooting to finish it, $12?,000.
If you're going to force him to
finish, you'll shelve it till the court says he

money

of

lot

from

him.

to.

looks
hopeless,

ing suit,

Besides the Cohens, the Katzes and the
Schwartzes, Seniors and Juniors, Edwards
the head of the Accounting Department
and Billings the casting director were in
the office.
All were seated except Black'
thorne.
He remained standing with his
feet spread apart, studving the men.
"Well, Mr.
Schwartz,"
the
G. M.
sighed, -"you might as well start action.
Prevent Wimbleton from working for any"
one else, because

has

boy

doesn't he?
I'll
bet he hated to
step out on the

office.

"Wait

Readers

BEFORE:
This

pretty

Blackthorne was called into the G. M."s

silent.

to

P"VErtV

stuff!

was

95

MiracIesWorked inMuscle

ten,
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tion,

complete description of the Well Scientilic
and also your Sperial ID-day
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way out

that

I

have anticipated."

"What," exploded from every person in
the room.
"Then you did have a hint
from Wimbleton," the G. M. began a

A THRILLING,

lit-

nastily.

tle

"Not

in the form you mean," Black'
replied smoothly, rather enjoying
himself.
"But Wimbleton has been acting
queerly ever since the beginning of this
picture.
He has been late for his calls,
sometimes cutting an entire day and offering no explanation.
He has been insolent
to members of the cast and intolerant of
direction.
His whole attitude began to
worry me and set me thinking. I felt if
the picture began so badly it might end

HAIR-

thorne

RAISING MYSTERY

worse and decided to take some cover shots
which would change the story a trifle but
would save us from disaster if the worst
came to the worst. These shots were taken
as 'test shots' and not even Jack knew why
they were being taken."
"Do you
"Jack?" asked the G. M.
mean Jack Kennedy? That fifty dollar a
week 'bit' man? You must be crazy."
"Well now, think a minute." Blackthorne soothed. "You must admit that his

work stood out

like a sore thumb in the
pictures he has been in.
And
after all the successes I have made for
imperial you must admit that I ought to
know a screen type when I see one. And
I consider this young man a genuine find."
Blackthorne could see that he had his audilast

three

in hand.
The hundred and twenty
thousand dollar loss was beginning to
hang like the sword of Damocles too
directly above their heads.
Wimbleton's
walk-out had placed every card in Blackthorne's hand.
"Now I'll make you a proposition.
Every picture I've made for you
has made money. Ask Edwards, he can

ence
five

tell

this

you

in

a

Now —let me

minute.

my own

picture

way.

—

If

it

finish

flops.

I'll

from you at cost you remember I
sold you a success at cost five years ago
and if this picture makes a success, I want
a one year contract on my own terms.

buy

it

What

say?"
"Let
understand
us
Blackthorne," Schwartz,

of the mystery
the
gifted newcomer
THIS
shiver-inducing
breathless,
produced
a
here
story has
to

tale that

field

has no equal in modern

fiction.

It

is

war-

ranted to make you think twice before turning out the
light, and is decidedly not for persons who are given to

nervous twitching late at night. The story is all the more
remarkable for the fact that the demonology upon which
It satisfies the
it is based is authentic Christian belief.
ultimate test of a good mystery: you won't be able to put

down until you've read
markable book at once.
it

MAGAZINE BUILDERS,

through.

Send for

in

Mr.
here.
it
at

picture fails you will buy
it
succeeds, what are the terms
of the one year contract you ask?"
"Now we're talking business. The terms
are, that I select the stories, choose the cast,
write my own version and, not more than
three pictures to the year.
I might add,
that I know where the stories are, and they
will
not cost more than ten thousand
I've worked with everyapiece. The cast
"If

the

cost.

If

—

one I have in mind and know their ability.
Each picture will not exceed the cost of
your average production."
The Schwartzes, Cohens and Katzes all
moved closer. Even the G. M. leaned his
elbows on the table and looked interested.
"Will you repeat those terms," he asked
Blackthorne.

His daddy grinned and when he had finished, spoke up with, "I advise the organ-

Inc.
St.,

City.

ization

enclose $2.00 for which please send me a copy of
Pei-Ling", Herbert Asbury's thrilling mystery.
I

"The Devil

Name
Address
City

this re-

right,

put

"No need," the younger Katz spoke up.
"I have every condition noted." Leave it
He passed no bets.
to the young fellow.
He read them aloud carefully and slowly.

Dept. Scr., 49 West 45th

New York

it

you
Sr.

State.

of

to

accept

Mr.

Blackthorne's

pro-

position."

"Yes, we are proud of your record, Mr.
Blackthorne," the G. M. spoke up, now
that the legal department had taken the

"And
responsibility from his shoulders.
on the strength of your past achievements,
we give you carte blanche with the present production and a new contract will be
drawn from the notes of M. Katz, Jr."
"So long folks," and Blackthorne was out

SCREENLAND
of that office like a shot.
Three steps at a time brought him downstairs in fifteen seconds.
From the door
leading to the stage he bellowed. "Pat.
oh Pat, come up to the office," and away
he went with Pat after him.
The moment she came in, he slammed
the door shut and chuckled, "Pat girl, we
win.
Now give me your notes and hot
foot it up to the cutting room. Jack is in.

Cut Wimbleton
Donald Colbert

out.

with

finish

I'll

The
seats

sales

for

it
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force were given the choicest
depended largely on their ver-

was their business to sell Imperial's
and if they said thumbs down,
somebody was due for a tumble.
Pat and Jack were huddled up together
in a corner.
She was shaking like a leaf.
Her nerves were worn to a frazzle and in
her mind only one thought ran round and
round: "they have to like it, they have to
like it." She refused to think of anything
dict.

It

products

Wimble

else.
Even when Jack whispered little enThank God we have a barrel of close dearing terms into her ear, and squeezed
ups of Wimbleton to cut in.
Colbert will her hands tightly, she only answered, "they

double

as

for

ton.

look like his twin brother in the long shots.

Hurry."
But Pat didn't move.
She iust stood
and looked at him, and slowly her eyes
filled with
tears.
Her chin quivered as'
she stammered, "Y-y-you mean they have
given th
their permission to feature my
Jack?"
In one great swoop he gathered her into
his arms. "Yes Pat, your Jack is in. And,
what's more, your idea will get us all a
good contract with Jack as the lead."
What a hectic two weeks followed that

—

J—J—

—

have to like it they have to like it."
For exactly seventy-five minutes not a
sound was heard except the whirring of
the projectors.
These men were not enthusiastic like a movie audience. They had
come to pass judgment and criticize. Even
if they were pleased, they would not show
it
until the last foot of film had gone
through the machine, and then they showed
it grudgingly.
They were hard boiled.
At last the blank leader flashed across
the screen and the lights went up. But not
a sound.
For perhaps thirty seconds this

memorable Monday. Every day from eight heartrending silence prevailed, then Bill
in the morning till twelve at night. Pat Callahan, head
of the sales department
was next to the cutter. Every foot of film barked, "Gentlemen, I'll undertake to sell
passed through her hands, as slowly and that picture one hundred percent in every
patiently, she constructed the story accord- territory.
It's
the best damned comedy
ing to the script she had written that one you've given me in a dog's age.
At last
night.
With skill and cunning she made this studio is getting sense," and added as
the younger brother, the Black Sheep of an afterthought to take the sting out of his
the family, the hero of the story.
On the set Blackthorne drove the players unmercifully.
He told them nothing.
From that night,
Jack asked no questions.

when Blackthorne had asked him what

his

They wanted to know how Blackthorne did it, who this Jack Kennedy was
friendly.

Every official of the Imperial Players, pered to him as he passed and Bill nodded.
was in the little theatre that could He found her. or rather them, but he tiponly be reached by a private passage from toed away without saying a word.
the G. M.'s royal suite.
Not everybody
He had seen the little bit o' shamrock sittraversed that passage.
It had to be a ting on a folding stool and kneeling before
high and mighty occasion, as was the first her with his blond head buried in her arms
showing of B]ac\ Sheep, featuring the was a boy. Both were crying, but their
coming young star. Jack Kennedy.
tears were the kind that make life sweet.
Inc.,

Size Glory

Easy You

pan Get...

A Business

remark, "I'll turn that into dollars for
you."
After that everybody became human and

intentions were towards Pat, and they had and where was he.
stood man to man and then silently shook
He wasn't in the theatre anymore, nor
hands, he had had the utmost respect and was Pat. Blackthorne
told the whole story
confidence in him. He followed direction to and
when he finished. Bill Callahan asked,
the detail, and when he thought he could
"What did you say her name was?"
-do better in another retake, he asked for
Blackthorne told him and Bill shouldered
it and Blackthorne put him through again.
So finally with the use of Donald Colbert his way out of the room to find this little
bit of shamrock that made the picture.
as double for Wimbleton, the story was
"Try the main stage," Blackthorne whisfinished.

What

See How

— Continued from

page 41

(JiburOwn
New Way/

is

C END your name and address for an amaz-

^

ing

FREE

will surprise

book which gives facts that
you about Modern Photogra-

tells of an amazingly easy way to
your own business quickly, with very
little capital. It also shows how hundreds of
other men and women are makingreal money
in spare time taking pictures.
Many Earn $35 to $90 a Week
in Spare Time

phy. It

start

In this day of pictures, photographers are making
more than ever before. But just ordinary photography
is not enough. In this book you are told'how such men
as Hughes of Kentucky made $97 in. two days, how
Sager of Pennsylvania earned $700 during spare time
in a few months. Our method is so simple and easily
graspedthat you can make money even while learning.
Look into the new opportunities in Photography
and see why newspapers, magazines and photogravure
sections use thousands of photos a month, and pay big
prices for them. Business firms are constantly in the
market for photos to be used in catalogs, booklets and

work pays big.
Tells

advertising. Portrait

FREE Book

in

many

ways,

height at

least,

these
5

Maria Corda,

a

two

are
feet 4 inches.

similar

in

European importation by

13; her ankle, 7%; her length from
to toe, 22; and her length of foot, 8.

How

they

ever

kept

Gilda

still

knee
long

enough to take all these detailed measurements is a mystery to me. Another triumph
of John Erskine's 'Private Life' of that for Samuel Goldwyn, I suppose.
beauteous lady.
Since there must be an exception to prove
Frau Corda (Herr Corda is a director) every rule, I am adding the measurements
has an exquisite figure, which, the censors of Dolores Del Rio.
Dolores is small, just
at least, will see quite a bit of in the ?% inches shorter than Greta Garbo, and
be seen as the fabled
Helen of Troy in this company's rendition
First National,

will

picture.

In measurement, it is as follows: Height,
5 feet 4 inches; weight, 120 pounds; bust,
36; hips,
ankle, 7.

37%;

—
Gray

waist,

26%;

wrist,

6%;

she doesn't belong at all to the new type of
screen heroine herein referred to.
But her
success has been outstanding in the last two
years.
And as I said she is the exception
that proves the rule.
Dolores is 5 feet
inches in height.
Her bust is 34; her hips, 37; her waist, 23;

Gilda
'Give the little girl a big
2%
hand'
dances the shimmy, the black bottom, the devil dance or what have you on and her shoe size, 4.
She weighs 112
a pair of tapping feet which take a size 3 pounds.
shoe.
Of these recent film successes, only two
Gilda is 5 feet 4 inches in height.
Her bust is 34; her hips, 36; her waist, 26; have long hair, Dolores and Eve Southern.
Greta's is a long bob.
her neck, 12%: her thigh. 17%; her calf,

—

How

Just mail the coupon for this FREE book. It explains
how our thorough Course in Modern Professional Photography enables you to quickly learn this fascinating,
profitable work in your own home.
It will pay you to discover the opportunities that
exist today in Modern Photography
how you can
establish your own business, or make big spare time
money, or earn while learning. Scores of invaluable
money making ideas every branch of photography
described! And the book is sent absolutely FREE!
Just mail the coupon this minute for your copy.

—

—

AMERICAN SCHOOL
OF PHOTOGRAPHY
3601 Michigan Ave.
Dept. 1311,

Chicago,

111.

/

^AMERICAN

I

SC
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 1311. Chicago
Please send me free and without obligation my copy of
your startling new book Opportunities iji Hodern Photography and lull Information regarding your course.

|

Name.

I

|

|

Address

C it!/„

state
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Delight Evans' Reviews

OPPORTUNITIES
—
— Forms

Rate 20c a Word

HELP WANTED
MEN,

Two Months

Close 10th

;

Free
on postcard.
NAME,
introductory copy Salesology Magazine: contains 1000 money making opportunities offered
by big reliable firms: no obligation. Salesology

Desk

Magazine,

spare time.
Good pay.
addressed envelope.
Adver-

stamped

1262G

—

Calif.

San Francisco.

St.,

— WE

No

or

capital
time.

expe-

Spare or full
You can
earn $50-$100 weekly. Write Madison Products,
564 Broadway, New York.
needed.

rience

"SUPERKEEN1 AMAZING NEW PATENTED
Magnetic Blade Sharpener
Sharpens All
Razor Blades Instantly, Magically. By Power-

-

MARIE LOUISE

by

ESTABLISHED

START YOU IN BUSINESS

and help you succeed.

Assisted

DON LENO

AGENTS WANTED

AGENTS

Dearborn

No.

DANCING

ADDRESSING —home,
Enclose

500

B-281,

Chicago.

FEMALE HELP WANTED

er,

1905

Teaches Ballroom. Charleston, Tango, Stage. Toe. Classic
Formerly dancing
Strictly Private.
and Technique.
master of Maude Adams and "A Kiss for Cinderella."
Tango same as taught to Rudolph Valentino by DON
LENO, also teacher of Mae Murray. Lillian Lorraine.
Paula Edwards, Norman Trevor, T. Roy Barnes. HerStudents
man Timbers. Jimmy Hussey and others.
Posiprepared for musical comedy, drama, vaudeville.
Booklets on request.
tions secured for graduates.

1

WEST

117

I

I

Sensational

B-16,

Salisbury,

N.

charges
Eliminates

discharged
batteries
instantly.
Gives new life and pep.
Big Profits.
free.
Mickman Co., St. Paul, Minn.

rentals.

Gallon

HELP WANTED INSTRUCTIONS
MEN WANTING OUTDOOR WORK,

qualify for

Forest Ranger Position.
Start $125 month;
cabin and vacation
patrol the forests
protect
game; give tourists information.
Write
;

Institute

from

10

New

instruction
a. m. to 8

BROADWAY

and

social

in

m.

p.

—

modern

evening

Phone Academy 1581

(near

107th St.)

NEW YORK

CITY

Have your Dances routined, improved, perfected by

FRED LE QUORNE

Professional Dancer and Creator of new routines. ArgenParisien Apache Adagios. Novelty Waltzes,

Whirlwinds and Tap Dances.

York.

Amateur Teams Developed, managed and placed.
Phone and let us talk it over.

BROADWAY

1658

SONG POEM WRITERS.
St.,

Address, Monarch,
Dept. 102, New York.

New

MAPHAIRA

society

7933

Hibbeler,

WRITERS
FOR A PHOTOPLAY STORY by

writer and sold thru our Sales Dept.
We revise copyright and market. Located in the
heart of Motion Picture Industry, we know the
demand. Established 1917.
Send manuscript
for free criticism. Booklet on request. Universal
Scenario Company.
204 Western & Santa Monica B ldg., Hollywo od, Calif.

We

Money refunded

(Coin)
Sales

3242

Co.,

if

Richton.

Trade Mark.

W OMEN

GUARANTEED HEMSTITCHING

minutes.

almost

relieved

and

Picot-

cards,

MISCELLANEOUS
TOBACCO OR SNUFF HABIT
pay.

Superba

or

if

SECRET SERVICE BADGE,
Year's

cured

cured.
Remedy sent on
Co., N-7, Baltimore, Md.

$1.50

Membership

satisfied.

Continental

Box 81E, Waukega n,

$2.

Credentials

Money back

Secret

Service

Tat.

S.

no

trial.

and

if
not
Svstem,

perfect

perfect

name

card.

44

S.

MARKET SQUARE

HARRISBURG, PA.

CIEARYOURSKIN!
New

marvelous method quickly ends pimples,
blackheads, oily skin, enlarged pores, red spots,
sallowness and other skin blemisheB. Amazing
discovery. Does not just temporarily remove suriace blemishes.
Goes right down to roots of
complexion trouble. Removes the cause. Quickly you have a beautiful new complexion, velvety
smooth, clear and rosy beyond your fondest

Nothing

to

take internally.

No

diet,

explains and gives proof

St.,

New

in

Satisfaction guaranteed or

Circular

City.

Name

MIDGET CARD SHOP

exercise, salves or appliances. Simple, harmless,
easy to use. GUARANTEED.

York

name

money refunded. Agents Wanted.

DO YOU WANT TO GO ON THE STAGE'

Complete $30.00 Course for $2.
Free.
Eastern Co., 266 W. 41st

little

Old English type. Price complete
50c.
Send stamps, coin or money

dream. t

111.

Off.

50c. Per Book

13 x 3. in genuine leather case.
Choice of black, tan. green or red.

order.

Gas coming up in three
Kenny, 1304

me

legs

if

endearing

those

all

when

himself

declare

to

—

a

little

man

named

Napoleon made it necessary for
all
Englishmen
to
forget
their
good
Phoebes and rush to the defence of Miss
Britania.
'He loved her and he rode

—

Street
sighs
Miss
as
from radiant girlhood to

away."

Quality

—

those
days it
then
Mr. Brown
now Captain Brown swaggers home
from war, resplendent in a superb uniform, ready to pop the question.
You
may think such a situation wouldn't
be exciting, but I tell you I got more
kick out of it than a dozen floods, ship
There's real
wreck or smash climaxes.
suspense when Captain Brown calls once
more to see Miss Phoebe, expecting to
Whether
find her just as he left her.
she will win him back, and how she'll
See the
that's the question.
go. about it
in

And

didn't take long.

—

—

yourself.
Street is an enchanting comedy-drama of manners good manners. It
has all the flavor of Barrie at his best.
And it is also an important picture from

PDrP ROOK

done for thousands of men and women. Send for Free book NOW,
Suite 73
N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

DOROTHY RAY,

1

m

for

Quality

—

directorial

leisurely

size

A

instantaneously

Booklet $1.00.
M.
Port Huron, Mich.

Hancock,

U.

Each book contains 50

SAVE YOUR LIFE

by simple exercise.

Reg.

THE LATEST NOVELTY

ing Attachment.
Fits any sewing machine.
60c prepaid or C. O. D.
Circulars
free.
LaFlesh Hemstitching Co ., Dept. 45, Sedalia, Mo.

INDIGESTION

two years.

MIDGET NAME CARDS

Detroit,

Mich.

INTEREST TO

perfect
did

charms walked up the street today they wouldn't get a second glance.
And still I don't know. Miss Phoebe
is a knock-out
in her way.
All her propriety
didn't
prevent
handsome Doctor
Brown from calling on her.
Quality
Street was watching and waiting for him

the

held

Photo

500,

limbs.

she
Believe
as

the beginning
ankles

—before
were
lady concealed her
her
—beg pardon,

Sidney Frankstand-point.
did it, and if he had a 'von' in
front of his name, he would probably
be credited with starting a new school,
Here he has taken a
something.
or
simple, slow-moving story, and endowed
He has
and action.
with
interest
it
old-fashioned,
an
against
created
color

25c.

dissatisfied.

Suite

A

feelings

about

century

lin

Christmas Gift

$4.50 for

—

—
—along

of the last
invented.

a

$2.50 for one year, or

Arthur Anson, Mose, No. Dak.

BATHING BEAUTIES

«JC

St.

suggest a Subscrip-

as a

$15.

Rockwood, Dalla s, Texas.

GIRL PICTURES
7 C„ ART PICTURES AND
f

B'dway and 77th

tion to SCREENLAND

BEAUTIFUL ALL WHITE POLICE PUPS
sale.

the best
Original

circles.

A Gift Enjoyed By All

FOR SALE

for

girl

—

offers Criticism, Sales
Collaboration,
Coaching.
(Recommended by Editors.)
Laurence D'Orsav, Box
2602-E, San Francisco.

501

ladylike

answer

Service,

Bulldogs,

theatrical

Susquehanna 7330

Tel.

WELL-KNOWN AUTHOR

BEAUTIFUL REGISTERED BULL PUPS

and

clubs

well known
Tan^o dancer.

with

sonal artistic instruction.

an

unknown

York's

professional

Argentine Tango and Waltz for ballroom and stage.
Spanish, Adagios, Grecian. Russian. Apache, and
Oriental.
Acts staged and produced, routines perfected.
Positions procured.
Social evening classes,
including Tango; special classes for girls.
Per-

D14, 2104 N. Keystone Av„ Chicag o.

#1250

New

Connected

York.

SONG POEM WRITERS —Address

lightful

staid

CIRCLE

Room 603

l'l/»vn/\ll\r\

SONGWRITERS SUCCESSFUL SONGS EARN
FORTUNES.
Submit poems.
BRENNEN,
Suite N., 1656 Broadway,

—

where Miss Phoebe lives dainty, deMiss Phoebe, and her sister Sue.
completely
surrounded
by prunes
and
prisms.
La
this
is
the age of the

is

Phoebe slips
old-maidenhood

LE QUORNE STUDIOS

SONG AND POEM WRITERS
236 West 55th

—
—

—

dancing

every

Classes

DANCING TEAMS

BE A DETECTIVE — Excellent paying work.
Write NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS, 169
Street,

Sadler's

tine Tangos.

DETECTIVES
East 83rd

Charles

Booklet on request
2786

;

M-40, Denver, Colo.

Mrs.

DANCING ACADEMY
Individual

the

Mokane

and

Mr.

C.

BATTERY COMPOUND

STRANGE

NEW YORK

Bryant 1194

48th ST.

Come for a walk up Quality Street
with
Sir
Barrie
James
and
Marion
Davies.
Good exercise and good com'
pany.
Quality Street is a quaint and
charming thoroughfare nc place for a
sports roadster, but just right for a quiet
stroll.
That neat little, sweet little house

young

Magnetic Force! New
Absolutely different
Demonstration!
Whirlwind Seller!
Write for Pocket Sample!" Superkeen, Dept.
ful

"Quality Street"

ADDRESS

SEND

Forest Ranger job; $125-$200 mo.
and home furnished permanent, hunt, fish,
trap.
For details, write Norton.
280 Temple
Court, Denver, Colo.
get

{Continued from page 4?)

Preceding Issue

might

background which
in
picture back

the

have

'quaint'

The sets look as if somebody had
class.
been living in 'em for years. The props
mellow it's as good as
are
positively
a visit to your favorite antique shop. Yes
Franklin has retained all that mignonette-at-moonlight atmosphere, and has also
supplied a dash that has hitherto been
lacking in costume things. There's speed,
and humor, and modern camera angles
in his method. This is one of those picSir
bet
even
Til
rythm
with
tures
James will be tapping his foot when he
sees his Phoebe and her Captain tripping

—

—

—

the

light

As

fantastic.

for the acting

—

it's

just

about perfect.

Marion Davies has always been ornamental around a picture; now she is useful as
Wait till you see her as Phoebe.
well.

Of

course,

she's

a

picture

in

those

cos*

But it isn't her beauty that you'll
remember.
Her very best work is done
shows Phoebe as
in those scenes which

tumes.

•
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flower: her most exquisite
a fast-fading
close-up. one in which the Davies curls
are slicked severely back under an unbecoming cap. as she asks pathetically:

worn well, have I?'
Then
Conrad Nagel, a very human
hero
robust
and hearty.
Conrad was
never so good in his life.
Helen Jerome
haven't

'I

there's

—

—

Eddy, too in fact, everybody concerned
seems to enjoy their sojourn in quaint
Quality Street.
I
know I did.

"Dress Parade"
Dress Parade

has all the thrills of all
those news-reel pictures of West Point
and then some. It takes you right up to
the U. S. Military Academy and shows
you through not as the tourist sees it. but
the real thing.
You stroll Flirtation Walk,
you see the view from Fort Putnam; you
peek into General Pershing's old room, and
you dance at the hop.
There's nothing
more you can do at West Point except
study.
The Academy is a pictorially perfect setting for any picture.
It furnishes
all the sets
not a studio shot in the lot.
All the boys who wanted to be sailors will
now change their minds and begin to nag

—

—

—

their congressmen.

Dress Parade

excel-

is

ent propaganda.

William Boyd is seen in a William
Haines character a fresh cadet who congratulates West Point on its luck. Through
the tough discipline and the sweet censure
of the Commandant's daughter he learns
to be a Man.
This is my last smart-aleck,
so help me.
Boyd, a sincere actor and a

—

pleasant personality, is no smart-aleck and
no amount of mugging is going to make
him one. He is just mis-cast, that's all
but it's enough to hand the honors to Hugh
Allan as a rival cadet for the hand of
Bessie Love
and Bessie, by the way, at
her pert best. From the start the sympathy

—

Hugh. The audience
woman, and when

is

for

to

the last

down everybody

him

having her

little

is

thinks

with

him

Bessie turns

she

is

just

Young Mr. Allan

joke.

has plenty of promise and if he keeps just
half- of it no heroine will ever turn him
down again. He's the boy who was about
to become Mary Pickford's leading man
when he broke his arm. All I can say
is, if Mr. Allan doesn't break his neck he
is going to be a great, big star some day.

"Home-Made"

— —

Johnny Hmes Gets in Jam! Hold
on it's all right. It's good jam, that kind
that mother makes.
And Johnny's efforts
to put mother's jam on the market make
Home Made a funny picture. It has bigger
and better gags.
This is a gag year, as
you know if you have been seeing any
Extra

comedies

at

Johnny's gags are
Unlike some home-mace
products, these fit. They occur at the right
rime and right place, and aid rather than
retard the development of the story. Homeall

all

lately.

home-made.

Made

also contains
trying to get along.

for

tips

young me.)

For instance, it tells
you boj's how to spend an evening with
your girl when that's all you have to spend.
Go to a phonograph shop with her and as^
to hear the newest dance records.
Then
while the clerk waits without, ask your girl
to dance, and pass a pleasant evening,
n
is
desirable to be an excellent dancer in
order to put this over, and Johnny i> a
good teacher.
Johnny sets a splendid example to boys, "anyway. He's the personification in his picture of
getters in the world.

comedy

course.
while learning.

It

will

all

the

Take
pay you

2% WOODCUT PORTRAIT/ BY ZA01O
them. That is what Miss Talmey set out to write and she has
achieved a brilliant measure of success. Here is a book which turns
aside the tinsel from your favorite star, and explains just why each of
the leading movie folks has been able to exercise such a wide influence over the millions of fans who follow their fortunes upon the
screen. And the woodcut portraits by the well-known artist, Bertrand
Zadig, add flavor to the book and make it an even more desirable
volume to have in your library. If you want to look behind the
scenes of filmdom, send the coupon without delay. You are in for
a glorious time among the stars.

MAGAZINE BUILDERS,

Inc.

Dept. Scr., 49 West 45th

New York
I

St.,

City.

enclose $2.00 for which please send
just published.

and Others",

Name

me

a copy of

"Doug and Mary

_

young gothe

Hines

in laughs

Address
City

State
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Screen

NeWS— Continued from page 6

interesting
American
she may do another
soon, if Herbert Brenon decides to
in a part for her in his next for

normal,

goodness,

However,

femme.

vamp
write

Laugh, Clown, Laugh.

It

Monte Blue hasn't changed a bit!
to know him when he worked

We

United

Artists,

settled

isn't

yet.

used

for

—
the movies.

some time ago as times go
in
He played Danton in D.
W.'s Orphans of the Storm, you recall.
And before that he was a sort of actorman-of-all-work around D. W.'s studio
But Monte was alsince Intolerance days.
ways earnest, always hard-working. No job
has ever been too small for him to tackle
quite

Griffith

—

or too big,
getting bigger
full-fledged

Now

either.

star

drawing-power

his

jobs

are

been a
for several years, and his

and
is

He's

better.

steadily increasing.

We're

glad of. it, because in these days of swift
success and, sometimes, just as quick failure,

we need

a

work; he
thers
he

—

play.

WINTER

few

like

Monte.

his

likes

the parts
and sincere

Satisfied,

He

likes

his

—Warner Brohim
they
—
Mr.

company

likes

give

to

that's

Blue.

Tommy Meighan has been here. No, not
New York, but in Great Neck, Long
Tommy is a real country-boy, as
Island.
in

NIGHTSAre Stay- At-H ome
Nights
.

.

.

and good reading

key

the

to

is

comfortable

a

His place
country goes around this town.
at Great Neck is a neat little farm-house
and fixings.
with
private bathing-beach
Meighan spends practically all his time out
there while in the east, playing golf. When
he does come in to town to see a show
or do business, he always catches an early
train back to the island. Thomas Meighan
may seem indifferent to you in his pictures
Sometimes it seems that he
these days.
But just give him a
walks through them.
good story one he can believe in and
watch the change. That's what he wants
He
more than anything a good story.
wouldn't be suradmits he needs it.
prised to hear of his signing with another

—

—

enjoyable evening

—

.

.

.

and Real Life Stories

hours of
romantic reading enjoyment
thrilling,

assures

We

company one
Paramount

But of course

of these days.

he has a few more

films to

make under

his

contract.

with

a rich vein of real humor.
That
frozen face is for screen purposes only.
sat near the Keatons in a theatre one night
and Buster nearly laughed himself out of
his seat over the antics of a brother comedian.
It takes
a comedian to appreciate
another one's gags.
For instance, all the
funny fellows of the screen are enthusiastic
about each other's work.
Buster thinks
Johnny Hines is funny, while Johnny roars
at Buster and at Harry Langdon and Harold
Lloyd.
And of course they all howl at
Chaplin.

We

*

see the half of
more vivacious,

for a fwe^months"
subscription, prepaid, postal

Send $1

.

delivery.

'Mable

Normand

Presents

Lew Cody'

the way an act was billed at the
Palace vaudeville theatre on Broadway. Lew
wise-cracks also to the effect that he brings
greetings from 'the luckiest girl in the
lucky, says Lew, because she marworld'
ried me. Cody is a capital kidder; he has
a suave, easy line on the stage, and we're
not surprised to hear that he is considering an offer to star in a new play.
Mabel came east to see her husband
Mabel who looks more like the fresh, vivacious Mabel of Sennett days than we have
seen for a long time.
She's still pert, and
pretty; her great big eyes still snap, her wit
still
sparkles.
Some day she'll make her
screen come-back, see if she doesn't. Right
now she is thinking of going into vaudeville.
The Codys are a gay, debonair team;
they remind us of that old vaudeville act
billed as That Klassy Kare-free Couple.

that's

—

—

Real Life Stories,
Dept.

S,

49 W. 45th
I

enclose

$1.

St.,

for

N. Y. C.

which

please

send me five months' issues of your
magazine.

Name
and Mrs. Buster Keaton were in
Seems funny to call them that. They

Mr.

town.
look just

Address

Natalie
a couple of kids.
youngest Talmadge-that-was,
is, for once a Talmadge, always one
is a little bit of a thing; a miniature edition of her famous sister Norma. You'd never
pr5ud mother of two
guess she's the
bouncing boys. Buster is a shy, quiet chap

—

Keaton
and still

City
State

—

»

like

the

*

she's ten

times

more impish, more
There's a luxury and a

fasci-

Really,

it.

nating.
glitter
about her: in her hotel suite there is always
an atmosphere of subdued excitement. She's
the soubrette deluxe of the movies.
And
she is probably the most feted and admired
of all the movie queens. The ex-Mrs. Alastair Mcintosh is heart-whole and fancy-free
now: but we don't mind telling you that
Buster Collier was in town at the same time.
What? Oh. he was just doing a vaudeville

turn with
That's all.

William

dad,

his

$

$

Collier,

Sr.

$

in the movies
An Italian, disRosa Rudami.
covered by Cecil De Mille. She has ravenblack tresses reaching below her knees,
languorous eyes, and an intriguing accent.
The latter doesn't show on the screen but
She's no longer with
the hair and eyes do.
De Mille but she'll soon be making a new
picture, as well as a stage appearance in

There's

an

lady

exotic

named

a

new

Anyway,

play, she tells us.

Algonquin

the

up and take

sit

*

*

made

she

notice.

*

George Bancroft, the star of Underworld,
He's one of
is now on top of the world.
the few stars to have several pictures playing on Broadway simultaneously, so he had

come east to see for himself. There's
nothing rough or uncouth about Mr. Banto

He was

croft 'in person."

Get your copy at the
Newstands or

#

Connie Talmadge came back from Europe
with a brand-new divorce. Whenever Connie comes to town, things liven up. When
you watch her on the screen, you don't

in

George's dining room

any member of the

home

as

much

at

the 'Gonk' as

intelligentsia.

at

And why

not?
*

*

*

Virginia Valli was in town for a vacajust in time to see herself on the
tion
screen at the Roxy in East Side, West Side.
Virginia went to see her picture, all by

—

She paid to get in, and nobody
except, of course,
paid any attention to her
She says she is never recon the screen.
and when she is, she is mistaken
ognized
for somebody else! That's an Irishism, and
Virginia has a right to it, because her real
name is Sweeney. She has often been addressed as 'Miss Vidor' or 'Miss Talmadge.'
Somebody suggested that the
(Norma.)
reason she's never recognized is because she

herself.

—

—

So on this
have an ermine coat.
remedied that. Just the same,
we've seen fans rush up to her in theatres
and ask her for her autograph, and not
didn't

trip east she

seem in the least surprised to discover that
She's just about the
it was Virginia Valli.
favorite film star up in Portland, Maine.
She went up there to be a judge in a beauty
contest to select 'Miss Maine,' and came
close to being chosen herself.

and
Rosetta
Sisters,
Those Duncan
Vivian, have given up a trip to England to

SCREENLAND
—

star in Topsy and Eva over there
the
the musical comedy version
in favor of
California
and a new motion picture..
Vivian's engagement to Nils Asther, the

—

handsome
definitely

new

Nils'

man

seems

very

work keeps him

in

which may have influenced the

California,

Duncans'

leading

'on.'

Anyway,

decision.

everybody's

glad.

They

say that in a year or two Miss Dove
be second to none as a feminine drawing-card.
In private life, however, she's
very much Mrs. Irvin Willat. She's really
a devoted, old-fashioned wife, and proud of
it.
Some day, the Willats hope to work
together again for the films.
You remember the Zane Grey westerns they made
together, notably "Wanderer of the Waste
land."
Although he's a big-time director,
and she's a rapidly rising star, they remain,
outside the studio, just a nice, young marwill

PAYS

BIG

^

town for a vacation, has
been doing the Broadway first-nights in
company with George Jean Nathan, the crit'
Lillian Gish, in

ic,

so consistently these days that

all

those

engagement rumors have popped up again.
Lillian says 'no,' of course. Fans who have
followed the fortunes of the Gish family
will be glad to hear that Mrs. Gish, who
has been seriously ill for some time, is
now on the road to recovery. Lillian's
picture plans are still indefinite, chiefly because she has still two more releases coming
under her contract with M-G-M: The Wind

and The Enemy.

She worked so hard for

the past year or two that she feels she has
earned a rest; and time enough to sign a
new contract when she feels like getting
into harness again. The Wind, incidentally,
is one of the few films that Miss Gish has
ever made for which she has a word of
praise.
She worked harder in this picture
than she did evtn in Way Down East.
The physical hardships endured by the company were no joke, what with sand, and
wind machines, and heat. So when Lillian
says 'I'm pleased with it.' you know it
must be good.
Billie

Dove came
She

was

east

at

packing

a half hour's

husband's
trunk for his trip to Washington, D. C.
for conference with government officials
about his forthcoming special "Big Guns,"
for Universal, when both of them suddenly
realised they couldn't stand the separation.
Billie got in touch with the studio and
begged for a leave of absence.
Nobody
can refuse her anything, so schedules were
switched and she hopped on the train at
the very last minute, regardless of the fact
that she had no time to pack any trunks
for herself.
And what an excuse to indulge
in a shopping orgy when she arrived!
Walking up Fifth Avenue with Billie
Dove was like participating in a queen's
triumphal procession.
It looked as if all
the movie fans in town had gathered to
cheer her.
Every time she went shopping
she was followed by bevies of excited girls,
notice.

and

if

boiled,

her

you think all movie stars are hardyou should have seen Billie blush!

The

presence of the pretty picture star in
the audience at the first night of the Ziegfeld Follies made that always thrilling event
even more exciting than usual.
She left

town a little girl who had won some notice
as one of the most beautiful of Mr. Ziegf eld's

many

beautiful decorations.
She restar, with a reputation as
actress and a great box-office bet.

turned a movie
a

good

couple.
And in these days, what
higher praise is there? There aren't many
beauties who remain unspoiled and retain
their sense of humor.
Maybe that's why
ried

everybody, including Mr. Willat,

is

rooting

now

in pro-

for Billie Dove.

An

new

interesting

series is

GET READY QUICKLY
FOR A BETTER JOB
Many Earn

$4*000 to

duction at the Cosmopolitan Studio in New
York.
It
is
the Rainbow series of six
two-reel productions, made entirely in color.
Lars Moen, a former writer on movie sub-

$15,000

Mr. Moen
studied German camera methods during a
recent sojourn abroad, and brought back

jects,

is

many

the

director-producer.

ideas

of

unique new

value

from California
she was chosen

developing

in

Yearly!
you are tired of dull, routine work, with little
I chance lor advancement
ii you want to break into
a big field teeming with opportunities for interesting work, good pay and rapid promotion then get
into Advertising now, by this new easy method.
Why place a limit on your weekly pay check? Give
your natural talents an outlet. Cash in on your amIli

this

Edna Murphy came on

series.

to

play the leading

MONEY

—

—

role;

for her beautiful blonde
coloring.
Others in the cast are Mabel
Swor, Follies beauty, and Walter Tennyson,

bition, ability and ideas. Give yourself a chance.
Advertising may be your opportunity. Find out
how you can now- qualify, at home, during your

promising juvenile who will also be seen in
the William Boyd picture filmed at West

—

spare time in a few short months, for a good
position just as hundreds of others are doing.

Point.

Free Book Tells the
Hyams became Mrs.

Leila

Whole Story

Berg at
a wedding at Sherry's on Park Avenue,
New York early in November. The little
blonde Warner star had a real wedding
a hundred-year-old wedding veil, and all
the trimmings.
She has known her husband five years in fact, it's a sort of childhood romance, for Leila is only twenty
and he's just five years older. Mr. Berg is
the son of a wealthy New York apartment
builder, but he has gone into business for
Phil

Our new

book Increased Salaries and Promotion is crammed full of valuable information
you want to know about Advertising and its many
opportunities. For 31 years the Page-Davis School
has been training men and women in Advertising.
Many of our graduates now hold responsible positions paying handsome salaries. This interesting
free book tells how they won success
and how
you can do it.

—

—

Under our guidance. Advertising is easy to learn.
Our practical method gets definite results quickly.

We guide you in developing your ideas— moulding

them

into compelling, forceful, action-getting Advertising. Interesting work from the very first lessons
no text books used whatsoever all practical advertising work. Our successful method has enabled

himself in Hollywood as a casting agent.
His wife is not one of his clients.
Her

own manager

is

a

woman.

exceedingly proud of her just the same!
Hyams is a very beautiful blonde,
with none of the traditional affectation of a
Leila

'child star.'

—

—

thousands to quickly enter this fascinating, good
paying field. You can do it too.
Send for this book today. Everything is sent free
and prepaid. Many a man and woman has found

But Mr. Berg

is

former

free

this the beginning of a successful career. It may
mean the turning point for you. Write at once.

She, instead, resembles

PAGE-DAVIS

a young lady fresh from a smart finishingschool
but not so very fresh.
She used
to play in vaudeville with her parents, the

—

School of Advertising

Send

Dept. 632I-3S01

Michigan Avenue
Chicago

well-known team of Hyams and Mclntyre.
She says she played 'dead bodies and 'off-

for
this

When she first tried her
luck in pictures, no one knew she was
around.
She did extra work and bits; and
then finally got the part in Summer Bachstage

voices.'

elors

which

her on the road to
she has a five-year contract
with Warner Brothers, and has lately been
co-starring with Monte Blue. Johnny Hines,
whose leading lady she was in White Pants
started

Now

fame.

Willie, calls her a second

Corinne
She has much the same patrician

Griffith.

quality.

What's Doing in Times Square

SEND ME YOUR BOOK

Continued from page 10
special

copy

Harriet Beecher Stowe's
with illustrations from the
picture.
One woman had three volumes
under her arm and each of her two companions had one.- There was the excited,
eager look of the huntress on her face,
and as I passed she was sending one of
her companions back for still another copy.
Avarice, it seems, is still with us.

famous

novel

of

For the

was Tea for Three at
Lew Cody, Aileen Pringle and Tom Moore; Two Arabian
Knights
at the Rivoli with Wallace Beery
and Raymond Hatton and then there was My Best
rest there

the Capitol

Girl

at

the

with

Rialto

with

the

girl

who

is

and ever will be the Sweetheart of America
and Queen of the Screen—Mary Piekford.

PAGE-DAVES SCHOOL OF ADVERTISING

Dept.

6321

3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago

Please send me your book which tells how I can quickly
leam Advertising the big money occupation. Also send
me full particulars regarding your Course in Modem Advertising. I am not obligated.

—

Name
Street

City

State

SCREENLAND

102

George O'Brien, Cavalier
Continued from page 23

16X20

OO

onlyQ

Usual Value

$5.00
dad, sweetheart,
T'HAT favorite picture of mother, into
a beautiful,

hubby, baby, etc., can be made
enlargement for less than one-fifth of the
price by accepting this special offer.
FAITHFULREPRODUCTION from any photograph
guaranteed. Same price for full figure, bustorgroup
picture or for enlarging one or more persona alone
out of a group picture.

1

life-like

regular

SEND NO MONEY!

will have
Mail ns photo (any size), and within a week you never to
your enlargement (size 1Cx20 inches), guaranteed postage!
fade. On arrival, pay postman 98c plus a few cents
return or
Money back if not delighted. We guarantee safe
are no
vour original picture, unaltered in any way. There
The enlargement will
strings attached to this offer.
one cent
come to you C. O. D., 98 cents plus postage - not
one dollar witn
more If more convenient for you, send photo
today.
order, and we will pay postage. Mail your
1
In order to advertise this remarkable offer
we will send FREE with every enlargement
ordered a highly-glazed, hand-tinted miniature reproduction of the photo sent. These miniatures
alone are worth the whole price charged for the enlargement. Take advantage of this really amazing offer and
Bend your order today. DO IT NOW!

^B
HrP

UNITED PORTRAIT CO.

1652

Ogden Ave.,

Dept.

Chicago,

631

of us big-hearted bums.
Sock 'im,
Georgie! We've got our money on you.
O'Brien doesn't look like a movie actor.
He looks like a prize-fighter. And he
wanted to be a prize-fighter once, but his
folks wouldn't let him.
They couldn't
very well object to his becoming a movie
star, and now the joke's on them.
He's
been fighting practically ever .since. However, George has shown them he can put
it over without the aid of the gloves.
In
Sunrise he shows an artist's soul. Here's
a fighter who's as sensitive as a primadonna. Director Murnau had his choice
of all the leading men in Hollywood and
he chose William Fox's white-hope. George
justified the choice by a brilliant performance without a trace of Tunney technique.
Now that he's proved he can do it, I
hope he goes back to fighting. For George
may be a movie star to his mother but he
is just a fightin' fool to me.
I don't think
of him as an actor who slaps on makeup and goes through scenes at a director's
bidding.
He packs a pre-historic wallop
that makes us all cave-sisters under the

all

iivT

From any Photo
or Snapshot

III.

skin.

Don't

get
strong,

these

him

hear

the

idea

that

men.
Movietone.

silent

in

one

he's

Wait

of

till

you

And you

will

soon, for he is going to be the first of
the Fox stars to speak out.
Just to tide
you over until then, I'll let you in on
that voice.
It's one of those Irish voices
rich, and soft, with a bit of a brogue.

—

Something
best
$9

to beautiful

—

j

Write

1923

for

FREE BOOKLET

169

Anita

Bldg.,

_

before.-aftei»

Newark,

N.

the

—

is

Secrets!
^

Amazing new book, "Safe Counsel,
just out, tells you the things you want
to know straight from the shoulder. Gives

Send No Money
Write for your copy today. Don't send a
cent. Pay postman only $1.98, plus postage on arrival. Monev refunded if not

FRANKLIN PUB. CO.
DerJ^^30^^0C^L^Iar1*^t^^hJca^JI^

tisfactory.

DEAFNESS

IS

MISERY

Multitudes of persons with defective hearing and Head
Noisesenjoy conversarion,go to TheatreandChurch becausethey useLeonard
Invisible Antiseptic Ear Drums. Tiny
Megaphones fitting in the Ear enrirely^
out of sight. No wires, batteriesor
headpiece. They are Unseen Comforts and inexpensive. Write for
booklet and swornstatement of the
inventor who was himself deaf.
A. 0. Leonard, inc.. Suite 18?, 70 5th Ave., Mew York

OR DRUG HABIT
Cured

Can

Forever

or

No Pay.
Full treatment sent on trial.
be given secretly in pri-

vacy of home.

Guaranteed

to

banish

1

forever all desire for whiskey, gin,
wine, home brew, moonshine, opium, morphine,
Costs $2.00
•heroin, paregoric, and laudanum.
Save him from Poison.
if cures, nothing if fails.

STANDARD LABORATORIES
BALTIMORE.

MD.

George says: "Dad thought every man
any walk of life should know how to
protect himself. And he said to me: 'Son,
there are two things you must always
remember: that you are a gentleman, and
"
not to be afraid to fight if you have to.'
And I understand George has a good
memory. He seems to be able to protect
himself pretty well, and that he is a gentleman clear through nobody will deny
even if he does have a trainer instead of
a valet, and spends most of his spare
time in a pool room or with dumb-bells.
While he was in New York making a

in

picture and, later, vacationing, he certainly
the
concentrated on that pool room. Yes
swimming pool room in his hotel. And
he swings a mean dumb-bell. He tumbles
out of bed at six o'clock a good many
mornings to box with his trainer, too.
No George hasn't forgotten.

—

—

He admits he knows a
developing muscles than

lot

The famous

more about

defining
them.
He was sent to college to study medicine,
but he soon discovered the track and the
gridiron, and did practically all of his
studying there.
As the time for anatomy
examination drew near, George was rapidly

screen

cowboy

liked the Irish

boy with the broad grin and broad shoulders, and told him he could use a lad
like him to carry a camera around. George
took the job
and that was the last that
college ever saw of him.
Before long he
was playing athletic bits in westerns, and
occasionally doubling for some player. His
muscles again
George admits it won him
is
big chance.
Director John Ford had
been watching him, and as he wanted
an extraordinarily athletic young man for
the part of the pony express rider in The

—

—

—

Iron
boy,

Horse, he offered it to the O'Brien
looked like just about the strongest set of muscles in Hollywood. The rest,
as Anthony said to Cleopatra as he entered her tent that evening, is history.

who

Life

for

George became just one fight
on the screen. That was all

after another

—

right with

him, too.
After his success in
The Iron Horse, he was given the lead
in The Fighting Heart, which called for
a scrap with Victor McLaglen, Canadian
Army champ, and with Jack Herrick, who
was Jack Dempsey's sparring partner. In
The Roughnec\ there were fights, too;
but the big stunt in that film was a
sixty-foot drop from the deck of a ship.

George

likes

"The
didn't

to

captain

tell

of

about

that.

'Emma Alexander'

the

know we were

going to do this
had was the word of the
director that I'd be picked up by a motor
launch, ordered to be sent out from San
Diego.
No platfrom was built, no preparations of any kind were made; and the
motor launch was not in sight; but the
captain was coming, so
I jumped.
When
I saw the captain again, he roared at me:
'I
knew that Dan O'Brien had a son
but I didn't know his son was a darned

jump, and

J.

advice to newly married. Explains anatomy of reproductive organs, impotence,
laws of Sex Life, mistakes to avoid, diseases, pregnancy, etc. Contains 9 startling sections: 1-bcience of Eugenics, 2Love, 3-Marriago, 4- Childbirth, 6- Family
Life, 6-Sexual Science, 7-Diseases and
Disorders, H- Health mul Hygiene. 9-Story
of Life. In all, 10-1 chapters. 77 illustrations. 512 pages. Examine at our risk.
Mailed in a plain wrapper.

N-31

in

star!

life's

Sta.

his

Dan O'Brien's boy the San
O'Briens.
Dan was chief of
police in the city of the golden gate, and
it
looked as if George might follow in
his footsteps. The folks wanted him to be
a doctor, and George had his heart set
on the prize-ring; so he became a movie
George

MTS|p|fi

ANITA COV

in

Francisco

^BlflniTft tlOSE 4PJUSTER

Won

records.
for generations.

family

proportions
while you sleep!

s SAFE, painless, comfortable.
Speedy, permanent results guaranteed. Doctors praise it. No
Gold^lal metal to harm you. Small cost.

John McCormack's
That voice has been

like

but a little more college education wouldn't
do any harm, either.
So back George
went to Santa Clara College.
Summer
vacation found him at a rodeo in northern California, where he met Tom Mix.

all

I

—

fool!'

"

George

probably
wouldn't
tell
you
but I know he once saved the
life of a leading lady who couldn't swim.
He spends most of his evenings in Tom
Mix's gymnasium instead of at parties; and
he's a handball fiend and a basketball star.
Apparently the only form of sport in
which he does not indulge is flying; and
I expect he is taking that up right now.
While he was in New York he attended
a luncheon of the A. M. P. A.
short for
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, or
hard-boiled press-agents. They are the boys
about

it,

—

who make

a living extolling the virtues of
so it isn't strange
that they view a star with slightly skeptical eyes.
To get by this bunch, an actor

stars

and

their pictures;

has to be super-human. Every week some
star or director is guest of honor.
George
got by. They liked him.
And a story got
around that put him over even better.
Seems he was scheduled to make a personal appearance in New Jersey where
many are called but few will go. At the
last moment George regretted the kind in-

tentions that had prompted him to probecoming a star athlete. Fortunately for him, mise to 'appear' it was the same night as
the war came along about the same time; the Dempsey-Tunney fight! He could have
and he joined the submarine division of called it off, and he wanted to, because he
the Pacific Fleet. There he had a chance is a friend of Dempsey's, and prize-fightto fight all he wanted to.
By the end of ing is a minor passion with him. But he
the war, George was light-heavy-weight kept his word to the theatre manager and
went to Jersey instead.
To anyone who
champ of the Pacific!
Dan O'Brien said that was all right, knows movies, and movie actors, and per-

—
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appearances,

this
sonal
definitely stamps co-starred with him in Paid to Love and
George O'Brien as a cross between a saint East Side West Side, and might reason'
and a nut, but a mighty nice nut.
ably be supposed to be prejudiced against
Richard Dix, who knew him when he him
for leading men and leading ladies,
was just struggling for a foothold in pic- unless they are Greta Garbo and Jack Giltures, says there's no fellow in the game bert, usually reserve all their affection for
any squarer or cleaner. And by the way, their love scenes says he is modest and
to hear O'Brien tell it you'd never guess unassuming and fair.
And you can ask
he had any kind of struggle at all.
He anybody else and I think they'll tell you
doesn't mention the hard pull: he only the same thing.
But if fou ever meet
mentions the lucky breaks which is the him don't ask him to let you feel his- musonly way in which George O'Brien re- cle. You might get a good, gentlemanly

—

—

—

sembles

sun-dial.

a

Virginia

Ask

Valli,

who

Florence of ~Waltamstow, England.
You
think 'Screenland is an absolutely ripping
film magazine,' do you? I refuse to deny
it.
Clive Brook is playing in The Devil
Dancer at the Cecil De Mille Studios.

Vilma Banky and Ronald Colman are featured in Leatherface for Samuel Goldwyn

—De Mille

Studios, Culver City,
Cal.
As we no longer have a fan club
department, I'm sorry that I can't comply
with
your request, but let me hear from
you again.

M.

Miss

Houston,

L. L.

Texas.

In plain colors,
pink' to find some one
to write to for addresses of your 67 favorites.
Haven't you forgotten a few? Miss
Vee Dee has not posed on a tiger skin for
her photograph lately, but when she does,
SCREENLAND will show it and no kiddin'

you were

'tickled

S.

—

Open Range
died

Betty Bronson
for

is

play-

Paramount. Rudolph

Aug. 23,

1926.

can
never answer

many foolish questions, jest'er
few, so you're next.
Art Acord was born
in Stillwater, Okla. in 1890.
He has been
married but is now divorced. Hoot Gibson
was born in Tekamha, Nebr. in 1892.
make

it

a

Half-Pint from La.
Can't you
a case? Plenty of space
Southern

—

—

well, you know what I mean.
Address Ruth Roland at 3828 Wilshire
Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal. Why don't Jack
Mulhall play in Western pictures any more?

hospitality

.

popularity, admiration,

and the applause of great
crowds? Then why not
get into the Aviation Industry—the greatest adventure since time began

jersey

City.
Help, relp, you
Harry Carey is working at
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver
S. S.

of

City, Cal.
Jack Hoxie, Universal Studios,
Universal City. Cal. You can reach Warner
Baxter, Bob Custer and Tom Tyler at F.

—

the greatest thrill ever
offered to man?
Think what Aviation offers you. The praise and

B. O. Studios, 780 Gower St.. Hollywood.
Cal.
Jackie Coogan, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Blanche Sweet

played opposite

Warner Baxter

in

plaudits of the multitude.
And a chance to get in
on the ground floor where rewards will be unlimited
Aviation is growing so swiftly that one can hardly
keep track of all the astonishing new developments.
Air-mail routes have just been extended to form a
vast aerial network over the entire U. S. Manv Commercial Airlines and airplane factories are now being
organized. Men like Henry Ford are investing millions in the future of commercial Aviation for they

Singed,

William Fox Production. You can write
to her at the Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western
Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.
a

old he

John Gilbert

is.

Youth

You

Tom

People,

K[ice

Pin\ Gods,

see its great possibilities.

Become An Aviation Experts
Get into this thrilling
profession at once while
PICK YOUR JOB
the field is new and

Coogan.

Guess

again,

—

uncrowded. Now by a
unique newplan—you can
quickly secure the basic
and preparatory training
you need to get started in
the Aviation Industry -at
home, in spare time. Experts will teach you the
secrets andf undamentala
of Practical Aviation
give you all the inside
facts that are essential to
your success. And, the
study of Aviation by this

—

remarkable method

Josephine of Ton\ers, 7\j[.Y. Are you sure
you have seen Miss Vee Dee in pictures?
Perhaps you are thinking of Clara Bow or
girlie.

is al-

Flying Instructor
Airplane Instructor
Airplane Engineer
Airplane Repairman
Airplane Assembler
Airplane Mechanician
Airplane Inspector
Airplane Builder
Airplane Salesman
Exhibition ^Manager
Airplane Contractor
Airplane Motor Expert
Airplane Designer

most as fascinating as the
actual work itself.

Send for FREE
Book!
Send coupon for our new
free book, just out

Oppor-

tunities in the Airplane

M. V. Chicago, III.
now playing in The

Thomas Meighan
Gone Wild

City

is

at

Paramount Studios, Hollywood, Cal.
Be
game and write to him; he likes to hear
from his friends. Danny O'Shea was born

ask

address

are,

Stage Struc\ and Fine Manners.

Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave., pictures

can

playing in Fires

at

The Crowded Hour and The Palm Beach
Girl.
Gloria
Swanson has starred in
Madame Sans Gene, The Coast of Folly,

Mix

Jack.

is

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,
Culver City. Cal.
Some of Bebe Daniels'

of

Better
at

Do
you crave adventure,

omitted the O!

Jackie
Just

you a red-blooded,
AREdaring
he-man?

versal Studios, Universal City, Cal.

old pictures

Mount Airy, K[. C. I'm a modest
thing, but I agree with you that you
learn a lot from my department.
I

Jester,
little

AVIATION*

—

Culver City, Cal.

Valentino

Big Pay?

Johnny Hines can be addressed at
Tec- Art Studios, 5360 Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Cal. Lois Wilson, Viola Dana, Bob
Custer and Tom Tyler at F. B. O. Studio,
780 Gower St., Hollywood, Cal. Avonne
Taylor, Sally O'Neil, Dorothy Sebastian,
Norma Shearer, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Barbara Worth.
June Marlowe and Jean Gerard are at Uni-

Detroit.

I'd

eyes,

ing in

Popularity...

either.

Thanks for the inknow you any place. Black
A Lover of Movies, Tope\a, Kans.
brown hair and not too fat and your That's what you all say and one of these
number? I have that too. Speak to me days, I'm gonna get desperate and believe
any time, I never forget a face.
Ramon you're kidding me. Ronald Colman is 36
Novarro is 28 years old, and you can write years old. John Gilbert is 30. Bebe Daniels
to him at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, is 26 and Lew
Cody don't or won't tell how
troduction

AreYou Hungry
For Adventure..

Me — Continued from page 4

Ohio School for Deaf. In a jiffy, are
you?
I'll bet a lemon-jello.
you've been
sampling some gelatin dessert. You can
address Mildred Davis Lloyd at 6640 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Natalie
Kingston, First National Studios. Burbank.
Cal.
May McAvoy, Warner Bros., 5842
Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Marceline
Day, Chas. Delaney and Roy D'Arcy at
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City,
Cal.
Baby Peggy is in vaudeville now.
Janet Gaynor and Dorothy Dwan are working at the Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western
Ave., Los Angeles, Cal. Fay Wray can be
reached at Cecil De Mille Studios. Culver
City, Cal.
Larry Semon at Chadwick Studios, 1449 Gower St., Hollywood, Cal.

Productions

sock in the eye.

in Boston. Oct. 8, 1906.

Before going into

was in vaudeville.
Address
Los. Angeles, Cal.
Jack Hoxie, Producers- Danny at F. B. O. Studio. 780. Gower
St..
Distributing Corp., Culver City, Cal. Jack Hollywood. Cal.
Red Grange has not told
Holt and Fred Thompson, Paramount Stu- me his age but when he
does, I'll let you
dios.
Hollywood, Cal.
Mary Pickford. know.
United Artists, Hollywood, Cal.
Monte
Blue. Warner Bros., 5842 Sunset Blvd.,
Inez
Brooklyn.
of
If
your dreams
Hollywood. Cal.
Colleen Moore and Jack come true, you'll become an actress
and
Mulhall, First National Studios. Burbank, act, too.
Loud applause clap clap! No.
Cal.
John Gilbert. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Lois Moran is not married. Lois
says she
Studios, Culver City, Cal.
is 17 years old and she should
know. She

Industry.

It is vitally in-

teresting, reads like a romance and tells you things
about this astonishing profession
you
never
even
dreamed of.
Write
for
your copy today.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
3601

Michigan Ave.

Dept.

6321

Chicago

he

— —

E R C A N SCHOOL
3601 Michigan Ave.,

Ifl M

I

I

I

I

OF AVIATION
Dept.

6321,

Chicago,

III.

Without any obligation, please send me your
FREE Book, Opportunities in tlie Airplane
Industry.
Also
information
about
your
Course in Practical Aviation.

Address
City
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Here is

YOUR

%h School
Education/
I
1
I
I
I
I
1
S

YOU

INTERESTING

type that can disintelligently— or are you
Are you
people?
chained to a low-paid job while others step up to
positions and handsome salaries just because
big
If you feel handithey have MORE EDUCATION?
capped because you missed the advantages of an
education, if you lack ideas or the ability to express them, then

Are

the

cuss almost
tongue-tied,

A

any

ill

at

subject
ease

among

High School Training
is What You Need

that the foundations of an
In Grammar School you
And in Coland write.
read
merely
lege you simply continue the studies you pursued
is
in High School that you
It
in High School.
study Ancient and Modem Histovj— that you learn
how to speak and write correct English— that you
It is in
acquire an appreciation of Literature.
High School that you get to know the world you
live in through the study of Biology and Physics
and Economics and Mathematics that you obtain
It
the cultured advantages of Foreign Languages.
is
in High School where you get the knowledge
and training necessary for success in business and
is in High School
ITeducation
are laid.

learn

to

—

social

life.

Tou may

however,

feel,

that

is

it

hopeless

for

But
you to attempt to "go to school again."
through a wonderfully simplified method you can
now acquire the essentials of a High School Course
in your spare moments
right in your own home
without missing a day's work.

—

Your Home

Is

Your High School

The High School Home-Study Bureau actually
It's like
the high school into your home.
having a staff of teachers at your elbow.
A remarkable series of questions and Answer
Books now enables you to make up entirely what
In just
you lost in not attending high school.
twelvo convenient, fascinating volumes, the Blue
Books offer you the equivalent of a four-year high
As you look at these books you
school education.
marvel how so much can be compressed into so
brings

little

space.

Unlike ordinary school books these texts contain
no long drawn out discussions, no dry-as-dust non.lust the most important facts presented
essentials,
in the most successful teaching method known.
The editors have boiled down each subject and
presented it as a series of fascinating Questions
and Answers. Every question is right to the point
every answer is simple, direct, easily understood

—

interesting.

i

Onlv 15 or 20 minutes a day spent in reading
these 'books will bring you the knowledge of high
school subjects that you need to make yourself
Better than any get-rich scheme
more valuable.
It
is
not
is a training in high school subjects.
too late, no matter how long you have been away
from school to make up for the education you
missed.

Used by 12,000 High School Teachers
1

j
I

B
I

I

I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I

teachers
and students in High
Principals,
Schools all over the country use these unique High
School Home-Study Books in their daily work.
They are praised by the highest educational authorities* for their simplicity, clearness and thoroughness.
A High School Principal writes. "I believe your
method of instruction to be superior to any other.
A letter readopted."
It should be universally
"I never
ceived from one of our students reads:
spent money for books that give me the real
And another student writes:
pleasure these do."
"I am delighted with the books and would not
take $100.00 for them if I could not replace them."

It

Costs

You Nothing

to

Examine Them

The coupon will bring you the twelve famous
Blue Books to examine free. Keep them and enjoy
them for 5 days. Then decide. No risk; no obligation.

Simply

mail

coupon.

the

HIGH SCHOOL HOME STUDY
31

Union

Square,

New York

Gentlemen: Send me
the 12 famous High

for

Dept.

191

FREE EXAMINATION,

School Home-Study Books
Ancient Hisdealing with the following subjects:
torv. Economics, Biology. Physics, Literature, AlgeFrench, Spanish, English Grammar. Latin.
bra,
Modern History and American History. Within 5
days I will either return the books or remit $3.S5
as first payment and then $4.00 a month for three

months, a total of $15. S5.
(Note: If you prefer to take advantage of the 10%
cash discount, remit $14.27 after examination.)

Name
Address

Town

-

State.

Friend Betty, ]ac\son.
I'd do you good,
if I could, but I might get caught at it.
Why should I think you bold because you
take Scree nland? Helene Costello is now
playing in In Old Kentucky at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver Ctiy. Cal.

Dolores Costello. George Jessel, Syd Chaplin and Monte Blue at Warner Bros.. 5842
Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood, Cal.
Douglas
Fairbanks and John Barrymore.
United
Artists, 7200 Santa Monica Blvd., Holly-

wood, Cal.
Lonesome,

Wash.

Seattle,

With

all

those wonderful mountains and everything
you have mountains, haven't you?
So
you think that Vilma Banky and Ronnie
Colman were just made for each other, do

—

Well, you
you?
thought differently
ried.

wyn

see.

— and

Rod

La Rocque
were marSamuel Gold-

so they

You can reach Vilma at
Productions, Culver City, Cal.

Wanda

Sorry I can't give you the
R.
address of Pola Negri, but you can
write to her at Paramount Studios, Hollywood, Cal. She is said to be very happily
Serge M'dimarried to a real live Prince
So dry your tears, child:
vani, by name.
If your
and try to be happy with her.
sister looks like Bebe Daniels, who does
Richard Dix look like? I give it up.

home

—

Tours for the

BUREAU,

City.

was born in Philadelphia, Pa. She has hazel
eyes and blonde hair, is 5 feet 1 inch tall
and weighs 107 pounds.

not for the worst.

Best,

You

And
Sanford, Fla.
are too good to me.

Suppose you write to Lee Duncan, Warner
5842 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
and ask him to send you his dog now
to send you a picture of
wait a minute
his dog, Rin-Tin-Tin, and see what you get.
Bebe Daniels, Fred Thompson and Adolphe
Menjou are at Paramount Studios, Hollywood, Cal. Billie Dove and Ken Maynard,
First National Studios, Burbank, Cal. Mary
Pickford, United Artists, Hollywood, Cal.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
Haines,
William
Culver City, Cal. Ronald Colman is working for Samuel Goldwyn Productions, Cul-

Bros.,

—

ver City, Cal.

—

Joseph

know your
sorry

I

favorites,
write, to

of Martins
Mill Road.
onions, don't you, Joe?

I

You
am

send you pictures of your
but I can tell you where to

can't

get

them

—and

how.

Tom Mix

can be reached at Fox Studios, 1401 N.
Western Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.
Lon

Chaney

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,
Write to Fred Thompson
Paramount Studios, Hollywood, Cal.
at

Culver City, Cal.
at

C. C. Miami, Fla.
You have a most
inquisitive nature, did you say?_ And you'd
like to know every thing like anything,

—

about Buster Collier well, I'd call yours
a very generous nature.
William (Buster)
Collier was born Feb. 12. 1902, in N. Y.
City.
He is 5 feet 10 inches tall and
weighs 145 pounds.
Between the ages of
4 and 13 years, he was on the stage with
his father, William Collier.
A few of his
pictures are, The
Bugle Call, Soul of
Youth, Pleasure Mad, The Wanderer and
The Rainmakers. He is now playing in
The Outpost, at Warner Bros. Studios,
5842 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

My

Dutch Auntie, San Pedro.

Now

I

one- kind relative to another,
what are we going to do about the 'needles
and pins' that you have been on while
waiting for this issue of Screenland? Get
the point, Lorame?
all puffed
up
I feel
with pride and thanks a lot for the wholesale praise of my department.
I think it's
pretty good, at that.
See, how your flattery
has gone to my head. You may recognize
your favorite 'in the cast of Bro\en Hearts
of Hollywood: Patsy Ruth Miller, Louise
Dresser, Barbara Worth, Doug Fairbanks,

ask you, as

Miley, Stuart Holmes,
Jerry
Sutherland and Sam de Grasse.

Jr.,

Dick

Mouie Struc\, TsJ. Y. So you are a good
stepper and have acted in many Christmas
pardon me, I
plays? Face all made up
mean, 'you have your movie name all made
up,' and are ready to hit the trail for good
old Hollywood. That's a long, long walk,
Helen. But at the age of 11 years, you
have much to look forward to and I'm
going to hope with you.
I said hope, not
hop.

—

eau

rue
II

The New

Loose Powder Vanitie and
Fleur Sauvage (wildflowerj Poudre
U\[grida

U\[grida
'

—"7LEUR SAUVAGE (wildflower)

\

C~\

NEW NORIDA

C/i.as

precious as

Loose Powder Vanitie

your loveliest jewels;

thin-

as-a-watch. Securely encloses your favorite

/

Poudre!

QJ Fine and smooth as down, soft and clinging, fragrant

with the delicate parfam of

loose powder, yielding the desired

Wildflowers. Beautifying to a startling degree.

the slightest turn of the silvered

amount at
powder plate.

Created

exclusive features

Norida Poudre brings a blooming transparency to your skin. The favorite of smart
women everywhere your favorite the

Cannot

sift

or

spill.

are retained, plus the
Refill

it

— then

snap

Q The

new, patented bottom.
it

shut. Truly, the

most

ingenious and useful vanitie in the world.

Priced Si. 50 to S3.00

—

Single

and Double, Gold and Silver,
filled
each in a velvet lined case
with Norida Fleur Sauvage (Wild'
flower) Poudre and Rouge.

—

in

moment you

warm

the

try

You can

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

obtain ^Nprida ^Beauty Requisites at all
Toilet

Qoods Counters

life

itself,

it.

NORIDA PARFUMERIE
PARIS

shades of

^orida Fleur Saurage

{wild-

flower) Poudre.
Jn exquisite, Parisian shades
Naturelle, Blanche and Rachel
50c and $1.60

—

The

you can be fond of

cigarette
SEEK and

search wherever you

never find a smoke

and so

fine.

Camel. So loyal

Camels reveal the

That

Why

is

why

Millions

upon

learned to rely
quality.

©

1927

J.

They

to-

they never

each succeeding Camel

more smooth and mellowy

R.

delicate

and fragrances of the choicest

tastes

baccos grown.
tire.

like

will, you'll

tastes

.

the most particular sense and they place

Camels

first.

enjoyment.

They demand goodness and
They have elevated Camels

to the highest popularity ever
If

known.

you smoke for pleasure Camels

will

prove the cigarette that you can really

mild.

enjoy, you can like Camels so much, be-

millions of smokers have

cause they're always so satisfyingly mellow.

upon
are

this

supreme tobacco

modern smokers

in

So smooth and mild.

"Have

a Camel!"

REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, WINSTON SALEM,
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JUST fO^ A tAUGH/

Billy Dooley
Just for a laugh

— see Billy Dooley, the goofy gob with the legs that won't behave in "Campus

Cuties" and "Water Bugs".

Paramount-Christie Comedies, at the Best Theatres Everyichere.

Bobby Vernon
Just for a

My

laugh— see Bobby Vernon, "the

Dear" and "Sweeties".

little

comedian with the big following" in "Bugs

Paramount-Christie Comedies, at the Best Theatres Everywhere.

Jimmie Adams
Just for a

Mackerel"

laugh—see Jimmie Adams,

as

funny as he looks, in "Love Shv" and "Holy

Para mount-Christie Comedies, at the Best Theatres Everyichere.
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"best

3

show in town

"A Band of Men ichose
Sweetheart icas Death!"
of the world they
came, that valiant band of youths
who had tried everything in life but

From every corner

smashed
had driven them
to join that daredevil band of war
"The Lesion of the Confliers
demned". Day after day, high above
Death*. Fearful tragedies,

loves, lo?t fortunes

the earth, they flirted with Death,
or drove their roaring planes far
behind the enemy lines to land spies

— the

most hazardous mission of

the war.

picture.

fcfe

A

William Wellman production.

^ Legion of &
Condemned
q Another

of those great Paramount Pictures that are talked

about bv evervone

and remembered

Popular approval, and

critical

1928

hits are

and days!

opinion from coast to coast,

placed Paramount 'way in the lead on
pictures of 1927.

for days

all lists

of the best

even greater! Because Para-

mount goes ever onward and upward, accelerating progress
Ask your Theatre Manager when he is going
vear bv vear.
CjJ

to

show "Legion of the Condemned" and

all

the other great

Paramount Pictures of 1928.
a Paramount Picture

"If

it's

it's

the best shoic in toicn."

Paramount Famous Lasky Corp.. Adolph Zukor.Pres.,ParamountBldg.,>".\

^Paramount ^Pictures
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BETTY FALKNER
Typifying Health and Beauty.
Chosen most perfect brunette type of face and figure by Southern
California Artists and Sculptors.

and

Health

AH
may

aro not bom physically beautiful, but all
and Beauty, Youthfulness.
acauire Health
Success and Happiness.
when you know how,
so easy
is so simple
is taught in our

Charm,
It

as

it

and Charm.
and Hand as

Youthfulness

Beauty.

Happiness Go Hand
Love and Kisses.

Success and
Naturally as

—

—

NEW SECRETS OF HEALTH, BEAUTY
CHARM
AN
New

Latest Book of the
the "last word"

The

PRESENTING
ommended
specialists
stars and
sculptors.

— famous

THIS COUBSE

Cult

methods recand Beauty

—

movie
beauties and actresses
psychologists artists and

donnas

prima

in

Health

famous

world

by

—

—

phase of Milady's

includes every

Ensemble from the crown of her head to the sole
her feet inside and out.
SPECIALIZING on the care of the Hair— the
cure of Dandruff— Safe ".educing Methods—Care and
The Cultivation of a HighComfort of the Feet.

—

of

arch

Instep,

etc.

of Self-treatment and Training
of Nature's Great Specific
Arid Methods in Accord with Natural Laws.

A

System

By Means

THE ONLY

Means

Common-sense

logical

findings

according to the latpst
leading laboratories, and

Methods

and
the

in

endorsed by

the
World's
foremost Health and Beauty specialists whose advice graces the pages of

NEW SECRETS OF HEALTH. BEAUTY AND
CHARM — NEW BUT TRUE
Introductory

prieo

for

limited

time,

ONLY

An Answer

$1.00

Worth $1,000

Among tho
eentlv named
this

typifying

New

of

stars

Address:

M

may be named

Culture

woman-kind

at

a

very

iss

Vee Dee

49 West 45th

DOLORES COSTELLO— LADY DIANA MANNERS
— VILMA BAN K Y.
NEW SECRETS supplies a long-felt need among
aspirins
time,

Page

of Information,

movieland reknown George Law. as
Standard of Health and Beauty

scintillating
by fhe well

New

St.

York City

expenditure

trifling

and money.
enormous demand for this best seller your
order must be placed at once to insure delivery
Order today.
at this SPECIAL PRICE.
energy

of

Due

to

BUREAU OF NATURAL SPECIFICS
Hollywood.

Drawer 42

B

Dept.

California

(\

Darling,

]ean
the

girl

Our

Gang

in
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IMGRICAN ACADGMY

for,

fights
over and

with.

CriOF DRAMATIC ARTS
I

J

Founded 1884 by Franklin H. Sargent

Dramatic and

institution for

The foremost

The instruction of the
Academy furnishes the essential preparation tor
Directing and Teaching as well as for Acting.
The training is educative and practical, deExpressional Training.

Personality and Expressional

veloping Poise,
Power, of value to those in professional ute
and to the layman.

Spring

Term Opens April 2nd

Extension Dramatic Courses in co-operation with

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Free Catalog describing all Courses from

Room

253-

D CARNEGIE HALL, New

^^

York

J

rtiV>nWf^iYi'iOiWiSnrfW*"""

WARRANTED ADVERTISING
Every advertisement submitted for
publication in
subject

to

SCREENLAND

investigation.

SCREENLAND

in \eeping

its

is

To

assist

advertising

inform the Advertising Department of
SCREENLAND of any instance that im-

of

a lac\ of good faith on the part

an advertiser.

announce

his future plans.

Hon\y Ton\.

accepted

columns clean, readers are invited to

plies

As they say in is in the cast of Tim's new film, Riders of
Just Dimples, Brooklyn.
the movies, 'along came dawn as it has the Dar\.
a habit of doing,' and just as I seem to have
Yes,
all
the 'dimples' settled for a time, along
7<iew Windsor, >{eu> Burg, 7s(. T.
comes another. But you may be sure I'm that sounds fine, but who lives in that
You sent me two such pretty
glad to see you, for we couldn't get along 'burg?'
without dawn and I ask you, where would stamps for a personal reply but failed to
we be without the movies? Richard Tal- give me your name. You can see how
madge was born in New York City about heavy those stamps are on my conscience.
30 years ago.
His real name is Matzetti. You can reach Leon Errol at the Lambs
The fact that Richard is not married, will Club, 130 West 44th St., New York City.
cause many a youthful feminine heart to re Alex Francis at Fox Studios, 1401 N. WestGeorge Bansume work again on its own power. ern Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Because of legal entanglements Richard croft is a Paramount star and can be reached
Talmadge does not seem to be making any at Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St.,
pictures right now, but undoubtedly will Hollywood. Cal., where he is playing in
So you want
Qiiestionaire, Mihvau\ee.
A. S. of St. Louis. You are right, Adele;
you haven't seen me play in pictures very the correct home addresses of your favorwon't the address of the place they
often, neither have you seen me work; but ites
to let you in on a grand secret, I'm sort work do as well, for they are all perfectly
If you get
of funny-looking and the directors think 'at home' when they work?
Barabara Kent was 'Mimi'
I what I mean.
the screen can worry along without me.
am camera-shy, too, and haven't any pic- in The Lone Eagle for Universal. Laura
Raymond Griffith who is LaPlante and Norman Kerry are also with
tures to send out.
known as 'The Screen's High Hat Come- Universal Studios, Universal City, Cal.
dian,' was married not long ago to Bertha There is a rumor that Norman Kerry may
Mann, the actress. A London honeymoon go to England to reside. Don't go. NorRex Lease, who played man; we want you over here. Greta Garbo,
for the newlyweds.
(Continued on page 101)
with Tim McCoy in The Law of the Range,

—
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ROD LA ROCQUE

RomanceT(W11

live it!

Drama-Youll thrill with it!
in these splendid
DeMille Studio Productions
"CHICAGO" — Phyllis Haver and Victor Varconi.
Fresh from its
Daring and sensational.
phenomenal success at the Gaiety, New York.
Lauded by critics as an outstanding attraction.
From the stage success by Maurine Watkins.
Frank Urson, Director.

"THE BLUE DANUBE"—Leatrice

Joy, with
de-

Joseph Schildkraut and Nils Asther.
lightful romance, with this favorite star
best.

It's

as appealing

and alluring

A

at her
as Strauss'

Paul Sloane, Director, Ralph
Block. Associate Producer.

famous waltz.

Rocque, A
young veteran of the Great War tires of peace
and seeks romance and adventure in the
mountains of Greece. He finds it, in chunks.
See Lupe Velez in this stirring drama. You'll
not be surprised that the young officer finally
fell for her. How could he help it? A Donald
Crisp Production. Ralph Block, Associate

"STAND AND DELIVER"— Rod La

—

rising
young male
star in pictures today.
You saw him as the

Vaughan

"Dress Parade." See
as a hero in

Howard

Higgin, Director.

Ralph Block, Associate Producer.

"HOLD 'EM YALE"— Rod

La Rocque.

A drama

of youth, fizzy, frothy, yet sound at heart. As
up to date as tomorrow. E. H. Griffith, Director.

Hector Turnbull, Associate Producer.

"THE NIGHT FLYER"— William

Boyd. No
matter how blase you are, you're going to get
a big kick out of this rarely entertaining railroad story. Jobyna Ralston is the girl. Walter
Lang, Director. James Cruze, Supervisor.

"MIDNIGHT MADNESS"— Jacqueline

Boyd,

the

fastest

Logan,

Give Brook and Walter McGrail. If you
like mystery, — and who doesn't? you're going
to like this one sure. Harmon Weight, Direc-

with

tor,

Hector Turnbull, Associate Producer.
Logan.

Alan Hale and Robert Armstrong. One of
the most thoroughly satisfying mystery melodramas of the year,
from Edward Childs

Carpenter's stage
success. Rupert
Julian, Director,

spruce, debonair
young cadet in
him now

Alan Hale, Sue Carol and Alberta
in the cast.

"THE LEOPARD LADY"— Jacqueline

Producer.

"SKYSCRAPER"— William

overalls.

EXCHANGE,

INC.

Bertram Millhauser,
Associate

Producer.
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VALENTINO
KNEW HIM

AS

I

by S.

George Ullman

with an introduction

by

O. O. Mclntyre
New

Macy-Masiu«: PubUihin

York

'IPHIS human document by

the

intimate friend of the lovable

Valentino

is

being

Screen land,

by

offered

probably

the

for

last time.

Eminent

critics

speak of this

book as "almost a divine portrayal
of one of the greatest adven'
"^HE

turests of the screen."

I

There were many things said
and written about Valentino in
the last

few years of

his

after his death, that did
injustice.

This

book

and

life,

him great
been

has

written primarily for the purpose
of setting at rest those rumors.

Offered by

Screenland

at

$2.00 prepaid to any address in

New York

City.

For the enclosed $2.00 please send
copy of "Valentino as I Knew Him".

Nam e

Addr

me

this

month

with the simultaneous
opening of Emit Jannings in
The Last Command at the
Rialto arrd Greta Garbo in
The Divine Woman at the
Capitol.
In addition to these

(\The shimmering tower
of the P ar am o unt
Building, built by the
nic\els and dimes in
the turnstiles to the

Land

at

the

Strand,

Phyllis

land

offices.

then,

but

Ruth

Taylor,

a

to

find

a

mob

within

the

But he wouldn't give
up, and after a few minutes
he became so absorbed in
the film that all the fight was
tapes.

taken out of him.
to
find the

Haver

or

was blazing mad because he
had stood for three quarters
of an hour in the lobby only

It pleased
public so
to see a good picture that it was
willing to wait, standing, that length of
time.
I
spoke to the manager of the
theatre afterwards and asked him if he ever
got tired of looking at the same picture
week after week. 'Not when it's Jannings.'
he assured me.
'Besides, the crowds are
fascinating to watch and handle."
That's
what the Paramount usher said too, and the
two replies were interesting because it never
occurred to me that a man might select the
job of manager or usher because crowd
psychology intrigued him.
Within this month, too, Drums of Love,
the new Griffith picture opened at the
Liberty; Gloria Swanson in Sadie Thompson
at
the Rivoli; Ramon Novarro, Norma

me

in

The happy
in

Chicago at the Gaiety, Greta Garbo and
John Gilbert in Love at the Embassy,
which has been running for several months,
and Lillian Gish in The Enemy at the
Astor.
The very best the movies have to
offer, all on Broadway at the same time,
And if you think there aren't enough peopie in New York to do justice to these
attractions you should have seen the crowds
waiting for the doors at the Capitol Theatre
I wasn't
to open at 11:30 in the morning.
there

Romance.

This photograph was
ta\en from Screen-

smashing box office attractions, one could see Charlie Chaplin
Circus

of

rather

was on her way to Screenland about that time and she was bursting
with the news.
'Wouldn't I be proud,'
said Ruth, 'if New York fought to see me
at that hour in the morning? Greta's wonderful.'
But when I did see The Divine
Woman at six o'clock of an evening during
the second week of its run the theatre was

Book Department, Desk 5

49 West 45th Street,

week
of
happened

'Lorelei Lee,'

the United States and Canada.

SCREENLAND

picture
year
the

'fattest'

Shearer and Jean Hersholt in The Student
Prince at the Capitol, following Greta
Garbo.
Simba, the extraordinary animal
picture taken in Africa by the Martin
Johnsons is playing at the Earl Carroll
Theatre; Beau Sabreur with Gary Cooper.
full to capacity.
As for Emil Jannings. The Last Com- Noah Beery, Evelyn Brent and William
mand is in its fifth week. I've seen the Powell at the Paramount: Her Wild Oat
picture three times and have always found with Colleen Moore at the Paramount;
a jammed house.
The first week I couldn't Will Rogers in The Texas Steer at the
get in at all without standing for an hour, Cameo and The Cohens and the Kellys at
and the second week I went at six o'clock, the CoJony. Then there are the old standAt that, if I hadn't been alone and willing byes, Wings at the Criterion and Sunrise
to sit on the last row I'd have had to stand at the Times Square,
(Continued on page 98)
through the first performance.
One man
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The Magic Power Revealed

Book

in This Strange

Has Started Thousands to
Success through Effective Speech
men who have made
NOTbutonly
three hundred thousand

millions

others

have asked for this amazing book

NOW SENT

FREE!

Presidents of large
prominent
manufacturing concerns
and
publishers
bank cashiers
many other leaders have praised it extravagantly.
But it is not alone for successful men.
This strange book has revealed' to thousands of young men the key to advancement in salary, business and social prestige, personal power and popularity, high
.

.

.

and

position

real success.

What 20 Minutes
Day Will Show You
How to address busimeetings
propose and
respond to toasts
ness

How
cal

How
ing

How

to

to

make a

politi-

speech
to

tell

entertain-

stories
to
write

better

letters

How

to

enlarge

your

vocabulary

How

develop selfto
confidence
to acquire a winning personality
How to strengthen your
will-power
How to be the master

How

of

any

.

.

a

How

.

.

situation

.

.

And now you

can obtain your
copy absolutely

—

simply mail
free
the coupon below.
Today business
demands for the
big, important,
high - salaried jobs
men who can domimen
nate others

—

who can make

oth-

they
ers
do
as
wish, whether it be
one man or a thouis
sand.
It
the
power of forceful,

convincing

speech

in-

this
all

fascinating book, and
this in a few short

Send For This Amazing Book

that causes one man to jump from obscurity to the presidency of a great corporation.
Another from a small, unimportant territory to the sales manager's
desk.
Another from the rank and file of
political workers to a post of national
prominence as a campaign speaker.
man to
timid,
retiring,
self-conscious
change almost overnight into a popular
and much-applauded after-dinner speaker.

A

—

Easy For Any One Only 20 Minutes
a Day Required
There is no magic, no trick, no mystery
about the power to work wonders with words.
You, too, can conquer timidity, stage fright, and
fear.
It makes no difference how embarrassed
or self-conscious you now are when called upon
In this book are revealed certain
to speak.
principles that will show you how to rise head
and shoulders above the masses, and how you
can make yourself the dominating figure in
any gathering.
to be a leader among
men.
to rise to any occasion and demand
what you want with force, vigor and conviction.
Give only twenty minutes a day in the privacy
of your own home to the new easy method

How

fully

accomplish

can
weeks.

SEND FOR YOUR
FREE COPY!

How

described

you

Write today for your copy of Sov: to Work
Wonders with Words.
This very interesting
and informative book is now being sent to
It fully
everyone mailing the coupon below.
describes a new method of training which will
enable you to conquer stage fright, self-consciousness,
timidity,
bashfulness, and fear
those things that keep you silent while men of
lesser ability get what they want by the sheer
power of convincing speech. You are told hov."
to bring out and develop your priceless "hidden
knack" the natural gift within you which
can win for you advancement in position and
salary, popularity, social standing, power and
real success.
You can obtain your copy absolutely free by sending the coupon now.

—

—

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
Dept.

6324

NORTH

3601

Michigan Ave.

Chicago,

III.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE,

Dept. 6324. 3601
Chicago, Illinois.

Michigan

Ave.,

Please send me FREE and without obligation my copy of your inspiring booklet,
Sov: to Work Wonders with Words, and
full information regarding your Course in
Effective Speaking.
Xanie

—
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^IDR the l,000,001sf.
—Gentlemen do

time
Pre-

In 'Skysc raper" the
steel co instruction
"n't the half of it.

Ruth, a
r screen.
on s t a g e
movie fan from the time she

We

promcould toddle, picked the picBlondes!
tures.
Those four hard years
never to mention it
again.
But at least one blonde had every- gave her poise; she knows what it's all
On her first visit to the Big .City,
thing her own way for the one week she about.
Ruth Taylor, heroine she fitted perfectly into the New York
spent in New York.
of Paramount' s picturization of Anita Loos' scene, as if she'd been born to it. whether
classic discovery, came to town at the same on Park Avenue among the gay debs, or at
time her picture made its Broadway bow. Texas Guinan's, or at the Mayfair, theatriHer company treated the little tow-head like cal Manhattan's smart Saturday night supper
Yes Ruth belongs.
a queen, ensconcing her in the prize suite Club.
of Manhattan's newest and positively most
Julia Faye returned from Europe, where
palatial hotel overlooking Central Park, sending her to all the important first nights, she made life more interesting in several
and giving a very special tea in her honor continental capitals by personally appearing
The with The King of Kings.
so that she could dazzle 'the press.'
Two amusing ladies visited Screenlakd
press was properly dazzled, both with Ruth
It
Hedda Hopper and Marie Dressier. And
and her interpretation of Lorelei Lee.
The slender,
was Ruth's first visit to our town, and she what a team they make!
agreed with Lorelei that everything was aristocratic Hedda, with her superb poise
and her exquisite clothes; and the massive
'simply devine.'
Ruth, in real life, is very, very blonde, Marie, one of the best known comediennes
She's ex- in the world, with a heart as robust as her
with very big, round blue eyes.
They put up at the Ritz, where
actly five feet two, weighs one hundred and chuckle.
two pounds, wears a size 3 B shoe, and has their suite was open house at tea-time every
She is a level- day, and a constant stream of celebrated
a decided sense of humor.
headed youngster, and knows that one pic- people came and went. Miss Dressier knows
ture doesn't make a star. She hopes to keep half the interesting folk in the world; Miss
They held court
playing comedy, "believing she Hopper the other half.
right on
Her next like queens, but had much more fun. Both
doesn't belong in heavy drama.
will be 14 Karat Gold, with Louise Brooks are in pictures, but the business of being
Miss Dressier
co-starring, both kids playing chorus girls. charming is their real career.
Ruth loves to play smart, dressed-up parts. has signed with Metro-Goldwyn to make
She says she knows nothing about gold- merry in pictures. Her latest screen appeardigging except what she learned from Anita ance is with Marion Davies in The Patsy.
Loos's Lorelei, and refers all impertinent Hedda Hopper is always being cast to play
questions about blonde complexes to the mothers, which is quite all right as long
Ruth is just twenty. Her mother, as they do not give her screen sons any
author.
who came east too, doesn't look more than older than her own boy, aged twelve. But
Ruth says she's 'swell.' She made all too frequently she is called upon to
thirty.
The mother an actor twice her age. Her sense
almost as big a hit as her daughter.
Taylors, today, look like well-groomed ladies of humor is equal to. any emergency and
who have never rubbed shoulders with the she doesn't care what they give her to play,
Not a
sordid side of life; but they will tell you so long as she's busy and amused.
for Hedda looks
that they spent four lean years in Holly- bad philosophy, apparently
wood while Ruth was fighting for her younger and happier than some of our stars
The little blonde trudged from who are always wanting the role that was
chance.
studio to studio looking for extra work; promised to somebody else.
$
%
$
job in comedy.
Sennett gave her
fer

ise

HANDBOOK OF MOTION
PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY
By Herbert

C.

McKay, A.R.P.S.

a true handbook
and. daily companion. Not only
does it contain a complete set
of tables, recipes, formulae,
etc.,
but it describes every
phase of both professional and
amateur motion picture work.
Made to fit the coat pocket so
that it may always be at hand
for every emergency.
This book

is

SYNOPSIS OF
1.

2.

HANDBOOK

Field of Cinematography
Principles of Cinematography

6.
7.

Camera, Lenses and accessories
Studio cameras
Portable cameras
Sub-standard cameras
Motion camera in use

8.

Titles

3.

4.
5.

9.

Laboratory work
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12.
13.
14.
15.

Editing
Projection
Projectors
Special methods

Trick work
Practical applications
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PRICE $3.00

a

finally

Lillian Gish has gone to California where
Blonde stampede, and
Ruth won. It was Anita Loos who insisted she will be the house guest of Mr. and Mrs.
unknown Douglas Fairbanks. How's that for a socomparatively
little,
that
the
comedienne be handed the prize plum of ciety item?
Portrait of a Lady: Irene Rich in New
Now the Taylors are sitting
the year.
their York.
She came east to see her daughter
pretty, but they haven't forgotten
struggles, and they aren't in any immediate Frances, in school at Smith College, in
Then she tarried in town
danger of having their heads turned. Mrs. Massachusetts.
Taylor always longed to be an actress her- a while, seeing the shows and shopping.
Somehow it never happened, so she Irene is one picture star who keeps her
self.
encouraged her only child to seek a career screen and private life strictly separate. She

Then came

SCREENLAND
49 West 45th

Book
Street,

Dept.,

New

Desk 5
York City

For the enclosed $3.00 please send me a copy
"Handbook of Motion Picture Photography."

of

Name
Address

the

big

SCREENLAND
I Lost That Fat

never wears her personal wardrobe in the
studio, and she doesn't talk shop outside
She loves her
studio hours unless pressed.
work, but she loves her private life, too:
and of all the important stars, she is perMiss Rich is conhaps the least 'movie.'
tented, which makes her all the more un-

She say she likes the company she
works for, likes most of the stories they
give her, likes her directors, and her casts,
What do you think of
and everything.
that?
She has lighter hair than you'd expect, and a fair complexion, and the general effect is blonder than on the screen.
But the deep brown eyes are the same
warm and friendly. Perhaps they're the
reason that people turn around and look
after her on the street, and smile, and say:

So Easily

11

—So Quickly

usual.

'

'There goes Irene Rich!
She is.
They're right.

Isn't

she nice.

1

Many people all about

Some have
painfully

lost

Mysteries of the Movies: why we
don't see more of Percy Marmont, that fine
He's in New York
English gentleman?
now, and he looks just as fresh and as
interesting as he did when he played the
hero of If 'Winter Comes. He has a home
in Sussex, England, where he'd rather be
than anywhere else in the world; but how
about Hollywood?
Charles Ray and Clara Ray are still in
In fact, Mrs. Ray has gone on
these parts.
the stage, having found a part to her liking.
Charlie may follow in her footsteps.
He has a play of his own in which he may
It's a refreshing thing to see these
appear.
perhaps the most conspicuous
two, anyway
case of married devotion that ever came out
They are old married folks
of Hollywood.
as matrimony is reckoned among stage and
screen people; and they have not had easy
In fact, the
sailing in the past few years.

—

many

results

Marmola

is

D'Arcy

Get one of these fascinating, big-pa v positions'
You can quickly qualify no previous experience
needed.
Wonderful opportunities in Motion
Picture Photography.
Everv dav the demand for trained men grows greater! Mail
the coupon for full details.
$50 to $250
Tes. even as high as $500 a week is paid to the
man behind the camera. Wouldn't TOU like to
be on the staff of one of the big movie companies? Or travel around the world as a newsreel

—

A WEEK!

and scenic cameraman?

golden

—

Tim McCoy
U.

is

a former

He

colonel of the

one of the few
white men to have a working knowledge of
the Indian sign language and tribal lore.
He is known as 'Friend to the Indian;' and
his Indian title is High Eagle.
His ambition
is to present the much-maligned V anishing
Americani in his true light to the youth of
America, McCoy is happy making pictures,
because he can stir up excitement, and experience narrow escapes from death.
He
has been injured in practically every picture
he has made, he tells you, proudly.
A
S.

Cavalry.

is

News and

Portrait,

Com mercial Photography Pay Big Too!
Trained men and

ppor

t

everywhere
salaried
or your

ies
high-

;

positions
busi-

own

Mail coupon

ness.

now

unit

for details.

What

a

name

(Continued on page 94)

for such

biggest industries, still in

Learn

at

Home

its

CA M E
G

infanev.

New York
In your spare

R4
E N

N. Y. Institute

I VI
Motion Picture or

O

or in

I

Studios
time at home

of

Photography
Dept.

—

lew Camera

10

60

West 33rd

St.

New York. N. Y.
Please send me illus
rail coupon .
tra'ed booklet on Prodetails.
fessional Photography. Job
Chart
and
Free
Camera
r
offer.
Xo cost or obligation.

profes
sional model.

can

quickly become a Profes
sional Photgrapher.
Famous
experts teach you by mail.
Or come to our great New
York Studios: day or evening.

/

/

Free Employment Service.

FREE BOOK and JOB CHART
TODAY

about Professional Photgraphy.
A handsome illustrated book and list of positions will
be sent, to you without cost or obligation. Simply mail
coupon or write. New York Institute of Photography.
New York. Est. 1910.
10 W. 33rd
St..
Dept. 60.

Get the facts

City

State..

CASH

STORIES SUITABLE FOR THE

YOUR

SCREEN

FOTO-

PLAY
PLOT

bring
zines.

make

many

times as

much

as for

We know

maga

Studio demands
personal submission of Mss.

particulars

and

FREE

$$

BOOKLET
FOR THE
ASKING

Full

without obligation.

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO CO.

504 Western and Santa Monica Bldg.
Hollywood, California

Try the

New

Cuticura

fighting Irishman!

Martha Sleeper!

Hundreds of

chances for you in PhotogAlready one of the world's

raphy.

women needed.

is

after a role made famous by Grandfather Miller, in D'Arcy of the Guards, a
stage play which was popular several generations ago.

Way to Reduce

YOUR CHANCE!

HERE'S
likes

name

The Pleasant

Cdmeramanr—

one of America's
best-known actors; and the McCoy's have
three children,
the youngest
of whom,
'Mike' McCoy, received honorable mention
in a review in Screenland of Toiing Hollywood, the kid picture in which he played
real

Prescription Tablets

yfanl to be a Movie

Metro-Goldwyn's big

'Mike's'

self.

MARMOLA

Miller,

an important part.

—

Marmola prescription tablets are sold by all
druggists at SI per box. Any druggist who
is out will get them from his jobber for you.

their best

Henry

Go

For two decades Marmola has helped to
bring new beauty, new health and vitality
to those who were over-fat. Those people

diamond bracelets for.
He married Agnes Heron Miller, daughter
of the late

banish any fear of harm.

in
for

try Marmola you owe that to yourLearn what so many know about it.
Watch its results for a month, and you will
be glad in many ways that you found it out.
Order a box now before you forget it.

western star.
He's as much at home in a
dinner jacket as he is in chaps and flannel
shirt, so he was not at all out of place at
New York's first nights and night clubs.
Tim McCoy has keen blue eyes and a blooming complexion that Hollywood ingenues

would give

embodied
now used

20 years. They combat a cause of excess fat
discovered by modern research. That cause
is not over-eating or too little exercise, but
lack of a certain substance in the system.

He's one of the most picturesque
pictures,

is

prescription tablets,

the

Meet Tim McCoy, an Irishman who

comes down to normal.
Every box contains the
formula, also an explanation of results, to

in

an easy pleasant way,
modern and scientific.
This modern method

And it looks as if they may
carried on.
soon be riding the crest of the wave again.

figures in

exercise or diet, but
moderation helps. Simply take four tablets
daily until the weight

others have

gained the

of Marmola
no abnormal

requires

or abnormal exercise.
But they found these
methods slow and hard,
and often dangerous.

Rays have encountered might have wrecked more than
one marriage. But Charles and Clara have

Indians.

The use

fat

— by starvation
A

Add

viccissitudes

Now

every circle you can
see the results of this
easy, pleasant method.

largely disappeared.

great

financial

have told the results
to others, so the use
has spread.
in

you now rejoice in slender figures. Wherever
you look you can see
that excess fat has

f

^

Shaving Stick
^5>\

Freely Lathering

^-^~^\ Medicinal and Emollient

BROWWIE NAME CARDS
50

Perfect

Name

Cards with
Qcnuinc Leather Case 50c

SlZEardl'.xZ^. Choice of black or
ran leather. Name in Old English
ty pe. Price complete 50c. Send stamps,
coin or money order. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded-

MIDGET CARD SHOP, INC.
50 Bodcc S<, N« Cumberland. P>.
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In

The Way

Flesh'
<![

Once

a

bathing

good

Sennett

beauty,

and

for

with

Jannings

of All

Emil

Phyllis

held her own.

sufficient

reasons.

d[ Phyllis

Haver

in

had a
smashing run on
Broadway.
Her
'Chicago'

next will be with
Victor
Varconi

and
'Tenth

is

called

Avenue.'
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C[

^7

Evelyn Brent
and Emil ]annings in "The

Last

Com-

mand.'

DO
/3etter

C[

An

off stage
portrait of the
greatest actor
in pictures

An Editorial by
ELIOT KEEN
Jannings comes out in a new film there is much sincere
comment and it is all complimentary. You will also read praise for
become
the other players; for the directors and scenarists, until it has
an accepted truism 'With Jannings they do better.
"

henever Emil

1

from the coast comes the 'inside stories of the making of The Last
Command and of the helpfulness of Jannings. It was Jannings who suggested the
that one.
story, we are told, and it was Jannings who helped this one and advised
1

Now

What
others and

a beautiful quality

it's

reward

is

is

It

springs from

sympathy for

understanding of others and the freely given key to our

loyal affections.

Good

unselfishness!

luck, Emil Jannings.

Qw^mDS
ag?
fir
j
Cfi
NEVER-TO-BE-FORGOTTEN

Wart
and well and always

(\ Alive

a good screen bet, William
S. Hart is ranching it within call of Hollywood.

By
Marion
CPio neer William

Hart,
S.
gun in
hand, led the movies across the plains,
fighting fire, murder, Injuns and outlaws until "Westerns were on every

Brooks
Ritchie

program

—and

still

are.

the house?"

Next from me:
"It

<T Bill

s just about time I got word from
you big two-gun man from the
open plains! Where on earth have you
been? And what are you doing up
there at Horse Shoe Ranch and what
have you got to say to all the fans that

you,

and Pinto.

Actors

retired

with honors.

are asking about you?"
Bill laughed good and hearty over the
phone all the way from Newhall to
Hollywood.
"Say, don't be so hard on me, Marion.
I've got this brand new house up here,
eighty acres of land, and a little Pinto
who's just itching to be on the go every
hour of the day.
We trail atono- together up over the mountains having
too good a time
to even think of coming
back to civilization "

izzzzzzzzZ'
zzzzzz-zzzz

rang the
phone
••Hello,

^

bell.

hello!

Gladstone 8924?
minute,
a
Just
please.
Bill

Newhall calling."
Hart at last!

"Hello,

8-

gi.

hello!

Marion 7

Bill

Hart

talking.

Say,

message about calling you way down
in Hollywood the very first time I put Pinto in
the paddock and take the time to come back to

what's

all

this

'But

ST,
What

Bill,

xl
about

P

Bill!"

I

ca ll ed

to

him over

MWhat about Qur
y
u° u ™%
the millions of us who
n

all

dering where you've been

(

^

fif

Wends?

are wonCo «t on pa „ e 94)
.
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!

omwmoMie
(\Sowe of the stars are

look-

ing over the studio fences

Emm

By Delight
RE you companionate?
That's

Do you
^

the

have that

don't you?
If the

luck.

them

great,

big

question

companionate

—make

Come now

—

answer is 'Yes' and
You're sitting pretty.

right

now.

feeling,

or

up your mind,

—

had better be you're in
The world is yours yours,
and Judge Lindsey's.
You can have just
about everything you
want. In a nice way,
of course. Why, you
could even marry a
movie star.

it

—

I mean it.
You
may have thought all
this time that, whatever other sweet
things life might

bring,
never,

you

it
alas,

would
bring

with one
of those grand and
gorgeous creabliss

whose inr
ages
you have
adored from the

tures

sixth row, centre
aisle.

You have

sat at their feet,

property worshipful, wishing and

wondering;
you
have written them
letters, indited

poetry, framed their pictures, and read all
about
them.
You have loved them— and lost them, to several
other fellows. To enter the stiff competition
for a screen
queen's heart and hand
don't forget the hand—you
thought you must possess the fire of" Jack Gilbert, with
maybe a dash of Ronald Colman's charm and Billy
Haines' nerve. You believed you must know how to make

—

^

love

they do

as

means;

I

hope

—with

it's

eclat

something

and

You

the delusion that you must own looks,
a steam yacht. You're all wrong.

Helene Costello

is

whatever that
labored under
brains, money, and

esprit,

nice.

married to a business man.

Jack

Regan knew her when she was a kid in Long Island.
Helene grew up and got famous. Jack continued to remain
unknown to the general public. But he followed Helene
west one day and snatched her right from under the noses
of the

Hollywood

stars.

You young men

—

perk up. If you feel a bad case of
Garboitis or Bowfever coming on, don't just give up and
go to bed and die.
Don't let your family and your
friends discourage you. Just you listen to me.
You have
a chance.
Some day some young fellow like tou is going
}

to take a train to Hollywood,

meet

his ideal,

pour out

his

—and

manly heart in a sincere torrent of torrid passion
win her. Stop laughing. I'm not Charlie Chaplin.

I'm
your good fairy. It might happen. It has happened.
Irene Rich married David Blankenhorn, a California
banker.
He knows nothing about movie technique and
cares less.
But he is a perfect husband. Irene says so.

The reason you
young men

are

don't hear

more about

it is

licked before they start.

—

because most

They confide
'What you

—

their burning ambition
and get ""laughed at.
have a chance with that queen? You're crary! She even
turned down Jack McWhistle, the Great Lover of the
Screen.
She wouldn't even look at you!" The lovelorn
one hangs his head. He guesses they're right. He wouldn't
have a chance. He only a bond salesman, although study-

—

ing the course at night. What's the use?
Cheer up, boys. I bring you a message of good cheer.
Read it and reap. You don't have to eat your hearts out.
Let the girls do that the girls you'll leave behind you.
You have your chance. Grab it. Here's how and stop
crooking your elbow.
Jackie Logan, Dorothy Devore, and Corinne Griffith married business men.
John McCormack wooed and won
the pretty little Irish actress, Colleen Moore, when he

—

—

advertising and publicity man.
Now he's an important film executive and Colleen's favorite lover, and
she has played opposite some famous ones.
Hollywood is a dream city. Some of the dreams come
true; others turn into nightmares.
It's a town of illusion

was an

and delusion. Even-body's acting. The favorite popular
song seems to be: 'Sometimes I love
(Com. on page SO)
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nth Taylor

Her

Offers

Wrap

Evening

RESS

FREE for
a Fan
C[

Letter

This beautiful dress and wrap

will be sent

to the writer of the best letter. Let your
reply be brief, witty and original. The
dress and wrap will be sent to the con-

who

testant

(\Here

is

submits the cleverest

letter.

you

the question for

answer: 'Why do gentle-

to

men

prefer gold-diggers?'

prefer
Gentlemen
way blondes

blondes but ladies prefer the
I mean Ruth Taylor, of
course, the gold-digging, sex-appealing female
Ruth Taylor
in Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.
sought after role
is the lucky gal selected for the much
(Do you remember her in Mack Sennett
of Lorelei Lee.
comedies?) Every blonde in Hollywood said she was just
blonde
the type and every brunette claimed she had a
thank
personality, but Ruth won out and made good,
dress.

you.
It

.

was Ruth's

trip

first

New

to

„

\ork and

j

she was

nicest gentlestaying at the tony Savoy Plaza (the very
there).
live
men
,
n
York.
1 don t
asked Ruth how she liked
That's
said Ruth. "I haven't been shopping yet."

New

We

know,"
She
Ruth
cute

You

is

simply

just

know

mount signed her

to a five year

Taylor in the
smart evening wrap_ of
blue transparent velvet

C[Ruth
•

trimmed

with

The
feathers.
gives a sort of
effect.

18

'devine,'

ostrich

I

mean

she'll slay 'em.

she

No

is

awfully

wonder Para-

contract—obviously they

Address

— RUTH TAYLOR

Screenland Contest Department
49

West 45th

St.,

New York

wrap
dolman
Contest closes April 15,

1928

are Gentlemen.

Oh

yes,

we were

were sent

speaking of clothes.

some

get

to

clothes

We

Ruth
Think of

from

Taylor for our gift department.
our courage! Trying to dig a gold-digger.

Try and do

we

Well,
of

you say.
and put it

the

practically

give

to

slightest

Ruth was

trouble.

willing

anything she owned.

I

you she was

and

mean

divine,

cross

it,

Evelyn Ballarme

it,

did

without

over
bit

Interviewed by

my

told
I

heart.

Imagine looking as beautiful

Ruth does

as

wrap

the

in

and gown and yet being able
give

to

much

away

it

us

for

—

but

it's

she

thrilled at the thought.

too

was

Her

blue
eyes
grew
brighter and she was the picture of a blonde at her blondShe said, "Do you think
est.
they will like it?" You tell
beautiful

her,

especially if

you weigh

about one hundred and two

pounds and are five feet two
tall.
(Them's Ruth's
dimensions.)
See if you can
Lorelei Lee Ruth Taylor for
inches

the

gifts.

After

all,

she

is

simply

divine.

'

The

dress is \nee length
vjh it e georgette
of
heavily
beaded in a
beautiful
design.
white sil\ slip goes with
the dress.

A

€[Ruth Taylor displaying the
gift wrap and dress to advan'
tage.
Her next picture is
'14 Karat Gold.' Sounds hot,
doesn't

it?
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By Amy

Jennings

S.

<3[

Amy

azu Pitts was recently making Sunj light,

new

one
'art

of

]ennings

S.

is

and an unusual one
\nowledge

the

is

her vision

is

a new writer for
for any magazine.

intimate and authoritative

Writing

which are becoming popular
among actors and audiences.
She is one of our
really

great

lected

by von Stroheim

limitless.

actresses.

in

the

startled the ihin\ers

Atlantic

and

Monthly Miss Jennings

to

stuff.

And

yet the director

—

—

—

concluded that
whatever the
critic's knowl-

In Murnau's 'Sun'

Margaret Liv

ingston and George

O'Brien were colors on a master's
C[In 'The Last

Com-

mand' when Evelyn Brent leads
the mob
her lover.

20

is

GREATEST

Se-

had more than once to suggest:
'Not quite so restrained Miss Pitts. This is an art picture
and has to get over to the critics, and they like it quite as thick
as any hick audience
except the kisses.
Cut out the kisses
and most of the Broadway critics will say you've come across
with an artistic triumph.
Idiots
don't know a thing about
pictures
and probably no more about kissing.'
I thought at the time he was a bit hard on the critics, but
I
have since)

palette.

world with her
not only an art,

artists of- the

challenge that the motion picture
hut The
Art.

play the leading woman in
Greed, she certainly knows her

rise'

vealing their love.

and sound; and

pictures'

both

(S[

Screenland
Her picture

against

edge of osculation, he
does not as a rule know
enough about practical
picture making.

It

Emil farmings and
Evelyn Brent in
the sequence re-

is

asking a man who
has never seen anything
but a black and white drawing to give his opinion of an
oil painting. He will be able
to
give
a true appreciation of form and line
but
he will know nothing of
color, its limits, or possibillike

—

C[

Em
when

the

D

e

i I

Jannings,

Grand

lives
again.
'The
u \

Command

is

—

forvjard.'

plot, the acting, or the titles,

the art of the movie

lies

whereas
mainly out-

side these.

and therefore he will not be able to give praise where
praise is due. Most picture critics don't know the limits, or
more important still, the possibilities of moving pictures.
sequence amuses or pleases a critic because of what
happens in it. He has little appreciation of how it is done
other tharTliow the actors may twist their faces around
or how gorgeous the sets and clothes are. He is usually a
converted dramatic critic and is mainly interested in the
ities,

A

The

movies is in expressing action, thought,
emotion, growth, time itself in pictures.
The novel will
say years passed.' The ordinary movie will insert a title
to the

art of the

same

—

But the real, the imaginative picture
you the passage of time. In So Big, taken
from Edna Ferber's famous novel, Colleen Moore is left
in the cabbage field, dancing to amuse her baby son, with
a bunch of radishes pinned behind one
(Cont. on page 82)
effect.

will picture for

underneath each drawing and you'd have had
interview complete, because everything
about was sketched there on the
paper that he'd crumpled up and thrown
the

we

talked

away!
First there

was

the sketch of

—

me

this sad-

eyed Harry always draws a picture of the one
he's talking to; then one of Gladys McConnell, The Chaser leading lady, about whom he
had said some very complimentary things.
Between Gladys and me, was the unmistakable
brand new Ford, with a lady sitting at the

By
Marion
brooks

wheel.

Ritchie

CCA

of the

close-up

child'li\e

drive

Harry.

this

whimsical.

Who

new Ford

movie palace to see
gag played by this
if I

really

wise

we were

22

had done

that,

I

famous

have a gag-tuoman to be talking about."

woman could be used to 'gag' a comedy.
the Lloyds, the Griffiths, the Beerys and
Battons, and all the rest, have anywhere from three to six
or seven gag-men on their set, but women aren't even
That
thought about as fun creators for their comedies.
that a

the time

when

talking, and then I could have taken the paper
out of his hands before he crumpled it all in
a ball and
threw it in the basket.
If I

the

own

That was an idea, too! It never seems to
have entered any Hollywood producer's mind

had been

I would have noted
what that boy Harry Langdon was doing every moment of

his

will

to

comic?

F course,

to

"What's that?" I said to him. "Why have
you put a feminine gender at the wheel of
Do you want a girl to write
this fine car?
the winning gag?"
"Oh, no," he assured me, "but it just happened to occur to me that we hear a tremendous lot about the gag-men in the movies, and
it would simply be something a little different

simply could have written labels

The Langdons,

was an idea sure enough!

(\This beautiful new

Ford will be awarded
for the
to

gag

best

sent

Harry Langdon.
%.

In the event of two or more
contestants submitting the gag

chosen as

'Best,'

will receive a

each of such

Ford

identical

with the one offered.

C Harry

discards

the faithful
lizzie

out

to
the

which he
send to

try
Ford
mill

the

writer of the
funniest
most original
gag.

and

The phone rang. Two minutes later, on the pad
was a likeness of General Manager Don Eddy.
"That was
he started.
"Never mind telling me," I laughed. "You don't
have to tell me who you were talking to. I can see
from here that it was Don Eddy."
Harry laughed and moved into a big leather chair,
and curled up in it exactly as you've seen him do in
his production.

was Don," he went on. "He wanted to
am getting along on the new 'idea' for
our next picture. The Chaser is practically ready for
release, and of course we have to get started on some"Yes, that

know how

I

C Harry

Langdon in the neiv Ford
waiting for an Isotta'Rohs to dispute the Boulevard with him.

thing else."

As

the saying

street.'

comedy

these

figured

goes,

now

this

was

'right

up

my own

many

things about the way
stars work out a picture idea, that I
I could get some actual first-hand in-

have heard

I

so

formation.
"I suppose

you have the main part of the

the skeleton, as
it

didn't

way

make

it

were,

all

set?" I questioned,

a great deal of difference to

or the other.

"As a
"Oh, no," he said.
matter of fact, that is what we
do not do.
Here's how we
work: the whole staff gets together
Don, Arthur Ripley,
myself, and all the rest of the

—

gang.

We

bring up idea after

story,

as if

me one

we feel we have hit upon a corking good one
of which everyone approves and in which everyone considers
there is great promise.
Then we start working on the idea.
build it up, keep on adding to it until it either works out
perfectly or until we have hit a snag
a place where we can't
idea, until at last

We

—

without forcing the action or without trying to make
the action the comedy, instead of the action
naturally carrying the comedy right along
Write each gag on a separate piece of paper
with it."
Address—
"What about this one on which you are
S GREENLAND Contest Department
working?"
I asked.
49 West 45th Street
"I don't know," he continued rather quizNew York City
Contest closes April 15, 192S
zically, looking out of the
(Com. on page SS)
finish

it

HARRY LANGDON

C[

They

tal\ of the
Ireland,

map of
Hancy

Carroll

flaunts the map
of 7<[ew York

City from every
curve.

NANCY CARROLL OP

NEW YORK

CITY

15

ABIES IRISH ROSE
C[ 'Pretty

wide

By Tom

T

^he
was

stork

W.

was

all

mouth,
eyes,

Picture fortune,
tries.'
if she

Baily

trimmed up with shamrocks, and the baby

as Irish as the colleen baun, acushla.

'New York next stop and it's yerself 11 be lavin' us " said
God' s air service delivery, to she who was to be Nancy Carroll.
And that, no foolin'; is how Nancy Carroll came to Manhattan
Nancy is the girl in a hundred. She is the one picked from a coterie
of five score actresses for the important and trying role of Rosemary Murphy
in the picturi^ation of that old stand-by, Abie's Irish Rose, which Anne Nichols
wrote and produced back in New York and set the theatrical world agog as a
result of its long run
five and a half years.
Now Paramount is making it
into a motion picture, and the studios in Hollywood are humming in an endeavor to make it the biggest thing since The Covered Wagon.
And little Nancy is the girl who will be glorified in the production. She's
the lucky one, and has the luck that goes with her race.
Nancy Carroll is as red-headed as Clara Bow, and has the same eyes that
make men topple off buildings, pray that locomotives run
(Cont. on page 99)

—
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The

ALEC

iJWost

B.

"Beautiful

FRANCIS
hi.

The Shepherd of the Hills

Still

of

JMionth

the

The

at the spring.
day's at the morn;
Morning's at seven;
year'.';

And
The
The
The

God
All's

hill-side's
iart^ s

dew-pearled;

on the wing;

on 'he thorn;
His heaven

snail's
.v

in

right

with

the

world!

RoiURT BroWNINv

irrru

mm

UNE COLLYER,

J

a

1928

Wampas

Star, a five year contract with

great chance for success before her.
I MREEK1UD

Babv

Fox and

a

come in. For instance, in the last few months:
has been asked to endorse an invention to press pants
by inserting them in a folder, which is to be put under the mattress.
'Your pants pressed while you sleep.'
H. B. Warner, the dignified and immaculate, was asked to endorse a
snap bow tie with a rubber around the neck.
Moore,
*C Colleen
D. W. Griffith was asked to endorse a new bath salts
r
whose name is
,1
j i
and bath perfume.
box oflke per,
Jetta Goudal was requested to give a testimonial to an
fume , gets a
royalty for some
ridiculous requests that

Rod La Rocque

_

_

toilet

band purported to reduce double chins
worn at night.
Tom Mix was asked to give his endorsement

elastic
if

to a coush medicine manufactured in

Aus'

C£

requisites.

Bobby VemoVf, Jimmy
Adams, ]ac\ Duffy and
the Christie Girls would
li\e

line

to

of

endorse a good

wheehbairows.

tralia.

One of the most beautiful blonde stars in
the film world was asked to allow her picture
to be used on a face
(Cont. on page S6)

pow

Should

the Successful

(\Nothing

down

as

is so

a

hard

^^p^^ RS

to live

label.

have made a success in pictures, we could guillotine our
one could plant flowers on the grave of a producer's worries,"
"One of his worries anyhow,"
remarked Herbert Brenon recently.
he added with a whimsical smile, remembering that the worries of a
"Who was it said about Chang that
producer are many and manifold.
•

f,

after they

actors,

_

the cleverest directorial stroke in the picture was
shooting the actors after the film was completed?
That was obviously a remark intended to be witty
rather than truthful, for Chang was a brilliant picture.
I have seen altogether too many fine actors,"

he continued,

demand

"constrained by box-office

It would have
to the playing of one type of role.
been infinitely better, figuratively speaking,

to

drop the axe upon that

characterisation and have

first

successful

them reborn to

other and more varied glories."
You see, the star system is at once the
death and the life of the producer, and Mr.
Brenon, as the directorial egis of those Gods
of the Cinema Olympus, perhaps has a
right to feel bloodthirsty.

Imagine trying to pick an actress for a
definite and important part.
She must fit it in appearance
and in temperament as far
She need
as this is possible.
not be well known, but it is
desirable that she have some
screen experience.

Then

the

producer finds such a girl
and perhaps she makes a
tremendous hit and becomes
famous over-night.

The

tumbril brings

Lois
would

Mo ran who

C[

'Stella

li\e

to

forget

Dallas'

Ruth Taylor

and

alre-ady

sic\ of Lorelei Lee.
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be

G

UILLOTINED?

Now

she is probably under contract for a year
or longer so her fame won't make any difference in
She has become a definite
her pay envelope, but
type in the minds of the public and forevermore

—

By Helen Ludlam

she is that to them. When they see her again,
the part she first played keeps intruding its per'
sonality into her new role, often spoiling the entire
picture for her audience.
that sometimes this

perience on
it

is

the

part

just that she

Mr. Brenon has found

a lack of technique or ex-

is

of

was

Sometimes

the actress.

herself in her first success

and wasn't acting

at all, and never could act.
But
not always the trouble.
What of Betty Bronson, picked by Herbert
Brenon from nowhere and put in' Peter Pan? Can
Betty ever live that down?
She hasn't yet. The
very fact that she did Peter Pan so gorgeously is
against her.
Peter Pan parts are rare, so Betty is
left to rest on the laurels of her one great triumph.
Yet there are other things that Betty's illusive,
poetic charm would fit, and she can act, too. Could
anything have been lovelier than her scenes in Ben
Hur as the Virgin Mary? She was a flesh and
blood Mary, but to her the purity and spirituality
of the Virgin were believable and this showed
in every inch of her characterization.
That she
this

is

was

so still, so patient and so tender
beautiful memories of the picture.
quality that she has is some-

times

mistaken

ficiality.

Her

for

one of the

super-

illusiveness for

coldness.

Betty Bronson

not cold.

(Cont. on page 78)
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is

The

spiritual

j^&k
J&tL JHf^-

is
'

J*

Tom Mix
exploited
his type.

3?

CLARA
When

a

pulses

his

ci.li/

maid

re-

advances

!...<••/;

/

1

I

•

pleading.

'.

Posed by Lane Chandler and Clara
during the filming of 'Red Hair.

j/-

BOV5

w \|HE

Bow

influence in

pictures,

I

Bow

and we

speak as one under
the influence,

is defi-

nitely up-lifting.

No

and half a
would
satisfy her.
Her meaning becomes Clara and Clara.
When you see anyone

dozen

sex of one

of

the

other

tied into a true lovers'

knot, you will find, on
looking closely, that it is a
an hour.

Bow

([When
knot and Clara can do forty knots

The cosmic urge

certainly screens well. Clara is the incarnation of
the spirit of youth, the spirit of today. She is the personification of
what is hidden in the heart of every girl. Deep down in the caves
of the soul there is a Clara Bow in every maiden and this impish spirit

comes forth flashing, alluring, devastating
true love. Slow music, professor!

at

the call of her

own

she

teases

teases

while

watching

the

and

—

(Hope
flames
lie's insured)
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EMUU1

Q Where
the

actors

from

now

stage,

in

can play

pictures,

directly to their audience.

"^he

movies are making us a nation of actors.'
says so
some half-baked correspondence-

Who

—

college professor?

No sir! I, Rob Wagner, the fellow who is always
trying to say something important, says so.
Well, where did Rob get this wild idea?
Here's where he got it, and I'll leave it to the reader
to decide whether he is all wet or just simply moist.

Way

back

Gay 90

the

Why

New

the same things 'with a
York cast?' Within five
years after -the coming of the movies The Grand Opera
House had become the Superba Motion Picture Palace
1
with likerish lights all over its shell-like entrance.
38

1

,

s nobody except immoral stage
people knew how to act. Uncle Ab would sometimes don
an inflammable muff and give a bum imitation of Santa
Claus.
Or our neighborhood pests, the two Swasey girls,
would recite Mrs. Boggs Goes Shopping.
But of real
acting all we ever saw was when The Broadway Stars
came to the Opera House playing The Convict's Daughter
on Monday, East Lynn on Tuesday, Her Mother s Sin on
Wednesday, East Lynn on Thursday and so on throughout
the week.
Then along came the movies and just naturally killed
these grand old dramas.
go to see Road Company
No. 17 play The Pulse of J^ew Tor\, The Lights o'London,
The Heart of Maryland, The Liver of Minneapolis and
other anatomical shows when for five cents we could see
in.

But our 'legitimate appetites were
submerged only for
the nonce, as the
writing fellas say.
few years later the old

A

hunger for the spoken drama
began to assert itself again,
and as the road companies
had all been swallowed up by

and tent shows, the villagers had to get up
performances. Even I, who was architecturally
designed as a piano mover, became an actor, and in one
notable and daring Ibsen play (we tackled strong meat
in them days!) I was privileged to kiss the local belle, to
the kidding amusement of the villagers, but with domestic
danger to my own fireside. T was accused of putting too
vaudeville

their

much

own

soul into

my

kiss.

Thus, out of a starved craving for legitimate drama,
was born that extraordinary phenomenon known as The
Community Playhouse. It was an epidemic that swept the
country, even invading the colleges and high schools. Any

By

Rob Wagner
Out of this dramatic renaissance emerged many not'
able organizations, such as The Band Box, The Theatre
Guild and The Provincetown Players. The enthusiastic young performers often made the professional
actors look like hams.
In fact many of the finest
productions, performers and playwrights stepped forth
from the Little Theatres into the professional dramatic
life of America.
And it was all because the movies 'had killed the
legitimate drama!'

Then out in Southern California a curious reversal
took place. For ten years the movies had been ravishing the stage of its finest actors until Hollywood had
become one of the great dramatic centers of the world.
All the famous stage stars who thronged the new
Rialto were happy in financial prosperity but they
were dramatically starved. Their glorious voices were
no longer necessary and good looks outweighed his-

—

trionic ability.
What they
missed was their audience
and the electric thrill of immediate applause.
Acting
before cameras in the noisy
tumult of the studio lacked
the lure of the grand old

In the balcony
Everett Horton,

Avoy

and
In the box
Irene

May Mc-

Kate

—

Rich.

Herbert

— Edward
Duplex.

Charles Ray,
Orchestra

—

Brenon, Lilyan

Tashman, Louise Dresser,
George K. Arthur, Lois
Wilson and Renee Adoree.
On the stage Will Rogers
and ]ean Hersholt.

—

town that didn't have its Comedy Club was lacking
even in bucolic culture. And, my, the submerged talents
it turned up.
Dr. Bolger showed a technic he'd never
displayed in the operating room, and who would have believed that Len Hustis, the local druggist, would ever have
made Jack Barrymore jealous? Why, gol darn it, everybody could act. Finally the movement developed its own
literature^
One act plays flooded the market, magazines
were dedicated to the Little Theatre, and Drama Leagues
sprang into existence whereby the local players exchanged
performances with neigboring towns.

hick

footlights.

Enter The
Writers'

Club.
decided to

We
give

some one

act

plays, not for the

amateurs, but to

CR

u p

e r i

[Hughes

,

[famous n

oveh

list,

presi'

Ident oj

th e
Club.

IWriters

the

allow our old
members to strut their stuff. In fact,
there were to be no amateurs even in the
minor roles. The
(Cont. on page 93)
stage
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a

Mayfair

Party all

Hollywood danced with
tinkling bells
wrists

and

tied

to

ankles

By Grace

YJngsley

(\hAary Brian
won the cos'

tume

((

prize.

Esther Ralston at her
\id Party especially

photographed

for

ScREENLAND.

cannot,"

said Patsy,

"imagine anything
Esther
than
cuter
Ralston in rompers!"
"Well, there's Mary
Brian ditto!" I answered.
No, Fm not referring to
their infant pictures nor yet
to a movie the girls were
playing in.
I was talking
about Esther and Mary at
a party which Esther and
her husband, George Webb,
were giving at their new, beau-

i

tiful

home on

the

of

side

Hollywood mountain.
It
was a kid party,

nearly

everybody

—

a

1

with
kid

in

.

Ml

Wa

costume.

As

guests

entered

the

Hr

big

from which all the
rooms on the ground floor radiate gracefully,
r
j
j "j
each was handed a huge stick of red-and-white
striped candy, and if you hadn t come in
vestibule
i

40

i

1

,

•

i

costume and wanted one, Esther
and her sweet mamma Esther's
mother was in kid costume, too,
and got away with it beautifully
provided you with some

t

i

Ruth Miller
and Glenn lryon

K Patsy

the cut up$ of
affair.

J

ery

—

sort of kid outfit.

The

party

was held down
up especially

in the den, fitted
for

parties,

in

the

basement.

There

was a -plcndid dance
floor, and there were some comfortable chairs, with seats built in bay windows.
In an alcove the butler handed soda-pop and

W

ginger ale across a quaint

little

bar to thirsty

you would li\e to
May fair Dance of
your own we will buy
fi[

If

give a

(£Don Alva-

the

rado' s social
popu larity

little

Write
cay

bells

for yoii:

to the Editor

and

how many and we

will tell

you

the cost.

CT / o

h n n y

Mac\ Brown
'.s

always good
at a

news

party.

by being an Eton boy,"
said Duane. "The Eton
jacket was too intrigufor me to pass it up."
Dottie Dimple, heroine of
our childhood hours, would

ing

have been flattered to death if she
could have seen Marian Douglas portray her, Marian used to be Ena
Gregory, you know, and she is still
.

dancers.

Hawaiian

An
or-

Ena

and there were few wall

flowers,

male or female,

in the party.

Charles

Rogers

was

amusing and picturesque as a
Bowery boy, but not very convincing, I must say, because
Buddy couldn't look tough if he tried.
"They may 'say such things and do such things on the
Bowery, the Bowery,' " said Patsy, "but Buddy Rogers
doesn't.
He's always gallant and aristocratic looking."
George Bancroft was very funny as Peck's Bad Boy,
but didn't get away with any of the jokes he tried to play
on Mary Brian and Duane Thompson, demure as those
youthful actresses appeared. When he sought to grab off
Duane's red Eton tie, he suddenly found himself being
scalped, and a merry time he had getting his wig back.
"I started out to be a Lord Fauntleroy, but ended up

to her close friends.

"And

chestra played,
a

suppose there never was
Blue, plumed hat and
than Priscilla Bonner," remarked

cuter

all,

I

Boy

Patsy.

had come with her fiance,
Wolfan, whom she is
shortly to wed, we hear. They certainly hold the longtime championship for engagements.
Priscilla

Dr.

Bert

Dave Butler circulated, clad as Buster Brown, and
Johnny Hines told Dave that now that he, Dave had
become a director, he had a lot of responsibility on him
as to how he played the part!
Dave said at least Buster
wasn't supposed to have sex appeal.

Harry Morey was there in pink gingham rompers, and
couldn't get over his delight in the party.
He had just

come from

New

York.

(Co u
,

.

pn

Ng / 76)
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e^ELIGHT
C[

It is what Broad'
has everything.
It
is just naturally a knock-out, that's all.
Great
story
mighty back-ground heroic love theme;
masterful direction by Josef von Sternberg, magnificent
acting by Emil Jannings and Evelyn Brent
it is one of
the three or four most memorable films I have ever seen.
I can't say much more for it, can I?
If The Last Command never actually did happen, it
is
nearer the truth than most movies. There may be,
among the extra mob storming the studio gates of the film
capital, just such a wreck of former grandeur as Jannings
Among the many foreign direcportrays so splendidly.
tors, it's possible that there is another former revolutionary,
like the Leo Andreyev so sardonically outlined by William
Powell. When these two meet again, there is bound to
It is strange, isn't it, that the story of a
be drama.
Russian Grand Duke, reduced by the revolution to the
Hollywood extra ranks, could exert such a tremendous
tug on the heart-strings, that New York audiences would
stand to see it and applaud at the finish? That's where
von Sternberg's artistry and Jannings' genius come in.
Above all, The Last Command packs a universal appeal
for understanding, which raises it to real heights. Motion
pictures have made some progress when a picture like
is

a heart-breaking picture.
calls

'A natural.

1

It

—

—

—

(C

Cheating Cheaters. There's something about
very sombre film of Mr. Griffith's that makes
me want to laugh. Perhaps it is the last scenes,
which send you away with a lily in your hand.
It's all very tragic.
It will take you right back to those
good old Middle Ages, when love was real and love was
earnest and there was happiness in every knife.
The
scene of the picture is nineteenth-century South America,
but the flavor is decidedly medieval, with "accent on the
evil.
The Old Master has made a drama of exquisite
And
beauty, whatever you may think about the plot.
the plot will make you think of the Medici and the
Cenci and such things. It may provide a welcome change
from twentieth-century speed and humor. I don't know.
Go ahead and cut yourself a piece of throat. It's artistic,
anyway.
You've heard of Paolo and Francesca, the Italians who
42

this

draws the crowds.

this

From

the

first

it

is

Like that other "Von,'

engrossing.

von Sternberg possesses a perspective on the picture business, and proves it by cracking the whip of satire over
Hollywood's seamier side is revealed, and
the studios.
You will see the extras waging their
it
isn't pretty.

And among

frantic fight for existence.

Grand Duke, once

them, this former

the pride of imperial Russia, reduced

from a former revolutionary whom he
once flouted. Then, by means of the film mechanics known
as 'cut-back,' we see the Russia of 1917 with the Duke
in all his glory.
He is arrogant, though ingratiating all
Because he is Jannings,
that a Grand Duke should be.
he is lovable, and your sympathies are with him when the
crash comes and his world is over-turned. The girl he
loves, a beautiful 'Red,' helps him to escape; but to
what? Only to Hollywood, and the ranks of the extras.
An old, broken man, he is dressed up in the trappings
of a Russian general once again, and told to lead the
In fancy he is fighting once
extra 'troops' over the top.
more for his beloved Russia that he tried to serve. And
It
It doesn't look as theatrical as it sounds.
so he dies.
is always believable, and I have a sneaking suspicion that
The Last Command comes nearer to achieving genuine
tragic heights than any picture yet produced.

to taking direction

—

Perhaps a welcome change from 20th Century speed and humor

DRUMS
OR

a \noc\-out

it's

LAST Command

The
Hereway

—

This picture has everything

^5
love

of

lived, loved and cheated once upon a time, and who
have been immortalized in song and story. Well, Count
Leonardo (Don Alvarado) and Princess Emanuella (Mary

The lovely Princess is
are their counterparts.
forced to marry a hunchback Duke for reasons of state,

Philbin)

in love with the Duke's handsome young
Three becomes a crowd. While the Duke is
war, Emanuella and Leonardo stage their love

but she

falls

brother.

away

at

And when

scenes.
Griffith

he

has turned the

returns

a slinky, seductive sweetie.

then

I'm

Leonardo.

more has the
most of
a von

it.

I

oh,

see

Mary

fares

fat

yourself.

Philbin into

rather

has those smouldering eyes.

The

for

don't like the change, but

Don Alvarado

fussy.

He

—

ethereal

frail,

better

as

Lionel Barry-

part of the Duke, and he makes the

love scenes might have been directed by

Stroheim instead of a

Griffith.

There's nothing

about them. All of the scenes are beautifully com'
but there is a subterranean undercurrent that is
must I say it again? as unsavory as medieval plumbing.
When the Duke returns to his dishonored hearth, the
lyrical

audience wants to run and hide.

posed,

as

—

—

C[

I

^\
^

Drums

lovers.

with the guilty feeling that
somebody's keyhole.

I

It

feels twice as guilty

of Love,

in

fact,

me

left

had been peeking through

NOOSE

here's a picture for you!
Go prepared to
enjoy yourselves. You'll have the time of your
lives, just crying those pretty little eyes out.
Take plenty of handkerchiefs and several
shoulders to lean on. This little melodrama is designed
to play upon your heart-strings so unmercifully that you'll
be lucky if you don't crumple up in a heap and have
But not before you have found out
to be carried home.
What Happened to Nicky. No one, could possibly leave
the theatre before the denouement, oh, dear, no! This
boy Nicky goes through more agony than Lillian Gish
ever did. He suffers and he suffers. Alice Joyce suffers,
too; between them they make The T^oose the best little
tear-inducer ever recorded in celluloid, since the last one.
The J\[oose got me, darned if it didn't. (Business of
reviewer pretending to be hard-boiled.) All the levity
is merely to hide my grief -stricken face, twitching lips,
and red nose. Even a forced, unnatural ending, defying
all the dramatic laws, couldn't efface my impression that
The Tsjoose is Dick Barthelmess' best picture since
Tol'able David; that it's by far the best thing John Francis
Dillon ever directed, and that it's Alice Joyce's best work

"Y"ov,

|\V

young

Don't forget those handkerchiefs

The
^\

the

in years and years.
Take my advice and don't try to
swallow your tears.
Just let go when you see this because you'll have to, sooner or later, so you might
as

well begin sobbing when Nicky shoots Buck
Gordon 'because he was no good.'
Nicky is a nameless boy who
has been forced into a lawless life by a brutal
boot-legger,

excellently

delineated

by Montagu Love.

When

Buck

exposes the secret of Nicky's parentage, threatening
to
blackmail his mother, now the Governor's Lady,
The

Hoose takes on thrilling interest, and holds it almost until
the end.
Will the boy save himself by revealing his
relationship to the Governor's wife, or will he
go to his
death with sealed lips? Oh, well— maybe it does
sound

cheap and sensational on paper; but it is real drama
on
the screen.
It is unfortunate that such an unreal
ending
should have been wished on such a splendid picture,
but
perhaps a logical finish would have been too much for
the audiences.

The

out.

As

acting

it

is,

we were

all

never overdone.
the heroic little chorus girl who sticks
everything measures up to the rest of
practically perfect.
Don't forget those
is

pretty well played

Lina Basquette as
by Nicky through
the cast, which

is

handkerchiefs.

({Dolores and a Spanish shawl

The

Gateway

the

of

MOON
mans luff Toni, no? Never mind whether
he does or not; Toni luffs him, and that's all

""^"ICE

that's necessary.

She'll get

him

yet, see if she

always do.
No matter
where they live in the great north-west or the upper
reaches of the Amazon, Toni's habitat
when they make

These

doesn't.

—

up

their

mind on

girls

—

man,

good as got. Toni
Dolores Del Rio this time takes a tremendous fancy to
Walter Pidgeon, and practices her jungle wiles on him
until he succumbs.
Toni's wiles, by the way, are downa

he's as

—

right

primitive, but they work.
Dolores's beauty explains a lot of incongruities in the plot; but can Dolores
explain that marcel?
she kept her coiffure intact

How

through all her escapades is one of those Secrets of the
Jungle you have read about

Toni practices her jungle
on "Walter.
wiles
(Dolores Del Rio and
Walter Pidgeon)
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fresh picture

WEST POINT
a tourists' view of West Point, but a personally-conducted tour by Billy Haines and
who could ask for a better guide? I couldn't.
Cadet Haines is the freshest fellow who ever
entered the U. S. Military Academy, just as he was the
freshest fellow who ever played on the Harvard Football
Team, or the baseball team, or in the Marines. And Billy
makes West Point a fresh picture breezy and informal;
perhaps not as dignified as it might be, but who asked for
dignity with Billy around?
He tries to make
I didn't.
over the Academy; instead, it makes him over, into a

scenic:

model boy who

Bill

^T^OT

—

—

is

a credit to his

Uncle Sammy.

It's

C[

(gentlemen

D

On't miss

Lorelei

Lee.

advance

down

in

the

Good

I

made
sary

in the original locations.

of the

spirit

sweeter love-making,

direction,

more

satisfactory hero?

On

has

it

all

the neces-

I

a

prettier

heroine or

a

Next stop in our

couldn't.

the Bear Mountain Bridge at Moonlight, with

Haines.

blondes

"Trefer

can recommend

men with

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes deserves to go
screen history, or even up, if for no other reason

than that it explodes all previous theories about vamps.
Screen vamps have never been under five feet six. Usually
they are long and languorous, or broad-minded and buxom.
Now comes Lorelei, in the petite person of Ruth Taylor,
and establishes what I hope will turn out to be a new
Give the little girls a hand, and stick a couple
tradition.
Ruth wears her clothes
of diamond rings on that hand.
like Park Avenue, and she thinks in terms of Tiffany's.
Her mind is just one great big money-bag, and how she
does retain. She's Helen of Troy and Cleo and Lilith, all
rolled into one little parcel of convenient sine for carrying
Picturesque,

And

Could you ask for snappier

corps.

entertainment

it unreservedly
the gout, to middle-aged
mamas who have missed something, and also to
flappers who will take it all seriously and thus
the gentle art of gold-digging, by imitating

this!

to wise old

same old Haines story, but Bill freshens it up. He would.
Joan Crawford is the girl who helps the good cause along:
but you don't see half enough of Joan, even in several
scenes in which the screen's most symmetrical figure is
silhouetted against the West Point sky.
This picture was

home.

Ruth Taylor

is a great comfort to the little women
hitherto been looked down on.
She helps make
Anita Loos' story, as picturized by Mai St. Clair, a joy
forever.
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes isn't the satire some

who have

hoped

it might be; but it is good entertainment; and Mr.
Clair has introduced several little subtleties for the
benefit of those who must have their caviar.
The serious
business of educating Lorelei proceeds as hilariously,

St.

almost, as

did in the book.
Alice White is Dorothy;
Francis Bcekman, who crowns Lorelei with
his wife's tiara; Holmes Herbert is a spotless Henry Spoffard, while Trixie Friganza and Chester Conklin help to
make the welkin ring. It's Ruth Taylor's show, however,
it

Mack Swain

is

ably aided by Ford Sterling as Mr. Eisman, the great
educator.
Since Sennett days Mr. Sterling has been getting better and better until now, in his quiet comedy characterization,

don't say so.

he rates as a star, even though the programs
Send up a few sky-rockets for the new Ford!

with grand camera angles

THE DOVE

T

Dove doesn't get any coos from me. It's just
too picturesque for anything; it has some grand

y\{ NJHE

camera angles. But what do I care for angles?
Give me real, gen-u-ine, emotional curves, and the
director can have his angles.
Here's Norma Talmadge,
simply hurling herself away in a tawdry play a priceless poppy in a field of dandelions.
The Dove is the outstanding Horrible Example of what a rather interesting
Minus Mr.
stage play can turn out to be in celluloid.
Belasco's realism, its flavor is lost.
Holbrook Blinn played
the 'best damn' caballero' in the stage version, and made
.
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—

him

a

suave, silken

fellow

—a

caballero

you could

love.

Noah Beery makes the same character an unappetizing
brute yes, I know Mr. Beery's talents as well as you do,
but I don't like his caballero.
Maybe he had to do it,

—

but there he

is,

take

him or

leave him.

I left

ning, not walking, to the nearest exit, muttering

me

air!'

its

fluttering.

exhilarating.

Roland

is

;

.

ust

'air,

give

The Dove does
Even Gilbert Roland failed to make it
And under ordinary circumstances Mr.

a cheap atmosphere in which

It's

him, run-

my

little

whiff of fresh

air.

G[

Charlie Chaplin's latest

is

funnier than a three ring circus

(jrcus

The
Have

a circus!
Charlie Chaplin's latest is funnier
than any three circuses I ever saw.
Charlie
seems to have forgotten that the world ever
hailed him as a genius, and goes back to having
a good time and giving his audience one.
He does all his
old tricks and a few new ones.
He even throws a pie,
gets chased by a mule, and lathered with shaving-cream.
The Circus, accordingly, may not be an artistic success
for 'Chariot,' but it's good business for Charlie Chaplin,
and fun for everybody.
Here's the familiar little tramp with baggy pants, big
shoes, cane and derby.
He falls in with a circus troupe
and inadvertently becomes its star performer. He's a wow
until he falls in love, and sees the Girl give her heart to
C[

Then he

another.

heart breaks.
circus

sweetheart,

way alone.
new note

going his

me

does a Pagliacci, clowning while his
we see him saying goodbye to his
married to a tight-rope walker; and

Finally,

Charlie has added what seems to

to be a

haughtiness,

a

to his characterization:

delicate

distaste

for

a delicious

the crudities of

life,

exemplified in the scene in which he shares his meal with
the Girl and reproves her for her bad table manners.

Here is true comedy. The fun in The Circus is somewhat uneven, and some of the gags have long white
whiskers but what's the difference?
Everybody is so

—

glad to see Charlie again that anything he does
And he does plenty.

is all

right.

Wil! Rogers can always be depended on for chuc\les

A TEXAS STEER
—

bum

steer
a good one. Will Rogers sees
His ambling humor is inimitable. He
can always be counted on for chuckles, and we
all love and remember anybody who makes us
chuckle, while we often resent the boys who bring on convulsions, especially if they bust our buttons.
I liked
Texas Steer, although it is as old-fashioned as prohibition.
Washington supplies the background and the butt for
Will's jokes.
He plays a rough but honest Texan em-

"S7"OT a

to that.

A

€[

The

story

starts

He

broiled in politics.

ways,

while

wrote the

titles,

Ann Rork

and

man

conquers the capitol with his rugged
and daughter crash society.
Rogers
some of which are funny. Doug, Junior,

wife

supply the love

stages her usual

fashion

she ever loses her sense of
off

UST Another Woman' would have been
You'll have to excuse me, though
in the dumps, that's all.
This picture

better

a

—I'm
is

a

just

huge

disappointment, and, although I am trying to bear
up, my emotions get the better of me at times; and those
strange sounds will be glups and chokes from one who
can stand just so much, and no more. You see, I counted
on Greta Garbo. I rooted myself hoarse for her. The
most potent personality on the screen the girl who made
most Hollywood actresses look like stock company ingenues
she was all
the Swedish marvel at emotional massage
And now just look at The Divine "Woman.
of that.
Here is a new Garbo, who flutters, who mugs. This interestingly reserved lady goes completely Hollywood, all

—

—

—

at once.

the

It

direction

may have been

—but

I

don't

the part.
think so.

It

may have been

Seastrom's

work,

And the
insofar as the silly story permits, is excellent.
performance of Lars Hanson is a restrained and convincing
piece of acting.

humor

—Hays

forbid.

with a bang

oman

title.

—

while Lilyan Tash-

show.

Louise Fazenda is
amazing and wonderful as Ma Brander.
This female
clown has the makings of a marvellous character actress if

The

1

interest,

Hanson has

a

chance to rant, but he

He is always interesting as Lucien, the
who turns deserter for the sake of the
Woman. Lowell Sherman, too, gives the most

nobly refrains.
French soldier

Divine

polished performance

The

Man.

of his screen

story starts

off.

career as the

with a bang; for three

Other

reels or

A

it is unusual and believable, and so is Greta.
young,
unsophisticated girl in the beginning, her new animation

so

But
on being

— Greta

never grows up.
She keeps
no matter what happens. Misfortune overtakes the charmer; from an idol of the Paris stage
Yes, it's one of those things she falls into obscurity,
registers.

alas

right

girlish,

—

—

until her devoted

Lucien carries her

the country,
the table for
to me to have only one scene in
her usual marvellous quiet manner at the door of her
screen mother's house, where she is told 'Not at Home."
Here with just a look, a gesture she expresses futility.
But for the rest excuse me! 'I 50 now!'

where she is seen, in the
him. Miss Garbo seems

—

—

off to

final scenes, setting

—
—

Cont. on p. 98
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Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson's

REMARKABLE

^ LION
of

^Pictures

When a Lumbiva
warrior throws his
one spear at a lion
he is left with no

CT

eighteen years ago after returning from his
South Sea Voyage with Jack London, Martin
Johnson and his wife Osa whom he had recently
married set out to see the world. Their first
camera hunt together was in the South Seas where they
explored the jungles of the Malay peninsula, but it was
the unexplored dense jungles of Africa, where wild elephants come right in and steal sweet potatoes out of
their back yard, where silly ostriches dash madly across
the trail when they are motoring, where rhinos tree them,
where lions roar and hyenas cackle around their camps
For Africa is full
that they found their greatest thrills.
of danger, and danger to the Martin Johnsons is thrills.
Some of their best and most interesting work is done
In July, the heat is so terrific it dries
at the water holes.
up all standing water except at the larger oases.
'blind or fence of thorn bushes is built near the
^ ^]le a
squad
water holes where the animals come to drink.

BOUT

weapon and

Thorn branches are also put in spots around the water
where the camera cannot reach and in this way the game
Martin and Osa Johnson begin thenis kept before them.
After breakday's work at five o'clock in the morning.
fast the boys with the cameras are called and just as the
sun is coming up all start out afoot to the 'blind some
-1

distance away.

After the cameras are

up and

1

the 'blind

is

arranged

be

day's

adventures are about to unfold,
sound or the minutest carelessness
011 tne P art °^ eitner Johnson or his assistants
might frighten the animals (Continued on page 81)

when

a

new

day's

for the slightest

1
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set

work begins in earnest and the writer often
wonders what Martin and Osa Johnson's thoughts must
the

A

raffes.

usually

with no lion.

u\ ward
of gt-

African Tkture

I
By

M

B A

Mbllie B. Steinberg

C[

—

A

zebra

in

an awning.

just a jac\ass
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elecls sortie

or a

C[

Gowns worn by Miss Hopper
are supplied through the

cow

Fifth

Company,
Avenue, 7$ew Tor\.

aTT"'M

theatre starved," cried

tesy

5?

Hedda Hopper

the
morning she breezed into
Screenland. 'Breezed'

I
is

Sa\s

of

correctly used

when

applied

Hedda. Her personality is
as fresh and stimulating as the
mountain pine and she has the
sparkle and dash of a young
to

miss in her teens.

In addition

which she

one of the

to

is

women of
the screen, and as she mapped
out the string of plays she had
seen:
Burlesque, The Royal
really well dressed

Family and about ten others,

we wondered how

she

kept

'that schoolgirl freshness' that
is

hers.

"It's

because

I

keep

interested in something," said

Hedda

briskly. "I never allow
myself to get in the dumps.
Yesterday I had two hours on
my hands with nothing to do
well
I just went window
shopping. If I liked the things
I ran in and bought them
well, some of them.
I didn't

—

need

—

them

all,

and

I

herself.

It's a lust,"

said wise, thrifty little

This smart two piece
froc\ of beige flat crepe
with impressed pleated
s\irt

is

just

the

thing

for golf.

can't

abide a woman who buys
things just because she can't

hang onto

C[

Hedda.

fl[

Hedda bought
low

\nit

this

yel-

material

for
the boat races. It is lined
with brown and yellow

chec\ed

sil\.
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New SCREENPLAYS
Reviewed

C[

By Rosa

Retlly

You d

thin\
they
were
lovers,
wouldn't you? So did the Captain,
and what he made them suffer! Ray
Hallor and Dorothy Sebastian in
'The Haunted Ship."

THE HAUNTED SHIP
women

'OST

highly

feel
flattered

when

boy friend

or

shows signs of

throws the officer down into a
dungeon, in the bowels of the
ship.
Year after year the Captain holds this innocent man a

the

the

prisoner, until the vessel gets a
reputation for being haunted because of the horrible cries that
float up from the depths.

husband

jealousy.

perhaps they won't

—

But
after

A

Haunted Ship
which proves that it never pays
they've seen the

grisly, eerie, uncanny Fly
Dutchman sort of picture.
None too well directed or acted,

ing

to underrate the devilish possi'

of a man thoroughly
aroused by the Green Demon.
In this film, Captain Gant

bilities

maddened by
wife

is

in

with his

first

and death, that
your imagination and
despite its
holds your attention
hatred, lust, fire

the belief that his

love

officer, sets her adrift in a small
And then
boat with her son.

50

but with such a powerful background of jealousy, revenge,

(f

Li\e most sacrifices, this mother's
doesn't do much good.
Audrey
Ferris and Irene Rich in 'The Silver
Slave.'

it

stirs

many drawbacks.

—

THE SILVER SLAVE
Now, young

ladies

and gentlemen,

this film will help solve the all

important

question of whether you prefer love in
a cottage or misery in a Rolls Royce.
can't you have both love and
the Rolls?
That's too deep a question for me
You'll have to ask one of these philos
ophers Count Keyserling or Emil Lud
wig or some other big boy. For in mj
brief life I've never seen the two come
together.
If the boy friend has a Rolls
he usually has a paunch, or a clip on
his coin purse.
But to get back to the
picture
Irene Rich marries the man she doesn't

Why

—

love so that her daughter by her first
marriage, Audrey Ferris, can have all of

And

most sacFor Audrey
grows up a spoiled young one preferring
a rich lout to a poor but honest hero.
So what does mama do but get herself
all tricked out in her most appealing;
clothes and manner and give daughter
life's little luxuries.

does

rifices,

it

a

competition.

little

little

like

good.

C[

A really good picture of
society life

where you

find

heartaches

in

many

as

drawing rooms

Laura La Plante and Glenn
Tryon in an entirely credible
comedy,
'Thanks
for
the

Buggy

around a soft-shaded

you do

as

dancer.
Just imagine that six feet of
hard-hitting
masculinity pussy-footing

Ride.'

Denny

studio.

luck as a dancer

tries his

over kitchen sinks.

please grandma, but he ends

THANKS FOR THE
BUGGY RIDE

fight

A

grand, two-fisted picture with Tom Mix
spectacular,
flamboyant climax that
eclipses almost anything you've ever seen.
Tom is just a plain cowboy. But he goes
in for breeding polo ponies.
And so is
in

like

smile

(and

doesn't?), you'll not
full

who
want

For

to miss this film.

packed

Laura

is

a

And

There

dancing

A

laugh festival from stan
Reginald Denny
and Barbara Worth in "On

to finish

Your

—

Toes.'

Quite innocently? Oh, of course. But
the boy friend believe it.
It's well worth stepping up to the box office, coin in
hand, to find out how this capricious comedienne extricates
herself.
It's one of the cleverest little films that has been
flashed on the screen in some days.
Laura at her funniest
and Glenn better than I ever remember.

make

ON YOUR
you

are

two

society atmosphere.

all

the

way

positively

TOES

your children or
your grandchildren, trouble is bound to happen. If you
just know little Alfred would make a fine musician, he'll
probably spend his maturity in a garage.
Reginald Dennys' grandma wanted him to be an aesthetic
start picking out careers for

is

And

through.
breath-choking

first, where
on a polo team when one of the
players is knocked out; and second: when he
rescues his childhood sweetheart, Dorothy Sebastian, actually by riding his famous horse
up the broad stairway of a Spanish mission
palace and into the chamber where the villain

Tom

smooth, dashing

When

Good

situations in this unusual western

she breaks

elderly gentlemen.

try to

moving

into a rapid
he's good.

an engagement with her
boy friend to give a dancing lesson to another
young man. And then she
gets mixed up with one of
these

a

dragged from his stark western background

it's

of high-pow-

ered fun.
teacher.

start to finish, this picture is a laugh.

while

ARIZONA WILDCAT

Laura, with
her shining eyes and teas-

ing

prize

will please everybody.

ing comedy.

you

just to

a

its appeal seems directed more
towards men than women, Denny does such a
good comic job that he turns out a film that

Little,
laughing Laura
La Plante brings home the
blue ribbon again.
She
and Glenn Tryon join
forces and turn out an entirely credible and amus-

If

—

in

where he wins the championship bout.

From

And

up

fills

:

in

about to

Original. High colored. Quick
it's a fine western.
on the trigger and quick on the hoof. Exaggerated, perBut what of it? It carries you away to a far
haps.
country where love and honor are always unconquerable.

Say,

FORTUNE HUNTER
any of you boys are engaged and are disinclined to
lead the young lady up tg the altar, go and see Syd Chaplin
in the Fortune Hunter and learn about women from him.
Syd manages to take a lot of sledge-hammer gags and
by mingling them together he turns out an uproarious comedy the best, I think, since Charlie's Aunt.
The high spot in the picture is where he wants to break
If

—

51

You'll like this story because

engagement to the small town
belle and hasn't the heart to tell her

so simply and

waiting until all the villagers are gathered at a basaar, Syd

the sorrows of a widow with a
wild son and an erratic daughter.

down on a sofa, plainly visible
through an open doorway, and
makes wild love to a wax clothes

Through

his

By

so.

all
her difficulties, Miss
Frederick fights to retain her own

sits

He manages

model.

it

youth and loveliness, and finds in
the end
But you must see it for yourself.
It is marred considerably by bad
photography but nothing could mar
the aristocracy and technique of

so clev-

all

particularly his hands, that he

erly,

makes

seem

it

a

bona

fide

necking

affair.

A

fast

it is

humanely handled

stepping picture, full of

Pauline Frederick.

hot action and heavy laughter.

A RENO DIVORCE
If I were May McAvoy I would
hunt out a gypsy and have her cross
my palm with silver. Or make a
literary novena and pray for a really
For her present film,
strong story.
Reno Divorce is no better than
most of her recent pictures.

A

No

matter
terprets her

how

delicately she in-

no matter

roles,

how

pretty and wistful her delineations
are, all her work is wiped out by

bad direction or weak support. She
is too charming an artist to be completely shrouded by second rate stories which nobody could transform
into good,

first class film

De
.

has been awarded the prize in the

Taylor Fan Letter Contect.

productions.

T

or so to the
Porter's Freckles satisfied

all

our literary

desires.

Stratton
It

was

a book that one read and re-read until Freckles became
not a boy between pasteboard covers but our own little
playfellow.
Freckles has reached the screen. And every person
who likes clean fun and is never quite happy until he
feels the wind on his cheek and hears the sound of bird

Now

this

his ears will

Gene

film.

want

to see

Porter's

Stratton

year old granddaughter plays
one of the leading juvenile roles.
And John Fox, Jr. as the little onearmed boy whose strong character
conquers his deformed body gains
fifteen

the sympathy of

fist-fights,
girl,

law offenders, and of dissuading the
youth of America from committing
criminal acts.

In gathering information on the

In several cases not even the

—

film

Everybody loves Pauline Frederick
a beautiful woman and a consummate actress. But how seldom*
we get to see her. However, in The
3\(est, she comes back to us again,
with Holmes Herbert, Jean Acker,
and others.

officials

were aware of the
fact that these boys were not criminals, their commitment to the institutions having been arranged by
of the

hand grenades, mysterious ships,
handsome hero a cork-

THE NEST

2

pre-

into several reformatories as inmates.

caves,

school

state officials.

'C[

Lupe Velez

Miss Lillian Lee
618 West Baltimore

Consequently, the

in-

formation as obtained was authentic,
and provided Miss Macpherson with
material with which to present realistically life in a typical reform

A

5

which was

pared for the screen by Miss Macpherson, De Mille sent young men

with Jack Holt
and Dorothy Revier fighting for
their lives and honor.
sure cure for boredom.

—

of

Godless Girl, the consensus of opinion being that such a
production would serve the double
purpose of instituting improvements
in the method of handling young

machine guns, beautiful

fast-firing

De Milk

background were outlined to the governors, and
and comment requested. The response was
immediate, and emphatically in favor of a production
which would bring to light the inadequacies of most of
the institutions whose aim is to reform juvenile delinquents.
Every letter received by De Mille from governors
throughout the country encouraged the producer in his
plan to present a realistic reform school setting for The

color, love,

robbers'

B.

disclosures

Godless Girl.
Before deciding on the subject
matter for his next picture, De
Mille
and his scenarist, Jeanie
Macpherson, were in correspondence
with the chief executives of the
Tentative plans for
various states.
the filming of a story in a reform

subject for the story,

police raids,
ing,

Cecil

startling

their opinions

THE WARNING
smuggling,

States,

make

school

all.

Romanticism, swagger,

opium

the full approval of govmany of the forty eight

conditions in state reform schools in
his
forthcoming production, The

Bluefield, Virginia,

happy, innocent time when Gene

music in

United

Street,

There are few of us to-day who don't look back a decade

With

will

FRECKLES

Picture

ernors of

Mrs. John B. Hamilton

Estelle

to

Reform Schools

QEsteUe Taylor

209 Monroe

Mille

school.
Street,

Baltimore, Maryland,
has been awarded the Boleadoras
in the Lupe Velez Contest.

De. Mille has
quette for the
less

Girl,

selected Lina Bas-

The GodMarie Prevost,
and Noah Beery

title

while

George Duryea
also are featured.

role of

bad plays are full of corking
melodrama; what makes them
bad is the frightful dialogue
that encumbers them. Eut they
have action, of which pantomime is made. The movies, we
have maintained, can take this
action, have it portrayed by

White Studios

skilled performers, eliminate the

and give you an hour

dialogue,

of decent entertainment, instead

of three hours of ennui.
Well, then, here is a perfect

example, and the happy thought
occurs to us that maybe some
of the higher-ups at MetroGoldwyn-May er read these
pages.
Of course, they probour
that's
ably
don't,
but
thought and we're going to stick
Free Soul, dramatized
to it.

A

by Willard Mack from Adela Rogers St.
Johns' novel, is Mack at his worst. There are
stretches of good dialogue, but wisecracks
Here is a swell melodon't make a play.
drama, that limps on being confined to the
stage.

What

it

needs are the broad stretches

somebody like Norma Shearer
Metro
to spin around, and good direction.
has bought it for screening, and we hereby
suggest to Delight Evans that she watch for it.
But, as we hinted above, if you really want to
yQU can we U a rcd to wait for the film.
t0 *e theatre^
°{
There 1S n0
Still, it you don t run, there is the possibility ot
the play having folded up its wings and its tents
and rone to the storehouse.
of the screen,

The

excellent cast is not
the smallest reason for
the success of 'The Trial
of Mary Dugan/ Here
e
d

Zn

Cyril

A n n Ha?d 7Z

Keightley and

Arthur Hohl.

•

^

flF

™™™\

-

"Cock Robin"
Here is a thoroughly enjoyable mystery play, written
by two shrewd craftsmen,
Philip Barry and Elmer Rice.

abyss of cheapness, unfit to touch the hem of his
And so she begins to pass away for
garments.
lack of her

Now

own

worthiness.

A

Freud and his
you thousands of such cases.
Love sickness, modern science tells us, can be as
and more dangerous. But
real as whooping cough
the fact that they can happen, that they do happen,
doesn't necessarily make them convincing on the
And where Kelly fails is in making the
stage.
Camille must die;
unhappy ending inevitable.
Juliet must die; from the first word comes the sense
But when Judith Anderson, a
of the inevitable.
woman wise enough to have realized her cheapness,
goes upstairs to wait for Death, you wonder why.
If she were a lady of a by-gone age, you might
accept it; but here she is, a woman who knows a
good cocktail from a bad one, one who knows
enough of psychology to know that regrets are useless.
And you say or at least we said 'No!'
And the fact that Mr. Kelly can point to volume
XXXII, pages 846 to 850 in the Journal of Aball

these

colleagues can

things happen.

normal Psychology, doesn't convince us

"A

it

the final curtain
that you're sure of the mur-

The formula

derer.

old

one,

but

a

is

good

an
one.

Everybody is suspected, until you get the feeling that

maybe you're the guilty person.
The comedy is superb,
handled

main

the

in

by

Beatrice Herford, who makes
one of those annual reports
that Bob Benchley has made

famous.

—

A

good show.

"The Queen's

Husband"

in the least.

Robert Emmet Sherwood
has done a much better play
in this than in The Road to

Free Soul"

has long been the contention of this departthat the movies waste their time in buying
good plays, paying exorbitant prices for them, and
then turning them into mediocre, slim-profit-making
What we have argued is that the bad
pictures.
plays make the ideal movies. Most of the so-called
It

ment

in

until

isn't

—

—

murder is committed
of your eyes, and

front

give

White Studios
CC

Given Orlando peps
up 'The Five O'Clock
Girl.'

Rome.

Whereas the latter
second-rate

was, perhaps,

Shaw,

this

one

is

first-class

shows the
influence of Shaw, but we
theatre.

It,

too,
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ratlin

prefer such a play to one showing the influence of Pinero.
Sherwood, like Shaw, sticks to the theory that a good
After all, the main
love story is the best basis for a play.
question in drama, as in life, is, did the girl get her man?

Gideon is presenting The Optimists, which happens to be
the cream of five or six years of the review presented
annually in London under the name of The Co-Optimists.
It is intimate, it is cute, it is nice
what it lacks terrifically

You

one big punch, in the shape either of a song or a skit.
The Optimists shows that it is possible to do a review with
only one set and one costume; it shows, too, that just the
lack of Ziegfeldian sets is not enough to weave a show

—

can be as whimsical, as bitter, as philosophic, as sar'
donic as you like, but it all goes better if the two lovers
can get together at the end to begin a life of superb bliss.
Now and then, we run across a young couple who married
for love and didn't live a life of
superb bliss, but that, we all take it,

is

around.

But if you go in a spirit of fun
and that's the way we go you can
have a pleasant evening. The hu-

—

the exception.

is

So, although

Sherwood began by

taking several superb digs at Queen
Marie, and by putting in all sorts
of whimsies, he had sense enough to
wind the curtain on a love scene.
Now, the lovers don't happen to
The important
be so important.
character in this play is the henpecked King, played to perfection

by Roland Young.

grow

to like the

mor, in the main,

lyrics,

mild, but suf-

when they

—

Owen

Seaman, Gilbert and A. A.
Milne has some intelligence. When

But though you
King for his pre-

nice evening, full of fun.

is

are
good, are the British type
depending on sense as well as rhyme, and
taking it for granted that an audience that has been brought up on

the lyrics are bad, they are of the

American school that rhymes 'land'
with 'fan.' And, as an occasional
member of Tin Pan Alley, we ask

occupation with the penguins at the
Royal Zoo, and for his checker
games with his footman, you don't
actually give him your complete allegiance until he, acting as deus ex
machina, lets his daughter marry the
man of her choice, who happens to
be the son of a wholesale plumber.

A

The

ficient.

what's the matter with that?
George Hassell as Master of Ceremonies is awfully nice; Luella Gear
didn't seem to be trying very hard,
in spite of the fact that the cast is
working on a co-op basis. Richard
Bold has a pleasant voice, and does
nobly by Mr. Gideon's pleasant

Give

Roland Young first honors, Gladys
Hanson as the Queen a bouquet, Edward Rigby as the footman a laurel
wreath, Dwight Frye in a scintillating bit as the Prince who was left
waiting at the Church a Bacardi,
and Katherine Alexander as the flapper Princess a kiss when you go.

tunes.
full.

Sally Starr is a rounded eyeFlora Le Breton, who came

over here several years ago billed
as 'England's Mary Pickford' is just
lovely

as

looking

as

ever.

Bobby

Watson and Fred Hildebrand

are

excellent in the English stuff, though

Hildebrand

is just a bit sickening
does a single, using some
typically cheap, American ten-cent

"the Optimists"
At

when he

the Casino de Paris, Melville

vaudeville stuff.
fair evening.

A

You can come
dance between the acts and get
a glass of Nedick's free. Still; even
the Nedick's doesn't make up for the
missing punch.
late,

"Strange Interlude"
It is,

0[

Glenn Anders and Lynn
Fontanne in one of the
finest

of

all

the

fact

with
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'For

the

Ben Lyon?

Love

of

Mike'

you know

—

—

—

picture

citing of that reaction.

that

Interlude."

—

Claudette Colbert is the ginger in
'La Gringa." Did you see her in the

us, a fairly

easy

all

The

about the

works of Aristophanes, and are practically an authority on the church
plays of the Middle Ages, is no decided help to reviewing, say, Abie's Irish Rose. Give us a guy who knows
the difference between Ethel Dell and H. G. Wells in literature, between
A. E. Hausman and Edgar Guest in poetry, between Emil Jannings and
Madge Bellamy on the screen, and we'll take his word so far as we'll
take anybody's word
on a play.
But Strange Interlude isn't only a play it's an experience. And we're
So it is that
afraid that it takes a philosopher to comment on experience.
we approach reviewing this new O'Neill play with a diffidence that is
not customary with us.
as you will be the first to point out
We can say, of course, that we liked it. But "like' is a funny word.
If you had asked Lindbergh how he felt about landing safely at Bourget
Field after his epoch-making flight, and he had said he liked it, you might
have understood him, but you would have felt that his vocabulary was
'Strancre

C[

you ask

to

and the

fine

Guild productions,

Vandamm

if

review a play.
It takes
nothing but an intelligent reaction,
thing

soliloquize even

not adequate for his emotions. That's
the way it is with us.
If you say that O'Neill made the
Didn't we all
flight, you are wrong.
make that flight with Lindbergh? So
are
it is with Strange Interlude.
partici'
those of us who see it
all
pants in this hazardous flight of

We

—

Milo; they are scars on a
noble face; and they are

—

forgotten

O'Neill's.

a

Well, then, here
strange journey

heights

He

—and

depths

to

—

off on
unfathomed

deur

what

of

We

to picture for us not only

tries

us,

we

has'

in the gran-

the

man

ultimately achieves.

of the drama.

but the thoughts of a
And he pictures
group of people.
again, as he did in The Great God
Brown, the masks we wear and never
This
take off until we are alone.
time, he discards the clumsy device
of the actual mask, and takes on another clumsy one, the old-fashioned
Only, by the time he is
aside.
through, you have forgotten that the
the

—by
—

ten to add

O'Neill

is

when you

have learned to know
every word they will say.
But his errors are but the
broken arms of Venus de

actions,

here

to

make no mention of

the

propose

no half-dozen sen-

plot;

tences can hope to picture
for
to

you what O'Neill

do in

his nine acts.

suggest,

you
any

earnestly,

trie;

\V
thet

see the play, not

a3

public-spirited gesture

of your devotion to any
better things, but as some-

you owe yourself.
The Theatre Guild's company, headed by Lynn
thing

Fontanne, and making use
of such excellent perform-

Irving Chidnoff

({Ann Harding
sion
of

of

her

ice

best

Mary Dugan.'

.

always gives the impres-

ers

She does some
and fire.
wor\ in 'The Trial of

as

Tom

Larimore,

Powers, Earl

Glenn Anders

and Helen Westley, is remarkably excellent even
Philip Moeller directed, and is to be
for the Guild.
envied for superb work on a superb play.

—

*

aside
not,
It

a

is

device.
it

clumsy

Clumsy

or

holds you.
takes O'Neill

nine acts and six
hours to tell his
story, but the acid
test

is

that

you

lis-

You

go out to
dinner in the middle
C[ Muriel Kir\land lives through
a lot in 'Cock Robin,' a mysof it, but you hurry
tery play.
back lest you miss
any. You are bored
a bit when he starts, and you make wisecracks after it's
over, but you listen.
And you know you'd have listened
were it longer. And the answer is, that, clumsy or not,
O'Neill has a yarn worth the spinning.
He could have done the same show in three acts and
two hours, it has been said. Certainly. And Dreiser could
have done An American Tragedy in one volume. And
Conrad could have made a short story out of Lord Jim.
And Lord Jim would have been a fine short story but
not a great one. And An American Tragedy, stripped of
Dreiser's verbosity, his pounding away at words, would
have made an excellent novel. Dreiser sweats as he works,
and he makes his readers sweat with him as they carve
their way through his crude style.
But when you've finished with Dreiser
and the second volume of the Tragedy
you have come away with the impression of life that
Dreiser tried to convey. And therein lies the greatness of
ten.

White Studios

—

—

—

Dreiser.

And

its repetitions and banal
the greatness of O'Neill.
He is no sure,
He makes outrageous blunders. He says
deft workman.
He lets his characters
the same -thing again and again.

in Strange Interlude, with

phrasing,

lies

Q Madge Kennedy
'Paris

Bound'

and Donn

stay

right

Box Theatre where they

at

Coo\
the

in

Music

started.

Morrie Ryskind sees the theatres from the Moving Picture angle
EVERY
in Screexlaxd

MONTH
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N other economy wave

hits Hollywood.
Four couples married over the holidays, making it possible to combine
anniversary and Christmas presents in

are:

Blanche Mehaffey and George Joseph Hausen.
Griffith and Bertha Mann.
Patty Dupont and Sylvanus Stokes.

operator of Mexico
Beverly Hills, about February 1.
oil

City and

Hollywood enjoys being surprised. The announcement of the engagement of Blanche
Mehaffey afforded it this pleasurable sensation.
For almost no one in the film colony knew her
fiance.
He is George J. Hausen, millionaire oil
man and big game hunter.
Adding a flash of daring to their romance the
couple took an airplane to San Francisco after
wedding. They sailed for Cuba the next day.
Blanche Mehaffey is one of the real Follies
graduates in Hollywood.
She was a Wampas

their
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Griffith

well
that

and Bertha

engaged, their marThis
couple hold a record for long
engagements.
They were betrothed nine years ago when

came

as a surprise.

was

the bride

Stuart and Bert A. Mackinon.

In addition, Grace Darmond announced that
she will wed R. P. Jennings, wealthy theater

owner and

is

While everyone knew

Raymond
riage

Raymond
Iris

1924, and
the screen.

in

Mann were

the future.

The four

Baby Star

known on

the leading wo-

man in the old Morosco Stock
Company here the same com-

—

pany

which

Lewis Stone,
Richard Dix, Edmund Lowe
and dozens of other film celebin

rities

At

got their start.
that time Griffith

making

two-reel

Mack

the

A

at

South Seas

cruise in the

honey-

moon.

What

could be more

ideal than
that?

This

was

Sennett Studio.

a

for

comedies

€[

a u r a
La
Plante's next
picture will he

L

'Finders
2food

Keepers.'

was

of the vintage of 1927.
Friends in Hollywood are
glad to see happiness come
her way, because as she was
on the verge of a long term

with Paramount,
having just been declared a
Baby Star, she was taken
contract

ill and had to give
up the screen for almost a

seriously

year.

G[

fortune

come

to Patty
married Sylvanus Stokes of the famous
New York family in Hollywood
is

to

Marion Davies, Jane 'Winton, King Vidor and Red
Goldeen when Jane had a
birthday.

Dupont who

after

a

brief

courtship.

Patty Dupont was once the mysterious Miss
Dupont, who created a furore in the film
world under the direction of Erich von
Stroheim.

Her new husband has ideas of
breaking into the films himself.
He
has taken a flyer in several productions as an actor and has met with
encouragement from
directors and producers.

Another ex-babystar

was

to

be married
She

Iris Stuart.

Marian T^ixon
and the great
big dog to \eep
all
the men
away.
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one of the most beloved figures in the
motion picture industry.
This year, as he was prepared to have
his quiet ceremony, every branch of production at the studio ceased work, and
the studio officials and men gathered to
join

him

in his tribute.

The

office

Fan

mail,

was filled; it overflowed;
hundreds stood outside with bared heads
while the ceremony went on.
that interesting barometer

of appeal, reveals that Louis Fazenda
is most popular
in England and the
British Colonies.

We

How

tried to account for it, Louise,
her husband, Hal Wallis, and I, and
came to the conclusion that it was because most of her comedy parts, particularly the

they too\

'Thoroughbreds'
for Universal.

earlier ones,

The comic

a

McCann.
Darmond met

Grace

her

a stock figure in

the

heroine is Louise
Fazenda, dressed as a
maid.

being discovered by friends who
noticed she wore a new wedding ring.
The man she married, Bert A. Mackinon, is said to be a New York publisher of magazines.
At Las Vegas, Nev., where the
couple took out their license, Miss
Stuart revealed that her real name is
Iris

is

Some of the English papers and film magazines
carry weekly and monthly cartoon strips in which

one,

secret

servant, or maid,

British wit.

She is back again now, however,
determined to attain success.

Her marriage was

have been servants.

As

a

result

of these

and of her well
deserved popularity on

strips,

the

Louise

screen,

re-

hundreds of let'
ters a month from England and her colonies.
ceives

fiance

Estelle

me an
this

Taylor

told

interesting thing

month.

She used

to be an artist's model,
([

Movia Ray

as Topsy in
Tom's Cabin'
now she's all washed up.

'Uncle

Billie

Copeland was

'Miss California' and
now she's a Christie

Comedy
C[

girl.

Until you

have
been drawn by
Flagg you have
no standing as
a beauty.

while he was on a trip
to Los Angeles.

Accom-

panied by her mother,
she made a series of personal appearances in his
theaters in Mexico.
The romance culminated in Beverly Hills
where her fiance moved to be near her.

—o

Fifteen years ago the wife of Carl Laemmle died.
The owner of Universal City, with all his millions, in the
midst of manifold activities, has never failed
((George Jessel and
to hold a memorial ceremony in his office at
the studio on each succeeding year.
h"
Qualities such as this are what make him
Great'

feLbeT
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while in her teens.
That was back

in

was always 'th.'
Accompanying her

mistress to the studio, the parrot

aroused gales of laughter on the set with her amusing
affliction.

To Europe
to direct her.

make Blussomtime. Frank Borzage
Charles Farrell to play opposite her

to

again.

No wonder
the day

Janet Gaynor appeared so gay
lunch with her at the William

we had

Fox

Studio.

To

begin with she had just
signed a new long term con'
tract with Fox, and at a salary
more in keeping with what she
is worth.
Then she had been told of
Blossomtime.
As you all know, this is the
operetta written about the life
of Franz Shubert, the composer.
Fox certainly wants to produce it right. The three who
made Seventh Heaven one of

({Betty Blythe hac\ again
'Domestic
"Warner's
in
Troubles' and we give her
a hearty welcome.

New

England.

Her

face

adorned

numerous magazines

the

covers

of

at the time.

"For goodneth thakes!"

No

more
and

will the lisping exclamation

amuse visitors
La Planted home.
For Pol, her famous lisping

startle

in

Laura

parrot,

is

dead.

A

victim of some obscure stomach
She was found
complaint was Pol.
dead in her cage one morning by Miss
La Plante's maid.
Pol was one of Hollywood's most

amusing oddities. How she got the lisp
no one knew. She had it when Laura
bought her.
It
could the bird say.
Never an

V

C[

Olive Borden in the
native costume of the

Happy

the best pictures of
Frank Borzage.

all

time,

will

Islands.

be together again

—

Janet,

Charlie and

The company is planning to send them all abroad as soon as Janet comThe Four Devils, in which she now works under the direction of

pletes

Murnau.
G[

George Duryea
the

De

with

Mille prestige.

all

Murnau, by the way,

is

taking no chances of rain

(Cont. on page 96)
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MARION

s4k

Eva Grey and

her

Universal smile.

'Snowy' Ba\er uses an
stoc\ whip
Lupino Lane
be good in his next

Australian
so
will

that

Educational release.

how we

miss the thrill of that first day
whirling, softy-white flakes
coming through the air.
After all I
guess it evens up before the so-called
Judgment Day comes 'round, and you
back there can have your crowing, too.
An eastern Springtime Gosh, you've
got it on us there! An eastern Springtime!
Nothing in the world can take
of

—

'((Sally Eilers

plays

flitting,

in

Mac\ Sennett
comedies.

place.

its

z'fi

a

Last

shame to take the money,

It's
as we

wives in Hollywood.

used to say when we
were kids, but every year
along about this time in Jail'

uary,

we

Californians are

moved

to

up and crow about

the re-

sit

say
the

side

of

the

home

(heated,
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recently

selected

192 8

of

Think of how
un-Christmasy our Christmas was
'lick''

have

Stars, and so
on Sunday it
was set for
all the Baby
Stars and all

sit

Never mind.

without a

wives.

crop of Baby

C[_Flora

on my Hollywood piazza, writing,
and basking in the glory of our
sun.

Wampas
Wampas

for

Maybe I should
You know that
their

markable weather we are having!
With all our papers trying to make
us believe that Wizards, a hundred feet of snow, more or less,
and something like a thousand degrees below sero are making it
well nigh impossible for any Easterner to venture even a nose outcourse, with difficulty!) here I

Sunday was an awful day

of snow; think of

ley

—

p a

s

Star.

C[]eanette Lojf opposite

Rod

La

Rocque

'Hold 'Em Yale.'

in

Brama Wairc-

Baby

the Wampas boys to meet at First
National's Burbank studio to take a
Of course, it
bunch of photographs.
really was necessary that they all be

—you

know, posing the girls, and
Even Bert Levy
You
was there, sketching them all.
know me I wouldn't start any trouble
for anybody for anything in the world,
and if any of the wives should happen
there

that sort of thing!

all

—

this, please be assured that every
one of them was working hard
as could be, and absolutely indispensible!
After all, Baby Stars are picked only
once a year, and with the beautiful
bunch they have this year, no wonder
it takes a goodly crowd of Wampasites

to read

single

to pose

And

them properly.

while

I

Gwen

to

talk

was out
Lee's

there, I got to

mother,

whom

I

haven't seen for about two years, when
It certhey lived next door to me.
doesn't

tainly

want

to

tell

seem that long, and

you that Gwen's

I

success

She
hasn't hurt Mrs. Lee a single bit!
looks simply marvelous, is all smiles and

happy as a queen, and looks more like
Gwen's sister than her mother.
the bride was work'
I almost forgot

—
—

Marie Prevost and Harrison Ford ma\ing 'A Blonde for a Night.' The camera

Mrs. Louise Fazenda
ing out there, too
The
Hal Wallis.

is

in

the right

hand

corner.

she had on
was certainly not my
Picture
business!

over

Louise in a Grecian

geles? Golly, but

regalia

which

costume,

as

hangs way down
just below the hips,
her

hair

in

little ringlets,

side of her

wondering

their return

we

station

means that

we

started

do a
Vitaphone. Later, during the broadcasting,
Vivian said something about there being a
possibility, but you can't get a durn thing
out of any of three brothers! By the time
this is printed, it might be all settled, and
announced; and if they can hold me as
spellbound with a Vitaphone performance,
where I can see them and get their personalities, as they did over the radio
why,
bring 'em on, just bring 'em on with their
'Rememb'ring' and- 'Sittin' on the Curb-

funny
and a

head

we knew

to Los Anenjoyed it, and as soon
they were going to broadcast

on

over the studio radio

gold
paste-board
crown tipped on the
that

KFWB

in

manner never

duplicated by anyelse. Yes, Louise
is the queen of the
harem, with Charlie
Murray, the king, in
a cut-back for their

one

if

it

they'll

—

stone Blues!'

%

%

^

have before me a letter from a young
lady named Jane Lyons, of Wilmette,
I

Among other things, she writes
'Dear Marion, please, please, please don't
ever write about Rod La Rocque and Vilma
Banky and end up with the line, 'Anyway,
this is one marriage which will be lasting,
etc. etc'
It's fatal, Marion.
The magazine is hardly in circulation before the
bride announces her intention of divorcing
the ever-after groom.'
Of course, Jane,
I'll never write such a story about Rod and
Vilma if you insist that tales like that turn out to
be a jinx, but I must ask you and all the rest of
the world if they have heard the nice new story
about the La Rocque-Banky divorce?
Oh, of
course that's the very latest thing in Hollywood!
Yes, indeed, Vilma is going abroad and Rod is
Illinois.

C[

Joan Crawford and Ramon J^ovarro
on a deep sea location making
'China Bound.'

newest comedy, and one look

enough
'

Bebe Daniels who
was seriously was
jured during a
stunt
cently.

scene re

to set

Who'd

you into

at

them

is

gales of laughter.

like to speculate

with

me

regard-

Duncan Sisters and a contract with
Warner Brothers to do a Vitaphone pic-

ing the
ture?

Also, did

you hear them broadcast

—

staying here!

Could any reporter

scent a keener
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inrm!

H

Ruth, you have to be here for
the mighty Wampas Ball affair.
I'm warning you that there will
be a terrible to-do if you're not
here in time.

It's a very fine thing to work
in the movies, but, according to

Jack Richardson, it's always
wise to pick the kind of job to
keep you out of trouble. Jack
plays 'Jake' in Wally Beery 's

and Ray Hatton's new Partners
in Crime, and in one of the
fights he is supposed to be stabbed and just generally "bloodied'
up by Ray Hatton. Last week
they worked the whole company
until about eight o'clock, and
Jack figured he'd jump right
into the old Chevy without
taking off the make-up. Along
about half way home a couple
of sirens ring out, and pretty

The 1928 Wampus Baby

Stars.
Left to
Lee, Molly O'Day, Sally
Eilers, Sue Carol, June Collyer, Dorothy
Gulliver, Alice Day and Audrey Ferris.

right

—Gwen

quick two police cars come
whizzing up and push him over
to the curb.

'Well, this is the
time you don't get away with

it,'

first one out of the
'You might as well
clean and give us the

said the

police-car.

scoop

come

1

for

scowling

his

boss?
Shh-hh keep it quiet for a while,
but buzzzzz-ZZZ, didn't you hear
that Vilma and Rod are getting
a divorce? Sure, that's the story,
and the best part of it is that

—

Vilma and Rod don't know

truth.'
Jack was stunned. He
had forgotten all about the
make-up bandage across his
chest, the reddened shirt and

the

a thing

of the

La Roeques

also,

here's

my

a

is

every

sound

his

make

until

he

up.

,'

chanced

'Gosh,' he said to me,

never

my

to

knew such

life.

I

relief

in

'I

all

breathed a sigh they

must have heard in New York
City, and then proceeded to

divorce.

show the boys
rubbed away.'

promise that

And

that,

you

how

easily

see, is

it

Holly-

wood.

and so strenuously
*

move!
and that's
voice would

——

glimpse himself in the car mirror and saw the nice red make-

keep away from the so-sure
happiness ending you have read in

*

He

face.

wouldn't

'Wh-wh-wh-wh

I'll

other stories
disapprove.

simply

lips

about it! Simply because Vilma
has to rush away to get her vacation a week before Rod can rush
with her, somebody has it that
they aren't happy and are about
to be divorced. But, Jane, you do
not have to get the teeniest, tiniest
bit worried, because I am sure
from the way they act, that the
very, very last thing in the minds

And

blood-smeared

tried to say something, but his

*

They've moved into an apartment, all right, because Mary
and her mother were so nervous
about it. But I insist that Mary's
burglar simply was a lonesome
youth who wanted a fleeting
glimpse of so sweet a face as
Man,- Brian has. Mary saw him

had lunch with Dick Barthelmess and his Little Shepherd of
Kingdom Come dog the other day.
And say, it's really weird the way
I

he almost looks as if he stepped
right out of ToVahle Dave of quite
C[ Lina Basquette has the big
some years gone by. Absolutely,
part in De Mille's 'The
Godless Girl.'
he looks just the same, and I kept
trying to get in the window of
wondering all through the hour we
their front room, and she didn't
were there if this Dick-boy would ever have to grow up
even scream or anything. Just the same, the little family
and leave his boyishness behind. I hope not, because it's
of mother, Mary and brother Torrence have moved into
so becoming to him, and makes such sillies out of all us
an apartment where the fair part of the family feels much
women-folks!
safer.
*

Lost

—one Wampas Baby

*
Star,

*

Ruth

^

Lorelie Lee Taylor,

the 'Gentlemen Prefer' type, supposed to be
sonal appearance bows somewhere in the east.
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making perRemember,

^

*H

—

This new hero from the great open spaces
Lane
Chandler
came in to see me the other day. Wait until
the six feet of him starts breaking the hearts of the movie

—

They had been taking some

1

pictures of him, in evening clothes,
he certainly swung a mean looking tux!' You can
keep all parts of you still except your heart, and I'm telling you that when
you see Lane in this new Esther Ralston picture it won't do you one bit of
good to try to hide the thumping up around the region of your Vital organ.'

crowd.

'still

l

and as the saying

goes,

*

*

*

happiest, most glorious bulletin of the month is the re-uniting of the Noah
Beerys. Yes, they have decided that there don't have to be any difficulties as

The

/
C[

Corinne

now

Griffith

\nows her apples

she has
Garden of Eden."
that

finished

'The

and many funnier things could happen
than Leatrice Joy and John Gilbert being
married again. Mind you, I don't say
that it is going to happen, but it certainly
is

€[

far

they

as

are

During the ma\ing of 'The Godless Girl,'
showing Clarence Slifer who ivon the
Screen land contest for an assistant to
Pev Marley, cameraman.

concerned,

more the Beery home

is

really

and once
home. I'm

You can't imagine how full
Noah is these days, working

so glad.

of

smiles

as

he meant it and without the troubled,
worried look this other lonesome year
had brought upon him. Wicked, wicked
villains on the screen generally are these
men who have to have a woman to take
care of and to baby them!

if

*

*

*

is

strange

getting

what

a lot of joy

John

spending most of his spare

time with Leatrice the first and Leatrice
It's no secret that John is
the second.
over there for hours at a time. It's no
secret at all that they are at parties
together, dance together time after time,
with each entirely too much interested
in the other to call it just casual. And
Leatrice never looked more beautiful and more to be desired than
^

she does right

—who

can

now! Maybe

tell?

—maybe!

(Continued on page 95)

C Alice Day and ]ac\
s~

Holt have a foolish mo'

ment betvjeen scenes of
'The Smart Set.'

The going gets harder and harder for
poor Neil Hamilton, with competition
Neil has
running keener and keener.
been going along as undisputed Hollywood 'champ' at pulling rabbits out of
hats, cards down from sleeves and turning red handkerchiefs pink, but now
along comes Jack Mulhall doing all sorts
of magic stuff, too.
Jack had to learn
some magic for his role in Lady Be
Good, and learning a little got him so
all-fired interested that Neil will have
I was kidding
to be watching his title.
Neil about it. 'Bring him along, bring
him along,' he laughed. 'We'll stage a
combat at the American Legion Stadium
my honor shall be upheld, and once and
for

all

I'll

settle

this

dastardly

stain

upon the name of Hamilton.'
^

This

is

a

%

&

funny old world, anyway,
75
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On— continued

There With Bells
"Why, in the east they simply can't have
parties like this," he said, "there isn't room."

take a
pool."

Arriving late were Eddie Sutherland and
Louise Brooks, Eddie still wearing that high
silk hat which he wore at Louise Fazenda's
wedding. That is, he wore it when some'
body else wasn't wearing it, as it was passed
about from head to head, for no reason
at all except fun. Louise Brooks looked like
a

French

little

and has,
Hollywood.

doll,

prettiest legs in

I

to be an awfully
evening!" declared Connie Keefe, as
Patsy and I entered the portals of the Mayfair
Dance at the Biltmore with him.
"We're due at the Breakfast Club at six
in the morning
and there's the party at
Alice Day's after the Mayfair, too!"
"Why use up every place in one even-

—

FOR OUR BETTER

ACQUAINTANCE—

declared that
as a good Hollywoodite he repre'
sented the four costume companies
of that fair city!

Name

Frank Tuttle wore a sort of
nightie with wings, and declared he
was one of the children from The
Blue Bird
one of the children
waiting to come to earth; and Flor-

Hobby

the

director,

—

were guests of Alice and Marceline
Day, their mother and Ona Brown; and
Richard Dix brought Marceline, who is wearing a slave bracelet which was presented to
her, we understand, by Richard.
In the
party, too, were Don Alvarado and his
wife. Nat Goldstone, Claire Windsor and
Buddy Rogers, Grace Gordon, Harvey
Barnes, Finis Fox and his wife, and others.
We noted all the faithfully engaged,
nearly engaged and married couples there,
including Paul Kohner and Mary
Philbin. Bobby Agnew and Ann
Rork, Syl Stokes and Patty Dupont,
Jerry Miley and Lois Wilson, Roland Drew and Greta Nissen, Pola
Negri and her prince, Billie Dove
and Irvin Willat, Gertrude Olmsted
and Robert Leonard, Jane Winton
and Charlie Kenyon, Norma Shearer
and Irving Thalberg, Warner Baxter and his wife, Agnes Christine
Johnston and Frank Dazey, and

"This evening promises

believe, the

Age.

Address

What

Married.

other

publications

do"

you

read

0m p ag e4i
We

swimming

lovely

that

into

large

Jobyna Ralston, clad in rompers,
and Richard Arlen, her husband,
as little Rollo, hoop and all, were
there; Esther's brother Clarence was
dressed as a Boy Scout, and Al
Rogell,

dive

jr

numerous to mention.
seemed sad to see Balboni sitting at his
table
without June
Mathis, who passed away, you remember, a few months ago. Amid
all the gaiety he was very quiet.
I
didn't see him dancing once.
Winifred Hart, divorced wife of
William S. Hart, was there, and it
seemed nice to see her so gay after
her months of hiding away from
others too

regularly

It

ence Ryerson and Colin Clements
wore picturesque kid clothes.
After supper Charles Rogers surprised everybody by showing what

He played the
a musician he was.
piccolo,
the
saxophone and the
drums,

all

very

indeed;

well

Do

that everybody knew he
He
was only a kid anyhow; and Chester Conklin likewise was in evening

Automobile

sufficiently

disguised

by cutting

child

erest costumes!"

out,

called

a

Copy

this questionnaire

mation and send

Brian and Jobyna Ralston, the
voting of the crowd being done by
hand-clapping, but the judges finally
decided the prize should go to

Why
The
a

best

answer to
$25.00.

of

prize

the

next!

luck would have it, Richard
and Lois Wilson, who was dancing
with Warner Baxter, found them-

truthful

Address

— Screenland
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near each
of wishing.
They were engaged to each other
once on a time, you know, and I'm
sure their eyes sought each other
other

and

be awarded
sincere

in

Dick Arlen and Jobyna, Ena Gregory,
pardon me, Marian Douglas and Al Rogell,
Priscilla and Bert wandered off after a while
into the gorgeous big living room, where
they played ring-around-the-rosy and other
kid games; while others of us went out into
the court formed back of the house by a
high wall and by the dressing rooms, and
looked at the great swimming pool, but it
was too cool for anybody to venture in,
although Chet Conklin dared Mary Brian to
take the leap.
"I do hope," confided Patsy, as we were
traveling homeward, "that Esther and George
won't forget to invite us to another party
when the weather grows warmer so we can

murmured

Patsy.

In the private lobby before the ballroom,
we found nearly all the guests buzzing before they went in.

Zazu
geous

and Mrs. Eric von Stroheim,

Pitts

the latter a

dazzling

ermine

wraps

blonde, wearing gorover their evening

dresses, held a sort of little court.
Their
husbands had gone hunting, so their wives
had come with another party.

Constance Talmadge, wearing the gardenias
of which she

is so fond, on her rose-colored
gown, was in the lobby, too, along with
Buster Keaton and Natalie Keaton, Buster
Collier and others.
By the way, to my way
of thinking, Natalie has bloomed into the

silk

,

real

beauty of the family.

We
there

found Antonio Moreno and his wife
too,
and Bryant Washburn, Bebe

Daniels, Bessie Love, Jack Pickford, Dolores
Del Rio, Mervin Leroy and Edna Murphy,
Estelle Taylor and Jack Dempsey, Colleen
Moore and John McCormick and dozens
of others.

the

quite

moment

An

en-

lot to

the

earnest souls of both these two.

Everybody
with

ing?"

at

for an instant seriously.
gagement would mean a

Advertising Department

West 45th Street
New York City

Contest closes April 15, 1928

The

men's prize was a cigarette lighter.
Though Esther looked like a little
girl from the Elsie Dinsmore books,
she danced the Black Bottom for us most
fluently, and there was a little contest in
which Mary Brian, the Bonner sisters and
Jobyna took part with Esther.
Warner Baxter and his lovely wife, Winifred Bryson, came late, arriving from another party, and so weren't dolled up as
kids, but both danced and entered into all
the fun with zest.

standing

selves

this question will

Be

wish.

As

your reply.

was a manicure set, and
Hines suggested that one
should use the set one week,
girl

in the infor-

do you buy Screenland?

It

and the other

fill

with your answer to

in

it

and

the following question.

and everybody lined up.

Mary

girl

Patty was dancing with Richard
Dix just at midnight, and when the
gong sounded everybody stopped
and was silent for a moment, as the
custom is at the Mayfair, to make

people do you estimate read your copy
Scree nland?

of

Honors were nearly even between

Mary.
Johnny

the world.

you play any musical

How many

himself as a
mustache.

Webb

Do

instruments?

off his

George

Radio

Piano

he had

"Prises to be given for the clev-

own

PLEASE STATE MAKE

said

clothes, apparently thinking

does your family

unmarried)

if

your home?

but

Johnny Hines came along and took
the drum-sticks away from him, and
played the drums himself.
Johnny was in evening clothes.

you (or

had

been

provided

attached to a
leather bracelet, which the guest
fastened to his wrist or ankle, so
that the dancing was musical with
bells
and there were so many yards of
serpentine flowing from the reels over our
heads that half a dozen couples became so
enmeshed they couldn't dance until they had
disentangled themselves.
The Marx Brothers came over after their
show had closed, and entertained us,
Groucho with his wit and Harpo with his
harp music.
Nora Bayes was to have entertained but I hear she thought there was
too much noise for her to be able to get
into the spirit of her songs.
a

sleigh-bell

Connie Keefe, Richard Dix, Patsy and
decamped to the Days' apartment a little
after midnight, and there we danced and
played the radio for an hour or two. Then
I

we

piled into Alice Day's big limousine
to San Fernando Valley to
the Breakfast Club, where we found a lot
of the Mayfair crowd had already preceded
all

and drove over

us.

We

sat at tremendously long tables in the
Hall of Brotherly Love, or whatever they
call the huge pavillion,
though Patsy dedares she never could possibly love such

—

SCREENLAND
a large number of people

can assemble

as

The big orchestra played
in that big place.
the old songs such as Sweet Rosie
all
O'Grady, Bicycle Built for 'Two, After the
and the rest of the old plush-album
favorites, and everybody joined in the singBall,

in S-

ft

Breakfast was served, consisting pt ham
and eggs, hot cakes and coffee, and despite
the very nice dinner we had enjoyed at the
Mayfair, we found it very good after the
•

,

•

long, cold ride.
After the singing we danced to the music
of the orchestra, and on the floor we said
Hello again to Jane Winton, Baxter and
his wife, Jack Dempsey and Estelle Taylor,
and scores of other Mayfairers.

"What

time

dropped me

at

is

it?"

my

I

asked Connie as he

door.

"Seven, dearie," said Connie, "and you'd
better hurry to bed if you want to go to
sleep without the sun shining in your eyes."

Progressive Sunday afternoon and evening partying! That's a great sport in Hollywood, where, though a very large proportion
of the film folk really do go to church in
the morning, they believe it not out of
place to ride about in their cars to each
other's houses or to the beaches or mountains in the afternoons.
Open house is the rule

in

many

of the

homes, and so it was that Patsy
and I found ourselves booked up for at
least four parties one Sunday afternoon.
The day was drizzly, but our car was
cosy, so it didn't matter, and we made a
mad dash from the machine to Dolores Del
Rio's front door to avoid the rain.
The weeping clouds were soon forgotten

we

entered Dolores' hospitable door,

where we found not only the star herself,
but her father and mother, Senor and Senora J. L. Asunsolo, of Mexico City, who
are visiting her in her new home.
That new house is built in the Mexican
broad verandas overstyle of architecture
looking a court enclosed on two sides by the
house, on the other two sides by a high

—

In the court is a great, gnarled
old sycamore tree, the fragrance of whose
leaves will float into the house in the hot
September afternoons and evenings, and a
huge fountain with gaily tiled basin. You
enter by a charming little garden gate
stone wall.

once inside, you

in the wall, so that,

though you were

as

feel

old

in

California

again, in the days of the dons.
Inside the great living room is furnished
either with things Miss Del Rio has brought
from Mexico with her from her old home,
a great
or with duplicates of those things
red divan, luxurious and roomy, great

—

carved
cloths

draperies,

paintings,
beautiful in gold
chairs,

tables.

I

think

I

and lace,
have never seen

room.
Dolores looked

altar-

carved
so

rest-

ful a

gorgeous

in

a

gown, which became

chiffon velvet

batiked

gown,

a

she explained, only after she had draped it
on her figure, the batiked material being

one large piece. Jean du Boullier, who
makes the clothes of Pavlowa and other
notables, had designed it for her, and there

in

wasn't another one in town.
Dolores' parents turned out

to

be

the

most charming people, as truly hospitable as
one has always heard of the Spanish and
Mexican people being.
Jaimie Del Rio was in New York, seeing
after the production of a play of his, and

we missed

his

warm

greeting.

Dolores said

she couldn't possibly have passed Christmas
without him but that her parents were with
her.

"And we

film stars'

after

opened

our

only

just

do without her,
Christmas," de-

couldn't

another
mother.

child,

clared Dolores'

There were

at least three

devoted couples

and Roland Drew were
and are a handsome couple,
Roland with his dark, stalwart face and
Nissen

among

these,

figure,

Greta with her .soft, alluring femiThey deny they are engaged, but

ninity.

little glances and half articulate words
and that magnetic something one feels in the
if

mean anything, they

like each other
Greta has child-like violet eyes
and lovely legs and an entirely disarming,
She- told us how
artless way about her.
her mother, recently come from Norway, is
gradually being educated to the speed of
air

very much.

American automobiles.
There was the lovely blonde Jane Peters,
Sennett star, Rita Carewe, and Edwin
Carewe, Warner Baxter and his wife, Don
and Ann Alvarado, Charlie Farrell, and
others.

There were a buffet

tea

an altogether nice entertainment, with glowing hospitality.

"We

Billie

Dove's,"

pered Patsy, and so away

we went

whisbe
greeted by Billie and Irvin, who, despite
an overflowing house, managed to give
are

due

at

to

everybody a charming welcome.
We met Charlie Paddock right inside the
door.
He had just had a story printed in
Liberty Magazine and was carrying it right
far prouder of having
around with him
a story published than all of his famous

—

sprinting records.

Bebe Daniels and Constance Talmadge
came for a few minutes, but were due at
so many parties that day they couldn't do
more than alight for a minute or two at any
one place.
Irvin Willat led us back into his den,
where he showed us the newest movie
projection

machine,

trick

a

affair

looking

phonograph disk and handle, but with
a circular movie made of cardboard, which
was run off by hand when the operator
turned the handle as if he were winding
up a phonograph. The movies were funny
animal pictures, drawings, and as
little

like a

Charles

Kenyon stood

that the scenario was
rection by himself.

near, Irvin

declared

by Kenyon with

di-

Garon was there, wearing the
It is set in a
watch in the world.
diamond bracelet and its crystal is a quarter
It was given her
of an inch in diameter!
by Lowell Sherman, her ex-husband.
We met Douglas MacLean and his wife,
who were on a tour of parties themselves;
and there was Anita Stewart, but without
her Dr. Monaco.
"The engagement is broken, Anita tells
me," Patsy whispered.
Joan Crawford and Shirley Dorman were
there, and told us how they have taken,
together, Rex Ingram's house in Beverly
Hills.
I think Joan has bought it.
Lloyd Whitlock and his wife came for
a few minutes, and there were Arthur Lake,
Gloria Gray, Jane Winton, Helen Cox,
Montagu Love, and a crowd of others.
Pauline

tiniest

present.

Greta

77

and dancing, and

Over at Finis Fox's house, we found Loris
had come home from Dolores Del Rio's to
She was having as guests
see to dinner.
some of the young men of the film world
who were not living at home, including
Robert Kurrle and two or three technical
men.
"Oh, here come Mollie O'Day and Sally
O'Neill!" exclaimed Patsy, who was looking
out of the window.
Mollie and Sally had come, you see. to
wait on the men and eat at the second table.
Loris Fox's dining

Brown came
I

room being

in, too, to help,

small!

Ona

and Patsy and

aided in the spoiling of masculinity.

Don and Ann Alvarado dashed in. and
were invited to remain, although Patsy said
it wasn't fair, but Ann promised not to give
Don any undue attention.

—

we ieminine beings all ate
After dinner
we hurried over tj
the second table!
Jane Winton's who had managed to get
home, change her dress, and looked as
though she had just stepped out of a bandFresh and unwearied, too, as though
box.
she hadn't been either partying or preparing
at

for a party

'Lady, the leading feminine player, Rex the King of Wild horses and
Starlight, the mount of the hero, ]ac\ Perrin, all for Universal.

all

—

day.

There we found dozens of Kenyon's fellow scenarists and a score of Jane's actor
Rosemary
lovely
the
including
friends,
Cooper, Johnny Mack Brown and his wife.
Vera Reynolds. Marie Prevost, Ward
Crane, and others.
"The end of a perfect day," yawned
Patsy blissfully, as we swept homeward.
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Should

the Successful Stars be Guillotined?
Continued from page 33

in Ben Hur where she brushes a
from the peasant baby's head shows it.
And again in Peter Pan she wrings your
heart in the .scene where she has to choose
between eternal youth and the earth people

That scene

another

fly

Lorelei's type?

grown

A

mother's tenderfor a moment, a thing more desirable than freedom, and as she stands at
the door and watches Wendy's mother, her
eyes fill with tears and she says, wistfully,
she has
ness is,

to love.

'Her mouth is full of thimbles.' Which, for
the benefit of those who did not see the
picture and are not familiar with Barrie's
lines, meant, 'Her mouth is full of kisses.'

A

Then

Kiss For CinBetty was cast for
another Barrie play, which made it
even harder for her to step from her fanciBetty has done several other
ful niche.
pictures and done them well, but memory
of her as Peter Pan was so strong that for
many people it spoiled the character she
Perhaps that is why
was then playing.
Herbert Brenon has chosen Loretta Young
to play in Laugh, Clown, Laugh with Lon
Perhaps
Chaney, and not Betty Bronson.
he is afraid that Betty's success in Peter Pan
would .spoil anything else she may do.
Loretta Young is a newcomer, picked from
Looks rather like
the ranks, as Betty was.
Acts like her, too, I am told.
her.
derella,

Ruth Taylor also was picked from
scurity and landed in the most talked

obof,

It
most enviable part in Hollywood.
was Lorelei Lee in Gentlemen Prefer
What's she going to do now?
Blorides.

the

She's a Lorelei Lee.
She's a definite type.
another story in modern literature,

Is there

girl

of

character

role

top

or
will

even equal
be a lucky

given a totally different sort
for her next venture, and if she

she

if

to

Ruth Taylor

makes good
But this

is

at

it.

not the only uncomfortable
part of the star system for the producer.
There is another angle.
When an actor
makes a success it doesn't take long for
him to develop what he likes to call 'temperament.' And it is according to the amount
of grey matter he possesses whether it happens at once or whether it will take several
years of flattery out of all proportion to what
he has achieved, to let it break down his
morale
and his sense of humor. Then the
producer's troubles start in earnest if the actor
is a real drawing power.
By 'temperament'
I don't mean the very real grievances some
actor's have.
I mean the expression which
is

—

springs from over-fed and petty vanity.
In the early days pictures were taboo as
far as the stage was concerned.
But as
they gained in poularity and quality they
could be mentioned aloud in the Lambs
Club without causing a blush. One by one
the established 'legitimate' actor could be
lured from his sacred calling for a consideration
a high salary, and his name in
electric lights.
All right, said the producer
to himself.
If that's what he has the nerve
The business
to ask for he must be good.
man in the producer bowed to what he
Nine
thought was sagacity in the actor.
times out of ten it was vanity and not
business acumen.
Having gone that far the
producer had to go further.
So he spent
thousands of dollars advertising the fact that

—

Billy Blank would appear for the next five
years exclusively for
productions. "See
Billy Blank as the great buffalo buster in
The Thrill of Alas\a,' he cried.
And the public palate was tickled and
its mind half made up as to whether they
were going to like Billy Blank or not. If
he lived up to their expectations they were
wild to see him again.
Immediately. And
in the same sort of part.
And if he has
become their cowpuncher, do you think they
will relish the idea of seeing him the next
time as Beau Brummell
I guess not.
Billy
has to be some actor to put Beau Brummel
across when he is definitely set in the
minds of the public as a cowpuncher.

XYZ

So

Blank becomes,

Billy

in

the eyes of
the public
cows.
And
a great cow-

And

the public, a cowpuncher.

only wants to see Billy punch
Billy gets the idea that he is
puncher and wants more and more money
and more concessions. Such as bonuses, and
weeks off to 'rest,' and cars, and a wardrobe,
and his valet paid for, and his house in

Hollywood paid for, and two or three secretaries, and a trainer, and drawingrooms for
himself

and

ind

And
he

is

sions'

the

—

then

stories

it

to

travels,

thing the producer knows

first

Billy's

amount

things together

And

when he

paying as much for
as he pays for Billy.

whole picture
get

family

his

—and

if

it's

'conces-

And

the two
cost of th;

to the
a Western.

becomes harder and harder

to

He

do

fit

Billy.

can only

Westerns.
The public won't see him in
anything else.
And Billy is going stale on
Westerns. But the last one in the world to
know this is Billy, who puffs up more and
more and develops tantrums in his fingernails.
And suddenly the producer finck
himself with a heavy overhead that will be
a flop unless cleverly and expensively ad'
vertised and even then he has to hold his

breath and pray that he breaks even.

So Billy is given the air.
But what can the producer do? He tries
to beat the game by promoting new faces,
and more new faces. He spends a fortune
to tell the world that Sally Smart is the
World's Most Wonderful Vampire.
And
does Sally Smart ever live it down? Well,
ask

Thcda

Bara.

was

looking

I

Theda

just

the

lovely,

and

it

is

over some
other day.

wholesome.

pictures of
face is
There are

Her

many

things Thcda Bara could have done
on the screen besides Salome. But she happened to make a hit in
Fool There Was
(years before Estelle Taylor played it) and
neither William Fox nor the public wanted
to see Theda do anything else but vamp
her man.
Then, when Theda's long contract was up, she demanded what stars of
her drawing power were getting at that
time.
But Mr. Fox saw that her particular
style of vamp was over with, and what was
there to do but let her out unless she could
work for a smaller figure than she asked.
Which she couldn't, or wouldn't.
And
could you blame her either? For years her
pictures had been turning the millions into
the Fox coffers and she had been drawing a
small salary.
It was her misfortune that
her contract lasted over the period of her
popularity and ended just when her day
was done.
With careful training though,
and advertising, Theda could have been the
new vamp that was beginning to be popular,

A

'

Ruby McCoy and

the
trophies that she has
won as the Most Beautiful Red Haired Girl
in
nia.

Southern CaliforIn Educational

Cameo

comedies.

but

it

is

doubtful whether Mr. Fox would
so, or whether he would have

have thought
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Producers, like
been interested if he had.
everyone else, are human.
It is thrilling to take an unknown person,
Then
build them up, make them famous.
Star No. 1 is
begin on somebody else.
and worth nursing along if
still valuable
If he
he keeps his sense of proportion.
doesn't, life's too short to get excited over
many other nice, shiny,

cause of her fine work in the same picture
has been avoided in Wild Geese, which offered her a totally different type of part.
Eve has, I think, the ability to make each
character she plays live, for she lent enchantment and gave individuality to both of
these widely differing heroines.
There are a few great actors who can

down

their

successes.

There

Jan-

him, there being

live

From that point
interesting fish in the sea.
It is his oppor1.
on it's up to Star
As
tunity to handle the situation.

proof of the artistic
advance of the screen that you cannot today
W'ith Deception, Louis
classify Jannings.
The Loves of Pharaoh,
in Passion.
The Last Laugh, Variety, The Way of all
Flesh and The Last Command to his credit,
he is still too big to be pigeon-holed.
Master of every emotion, each thing he does
He
is a highwater mark in his career.
makes you live through the joys and sorrows of the character he is portraying just
as truly as though it was the experience of
a very dear friend you were sympathizing
You are looking into the soul of a
with.
not a character
living, breathing person

No

Tom

me: 'While I have been
on this lot (we were sitting in his dressing room as he spoke) I have watched
stars come and I have watched them go,
when a little common sense would have
saved them. The thing for an actor to do
steady eye
is to keep a level head and a
on the horizon."
And Tom Mix has stuck to his own
advice pretty well for a good many years,
and has certainly earned the retirement it
is rumored he is voluntarily taking.
But Tom is one actor in a hundred. Few
can take the impersonal view of things that
he can. Perhaps it is because he has always

Mix once

said to

nings.

And

it

is

is

a

XV

—

on the

screen.

He has loved the mounand the desert and the ocean and
And perhaps he
the call of the wild.
knows that, after all, one actor isn't the

loved big things.
tains

Universe even if he does pull down seventeen thousand dollars a week for fifty-two
That's where Tom has
consecutive weeks.
And when he
it over a good many of us.
does retire he'll be a happier man because
he has something big to retire to his in-

—

Then there is Janet Gaynor. Everyone
adored Janet in Seventh Heaven, and although her work in Sunrise was very different and also very good it did not wipe
out the impression Seventh Heaven made.
Perhaps it was because Sunrise was so
sombre while the high spots in Seventh
the delirium of their own first love, and
every flapper and her boy friend yearn for
the fulfillment of their dreams.
Followed, for Janet, one or two rather
sad program pictures, and now I see Janet

Gaynor and Charles Farrell are appearing
together again and the stills could easily be
mistaken for some from Seventh Heaven.
These two talented young players are
dragged back to an atmosphere similar to
that of their first success simply because
their chiefs lack the imagination to discover
for them a totally different story background that possesses, nevertheless, an
equally thrilling love theme.

No

one has ever forgotten

Stella Dallas

Never
principally because of Lois Moran.
since then has Lois Moran had the appeal
for her public that she had in the part of
the shrinking, innocent girl who faced the
Just the last picture I
world so bravely.
saw her in, a lady in back of me remarked
to her companion at its close, 'My dear,
you should have seen Lois Moran

in Stella

Dallas.'

and

C[

here

is

is

little

tremendous

wistfulness.

And

Douglas Fairbanks

should get two feathers in his cap for permitting this unknown girl to have such a
The first feather should
splendid chance.
be a very large one for generosity, and the
second feather for showmanship. But what
Will she
will be the fate of Lupe now?
have a chance__to develop that deep emotional power and the decided turn for romance that she has, or is she just going to
The abyss that
be kept a 'Gaucho' girl.
Eve Southern might have fallen into be-

and Audrey
Warner Bros.'

RiVi-Tin-Tin
Ferris on
pedestal.

more than a great actor.
more depends upon the
worth of a film than the acting alone, he
keeps a fatherly eye on everything. ThroughBut Jannings

Knowing

is

that

out every department of the pictures he is
the magnificent quality of his own work
I have
can be traced to some degree.
noticed that his leading women do finer,
truer work in his pictures than they ever
did before. And sometimes they never rise

in,

And

that is where the prounder the knife of Madame la Guillotine, to my mind, in earnest.
If Jannings and Lubitsch can get good results from the people they work with, what's
the matter with our producers and directors
that they put the same people in more or
less the same sort of parts and have them
Could it
turn out nonentities or worse?
be that the directors don't know their business so well? Or is it just that their knowledge of human nature is sometimes limited?
Irresistible in
Look at Lya de Putti.
Utterly comVariety, charming as Manon.
monplace in all but one of the pictures she
did in America and under American direction. That one was the vamp in God Gave
Me Twenty Gents. And Herbert Brenon

to

it

again.

ducers should

Lupe Velez. Her viand her intelligence
Moreover she has
apparently, equals it.
very deep, though latent, emotional power

And

tality

it.

now and

admit that a director is under a terrible
handicap if he cannot talk with his player;
and make them understand what he wants

them to do.
Look at Pola Negri. What a time she
had when she first came to this country.
Oh.
Recently she has had a better break.
I know America has a few fine director-,
too.
My pet among them all though is
King Vidor because of The Big Parade.
What is true of Jannings is true, to some
extent, of Greta Garbo.
You don't feel in
her pictures that she influences the whole
production, but you do feel that as far
as her own work is concerned you are
To my mind
looking at a performance.
she is the outstanding personality, among
And she, too,
the women, on the screen.
has the courage to fight for a variety of
stories so that she will not be annihilated
You cannot quite
by the 'type" scourge.
Although most of her
classify her either.
parts, that America has seen her play, are
sirens, each seems to have a definite person-

—

remember

older person

In this picture we saw a flash
then of the old Lya. and had the
part been a larger and more sympathetic
one, Lya's chance in this country may not
have passed her by.
But she'll be back,
and when she comes I hope she will be
turned over to a director who speaks her
language and understands and sympathizes
with the Latin temperament: for you must
directed

You forget that you are
ality of its own.
watching Greta Garbo create another role
and become absorbed in the woman in the
And when an actress can put her
story.
audience in that frame of mind she is a
In The Divine Wopretty good trouper.
man Greta steps from her languorous
method of acting and you see her full of
a conception radically
vivacity and grace
different from anything we have yet had
from her.
If the producers had only to deal with

terest in real things.

Heaven made every

79

fall

the comparatively few actors and actresses
who can really act; are not types and
are level headed, they might think they were
wandering in Elysian fields, but
If it w^as the picture that was most imIf each individual part was built
portant.
up to its logical relation to the story. If
the story itself was worked out to a degree
of perfection in continuity, dramatic quality
and theme. If it tried to tell just one story
and not several stories. If all these things
could be done thoroughly the public would
have better entertainment.

A few directors have tried to do it
few get away with it. Griffith usually flirts
There are always at least
with this idea.
two personalities in his pictures: sometimes
If anyone asked me (nothere are more.
body has, but this is a free country) what
the outstanding quality of his newest and
independent picture, Drums of Love, was
I'd say it was the beauty of the photography
and the composition of each setting. The
lighting was particularly beautiful and inIt streamed mainly from the logtelligent.
ical

place

for

light

to

stream

from.

A

window, or the candles, or the firelight.
There was just enough from the opposite
In the great
kill the deep shadows.
reception hall it streamed from many -win-

side to

dows, softly diffused, radiant, lovely.
Now is it a great stroke of genius to
Verily it would
light a scene properly?

seem so.
But does the public want the perfect picture? Wouldn't it rather obey that impulse
worship? Wouldn't
strongest in all of us
it rather kneel at the feet of some adored

—

idol of the screen?

And

doesn't the wise

know that and therefore smile
upon many a temperamental outburst from
producer

a star that he might otherwise frown upon?
If the producer sent out his advertising
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without announcing the name of any of the

and

players

programmed

his

in

cast

this

way
1267
the heroine, played by
1964
John, the hero, played by
362
Desmond, the villain, played by
What would you say? What do you think
guess would be that
would happen?
in less time that it takes to see two pictures 'Number 1267' would have as definite
a personality as the name Sally Smart, and
the public would clamor to see 'Number
1267' in something else. And the producer
would be right back where he started.
So long as we worship personalities there
will be stars on the screen, and that, I
fancy, will be a long, long time.
Sally,

My

Dwan

Alan

succeeded

in

once said to me.
keeping my public

'I

have

friendly

because

have tried to get their thought

I

me and what
Robin Hood became
of

off

I

am

doing.

so popular

I

When
was

in

danger of being tagged with it and of
having everything else I did compared to it.
But I succeeded in putting all the glory on
the shoulders of its great star, Douglas Fairbanks, because I knew that Doug's versatility was already well established and that
he could stand it.
And by doing this I
was free to try out other ideas I had in my
next picture without exciting public comment in too dangerous a degree.'
So if Mr. Brenon drives his tumbril down
Hollywood Boulevard collecting his victims
for the sharp tongued lady, he will undoubtedly find swarming over the sides of
his gruesome conveyance many stars with
hands outstretched and eyes pleading that

past successes be forgotten and they may be
given another chance. It takes co-operation
to make a picture.
Co-operation, under-

standing

and

realizes.

When

strife

of the brew the spirit of it gets out to the
public and is felt at the box office.
The
true artist wants to give the best that is
in

him

and

the

true

artist

achieved

—

it

resents
labels.
perfection has

lies

—

bring the celluloid city something new.

for you?
you can tell her that
the only hand you will want to hold.
She'll believe you because she'll know you
don't get paid for it.
She .will love you
for yourself alone, not because any director
makes her.
She will appreciate the fact
that you are not trying to steal the scene.
What bliss a close-up without a camera!
Imagine the plight of a poor movie
queen, who goes with her latest and love-

you'll have a brand of love-making
that never took direction except from that
You'll be oh,
arch-director, Mr. Q. Pidd.
When you hear a call of 'Camso original.
era' from somewhere you won't go automatically into your best box-office Amorous

to an opening at Graumann's
and has to sit there and watch
him make love to a new wide-eyed ingenue
in the self-same manner he used on her
last evening!
It's enough to make a girl
take up marriage in a serious way.

Gesture.

screen lovers don't always carry
not in the same way. They
see too much of each other in the studio.
The few exceptions only prove the rule.
Movie stars are marrying what are quaintly
called 'non-professionals' right along
and
staying married, too. The public may never
have heard of the Only-Their-Husbands
but the stars are satisfied.
And the Husbands will be heard from, sooner or later.
Some of the most dazzling damsels in
pictures have turned their backs on famous

ginger-ale bottles and ginger-ale in Venetian
Glycerine and glucose; lipglass goblets.
But
stick and slapstick.
It's a swell place.
You'll be welyou don't have to worry.

You

come.

maybe

may
Yes

tell

can

them

all

own way and
or two.
You

your

go
a

thing

—

Nothing

—

—

—

me

again.'

When

fast

hers'

is

—

liest

suitor

Egyptian,

Famous

—

not even 'Cut!'
stop you
Nobody will have seen your particular type
Your dream girl will
of Passion before.
know that your love will be all hers not
shared with a dozen or so leading ladies.
When you kiss her if you get that far
you can safely murmur into that rosy ear:
never before
'This is a pre-view, darling
shown.' And she will murmur back: 'Show
will

too

you hold her hand

—am

I

going

(f

on

in real life

—

—

always

just

And

for

never been

around

the

corner.

sometimes short-sighted fashion,
producer may wish to improve
pictures for your entertainment and mine.
But greater than our wish for good pictures is our love for the stars that endureth
from box office unto box office.
In

the

his

great

Are You Companionate? — Continued from pag e
Whichsometimes I hate you.'
you,
Here
ever emotion the script calls for.
Champagne in
today and beer tomorrow.

as Mr. Brenon
and hatred are part

friendliness

17

actors and picked on merchants or bankers,
and lived happily ever after.
man may

A

be famous when he marries a movie
but before long he acquires a newsvalue and is apt to be snapped by perspiring
photographers every time he pokes his nose
not

star,

outside his

Fame

office.

contagious.
If one in a family
has it, all are exposed.
short cut to
fame, if that's what you want, is marriage
is

A

movie star.
John Pialaglou and Captain Alastair
Mcintosh could fill scrap-books with their
press clippings if they didn't have business
to a

to

attend

to.

And why?

Because,

they

once married Constance Talmadge, though
not at the same time. The fact that Connie
is at present
unmarried doesn't alter the
fact that she married non-professional gentlemen and liked it. So did they. Both her
former husbands are still her fans.
You may not be famous, but nobody can
prove you aren't a Great Lover in your
own home. You may not know your cameraangles, but you certainly know your clinches.
Actors want their lighting to be just right.

You
all.

Louise Fazenda and Chester Con\lin and the circus
elephant from 'Tillie's Punctured Romance.'

don't care if there's no lighting at
In fact, you prefer it.
Knowing less
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haunts a million men. That questing
Garbo seems
look always ensnares.
always to be seeking something faraway- and every man in his heart
hopes that he may turn out to be

camera-lines,

about

you won't always be worrying about
whether you're within bounds. Your
mind won't be on the rushes, but
on your work only it's more like
You may muss Her hair and
play.
let her ruffle up your pompadour
and there won't be anybody to yell

—

—

at you: 'Stop that
less passion, and

—

monkey
more

Greta Garbo and Clara Bow, the
two stormy petrels of motion pic-

have never been married.
But they may have been engaged
plenty.
And their most prominent
engagements have been to movie

tures,

At

present all bets are off.
Clara both admit they
may marry some day but they are
not making any rash promises. Perhaps they have not yet met the
He may not
apiece.
Right Man

if
they have
for the girls
reading over our shoulders,
I'll
bet they have, the little
mischiefs
Perthe same to you.
haps I don't have to remind you
girls that those of your heroes who
married home girls are still happily
married.
More than one shy little
flower who never stepped on stage
or studio has captured the fancy of
Styles
a famous actor and kept it.
in screen love-making may change
with the seasons, but the real article

—

business

take

to

The
Cycle
TV

a

yflLTON

You

can't

men

ance.

Two

tell.

in

Sills

of the

pictures

have

—

Also

result in instant

of

their

work

i

death.

done at the
Lions and elephants
is

water holes, however.
or
afford interesting views while feeding
playing about, and very often a chance
meeting with a rhino on the trail gives
them much more action than the pictures
they get at the 'blind.'
In the four years they spent in the
African Jungle while making Simba, their

most recent picture of
Africa, which had its

life>

in

world

East
premiere at

British

the Earl Carroll Theatre, New York City,
their days were filled with much more adventure and thrills than most of us here
in the United States can boast of, for with
the family troubles, fights, illnesses, childbirth and evil rumors of the natives in their
gang of laborers, to say nothing of wild
elephants calmly emerging from the surrounding forests, rhinos blocking trails and
leopards attacking their cattle, life was far

from

dull.

Many

years sojourn on the Islands in the
how to handle
He chose his headmen at
the natives.
Nairobi and they helped him recruit a
small army of workers from the local tribes.
Porters were used to assist with the baggage, artisans to help build the small vilservants to make them
lage, cooks and
comfortable.
Good hunters, who knew
something of the habits of the beasts about
them were also important members of the
native named Boculy was their
party.
most valuable guide. He knew more about

South Seas taught Johnson

A

a

of Milton

S
all

with

the

(Mrs. Milton

—

Not

and

m

b

is still new enough to be
novelty and more than one film
star has expressed a wish to know
more about it. It looks as if Hollywood will just naturally take to it.
And why isn't it just the thing for
movie stars, who never seem to
know where their next mate is com'
ing from?

Marriage
a

Sills).

picture

when

taken

forty

years

ago

he was a baby.

& — Continued from page 46

the elephants than any other native living.
He could tell their size and speed and the
direction of their travel by a crushed leaf
mere handful of
or a broken branch.
tracks could reveal to him the number of
elephants in the herd.
Camera hunting in the wilds of the
African Jungle meant taking chances and
although there were few tragedies, there

A

were many narrow escapes. At one time,
one of their helpers was badly mauled by a
On
leopard while helping Mrs. Johnson.
another occasion Johnson was awakened at
midnight by the yelling of one of his
Grabbing his gun he rushed out
assistants.
and found a rhino had stuck his head into
The assistant, howthe white man's tent.
ever, had the presence of mind to kick the
rhino in the face whereupon the beast
backed off only to come on again just missing the man and plunging through the
The fury of the beast was so great
tent.
it pulled up all the pegs covering him with
In his frenzy the rhino
hill carrying the
Shortly afterward word
tent with him.
came that the assistant's two friends were
the khaki canvas.

madly dashed down the

killed

by rhinos.

who was

It

seems that

a

young

road.
Unfortunately the gun was tied to
the seat and before they could get it loose
the animal charged and killed the man
right before the woman's eyes.
One morning right after breakfast, Johnson, Osa and two friends went to the place
where they had been told rhinos had been
seen.
The two men went into the bushes
to look for tracks when all of a sudden
the Johnsons heard screams, then some
shots, then more screams, then another shot
and more screams. Johnson and his wife
ran into the bushes as fast as they could
and found one of the men stretched out on
the ground with his clothing torn in a pool
At first they thought the man
of blood.
was dead, but on raising him a bit they
found the rhino had got him in the legs.

He was
plenty

When the injured
and dressed.
could talk he told them that he had
nearly stepped on the old female rhino who
immediately came for him. He managed to
get in a few quick shots but they only
glanced off her horns and thick skull.
Finally knocking the gun out of his hands
she gored him.
The man died a few weeks

man

later.

rhino which charged and killed her after
she had bravely fired six shots into it. Just
about the same time a settler and his wife
were returning to the village in a Ford.
They saw the same rhino wounded on the

ridden

a

staying with

rushed back to camp where with
hot water the wounds were

of

washed

friends nearby
had gone out accompanied by a native
armed with a knife. The pair encountered

lady

—

survives the wear and tear of home
life and stays pretty much the same
year in and year out. Companionate

proud

mother, Doris Kenyon

paid court to Greta and Clara at
John Gilbert and
various times
Roland is now
Gilbert Roland.
Norma Talmadge's leading man,
while Jack is still playing opposite
Greta both still to be seen in
Love. The picture, I mean.
Meanwhile Greta's yearning face

and perhaps

Sills

Young Kenyon

Hollywood, where the insurance most needed is love insurat

handsomest

in

—

As

been
and

Clara's
even be in Hollywood.
Future may at present be bending
over a drawing-board in an architect's office high up in a Manhattan
building, getting the dimensions of
new house in the suburbs all
a
mixed up with Clara's. The lucky
Mr. Garbo may even now be wondering how he can break away from

insurance

girl

—

—

Greta and

peek

glamorous

movie

ging a third party into a love scene

the

this

theatres all over America
may get up enough gumption some
day to follow her into darkest
Hollywood.
Greta, a little weary
after a turbulent scene on the set,
may listen. Sincerity unselfish love
may win her. And perhaps in
such a love even the greatest star
could find her harbor of happiness.
That sounds like a sub-title, but life
is sometimes stranger than even the
wildest movie, or so I've been told.

Drag-

like that!

actors.

little

One
who watch

business

art."

pot of gold at the end of
rainbow.
And he may be.
of the myriad male shadows

the

her

One day

shortly after the encounter with

rhinos. Mrs.

Johnson disappeared. She had
little way from camp on
a
mule accompanied by one of the gun
bearers, who reported that in some way
unknown to him he had lost track of her.
Only the man's intense fright tempered
out

a

uuuHniiuufmuHHHXinnnEKKKtnE

I
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A

call them, thumping about as they pass on
to the lake, where they splash about in the
stillness of a quiet African evening.
In Simba, which means Lion in Africa,
Johnson succeeded in recording for the
first time in the history of animal photog'
raphy, the most remarkable pictures of lions
and a lion war against a tribe of natives in
Tanganyika, ever filmed.
So great is the strength of the lion that
with one swipe of his powerful paw. he
broke the neck of one of the oxen belonging to the king of a Lumbwa tribe.
War
is declared on Simba by the natives and right
in the thick of the fight are the Johnsons
recording with cameras for the first time
pictures of lio'ns as they have never been
filmed before.

search
Johnson's fury at his carelessness.
party was immediately organized, for not
only were rhinos reported to be in the
vicinity, but leopards and other ferocious
wild beasts.
If Mrs. Johnson had been
hurt or unable to defend herself her fate
Being treed
would have been appalling.
by wild beasts was not an uncommon experience to Osa, but the guide said there

were no trees in the few miles of desert
trail on which he lost her.
To every one's intense relief she was discovered, through Johnson's glasses, sitting
alone on the ground about a mile away and
even while Johnson was looking through
the glasses, she rose and slowly started
She later explained to them
toward him.
that the mule shied at a snake and she
on a
fell olf evidently striking her head

A

thrilling day with its precious reward
of the prized lion shots deserved a fitting
celebration, so the Johnsons had apple pie
for dinner, far, far away from their own
native shores where a world waited patiently
for a picture that took four years to film.
Yet who can measure the heart throbs and
the anxiety they lived through when every
minute seemed like a year and where danThrills indeed.
ger lurks at every turn.

stone.

Some

and drawere with the
These huge beasts go by no

of their most dangerous

matic encounters, however,

elephants.
It is impossible
rule of attack or retreat.
to anticipate their movements as it is with
the other game and once their fury is

Gray? Never!
A wise man or woman won't use a dangerous hairdye; nor anything that gives
hair the dull, dyed look that's worse than
grayness. Kolor-Bak is a very different
proposition! Aclean,co/or/e55liquid which
gently and gradually brings the hair to the
color it should be. Your hair is unharmed
doesn't even lose its lustre— and the

aroused

it

is

awe-inspiring, indeed.

Often through the dusk they could hear
the huge beasts, tons of peril, the Johnsons

There's

—

Blonde or brunette; auburn, brown or
black; no matter about the shade, for the
one bottle of this clear liquid is right for

everybody. Lots of people you know may
use it— you can't detect it Kolor-Bak will
give you the same perfect results; that's
guaranteed when you buy it.
!
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Kolor-Dak
Banishes Cray Hair

HAVE PRETTY ROUND
FACE AND NECK
Instead of unsightly hollows
RESULTS GUARANTEED
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Science offers you a sure,
way to put on
where you need it.
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Simply apply TifIt is
fany Tissue Builder.
a secret compound of amazing tissue building oils. It
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low cheeks and temples,
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round
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flesh

—

—

firm
almost at once
Crow's feet and wrinkles
beautiful.
dainty
The soothing
disappear as tho by magic.
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Neither will they grow hair.
tender skin.
Results guaranteed and your money promptly
refunded if you are not delighted after four
weeks' use according to directions. Price $3.00.
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send no
If you
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and expression to any face. PerfeetB
harmless. Used by millions of lovely
women. Solid lorn, or water- or"" li'lSd. BLACK or BROWN, 75c at l/oul
I

dealer's or direct postpaid.

MAYBELLINE

CO..

CHICAGO

More

Continued

scalp is actually benefited

Ask Martin and Osa Johnson.

We

ear.
see the child's little feet firmly
This dissolves into a
planted in a furrow.
These wear out belarge pair of shoes.
fore our eyes and are replaced with a new
And again these
pair of real boy's shoes.
dissolve into the feet of a man standing on
a carpet. And in the next shot we see the
child grown and the girl-mother a greyhaired woman.
So easily we pass over the intervening
years, and yet how well we know their
wear and tear! How the struggle strikes
home to anyone who has confronted the
problem of keeping a family in shoes
the shine gone, the shape gone, the hole,
the patch, the gape!
Perhaps the critics never wrestled with
such problems, or else it was so long ago
But picture
they have forgotten them.
people are mostly young and ardent, with
the struggle not so far behind them (if
at all) and in such homely ways they express their humanity. It strikes the audience
right enough, but the critic hardly notices
it.
He is looking to see how the star

to

fro???

a

Picture

page 21

And in my opinion
an art nevertheless.
an art which will soon outdistance its elder
For its possibilities are almost insisters.
finite, and it is bound by none of the elder
dogmas.
Take the matter of interior decoration.

'acts.'

He simply doesn't
not his fault.
the very basis of movies and movie
the basis of youth, rough, gay,
production
stupid,
conquering,
tender,
exquisite,
And to give a little of this atmosyouth.
phere, and seeing we were speaking of
shoes, we will begin with Gareth Hughes,
who a few weeks since arrived on the set
without any pedal garments at all.
Not that he was broke to that extent,
but a rival company, hoping to prevent his
finishing a certain picture on time, had kidnapped him, locked him up far outside the
However, Mr.
city, and taken his shoes.
Hughes had 'borrowed' a farmer's car, and
arrived not too late.
'O, shucks, movie stuff,' you will say. But
ask Gary Cooper where he spent the last
week before Paramount signed him up on
a five year contract. Ask him how many
people tried to lure him into strange speakeasies, how many shyster agents had marvelous offers which his own agent could
not possibly equal, and which could only
be revealed in the strictest seclusion.
That's pictures
but
raw, rough, young
It

know

is

—

—

—

C[Vera Veronina the Paramount housewife and coo\ie designer.
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and Stevenson

hunt buried treasure together
HUNT
TOStevenson

buried treasure with
and Long John Silver,
Jim Hawkins and the Mutineers.
Piracy, parrots and pieces of eight
that is an adventure which never loses
its thrill

But there is more buried treasure in
Stevenson than pirates ever hid along
the Spanish Main the treasures of his
quiet travels with a donkey, his love for

—

children, the Scottish countryside.
Stevenson, the story-teller ani poet,
Stevenson, the man of courage and unfailing gaiety, is waiting for you to join
him in intimate, joyous companionship.

little

But romance
alone, is not all

of the Spanish Main
of Stevenson's works.

Follow the dual personality of his "Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" or have your
interest absorbed by his equally famous
"Master of Ballantrae."

However, you may care to have other
famous books that are recognized the
world over as classics. There are many
of these offered to you in the Nelson

Standard Library.

You

will enjoy building a collection of
books from the 133 titles in the
Nelson Standard Library. At one dollar each, you have a choice of the
world's best literature, printed on India
fine

—

paper, handsomely bound in cloth and
written by the most famous authors the
world has ever known.

Here Are Some of the Books
Offered To You At $1.00 Each
Complete

in

3

Volumes

6

1

4 Later H istories.
5 Tragedies.
6 Sonnets. Poems,

The Three Musketeers.
Twenty Years After.

1

Earlier Comedies.
2 Later Comedies.
Histories.
3 Earlier

Shelley's

2

Dumas (Alexandre)

Shakespeare

2

Vicomte de Bragelonne.
4 Louise de la Valliere.
Iron
Man
in
the
The
Mask: The Black Tulip.

3

7

5
etc.

Monte

of
6 Count
Vol. I.

Poems

8

Cristo,

9
10

Monte

7

Count

8

Two Dianas.
The Page of the Duke

of

Cristo.
1

Vol.

Stevenson
(Robert Louis')
The

best

2

Treasure Island:
Arrow, et'*.

10
1

Black

1

12
13

Familiar

Kidnapped:

Fables.
Studies
3 Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

4

Merry

Otto,

etc.

Men.

12

Bottle Imp.
5

The

14

Marguerite

6

Prince

Nights:

The

Ballantrae:

ruerisque:

Memories and Portraits.
Child's Garden of Verses:
Island
An
Underwoods
a
with
Travels
Voyage:
Donkey, etc.
:

First

and

Second

Series.

(Works
Hale (E. Everett)

Life.

Epictetus

Middlemarch I.
Middlemarch II.
Daniel Deronda I.
Daniel Deronda II.
Poems.
Essays; Theophrastus Such.

Man Without

a Country.

Les

Irving

Poems

Herrick (R.)

Hugo

of)

Sketch

(Victor)

—3

vols.

New York

City.

Miserables

(Washington)
Book.

Keats (John) Poems

of

de

Valois.

Monsoreau.
Chevalier d'
Regent's Daughter.
Memoirs of a Physician.
Vol.

Hyde:
15

16

etc.

Masterof

Virginibus

4 Notre Dame.
5 Toilers of the Sea.
6 The Man Who Laughs.
7 Ninety-Three.
8 Hans of Iceland: The Last
Day of a Condemned.

Emerson Essays

The Forty-five.
La Dame de Monsoreau.

I.

Memoirs
Vol.

New Arabian

1

2.

:

The

Mill on the Floss.
Felix Holt.

Savoy.

Stevenson's

of

Works
1

9

The

4 Romola.
5 Scenes of Clerical
6 Silas Marner.

a

of

Dept.
49

Scr.

Queen's
The
The Borgias.
Ange Pitou.
de

Eliot (George)
Adam Bede.

Necklace:

M

a

i

s o n

—

Gentlemen:
attached.

Name

....

Address

of

INC.

1-28.

West 45th

volumes

2.

17
18 Chevalier
Rouge, etc.

I

Physician.

MAGAZINE BUILDERS,
I

the

Street,

enclose S

Xelson

Standard

in

Library,

—

payment

according

of
to the

list

I

_

have
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How many
Just Completed,
and the Outstanding Success of the City

stand

THE BELVEDERE HOTEL

but

48th Street, West of Broadway
Times Square's Finest Hotel
Within convenient walking distance to
important business centers and theatres.
Ideal Transit Facilities
450
Every Room an Outside Room
with Two Large Windows

ROOMS

450

Rooms,

Single

Large

size

Bath,

with

II

ft.

6

per

$4.00

BATHS

by

in.

20

ft.,

day

For Two. $5.00— Twin Beds. $6.00
Large Double Rooms, Twin Beds, Bath, $6.00 per Day
Special Weekly Rates
Furnished or Unfurnished Suites with Serving
Pantries. $95 to $150 per P'onth
Moderately Priced Restaurant Featuring a
Peerless Cuisine
Illustrated Booklet Free on Request

CURTIS

HALE, Managing

A.

Director

people in America would dare

up to
and tell him

a

famous interior

decorator,

that his work may be 'artistic'
not pleasing?
But consider John
Gilbert.
Naturally he hired an interior
decorator to beautify his house.
And this
personage 'did' the walls of the dining room
in genuine illuminated Spanish leather
antique and dark.
He conceived that this
it

is

was a fitting and dignified setting for a
handsome, dark-haired, bachelor star.
But Mr. Gilbert did not like the effect.
And when the decorator called, he found
the young actor in the middle of the room
with a pail of white wash and a brush
'lightening up' the gloomy walls.
And not
the authentic horror of the authoritative
Mr. Gilbert's
decorator could stop him.
tastes are simple and he does not see why
he should not indulge them.
This is the attitude of picture making
young, experimental, and only someone who
all

knows

pictures realises the difficult and
daring innovations, and can give praise
where praise is due. Take Sunrise, hailed
generally as one of the best pictures so far
produced.
'Excellent.' the critics tell us,
'but of course one unusual shot does not
make a picture.' Meaning of course the
shot where George O'Brien walks around
one side of a tree and the camera walks
round the other.

And
tSht

"BreakersN.J.

ATLANTIC CITY

—

Breakers, Atlantic City
yet Beneficial.

Julian A. Hill.man

Joel Hillman

Vice President

President

When

in

Washington
11th and

Harvey's
Penna. Aves.

Visit

Restaurant,

Famous

since

course

it

is

an

unusual

shot.

usual to get
shots of the mist rising in just such quantiIs it usual to
ties and just knee high?
get shots of gulls sleeping on the water
before sunrise?
Or to take a completely
roofed interior, and a low, dark, roof at
that?
a blond wig for Janet Gaynor? the
critics complain.
Because the background
at the most dramatic moments is always
dark
the dark cottage, the dark stormy
sea, the dark background of watching men
when she dances. The critics do not think
of a picture pictorially, the director must.
And few people realize that the great
thing about this picture is not the acting
or the shots, but the tempo which flows
and changes and vibrates like the movements of a symphony till it reaches its
And so gripclimax in the storm at sea.

Why

In planning- your social
activities have you included a visit to The

—Social

of

But one unusual shot?

FHONT

OCEAN

THE

ON

Is

it

ping is the tempo that the audience is
swept along with it, and hardly one will
realize that during the storm the music
ceases, and the rhythm is carried along
without a break by sheer movement, and

by movement only.
the

storm,

moving

the

Then

slow

boats,

——

A

stated, she.

Jannings.

as a revolutionist,

but

she

loves

—

—

We

—

IS 53

to 74th Streets
CITY

to

1,260

ROOMS

(All

Outside)

New

Everything
York's most complete hotel.
comfort and convenience of our guests.

for

TWO RESTAURANTS
Open from 6:30 A. M.

until midnight.
Music, Dancing, 2 Radio Orchestras, Ladies'
Turkish Bath, Beauty Parlor, Drug Store, Barber
in
the
All
Broker's
Office.
Stock
Shop,
Ansonia Hotel.

TRANSIENT RATES
Rooms

300

and Bath
$4.00 per
Double Rooms, Twin Beds,

Large
Parlor,

Bedroom

Bath

and

(2

#7.00 per day

persons)
Special

A

restful

"dirt"

day-

#6.00 per day

Bath

of

Weekly and

—

hotel 7au-ay
the "Roaring

Monthly
from all

smoke: our steam plant
Coolest Hotel in

Rates

noise

No

Forties."

equipped

New York

in

oil

and
coal
fuel.

Summer

THE ANSONIA
In

conjunction

with

the

Hotels

Marseilles,

Anderson, Richmond and Cosmopolitan

"Arlington Operated"

ought to

him and

at

kill

the

moment cannot go through with it.
This does not sound startling but see how
it is done.
She hears Jannings coming up the stairs
to her room and draws her gun.
Jannings
enters.
reaches the door
He stands there.
are in suspense, for the camera angle
is such that we cannot see her hands and
do not realize that she has hidden the gun
under a sofa pillow. In no other medium
in the world is it possible to create suspense
for in a movie we see only
in this way
last

Theatres and Shopping Districts.
from Penn. and Grand Central Stations.

minutes
5
12 minutes

after

finally

HOTEL ANSONIA
NEW YORK

quiet

the hopeless leaden return
the great cry for the found one
the picture suddenly crumples together with a sob of relief, with laughter,
with absolute finality.
There's art for you
part due to direction, part to cutting
but it's young art,
with plenty of errors. The horrible miscasting of the vamp, the technical errors
which should never have had a place in a
picture of such proportions: the confusion
of close ups of George O'Brien shaved and
unshaved. the sudden appearance and disappearance of Janet Gaynor's hat, etc.
Or take The Last Command.
very
difficult story to make and von Sternberg
has done a splendid job. The change from
a prince in imperial Russia to an extra in
Hollywood is one reeking with sentimentality, yet there is not a single moment
of false sentiment in the picture.
Even
when the extra, sitting next the general,
takes his decoration and dangles it out of
the old man's reach, the situation is not
carried too far. and the absolute simplicity
of Emil Jannings' acting covers the only
danger spot in the picture.
Every trick of melodrama and hokum
is employed, but with an artistry that makes
this picture nothing less than a masterpiece.
There is the sequence in which Evelyn
Brent intends to shoot Jannings.
Baldlv

—
— and

"Arlington Operated"

Broadway, 73rd

the

tempo of the blind

'Lewis Stone, Florence Vidor and Ernst Lubitsch
who are ma\ing 'The Patriot' ivith Emil Jannings.
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They gave me the ha-ha
when I offered to play
.

.

.

THE

but I was the

day of Dorothy's house party
had been
a huge success. With an afternoon of
swimming, boating and golfing we were all
set for the wonderful dinner that followed.

life

of the party

after that

first

at her cottage on the shore

as

"Well, folks," said Bill enthusiastically,
we were leaving the table, "I don't

know how you

feel, but I'm all pepped
up for a good dance."
"Fine," cried Dorothy, "Dick Roberts
has his banjo and can sure make it hum.
Now who can play the piano?"

Instantly the laughter and merriment ceased.

But no one
word.
about you Jim, you play don't you?"

All looked at one another foolishly.

said

a

"How

asked Dot.
"Yes I'll play 'Par, Far Away'," laughed Jim.
"Well then, Mabel, will you help us out?"
"Honestly Dot, I hate to admit it, but I can't
play a note," she answered.
certainly looked as if the party were
It
going flat. Plenty of dancers but no one to play.

Then

I

Offered to Play

"If you folks can stand it," I offered shyly,
play for you."
The crowd, silent until now, instantly burst
out in laughter.
"You may be able to play football, Jack, but
you can't tackle a piano."
"Quit your kidding," cut in another, "I've
never heard you play a note and I've known
"I'll

your life."
"There isn't a bar of music in your whole
make-up," laughed Mabel.
A feeling of embarrassment
mingled with resentment came
PICK

you

all

But as I strode to
over me.
the piano I couldn't help chuckling to myself when I thought
of the surprise I had in store
for them.

No one knew what

to

They thought I

was

make a

myself.

fool" of

expect.
to

about

Some

Others watched me
laughed.
wide-eyed.
first
struck
Then I
the
snappy chords of that footLouis
'St.
fox-trot
loosing
Dick was so dumbBlues."
founded he almost dropped his
But in a flash he had
banjo.

—

picked up the
and
rhythm
was
strumming
away
like mad.
Although t h ey
could hardly believe
their ears, the crowd

were all on their feet in
they danced
Fox-trots,
few and far between.
round of dancing I decided to
give them some real music and began a beautiful Indian love lyric.
The couples, who but a moment before had been
dancing merrily, were now seated quietly about
the room, entranced by that plaintive melody.
No sooner had the last soft notes died away
than I was surrounded by my astonished
Questions were fired at me from all
friends.

a

And
— with
After a good
jiffy.

waltzes

"How wonderful, Jack? Why haven't you
played for us before?"
"How long have you been studying?"
"Why have you kept it a secret all these
years when you might have been playing for
us?"

"Who

I

Then

I

I was
start.

playing

Anyone can learn to play
at home. •" The piano

— right

this

easy,

no-teacher way

if
desired
or any other
Almost half a
choose.
thatf you may
miUion people have learned to play by this simple
system in less than half the time it takes by the oldfashioned methods.
And regardless of what instrument you pick, the cost averages only a few cents
a day.
;

instrument

Guitar

'Cello

Hawaiian Steel Guitar
Sight Singing

Piano Accordion
and Speech Culture
Harmony and Composition
Drums and Traps
Automatic Finger Control
Banjo (Plectrum, 5-String
or Tenor)

Secret

time before I
go in for something be-

to

wanted

—

be able to play
to
But when I
to be popular.
thought of the great expense and
the years of study and practice
required, I hesitated.

—

Send for Free Booklet and
Demonstration Lesson
how simple and practical this remarkable
the TJ. S. School of Music has arranged a
demonstration lesson and explanatory booklet
So if you really
which you may have for the asking.
want to learn to play if you wish to win a hose of
friends to be popular everywhere write for this free
booklet and valuable demonstration lesson.
Don't delay, act at once fill in and mail the
attached coupon today no obligation whatever.
Instruments supplied when needed, cash or credit.
TJ.
School of Music, 3221 Brunswick Bldg., New
S.
To

prove

course

is,

typical

—

—

how some

explained

I
sides sports.
entertain others

YOUR

My

Reveal

made up my mind

Saxophone
Harp
Mandolin

Voice

be won-

derful!"

Piccolo

Trombone

He must

gave you lessons?

Violin
Clarinet
Flute

Ukulele
Cornet

simple, common-sense system that even a
And hest of all
child could understand.
my favorite numbers almost from the

I

sides.

INSTRUMENT
Piano
Organ

how

rests

to

Then one day

I

van across an an-

nouncement in a magazine telling of
a new. quick and simple way to
music at home, without a
learn
teacher.
I was a little skeptical at first,
it was just
what I wanted so I
sent for the free booklet and demonstration lesson.
The moment I saw
it I was convinced and sent for the
complete course at once.

—

York

U.

—

—

City.

S.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC,

3224 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.
Please send me your free book. "Music Lessons in
Your Own Home." with introduction by Dr. Frank
Crane, demonstration lesson, and particulars of your
offer.
I am interested in the foUowing course:'

but

When the lessons arrived I started
giving a few minutes of my
And what fun
spare time eacli day.
it was
even from the very beginning.

Have you above instrument;

Name
(Tlease write plainly)

right in.

—

No monotonous
exercises

— no

—

scales
no
tricky methods

tedious
a

—just

Address
City

..

!

State_

—
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I'll

Give You

BULLDOG COURAGE
In 48

—OR

Hours

NO COST!

Are you timid? Bashful?

Self-

conscious? Afraid of people?
Give me
afraid of superiors?

48 hours and

make you

I'll

with

bristle

COURAGE—or

BULLDOG
no

cost.

Thousands of men and women
made
held back
are being
made unhappy.
miserable
Why? Simply because of bash-

—

—
— self-consciousness,

fulness
fear of criticism

ries —
„,,(.,
„„„.
DAVID ,,
V. BUSH
Yet fear
UNNECESSARY. I have discovered

—business

and dozens

wor-

of other fears.

ABSOLUTELY

is

an amazing method

No trouble! No inconbanishes fear forever!
venience.
No long waiting for results. .My method is
It
perfectly natural
perfectly logical.
perfectly simple
You will be astonworks almost instantly.
Try it.
ished!
In just a few hours you will find yourself
brimming over with splendid new courage new daring
new self-confidence.
which

—

—

—

—

Only 50 Cents
Dr. Bush gives >ou his secrets of real, he-man courof the
is one
It
age in his book, called "Spunk."
You can't read it
most startling books ever written.
without a quickening of your pulse without a surge of
red-blooded courage.
This book is declared to be the masterpiece of Dr.
Bush, who has astounded throngs in America's greatest
thousands the one way to health,
cities and shown
Write for this amazing
prosperity and self-confidence.
If
book today. Send only 50 cents in full payment.
you are not delighted, return the book within 5 days
and your money will be instantly refunded.

—

DAVID

V. BUSH, PUBLISHER
Dept. K-0604, 225 N. Michigan Blvd., Chicago,

111.

How Got

Rid of
Superfluous Hair
I

what the director allows us to.
But to continue our sequence. She sends
him across the room for a cigarette; in
order to get a chance to draw the gun.
He goes slowly, and the camera pans slowly
after him, just as her eye would follow
him, so that we realize at the same time
the
distance
between
them,
and the
emotional tension which spans that distance.
She draws the gun and aims it. This time
the camera pans very rapidly from her to
him, just as her eye in aiming leaps from
the gun to the man.
And this increased
speed
makes us realize the increased
less,

tension.
The distance itself is
for the gun can cover it in a second.

She

is

emotional

about to shoot
but cannot
and drops to the sofa. This time
there is no panning. The distance between
them does not matter
they might be
.

.

.

—

—

—

—

Those

it

when

this disfigureyourself of all

ment is absolutely unnecessary? Rid
superfluous hair. You can — for / did — I found a
way after years of discouragement.
I had become utterly discouraged with a heavy
growth of hair on my face and lip. I tried depilatories,

waxes, pastes, powders,

liquids,

everything —

electrolysis— even a razor. All of them failed- Then
[ discovered a simple, painless, harmless, inexpensive
method. It succeeded, not only for me but for thousands of other women,
I can't tell you all you should know about my
researches here; so I have written a book, "Getting
Rid of Every Ugly Superfluous Hair." I will gladly
send you a FREE copy in plain sealed envelope.
You'll find it interesting and highly instructive, for
it gives actual historical and scientific references to
bearoutmy theories and method. If you are annoyed
by unsightly superfluous hair, by all means write for
my book. No obligation: I want everyone so afflicted
at least to know the method that ended this misery
for me and others, who are now loud in their praise
of it. Postcard or letter brings your copy. Address
Mile. Annette Lanzette, 109 W. Austin Avenue,
Dept. 115 Chicago.

New

in

2

Days

'Endosmosis — The New Process"
TRIAL COSTS NOTHING
No smudgy clays, suffocating masks,

steam-pots, powders, creams, bleaches,
No acids, danor false makeups.
gerous chemicals, or pain: harmless
Entirely
to the most delicate skin.
Trade
PROCESS." (Patented in U.
Applied in the secrecy of your home, pimplets.
S. A.)
blackheads, enlarged pores, liver spots, freckles, tan.
blemishes and signs of approaching age are gone!
Write for FREE COMsometimes almost over night.
POUND BEAUTY BOOK with Sworn Proofs. Newlyn
Co.. Dept. 417, Hyde Park Sta.. Los Angeles, Cal.

"NEW

—

Oar

method highly recommended
for quick, easy development

scientific

LA BEAUTE CREME

for improvement of bust, neck, face
arms and legs

Used with great success by thousands. Inexpensive, harmless, pleasant. Successful
results or money refunded. Full particulars
and proof (sealed) free. Write for special
offer

TODAY.

LA BEAUTE STUDIOS
8S7SH; Hamilton Terr., Baltimore, Md.

And

of high tragedy.

the

the picture.
The picture fades out as the camera is
still
moving.
For this is not the end.
Everyday things will forever blot out high
emotion, but everyday things will move
aside again to reveal the drama of a sincere
life.
Only a movie could express this
thought so quietly at the end of a great
picture.
And only a great director would
employ movie technique to express such a
thought.
For a director's greatness is
largely shown in the quality of his comments on the story. The story is the same,
but the scene, angles, speeds, dissolves, cutting
the whole picture technique
these
are the director's comments.
They show
his attitude to the story. They are his style,
they reveal him as an artist and a man.
They show von Sternberg in this picture
not only as a catholic and sympathetic
observer of life, but as something of a
philosopher and a real emotional artist.

—

—

Now

that

picture

technique

has

devel-

oped to such an extent, what the industry
most needs is critics who realize this technique, who know its limitations, and can
imagine its possibilities. And I believe such
critics are more likely to come from inveterate movie fans who love and study
their subject, than from even the best converted critics of the drama.

Ad Endorsements
Billie Dove's picture is used by a certain
manufacturer of rubber heels in a tie-up of

star's.

Paramount-Famous-Lasky has a fixed rule
that there shall be no actual endorsements
by any of its stars, only their pictures
printed with the advertisement.

Dolores Del Rio has been requested to
endorse a false eye-brow, a boudoir cap.
a shoe polish, a wine tonic and a line of
bath fixtures.

Anything from

plaster

a

may be included
Some of the stars

press

names

in the

to

a

list.

refuse to allow their

to be used in endorsements.
are
Pola Negri. Ronald

these

Vilma

Marion

Banky.

Mary

Fairbanks.

printing

Among
Colman,
Douglas

Davies,
Norma
Pickford,

madge, Greta Garbo. Lon
Astor and many others.

Chaney,

Tal-

Mary

fortune could
be obtained by the stars for the endorsements.
Jackie Coogan. at the height of
the

old

days,

a

small

this sort.

Many

years ago a

manufactured beauties.
Another ban of Paramount
wear advertisements.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has

stars.

unlimited publicity.

One

breakfast-food tie-up which is eagerly
by all the stars today puts their
pictures on 6,000 billboards and more than
20,000 window cards throughout the country.

Frequently, now, there is no endorsement
required by the manufacturer, merely the
privilege of printing the picture of the star
The inference, of
in his advertisement.
course, is that the star uses the product,
but the advertisement does not say so.

stiff

judg-

refuse to allow their stars to consent
to the use of their pictures with any product claiming to create beauty. This is done
on the theory that the public likes to think
of the stars as born beautifui and not as

Under the new system, very few stars get
money for the use of their names. What
is

got a

also

ing suit tie-ups.

they do get

woman

ment against a star for endorsing a cosmetic,
which scarred her face. Since then. Paramount has been down on cosmetics. They

have drawn
to
popularity,
is
said
$25,000 a year royalty from a single product named after him.
his

sought

DEVELOP YOUR BUST!

moment

a

der to sell exclusively to negroes, with the
inference that an application of the powder
would assure a complexion equal to the

In

Skin

is

camera withdraws from the scene at such
an angle that the lights, gobos, cameras,
and other studio paraphernalia gradually
rise up and form a pattern between us and
the dead prince. The picture fades out,
showing us that these everyday things of a
work-a-day world will assume their ordinary
proportions, and blot out even the tremendous emotions we have shared during

Continued jrom page 33

—

put up with

—

apart or close together
for the
emotional tension is broken. The shot is
broken, too, we do not pan, but cut direct.
It is by such a technique of speeds and
angles
that
pictures
are
interpreting
emotions which, on the stage, can only
be expressed perhaps by a gasping breath;
in words, only by impossibly long and
tedious descriptions.
Pictures are expressing emotion more perfectly, more tersely,
and more intensely than any other art, and
for this reason I believe they will outstrip
the other arts in the not too distant future.
And the last shot of this picture! The
old general has for a moment relived his
former greatness
in a movie
has led the
charge against the enemy and won. He falls
to his death among the Klieg lights and the
imitation snow of salt. The director, knowing his greatness, covers him with the folds
of the flag he loved
now a prop flag.

Useless, unsightly hair is the bane of many
women's existence a source of annoyance and embarrassment if not actual despair to thousands.
to

.

miles

You, too, Can Remove These Unsightly
Blemishes by Simple, Painless,
Harmless, Inexpensive Method

Why continue

.

.

It

First

lieves

a

is

on under-

ban on bath-

National, on the other hand, bethese are all right for young

that

star uses, or normally
a legitimate field for an advertising tie-up, according to the theory of this

Anything that a

might use

is

company.
didn't take long, with this in mind, for
National to turn down a request for
Billie Dove's endorsement of a wrinkle remover, or for that of Milton Sills for a
It

First

saxophone.
Colleen Moore and Richard Barthelmess
the only two stars under contract to
First National who are exempt from advertising tie-ups if the company wishes them.
are
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FREE TRIAL
GROWS
HAIR
Amazing

New

Electrical

Discovery!
Now
of

at last

—through the electric magic
— Science has found

Infra-red Rays

way

a

startling
quickly.

to

grow new

own baldness. Today his hair is tinusually thick and luxuriant.

hair

Called

No

matter how fast your hair is falling
No matter how much of it is gone
out.
This amazing
this is our guarantee:
new electrical discovery will end your
dandruff stop falling hair and grow
thick, luxuriant new hair in 4 weeks
or you pay nothing! You risk nothing.
You are the judge your own mirror
will furnish the astounding evidence.

—

—

—

—

discoverer of
eral

his startling discovery.
But, as the head of his own
hospital, his own case-records
with

hundreds of
scientifically,

All observant men have noticed that
their beard grows faster in hot weather
than in cold. What causes that?
this heat rays of a certain kind
stimulate and vitalize the hair-

Simply
that

growing

Two

—
men and women—proved
conclusively, that
new
this

discovery grows hair
hair,

when nothing

ends

dandruff,

else
in

NINE OUT OF TEN CASES. Now
that the
is

—

amazing power of Infra-red

known

to the entire scientific

and DERMO-RAY has been
proved to be one of the most startling

wo'rld

scientific

discoveries of recent years

now, for the first time, has he permitted
public announcement of his discovery to
,be made.

:

tissue.

years ago a noted surgeon, seeking

—

to bring back his own hair applying all
his scientific knowledge to the problem
made a remarkable discovery. It is
the first time a scientific man of his
standing has ever entered this field of
helpfulness.

—

He discovered a simple way in which
to use life-giving, invisible heat rays
known to all scientists to restore health
and normal conditions to the scalp tissues, and so
in all
but certain rare instances. It ended his

—

RESTORE HAIR

Infra-Red Rays
Reach the Roots

You can
home with

literally

In 9 out of 10 so-called cases of baldness the hair roots are not dead. They
But when you try
are only dormant.
to reach them with hair-tonics, oils,
massages and salves, you are obviously
wasting both time and money. For you
never get
treat only the surface skin
^

"sprouts'"

DERMO-RAY

electricity.

in

The warm,

any

sooth-

Infra-red Rays vitalize your scalp
while you rest or read a few minutes
each day is all the time required.

—

In four weeks you will be free forever
from the social and business embarrassment of baldness or you pay noth-

—

ing.

Complete

new

facts

about this astounding

discovery, opinions of
authorities,
incontrovertible
evidence,
and details of special trial offer, will be
sent free, if you mail the coupon below.
To forever end your scalp and hair
troubles, act at once. Print your name
and address plainly and mail the cou-

pon

scientific

s

—

NOW!

£*"*"*"""

FREE TRIAL OFFER"'"*"""1*"

THE LARSON INSTITUTE,
216 X.

Wabash Ave. Dept. 131

|

Chicago,

S

Send

5

particulars

S

30-day Free Trial of

Address

to the roots.
:

City

{

State

111.

me

Name

—

physician will tell you that
the warm, soothing Infra-red Ray penetrates more deeply through human tis-

use

ing.

i

Your own

Hair

it.

Send No Money

Dermo-Ray made no gen-

announcement of

Ravs

Discovery

revitalizes

as a result.

Because of his scientific conservatism,
and his standing in his profession, the

will— grows

Famous Surgeon's

Dermo-Ray

sue than any other harmless heat-ray
It reaches the hairto science.
root and electrically, almost magically

known

at once, without obligation, full
in plain envelope
of your

—

—

DERMO-RAY.

._

_
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One

To
Pay

Year

royalty from a large Los Angeles drug com'
pany for products which are named after

No. 40-$62

Down— $1.25 Week

her.

A

This exquisite diamond ring is considered extremely handsome. The best
quality genuine blue white diamond is
full
'

of fiery brilliance and sparkling col

ore. It

makes a wonderful engagement

ring or friendship ring. Yourfriends
-ill think you paid 2100.00 for it./
Everyone will admire it. The Jt/
-gift case is free. Write
I
' or Catalog..

.

No
Red

Days

J8.KARAT
Tape
SEND NO Pa? rm K
MAM
V W » VI a week
whole

Trial

only $2.00 to postman after you get
Da y on 'y Sl*25
this
y° u keep
%'
for 1
year. If you return
refund your money— every cent. All credit

IT

it in 10

io

^«P'

"'WW

days we

dealings confidential. Don't bother writing a letter. Just
pin this ad to a piece of paper with name and address.

TO

PRICE CUT

$62;

WORTH

$lOO

You now can buy this gorgeous ringat the wholesale price.
Compare it with similar rings at $100. We guarantee it to
stand any test or comparison* It is the greatest bargain ever offered by any Diamond Importer. We allow 8%
annual increase in exchange for a larger diamond ring.
IVlTite f OF I brings our large Jewelry Store right
m
^ into your home. Tells how to buy diamonds
4*
like an expert. Gives information other
jewelers dare not tell such as weights and grades.
fc

VaTalOg

STERLING

Barthelmess is one of the few stars who
has gotten paid for an endorsement recently.
He is supposed to have received $5000
from a ready-made suit house in the East
last year for an endorsement.
Colleen Moore also is said to get a

g^JSgg Cf?=:

Diamond Importers $2 ,000,000 Stock— Est. 1879

1540 BROADWAY. DEPT. 245ffNEW YORK

SKINNY PEOPLE
Made

plump with KOR-LEAN, the great flesh producer that never fails to put on flesh in most cases of
extreme thinness; 10 to 20 pounds in a few weeks not
unusual: contains no dings. Ever}' ingredient is health
giving
and flesh producing; it puts color in your
checks,
sparkle in jour eyes; makes you look and
feel years younger; fills you to the point of power with
vim, vigor and vitality.
Sold to you direct by mail,
postpaid on a money-hack guarantee; price, $1 a package or 3 packages for $2.
Send cash or money order
today from 1 to 3 packages will convince you how
quickly you can put on pounds of good solid staythere flesh.
Address

firm

in

East

the

made

28-A,

1200

Hayden

Ave.

PIMPLES
—

Cleared up often in 24 hours. To prove
you can be rid of pimples, blackheads, acne
eruptions on the face or body, barbers' itch,
eczema, enlarged pores, oily or shiny skin,
Simply send mo your name and address today — no cost
—no obligation. CLEAR-TONE tried and tested in over

—

—

10(1.000 cases
used like toilet water is simply magical in
prompt results. You can repay the favor by telling your
friends; if not, the loss is mine.

WRITE TODAY.

E.S.

GIVENS, 411 Chemical Bldg.,Kansas City.Mo.

DEAFNESS

MISERY

IS

Multitudes of persons with defective hearing and Head
Noisesenjoy conversation, go to TheatreandChurch becausethev useLeonard
Invisible Antiseptic Ear Drums. Tiny
Megaphones fitting in the Ear entirely

outof sight. No wires, batteriesor
head piece. They are Unseen Comforts and inexpensive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of the
inventor who was himself deaf.

A, 0, Leonard,

Inc.* Suite 184,

70

Am,

5tff

New~York

DIRECT FROM THE WORLD'S MOVIE CAPITAL

LOVE-KIST
"Perfume

An

exotic

Ecstasy"
designed to

of

allure

fas-

and old. and cause
surrender to its subtle,
mystic charm. An enchanting irresistible aroma.
Our $5.00 size only
J
cinate

^2V
*

young

to

postpaid, in plain wrapper
$1.00
($1.25 collect on delivery), with
instructions for use and art of
winning the one you love.
CO., Dept. 30, P. 0. Box 610, Hollywood. Calif.
*.

JEL

them

,

A
My

HOW

TO

OBTAIN

Perfect Looking Nose
latest

improved Model 25 corrects

now ill-shaped noses

quickly, painless-

permanently and comfortably at
home. It is the only noseshaping appliance of precise adjustment and a
safe and guaranteed patent device that
will actually give you a perfect looking
nose. Write for free booklet which tells
you how to obtain a perfect looking nose.
M. Trilety, Pioneer Noseshaping Specialist. Dept. 3077. Binghamton. N. Y.
ly,

fast

one
I

|
I

1
I

1

to

]

1

ments.

One

of the most serious attempts at an
is credited to an English
firm which offered to keep the stars of
a certain company supplied with a drug in
When the
return for an endorsement.
illegitimate tie-up

drug was analyzed, it is said to have shown
forty per cent of morphine.
What is generally conceded to have been
a foolish tie-up appeared recently in a
weekly magazine, with a prominent blonde
comedienne figuring. The endorsement of
with the name of her current picappeared in the advertisements of an

this star,

ture,

entire series of articles, all in the same issue
The star is said to have
of the magazine.

been very much put out

A New

at the

'T^ora Lane, one of the pretty
girls on the Paramount lot.

tie-up.

Ford from Harry Langdon
Continued from page 23

wm. Mcdowell
Dept.

a

a blanket release of the right to
use the stars' names in advertising endorse-

—

co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

pulled

on the stars who dine at the Montmartre
by sending out salesmen to approach the
diners and tell them that a manufacturer
wanted to send the stars a handsome present if they would only sign their name
and address to a paper.
These signatures proved to have been

window onto the big stages of the First have thought I had hit upon an awful,
"We've been working on it awful secret of his past.
National lot.
"I don't know who he is.
He just
for about five weeks now, and we have
almost like a stumbling draws!
Unconsciously my pencil sketches
hit what looks
But that's what Don called up him all over everything, always the same,
block.
I'm almost
I was laughing over the phone be- with this plug-hat and whiskers.
about.
cause he said that by some unexplainable ashamed of the way the gang finds him
miracle, he and Harry McCoy had given any place I've been."
birth to a great idea! With all the weary
hours we put in," he laughed, "the fun -we
get out of it keeps the smile there and

I

tried

to

get

picture

a

of

the

little

mystery man to take home for this article,
but Harry wouldn't think of such a thing.

Why,

brings us through many a weary day!"
"Let me ask you another thing, Harry.
I have heard so much about gags figured
out on paper before you go onto the set,
and then about those spontaneous ones,
pulled on the spur of the moment, while
Do
the whole company is there shooting.
you think the one already worked out or
the spontaneous one is the better?"

stunt that any kid
pictures of a silly,
stupid little guy who didn't mean a thing,
who never did a thing, and didn't even
have any kind of reason for being on paper

In The Chaser, for instance, all the
merit.
very best laughs are those carefully planned
and constructed during our regular story

gestures, his slow, sad smile, the bewildered
look in his eyes and that sort of innocence
he portrays of a helpless boy abroad in an

conferences."
"By the way,"

unkind, wicked world.

would

was just a
pull— drawing

that

You've seen Harry Langdon in his
comedy scenes, haven't you? Well,
for all the world I had him cornered in an
off-screen scene like that.
He might have
Without an instant's hesitation, Harry been the twelve-year old newsboy Harry,
caught on his selling corner scribbling caranswered
"Oh, ninety-nine cases out of a hundred toons in the corners of the news sheet.
the one figured out on paper in the office Just the way he looked reminded me of
undoubtedly has the him on the screen his little stiff-armed
the one which
is
at all!

bashful

—

switched off suddenly,
"who is this funny little plug-hat guy I
find drawn so inconspicuously on your sheet
Here he is in one corner and there
of art?
In the centre of the
he is in another.
page, he's squeezed in between Arthur
There he
Ripley and Gladys McConnell.
is down in another corner, and you've even
I

We

walked out together
I rose to go.
to the front of the beautiful First National
Dick Barthelmess waved as he
Studios.
stepped on the gas with his little Mary

Hay.
"Nice fellow, that," was the quiet Langdon remark. Then, just as seriously:
"You know, Marion, I should have

sitting in state, big as you please, brought my cornet or my violin to serenade
you with. Possibly my drums." He mused
back seat of the winning Ford!"
"I surely
"Too bad," he said.
Harry laughed and blushed like a school- a bit.
That bashfulness, that reticence and should have had them here to do some
boy.
sympathetic something of The Strong Man, serenading! I'll have to come some night
Long Pants and of every other picture he and serenade you a la Spanish style at
You'd home. Good-by at least, for now."
has made, welled up in his eyes.

got

him

in the

—
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(Continued from page 31)

4

which some rogue had the ill breeding to
put up for sale."
The ladies were discussing a young man

fliliiiJA

lately come to town who called himself
Jerome Laverne, and whose accomplishments seemed more in keeping with the
character of an adventurer than those of a

and

scholar

tutor.

indeed he was a mystery even to
Mistress Betsy, whose French instructor he
had been ever since his arrival at the hotel.
Today, at the very hour the venerable
ladies were so busy talking him over, he
arrived a few minutes late for his lesson
with Betsy Patterson and found in her
place a note pinned to the trunk of the
tree in whose shade they were wont to meet.
"A gentleman may keep only his wife
"I
or sweetheart waiting," the note read.
am neither, and you should mend vour

And

manners."
But back of the tree he saw a fluttering
bit of lace, so taking Betsy's miniature from
his pocket he looked at it critically and
aloud.
addressed
"Your note, Mistress Patterson, is as imI am glad I missed
pertinent as you are
You are too frivolous
your appointment.
Your eyes ^ are
for a man of learning.
it

—

green and your saucy nose annoys me.
She poked her head out from behind
the tree.

—

"Where did you find my miniature or
did you find it? And since it annoys you,
you'd better give it back."
"Blame
swered,

yourself,

gallantly,

Mademoiselle," he an"if your beauty intoxi-

your poor tutor
"Sometimes I find myself wishing you
teacher," Betsy said
were not merely
cates

Free Proof That

WAISTLINE FAT
Can Be Quickly Reduced

—without

INSTEAD

Feel the improvement in
in inches.
According to the Name
your general condition.
terms of our absolute guarantee, you must be Address
thoroughly satisfied With the results secured
City
or you pay nothing.

ference

—

man."
you were truly a man, a Frenchman,
you would be in France with the great
Napoleon. Think of his strength his ambition, which made of a little corporal the
First Consul of France."
a
"If

To

—

but

Swearingen.

He would
to

—
$1000.00 Extra for Promptness

—or

$500.00

money, just

GA
30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
$10 Worth of Records FREE

HOW TO OBTAIN
BEAUTIFULLY SHAPED LIPS!

Simply wonderful! The limit
of value giving!

Just think

M. Trilety's new lipwith
together
shaper,
its thick lip astringent

1

A GENUINE DAVIS PHONOGRAPH on 30 Days' Free
Trial,

and on terms as low as

will now reduce
prominent,
unshapely lips to
normal and thus improve your facial featMy
ures 100 per cent.
new appliance is comfortable, easy to adjust,

A MONTH
SO
»WM

to

In case

lotion

protruding,

you decide

thick,

buy. Magnificent
Instruments in quartered oak
or mahogany piano finished
cases.equipped withthefinest
worm gear motors, rich toned
at less than half
machines
the standard prices— and $10
worth of records FREE.

—

and

Send No Money

x

he entered the drawing room, Betsy
group of men, listening to their amusing chatter and laughing

Better act quickly.

,

This

is

worn

will

at

night.

promote

also

_

ia

a life-time opportunity.
DAVIS PHONOGRAPH CO.
Dept.
JXI71 KOKOMO, IND.

in the midst of a

It

,

correct breathing and eliminate the harmful
and annoving habit of snoring.
Write for full information, testimonials, etc..
without any obligation on your part.
M. TRILETY, Specialist

Just a postal with your name
end address. Only a limited
number of machines 6hipped
on this extra-liberal offer.

When

deliberately ignoring the
their jokes,
entrance of Laverne and disregarding the
As he was about to leave.
lesson hour.
Major Patterson came in to make an interesting announcement to the effect that they
were to return to Baltimore at once to give
a reception in honor of Captain Bonaparte,
the brother of Napoleon. This was another
opportunity for Betsy to show Laverne that

New Model Ford Sedan. Send no
twin hats, mark them, answer today.
Advertising Mgr., Room 48t
soo N. Dearborn St., Chicago

and a
find

Oiilunp
.H.VUlVer,

Outside the house he interthing to do.
cepted two men as they were about to go in,
and took them around the back where they
could not be seen. After a long and heated
discussion he sent them away with a promise, and returned to the hotel.

was

$3500.00.

—

Say that

have done much to have

explain

$1445.00. Effie

Louis Siltberg $2000.00. and

No, it's not as easy as it looks because two, and only
two, of the hats on the girls pictured to the right are
mark them— send your
exactly alike. Find them
answer today. 350 big costly prizes will be given and
duplicate prizes will be paid in case of ties to those
tying. Costs you nothing, now, later, or ever. All
who answer can share in cash prizes. Everybody
rewarded. Send answer learn how to get this prize.

Betsy, who was
been
obviously hurt at his sudden departure, but
just then it would not have been the wisest
able

Umbarger won

on request. You can win

Can You Find the Twins?

it

riedly.

$1500.00.

others. Addresses

a

is, Betsy."
"Mistress Patterson, if you please."
"I will be ready for your lesson at ten."
With a laugh and a characteristic impertinent nod of the head, she left him
with the miniature which he kissed tenderly
and slipped into his pocket.
For hours Laverne had been looking for'
ward to the French hour with Betsy, but
he had no sooner greeted her in the reading room than something he saw through the
window forced him to excuse himself hur-

advertise our product we are going to give over
Have already given away thousands

$6700 00 in prizes.

of dollars. Virginia

—

is

State..

WJM3500OO/

also

am

"Ah, Mistress Betsy, ambition
shadow love is the only reality.

—

—

—

I

drugs, diets or exercises

—

teasingly.

"Reassure yourself, Mademioselle,

—

wasting your time instead of
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with every move you make unwanted fat is now.
The Weil Company, 394 Hill Street,
being moulded away and kept away for good New Haven, Conn.
and at a fraction of the price charged by
expert masseurs.
THE WEIL COMPANY.
394 Hill Street, New Haven, Conn.
Look Thinner Instantly!
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after this Free 10-Day Trial.
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Free Trial Treatment
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Method which kills the hair root
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Forever
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DO YOU REALLY KNOW
What Happens

WHEN YOU

DIE?

Have You Loved Ones Who
Have Gone Beyond?
you know what Science has Actually
Discovered of the Spiritual World?
Here is a book with a wonderful message
for you because it tells what has really
been demonstrated concerning LIFE beyond

you are seeking
you have loved
ones who have passed beyond.
34 Chapters including
fascinating, up-to-date,
reliable
information on such

—

if
if

STiniTUAL SIGHT: RIGHT AXD
METHODS OF COMMUNICATION WITH

matters
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WRONG

WORLD: DREAMS: SEX PROBLEMS:
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pages;
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SS

KNOWN
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and

cloth

PROVEN

bound;

facts.

die

gold

stamped.
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Free

It

Read
Mail coupon: the book will be sent at once.
it 5 days.
If you find
it
vitally interesting and inspiring,
send only $3.
Otherwise return the book.
Use Coupon

RIGHT NOW.
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Publishers,
Dept. P. Hollywood, Calif.
Please send me a copy of "THE GREAT
I
by J. E. Richardson. TK. on approval.
send $3 or return the book in 5 days.

KNOWN"
to

agree

Address

&

added

loved him, but she could not marry a penni-

"And you
for

you."

I

shall
shall

have

our houseFrench with

a place in

my

continue

—
sorry —
cannot

"I am
I
" he pleaded,
but I :tsy was accustomed to being obeyed.
"You will ride with me," she told him,
and went up to prepare for their trip which
was to take place that noon.
But she was soon to find out that Laverne
had plans of his own. As she came out
to the coach that was ready to leave for
Baltimore, she found him waiting to say
goodbye to her, so, with .her usual mask
of indifference, she accepted his decision
and entered the carriage with one of the
young men who accompanied her and her

STUART'S ADHESIF PLAPAO-

PADS

are surprisingly different

from the truss — being mechanicochemico applicators — made selfadhesive purposely to keep the

Major Patterson,
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announce:
"Captain Bonaparte. Brother of the First
Consul and Envoy Extraordinary of the Re-

The
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Napoleon

emissaries

realized that again a trick

been played on them.

.

Awarded
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Piapao Co., 54 Stuart Bldg.,
Name

Now

had
Apparently Napoleon's handsome brother was fond of these
He had done the
sudden disappearances.
same thing in Philadelphia. In Philadelphia
here
it was embarrassing enough, but here
it was unforgivable.
This delay gave Betsy an opportunity to
of

sandsreport success withoutdelay Grand Prix
Process of recovery natural, so no subsequent
~~

use for a truss. Awarded Gold Medal and Grand
Prix. Trialof "PLAPAO" will be sent absolutely
Write your name on coupon and send TODAY.

ing gentleman, and for this gala occasion
they had put on their prettiest frocks. Even
the men of the party were in suspense to
meet young Bonaparte, and when it was
announced that the carriage was coming up
the road, they crowded oh the porch to
The carriage door was opened,
greet him.

but the carriage was empty.

muscle- tonic PLAPAO"appHed
continuously totheafTectedparts,
and to minimize painful friction
and dangerous slipping. No
straps, buckles or spring attached. Soft as velvet — easy to

felt,
for the first time, a complete disinterestedness in the arrival of Captain Bonaparte.
she was in the reception room,
and, as if in a dream, she heard someone

During the course of the evening, Jerome

of

—

Free -Trial Plapao-Free

I will never see you again, Betsy."
She hesitated only a moment.
"Oh, Jerome, I love you and will marry
you, regardless of who you are."
He kissed her again and was gone, and, as
Betsy walked back to the reception hall, she

in Balti-

home

Bonaparte was a handsome and most charm-

Stop Using a Truss

"Then

more, the aristocracy of Maryland had
assembled to pay homage to the brother of

father.

the great Napoleon. The ladies particularly
were impatient for they knew that Captain

State

less tutor.

public of France."
And there, at the head of the stairs,
stood none other than her penniless tutor
who really was the brother of Napoleon.

In the
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Baltimore,

hold,

(Harmonic Series)
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upstairs she invited all the
"Tell me you love me," he kept repeatpresent to be their guests, at ing.
Her kisses told him she loved him
and, turning to Laverne she before her lips formed the words. Yes, she

way

her
gentlemen
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interest to
Life to Come
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him.

On

"physical death".

A book of vital
FACTS about the
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men for her, and that slip into the garden in response to an
sudden departure had been an unfor- urgent note from Laverne. Before a word
givable breach of etiquette.
had been spoken he took her into his arms.
"They say," she cried, "that Captain There was, he decided, no time to lose.
Bonaparte is much handsomer than his
"I will not let you go until you say you
brother
and that he is a great gallant."
love me
and promise to be my wife," he
She looked over at Laverne for a second whispered, kissing her over and over again.
and then turned back to her admirers.
"I
must go Captain Bonaparte may
"I know I shall fall madly in love with at rive at any moment." but she clung to
there could be other

his

i
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IT" is the power to attract
and to hold, not by force but
by that subtle something possessed by those persons who
have cultivated nature's gifts.
Valuable booklet giving seven
plans
for
developing
"IT," sent from Hollywood,
where the stars achieve success because they have
"IT." FREE witli each Older for new Movieland Perfume Creation, having alluring, powerful and irresistible aroma. $2.50 size for $1.00 postpaid, or $1.27
C. O. D.. with instructions for use.
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to Dance
Learn
This New BasyWag
learo all the modern dancesCharleston, Black Bottom, Valencia, Can-

You can

French Tango, St. Louis Hop, Latest
Waltzes, Fox Trots, etc., at home easily
and quickly. New chart method makes
dancing as simple as A-B-C. No music or
partner required. Learn anywhere, anyter,

time.

Win new

popularity.

Be

in

demand

at parties. Same course of lessons would
cost $20 if taken privately.

Send No Money
Just eeDd your name and address. We'll
ship the complete course 323 pages, 49 illustrations— without one cent in advance.
When package arrives, hand postman only
SI. 98. plus delivery charges, and this wonderful course is yours. Try for 6 days.
Money back if not delighted. Send your
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Doohes Del Rio is now making 'The
Red Dancer' of Moscow.
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now,

received a note informing him that his
brother had been declared Emperor of
France, and, knowing that he would be
expected to marry a girl of a titled family,
he decided there was only one thing to do,

and that was to celebrate his wedding at
once.
All he needed was Betsy's consent,
and that was soon given.
Several weeks later what he had antici'
pated came to pass in a letter from Napo-

commanding his return to France to
marry the Princess Fredericka of Wurtemburg.
Jerome decided to take his wife to
France and fight it out with his brother.
It was a beautiful honeymoon, the calm
nights with cool summer breezes
the warm,
sunny days, and the thought that they were
coming into France, his country, lent enchantment to the voyage.
Then one day
their ship anchored and Napoleon came
leon

—

aboard.

Napoleon knew there was no way

of

persuading Jerome that he could not take
Betsy with him to the court of France, so
that great general, that great persuader of
men and women talked to Betsy alone. He
did not have to coax or command.
He had
only to tell her that her husband's duty
was to France.
He had only to tell her
that love that could not bear sacrifice was
not worthy of the name, and Betsy consented to go back.
They explained to
Jerome that he would land alone, and she
would follow the next day. But when tomorrow came Betsy was well on her way
back to Baltimore.
Betsy's sudden return home became a
general topic of gossip among the people
in the town, and her flimsy excuse that
Jerome had to be away for awhile for reasons of state was quickly penetrable. Everybody was certain that the young couple had
quarreled and were separated, and the women of the town looked upon her with the
usual contemptuous glances that gossips take
delight in giving one who is trying to lie
out of an obvious difficulty.
Betsy hated
to walk through the street, and when people came to see her, she knew it was just
to look for information which they could
repeat to their friends.
When it became
generally known that Betsy was going to
become a mother, the talk was something
like this:

"If

it

hadn't been

a

quarrel,

surely he

would be here, now, at a time like this."
Jerome had been gone many months, and
still his brother showed no sign of allowing
him to return home.
In fact, Napoleon
had annulled his marriage to Betsy and was
arranging for the marriage of Jerome and
the Princess Fredericka of Wurtemburg,
after which event he would make him King
All plans had been made
of Westphalia.
for the wedding, and now Jerome knew
that if he was to get back at all, he would
have to act at once. He made a few very
necessary plans, and continued to prepare
for the wedding as though everything was

When

right.
the day came, he stepped
into his carriage, and, as soon as it started
for the palace of the Princess, he stepped
out of the other side and disappeared in the
At a certain point he found clothes
forest.
which he had left there several days before,
all

and, while

everybody was on the way

to

celebrate his wedding, Jerome was on his
way to America. Every time he thought of
the empty carriage and the expression on the
faces of the guards when they found that
he was not- inside, he laughed until tears
came to his eyes.
He was leaving France forever, and he
was giving up a great kingdom, but Betsy

Patterson was worth more to him than
the kingdoms in Europe together.

all
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She Wears 'Km"
time back some
ALONG
grand
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the

ladies

stockings coined this

clever advertising man seeking a way to impress
lassies of his time with the luxuries of silk
phrase.
It must have been considered at least

slightly daring in those days when only tables and cows had legs, but it
stuck. It called attention to his brand of hosiery and it gathered to itself in
addition to a few snickers, a great many melodious chimings of the cash
register.

Nowadays, thanks to an almost idyllic frankness, there
dear creatures wear that you don't know about.

isn't

much

the

The modern mode has made it imperative that every little thing a
modern girlie hangs or plasters on her adorable ^person be smart, neat,
dainty and wholly up to snuff.
Everything from hair wash to fragile pump must be surveyed by the
most haughty critical eye. The clean frankness of the new age puts everything on parade, and each little fluffy-haired soldier must be immaculate
and pleasing in every detail.

And

the older lassie too,

must be exacting

with the fast moving procession,
liness

artd to hold

in her artistry to keep up
her precious heritage of love-

and admiration.

Sckeesl

In the columns of
a n d enterprising manufacturers are
invited to put their wares on exhibition to the critical eye of maidens and
matrons. Each pays his hard earned money for a booth at the exhibition.
_

This is necessary to give you the kind of publication you want. It is
part of the magazine business.
It enables us to put more value into the
magazine than the twenty-five cents you pay.

That is why we tell you this story. We want you to know of the shop
windows rented from us every month by wide awake manufacturers Each
:

and

all

eager

in the tradition of service.

We

want you to know that you are safe in allowing yourself to be
guided by the advertisements in this magazine. Each one is carefully scrutinized by us before it is allowed exhibition.
All who make false and wild
claims are refused.
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A New Skin!

Nena

D

QliClftUTO

the handsome Mexicans who
wood?

grace

— Continued from page 29

Holly became

Americans, how they can
emotion and tear the heart out of
Acting out plots is not mechanthings!
They rejoice,
ical with them, it is real.
they palpitate, they suffer, they triumph,
they hate and they love right from the
And sometimes it is so genuine, it
heart.
They need no school
leaves you gasping.
of acting, all expression is born in them.
Dolores Del Rio had no training for the
She posed before the camera more
screen.
as a joke than anything else, for she belonged to a wealthy family of Mexico City
and she had been sent to a fashionable

Those Latin

register

3 Days! With New
German Method!
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On Any
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READ FREE OFFER BELOW:
most astonishing,
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Here

simple

yet.

history of beauty culture
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Body
is

discovery

for

women

old. who wish to get
and
blemishes
facial
disfiguring
a soft, smooth sldn and beautiful [blackheads
It is different from anything
complexion.
you have ever tried or heard of. Harmless,
All explained in a new
easy, and quick!
FREE treatise on skin imperfections and
how to have "Beautiful New Skin in 3

and men. young and
of

rid

liave

Days."
Learn this secret method yourself
at home.
Come forth with an amazing
new skin, beautiful youth-like complexion
Send
and astonish and captivate friends.
no money just name and address and
FREE treatise will be sent to you by
return mail, postpaid.
Address
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BUST DEVELOPED

My Big Three Part Treatment is the
ONLY ONE that givea FULL
DEVELOPMENT without bathing,
exercises, pumps or other dangerous absurdities.
I
send you a

GUARANTEED TWO DOLLAR

14-DAY

FREE

TREATMENT

DIME toward expenses.
(A Large Aluminum Box of my Wonyou send a

If

Cream
IS IT

der

included.)

WORTH

Plain wrapper.

10c

Edmund Carewe
was spending his
honeymoon in Mexico, and among the invitations he and his bride received was one
When he saw her
to the home of Dolores.
standing in her drawing room, against a
background of old brocade, with jewels
sparkling on her lovely neck and arms, he
was impressed by her beauty, but even more
He never gave up until he
by her smile.
persuaded her to pay a visit to California
the rest is movie history.
Pep incarnate is what Hollywood calls
Lupe Velez. She is a little devil on the
Born
screen, and a lot of it isn't acting.
in Mexico City, it was the most natural
It was
school in Spain.
He
discovered her.

who

TO YOU?

If not. your dime back by first mail.
Address NOW, with ten cents only
Madame K.C.Williams, Buffalo. N.Y.

thing in the world for her restless feet to
make her a dancer. When Lupe danced,
They cheered, they
she packed the house.
Wives
threw her flowers, money, jewels.

jealous.
Peppy Lupe did not poslanguidly with a rose between her
lips, she threw herself into motion full of
the old Nick himself.
After a time, her
fame reached California and she was signed
for a featured dance in the Hollywood

ture

Music Box Revue.
Hal Roach, comedy producer, thought he
would take in the Music Box show one
evening. Contrary to his custom, he had'the
very dickens of a time to obtain seats.
After he had seen Lupe dance, he knew
why.
It
came to him that she was the
very star he needed for his comedies, and
she signed a contract that evening in her
dressing room.
It was only necessary for
her to make two comedies for Roach, What
Women Did for Me and Sailors Beware.
and straightway Douglas Fairbanks found
out she was the only leading woman possible
for The Gaucho.
And then, no less a
judge of temperament than Cecil De Mille
saw her, and signed her immediately on
the dotted line.
So Lupe Velez is made.
She only plays big time parts now, and with
Rod La Rocque in his next production
Stand and Deliver she certainly makes him

do

it,

too.

Cruze discovered wistful Nena
Quartaro, the little Mexican girl who is
admitted to have the largest eyes in Hollywood.
But the big director would never
have seen Nena, if she hadn't cheated in
order to reach him.
For days he had been trying to cast the
James

part of Zelie in

The Red Mar\.

Secrets!

life's

'Safe Counsel.

uat out, tells you the thir _
know Htrnifrfii from the shoulder. Gives
advice to newly marri cd. Explains anatomy of reproductive onrana, impotence,
laws of Sex Life, mistakes to ovoid, diseases, pregnancy, etc. Contains 9 startling sections: L-Sclence of Eugenics. 2Love, 3-Marriaffo, 4- ChilcJhirth.o- Family
Life, G-Sexual Science, 7-Disfaaes and
Disorder*. 8- Health and Hygiene. 9-Story
of Life. In all. 101 chapters. 77 illustraExamine at our risk.
tions. 512 pages.
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Mailed in o plain wrapper.

Send No Money
Writo for your copy today. Don't send a
cent. Pav postman only $1.9K. plus postago on

arrival.
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When

the remodelled flivver appeared,
the nation buzzed with unprecedented excitement.
But it was nothing compared to the enthusiasm and comment aroused when the
famous screen comedian, Harry Langdon,
announced in the pages of Screenlanp,
that he would give one of these new Fords
to the reader who submitted the best gag
in his contest.
When the offer was announced in the
last issue, letters poured into Screenland
and are still rushing in.
The contest is still open. Read about it
on page 22 and then try your hand at a gag.
Similar contests, with prizes equally
valuable, are offered every mouth to fanIdom through the pages of Screenland.
Don't you think it foolish to miss hearing
of them. Of course you do. Then fill out
the coupon below and be sure your copy
comes regularly to your home.
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Ronald Colman and Vilma Ban\y will co-star no more and
their farewells show again the tender charm which has been
theirs since 'The Dark Angel.'

Zelie

is
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didn't mean amateurs, but seventeen
year old Nena, hanging around the studio
gate for weeks, saw her chance to get past
She borrowed ear rings and
the doorman.
finery which changed her appearance utterly.
Some even say she presented the card of
a foreign actress, but anyhow she arrived
in such haughty state that the doorman did
not recognize her, and let her in.

he

Naturally,

reached

she

after

Cruze,

Control Program
free

he

Nothing to

just a stage struck

found out that she was

Fortunately for her he also discov
kid.
ered that she was one of the prettiest
youngsters he had ever seen, and when her
large eyes filled with terror at the thought
of losing her chance, she emoted plenty
enough to assure him she could act.
mixture of Dolores Del Rio and of Janet

A

is what
Cruse calls her, and he
not only gave her the part of Zelie, but
signed her on a five year contract. Incidentally one of her biggest assets is her marvelous long hair, which has never been bobbed.

Gaynor,

Ramon

30#ayWeigkt

Novarro's story

is

"FOLLOWING this

and provesone does
not have to be or become

too fat, too thin, or illyproportioned. It is based on
the simplest, best, safest
system of weight control
known to the medical profession. Send for it today.
It's

He was
born in Durango under the name of Ramon
Samamieagos. With his seven brothers and
sisters he used to give little dramatic perHe
formances in a homemade theatre.
showed such talent that he was given a
chance to go on the stage, and ultimately
he reached Los Angeles with the Marion

C[

Ben Bard and
didn't catch.
fisherman!

the fish that he

At

last,

an honest

a very emotional little heroine, of mixed
parentage, born in the penal settlement of
New Caledonia. Cruze, who is as fussy as
Belasco, wanted more than the customary
Latin make up, and all the actresses who
could have met his requirements were working.
He therefore sent out a call that he
would interview foreign types.
Of course

To

absolutely free.

that of a hand-

cl Charming Figure

to the United States as a dancer.

dancers.

pro-

gram gives wonderful

results,

some Mexican lad of good family who came

Morgan

Buy

Just send Coupon

earn additional

money

Cosily QcQuired
amazing system(the result of the Weight
BYTHIS
Control Conference held in the N Y Academy
of Medicine), you can weigh what you wantand
off or put on weight where desired. Approved
by physicians. Endorsed by thousands. Following
the 30-Day Program will enable you to take off at
least 10 pounds and convince you that you can be

take

youthfully slender, perfectly formed.

he played extra parts in the movies. Rex
Ingram noted how he screened in The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse and gave him
his big chance, and at the same time the
name of Novarro. After The Prisoner of
Zenda, Ramon was made. Like his countrywomen he combines the grace and poetry of
Spain with the energy of the New World.

This Program (complete
with daily menus, exercises,
instructions) is given ycu by

This seems to be one of the principal
charms of our Unofficial Ambassadors from
Mexico; they not only have beauty, but
American pep as well. More power to them
whether as screen favorites or as diplomats!

HEALTH-O-METER

the makers of the Health-OMeter Automatic Scale that
makes weight control easy

and

warns you

safe,

if

you

are starting to gain or lose
Procurable at most depart-

ment, hardware, physicians'
supply and drug stores.

Continental Scale Works, Dept. 61-D
I
B

5703 S. Claremont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Without cost or obligation to me, send
your 30-Day Weight Control Program.

me
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Name..

At

Club

the Writers'

For four years now we have given
winter a monthly program of four
plays containing probably the greatest casts
that have ever been gathered together.
result?

every

Glancing over some old programs I come
across the following names, given at ran'
dom.
A few of them appeared singly,
many in small groups, and often as a
large cast.
Raymond Hatton, Hedda Hopper, Lionel Belmore, Maud Fulton, Herbert
Rawlinson, Pasy Ruth Miller, Mitchell
Lewis, Eleanor Boardman, Wm. H. Crane,
Mabel Taliaferro, Tully Marshall, May
McAvoy, Edward Everett Horton, Otis
Harlan, Louise Dresser, William Farnum,
Tyrone Power, Doris Lloyd, Brandon Hurst,
Charles A. Stevenson, Enid Bennett, Jean
Hersholt, Irene Rich,

Henry

Walthall,

B.

Arthur Hoyt, Donald Crisp, Creighton
Hale, Dorothy Devore, Fay Wray, Douglas
Taylor
Fairbanks, Jr.,
Lilyan Tashman,
Holmes, Renee Adoree, Beverly Bayne,
John Roach, Lois Wilson, DeWitt Jennings,
Carmel Myers, Hobart Bosworth, Belle
Bennett, Burr Mcintosh, Mary Carr, George
K. Arthur, Gladys Brockwell, the Moore
boys Tom, Owen and Matt, Helen Jerome
Eddy, Virginia Valli, Charlie Ray

—

.

Gee, that

Can

isn't half of

you

material?

imagine

.

from

Nor is this the only notable feature of
Our little stage
the Writers' Club plays.
has been the birthplace of innumerable
original sketches written especially for us,
many of which have gone into vaudeville
with huge success. Here are a few of our
private playwrights.
Maud Fulton, George
Ade, Frances Marion, Thompson Buchanan,
Marion Fairfax, Waldemar Young, Sara
Padden, Joseph
Murfin,
Jackson,
Jane
Montague
Hughes,

Glass,

Frank

Donald

Crisp

Condon, Rupert
and Gouverneur

Morris.

not admitted; just memOur clubhouse is
a beautiful old vine-covered residence in
the heart of Hollywood, set back from the
street and shaded by giant pepper trees.
The Playhouse is an addition built on
behind, but as it seats only three hundred
we could not possibly admit the clamoring

No, the public

bers and their

public.

my

While

is

friends.

was president of the club
was squaring off important
wished to attend.
Rupert
I

biggest job

who
Hughes now
people

has that

Next month

I'll

tell

thankless task.

you of the happy

.

them!
casting

Continued from page 39

such

consequences that have come to some of
the younger people because they have
appeared in Writers' Club plays.

Address

ONLY
ONE TO
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Fleur D'Or (Flower of Gold)
PARFUM EXQUISITE

To Introduce this most delightful of all flower
essences, we offer a large, imported, novelty vial

with this echo of a golden flower garden,
for the insignificant sum of 25c— to cover packing and mailing costs! Each Ficur D'Or container is a hand-blown vial of a fairylike delicacy.
Even tho stopper is protected by a go! den screwcap. Ideal for carrying wherever you go .
and a lasting golden odor not bood forgotten. Get one full $1 size vial of
Fleur D'Or for 25c -- 35c if outside U.S. Additional violsa'
filled

full price. Sendyourtrial order now! Send
this ad, 25c, your
name and address. *
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The Book of Yesterday
The Picture of To-day
Just recall the ten best moving pictures you have either seen or expect to see. Nine
chances out of ten, you will find that a famous novel supplied the title, plot, action and
characters of each one of them. A moving picture, fascinating as it is, supplies a passing
The book from which it came is yours to keep— to give you new delight
pleasure.
every time you read it. Any of these books can be obtained from

SCREENLAND

Book Dept.

Order any one
Sorrell

&

Son

The Freshman
Mother

Wings
The Patent Leather Kid
The Garden of Allah

THE KING OF KINGS

WINGS

A

Romance

of

the Air

Resurrection

Seventh Heaven
Stella Dallas

Bardelys the Magnificent

Hawk)
The Ten Commandments

Moby Dick (The

RESURRECTION
COUNT IEO TOISTOY

When
Old

a

Man

But
wide-awake, stunning young lady.
her very own name, and she is very
proud of it, and her family is proud of her.."
'By any other name
so why change?
She is going to play in lots of pictures
etc.
the first one opposite
for FBO this year
Bryant Washburn in S\inner's Big Idea.
Martha though only seventeen, has been in
a

it's

—

—

The opening of the Griffith picture, Drums
of Love, was the best picture premier New
York has had lately. For one thing, 'D. W.'
himself was there, and made one of his
characteristic speeches after the picture had
run its course. D. W., a little grayer, but
still the courtly gentleman who deserves the
applause of all the movie youngsters, referred in his speech particularly to his delight in directing Lionel Barrymore again

Old San Francisco
Uncle Tom's Cabin

Carries a message of the
highest spiritual appeal

(Continued from page 11)

She's tall, stately, and
pictures four years.
splendidly dressed, with dark-gold hair and
fascinating grey eyes with rather droopy
lids and lashes.
Her uncle is J. J. Murdock.
an important executive with the Pathe company; and she is completely surrounded by
wealth and admiring relatives; but she has
had to work just as hard as any struggling
extra: and her three years in Hal Roach
comedies have given her poise and a piquant
Keep your eye on Martha.
sense of humor.

for $1.00 or 6 for $5.00

Beau Geste
Ben Hur
The King of Kings

Sea

you

A

Page for Old Friends

I tell

THE PATENT
LEATHER KID

The Blood Ship
The Country Beyond
The Black Pirate
The Iron Horse

Dick Barthelmess's
Smashing Success

(Movie Title "Love")

J

enclose

Name-

Address..

$

for

(Book Dept.)

New York

City.

and

"Tell them, Marion, that today, in

our

all

I

could just see

over.

moving
picture company at work making some of
these here out-door scenes. Tell them I tried
to keep him from seeing the actors and hear-

my
long

—and

place

BEAU GESTE

A

remarkable story of the
French Foreign Legion

Desk

will,

friends

of

Marion, maybe we

—
come on
that

just

mine the

tell

out
first

them
to

will

—

that.

this

tell

So

wonder

day you possibly

can spare."

Pony Express
The Music Master

49 West 45th Street,

Bill smile

This time

beam

Maybe we

Camille

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE

say?"

tried

The Jazz Singer
London After Midnight
The Valley of the Giants
Wild Geese
Aloma of the South Seas

translated into every
language!

I goin' to

ing the cameras; but I might as well have
to tell him I don't care for him any
more. He saw them all. He pricked up his
ears, and then I simply had to let him take
me over to where the company was shooting.
Pinto says we've simply got to come back.

Anna Karenina

The book which was

What am

'em?

travels over the hills, Pinto spied a

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes

BEN HUR

Whadd'll

and when you're coming back?

Loves Greatest Mistake

best

col-

(Continued from page 15)

Monsieur Beaucaire

its

and Barrymore were

4-

The Volga Boatman

RESURRECTION

Griffith

see

leagues back in the old Biograph days.
Irene Fenvvick, who is Mrs. Barrymore, was
there.
So was Morris Gest, Fannie Ward,
Lya de Putti and Hope Hampton were
among the lovely ladies present. George
Jean Nathan and David Belasco were there,
though not together. George Jean Nathan
attends first nights alone now that Lillian
Gish has gone back to California.

Loves

Ironsides

Captain Salvation

Tolstoy's genius at

News from Broadway

Screen

1

Bill Hart, way
I hung up the receiver.
out on the Painted Desert, with his painted
Of course,
Pinto, having a great old time!
maybe he belongs there maybe it's the
But golly, if he
place for him to stay.
comes back to us for even a few more pictures, with his Pinto, his guns and his
thrilling hero stuff, won't we be the boosters
who will welcome him home with joy in
our hearts and smiles on our lips?

—

which please send me..

SCREENLAND

will

have an

article

RUPERT HUGHES
in the

May

issue.

by

SCREENLAND
I Was Ashamed Before

They Say
{Continued from, page 75)

My

Nobody seems

to be paying anywhere
enough attention to the fourteenth
Wampas Baby Star, even though he's had
a screen test of much footage and has

near

9?

Vast Audience

signed his name to a long'term Warner
Brothers contract.
That's a dog's life for
His Daddy's name is Rinyou, all right.
Tin-Tin, and even if he weren't the fourteenth Baby Star, having Rin for his dad
ought to assure him of a little bit of publicity.
Of course he's all ears and legs,
but that oughtn't to be held against him.
Rin, himself, sort of eyes him askance, and
I'm beginning to think that Rin is peeved
because the son and heir is attracting too
much of the attention of the other thirteen.
After all, obviously the place for children
is in the nursery!

Homes,

homes!

I'm really bethey grow on
bushes, or come in balloons and suit-cases,
somewhat similar to Doc Stork with his
babies.
There are so many of them these
days, and the number of dollars they represent is so enormous that I don't dare
write it down for fear you'll think I'm
spoofing you.
Here are a few of the newhomes folks Esther Ralston, Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Stone, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn, Mr. and Mrs. William Boyd (a
second wedding anniversary present!). Bill
Hart (a beauty, way up on his ranch),

ginning

homes,

to

that

believe

David
BUSH

v.

The man who
astounded

America

—

Mary Philbin (just finished), and a whole
pack of others that have been under way
for six months or so.
*

*

•

*

Do

you remember Iris Stuart, the 'cover
girl,' who came to Paramount and Hollywood about a year ago and who was getalong so beautifully when her health
way and she had to leave us for an
eight months* perfect rest? She told us then
that she'd be back as sure as sure could
be.
She certainly wasn't beaten, and nothing could have made roe happier than
meeting her over at Paramount this month,
much heavier, eyes brighter, cheeks filled
Isn't
out and eager to get to work again.
that fine? and aren't we all wishing her
luck and more luck in this 1928?
ting

gave

But

about stars getting temperamental that he
figured he could get away with it, too!
Director Bob McGowan had it all fixed for
Joe to give away a Shetland pony at some

Los Angeles function, and when the day
just like
arrived, Joe said he positively

—

—

couldn't miss a football
The
game for 'no ponies nor nothing.'
good-hearted Bob didn't say a word, and
sure enough, Fatty didn't show up to give
the pony away.
Next day at the studio
McGowan introduced Fatty to another

that!

-positively

feller just as fat, if not a little more
than Fat himself, and casually remarked,
'Your understudy.'
Joe stood it as long

young
so.

as

the few years of

him was

able

to

and

then he went over to Director McGowan.
'Honest, Mr. McGowan, I didn't mean to
After Christmas I
get so temp'rmental.
You gotta
expec' to be much fatter'n him.
admit a good acter's bound to show some
temp'rment, but I promise not to do it
again.'

What

could

Bob McGowan say?

As

a

fact, he sent the other fat boy
didn't say a thing, which, in my
opinion, is one of the explanations of why
he has been so successful with that gang
of Hal Roach Rascals.

matter of

away and

'

first

me

the

only attack of stage fright showed
to banish excess fat
forever

—

way

MY

heart beat fast!
In 15 minutes
I was going to face a vast audience!
In J.o
in
15 minutes ±
I was going
to speak in Carnegie Hall, New York
!

most famous lecture platform in
America!
One of the largest crowds
that had ever assembled in that great
hall was waiting for me.
Why did my heart beat fast? Wiry did
the

my

I hesitate to face

vast audience?

I

was a seasoned speaker. I had lectured
for years.
I had spoken before thousands of people in the
toriums in the United
should I feel afraid?

greatest

audi-

States.

Why

answer was simple.
afternoon I had received a

from one of

my

followers.

That

very

critical letter

Here's what

you are so fat?" my critic
wrote.
"You David V. Bush America's
greatest authority on right living. You tell
others how to live
what to eat how to
care for themselves mentally and physically.
And yet you do nothing about your own

—
—

it

—

—

stoutness."
This letter stung me like a lash!
methods
of right living had proved wonderfully beneficial
to thousands of men and women.
They had
proved beneficial in my own case.
Yet there
was one thing I had been unable to conquer
stoutness.

My

my

Vain Efforts

to

Reduce

I had tried to reduce. I had tried
fasting, dieting, exercises, and mechanical apeverything I could think of. Nothing
pliances
seemed to help.
I remained as stout as ever.
I couldn't figure out the cause of
stoutness.
I am not a heavy eater, but to look at
rotund figure, anyone would think I ate
Such was not the case. I ate modtoo much.
erately
lived temperately and took a normal
amount of exercise.

For years

—

my

my

—

A
That

Startling Discovery

night

after

lecture a comforting
It was this:
All the reI had tried were other

the

thought came to me.
ducing methods which

inventions.
I had never tackled the
I had never tried to invent
problem myself.
a reducing method of my own.
For weeks I studied.
For weeks I tried to
peoples'

Finally I came to the confind the secret.
clusion that there was only one logical way
get
rid
of
fat.
Then I began to experiment
to
on myself.

Imagine

my

light
In 24 hours I lost
the next 24 hours I lost 3
after day I continued my
!

Imagine my de2 pounds!
During
pounds morel Day
new method of re-

astonishment.

—

—

Method

Nature's

Works

of Reducing.

It Costs Nothing
I want to tell you all about this amazing
method of reducing which I have discovered.
It

or

I am delighted with
friends are delighted with it.
Everyone
about it becomes enthusiastic!
I don't care how stout you are.
I don't care
how many times you have tried to reduce and

simply wonderful.

is

My

it.

who hears

My

failed.

the letter said:
is

ducing.
Day after day I continued to watch
my weight. And day after day I continued
to lose excess pounds.
I felt better than I had felt in years.
I
felt
vigorous vital
overflowing with energy.
I slept soundly.
My appetite increased. I lost
that sluggish feeling that fat brings.
My mind
grew crystal clear. I was able to go through
a long, hard day without the slightest fatigue!
Needless to say, I continued my amazing reducing treatment.
In three weeks I teas bar!,to normal weight !
To say that I was pleased
would be putting it mildly. I was overjoyed

It

The

"Why

I suppose Tatty' Joe Cobb of the Hal
Roach Rascals has heard and read so much

Ended My Stoutness
and

It

My

new method

amazing

will

—

make

fat melt away like magic
give you
a normal, youthful figure
make you slim, buoyant, energetic, as Nature intended you to be, or
the treatment won't cost you a single penny!
No starving no exercising, no drugs no external agencies
no mechanical appliances. You
simply follow my instructions for a few davs
until your excess pounds disappear
until the

your excess

—

——

scales

you

tell

—

that

you should.

you

weigh

—

exactlv

what

This method is so simple that anyone, even a child
can understand how it works and whv it works
if

so logical, so reasonable, so sensible that the
moment
it you will know instantly that
it works.

is

you hear about

Send
Merely send

No Money

me

your name and address.
When the
0U m >' complete instructions. "How to
f,
Reduce.
simply pay him the special, low price of onl.
5^.98 plus a few cents postage.
If at the end of two
weeks you are not completely satisfied— if you do not
lose weight rapidly and easily— then simply tell me
and your money will be instantly refunded.
You rbk

mau
i

05

Drings

5'

-

WRITE TODAY.

nothing.

DAVID

V. BUSH, Dept. H-0604, 225 N. Michigan
Blvd.,

David V.

Chicago,

III.

Bush

Dept. H-0604, 225 N. Michigan Blvd.,
Chicago, 111.
Please send me your complete method. "How to
Reduce."
I will pay the jicstman $2.t>S plus a
few
cents postage.
I understand that if 1 am not completely satisfied at
the end of two weeks. I ma\
return
treatment
and you will refund my money
at

once.

Xame
Address
City

_

state

Sometimes t'.O.D. packages are delayed. To get Quickaction send cash with order.
If cash accompanies

est

order,

tre

will

pay

the

i>osiage.
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Forms Close

Word

Rate 20c a

Two Months

10th

Forest Ranger job; $125-$200 mo.
hunt, fish, trap, etc.
and home furnished
For details, write Norton, 285 Temple Court,
get

;

Denver, Colo.

LEARN PHOTOGRAPHY AT HOME.

FOR SALE

to paint handkerchiefs. No
Everything free except
experience necessary.
Send for free
Good pay.
Bonafide.
Paints.

Market

397

CO.,

"GIRL PICTURES"

St.,

Art pictures and Bathing beauties 25 cents
• t) (coin).
Money refunded if dissatisfied.
Photo Sales Co., Box 44, Starthmoor Station,

7C

No

You can
Spare or full time.
needed.
earn $50-$100 weekly. Write Madison Products,
564 Broadway, New York.
rience

BATTERY COMPOUND

STRANGE

charges
Eliminates

instantly.
discharged
Big Profits.
Gives new life and pep.
rentals.
Co.,
St Paul, Minn.
Mickman
Gallon Free.

batteries

WHY WORK FOR

OTHERS?

Make your own

yourself.

Valuable booklet

San Francisco,

St.,

ART — Photos,

Cal.

—

BEAUTIFUL REGISTERED BULL PUPS

Start $125 month;
Forest Ranger Position.
cabin and vacation; patrol the forests; protect
Yv rite
information.
tourists
give
the game

$15.

501 Rockwood, Dallas, Texas.

—TAXIDERMY.
Your "Den".

Lander, Wyoming.

Bargains:

17

bulb.
cents
Clayton, Mo.

mixed,

Route

2,

high grade varieties,
Helmich,
Oliver

camera marvels are designed each

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has devised a way
make light blue eyes photograph black
by using the shadow of the eye-brows.
It
has been tried
Loretta Young, who

out

successfully

plays

opposite

on

Lon

in Laugh, Cloum, Laugh.
This actress has light blue eyes.
The girl in the story was an Italian.
After some experimentation, the cameraman caused a flood of light to be directed
from above at such an angle that the
shadow of the actress' eye-brows fell upon

Chaney

her eyes.

The

eyes acted as mirrors for the shadow,

photographing black.
So deftly is the light played

into the
other lighting effects that no other change

WOMEN

INTEREST TO

New
day.
to

Cartoon Lesson
$1.00
Bx. 471, N. Y.

4,

BEAUTIFUL GLADIOLI,

qualify for

1188

4,

Catalog No. 4, 1928 Edition,
sixteen pages, 124 Miniatures, World's most
John
Price $1.
perfect Men and Women.
Hemic, Dept. E, 12 East 37th St., New York.

GILBERTS

MEN WANTING OUTDOOR WORK,

Pictures.
Particu-

ART PHOTOS:

National Scientific LabBroad, Richmond, Va.

HELP WANTED INSTRUCTIONS

Nudes

MAB — GPO,

$1.00.

Bulldogs,

500%

etc.

free.

1976W

oratories.

Toilet

Folsom

profit.

Household Specialties

articles,

Employ agents
products.

the scenes in the big city set, where $12,000
worth of extras were used.
This year, to avoid any such delays,
Murnau has ordered all exterior scenes,
with the exception of two small ones, con'
structed inside the stages.
This, of course, can be done with abscc
lute fidelity to nature in these days of ingenious and enlightened set designing and
reproducing.

Mich.

Detroit,

AGENTS WANTED
ART PICTURES. 300 Wonderful
You will like them.
Different.
START YOU IN BUSINESS larsAll 10c.
—
WE
AGENTS
Howard Sales Co., Dept.
capital or expeand help you succeed.

Make

money. Quick New System. New Free
Booklet •'Simplified Photography." Aj ax Studio &
Laboratories, 5-SC Columbus Circle, New York.

WOMEN WANTED

BEAUTEXT

holding him up in his new picture.
Last year, while making the sensational
Sunrise, he had to thrice postpone filming

big

FEMALE HELP WANTED
samples.
San Francisco.

(Continued from page 71)

Preceding Issue

EDUCATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY

MALE HELP WANTED
MEN,

Chatter from Hollywood

OPPORTUNITIES
—
—

;

Mokane

M-40, Denver, Colo.

Institute

GUARANTEED HEMSTITCHING

U.
ARE YOU WILLING TO ACCEPT Men
Government position, $95-$225 month?

women, 18-55 trained

at

home

three weeks.
Arcade Bldg.,

in

Bureau, 274

Write, Instruction
St. Louis, Mo.

S.

and

Picot-

Fits any sewing machine.
ing Attachment.
free.
Circulars
60c prepaid or C. O. D.
LaFlesh Hemstitching Co., Dept. 45, Sedalia, Mo.

LEG PADS

"LEGPADS" MAKE SHAPELY LIMBS DEFY
DETECTION. Also, Reducing Rubber Gar;

BE AN AUCTIONEER.

Earn

from

$25

to
illustrated

Send for large
$100 per day.
Catalogue, also, how to receive Home Study
Reppert s
Address:
Course free of charge.
Auction School and Business College, Box 120,
Indiana.
Decatur,

EARN

$250

TO $800 MONTHLY. Men

needed

once by 10,000 stores to sell radios and
new electric phonographs. We train you by mail
No
place you in any part of U. S.
help
a-.d
Write for details of
experience necessary.
1 -„st
at

now

positions
Institute,

Angeles,

open.

Dept.

6,

Radio and Phonograph
1031 So. Broadway, Los

Calif.

New

BE A DETECTIVE
Write NATIONAL
East 83rd Street,

A SECRET

S-235 Fifth Ave.,

—

Clean pictures.

failure.

The only one

MISCELLANEOUS
TOBACCO OR SNUFF HABIT

it

KNOW YOURSELF! LEARN YOUR
BILITIES!
Horoscope

New

birthdate and
Dept. S,

Send

GEM,

Reading.
York.

no

or

trial.

if

in

15 years.

And

he says

will be his last.

Carewe

cured

Remedy sent on
cured.
Superba Co., N-7, Baltimore, Md.
$1.50

self.

Can they make money?
Edwin Carewe, producer-director, says
they can. In fact, Carewe told 1,000 clubwomen this month that the only 'dirty'
picture he ever made was a commercial

York.

pay.

noted in Miss Young's camera
o

says that

Ramona

is

his gesture

towards clean pictures.

POSSI10c for
98 Park
ta

-

ire (q

WINFREY S ISLAND,

Dundee, Quebec. Ideal
Cosy Individual Cottages.
Summer Resort.
Excellent paying work.
HEADQUARTERS, 169 Adults only. Write, W. Winfrey, 825 Bienville

—

New

CAMP,

Supplies.

Theatrical

Place,

DETECTIVES

"BE

Rubber Busts; Wigs; Transformations;
Opera and Service Weight Silk Hose; Tights;

ments;

is

Street,

York.

SERVICE

MAN

$5.00

I

DANCING

covers year's membership, official detective
Continental
button and credentials.
journal,
Secret Service System, Box 81F, Waukegan,
Illinois."

Quebec.

Montreal,

A,

DON LENO

SONG AND POEM WRITERS
SONG POEM WRITERS. Address, Monarch,
236 West 55th St., Dept. 186, New York.
SONGWRITERS:

Submit poems. Professional
music composing service. Brennen, Dept. 555,
York.
New
Broadway,
^656

SONG POEM WRITERS — Address,

r

d

MARIE LOUISE

ESTABLISHED

Hibbeler,

1905

Teaches Ballroom. Charleston. Tango. Stage. Toe. Classic
Formerly dancing
Strictly Private.
and Technique.
master of Maude Adams and "A Kiss for Cinderella."
Tango same as taught to Kudolph Valentino by DON
LENO, also teacher of Mae Murray. Lillian Lorraine.
Paula Edwards. Norman Trevor. T. Roy Barnes. HerStudents
man Timberg. Jimmy Hussey and others.
Posiprepared for musical comedy, drama, vaudeville.
Booklets on reuuest.
tions secured for graduates.

WEST

117

NEW YORK

Bryant 1194

48th ST.

D14, 2104 N. Keystone Ave., Chicago.
Mr.

$1250

FOR A PHOTOPLAY STORY

by

an

writer and sold thru our Sales Dept.
and market. Located in the
heart of Motion Picture Industry, we know the
Send manuscript
1917.
Established
demand.
for free criticism. Booklet on request. Universal
Scenario Company.
204 Western & Santa Monica Bide.. HolbTvood. Calif.

unknown

We

revise copyright

WANTED
Wanted
Old Money
COINS

Mav mean much

NUMISMATIC

profit

to

CO., Dept. 127,

Charles

Mrs.

Sadler's

from

10

a.

instruction

m.

to

8

in
p.

social

m.

2786

BROADWAY

(near

—

and

modern

Classes

every

dancing
evening

Phone Academy 1581

Booklet on request

107th St.)

NEW YORK

CITY

DANCING TEAMS
Have your Dances routined, improved,

perfected

FRED LE QUORNE
and

by

Whirlwinds and Tap Dances.

you.
Ft.

Individual

Professional Dancer
Creator of new routines. Argentine Tangos, Parisien Apache Adagios. Novelty Waltzes.

1913 Libertv Head Nickel (not Buffalo). Big premiums
Send 4c for Large Coin
paid for all rare coins.
Fdl'der.

and

DANCING ACADEMY

WRITERS

Amateur Teams Developed, managed and placed.
Phone and let us talk it over.

LE

1658

Worth, Tex.

BROADWAY
Write for

QUORNE STUDIOS
Room

Home

603

CIRCLE

Study Tango Course

7933

({In a Hollywood suburb they have named
a street after Laura La Piante, so she is
setting

the

sign

post.
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There are several unique angles to this
Seven former child players, all of whom
For one thing, it is the first motion had been in the director's earlier pictures,

film.

to

picture,

my

knowledge,

to

use

black

titles.

Nothing could be more

are in the cast.
They are in

their

teens

now and

are

News' playing grownup or semi-grownup parts.
black type upon white
Pat Moore, Mickey Moore, Peaches Jacknatural.

papers are printed in
stock; books, music, almost every other kind son are the better
of printing, are done in black.
Carewe uses backgrounds nearer
than white, photographing most of his

on parchment

scrolls.

Shading

gray
titles

relieves the

whiteness, obviating possible glare.
To me the new title is very satisfactory.

known

ones.

Hollywood won't be the same without
Mix.
With him passes one of its

Tom

most picturesque
I

figures.

mean that Tom is retiring. But
going away for two years to Buenos

don't

he's
Aires.

He has just signed a contract with
the Hollywood-Argentine Cinema Company.
the scenes of the Indian's mistreatFred Kley, one of the pioneer studio
ment in Early California springs from a
officials in the film business, heads the new
source deep in his nature.
organization.
It
is
backed by Argentine
He is an Indian himself.
capital.
Finis Fox, his brother, who adapted the
With Tom, when he goes, will be his
story, also has written with sympathy of
own camera department, as well as picked
the Indian.
The

feeling

with which Carewe has

di'

rected

American cowboys and

their

horses.

Tony

goes, of course.
Germany. Ernst
The rest of the actors will be selected
Lubitsch,
and Pola Negri
from the South American film colony. This,
started on Passion, a picture which was to
by the way, is quite extensive, as numerous
be a stepping-stone to fame for each.
pictures have been made there.
This month in Hollywood, the three

Ten

ago
in
Emil Jannings

years

gathered

again

—

the .same studio
Paraa picture together, it
I saw Buster Keaton at the Metro- Goldis true, but at least together.
wyn-Mayer studio the other day, preparing
It is a small world.
to start on the first picture under his new
o
contract.
I have often wondered what becomes of
Buster, you know, is supposed to have
the screen children when they grow up.
not so much to say about what goes into
partial answer is to be found in The the film as he used to.
Godless Girl, which Cecil B. DeMille now
But I noticed that he was talking and
is directing.
the three gag men were listening.

mount

—not

to

at

make

(Dee How

—

Easy You

&an Qet...

A

The Gags

Harry Langdon
Show

real

Contest for the

New

Ford

has said, 'Action must

which

win

tell

the point.

^
In

probably be the one which
.'
has the best action and the most emotional opportunity
will

will

See Contest on Page 22 of

this issue.

^Ihis New Way/
C END your name and address for an amaz-

understanding of the requirements.

As Don Eddy
fact the gag

QteYourOwn

already received in the

Gag

A Business
ing

FREE

book which gives facts that
you about Modern Photogratells of an amazingly easy way to

will surprise

phy. It

your own business quickly, with very
It also shows how hundreds of
other men and women are makingreal money
in spare time taking pictures.
Many Earn $35 to $90 a Week
in Spare Time
start

little capital.

In this day of pictures, photographers are making
more than ever before. But just ordinary photography
is not enough. In this book you are told how such men
as Hughes of Kentucky made $97 in two days, how
Sager of Pennsylvania earned $700 during spare time
in a few months. Our method is so simple and easily
grasped that you can make money even while learning.
Look into the new opportunities in Photography
and see why newspapers, magazines and photogravure
sections use thousands of photos a month, and pay big
prices for them. Business firms are constantly in the
market for photos to be used in catalogs, booklets and
advertising. Portrait work pays big.

FRE£ Book Tells How

Just mail the coupon for this FREE book. It explains
how our thorough Course in Modern Professional Photography enables you to quickly learn this fascinating,
profitable work in your own home.
It will pay you to discover the opportunities that
exist today in Modern Photography
how you can
establish your own business, or make big spare time
money, or earn while learning. Scores of invaluable
money making ideas every branch of photography
described! And the book is sent absolutely FREE!
Just mail the coupon this minute for your copy.

—

—

AMERICAN SCHOOL
OF PHOTOGRAPHY
3601 Michigan
Dept. 6324,

i
1

his

springer spaniels,

champion

Bogehurst Billy Boy and Bogehurst Roxie.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY

I

|

Name,

'

hunters,

III

3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6324, Chicago
me free and without oblleatlon my copy of
your startling new book Opportunities inModern Pho~
tography and lull Information regarding your course.

I

Raymond Hatton and

Ave.

Chicago,

|

Please send

I
I

|

Address.

^Ci(y

|

State

__
|
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What's Doing

I OFFER YOU

(Continued from page 6)

seems to like Broadway and Broadway to

and Robust Health
I
have reached the mountain-top of my ambition.
I have built up my
have made a great deal of money.
And now I can do
body to almost physical perfection.
can distribute to
I
the thing I always have desired
has brought
every man and woman the amazing secret that
me health, happiness, and money, and thus do a work
Accept my
that will be of perpetual benefit to mankind.
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ous health with hardly
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reports
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remarkable
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come

all
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are discouraged and blue-if you
want to get out of the rut and glimpse vearS| iav e jumped the barrier and climbed
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ueaneimig view of achievement 'into positions payingthousands
fresh heartening
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of others whose
former salaries. And
—if you want to climb to e\en patei
vere c0 „ tinuall y harassed by dark fears,
it
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heights than you even had hoped
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worries, and mental
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want to conquer fear, timidity and sell- glorious SUCCessl
Read My Secret Free
consciousness if you long for business
So great has been the demand for my lectures
advancement, social conquests and robust,
'
people hav %
glowing, vibrant health-then .here is the that
my secret of power.
revealing ™V°s
ever
read!
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How to Overcome Failure and
Adverse Environment
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Through Mysterious Force
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Unseen
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nothing mysterious,
hard to understand

is

It's simply
about my method.
the result of my 20 years' intensive study and experience.
I was once a poor, ailing minToday I have plenty of
ister.
money, glowing health, and
And I did
hosts of friends.
it all by simpiy harnessing a
powerful, dynamic, elemenlal
me a healthwithin
force
bringing, money-getting force
which you, too, can now develop without any drudgery,
experiment, or tedious waiting
without costly mistakes or
any trusting to blind chance
without any lessons to practice
or any magic catch-words to
repeat or without any exercise,
discomfort, or self-denial

—
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to

Develop Personality

to
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you seek the power to
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if
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must accompany

girl

in

when Irene, Audrey and Mr. Tucker
apartare in hiding in the Married Man's
with his wife on the trail and a

thing

ment,

by Clyde Cook,
This sequence may
amuse you. It is the presence of Irene Rich,
however, which gives Beicare of Married
Men its claim on your attention. She s a
this is a
clever and charming lady, and

comedy

detective,

blundering

aided

around.

if

parts.

Irene!

the poor players in a plight like
Don't be fooled. This isn t a single
one.
in the picture, or even a married

Wives is just a lot of plot wasting
Mary Astor and Lloyd Hughes.

always
Lloyd wants to marry Mary— he
let
wants to marry the girl: if they d only
you
him cast one aside occasionally! and
know how Lloyd is when he has his heart
Mary says no, because
set on something.
tell, and it
she knows something she won't
Ho-hum, and heaveisn't what you think.
ho—if it hadn't been for my loyalty to
Mr Hughes and Miss Astor, and oh, yes
who has charm
a glimpse of Ruth Dwyer.
would
though few chances to prove it— I
Sweeties
have walked out and left Sailors
to sink or swim by themselves.

—

111.

Name

The

the talents of

Michigan Blvd., Chicago, III.
send me a copy of "Applied PsycholWiUun
for approval.
Scientific Living"
price of S3.SU
5 "da\s I will either remit the full
nothing.
you
owe
will
and
book
the
return
or

i

Sweetie.'

venes in the case to save sis's reputation,
even at the risk of losing her own straiteverylaced love. Complications ensue like

sailor
Sailors'

Please
ogy and

— —

for

none other than Irene's baby
not surprised
sister, Audrey Ferris; so you're
when Miss Rich dons a disguise and interis

Pity

at

BUSH.

'Wife Sues for Divorce— Says

Strayed

case

this

this!

power
the coupon today.
Publisher,
Bush.
225 N. Michigan

Chicago,

DAVID
225

.

began revealing my method in
public, lectures, thousands came from great dismany thousands more
but
tances t.o hear them
were turned away from the great theatres and
auditoriums because even these vast halls could
not accommodate a fraction of those who are
eager to hear the amazing secret of my success
And almost immediately after each lecture
came reports of astonishing results. Sick, wornout men and women had regained their old-time
energy and vitality men and women whose lives
were almost wrecked by long drawn-out nervous
and physical ailments, had overcome their trou-

.Mail

David
Dept.
Blvd.,

first

;

page cases:

"SAILORS' WIVES"

d

new

amazing

it
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to

only
return the
But
nor
owe me a penny.
not
begin to enjoy the benefit of
tliis

If

anybody would ever neglect
Complicated and everything.

Otherwise
otherwise:
$3.50.
5u
liook and you will

jend

they
hadn't been

this picture,

Holmes,
for a particular married man. Stuart
things might have been pretty dull around
Irene Rich's home and office. She plays the
Richard Tucker
secretary to a lawyer
who is handling what looks at the outset as
of those frontif it might develop into one

As

obtain

f

life interesting.

change from her usual neglected wife

spiring,
most valu a b e

1

—

1

be

According to

But why?
help make

1

,

I
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the

will

if
find

means
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among men
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Smile, Smile, Smile
Health— BuildPsychology of
Long
ing the Body Beautiful—
of Pep
Full
Life and

Amazing Results Come Quickly
.....p^ you begin
»nj teachings
apply my
nioiueiii. you
^ "u n^yi^
The
1 lie moment,
disto think straight and quickly; you eliminate
uttm.-Mi wiriy
taniok
jou
thoughts
you
cnougnis;
negative
egauve
or
cordant
self-- overcome timidity,
.™. „vou
nervousness, fearconsciousness, and self-pity; you acquire charm,
and magnetic personality, you become courayou surmount all
geous, strong and confident
obstacles, avoid mistakes, overcome hereditary
handicaps you tap the reservoirs of amazing
unused powers within you and make yourself
When

book

the sole judge.

Read it for 5
sent at once.
days, and at the end of that

It

Life

This
Is

Get

to

—

coupon and the book

f

—

marvelous

this

piness

It is

LIVa book which has

thousands of men out of
mediocrity. Jlany have headed
for fortunes from the powers
and inspiration gained from,
just a few pages of this wonSalaries have
derful volume.
new
been raised overnight
new
created
been
ideas have
plans that meant thousands of
dollars have been formulated
simply as a result of a single
reading of portions of the
astonishing volume

Sub-

the

mental power
nerve vitality
happiness.
joyous
real
and
What's more, I can show you
the easy, quick, sure way to
per-

"BEWARE OF MARRIED MEN"

"APPLIED PSYCHOL-
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(Continued from page 45)

sorbing, interesting volume, en-

—

a king

making could keep an impersonal view

i

For, no matter what your
how
of
regardless
ailment
long you've been in a rut
no
physically
or
mentally
matter how many other methods have failed to help you
the
I guarantee to show you
way to obtain robust health

There
nothing

Then,
Prefer

Why

—

No

Gentlemen

was

of things and clean up politics and human
Some do. but we need more.
iils in general.
not?
Really, the sky's the limit.

—

^

as well as Paris did.

there

ever be executed. But the theme certainly
piovides material for two dandy films.
But pictures, that have such power to
arouse the emotions of the human race and
influence public opinion, how wonderful it
would be if those who are instrumental in
their

)

—

course,

know men and how to manage them. Well,
why not? If I had my way no one would

and began walking about

bles

I

Helen quite

of

the Judge, jury and public are shown up
and the soulless little doll-faced babies are
allowed to go free merely because they

ForeAmerica's
Author-Lecmost
Practical Psychology

on

turer

by simply mailing the coupon below.

like

Blondes with Ruth Taylor.
seems a coincidence, but perhaps it
It
isn't, that pictures are beginning to satirize
the law. Both in Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
and in Chicago the human weaknesses of

Thru This Amazing Method I

wonderful

Times Square

The Private Life of Helen of Troy, •when
stopped playing at the Globe went to
it
the Paramount for a week, and now is at
Helen
the Cameo following Will Rogers.

Sure Success

free offer

in

countries
all

and

orders.
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SCREENLAND
Manhattan Nancy — continued from
over them and halt their crushed hearts
in fact, those eyes are typically Irish.
Nancy came from New York, as we've
said before, and her birthplace still stands

tapping heavily on the
doing sickening thuds
would practice dance
hopes of going on the
were seventeen each

page 24
and our heads

floor

on

the

rafters,

with

steps,

You

stage.

—our

we

ultimate
see,

we

combined ages
would make us thirty-four and that is a
ripe, mature age.
So why shouldn't we
step out on our own?"
Well, Nancy and Terry did just that.
They read in a paper that there would be
a local talent contest at one of Loew's
theaters on the east side
for east siders
only.
The mere fact that they were from
the west side was just a matter of geography
red and conditions and no fault of theirs, so

on Tenth Avenue. Eighty-sixth Street is the
avenue which passes alongside of the house.
She was born La Hiff, and if La Hiif
isn't an Irish name, there's no use talking.
Nancy's dad, Thomas La Hiff, came from
County Claire, while Anne, the other half,
calls County Roscommon her native hearth.
So between the two of them, their offspring
is an all-Irish production.
Now, whether you know it or not, it
might be interesting to note that this
head, a girl who has just been signed to
a long-term contract, with possible stardom
on the horizon, does not come from an
There were twelve
overly rich family.
children in the La Hiff home, and it wasn't

so easy for the father, a contractor, to make
both ends meet with material left over for
automobiles and other luxuries.

Nancy was brought up

So,

average

of

was

to this

one's
"I

in

a

home
there

and learned all
business of making a living for
means,

self.

wanted to travel, ever since I was a
kid," the actress avers in no uncertain
"I started out in life as a school
terms.

little

—

—

they entered.
It was a Friday night.
The house was
packed.
The two tiny tots, filled with
Irish ambition and get-aheadedness, stepped
onto the stage and awaited their turn.
An acrobatic act preceded them. The
stage shook; so did four shapely and dimTheir feet began to get chilly,
pled knees.
and they simultaneously decided to abandon
a stage career and go back to the family
washtub and see what the future might
bring there.
So they ran
right into the
arms of the theater's press agent, Nils

—

Granlund.
They stammered and blushed.

""-""^

BIG

cream.

$4,000 to

$15,000
Yearly!
work, with little
[chance for advancement if you want to break into
a big field teeming with opportunities for interesting work, good pay and rapid promotion then get
into Advertising now, by this new easy method.
Why place a limit on your weekly pay check? Give
your natural talents an outlet. Cas h in on your amIll

necessary, in order to see the
if
You see, I had never been south
world.
of Coney Island, and newspapers and magazines are always filled with attractive, hiconcerning the
advertisements
phaluting
glories of the wide, wide realm.
"Coney Island is a wonderful .spot, but

not the sort of place one would like to
side in
cation.

or let

it

suffice

For from such.

for

a

It's

summer

re-

va-

nothing like

or the Hawaiian group.
what I imagine the Sandwich
one hot dog after another.
Isles to be
"Like all good houses, ours had an attic,
and there my sister, Terry, and myself
would have our rendezvous. With our feet

Catalina

It's

more

Island

like

—

you are

tired of dull, routine

—

—

bition, ability

and

ideas.

Give

yourself a chance.

may be your opportunity. Find out
can now qualify, at home, during your
spare time in a few short months, for a good
position just a9 hundreds of other3 are doing.
Advertising

how you

So did he.

—

Free Book Tells the
Whole Story
Our new free book, How to Win Success in Advertising, is crammed full of valuable information
you want to know about Advertising and its many
opportunities. For 31 years the Page-Davis School
has been training men and women in Advertising.
Many of our graduates now hold responsible positions paying handsome salaries. This interesting
and how
free book tells how they won success
you can do it.

chap, despite his gruff tones at times over
radio nowadays, and he patted them
the back and told them not to worry.
Just then, the stage manager howled for
the Carroll Sisters.
The music began to
thunder, and the scared girls ran out.
"We looked at each other and there were
tears in our eyes," Nancy says now, for
it's a big joke with her today.
"Then someone in the audience laughed
That made us furious and we
out loud.
danced as we had never danced before.
When the slaughter was over, we had a
silver loving cup to show for our efforts.
"That cup was secreted in the attic, far
from the eyes of either Mother or Dad.
would take no chances, for Mother
didn't approve of the stage."
The one success fired their ambitions, and
the Carroll Sisters tried for a chorus job in
The Passing Show of 1923. Rehearsals
went on, without Mother La Hiff getting
even an inkling of what was occurring.

"By the time I was seventeen I had made the
up my mind to step out of house and on
home,

MONEY

GET READY QUICKLY
FOR A BETTER JOB
Many Earn

now look at me!
"What's the big idea?"
"Well, we've just found out that this is
"That travel idea struck me at an early
age, and was one of two ambitions, the a contest for east siders, and we come from
other being to be a clerk behind a soda Tenth Avenue and Eighty-sixth," they conSomeday, I'm going to fessed. "We want to go home."
fountain counter.
Granlund was apparently a sympathetic
own a soda fountain and thrive on ice
girl

PAYS

—

Under our guidance, Advertising is easy to learn.
Our practical method gets definite results quickly.

We guide you in developing your ideas— moulding

into compelling, forceful, action-getting Adwork from the very first lessons
no text books used whatsoever all practical advertising work. Our successful method has enabled
thousands to quickly enter this fascinating, good
paying field. You can do it too.
Send for this book today. Everything is sent free
and prepaid. Many a man and woman has found
this the beginning of a successful career. It may
mean the turning point for you. Write at once.

them

vertising. Interesting

—

—

PAGE-DAVIS

We

Until—
That night of the
what a night!

final

dress

rehearsal!

Oh

A

pair of dancers dropped out, and the
Carrolls were picked to do a specialty. Just
about that time, their ankles began to feel
chilly once again, especially when the hands
of the clock approached the midnight hour.
Neither had ever been out after ten
o'clock, and they pictured Mother home
ready to do unclean things with a switch.
"It was there we
met Jimmy Hall.'''
Nancy explains.
Jimmy was none other
than James Hall, now a Paramount leading man.
He, too, was making his stage
debut in the production and he was equally
anxious and frightened.

"Jimmy saw how

flustered

gave us some encouragement.

got out at five o'clock the following morning
and still Mother had no idea what we
were doing.
thought we might have
to confess and give it all up, but we told
her that we were at a friend's house.
"About eight o'clock in the morning, we

—

Snoo\ums, and the
'Breaking

fan
Into the Movies.'
latest

boo\

we were and
The rehearsal

We

SEND ME YOUR BOOK
PAGE- DAVIS SCHOOL OF ADVERTISING
3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago

Dept. 6324

How

to Win Success
Please send me your free booklet.
in Advertising. Also send me full particulars regarding
your home study Course in Modem Advertising. I am
not obligated.
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THAT LEAD TO BUSINESS CAREERS

WANT an important, high-salaried position?

DO

YOU
You can have one if you can do the work. Laballe
step

experts will show you how, guide you step by
to success and help solve your personal business
problems thru the time-saving LaSalle Problem Method.
plan enables you to prepare during
salary-increasing
Our
present
your spare hours, without interference with your
which you
duties. Simply mark on the coupon the field in
dedesire success, and we will mail you a valuable book
with an
scribing the opportunities in that field, together
of len
outline of our salary-increasing plan. Also copy
obligation.
Years' Promotion in One." There is no cost or
Find out how the salary-increasing plan startB average
men and women on the high road to success and financial
independence. Check and mail the coupon NOW.

— Find Yourself Through LaSalle

UNIVERSITY
LASALLE EXTENSION
Business Training Institution
The World's Largest
Dept. 4482-R
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Law— Degree of IX.B.
Commercial Law

Lupino
of bed, our eyes bulging and staged in a Hollywood theater.
miserable.
The Sunday paper had Lane was the star of one, and Fannie
come, and Mother, Dad and the other kids Brice was featured in the second.
And still Nancy climbed, right up the
were in the front room reading.
"Mother picked up a rotogravure theat- ladder of fame, all by herself, for her sister
York, not wishing to
rical section, and I could see that she was had stayed in
got

Industrial Management
Modern Foremanship
Personnel Management

^Effective Speaking

nstenotypy-Stenograpny
QTelegraphy
OCredit and Collection
Correspondence

Modern Business Correspondence
Expert Bookkeeping
C. P. A. Coaching

up out

feeling

OBusiness English
QCommercial Spanish

Banking and Finance

New

break the family ties.
" 'Actors!' she said. 'I hate them. They
This same producer starred her in
Loose Angles, a musical show which gave
are lazy, shiftless creatures."
until her ample opportunity to sing and strut her
"That spelt doomsday for us
After that, she departed
Mother turned to the next page. Right in dancing feet.
the center was a picture of Terry and me. from the musical realm and did the dramatic
" 'Well, look at that, will you,' she de- role of Roxie Hart in Chicago, in which she
all gazed at made a big hit.
manded of the family.
"I couldn't stop there, and I had heard
the photo, and Terry and I blushed green
and red.
knew that fireworks were a lot about these movies, so I decided that
nothing should hold me back," Nancy says.
due to begin.
" 'Now, aint that nice!'
Those words "I visited the casting offices, and a casting
came from Mother. 'Come and kiss Mama. director at Fox recognized me and put me
in a picture with Virginia Valli, a thing
I'm proud of you.'
"Words can't explain how happy we called Ladies Must Dress. I didn't do so
Mother's ap- well. I'll admit, but I learned screen techwere, despite our sleepiness.
proval was so unexpected that we were nique."
Nancy then continued the rounds of the
taken off our feet.

angry

^,

'

,
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Size

Luther Reed the director of 'Hell's Angels'
which is the new aviation picture, and

/

16x20

Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, landscapes, pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of Buy part
of group picture. Safe return of your own original
pboto guaranteed*

98
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and within a week you will receive your beautiful life-Hkeenlargement, size 16x20 in., guaranteed fadeless. Pay postman 98c plus postage—
or send $1.00 with order and we pay postage.

%

Special Free Offer

wlllnend FREE a band-tinted miniature reprodnctioo of photo e<?nt*
Xalic advantage now of tola amazing offer and send your pboto today*

UNITED PORTRAIT COMPANY

1652 Ogden Ave., Dept. 634 Chicago. III.
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Biggest Bargain, Thousands are satisfied,
4 yards or more of each. NO SCRIMS.
The very newest and latest popularpatterns. Our finest quality. Worth double.

SEND NO MONEY Jtf&tfZfl

few cents delivery charge. 25 yard bundle
$2.45 postage prepaid, money with order.
Guarantee money back if not satisfied

NORTHERN FABRIC CO.
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$12 value. Newest, dainty,
fashionable Ladies Watch,
White gold finish. Genuine
imported jeweled movement.
Accurate reliable timekeeper. Silk grosgrain ribbon.
Fully guaranteed. Send no
money:You pay on delivery
only S3. 99 plus the postage.
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" 'And look' she declared.
'They call studios, and just when things seemed darkhappened to think of Jimmy Hall.
est,
you the Irish Twins. That's fine."
On Monday evening, the show opened, Maybe he could help her. As she was
and the Carroll Sisters' act went off well. about to step through the portals of the
They began to like the chorus work, too, Paramount plant, she was stopped by a
but Nancy had a fiery ambition to step voice from a window.
York
It was Anne Nichols, another New
higher than that.
One day, when the production was about girl, the one who produced and wrote Abie s
to end its New York run and go on the Irish Rose.
road. Nancy heard that Helen Shipman, the
Nancy remembers but little that occurred
William de
leading woman, wouldn't make the tour
in the following two hours.
She was accepted, Lignemare, Miss Nichols' genial manager
so Nancy volunteered!
and would have gone had her conscience says he took her by the arm, led her past
not pricked her. Nancy and Terry stayed the gate boys and onto the stage, where she
home, fearing that even a suggestion of was given a screen test, immediately foldeparture would arouse too much parental lowed by a good contract.
ire
and Nancy wanted to travel so badly!
Nancy Carroll, whom theatrical persons
But Nancy was Irish, and the Irish are have always called 'Irish,' and whose wee

submit

The luck stayed right with her, for semblance of a brogue bespeaks her ancestry,
when Topics of 1923 opened, the Carroll was picked to play Rosemary, one of the

lucky.

were back again on the boards.
fattest roles for a girl that Hollywood stuAfter that came many a featured number
dios have offered since Peter Pan.
in other Passing Shows, and then in MayAnd shortly after she started work, DiSisters

flowers at the Forest theater.
rector Victor Fleming, who made The Way
All that time, Nancy had put money
All Flesh, and other hits, praised her so
aside, and her saving realised for her Am- of
Miss Nichols and to Associate
She traveled westward and highly to
bition No. 1.
that Nancy signed
Then came the Producer B. P. Schulberg
landed in Los Angeles.
contract.
rounds of the theatrical producers and a long-term
when audiences see Abie's Irish
So,
success!
glimpse of
In 1926, a producer gave her a role in Rose, they're going to get a
Nancy which starred another little titian- 'Irish.' who made herself what she is toany Mayflower
haired miss, Nancy Welford, and that led day and who doesn't claim

—

!

!

ARE

ANYONE having
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and advice.

ideas
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to

two better

roles in the

Music Box Revues

relatives

or

anything

like

that.
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John Gilbert and Lawrence Gray are at grew on him a habit that will appear now
Metro'Goldwyn Studios, Culver City, Cal. and then, if not properly rebuked. I am
reached at Warner sorry I can't tell you why your letters never
Did you address
Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd., Holly- reach William Austin.
wood, Cal. Patsy Ruth Miller is working at him at Paramount Studios, 54 51 Marathon
FBO Studios, 780 Gower St., Hollywood, St., Hollywood. Cal.? He played with
You can write to Elinor Faire and Florence Vidor in Honeymoon Hate and
Cal.
Leatrice Joy at Pathe-De Mille Studios, with Bebe Daniels in Swim. Girl, Swim,
Culver City, Cal. Alice White is at Para- both pictures being made at the Paramount
mount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Holly- Studios. Try again, Tads, and better luck
letter addressed to Douglas next time.
wood, Cal.
Fairbanks, Pickford-Fairbanks Studios, HolQuestion Mar\, Portland, Oregon.
lywood, Cal., will reach him. Lois Moran
you have started something and if
can be addressed at Fox Studios, 1401 N.
The
our screen friends read this wow!
Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
tennis courts and golf links are going to
M. K. of Fran\lin Square, 3^. Y. You suffer. 'Who is the best tennis player and
You won't find many best golfer in the movies?' Just let anybody
are right, Margie.
White Gold and
fellows as good-looking as Richard Dis, un- answer that if they can!
are two of Jetta
Now, as The Forbidden
whatever that means.
attached

Aviation

Booms/

Monte Blue can be
Bros.

A

A

Now

—

Woman

Richard is not engaged as we
He is busy making Sporting
Paramount Studios, 5451 MaraWrite to him
Hollywood, Cal.

far as I know,
go to press.

Goods

at

thon St.,
and ask for a picture

—you bet

I

I

would

if

July

18,

1894.

Mary

splitting-be-careful-o r

you'll-roll-down-the-

comedy.

LEARN AVIATION
QUICK/
ARE you

l\

of

knows now, that Rod La Rocque and Vilma
Banky are married. Mrs. La Rocque was
She is 5 feet 6 inches
1903.
Her pretty golden hair is all her own.
tall.
Her home is in California. Never mind.
Ronald, we are going to tell something on
9,

Mr.
you, too.
1891. and is

Colman was born
5

feet

weighs 165 pounds.

10

inches

Feb.
tall

9,

you'll

dance

at

popularity, admiration,

and the applause of great
crowds? Then why not

my

next wedding,
will you?
Why not dance at my first?
Clara uses her real name in
See if I care!
pictures.
She was born in Brooklyn, N. Y.,
July 29, 1905, is 5 feet 2% inches tall and
Her hair is auburn
weighs 109 pounds.
and her eyes dark brown. Her next film
You can adis Red Hair for Paramount.
dress her at Paramount Studios, 5451 MarPearl White
athon St., Hollywood, Cal.
has not made any pictures for a long time.

Bow,

praise of

SCREEN'

a red-blooded,
daring he-man? Do

you crave adventure,

G. A. D. of Atlanta, Ga. If I don't tell
the world that you are in love with Clara

and Thank you for the sincere
I AND.

get into the Aviation Industry the greatest adventure since time began
the greatest thrill ever

—

—

offered to

man?

you. The praise and
plaudits of the multitude. And a chance to get in
on the ground floor where rewards may be unlimited!
Aviation is growing so swiftly that one can hardly
keep track of all the astonishing new developments.
Air-mail routes have just been extended to form a
vast aerial network over the entire U. S. Many Commercial Airlines and airplane factories are now being

Think what Aviation

offers

Men

I can't compete
Tads, Seattle, Wash.
with your radio movie clubs but I can
give you the last two films in which your

Never in
Jonesboro, Ar\.
my wildest flights of fancy, have I broken
up happy homes but if you feel sure I will
be the means of restoring peace in your

Mary Gene,

He
Moreno, appears.
made Come to My House with Olive Borden family. I'll settle this argument about Bebe
She was born in Dallas, Texas,
at Fox Studios/ 1401 N. Western Ave., Daniels.
He is now playing in Jan. 14, 1901, has black hair, dark brown
Hollywood, Cal.
The Whip Woman opposite Estelle Taylor eyes and weighs 110 pounds. You can adNo doubt when Tony dress her at Paramount Studios, 5451 Marafor First National.
returned from his vacation, he found all thon St., Hollywood, Cal. If you have an
your letters; lucky Tony! But as for the estate you want settled, I'll try that, too.
'cute mustache,' I can only surmise that it Barry Norton, who was the 'adorable Mothfavorite.

You Want ThrillsPopularity-Big Fay

If

latest films.

Karl Dane is another reason
for mirth in the same film.

No, I
Cincinnati, Ohio.
didn't think you were a boy because you
asked so many personal questions about
Vilma Banky and Ronald Colman, for we
girls know the last word in asking questions.
And when I say 'last word" I don't mean
maybe or else. I think the whole world
Virginia,

Richard Dix was born
Pickford was born
George K.
in 1893 in Toronto, Canada.
Arthur is in the cast of Baby Mine, a sideGoudal's

aisle

wanted one.

born Jan.

—

Antonio

organized.
like Henry Ford are investing millions in the future of commercial Aviation for they
see its great possibilities.

Become An Aviation Expert!
Get into

this thrilling

profession at once while
the field is new and

PICK YOUR
JOB!

quickly secure the basic

Flying
Airplane Instructor
Airplane Engineer
Airplane Repairman
Airplane Assembler
Airplane Mechanician
Airplane Inspector
Airplane Builder
Airplane Salesman
Exhibition Manager
Airplane Contractor
AirplaneMotorExpert
Airplane Designer

nncrowded. Now— by a
uniquenewplan—you can

and preparatory training
you need to get started in
the Aviation Industry at
home, in spare time. Experts will teach you the
secrets andf undamentals
of Practical Aviation—
give you all the inside
facts that are essential to
your success. And, the
study of Aviation by this

remarkable method is almost as fascinating as the
actual work itself.

Send for FREE
Book!
Send coupon tor our new
free book. Just out
Opportunities in the Airplane Industry. It is vitally Interesting, reads li ke a romance and
tells you things about this

astonishing profession

never even dreamed

you
of.

Write lor your copy today.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept.

6324,

Chicago

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 6324. Chicago, III.
Without any obligation, please send me your FREE
Book. Opportunities in the Airplane Industry. Also
information about your Course fa Practical Aviation.

er

Marion Davies is the friendliest girl
colony. Can you name her friends?

in the film

City,

SCREENLAND
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How to Get
Rid ofC*

City, Cal.,

energy,

We

now working in
who is a trained

is

George,

ath'

swimmer, football and tennis
was born in Mexico City, Dec. 10,
James Hall played with Madge Bel-

expert

lete,

player,

Don't let ill health keep you
from enjoying life! Already thousands of men and women all over
the country have regained new
strength,

where he

Americans.

Constipation,
Trouble,
Headache, Indigestion and scores
kindred ailments
of

1903.

He has a fine part in
Bernle Learns Her Letters, both
pictures from the Fox Studios, 1401 N.
Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

lamy

Sil\ Legs.

in

efficiency

—

DAVID
goes
its

V.

direct
cause.

BUSH
to

the

—

Wrong eating wrong selection of food wrong combinations which throw the meal out of balance are
Such ailresponsible for nine-tenths of all sickness.
ments as stomach acidity, torpid liver, constipation,
headache, indigestion, stomach ulcer, rheumatism, are
And these ailments are merely
all due to wrong eating.
the forerunners of more dangerous diseases and the
final breakdown of the whole system.

Only 25c
"What To Eat."

a vitally important book on this
absorbing subject, has just been published by Dr. Bush,
who has spent years in the study of foods. This remarkable book fully explains the principles of correct
eating.
It tells how to combine and balance foods so
that they contain the exact proportion of the elements
Which your body needs to keep it healthy and strong.
Besides, a family of live can save $250 a year in the
purchase of food stuffs.
"What To Eat" will add golden years to your life.
It will make von vigorous, vital, overflowing with health
—yet its cost is only 25c! Send for it TODAY! It
will prove a revelation to you. Enclose 25 cents (stamps
Address David V. Bush, Publisher, Dept.
or coin).
W-604, 225 N. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, III.

PERSONAL
Appearance
now more than ever
he key note of success,
both in social and bus'-

Willie Mae M. of Columbus, Miss. Mary
Pickford can be addressed at PickfordBut
Fairbanks Studios, Hollywood, Cal.
don't ask Mary to send you the addresses
of the various screen stars, as it would take
Better let
up too much of Mary's time.
me do that. You will find the address of
Richard Dix elsewhere in this department.
You can write to Jackie Coogan at 673
South Oxford Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

So you think
Elinor of Stamford, Conn.
romantic and do not know that
and they
'love makes the world go round'

I'm not

Women.
Paramount
Hollywood,

You

can

Studios,
Cal.

address

Raymond

Marathon

5451

at
St.,

is

Inessllfe.

Bow-Leoued

and Knock- Kneed men
and wo men. both young

and Old, will be glad to
hear that my new appliancewill successfully straighten, within
a short time, bowleggedness and knockkneed
(llllckly

or

discomfort.

"Lim-Straitner", Model

legs,

safely,

and

perma-

nently, without pain,
My new
at night.
18. U.S. Patent, is easy to
soon save you from further

Worn

adjust; its results will
humiliation, and improve your personal appearance
(Model 18 is not like old-fashioned
Kill per cent.
splints or braces, with bothersome straps, hard to
adjust, hut a scientific, modern device of proven
merit, used and recommended for t lie last 4 years
by physicians everywhere.)

Write today for particulars, testimonials and my
copyrighted physiological and anatomical book
tells yon how to correct how and knock-kneed
Enclose a dime for postage.
legs without, any obligation.
free

which

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST
1622 L,

W.

U. Building,

Binghamton, N. Y.

Please enclose
J. A. Z. and Many Others.
stamped envelope if you want one of my
I have all the pergrand personal letters.
sonal mail I can take care of but if you
would really rejoice to hear from your Vee

Dee personally, just
weeny stamplet and I'll

enclose that teenyget around to yours

time.
Quite a side-step from French
Dressing to The Gorilla but I can give you
No trouble
the principals in both films.
Charlie Murray, Frank Kelsey, Alat all.
ice Day, Tully Marshall. Claude Gillingwater and Walter Pidgeon contributed to
in

No, J. A. Z.,
the success of The Gorilla.
the film French Dressing isn't something
you eat it's something you put on before
you eat the pretty frock or the new Easter
what-nots. In French Dressing you saw Lois
.B. Warner and
Wilson, Lilyan Tashman,
Clive Brook.

—
—

H

A

Charles

Delaney

Fan,

Your

Calif.

favorite laughed himself into a picture contract after several years of hard luck, tryBut aside from
ing to get a foot-hold.
being able to see the funny lining to every

He was

cloud, Charlie can act, too.
in

New York

City.

He

enlisted

in

born
the

Corps and at the close of
the World War he went in for stunt flying
and began to double for movie stars in
So after many ups and
aviation films.
downs, Charlie has landed with both feet
on the M-G-M lot, still laughing like noHis latest films are The
body's business.
Lovelorn, The Main Event and The Thirteenth Hour for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, CulRoyal

Flying

—

ver City, Cal.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG
OUR COMPOSER WROTE
MANY SONG HITS

MONARCH MUSIC COMPANY

236 West 55th Street

Dept.

188

NEW YORK

He

is

married.

All of the WilUtica, H- T.
Haines fans, including Frenchy and
Miss G. of A\ron, get in the circle and
we'll collect clippings for our movie scrapBill Haines was born Jan. 1, 1900,
books.
He has black hair, brown
in Staunton, Va.
eyes, is 6 feet tall and weighs 175 pounds.
He is not married and you can put it down
in your memory books, that he is not enKladine,

liam

WE COMPOSE MUSIC

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City,
Cal.
Hope you won't have to wait long
for his photograph.
Here, Frenchy, is your
cue 'Marie Prevost was born in Sarnia,

—

Canada, Nov.

8,

blue eyes,

feet

1898.
She has dark hair*
4 inches tall and weighs
123 pounds. She is not married now. Ben
Lyon was born in Atlanta, Ga., Feb. 6,
1901. He has dark brown hair, dark blue
eyes, is 5 feet 1 1 inches tall and weighs
160 pounds.
That's what I call news in
a

5

is

nut-shell.

Francis B. of Sjxapaw, 0\la.
Allow me
hand you the bacon or I suppose you'll
take the cake for 'knowing every star in
the movie world on sight.'
I'll
say that
to

is

some

flickering

film

The

knowledge.

picture you mention has never come under
my observation. I'm sorry not to be able
tell you anything about Conway Tearle's
movie plans.
There is talk of his return
to the speakies.
It's been some time since
he made a picture. Come on, Conway, and
give your fan friends something to think
about.
Olive Hasbrouck played with Jack
Hoxie in The Fighting Three, a Universal
picture directed by Al Rogell.

to

—

that fails, try home-made gin.
I'm not boasting, just laughing at myself.
Raymond Hatton and the late Einar Hanson
played with Esther Ralston in Fashions for

when

say,

t

operation

His latest picture is West Point
now making The Smart Set at

gaged yet.
and he is

Grandma

vitality

through the
help of Dr. Bush, the worldfamous authority on right living.
His remarkable, scientific method
root of the trouble and removes

and high

in

be addressed at Universal Studios, Universal

Stomach

health,

Boy' in What Price Glory was born
Buenos Aires about 23 years ago. His
Dor'
real name is Alfredo de Biraben, Jr.
othy Gulliver was born in Salt Lake City
She is a brunette, 5 feet
Sept. 6, 1908.
2 inches tall and her friends call her Dim'
George Lewis can
pies.
She is married.
er's

Golden

Loc\s

from

candid confession

Conn.

like

I

—

a

yours
you say you
have the good looks but are afraid that
isn't all you have to have, to get in the
movies.
Good looks will take you far but
not all the way to Hollywood and stardom.
No, John Gilbert is not married to Greta
Garbo both are enjoying single blessedness,
This
if you follow me, and I hope you do.
seems to be a Jack Gilbert month, as usual.
I've told all about him, many a time and
oft before, and I'm going to stick to my
original story, so here goes.
Jack was born
in Logan, Utah. July 10, 1897.
His real
like

—

name

is
Both father and
John Pringle.
mother were of the stage. He has brown
hair and eyes, is 5 feet 1 1 inches tall and
weighs 160 pounds. He is working in The

Cossac\s at Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culvsr
City, Cal., and if you write him for a picture, that address will bring one, if you are

lucky.

You

Bec\y, Kalamazoo, Mich.
joke on me, have you?
tell it so we all could laugh?

Why

have a
you

didn't

'As long as

seem quite bright,' can I tell you Clara
Bow's real name? Funny question! I don't
have to be bright long, to tell you that.
And don't believe all the gossip you hear.
Becky; Clara hasn't changed her name, is
not married and as far as I know, she is
I

not engaged.

Moore

Colleen

is

now

filming

You can
for First National.
Studios. 780
write to Sally Blane at
She played
Gower St., Hollywood, Cal.
Lilac

Time

FBO

Douglas

opposite

Fairbanks,

Jr.

in

Dead

Man's Curve.
Betty P. of Wilemette,

Raymond

III.

What

hap-

you ask? If you
will kindly read the answer to Adele of St.
Louis, you'll see what has happened to
pened

to

Griffith,

Billie Dove can be reached at
National Studios, Burbank, Cal. Marie
Blonde for a Night
Prevost is playing in
at the Cecil B. De Mille Studios, Culver
City, California.
Patsy Ruth Miller is making Red Riders of Canada for FBO Studios.

Raymond.

First

A

780 Gower St., Hollywood, Cal. John Barrymore is filming Tempest at United Artists
Studios, 7200 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Charles Chaplin
He
France, in 1889.
hair, blue eyes and is 5 feet 4

Simple Sis of

was born
has brown

in

St. Louis.

Paris,

SCREENLAND
You
inches tall and weighs 125 pounds.
can write to Charlie at the Charles Chaplin
Studios, 1420 La Brea Ave.. Los Angeles,
His last film is The Circus. Here is
Cal.
our glad hand, Charlie, but don't shake us
Lon Chaney is married and his
again.
name has been the same since birth. Address Viola Dana at FBO Studios, 780
Gower St„ Hollywood, Cal. Einar Hanson
died June 3, 1927.
You believe in
Point Pleasant, 7sf T.
getting right to the point, don't you, Edna?
is that what you
lead, let others follow
.

—

We

Pola Negri was born in Poland, Jan.
Gilda Gray was born in Cracow,
1897.
And you are
Poland, Oct. 24, 1897.

up?
3.

no wonder you are interested
and Gilda. Barbara Worth, a featured player for Universal, was born Jan.
6, 1908, in Columbus, Ohio. She is ? feet
4 inches tall and weighs 113 pounds, has
She plays
large blue eyes and auburn hair.
Polish,

too;

in Pola

opposite Reginald Denny in On Tour Toes.
Ted
Barbara is the wife of Tamar Lane.
Wells, the Universal Western Star, was
born 2? years ago on a ranch in Texas.
After several years of 'breaking in' he was
rewarded with a contract with Universal.

Martha Sleeper and Edna Marion
Edna plays His first feature was A Made-to-Order-Hero.
are both featured fun makers.
Ted was awarded a medal
with Charley Chase in The Lighter That Listen, girls!
Failed produced by Metro-GoldwyivMayer by his University, as the best all-round athCharley's latest lete in the history of the school, and he was
Studios, Culver City, Cal.
comedy is All for Toothing. Martha Sleeper no mean student either, for he graduated
mean?

plays opposite Bryant Washburn in SkinStudios.
ner's Big Idea, a film from the
Laura La Plante was born in St. Louis, Mo.,
Nov. 1, 1904. She is 5 feet 2 inches tall
and weighs 112 pounds. She has gray eyes
William Seiter is her
and blonde hair.
husband.
She gets her mail at Universal
Studios, Universal City, Cal.

FBO

man in his class. Rex Lease,
juvenile actor who has been in
films for several years, was born in Central
City, Va.
He has brown hair, green eyes,
10 inches tall and weighs 150
is
5 feet
second high

young

a

You remember Rex

pounds.

Men and J^ot {or
FBO banner. He is
of

in

Moulders

Publication under the
free-lancing,

is

in his

Leatrice
twenties and not married.
Joy is playing in The Blue Danube for
Pathe-De Mille Studios, Culver City, Cal.
early

Brown Eyed

]ulia,

W.

Va.

I

answer

let-

Well, why shouldn't
so nice, do I?
I, when I get such nice letters from all the
Curious E. C. of Iroquois Falls. You are
fans?
So you have long brunette curls.
Not many girls can boast of long curls in right, my job depends on just how curious
my day may you never have a shingle-bob. you fans are, not how serious I can be.
Sally Let me be a joy-spreader so long as I
Never mind, Julia, I don't lisp.
Phipps made her first screen appearance at give you the correct information about your
Raymond Keane was born in
the age of 6 years with 'Broncho Billy' favorites.
Anderson. She was born in San Francisco, Denver, Colo., in 1907. He is 6 feet tall,
She has red golden hair and weighs 168 pounds, has black hair and blue
Cal., in 1909.
He sold diamonds in his father's
brown eyes, is 5 feet 2 inches tall. Sally eyes.
played with Nick Sturat in Mum's The jewelry store, or whatever they sell in jewWord. You can write to her at Fox Stu- elry stores, but to get into the movies and
He
dios, 1401 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, how, was Raymond's greatest ambition.
Address Ruth Mix at the same studio. has arrived, as his performance in The
Cal.
Ruth is about 17 years old and is the oldest Midnight Sun will testify. He played the
She is in the cast leading role in The Lone Eagle with Barof Tom's two daughters.
ters

—

Grandma Bemle Learns Her Letters.
Antonio Moreno was born in Madrid,

bara

He came to the U. S. at
Spain, in 1888.
the age of 14, but he is now an American
citizen, after a long delay in obtaining his
is the
oldest
naturalization papers.
You can ask lots of
star in the movies?
questions, can't you, Julia?

MacGregor was born

of

Who

103

Address him at
Kent.
Universal City, Cal.
Studios,

He

is

pounds

He

Go

School

can secure a high school education
right at home by studying the splendid new
courses recently prepared by the International Correspondence Schools.
These courses are equivalent to the courses given
They have been specially
in resident high schools.
arranged for men and women who wish to meet
college entrance examinations, to qualify for a business position, or to make up the education they
missed when forced to leave school too soon.
The College Preparatory Course, the High School
Commercial Course and the High School English
Course include English, algebra, ancient, medieval,
modern and U. S. history, physiology, literature,
geography, Latin, bookkeeping, drawing, geometry,
shorthand, physics, chemistry, salesmanship, advertising, civics, trigonometry, economics, American business law, corporation finance, money and banking,
A diploma is
business and trade economics, etc.
given at graduation.

The lessons are easy to understand and you
make rapid progress because you will be in a

The Kid

will
class

study under the guidance
of instructors who are sincerely interested in helping
you to get ahead and achieve the bigger things of

by yourself and you

will

life.

Just mark and mail the coupon and we will gladly
send you interesting free booklets describing the High
School Courses of the International Correspondence
Schools or any other subject in which you are
interested.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 2367-E. Scranton. Penna.
me how I can Qualify

Without
position

cost, pleaS9 tell

before which I

In the subject

or

an X:

have

for the

marked

O College Preparatory Course
High School Commercial Course
School English Course
O High
High School Vocational Course
O High
School Agricultural Course
O Management
Salesmanship

Universal

l~l

Malcolm

New

feet

Business

Management
Management

Advertising
Better Letters
Show Card Lettering

Industrial
Traffic

produced by
Columbia Pictures Corp., 1408 Gower St.,
Marion Nixon was born
Hollywood, Cal.
Oct. 20, 1904, in Superior, Wis.
She is
S. C. La Porte, Ind. Here is another good- 5 feet 1 inch tall, weighs 109 pounds and
Address her at
looking girl, but why don't the boys speak has brown hair and eyes.
played in

Home

at

You

York City.
in
11 inches tall, weighs 165
and has black hair and brown eyes.

5

High

to

Business

Sister,

Law

Banking and Banking Law

Stenography and Typing
Business English

Accountancy Unci's C. P. A.)
Nicholson Cost Accounting

Civil Service

Railway Mall Clerk

Bookkeeping

Common

Private Secretary

School Subjects

Q Illustrating

O French

Spanish

Cartooning

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting

O

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman

Machine Shop Practice
Railroad Positions

O Gas Engine Operating
Civil Engineer

Surveying and Mapping
Metallurgy
Steam Engineering

O

Radio

Architect
Architects' Blueprints
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

Pharmacy
Chemistry
Automobile Work
Airplane Engines
Navigation
Agriculture and Poultry
Mathematics

Name
Street
-

Address

State
City
InternaIt you reside in Canada, send rftis coupon to the
tional Correspondence Sehoolt Canadian, Limited, Montreal

enhance the natural
your

beauty of

eyes

with

MASCARILLO
An

absolutely harmless preparation .pr re-

t.mcHnc and

andhair.

he.iuii

t

eyebrows, eyelaano
Prepared

viror

NOT A DYE.

(

Used for over
Price. $1. at Drup
Dept. Stores. Five trenerous a
.
nles sent on receipt of
CHARLES MEYER. 21 E. 12th ST..
shades.

in all

years.

10

Old Money Wanted &%gffi£1
may

{£

Sam De Grasse and Brandon Hurst
in 'The

Man Who

or Odd Coins.
Send
valuable.
t(!
4x6.
.1

Laughs.'

» r-i it mill
Guaranteed
i

r

Keep

all

l»c for
1*
rirps
Pric

CLARK COIN CO

N.Y.C,

be very
old money, it
Coin Value Book.
Ill's.
i>ay cash.
We pay
rested.
Get Posted.
LcROY, N. Y.
Desk 33,

New

TraTB Mtf inrmalrf

iff

gr"

TrlrTTrif if rTFTw'lTirT i irlTlgirTltllalgg
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'Examine

themf
LFREE/

YOUR

Here is
High School

(T

Education^ °nly
•

$1

C85

A %J

A

complete 4-year High
School Course in these 12
wonderful books! Every

Lillian Kazmiers\i,

Read Fascinating Questions
and Answers
likes to ask and answer
ONE
EVERY

Just

You like to "catch" peoquestions.
ple on matters of general interest;
you like to ask riddles; the whole country

But ridAnother."
a rule have no lastNow, however, a
instructive value.
HIGH SCHOOL COURSE has been put
into a set of handy books arranged in
question and answer form!
playing "Ask

and games

dles
ing,

Me

—

— as

Twelve Subjects Complete
These famous Home Study Books cover thoroughly and completely the subjects taught in
recognized High Schools in the United
all
States

Over 12,000 principals, teachers and students
use and endorse the Home Study Books. They
have found them invaluable, indispensable,
their regular high school work.
Never before has it been possible to acquire
a regular FOUR YEAR High School training
so rapidly, pleasantly, and at a cost so amaz-

m

ingly low.

Certificate Awarded
You can obtain a Certificate by answering

the examination questions that supplement these

Home Study Books. This diploma stamps you
as an educated man or woman and helps you
to business advancement.

Mail the Coupon

No

Cost,

No

—

Obligation
1

NOW—

HIGH SCHOOL HOME STUDY BUREAU,
Union

Square,

New York

Dept.

194,

City.

Send me. for FREE EXAMINATION, the
Cientlemen:
12 famous Home Study Books, containing the equivaWithin 5 days I will
lent of a High School course.
either return the books or remit $3.S5 as first payment and then $4.00 a month for three months, a
total

of

—

$15.85.

.

,.

(Xote If you prefer to take advantage of the
cash discount, remit $11.27 after examination.)

Name
Address

Town

State-

10%

562

Ames

Ave.,

Ham-

Evening Star of Middleton, Pa. You have
a marvelous sense of diagnosis, scientific
Then
discrimination or what have you?
you ask me, are there more blondes than
If I don't
brunettes in the cinema world?
tell you, all your nice illusions about me will
vanish, but will you please excuse me while
I check up on about three or four thousand

mond, Ind. You are a good girl not to
want me to work so hard on one letter so
you are asking just two questions.
Well,

I'd like to
long before my time.
the screen aspirants on a fast train
for Hollywood, with a fat contract in their
hands and sit back and say 'I told you
but I haven't any influence with the
so'
powers that be, worse luck!

Legionaires in Paris.

bundle of warm thanks from
burn the baby!
Priscilla
Bonner was born in Washington. D. C.
She has blonde hair, gray eyes, is 5 feet
1 inch
tall and weighs 100 pounds.
She
screen players, who can qualify in the was Faith Cable in Prince of Head Waiters
Have I heard that Clara with Lewis Stone. Address her at FBO
brunette class?
Bow is engaged? That's one on me; I Studios, 780 Gower St., Hollywood. Cal.
Lastly, how can you get Louise Lorraine was born in San Francisco,
haven't heard it.
She is playing in
That question is going to Cal., Oct. 1, 1901.
into the movies?
age
put

me

here

me

is

a great

—look

out,

all

—

Mary

E. Sagtu'n, 405 Arsenal St.. Water*
T.
I don't believe you saw Mr.
as long ago as 1919, as the film was
released in March, 1927.
Lon Chaney was

town,

N..

Wu

Wu

Mr.
and playing with him were Renc'c
Evelyn H. from Tonawanda, N.. T. Who Adoree, Louise Dresser, Ralph Forbes and
will I advise you to have for your favorite Holmes Herbert.
It was adapted from a
That's stage play.
actor and what is his address?
Ian Keith and Ethel Clayton,
See. I hold the who were recently married, are going to be
rather a leading question.
Lack seen in a vaudeville sketch, making stops at
fate of someone in my little hand!
Esther Ralston the big cities.
How large is your town?
of space is my only alibi.
was born in Bar Harbor. Me., in 1902.
She is
She is the wife of George Webb.
Gretchen Macdonald. 422 So. 20th Ave.,
5 feet 5 inches tall and weighs 125 pounds. May wood. 111.
With all the good luck you
Esther is playing in Love and Learn at the are wishing yourself, may I add a few for
Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., myself?
But if all we movie fans would
Hollywood, Cal.
be in pictures, would the pictures be improved a lot?
That's the question, but
No, Lois Moran is
O. Box 1355, Victoria, where is the answer?
Fay Wray is one of the
Briush Columbia. Because you are a sailor, not married.
you prefer both blondes and brunettes or popular new-comers in films. She was born
She has
what do I think? I'm not saying just what in Wayland, Alberta, Canada.
red-brown hair and blue eyes. You will see
I think but your choice is a darned good
As far as I know Mary Astor is not her playing with Gary Cooper, Barry Norone.
married. It is reported that she is engaged, ton and Lane Chandler in The Legion of
however, to Kenneth Hawks. She was born the Condemned. Oh, boy what a cast! I
March 3, 1906, in Quincy, 111. Her real don't blame you for your burning ambition
name is Lucille Langhanke. She has auburn to be a star.
hair, dark brown eyes, is 5 feet tall and
Sorry I can't tell you
Miss Marianne Almy, 462 5
weighs 120 pounds.
Pauline St.,

H.

Let these twelve famous books open the door
For
to big pay and big opportunities for you
the amazingly small sum of $15.85, payable on
YOUR
secure
can
easy monthly terms, you
Take advantage of this
high school course.
Mail the free
sensational bargain AT ONCE!
TONIGHT.
examination coupon

31

City,
Cal. be a regular sea captain, but I'll bet he
Universal
Studios.
Universal
Charles Rogers is quoted as being 23 years could be if he set his heart on it. He owns
old.
He will have his big fat part in the a marvelous yacht and loves the nautical
forthcoming production of Abie's Irish Rose. life.
Nancy Carroll will be Rose.

Easy Terms

subject covered: Biology,
Algebra,
Literature,
English,
Physics,
Ancient, Modern and American History,
Economics, Latin, French, Spanish.

is

Mathews, assistant director,
Gary Cooper and Eve]yn Brent in
the Paramount lunch room.

Russell

S.

Lee,

P.

—

May McAvoy's salary was when she
are speaking of the
finished Bert Hur.
Lois Moran was born March 1
picture.
she was
1910.
Lois is a beautiful dancer
in Opera Ballet in Paris before going into
pictures.
As John Barrymore has been before the public as an actor since he was 21

what

We

I

Yes,

III.

own name

in

Lars

pictures.

Hanson

He

has

uses his
recently

completed his work in The Divine Woman,
playing opposite Greta Garbo, at the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Cal.
He is now vacationing in Sweden with his
wife, Karin Nolander.
He has the leading
hardly think he has had time to male role in Wind with Lillian Gish.

—

years old,

Chicago,

^}VJCC

Send coupon for 8 x

10 oArt Print of this beautiful painting— the Kis^roof Qirl.

Printed in 12 colors, mailed flat for framing.

m

embarrassing, isn't
RATHER
when your lipstick won't stay on

it,

—

when it comes off on everything that touches your lips? Absolutely unnecessary, too.
We'll let you in on a secret! Use Kissproof, the lipstick that tells no tales!
it STAYS ON no matter
one does! Easily removed
with cold cream, however, (when
you're good and ready!)
Kissproof is SO easy to buy— no unnatural
The one Kissflashy colors to confuse you

Waterproof,

WHAT

!

proof color

—NATURAL— makes

more temptingly

kissable,

more

ALL

lips

irresistibly

natural than they have ever been before.

Reason enough

in itself,

why more women

use Kissproof than any other lipstick in
the world.
Get Kissproof today Don't delay. All modern toilet counters sell it. Accept no substitute—be sure the case is stamped Kissproof.
If your dealer cannot supply
!

Sendfor
Beauty 6

J\Lssproo^

containing a dainty miniature Kissproof
Lipstick, a generous supply of Kissproof
Rouge, a lovely miniature box of Kissproof,
the Extra Hour Face Powder and a month's
supply of Delica-Brow, the original liquid
dressing for lashes and brows. Know what
true beauty really IS
Kissproof, Inc., Dept. 1094
3013 Clybourn Ave. .Chicago,

III.

Send me the Kieeproof Beauty Box. I enclo. _
20c to cover cost of packing and mailing.
Also send art print of the KieBproof Girl
FREE. Check shade of powder.

Flesh
Brunette

U

White
Ivory

Delica-Brow makes eyes alluring— instantly.

cAt your dealer, 75c or send coupon.

F©r Y©er Favorite

Imm Powder
—

the vogue in the smartest society Norida, new and clever.
The thinnest loose powder vanitie you ever saw and by far the''
loveliest. Popular with all women because of its jewel-like grace

It's

and

its

—

unique features.

your favorite loose powder;
No sifting or spilling, no
when it's empty, refill it
out of order. Norida is
or
get
confuse
you
complicated mechanism to

Turn the

silvered

powder

plate and there

is

in a few seconds.

the perfect loose

powder

The

vanitie

New

toilet goods

Thin

TSlprida is

counters

PARIS

— ask

Sold at all

to see

one today

NEW YORK

Forgenuine personal charm
and beauty, use fragrant

NORIDA VANITIES

T\[prida toiletries.
At all toilet goods counters.

gle

Priced$i.50 to $3.00— Sinand Double, Gold and
Silver, each in a velvet lined
case
filled uith Norida

—

F/eur Sauvage (Wildflower) Poudre and Rouge.
At all toilet goods counters.
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